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Abstract

A Comparison of Arabic and English Directness and Indirectness: Cross- 
Cultural Politeness

This thesis examines cross-cultural variation in directness and indirectness by discussing the 

ways in which they function and are interpreted in Arabic and English. It shows that our 

understanding of directness and indirectness should not be restricted to a specific view which 

might not be applicable cross-culturally. I compare the two forms in both language 

communities, rather than simply outlining the main differences between them. I focus as 

much on the similarities between the ways in which directness and indirectness are performed 

in these two cultures as on the differences between them, in order to demonstrate that these 

two cultures are not polar opposites. I also examine what might be considered appropriate 

with respect to directness and indirectness and how these forms are conventionalised in 

relation to politeness and impoliteness in each culture. My data consists of a mixed methods 

approach: quantitative, (questionnaires) as well as qualitative (focus groups and naturally 

occurring data). The variety of data examined in both languages makes the results obtained 

through this study of greater interest. However, this is not to argue that a given language or 

cultural community is homogeneous, nor that a generalisation about the understanding and 

function of directness and indirectness can be made cross-culturally. In addition, this research 

argues for the inadequacy of the traditional theories of politeness (e.g. Brown and Levinson, 

1987; Leech, 1983, Lakoff, 1975), which fail to provide sufficient engagement with cultural 

and contextual aspects, which play a significant role in evaluating interactions. Thus, I move 

towards a more appropriate approach, that is a discursive approach, to the analysis of 

politeness (e.g. Eelen, 2001; Mills, 2003; Watts, 2003; Linguistic Politeness Research Group 

(eds.), 2011; Kadar and Mills, 2011), which is a context- and situation-based model. In this 

way, I hope to develop a more contextual and adequate approach to cross-cultural politeness 

and impoliteness research.
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Chapter 1 

1.1 Introduction

This thesis is concerned with the relation between (indirectness1 and politeness and 

impoliteness.2 My examination of directness and indirectness looks at the cross-cultural use 

of both forms by Arabic and English speakers.3 In contrast to the traditional theories (e.g. 

Brown and Levinson, 1987; Lakoff, 1975; Leech, 1983), where the role of culture and 

context does not seem to be considered as fundamental to politeness in these studies, the 

analytical framework of the present study takes variability across cultures, as well as context, 

as its central focus. However, although every cultural community may have culture-specific 

values and norms4 (which might be similar to or different from other communities) which are 

built on different ideologies, these are not homogeneous (Kadar and Mills, 2011). Thus,“[i]t 

would be very difficult and indeed inadvisable to make any generalisations about all English- 

speaking or Arabic-speaking communities” (Grainger et al. 2015: 42). However, this thesis 

aims to describe some of the ideologies that are responsible for the sense of shared language 

activities among the speakers within both communities. For example, Agha (2003) uses the 

term enregisterment, which is defined by Christie (2013) as the process which becomes 

associated with certain personal qualities to certain aspects of accent and thus becomes 

“available as a signalling device” (Christie, 2013: 158). Agha argues that accent can be an 

identification of the social identity of individuals through their production of utterances, 

rather than simply being seen as ‘sound patterns’.5

1 (In)directness refers to directness and indirectness as a whole.
2 Definitions o f (in)directness are provided in section 4.2.
3 The focus o f this thesis is largely on British-English and Libyan-Arabic.
4However, cultural norms themselves are not static but, rather, dynamic, as we will see in Chapter 3.
5 A more detailed discussion on enregisterment and indexicality is provided in Chapter 2.
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Although many cross-cultural studies on politeness analyse the existence of both 

directness and indirectness in their cultural or linguistic communities,6 the conventionalised 

routines which are associated with such linguistic practices seem to vary from one culture to 

another. Thus, while there are similarities in the occurrence of these linguistic practices 

within different cultural groups, the cultural norms, which affect the use of direct and indirect 

forms, may differ from culture to culture. However, according to certain ideological beliefs, 

most work on English by some of the traditional theorists (such as Brown and Levinson, 

1987; Levinson, 1983) portrays indirectness as fundamental in English,7 attributing this to the 

belief that freedom from imposition takes priority in English.8 Such a description of English 

preference of speech has been explored by many cross-cultural researchers (e.g. 

Sifianou,1992; Fukushima, 2002), who argue that their own language (which they believe to 

be more direct) and the English language are in stark opposition. My aim in this research, 

however, is to foreground and challenge such stereotypical assumptions and to argue that, 

despite the different conventions associated with the performance of direct and indirect forms 

of speech in both Arabic and English in certain contexts, the two cultures should not be 

presented as polar opposites. Thus, the goal of this thesis is to show that it is a matter of how 

certain ideologies around the use of such forms is conceived as appropriate and thus 

acceptable in both communities in certain situations, and how such ideologies have an impact 

on conventionalising certain linguistic practices (e.g. directness and indirectness) so that they 

are evaluated as either polite or impolite.

6These studies will be discussed in Chapter 4.
7 See 3.7.4. for more discussion o f this claim.
However, this is not to say that freedom from imposition does not have a priority in English; it does, but this 

does not mean that indirectness is always used where freedom from imposition is interpreted or directness is 
always avoided to avoid such imposition.
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The main aim of this work is to investigate what might be considered as 

conventionalised and thus appropriate in both Arabic and English communities in terms of 

(in)directness, by demonstrating the similarities with regard to expectations of behaviour in 

each community. As such, in contrast to previous cross-cultural studies on directness and 

indirectness, which have investigated this phenomenon by contrasting these cultural forms 

between different cultures, I focus on the similarities as well as differences between different 

cultures’ expectations of what might be conceived as appropriate and thus acceptable, and 

what might be considered as conventionalised and thus as being polite or impolite in terms of 

direct and indirect speech.

The vast majority of cross-cultural research on politeness, despite the useful 

contributions it has made to the politeness field, uses the theory of politeness proposed by 

Brown and Levinson (1987) or modifies certain aspects of its model to deal with its 

shortcomings (Terkourafi, 2005) in a way that serves their general aim (e.g. showing that 

certain cultural communities prefer more positive politeness strategies). However, the 

traditional theory of politeness has been accused of being Western-oriented in focus 

(Wierzbicka, 2003), which gives the impression that this theory, despite extensive criticism, 

is still applicable among certain cultural communities (e.g. Western cultures in general, 

English in particular). However, in recent years, a new generation of politeness research has 

declared the invalidity of Brown and Levinson’s model even for Western cultures, due to a 

number of problems.9 As a reaction to the shortcomings of Brown and Levinson’s theory, a 

more complex politeness and impoliteness model has been suggested by researchers, 

including Eelen (2001), Mills (2003), Watts (2003), the Linguistic Politeness Research Group

9These problems will be discussed in Chapter 2.
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(eds.), (2011) and Kadar and Mills (2011). This approach, in contrast to Brown and 

Levinson’s (1987) model, takes contextual and situational factors into consideration in the 

analysis process and is well aware of the complexity and diversity of cultures. Thus, the goal 

of this thesis is to show that the adoption of such an approach for studies which deal with 

cross-cultural pragmatics is very useful because it is well-developed for such empirical 

research.10 By drawing on this work, I hope to show, by reviewing several other models for 

analysing politeness, that a discursive approach to politeness is adequate for describing and 

understanding cross-cultural communication, where the participants may have different 

evaluations of what constitutes politeness and impoliteness. Thus, I adopt a discursive 

approach to the analysis of politeness as a framework for this study to analyse cross-cultural 

interactions.11 The general goal, thus, is to move away from the basic assumptions of the 

traditional theories of politeness towards a more contextual and social approach to 

understanding politeness, because this is better able to account for what might be perceived 

as appropriate in each community.

I now discuss the motivations and scope for the study. Following this, I discuss my 

hypothesis and research questions. Then, I investigate the relationship between politeness, 

directness and indirectness. Finally, I outline the structure of the chapters of the present 

study.

1.2. Rationale for and Scope of the Research

Several motivations led me to select this topic for this thesis. For example, as I show in my 

literature review, although the traditional politeness approach has been demonstrated to be

10Evidence of this claim will be discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.
11 Discursive approaches to politeness and impoliteness are discussed in Chapter 2
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incapable of accounting for the politeness phenomenon (Mills, 2011), it has been largely

adopted by many cross-cultural researchers, including those analysing Arabic (e.g. Jebahi,

2011; Al-Oqaily and Tawalbeh, 2012), who use a similar strategy that is proposed by this

theory to fit their own cultural community. For example, the traditional politeness theory

simply assumes that there is a relationship between certain linguistic forms and their

functions (Mills, 2011). Words such as ‘thank you’ or ‘please’ are always judged to be polite,

whereas they can be used sarcastically or ironically. Furthermore, such polite formulaic

expressions can be evaluated negatively in certain situations in Arabic, whereas they might be

seen as essential in similar situations in English. An illustrative incident happened between

my sister and myself when my son (who was 5-years-old at the time) asked her to pass him

• 12some bread by saying in Arabic ‘Aunt, give me bread’. I joined the conversation as follows:

? v  vi j c> J j£ f JV : Ut
la walla H^waila fad^lik min tqu:l la:zim
no or aunty to favour of say should

Me: You should say ‘please’ to your aunty, shouldn’t you?

.aLIa ojlA diLo! t5ic. (jSJhxjLa
ha:bla hadj ?ummyk ?ala mat?addin/
crazy this your mother on not bother you no

My sister (speaking to my son): Don’t care about what your mum says; she is crazy.

According to traditional politeness theory, using the expression ‘please’ is supposed to be 

seen polite, but my sister’s comment here does not seem to support this evaluation: ‘Don’t 

care about what your mum says’. Such polite formulaic expressions are generally avoided in 

certain discourses, (e.g. interactions among family members) in Libyan Arabic. This may be 

attributed to the reason mentioned by Sifianou (1992) concerning Greek culture:

12 This example is taken from my log book data. Details o f this data can be found in Chapter 5.



Members of the same in-group see it as their duty to help and support each other, both 
morally and financially, so they find no obvious reason for thanking or apologizing, 
unless for something they conceive of as being very serious or beyond the normal 
duties of the performer of the action, since the appropriate response is similar 
behaviour from everybody when the occasion arises (1992: 42).

This suggestion seems to be valid as far as Arab, or more precisely Libyan, speakers are

concerned. Libyans tend to work hard to maintain good relationships and place a high value

on solidarity and intimacy. In other words, they place a low emphasis on distance and

privacy, and thus tend to employ informality. Thus, because such terms (e.g. ‘please’ and

‘thank you’) may index formality and social distance, they are avoided in familial contexts.

Therefore, while some items are considered to be polite in some cultures, they might be

1 ̂perceived differently in other societies. However, this is not to say that these items are seen 

as impolite in the situation mentioned above in Arabic, but they might be seen as ‘strange’, 

because they are not conventionalised to be seen as appropriate. Furthermore, my sister’s use 

of the word ‘crazy’ would be judged negatively by traditional politeness theory, while it is 

used here as a form of banter and is thus not judged as impolite.14

Another incident which sparked my interest in this research area happened when I 

boarded a bus in Sheffield, UK, for the first time. I found it very strange that people were 

thanking the driver and he was thanking them back. I considered that the driver was simply 

doing his job and, as the passengers were paying a fare to travel, I could not understand why 

they were thanking him. Interestingly, when I mentioned this incident to some Arab friends, 

they said that they had felt the same way when they first arrived in Britain. One of them 

mentioned another incident which happened while she was shopping in a supermarket, when

13 Evidence for this claim will be provided in Chapters 6 and 7.
14Culpeper (1996: 352) defines mock impoliteness or ‘banter’ as “impoliteness that remains on the surface, since 
it is understood that it is not intended to cause offence”.
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an English woman opened the door for her and stood back to allow her through. When my 

friend failed to thank the woman for opening the door for her, the English woman said: 

‘When someone opens the door for you, you have to say ‘thank you” . Such incidents and 

many others have led me to think a more complex approach is required, because a simple link 

between particular linguistic forms and certain functions that ignores contextual and cultural 

factors can lead to different evaluations of contexts is insufficient.

According to Pan (2011), most previous cross-cultural studies which investigate the 

notion of politeness and its relation to directness and indirectness appear to be constrained by 

the basic assumptions of the traditional theories of politeness (e.g. Ogiermann, 2009; Byon, 

2006; Al-Ali and Alawneh, 2010). For example, directness is often characterised in the 

literature as impolite verbal behaviour as it is regarded as a potential face-threatening act,15 

while indirectness is perceived as polite behaviour. This distinction relies primarily on 

ideological assumptions about what constitutes polite behaviour in English (e.g. Brown and 

Levinson, 1987; Lakoff, 1973; and Leech 1983). That is, as Pan (2011) argues, most 

linguistic politeness research simply applies Brown and Levinson’s (1987) model of 

politeness across cultures, raising critical issues with regard to politeness theories. For 

example, indirectness is argued not to be the most frequent form of politeness in all cultures, 

as directness can be considered polite behaviour in many societies.16 However, the 

conception and interpretations of directness and indirectness may differ from one culture to 

another. That is, the argument surrounding the issue of (in)directness has been an argument 

about the applicability of Brown and Levinson’ (1987) theory among and across cultures,

15See definitions in Section 2.2.1.4.
16 A full discussion o f this issue is provided in Chapter 4.
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rather than one about the interpretation of the notions of directness and indirectness 

themselves, which I aim to interrogate critically.

Owing to the diversity and complexity that can be found within and across cultural 

communities, characterising a whole community as being simply direct or indirect appears 

inadequate. For example, it would be inadequate to categorize all English people as always 

preferring indirect forms, just because, in general, certain groups (e.g. the middle-classes) 

might have a tendency to use certain indirect linguistic forms in certain situations (e.g. 

requests). Furthermore, as I will show in chapter 2, most cross-cultural studies on politeness 

have simply applied Brown and Levinson’s (1987) approach to the analysis of politeness, 

focusing on how certain speech acts can be used politely in comparison to English. As a 

result, the investigation of directness and indirectness has been restricted to the notion, that 

‘unlike English’, where indirectness is seen as polite and directness as impolite, in other 

cultures, indirectness might involve some kind of dispreferred distance (such as in Greece, 

Sifianou, 1992) or some degree of ambiguity (such as in Germany, House, 2012). Thus, 

indirectness is dispreferred, while directness signals closeness and kindness. Thus, directness 

is seen as polite in these cultures.17 Thus, in this research, I show that, instead of focusing on 

portraying a given cultural group as being more or less direct, or judging people according to 

the sort of group to which they belong, it is more appropriate to investigate the ideological 

motivations that make the usage and interpretation of certain behaviours conventional within 

particular communities which thus may be shared amongst speakers within these 

communities.

17 This is not an attempt to negate the importance o f such work, nor to assert that such claims are untrue, but, 
what constitutes directness and indirectness in these cultures has not been investigated in such studies.
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1.3. Research Hypothesis and Questions

The main hypothesis of my work is that Arabic and English cultures are not polar opposites, 

as they are usually described (e.g. Sifianou, 1992; Fukushima, 2002; Al-Oqaily and 

Tawalbeh, 2012)18 because they may share the goal of engaging in appropriate behaviour but 

via adopting different strategies, due to the different expectations that they are expected to 

meet in their communities.19 Although many cross-cultural studies on politeness analyse the 

existence of both (in)directness in their cultural or linguistic communities, the 

conventionalised routines which are associated with such linguistic practices seem to vary 

from one culture to another. Thus, while there are similarities in the occurrence of these 

linguistic practices within different cultural groups, the cultural norms, which affect the use 

of direct and indirect forms, may differ from culture to culture. However, according to certain 

ideological beliefs, most work on English by some of the traditional theorists (such as Brown

91and Levinson, 1987; Levinson, 1983) portrays indirectness as fundamental in English, 

attributing this to the belief that freedom from imposition takes priority in English.22 Such a 

description of English preference of speech has been explored by many cross-cultural 

researchers (e.g. Sifianou, 1992; Fukushima, 2002), who argue that their own language 

(which they believe to be more direct) and the English language are in stark opposition. My 

aim in this research, however, is to foreground and challenge such stereotypical assumptions 

and to argue that, despite the different conventions associated with the performance of direct 

and indirect forms of speech in both Arabic and English in certain contexts, the two cultures

18 More detailed discussion is provided in Chapter 4.
19 This claim is discussed in Chapter 7.
20These studies will be discussed in Chapter 4.
21 See 3.7.4. for more discussion o f this claim.
22However, this is not to say that freedom from imposition does not have a priority in English; it does, but this 
does not mean that indirectness is always used where freedom from imposition is interpreted or directness is 
always avoided to avoid such imposition.
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should not be presented as polar opposites. Thus, the goal of this thesis is to show that it is a 

matter of how certain ideologies around the use of such forms is conceived as appropriate and 

thus acceptable in both communities in certain situations, and how such ideologies have an 

impact on conventionalising certain linguistic practices (e.g. directness and indirectness) so 

that they are evaluated as either polite or impolite.

On the basis of the above mentioned considerations and arguments, the main research 

questions are as follows:

1) -  To what extent is there a correlation between indirectness and politeness and directness 

and impoliteness?

2) -  Is (in)directness perceived differently in Arab and English cultures?

3) -  How adequate is a discursive theoretical approach to the analysis o f  (in) directness?

Thus, the main aim of this thesis is to contribute to the understanding of (im)politeness and 

its relation to (in)directness by examining these phenomena in Arabic and English 

respectively. This thesis also aims to analyse some of the cultural stereotypes of Arabic and 

English cultures, in order better to understand politeness and impoliteness and their use in 

intercultural communications.

1.4. Politeness, Directness and Indirectness

Most traditional theories argue for a positive correlation between indirectness and politeness. 

I would argue that directness can be appropriate in certain situations but dispreferred in 

others. Similarly, indirectness can be used politely in particular contexts, but it can also be
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used to offer deliberate offence or harsh criticism in others.23 However, directness should not 

be treated as a default from which the speakers always deviate, as it can simply be used 

because there is no need for explicitness due to the fact that the same linguistic repertoire is 

shared by the interlocutors. Thus, more implicit forms are preferred in such situations. This is 

not particular to a certain culture, but applicable to both Arabic and English. As such, it 

would be difficult to classify a whole community as direct or indirect, because we cannot 

simply make generalisations about the interpretations and the functions of (in)directness 

within or across cultures (Mills and Kadar, 2011). However, it might be possible to describe 

some of the ideologies of certain language activities that are shared among many of the 

speakers within both communities. Thus, I would argue that there is no single way to express 

or interpret directness and indirectness. The supposed association between the English use of 

indirectness and politeness might not be always accurate, because indirectness can sometimes 

be used to cause deliberate offence.24 Directness, on the other hand, which is ideologically 

linked to rudeness in English, may be more frequent in everyday interactions in English than 

it is generally believed to be 25 Furthermore, despite the attempts by cross-cultural researchers 

to present positive evaluations of direct speech in their culture, the same effort has not been 

made to investigate the negative evaluations that indirectness may incur26 They simply 

declare that the supposed English indirectness is unsuited to their culture without 

investigating its conception and interpretation in their communities. The reason for this may 

be attributed to the dependence of these studies on Brown and Levinson’s (1987) theory, 

which encourages generalisations about linguistic communities. In this research, thus, I have 

moved away from Brown and Levinson’s perspective on (in)directness to analyse

23 Examples which support this claim are provided in Chapter 7.
24As I show in Chapters 6 and 7.
25See Chapters6 and 7 for more details.
26 See Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of these studies.
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(im)politeness and (in)directness in a way that enables me to frame an appropriate description

97of this phenomenon in Arabic and English.

1.5. Structure of the Thesis

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2, Theories of Politeness and Impoliteness, 

provides an overview of the politeness and impoliteness approaches, by critically 

investigating the traditional theories of politeness. It also aims to investigate the controversy 

between traditional theories (e.g. Brown and Levinson), which focus on how the individual’s 

utterance can fit into a framework created by researchers, and discursive approaches (e.g. 

Eelen, 2001; Mills, 2003; and Watts, 2003) which stress that what should be taken into 

consideration is the individual’s judgement of (im)politeness which is shown in their 

utterance, and the contextual and cultural factors that influence such evaluations. Thus, I aim 

critically to review Brown and Levinson’s model and theoretical work which has been 

influenced by their work, in order to shed light on the importance of adopting more 

contextual approaches with which to develop an adequate explanation for the politeness and 

impoliteness phenomena.

In chapter 3, Culture and Politeness, I focus on the relation between culture and 

politeness. I investigate certain aspects of culture that are considered to influence 

communication style and politeness strategies. I review the concept of culture and its relation 

to identity, and critically review certain proposed cultural dimensions (e.g. collectivism/ 

individualism), considering the main problems with such distinctions. Further, I explain the 

importance of cultural and contextual factors in analysing (im)politeness in different cultures.

27 (Im)politeness includes politeness and impoliteness as a whole.
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Thus, I investigate the concept of politeness and impoliteness in Arabic and English and 

highlight the main similarities and differences between the two cultures. The main aim of this 

chapter, thus, is to show that, despite the importance of culture in shaping the participants’ 

strategy choices in interactions, ‘culture’ should be viewed as fluid and dynamic rather than 

static, and cultures are not homogeneous.

In chapter 4, Definition and Functions of (In)directness, I focus on the notion of 

directness and indirectness and their relation to politeness and impoliteness cross-culturally. 

The chapter investigates a wide range of issues related to these phenomena, including: 

definitions of the concept of directness and indirectness; the relationship between 

(in)directness and politeness or impoliteness cross-culturally; the motivations for 

indirectness; and the relationship between indirectness and politeness in different languages 

in general and in Arabic and English communities in particular. By so doing, I show how 

performing and interpreting directness and indirectness may differ from one cultural 

community to another, taking cultural and contextual factors into consideration.

In Chapter 5, Methodology, I present the methodological framework for this study 

taking into consideration the theoretical framework and hypothesis discussed in previous 

chapters. I assess the methods that are usually used for linguistic research data before 

explaining and justifying the methods used. I also present the data collection procedures 

through discussing the pilot studies that I carried out, and describing the methods I used to 

gather data for this study. The methods I used to gather data for this study constitute a mixed 

approach: quantitative, such as questionnaires; and qualitative, such as focus group data and 

naturally occurring data, including recorded and log-book data. The variety of data examined

from both languages makes the results obtained more adequate.
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In Chapter 6, Data Analysis (Questionnaire and Focus-group-data Analysis), I 

investigate the performance and interpretation of directness and indirectness in relation to 

politeness and impoliteness in both Arabic and English, by examining data collected by 

means of Questionnaires and Focus Groups. The focus is on examining how directness and 

indirectness are perceived by the interactants from both communities. Thus, the aim of this 

chapter is to highlight the main ideological and cultural motivations that influence the 

interactants’ strategic communication choices in terms of directness and indirectness in each 

community. I discuss the extent to which these may be considered to be conventionalised. 

Thus, I aim to examine the way in which people from both Arabic and English cultures feel 

they use directness and indirectness in relation to politeness and impoliteness which is, in 

turn, influenced by their ideological beliefs about these linguistic forms.

In chapter 7, Data Analysis (Naturalistic-Data Analysis), I investigate, through the 

analysis of naturalistic data, the extent to which people from both Arabic and English 

communities conform to the way they feel that they and others should speak or behave, and 

compare it with the way they actually do speak or behave. This might be similar to or 

different from their ideological beliefs about the use of directness and indirectness in 

communication.

In chapter 8, Conclusion, I discuss the main findings of the data analysis and highlight 

the similarities and differences between the use and interpretation of directness and 

indirectness in Arab and English cultures. I also discuss the implications of the study, and I 

propose recommendations for further work.
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1.6. Summary

In brief, this thesis investigates how contextual and ideological factors affect the generation 

of different interpretations of utterances in various situations. Unlike most previous cross- 

cultural studies, which simply contrast behaviour between different languages, the focus of 

this thesis is on the similarities as well as the differences in how different types of cultural 

behaviour are interpreted and evaluated. Thus, this thesis as a whole aims to develop a new 

form of analysis, which can capture the complexity and diversity of cultures in relation to the 

notions of (in)directness and (im)politeness cross-culturally.
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Chapter 2

Theories of Politeness and Impoliteness 

2.1. Introduction

In this chapter, I outline the theoretical position of the present study. In section 2.2., I review 

the traditional politeness theories, in particular, those which have been influenced by the 

Gricean model, such as the work of Lakoff (1973), Leech (1983), Brown and Levinson 

(1987). I outline the main weaknesses of these theories which, accordingly, cannot provide a 

solid basis on which to develop an explanation for individuals’ behaviour in relation to 

politeness and impoliteness. Sperber and Wilson’s (1986) relevance theory will also be 

discussed in this section. Although relevance theory is not particularly concerned with 

politeness, it is believed by many researchers (e.g. Escandell-Vidal, 1996; Jary, 1998; Watts, 

2003; Christie, 2007) to be useful to inform politeness research. Since this study is also 

concerned with issues which are related to impoliteness, impoliteness theories, mainly those 

which are proposed by Culpeper (1996, 2005, 2011); and Bousfield (2008), are the main 

focus of section 2.3. In section 2.4., I discuss the discursive approaches to politeness and 

impoliteness, in order to show how the adoption of such an approach for studies which deal 

with cross-cultural pragmatics is very useful, as it is well developed for such empirical 

research (as I show below). The main research question that is posed in this chapter is: how 

adequate is a discursive theoretical approach to the analysis of (im)politeness? Since the 

discursive approach offers a valuable analytical framework for understanding 

communicational interactions, I take a discursive approach as the theoretical basis of this 

study, as will be discussed in section 2.5.
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2.2. Theories of Politeness

According to Grainger (2011), there have been three main waves of politeness research: (1) 

the Gricean model; (2) discursive approaches; and (3) the sociological/interactional approach 

which takes a middle ground between both the Gricean model and discursive approaches to 

politeness theories.28 The first wave of politeness theories was based on the Gricean model 

which was adopted and elaborated by many scholars (such as Brown and Levinson, 1987; 

Lakoff, 1973; Leech, 1983), and associated with second-order politeness.29 Thus, it would be 

useful to review Grice’s view which is the foundation of the work for these theorists.

2.2.1.Traditional Theories of Politeness: Critical Review

2.2.1.1 Grice

Gricean pragmatics is principally based on the idea of implicature, proposed by Grice to 

distinguish between what the speakers literally say and what they actually mean. This 

framework has become known as ‘conversational implicature’. The general principle from 

which conversational implicature is derived is called the ‘Cooperative Principle’ which is 

presented by Grice as follows: “Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at 

the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in 

which you are engaged” (Grice, 1975: 45). To support this principle, Grice proposes four 

maxims, each of which involves sub-maxims. They are maxims of Quality, Quantity, 

Relation and Manner. These maxims are described by Grice (1975: 45-46) as follows:

28
Due to space limitations and for the purpose o f this study, the scope o f my review o f ‘politeness theories’ will include an

extensive discussion o f issues related to first and second waves o f politeness research and will not therefore allow for a
discussion o f aspects related to the third wave.
29

The definitions and more discussion about the difference between first-order politeness (politeness 1) and second-order 
politeness (politeness 2) will be provided in section 2.4.3. below.
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1. Quantity
(1) Make your contribution as informative as required (for the purpose of the exchange).
(2) Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.

2. Quality
(1) Do not say what you believe to be false.
(2) Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.

3. Relation
Be relevant

4. Manner
(1) Avoid obscurity of expression.
(2) Avoid ambiguity.
(3) Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity).
(4) Be orderly.

However, it might be thought that Grice is suggesting that speakers need to speak within this 

framework if they want to be cooperative. Grice was aware that these maxims are not always 

observed by speakers; rather, there are some situations when speakers do not observe all the 

maxims, but this does not necessarily mean that they are being non-cooperative. Accordingly, 

he suggests some ways in which people fail to observe one (or more) of these maxims, such 

as flouting a maxim which is the case “in which a speaker blatantly fails to observe a maxim, 

not with any intention of deceiving or misleading, but because the speaker wishes to prompt 

the hearer to look for a meaning which is different from, or in addition to, the expressed 

meaning” (Thomas, 1995: 65).

However, Grice’s CP has been criticized since these principles do not always affect 

interactional communication in everyday language. Sifianou (1992), for example, argues that 

the principles of conversation “ignore the significance of the expressive aspect of language 

use. They sound more like rules prescribing what should happen in business encounters rather 

than those describing normal, everyday speech” (1992: 16). The CP has also been criticized
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from the viewpoint of the misleading label ‘cooperative’, “since what in everyday terms 

would be seen as ‘highly uncooperative’ behaviour, such as arguing, lying, hurling abuse, 

may yet be perfectly cooperative according to some interpretations of Grice’s (1975) term” 

(Fukushima, 2002: 31). Thomas (1995) also has criticized Grice’s maxims for overlapping, 

being unclear, or of different statuses.

Despite the limitations of Grice’s CP, some researchers assume that the Gricean 

model remains useful for analysis because “the assumption of cooperative behaviour is 

actually hard to undermine” (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 5). Thomas (1994) suggests that, in 

spite of its limitations, “no one else .... has yet come up with anything better with which to 

replace it”. Sifianou (1992) also insists that the maxim of ‘be polite’, proposed by Grice, has 

motivated many scholars to build on the issue of politeness; thus, “whether in supporting or 

contesting his views, scholars such as Lakoff, Leech, and Brown and Levinson have been 

encouraged to produce a great deal of interesting work on the subject of politeness” 

(Sifianou, 1992: 20). These theories will be introduced in the following sections.

2.2.I.2. Lakoff

Lakoff (1973) adopts Grice’s view of Conversational Principles in order to account for 

politeness. However, she discusses the concept of politeness in terms of pragmatic rules 

rather than in terms of strategies. Lakoff (1973: 296) proposes two basic rules of pragmatic 

competence. They are:

1. Be clear.

2. Be polite.
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Lakoff argues that both rules are not at the same level of importance. In other words, in most 

situations in which politeness and clarity are in conflict, people tend to choose not to offend 

others than to be clear. Her second pragmatic rule, ‘be polite’, consists of three rules of 

politeness. These are:

1: Don’t impose.

2: Give options.

3: Make A feel good - be friendly (Lakoff, 1973: 298).

The first rule is associated with formality and distance. But Lakoff (1973: 298) suggests that 

this rule “can also be taken as meaning, Remain aloof, don’t intrude into ‘other people’s 

business” . The second rule is associated with situations where the addressee is given a choice 

about their reaction towards the speaker (such as in the cases of hedges). In Lakoff s words: 

“certain particles may be used to give the addressee an option about how ... [they are] to 

react” (1973: 299). The third rule is associated with cases in which some strategies are used 

by the speaker to make their interactant feel good, as “it produces a sense of equality between 

Sp and A, and (providing Sp is actually equal or better than A) this makes A feel good” 

Lakoff, 1973: 301). In her later work, Lakoff (1975: 65) reformulated her rules of politeness 

as follows:

1. Formality: keep aloof.

2. Deference: give options.

3. Camaraderie: show sympathy.

However, Lakoff s rules of politeness have been criticized for a number of reasons. 

Yeung (1997), for example, points out that Lakoff “never goes into the question of how the 

choice is made” (1997: 506). These rules have also been criticized from the viewpoint of their
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assumed universality (Sifianou, 1992). For example, Lakoff argues that these rules are 

universal, “the only difference among cultures lying in the order of precedence of these rules” 

(Sifianou, 1992: 24). However, the matter is not restricted to the order of these rules: the 

issue has another dimension, as Sifianou (1992: 25) quite rightly says, it is “a matter of 

differing interpretations of the politeness involved in each particular action or utterance” 

rather than ordering these rules differently within different cultures.

2.2.I.3. Leech

Like Lakoff, Leech (1983) expands on Grice’s views in his attempt to account for politeness 

phenomena. The approach that he proposed for pragmatics is ‘rhetorical’. By rhetorical Leech 

means “the effective use of language in its most general sense, applying it primarily to 

everyday conversation and only secondarily to more prepared and public uses o f language” 

(1983: 15). Leech’s work on politeness consists primarily of two main systems of rhetoric, 

they are:

1- Textual rhetoric, which consists of the Processibility Principle, the Clarity 

Principle, the Economy Principle and the Expressivity Principle.

2- Interpersonal rhetoric, which consists of the following sets of principles: the 

Cooperative Principle with its four maxims (quality, quantity, relation and manner), the 

Politeness Principle, which consists of a set of maxims: tact, generosity, approbation, 

modesty, agreement, and sympathy and the Irony Principle.

Leech argues that his Politeness Principle (PP) is an essential complement to Grice’s 

co-operative principles, and not just an additional principle. However, he points out that not 

all the maxims of the Politeness Principle are of equal importance. For example, the tact 

maxim is supposed to be more powerful than the generosity maxim. Leech also mentions that
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every maxim consists of two sub-maxims. For example, the tact maxim includes (a) minimize 

cost to other, and (b) maximize benefit to other, whereas the generosity maxim consists of the 

two sub-maxims (a) minimize benefit to self and (b) maximize cost to self and so on. Leech 

further mentions that different cultures tend to place a higher value on certain maxims which 

indicates the possibility of cross-cultural differences. Leech argues, for example, that some 

Eastern cultures place a higher value on the modesty maxim than Western cultures, whereas 

Mediterranean cultures tend to value the generosity maxim more highly than the tact maxim,
O A  #

which is valued more in English-speaking cultures. Leech also proposes three pragmatic 

scales associated with his maxims which have “a bearing on the degree of tact appropriate to 

a given speech situation” (1983: 123). These pragmatic scales are:

1- The COST- BENEFIT SCALE on which is estimated the cost or benefit of the 
proposed action.

2- The OPTIONALITY SCALE on which Elocutions are ordered according to the 

amount of choice which s allows to h.

3- The INDIRECTNESS SCALE on which....Elocutions are ordered with respect to the 

length of the path connecting the Elocutionary act to its Elocutionary goal.

Leech suggests two other scales that are related to politeness in addition to these three 

scales. They are: ‘authority’ and ‘social distance’. Therefore, “if speakers judge that the cost 

to the addressee, their relative authority and the social distance increase, they will attempt to 

provide the addressees with more options and will formulate their utterance with greater

30A s far as Arabic speakers are concerned, this suggestion seems to be valid, as Arab culture seems to value the 
importance o f generosity, thus minimizing benefit to self and maximizing benefit to others. However, this is not 
to say that I agree with making generalizations about politeness across all Arab countries, as they arenot 
homogenous as I will show in chapter, 4, 6 and 7 (see Grainger et al. 2015).
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indirectness” (Sifianou, 1992: 28). What Leech seems to suggest here is that the more indirect 

the speaker is the more polite they are. However, this is not always the case, because in some 

situations, indirectness can be used for neutral (neither polite nor impolite), or even impolite 

purposes (as I show in chapter 6 and 7). Thus, such a suggestion does not always hold true 

within or across cultures.

Leech (1983: 83) also distinguishes between absolute and relative politeness. The 

former can be described “as a scale, or rather a set of scales, having a negative and a positive 

pole. Some illocutions (e.g. orders) are inherently impolite, and others (e.g. offers) are 

inherently polite”. Thus, negative politeness is perceived as “minimizing the impoliteness of 

impolite illocutions, and positive politeness consists in maximizing the politeness of polite 

illocutions” (Leech, 1983: 83-4). Relative politeness, on the other hand, relies on the norm of 

behaviour for a particular culture, as “it is clear that the Cooperative Principle and the 

Politeness Principle operate variably in different cultures or language communities, in 

different social situation among different social classes, etc” (Leech, 1983: 10). However, 

Leech’s observation regarding absolute politeness has been challenged. Sifianou (1992), for 

instance, wonders to what extent orders are always considered inherently impolite, and 

wonders whether orders, in the military or an educational context, are inherently polite or 

impolite. Furthermore, many theorists, such as Locher and Watts, (2005) and Mills, (2011), 

argue against the assumption that politeness or impoliteness are inherent in the utterances 

themselves; rather, their function may differ from one situation to another. For example, 

Mills (2003) argues that even the most offensive speech acts, such as threats and insults, are 

sometimes used by close friends in order to show camaraderie towards each other.
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In a later development of his theory, Leech (2007) reformulated the maxims of 

politeness, but he avoided using the term ‘maxim’ because “it is so easily misconstrued” 

(Leech, 2007: 180). Instead, Leech prefers the term “pragmatic constraint” and uses ‘super

constraint’ which comprises all the maxims of tact, generosity, approbation, modesty, 

agreement, and sympathy, and he labels this ‘the Grand Strategy o f  Politeness’(G SP) which 

is defined as follows: “In order to be polite, S  expresses or implies meanings which associate 

a high value with what pertains to 0 ( 0  = other person(s), mainly the addressee) or associates 

a low value with what pertains to S (S = self, speaker)” (Leech, 2007: 181). By employing 

GSP, Leech (2007) argues, the speaker attempts to avoid offence which might be occasioned, 

if the participants only follow their own agenda without taking others’ feelings into 

consideration. However, Leech’s claim here gives the impression that the purpose of 

employing politeness is to avoid causing offence; thus people use politeness only for the sake 

of mitigation, which is not the case. Further, Leech relabels the kinds of politeness scale to 

be semantic (or absolute) and pragmatic (or relative) politeness scales. However, although his 

view has been heavily critiqued since the publication of his original work (1983), in this later 

work he has not modified his theorization of politeness in response to these critiques. For 

example, Leech (2007: 74) points out that “we can judge that ‘Can you help me? is more 

polite, as a request, than ‘Help m e’, and is less polite than ‘Could you possibly help me?” and 

attributes that to the choices open to the hearer: the more choices (which seems to be related 

to indirectness), the more polite the request is.

31A more detailed discussion about the relationship between opening options and directness and indirectness 
will be provided in Chapter 4 and 7.
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However, as I have indicated above, politeness and impoliteness cannot be inherent in 

the utterances themselves, thus, the utterance ‘Could you possibly help me?' can be used 

sarcastically or ironically and, consequently, judged negatively. In addition, this utterance 

might not be judged as more polite that other utterances he mentions (Can you help me; Help 

me), because they might be seen as equally appropriate (Locher and Watts, 2005). 

Furthermore, as Escandell-Vidal (1996) points out, such utterances can be perceived as a 

polite request in English, because they are conventional ways of requesting in this culture, 

while they might be interpreted as strange in similar contexts in other cultures, such as Poland 

and Russia, because they are not conventionalised to be seen as polite.

Leech’s politeness principles, also, have been criticized for a number of reasons. One 

of the criticisms is that Leech has an unconstrained number of maxims (Brown and Levinson, 

1987; Thomas, 1995). Brown and Levinson (1987), for example, criticize Leech’s maxims on 

the ground that “[i]f we are permitted to invent a maxim for every regularity in language use, 

not only will we have an infinite number of maxims, but pragmatic theory will be too 

unconstrained to permit the recognition of any counterexamples” (1987: 4). There are 

criticisms concerning the universality of Leech’s maxims. Wierzbicka (2003: ix), for 

example, argues that “the once popular assumption that the ‘principles of politeness’ are 

essentially the same everywhere and can be described in terms of ‘universal maxims’ such as 

those listed in Leech (1983: 132)”. However, in his more recent work, Leech (2007) insists 

that he “never made any claim for the universality of ... [his] model of politeness”. (2007: 

169). Despite this claim, Leech believes that there is a common pragmatic basis for polite 

behaviour in different societies. This raises the question of whether Leech really moved away 

from the claim for the universality of his principles.
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2.2.I.4. Brown and Levinson

Brown and Levinson’s (1987) theory is generally considered to be the most influential work 

in the field of politeness. They postulate a ‘Model Person’ (MP) who exhibits of two main 

properties: rationality and face. Brown and Levinson (1987: 58) point out that:

All our Model Person (MP) consists in is a wilful fluent speaker of a natural language, 
further endowed with two special properties -  rationality and face. By ‘rationality’ we 
mean something very specific -  the availability of our MP of a precisely definable 
mode of reasoning from ends to the means that will achieve those ends. By ‘face’ we 
mean something quite specific again: our MP is endowed with two particular wants -  
roughly, the want to be unimpeded and the want to be approved of in certain respects.

However, the claim for the ‘Model Person’ has been challenged. Pan (2011), for example,

argues that within Brown and Levinson’s politeness theoretical framework, the degree of

politeness can be traced through the analysis of a particular speech act or politeness form

within the context of a specific situation or culture. This model presents the ‘Model Person’

as “the embodiment of sharedness” which assumes that values and norms that constitute

appropriate behaviour are shared by all speakers and hearers (Pan, 2011: 132). Mills (2003:

17) also argues that such an assumption brings us many difficulties, because it is assumed

that “the individual can be discussed unproblematically as an autonomous person, who

chooses to use certain language items and strategies rather than others”. Furthermore, Mills

(2003) maintains that the ‘Model Person’ is assumed to be universal. Accordingly, it is

possible to make a generalization within or across cultures. However, “this tendency to

characterise classes and cultures as homogeneous is not easily sustained when we examine

the complexity of politeness in even one culture, or even within one class, and seems to be

dependent on stereotypical beliefs about the linguistic behaviour of particular class” (Mills,

2003: 106). Another problem raised by Mills (2003) regarding the ‘Model Person’ is that

participants are assumed to use language in order to achieve their own ends which involve
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short term and long term goals. This notion, according to Mills, is problematic even in 

Western cultures, because it means that the individual perceives other people solely as a 

means to achieve their goals.

Brown and Levinson (1978) also suggest that some acts involve imposition on the 

participant’s face. That is, they are inherently ‘Face Threatening Acts’ (FTAs)32 which are 

“those acts that by their nature run contrary to the face wants of the addressee and/or of the 

speaker” (Brown and Levinson, 1978: 70).33 Face threatening acts have been described by 

Thomas (1995: 169) as follows:

An illocutionary act has the potential to damage the hearer’s positive face (by, for 
example, insulting H or expressing disapproval of something which H holds dear) or 
H’s negative face (an order, for example, will impinge upon H’s freedom of action); 
or the illocutionary act may potentially damage the speaker’s own positive face (if S 
has to admit to having botched a job, for example) or S’s negative face (if S is 
cornered into making an offer of help).

Brown and Levinson (1987: 69) propose many strategies in order to minimize or avoid doing 

Face Threatening Acts (see figure 1. below).34

Figure (1) Brown and Levinson’s strategies for FTAs (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 69)

1. without redressive
action, baldly 
/ on record < 2. positive politeness

with redressive actionDo the FTA

3. negative politeness4. off record
5. Don’t do the FTA

32The same argument with regard to the inherent meaning o f utterances can be made here with Brown and 
Levinson, who argue that acts can be inherently polite or impolite, whereas they are multifunctional (Mills, 
2003).
33 See Chapter 1 for the definition and discussion o f ‘face’.
341 will review more fully these strategies in 4.3.
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Fukushima (2002) explains that according to Brown and Levinson, “not only ‘face,’ 

but also the strategies of face redress, are universal. They further claim that the underlying 

rational, motivational, and functional foundations of politeness are assumed to be, to some 

extent, universal, and are assumed to influence, and be reflected by, speech in many different 

languages and cultures” (Fukushima, 2002: 41). However, Brown and Levinson’s claim for 

the universality of politeness strategies has been heavily criticized, because what they 

conceive as universal are seen, by many recent politeness researchers (e.g. Wierzbicka; 

1985)., as culturally specific as they are claimed to be basically based on English data and 

have a Western bias. Thus, Brown and Levinson’s model cannot be applicable to all cultures 

or all contexts.

2.2.I.4.I. Critique of Brown and Levinson’s Politeness Theory

In spite of the limitations of Brown and Levinson’s theory, many researchers point out that its 

contribution to the study of politeness cannot be denied. Thomas (1995), for example, 

maintains that “Brown and Levinson’s work has been extraordinarily influential and very 

widely discussed. It is not surprising, therefore, that a number of criticisms have been made 

of their model of politeness” (1995: 176). Similarly, Leech (2007) points out that “if ... 

[Brown and Levinson model] did not have the virtue of providing an explicit and detailed 

model of linguistic politeness, it could not have been attacked so easily” (2007: 168). 

However, in the light of the critique of many of politeness theories’ frameworks, Mills (2003) 

argues that the main area of debate can be centred on the fact that Brown and Levinson’s 

model (and all theoretical works that have been influenced by their work) remains at the

35Some other criticisms o f Brown and Levinson’s theory will be provided below.
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utterance level. Thus, they are unable to explain the wide range of social and cultural 

differences of politeness phenomenon. Mills (2003) points out:

Theorists of linguistic politeness need to reorient their work so that they do not make 
false assumptions about what is going on in conversation when people judge each 
other as being polite or impolite. What we need are new ways of analysis politeness 
so that we can see the varying forces that at work in the process of being polite and 
impolite, and the outcome and effects of these assessments. I argue that we should not 
focus on, for example, the analysis of indirectness as an instance of polite behaviour, 
but rather that we should ask fundamental questions about whether all of the 
participants in the conversation we are analysing consider particular utterances as 
indirect and whether they themselves consider indirectness .to be indicative of 
politeness or not (2003: 14).

Mills states that her aim “is not to attempt to negate the importance of this work by Brown

and Levinson: in many ways, as a system of analysis, it works very well, within its own

terms” (2003: 57). However, she argues for the abandonment of Brown and Levinson’s

model and proposes a new more complex approach of politeness which “is concerned with

the way that assessments of what politeness consists of are developed by individuals

engaging with others in communities of practice, in the process of mapping out identities and

positions for themselves and others within hierarchies and affiliative networks” (Mills, 2003:

58). Therefore, and in reaction to the weakness of Brown and Levinson’s model, a new more

complex politeness model has been developed in recent years. That is the discursive approach

to (im)politeness, which has focused on the importance of analyzing language at the

discourse level rather than analysing single utterances.36 But before investigating this

approach, in the following section I discuss ‘Relevance Theory’, which has also been based

on Gricean model.

36Discursive approaches to politeness, as I will discuss more fully in section 2.4., argue for moving towards a 
more complex and dynamic model o f (im)politeness which takes contextual and situational factors into 
consideration.
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2.2.I.5. Relevance Theory

Sperber and Wilson (1986) laid the foundation for a model of communication and cognition: 

Relevance Theory. As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, although this theory is not 

particularly concerned with politeness research, Sperber and Wilson (1986) imply that this 

model might be of use to studies that are concerned with such sorts of phenomena (Christie, 

2007). The relevance-theoretical approach is primarily based on Grice’s view that utterances 

create expectations of relevance which enable the hearer to interpret the meaning intended by 

the speaker. In Wilson and Sperber’s words “The central claim of relevance theory is that the 

expectations of relevance raised by an utterance are precise and predictable to guide the 

hearer towards the speaker’s meaning” (2007: 607). However, Sperber and Wilson raise 

many points of criticisms regarding other aspects of Grice’s account, including the need for 

Grice’s cooperative principle and maxims, the violation of the maxims in interpretation and 

so on.

From a relevance-theoretical perspective, an ‘input’ is the premise that enables an 

individual to interpret the precise predictions and conclusions when this input is relevant to 

their background information. Such input yields what Wilson and Sperber call ‘a Positive 

Cognitive Effect’ by which they mean “a worthwhile difference to the individual’s 

representation of the world: a true conclusion, for example.” (Wilson and Sperber, 2007: 

608). According to relevance theory, the main type of Positive Cognitive Effect is ‘a 

Contextual Implication’ which yields from the combination of the new information (context) 

with old information (input) and it is not deducible from either types alone.

Wilson and Sperber (2007) also argue that what guides the interpretation process of

communication is the way human cognitive systems have evolved. They claim that it is not a
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cultural-specific phenomenon; rather, it is something that all humans do. In Wilson and

Sperber’s (2007) words:

Relevance theory claims that humans do have an automatic tendency to maximize 
relevance, not because we have choice in the matter- we rarely do -  but because of the 
way our cognitive systems have evolved. As a result of constant selection pressures 
towards increasing efficiency, the human cognitive system has developed in such a 
way that our perceptual mechanism tend automatically to pick out potentially relevant 
stimuli (2007: 610).

On the whole, the aim of interlocutors who are involved in the interpretation process is to 

improve their knowledge of the world. In order to achieve this goal, relevance theory argues 

that humans have developed the ability to select only relevant information and ignoring 

information that is not relevant to them.

Wilson and Sperber (2007) go on to suggest that in conveying information through 

the use of language, the speaker intends to affect the addressee’s thoughts by giving evidence 

that s/he has this intention. The relevance-theoretical term for this process is ‘ostensive- 

inferential communication, which includes the following layer of intention:

Ostensive-inferential communication

a. The informative intention
The intention to inform an audience of something.

b. The communicative intention
The intention to inform the audience of one’s informative intention (Wilson and 
Sperber, 2007: 611).

Thus the hearer is entitled to stop if they succeeded in recognizing the speaker’s

intentions and understanding the interpretation. Within the framework of ostensive-inferential

communication, the speaker tends to use what Wilson and Sperber call ‘ostensive stimulus’,

the relevance theoretical term for the behaviour that is designed in order to “attract an

audience’s attention and focus it on the communicator’s meaning”. Therefore, the
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communicator “encourages her audience to presume that it is relevant enough to be worth 

processing.” (Wilson and Sperber, 2007: 611). The authors’ claim, then, is that speakers tend 

to formulate their utterance in a way that attracts the addressee’s attention. At the same time, 

the hearer must assume that what is conveyed by the utterance is relevant to them and points 

them to the intended conclusions.

In the light of the above discussion, many researchers (Mey, 2001; Jary, 1998;

Christie, 2007; Watts, 2003) believe that the adoption of a relevance-theoretical model can

offer a better explanation for the sorts of phenomena that politeness research addresses than a

Gricean approach. For example, Watts (2003: 26) argues that “relevance theory offers a more

subtle and flexible method of deriving the kind of inferencing processes that participants in

social interaction may be using when evaluating one another’s social behaviour”, while

Grice’s approach fails to explain how meanings are arrived at in utterances because it

“remains tied to the ideology of language as a semiotic code” (Watts, 2003: 204). Christie

(2007) also draws attention to the inadequacy of Grice’s approach in explaining how the

hearer is guided to interpret the meanings of even explicit utterances, and “it therefore does

not provide a descriptive account of how apparently explicit utterances require the hearer to

draw on pragmatic phenomena in order to interpret them” (Christie, 2007: 277). However,

not only has Grice’s framework failed in providing a descriptive account for explicit

utterances, but it also, despite its recognition of the importance of pragmatic phenomena in

the interpretations of implied meanings, as Christie (2007) argues, failed in providing “a

sufficiently descriptive account of how such interpretations are arrived at” (Christie, 2007:

277). For such reasons, Jary (1998: 2) argues for replacing a Gricean norm-based approach

with a relevance theory approach because it “provides precise criteria for clearly defining

instances of verbal communication and hence for distinguishing these from other forms of
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information transfer”. However, relevance theory has been criticised for overlooking the role

of the speaker, and focusing only on the hearer’s role in interactions (Bousfield, 2008). It has

also been accused of being based on an encoding/decoding model which, consequently,

“cannot successfully account for the property of emergence or interactional achievement that

characterizes communication in general” (Haugh, 2007: 301).37 However, the major criticism

levelled at relevance theory is that “the theory does not have a sufficiently developed account

of the social” (Christie, 2007: 270).38 Mills (2003), for example, suggests that, although

relevance theory provides a good framework for the process of interpreting utterances, which

makes it more appropriate for the study of politeness than a Gricean approach, it does not

take the social setting of interactions into account. That is, relevance theory accounts for

individual behaviour in a way that assumes that cultures are homogeneous. Thus, for her, a

more complex politeness model is needed. In Mills’ (2003: 62-63) words:

Where we need to extend Jary’s and Sperber and Wilson’s work is to see that 
processing should not simply be seen in terms of the individual’s cognitive 
processing, as if this takes place in a vacuum. What I am proposing is a model which 
focuses on the processing that an individual does in relation to the norms which s/he 
assumes exist within the community of practice and wider society. In addition it is 
important to acknowledge the constraints that those wider groupings impose on the 
individual.

Considering the criticisms of the theories I have discussed so far, it seems that none of 

the above frameworks can serve as the theoretical basis for a cross-cultural comparison, and

37Arundale (2006: 195) explains an encoding/decoding model as “a speaker has a meaning that he or she intends 
a hearer to have, encodes it using knowledge o f the language, and transmits the language forms by producing an 
utterance. The hearer decodes the utterance using knowledge o f the language, and recovers the speaker’s 
meaning”.
38However, Christie (2007) points out that despite their focus on cognition in developing relevance theory, 
Sperber and Wilson do not assume that social factors play no role in meaning generation. They argue that “if  
human communication is o f the inferential type, it presupposes and exploits an awareness o f self and others. 
Inferential communication is intrinsically social” (Sperber and Wilson, 1997; cited in Christie, 2007: 271).
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thus, I will not take their frameworks as the basis for the present study. Therefore, I consider 

another politeness model that might provide a better explanation for (im)politeness 

phenomena. That is the discursive approach to politeness and impoliteness. It is worth noting 

that this approach has also been criticised for a number of reasons (as I show in 2.4.4.). 

However, as I am adopting a discursive approach to politeness and impoliteness as the basis 

for my study, I will review these criticisms in an attempt to argue that this model, despite 

criticism, can provide a good framework for studies that are concerned with the analysis of 

politeness in the context of cross-cultural pragmatics. As my study is concerned with 

impoliteness research as well as politeness, I will first review some theories of impoliteness 

which are based, partly or frilly, on Gricean the model before going on to discuss discursive 

approaches to politeness.

2.3. Theories of Impoliteness

In recent years, there have been several attempts to construct a framework for impoliteness to 

account for confrontational interactions, some of which have adopted Brown and Levinson’s 

(1987) model (such as Culpeper 1996, 2005; Bousfield 2008), while others have moved away 

from traditional frameworks towards more complex models (such as discursive approaches, 

e.g. Eelen, 2001; Mills, 2003, 2011; Watts, 2003, Linguistic Politeness Research Group 

(eds.), 2011). In this section, I will discuss two main models which have been mapped out 

according to the Gricean model: one proposed by Culpeper (1996, 2005,) and the other 

proposed by Bousfield (2008). Both frameworks can be considered as an extension of Brown 

and Levinson’s framework. However, in his recent work, Culpeper (2011) has proposed a 

new model which takes a middle ground between traditional and discursive approaches. This 

model will also be discussed in this section.
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2.3.1. Culpeper’s Models of Impoliteness

Drawing on Brown and Levinson’s notion, Culpeper (1996: 356) proposes five strategies 

through which impoliteness might be expressed. They are:

1 -Bald on record impoliteness: in this case, the speaker performs the FTA explicitly and 
directly in situations where face is involved and related.

2 -Positive impoliteness: such a strategy is used to damage the target’s positive face.

3 -Negative impoliteness: this strategy is used to damage the target’s negative face.

4 -Sarcasm or mock politeness: using politeness strategies that lack of sincerity. That is, on 
the surface, it seems to be positive and supportive, but in fact, it is intended to damage the 
addressee’s face.

5 -Withhold politeness: the lack of polite behaviour in the situations where it would be 
required.

In his later work, Culpeper (2005) revised his earlier proposition suggesting a new 

super-strategy, which he labelled ‘off-record impoliteness’ where “the FTA is performed by 

means of an implicature but in such a way that one attributable intention clearly outweighs 

any others” (2005: 44). However, in his more recent work, Culpeper (2011) seems to have 

abandoned these strategies to suggest a more sophisticated impoliteness framework. In his 

2011 model, he makes a distinction between two main formulae of impoliteness: 

conventionalised formulaic impoliteness, which focuses on explicit linguistic formulae of 

impoliteness; and non-conventionalized impoliteness, which deals with implied and 

ambiguous impolite behaviour. Culpeper views conventionalised impoliteness formulae as “a 

form of language in which context-specific impoliteness effects are conventionalised” (2011: 

153). He suggests that the exacerbation of causing offence can be achieved through two 

ways: the first is through message intensity which plays a crucial role in determining how 

offensive impoliteness is perceived to be. This includes “the use of words which are strongly
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negatively affective, including taboo words, and/or modifiers, some of which can also be 

strongly negatively affective per se.” (2011: 154). However, Culpeper states that within the 

context of close friends, offensive words can be used positively. Thus, taboo words are not 

always associated with impoliteness. Culpeper claims to distinguish between mock 

impoliteness (or banter) and genuine impoliteness; the former, in certain contexts, are not 

seen as intended as impolite. The other strategy that can intensify the degree of offence is 

through non-verbal behaviours, such as frowning and pointing, spitting, leering, turning one’s 

back on someone and so on. However, Culpeper argues that such aspects are not impolite in 

themselves; as “it is not simply the presence of these non-verbal cues that communicates 

‘greater rudeness”, (2011: 169). Rather, it is the way that these non-verbal cues match, or 

sometimes mismatch, verbal impoliteness cues that triggers greater offence.

Culpeper (2011) also takes into account arguments for the idea that impoliteness is

inherent in linguistic expressions (which is claimed by the traditional politeness approaches,

such as Leech, 1983; Brown and Levinson, 1978). He argues that it is not the case that the

majority of (im)politeness theorists support this position. Discursive scholars, (e.g. Eelen,

2001; Mills, 2011) for example, argue against (im)politeness being wholly inherent in

linguistic expressions. They instead focus on “the dynamic and situated characteristic” of

(im)politeness (Culpeper, 2011: 122). He argues that, for impoliteness, theinterpretation can

be blocked by an unsuitable contextual relation. For example, some expressions which are

considered to be polite in English, such as ‘thank you’ or ‘please’, can be inferred to be

sarcastic in certain contexts. That is, “the usual standardised inferencing leading to politeness

(the conventionalised meaning) is blocked, but other pragmatic meanings (sarcasm) are

derivable in context” (2011: 127). Hence, he takes a middle ground between the traditional

and discursive approaches and suggests that (im)politeness is partly inherent in linguistic
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expressions.39 Because of his arguing against (im)politeness being wholly inherent in 

linguistic expressions, Culpeper proposes that impoliteness behaviours are not restricted to 

conventionalised impoliteness formulae. Rather, there are other ways in which they can be 

triggered. He suggests that in certain situations which do not involve conventional 

impoliteness formulae, participants still interpret what is said or done in specific contexts as 

impolite. Culpeper labels this kind as ‘implicational impoliteness’ which “derive[s] from 

analyses of how impoliteness [is] implied/inferred” in interactions (2011: 155). This type of 

impoliteness, which is primarily triggered through indirectness,40 is classified by Culpeper 

into three main groups (which will be fully discussed in Chapter 4): Form-driven, 

Convention-driven and Context-driven and involves important issues which can usefully 

contribute to the discussion of this study.41 However, Culpeper’s approach also suffers from 

some shortcomings, as will be discussed in the following section.

2.3.I.I. Limitations of Culpeper’s Model of Impoliteness

Culpeper’s (2011) work explains various aspects of impoliteness phenomena, as it provides 

an invaluable insight into assessing how participants may evaluate impolite behaviour in 

social interactions. However, Culpeper seems to describe impoliteness at a universal level, 

(although he does not make this claim explicitly). For example, Culpeper (2011) points out 

that “parents are licensed to use more direct language to their children than the reverse. But 

clearly there are limits to what is considered acceptable” (2011: 225). In this sense, Culpeper

39For example, Culpeper (2005: 41) argues that “some linguistic items are very heavily biased towards an 
impolite interpretation (one has to work quite hard to imagine contexts in which “you fucking cunt” would not 
be considered impolite)”. However, such impolite contexts, as I mentioned above, can be constructed among 
close friends in order to show camaraderie towards each other.
40The relationship between indirectness and impoliteness will be fully discussed in Chapters 4, 6 and 7.
41These issues will be raised in Chapters 4 and 7.
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seems to imply that direct language is always impolite, which is not always the case in all 

contexts and in all cultures (as I will show in 4.4.1). For example, in Arab culture, children 

using direct language (e.g. making requests) to their parents are not evaluated as impolite in 

certain contexts (as I will show in chapter 7). Furthermore, the limits on what is considered 

acceptable that Culpeper refers to, concerning the relationship between parents and their 

children, varies from one society to another. Thus, these limits are not restricted to specific 

acts that can be applied cross-culturally. For example, while in British culture parents can use 

“direct requests and threats to their children” (Culpeper, 2011: 199), in Libyan culture, in 

general, these limits can be broadened to include harsh criticism or even insults by using 

offensive words. It is generally not considered impolite for parents to use these forms to their 

children but, of course, very impolite for children to use them to their parents. So, it is not the 

case that all cultures share the same features of impoliteness.

Another problem with Culpeper’s model is his adoption of the Gricean Cooperative

Principles as a foundation for his explanation of the implicational impoliteness phenomenon,

ignoring the debate surrounding the validity of using these principles for such types of

analysis. For example, Garces-Conejos, (2010: 545) argues that “one of the problems with

Grice’s model, as Relevance Theory points out, is that it cannot account for why the hearer

will select one among the possible implicata conveyed by an implication and disregard the

rest” so, as such, “it cannot account for why among the different possible implicata a given

hearer will select the one that conveys impoliteness where other (non-impolite)

interpretations might have been possible” (Garces-Conejos, 2010: 545). Relevance Theory,

however, has not left this question without attempting to provide an explanation of how the

interpretations are arrived at by individuals to enable them to choose a certain interpretation

over others. Sperber and Wilson (1986) argue, as I mentioned above, that ‘input’ is the
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element that enables an individual to interpret the precise predictions and conclusions if  this 

input is relevant to their background information. Thus, people should share similar 

background knowledge in order to conclude the required inference. However, the degree of 

ambiguity may vary from one context to another. Thus, in my view, there is no guarantee that 

the hearer will interpret the ‘right’ inference in all cases. Thus, misunderstanding and 

misinterpretation might be triggered in some of these situations.

However, Culpeper is not the first to argue for the adoption of the Gricean approach 

to the analysis of impoliteness; Bousfield (2008) also uses this model as a framework for the 

impoliteness phenomenon, as I will show in the following section.

2.3.2. Bousfield’s Model of Impoliteness

The main aim of Bousfield’s (2008) work is to show that impoliteness is a less marginal 

phenomenon than has been assumed by several politeness theories (Brown and Levinson, 

1987; Leech, 1983). Bousfield states that the main problem with such traditional politeness 

theories is that they assume that speakers always try to be polite in every situation. In other 

words, they suppose that politeness is the norm and impoliteness a behaviour that is avoided. 

In contrast to this view, Bousfield perceives impoliteness as “ubiquitous across and within 

virtually all modes of human communication and can be quite-prevalent-to-centrally- 

important in many discourses” (2008: 51). Thus, for him, impoliteness should not be treated 

as marginal.

Bousfield rejects Relevance Theory on the ground that he considers it incoherent and

it overlooks the role of the speaker. For him, it is less appropriate than Grice’s Cooperative

Principles, which he views as the best way of accounting for impolite utterances. In
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Bousfield’s words, “the [relevance] theory over-privileges the recipient/receiver (hearer) at 

the expense of the originator (speaker) of any ‘im/polite’ utterance” (2008: 32). However, his 

rejection of Relevance Theory in favour of the Gricean Principles is not justified, as Garces- 

Conejos (2010) notes, because a Gricean model is inadequate to use as a basis to account for 

the impoliteness phenomenon for the reasons mentioned above.

In order to distinguish impoliteness from other types of linguistic offensive behaviour 

(such as the difference between impoliteness and offence-taking), Bousfield (2008) discusses 

acts which may constitute damage to face. Bousfield proposes a categorisation which 

includes the following offensive acts:

1- The speaker’s utterance is intended to cause insult to the hearer and the hearer 

interprets the speaker’s utterance as being intentionally face damage. Thus, the 

attempt at impoliteness succeeds.

2- The attempt at impoliteness fails when the hearer fails to perceive the speaker’s 

intention to damage face.

3- Accidental face-damage is caused when the speaker does not intend to cause insult to 

the hearer but the latter misunderstands the former’s intention and perceives his/her 

utterance as intentional face-damage.

4- Incidental or accidental face-damage is produced when the speaker does not intend to 

damage the hearer’s face and the hearer understands the speaker’s intention and 

perceives his/her utterance as unintentional face-damage (Bousfield, 2008: 72).

Bousfield’s categorization is useful, albeit problematic, for a number of reasons. For 

example, in the incidental offensive acts of his categorization (No. 4 above), he fails to clarify 

whether this type can still be seen as impolite despite the absence of an impolite intention.



Furthermore, whereas some utterances are misinterpreted as impolite, as Bousfield (2008) 

mentions in his above categorisation, there are other offensive utterances which are 

intentionally used by a certain group of people (such as close friends) in order to show their 

camaraderie towards each other (Mills, 2003; Culpeper, 2011). Thus, the factors that lead the 

participants to regard certain utterances as offensive should be taken into consideration in 

such a categorization. For example, Mills (2003) suggests that impoliteness is influenced by 

factors that affect the assessment of whether a particular utterance or behaviour is impolite, 

such as: cross-cultural differences, mismatched expectations, and the degree of the familiarity 

of the interactants. Thus, “judgements about politeness or impoliteness/rudeness are not 

always automatic” (Terkourafi, 2008: 45), but may be reached following evaluation and 

interpretation of the context as a whole.

Bousfield also suggests that a framework for impoliteness is required in order to 

account for such phenomena. Therefore, he suggests a model which deals with ‘genuine’ or 

‘sincere’ impoliteness (intentional face-threat/damage) as opposed to failed politeness which 

is defined as “too little or too much politeness work in a particular context” (Bousfield, 2008: 

73). Bousfield argues that “the positive/negative face distinction is simply superfluous” 

(2008: 137); thus, he modifies and reformulates Culpeper’s (2005) model to include the 

following two tactics, rather than strategies:

1- On record impoliteness: This strategy is used to explicitly damage the interactant’s 

face; to form the interactant’s face in a discordant or conflictive way; or to “deny the 

expected face wants, needs, or rights of the interactant, or some combination thereof’ 

(Bousfield, 2008: 95).

2- Off record impoliteness: The use of strategies designed to attack or damage the face 

of an interactant implicitly. Under this heading come Sarcasm and Withholding of 

Politeness.
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a- Sarcasm constitutes the use of utterance that “appears, on the surface, to positively 

constitute, maintain or enhance the face of the intended recipient(s) actually threatens, 

attacks, and/or damages the face of the recipient(s)” (Bousfield, 2008: 95). 

b- Withhold politeness “where politeness would appear to be expected or mandatory” 

(Bousfield, 2008: 95).

However, Garces-Conejos (2010) has identified some problems with Bousfield’s 

model and has shown that it cannot be an adequate formulation to account for impoliteness 

phenomena; as it “does not seem to provide a useful analytical tool or help render robust 

distinctions in the classification of the data” (Garces-Conejos, 2010: 544). Garces-Conejos 

(2010) argues that Bousfield simply discusses the differences between explicit and implicit 

conveyed meanings as if they were unproblematic, when the distinction between the degree 

of explicitness is highly context-dependent and the relationship among the interactants. 

Bousfield himself notes that participants tend to use a combination of off/on-record 

impoliteness strategies, rather than a single strategy, in order to increase the degree of 

offence. He states that “it is exceptionally hard to identify, in context, an impolite utterance 

which operates as, and only as, a single impoliteness strategy” (Bousfield, 2008: 155). In 

addition, Garces-Conejos raises the question of how we can be certain that the addressees 

will assess on/off-record tactics in a different way, especially if they “seem to orient similarly 

to both on/off-record instances of impoliteness” in interactions (Garces-Conejos, 2010: 545). 

Therefore, the distinction between on- and off-record tactics “only presents itself as a 

remnant of Brown and Levinson’s speaker-based taxonomy” (Garces-Conejos, 2010: 545). 

Bousfield’s (2008) model, thus, is still inspired by Anglo-centric models. In fact, most of the 

extant work on impoliteness focuses on English so, as a consequence, has a Western 

orientation (Garces-Conejos, 2010: 236).
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However, some (im)politeness researchers, as I mentioned earlier, are well aware of 

cultural and linguistic differences when theorizing about (im)politeness. For example, 

discursive approach theorists (such as Eelen; 2001, Mills, 2003, 2011; Kadar and Mills, 2011; 

Linguistic Politeness Research Group (eds.), 2011) advocate the abandonment of any 

predictive theories that are claimed to be applied cross-culturally, because “cultures are not 

homogeneous and...within each culture there are different views on what constitutes polite 

and impolite behaviour” (Mills and Kadar, 2011: 21). Therefore, the discursive approach 

argues against evaluating behaviour (polite or impolite) according to linguistic forms, and it 

focuses more on contexts and the speakers’ assessments of (im)politeness than on utterances 

themselves, as is the case with the traditional theories, as I discuss in the following section.

2.4. Discursive Approaches to (Im)politeness

2.4.1. Beyond a Traditional View of (Im)politeness

Despite the extensive criticism of the traditional theories, as Terkourafi (2005) points out, the

attempts to deal with their shortcomings were restricted to modifying some aspects of their

models to include additional rules or principles, but not to move away from their basic

assumptions. However, in recent years, a new generation of (im)politeness research has

created a paradigm shift towards more complex (im)politeness theorizing, (Eelen, 2001;

Mills, 2003; and Watts, 2003; Linguistic Politeness Research Group (eds.), 2011). This

approach, as I mentioned above, has mainly been established in reaction to a number of

different problems with traditional politeness theories. Eelen (2001), for example, argues that

the majority of the politeness theories are biased “towards the polite side of the polite-

impolite distinction, towards the speaker in the interactional dyad and towards the production

of behaviour rather than its evaluation” (Eelen, 2001: 119). Therefore, Eelen proposes that a

more complex and dynamic model of (im)politeness, which takes contextual and situational
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factors into consideration and sees the participants’ evaluation of the situations as 

fundamental to the (im)politeness analysis process, is needed.

Eelen’s model inspired the emergence of the discursive politeness approaches which 

aim to go beyond the traditional theories, notably that of Brown and Levinson (1987), due to 

the problems associated with their work. For example, Mills (2003, 2011) points out that 

Brown and Levinson’s approach perceives the communication amongst participants as 

perfect (i.e. people are always cooperative) and, thus, misunderstandings cannot arise. Brown 

and Levinson’s model relies on the notion that people generally support their interlocutors 

during interactions rather than attacking them, but this is not always the case. Furthermore, 

Brown and Levinson’s politeness analysis relies on quantifying a certain politeness element 

in specific data where it is assumed that a simple relationship exists between linguistic forms 

and their functions (Grainger et al, 2015). However, this type of analysis is problematic 

because, as Mills (2011) explains, it cannot help us to make assertions about the usage of that 

element in all utterances,42 because “no linguistic expression can be taken to be inherently 

polite” or impolite (Locher and Watts, 2005: 16). Thus, politeness formulae, according to the 

discursive theories’ perspective, “are viewed, judged and used differently by different groups 

in different contexts” (Mills, 2011: 29).

This approach also focuses on the interlocutors’ evaluation of what they conceive to 

be polite or impolite. Locher and Watts (2005: 16), for example, point out that they “consider 

it important to take native speaker assessments of politeness seriously and to make them the

42For example, Mills (2011) argues that some utterances which have the form o f apologies sometimes do not 
function as an apology (e.g. they might involve irony or sarcasm). However, this would be counted as an
apology according to the traditional models. Furthermore, participants can perform speech acts without using 
linguistic features (such as ‘I’m sorry’), but that would not be considered in the analysis process.
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basis of a discursive .... approach to politeness”. However, the individuals are not necessarily 

responsible for such evaluations; rather, these judgements “are the product of negotiations 

within communities of practice and wider groups” (Grainger et al., 2015: 46). Thus, a 

discursive approach aims to move away from the stereotypical judgments of what counts as 

polite or impolite towards investigating linguistic ideologies that lead individuals to make 

such judgements (Grainger et al., 2015).

Another major criticism of Brown and Levinson’s approach, as I mentioned earlier, 

has been their claim for the universality of their model of politeness, which is based on face 

mitigation, whereas politeness is expressed differently across cultures. Thus, there is no one 

culture more polite than others and all cultures are equally polite (Sifianou, 1992). According 

to Mills (2011), many discursive theorists are doubtful about generalisations and more 

concerned with contextual analysis. However, there are two contrasting views in terms of 

generalisations about politeness: one view argues that “what is appropriate cannot be 

predicted universally and must be addressed at the local level” (Locher, 2006: 253). Locher 

and Watts (2005) also argue for the abandonment of the notion of the universality of 

politeness altogether. They “therefore see little point in maintaining a universal theoretical 

notion of politeness” (Locher and Watts, 2005: 16). The other view (e.g. Mills, 2011) 

believes that it is still possible to generalize about tendencies of politeness in language groups 

if we take into consideration the “other styles and norms which are perhaps not dominant in 

the language” (Mills, 2011: 49). Thus, “it is possible to talk about politeness and impoliteness 

in a universalistic way” if we consider the different meanings of these terms within different
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societies, and the nature of politeness norms within and across cultures (Mills, 2011: 26).43 

Accordingly, the discursive approaches have developed different methodologies, as will be 

discussed in the following section.

2.4.2. Discursive Approach Methodology.

The discursive politeness approach has developed methodologies which distinguish it from 

the other earlier frameworks (e.g. Brown and Levinson’s, 1987). Since politeness and 

impoliteness “are not achieved within individual utterances but are built up over stretches of 

talk” (Mills, 2011: 47), the discursive approaches have moved away from analysing single 

and invented examples (as in the case with the traditional theories) towards analysing 

language at the discursive level. Therefore, they tend to analyse extended speech which are 

primarily based on real data in order to investigate how politeness is evaluated over time. 

However, it is difficult to generalize about the theoretical perspectives of theorists who adopt 

discursive approaches although, at least, they share the view that it is impossible to develop a 

universalistic model to replace that of Brown and Levinson, since that may lead to 

generalisations about politeness norms, and thus inherit the same common weaknesses of the 

traditional models (Mills, 2011). Rather, a discursive approach44 is concerned to develop 

forms of analysis which can capture the complexity of the way linguistic ideologies of 

appropriate behaviour and politeness are drawn on and evaluated in interaction” (Grainger et 

al., 2015: 45). Therefore, discursive approaches do not aim to substitute the discursive 

approach for Brown and Levinson’s model. As Watts (2005) puts it:

43It should be noted that, despite her argument for the possibility o f making generalizations about politeness
tendencies within language groups, Mills insists that we should not ignore the variability within and across
cultures, and thus we cannot simply characterise cultures and societies as homogeneous and static.
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A shift in emphasis away from the attempt to construct a model of politeness which 
can be used to predict when polite behaviour can be expected or to explain post
factum why it has been produced and towards the need to pay closer attention to how 
participants in social interaction perceive politeness (Watts, 2005; cited in Haugh, 
2007:296).

Thus, it can be concluded that the main claim of this model is that meaning should be 

perceived as fluid and relative to socio-cultural contexts between interactants rather than 

being seen as static (as in the case of Gricean approach). Thus, discursive theorists of 

(im)politeness share common elements, despite their diversity. Mills (2011) describes these 

elements as follows: “firstly, discursive theorists share a view of what constitutes politeness; 

secondly, discursive theorists try to describe the relation between individuals and society in 

relation to the analysis of politeness; thirdly, discursive theorists tend to use a similar form of 

analysis” (2011: 35). According to Mills (2011), these elements are tendencies rather than 

rules, and the discursive approach’s theorists may focus on one aspect more than others.44

However, it should be noted that not all discursive theorists completely reject Grice’s 

model; some of them (e.g. Culpeper, 2011; Grainger 2011, 2013) seek to modify their 

analytical framework and retain some elements of their approach. For example, the range of 

data that has been analysed by Grainger (2011) has enabled her, as she claims, to conclude 

that the notion of politeness in Brown and Levinson’s model remains useful to the analysis of 

verbal forms. That is, “[i[t is not only possible, but desirable, to analyse naturally occurring 

interaction for the linguistic management of face and social relations without necessarily 

having recourse to participants evaluations of ‘polite’ behaviour” (Grainger, 2011: 84). In 

contrast to this view, several discursive theorists (Mills, 2003; Mills and Kadar, 2011; Locher

44 It should be noted however that discursive theorists do not agree on a definition o f politeness, nor do they 
necessarily use the same type o f analysis.
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and Watts, 2005; Locher, 2006) argue for the abandonment of the pursuit of any predictive 

theory of politeness. Watts (2005), for example, argues for “giving up the idea of a Theory of 

Politeness altogether” (Watts 2005; cited in Haugh, 2007: 297) and advocating the focus only 

on the assessments made by participants through interactions, or paying less attention to the 

notion of ‘politeness’ itself and focusing more on broader types of what Locher and Watts 

(2005) label ‘relational work’.

Despite his emphasis on the importance of the participants’ judgements in the analysis 

process, Arundale (2006, 2010) argues for the possibility of outlining a theoretical framework 

which itself is framed from the participants’ perspectives.45 Face Constituting Theory (FCT), 

he claims,46 provides a more productive framework for conducting pragmatic research 

through what he terms ‘the Conjoint Co-Constituting Model of Communication’ (Arundale, 

2010). Within this framework, Arundale (2010) argues, the interpretation that is projected by 

the speaker is provisional at the moment the utterance is produced until evidence for the 

operative interpretation, which is provided by subsequent utterances, is established or can be 

modified (or, to use Arundale’s (2010) term, ‘repaired’) to reach the intended meaning. This 

theory focuses on “finding the meaning that is negotiated and constructed in the social space 

between the participants and which is observable in the construction and sequencing of 

linguistic messages” (Grainger, 2013: 30). The discursive approach analysts focus on the 

importance of the evaluation of the participants in the analysis process. Therefore, we need to 

discuss the distinction between politeness 1 and politeness 2. But before investigating this

45Haugh (2007) argues that, although Arundale does not provide explicit details about how (im)politeness might 
be treated within Face Constituting Theory, it can provide a strong base for the analysis o f (im)politeness 
phenomena on the ground that it “focuses on the perceptions and understandings of participants, yet retains a 
well-defined role for the analyst” (Haugh, 2007: 310).
46Face Constituting Theory “explains face threat as a participant-specific evaluation o f the face meanings and 
actions conjointly co-constituted in the moment (Arundale, 2006: 209)
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distinction, in the following section I discuss some terms which are concerned with the 

analysis of (im)politeness and related to the discursive approach.

2.4.2.I. Routines, Conventions and Rituals

The social norms of linguistic groups, then, can be said to be built up over time through 

sharing what is seen as appropriate to the individuals in a certain group. Routines, 

conventions and rituals are the main elements that constitute these norms in different 

communities. Although a clear-cut distinction cannot be drawn between these three factors 

(Coulmas, 1981), there have been some efforts to define and explain these notions and show 

how they motivate interactions over time. For example, Coulmas (1981: 4) defines 

conversational routines as “tacit agreements, which the members of a community presume to 

be shared by every reasonable co-member” and usually employ in order to communicate to 

others. Therefore, they “have a special status in the language” because of their frequent use 

by interactants in a certain social community (Coulmas, 1981: 5). For Coulmas, these 

routines are produced through using similar expressions in recurrent situations (such as 

making requests, expressing gratitude, offering apologies and so on). Accordingly, certain 

standardised interactional situations where the members of a given society communicate in a 

certain way are created (e.g. a greeting followed by a greeting), and negotiation is not 

required. Thus “whenever repetition leads to automatization, we could call a performance a 

routine” (Coulmas, 1981: 3). Such frequent repetition of the routine use of certain 

expressions (e.g. ‘see you’, ‘thanks’, ‘take care’, and so on), Coulmas argues, may have a 

negative effect on their meaningfulness, but they do not necessarily lose their content
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altogether.47 It should be noted that the frequency of occurrence of certain routines can turn 

into idioms, due to the erosion of their literal meanings.48 Therefore, in order to interpret the 

meaning of such routines, we must focus on their interactive function rather than their literal 

meaning.49

Conventions can also be established through “a regularity in the behaviour of 

members of a community...on the expectation that others will conform to the pattern” 

(Griffin and Mehan, 1981: 199). Referring to Lewis’ (1969) description of conventions, 

Griffin and Mehan (1981), point out that the first important stage in establishing a convention 

is negotiation. After establishing certain patterns of behaviour, they gradually become 

automized and routinized. “Once a convention is established, then people conduct a course of 

action automatically, without need for negotiation. It is at such times, Goffrnan (1967) would 

say, that a ritual has been established” (Griffin and Mehan, 1981: 199). For example, Griffin 

and Mehan point out that classroom behaviour seems to conform to the view of automatic 

convention: teachers usually spend the first few weeks establishing certain patterns of 

behaviour (e.g. correcting mistakes, explaining the rules, and so on), then the teachers and 

students seem to perform the learning conventions far more smoothly as the year progresses.

Although rituals also contain a series of regular repeated actions, they seem to 

involve some emotional aspects that are significant for social relations. Durkheim 

(2001 [1912]), for example, perceives rituals as a means by which mutual emotive actions are

47See 6.2.1 for some examples.
48A s I will show in 6.3.1.
49It should be noted that even some non-idiomatised expressions can be confusing, so the interactants need to be 
familiar with such routines in order to interpret their functions. See 6.3.1. for further explanation.
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generated and affirmed by a community in order to organise people’s life.50 Bax and Kadar 

(2013) also hold the view that rituals include patterns of behaviour that are formalised or 

even stereotyped to serve emotive and relational purposes but, in contrast to the view that 

behaviour cannot be counted a ritual unless it is recognised by large social-groups within a 

certain society (if not by the whole of a society), Kadar and Bax argue that rituals can be 

established within smaller social communities (e.g. in-group rituals). However, Muir (2005) 

argues that ritual loses most of its effectiveness, particularly in modem societies, to become 

“mere ritual” (Muir, 2005 cited in Kadar and Bax, 2013: 75). The deterioration of the impact 

of ritual, according to Kadar and Bax (2013), is attributable to many factors (such as 

globalisation, modernisation, the decline in religious belief, and so on) which have brought 

significant changes to communicative behaviour.51

Routines, conventions and rituals are all established through the frequent repetition of 

certain behaviour. Therefore, as I mentioned above, it is difficult to draw a clear distinction 

between them. However, they seem to differ in the sense that, while it is necessary for 

routines to be shared and agreed on by substantial groupings within a society, conventions 

and rituals can be established within relatively smaller groups (e.g. classroom students, in-

• 52group members). Furthermore, whereas routines do not necessarily involve emotions,

50 However, Rothenbuhler (1998) argues that some conventions (and consequently some rituals) can be empty, 
since they might not involve any emotions (e.g. church attendance by people with no faith). In such cases, “the 
participants do not really care about the events as much as their participation appears to indicate” (Rothenbuhler, 
1998:31).
51Of course, religious faith is not declining everywhere; in some countries, such as some Arab countries,
religion seems to dominate social life while, in Africa, Christianity is growing.
52This is not to say that routines do not include any emotional effects at all. In fact, some actions, which might 
be regarded as routines (such as expressing gratitude or offering an apology), need to be appear sincere, even if
they are not in some cases, in order to be accepted by the hearer as real.
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rituals appear to be seen as phenomena that include emotive significance.53 However, Agha 

(2007) argues that any regular acts within a social community should not be treated as static. 

For him, users who are familiar with what he labels ‘semiotic regularity’, which is the 

process that occurs when a specific sign-form (X) stands for a certain meaning (Y), are 

regarded as the ‘social domain’ of the regularity which changes over time, because:

Every cultural phenomenon has a social domain at any moment of its history, 
susceptible to dialectical variation (and sometimes also ‘dialectal’ variation) through 
processes of communicative transmission that expand or narrow its scale. Talk of 
variation in ‘scale’ in this sense is talk of changes in the social domain of cultural 
formations through semiotic activity itself. When a cultural construct has a 
recognizable reality only for a sub-group within a society, processes of 
communicative transmission can readily bring the construct to the attention of other 
members of society making it more widely known and thus presupposable in use by 
larger segments of the population (Agha, 2007: 78).

That is to say that the social norms of a certain group (e.g. elites) within a culture are usually 

generalised to the whole culture.54 For example, Agha shows that some performatives which 

are used by Illongot speakers in the Philippines differ from those used within the ‘social 

domain’ of English speakers. For example, direct performatives (such as ‘I order you’) might 

be seen as inappropriate in English, unless there is a clear difference between the interlocutor 

in social status, whereas in Illongot, the use of such performatives is acceptable (or even 

appropriate), especially in family settings. This style of speech seems to be evaluated 

positively in many other social and cultural groups, which have a tendency to view direct 

forms as a norm for making requests. These direct forms may attract such positive

53Some events, (such as the death o f a relative or the wedding o f a close friend) supposedly (if not necessarily) 
provoke emotions o f pain or joy (Durkheim (2001 [1912]).
54 More discussion about the problems o f making generalisations is provided in Chapters 2 and 3.
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evaluations because they are associated with closeness among individuals in such 

communities.55

2.4.2.2. Linguistic Ideologies

Linguistic ideologies can be defined as “sets of interested positions about language that 

present themselves as forms of common sense, that rationalize and justify the forms and 

functions of text and talk” (Hill, 2008: 34). According to Hill (2008: 34), common sense has 

a special status “because it defines a group of people whose interests are advanced by 

believing in it, and not because it is necessarily true or even likely”. Therefore, as Grainger et 

al. (2015) argue, some ideological beliefs are presented as if  true and well-known by 

everyone in society (e.g. beliefs about British politeness being linked to indirect forms of 

speech). In such cases, according to Grainger et al. (2015), linguistic ideologies represent the 

difference between how people feel about the correct way they and others should speak and 

the way they actually speak. Thus, “[i]t is that elision between should and are which is 

important, because linguistic ideologies present this hypothesised state as the way the world 

self-evidently is” (Grainger et al., 2015: 45). Therefore, how people feel they should speak or 

behave does not necessarily reflect what they say or do in reality.

One concept that has particular relevance to the discussion of ideologies and is 

extensively discussed by Agha (2007) is registers of speech and the way in which these are 

identified and linked to certain social practices. By register, Agha means “everything to do 

with the way in which behavioural signs .....  acquire recognizable pragmatic values that

55As I show in Chapter 4.
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come to be viewed as perduring ‘social facts’ about signs, and which, by virtue of such 

recognition, become effective ways of indexing roles and relationships among sign-users in 

performance” (Agha, 2007 :80). The users of a particular register, according to Agha, are 

constantly changing over time. Thus, the new users of a given register should be aware of the 

different forms and values of that register in order to be, more or less, continued. Despite the 

fact that the users of a certain register can be acquainted with its linguistic features, Agha 

suggests, not all users of a particular register possess the same level of competence in using 

it. Furthermore, many speakers of a given language have the ability to recognize some of its 

registers but may not fully use or understand it (e.g. registers of scientific discourse). 

Therefore, “[t]he existence of registers .... results in the creation of social boundaries within 

society, partitioning off language users into groups distinguished by differential access to 

particular registers and the social practices they mediate and by asymmetries of power, 

privilege, and rank that depend on access to such registers and practices” (Agha, 2007: 157). 

However, contrasting register models among different social groups that are connected to 

each other through interactional processes usually demonstrates something about these social 

processes. For example, drawing on Sami Alrabaa’s (1985) study of Egyptian Arabic, Agha 

shows that different ideologies can motivate a mismatch between register and class: upper- 

class Egyptian youths claim to use the solidarity-informal forms of Arabic (e.g. inta/inti ‘you 

(m./f.)’, which they believe lower-class speakers use, and lower-class speakers claim to use 

the more polite forms (e.g. hadritak/hadritik ‘you (m./f.) polite’, which they perceive as being 

used by the upper/middle class. Thus, each class describes themselves as using the form 

associated with the other as their own. The reason for this, as Agha (2007) argues, is that the 

upper-class youths claim to use the form that reflects the system of the people, “thus 

professing an egalitarian impulse” (Agha, 2007: 175), while the lower-class youths claim to 

use the one that reflects middle-class norms, “thus exhibiting a more stratificational



ideology” (Agha, 2007: 175). As such, each group is motivated to reflect a certain value 

within society in order to be seen as accepted and valued.

Hill (2008) draws a distinction between three types of linguistic ideology: 1- explicit; 

2- implicit, which includes the personalism and referentialism ideologies;56 and 3- 

performative. Let us consider the personalism and performative ideologies. The ideology of 

personalism “holds that the most important part of linguistic meaning comes from the beliefs 

and intentions of the speaker” (Hill, 2008: 38). In this case, it is the speaker who is judged by 

focusing on his/her intention, rather than the speech itself. This ideology is relevant for the 

present research, particularly with regard to the case of indirect speech, because it focuses on 

the potential speaker’s intentions, which are often implicit, particularly in indirect forms. The 

performative ideology “makes it possible to understand some words as assaultive, rather than 

true or false” (Hill, 2008: 40). This ideology, thus, is more about how words make people feel 

than about truth or falseness. This ideology also shows how people can use language, or 

certain forms of speech, to wound or offend others, as we will see in chapter 7.

Linguistic ideologies, thus, are beliefs about language which people believe are true 

and beyond controversy. People deal with these ideologies as normal facts which they feel 

reflect real life. In this study, however, I differentiate between what appears to the 

participants as a ‘common sense’ and what actual behaviour they perform.

56The explicit and referentialism ideologies will not be discussed here because they go beyond the scope o f this 
research. The explicit linguistic ideology or the ideology o f the Standard which forms part o f it is the belief that 
‘double negatives’ in English are seen not only as incorrect, but also illogical. Thus people who “cannot see this 
illogic, they are probably unintelligent” (Hills, 2008: 36). The referentialist ideology asserts that “words must be 
used properly”, so that it is incorporated by the ideology o f the Standard “when it links correct use to correct 
beliefs” (Hills, 2008: 39).
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2.4.2.3. Indexicality

Ochs (1996) defines indexing as follows:

To index is to point to the presence of some entity in the immediate situation at hand. In 
language, an index is considered to be a linguistic form that performs this function. ... A 
linguistic index is usually a structure (e.g. sentential voice, emphatic stress, diminutive affix) 
that is used variably from one situation to another and becomes conventionally associated 
with particular situational dimensions such that when that structure is used the form invoked 
those situational dimensions (Ochs, 1996: 411).

Thus, indexicality is retrieved through contextual-based interpretations that are made by 

interlocutors (Hill, 2008). In contrast to the personalist ideology, which can be identified only 

through individual intentions, Hill (2008) argues, indexicality is “co-constructed in the 

communicative space shared by interlocutors, in the collaborative project that is required to 

“get” jokes, to share moods, to enjoy sociality itself’ (Hill, 2008: 41). Hill (2008) argues that 

the identity of a person as “a speaker of X” or “an individual from Y” can be signalled 

through the language they use or the class to which they belong. An example provided by 

Hill to illustrate this point is that, while “Tucson” refers to the same city whether it is 

pronounced /tukson/ or /tuwsan/, “in saying /tukson/ the speaker signals her Chicana identity, 

a commitment to her right to speak this word in Spanish, and primordial claim to place and its 

resources” (Hill, 2008: 143). Thus, it is more about asserting identity than simply using a 

certain word. In other words, using /tukson/ is not simply claiming to be Chicana but is also 

making a claim about what a Chicana is.

Agha’s (2003: 233) work on enregisterment, discussed briefly above, also goes some 

way towards accounting for the way in which a certain accent “does not name a sound pattern 

alone, but a sound pattern linked to a framework of social identities. The social identity is 

recognized, indexically, as the identity of the speaker who produces the utterance in the
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instance” (Agha, 2003: 233). Agha argues that a particular accent, Received Pronunciation,

has come to obtain a certain status as a supra-local accent throughout the centuries in Britain,

and is enregistered to index the positive qualities of the individuals using it (e.g. good

breeding, well-educated, and so on). In other words, as Christie argues, social identity can be

indirectly indexed through using certain linguistic variables (such as RP) which function “as

a resource for the making of meaning” (Christie, 2013: 158). However, the meanings of such

variables, as Eckert (2008) argues, are not static but, rather, fluid and possess various

potential meanings that are generated within a changing ideological field, which she labels

‘the indexical field’. This is constructed through “the continual reconstrual of the indexical

value of a variable” (Eckert, 2008: 464). She bases her notion of the indexical field on

Silverstein’s (2003) work on the indexical order as follows:

The existence of register ... is an aspect of the dialectical process of indexical order, 
in which the n + lst-order indexicality depends on the existence of cultural schema of 
enregisterment of forms perceived to be involved in n-th order indexical 
meaningfulness; the forms as they are swept up in the n + 1st- order valorisation 
become strongly presupposing indexes of that enregistered order (Silverstein, 2003: 
193).

Eckert (2008) points out that “[a] first-order index simply indexes membership in a 

population -  it designates people as Martha’s Vineyarders, Beijiners, Detroiters” (2008: 463). 

However, Eckert argues that evaluating a population is always associated with indexing 

certain aspects of the speaker’s character, through the use of a specific linguistic form which 

becomes “a second order index”, which “figures...as speakers position themselves with 

respect to the elements of character” (2008: 463). Such linguistic forms, as I mentioned 

above, can be reinterpreted and remade in a way that changes their indexical field, which “is 

fluid, and each new activation has the potential to change the field by building on ideological 

connections” (Eckert, 2008: 454). For example, Eckert points out that a specific variable can
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create an ideological meaning that is used by individuals in different contexts in order to 

achieve certain goals; thus, this meaning cannot be “uniform across the population” (Eckert, 

2008: 467). In other words, populations should not be seen as homogeneous, as such 

meanings merely indicate tendencies which are based on ideological beliefs.

The relevance of indexicality to the concerns of this thesis is that it contains the 

possibility “to address the range of meanings a resource might generate in a given culture at a 

given moment in time, without relying on assumptions about the shared ‘core’ meaning of the 

resource” (Christie, 2013: 168). For example, Christie (2013) points out that such an 

approach allows for some linguistic resources, such as strong swearwords, to be explained “in 

a more systematic way” (2013: 168), because their effects are conventionalised. Furthermore, 

as Eckert (2008) suggests, the indexical values of a certain variable form part of the 

ideological work of a given society. As such, it is not the meaning which is linked to a 

variable, but rather, “any meanings that are associated with variables will be based in highly 

salient ideological issues” (Eckert, 2008: 465). For example, directness, in general, is usually 

seen to index negative values in English (e.g. rudeness), while indirectness is seen to index 

positive ones, and is usually linked to politeness. In this work, thus, I aim to show how 

directness can index positive values (e.g. social closeness) in certain cultures (such as Arabic 

ones), and how indirectness is seen to index negative values (e.g. impoliteness). I further aim 

to show that such indexical values, which are usually based on ideological assumptions, are 

fluid and contextual. For example, directness might be seen to index positive values (e.g.

57 However, directness can also index positive values in English, because it is associated with strength, 
efficiency and masculinity, as I show in section 6.3.5.
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clarity and honesty) in English, while indirectness is sometimes seen to indicate negative 

values (e.g. manipulation and vagueness) in certain situations in English.

2.4.3. Politeness 1 vs. Politeness 2

The distinction between ‘first order’ and ‘second order’ is a controversial issue. Watts et al. 

(1992), for example, argue that first order politeness (politenessl) and second order 

politeness (politeness2) should be clearly distinguished. The former refers to the 

commonsense notion of politeness, which is “the various ways in which polite behaviour is 

perceived and talked about by members of socio-cultural groups”, whereas second order 

politeness is “ a theoretical construct, a term within a theory of social behavior and language 

usage” (Watts et al.,1992: 3). However, Eelen (2001) argues that a distinction between these 

two notions is less simple than might be assumed. Thus, during analysis, they should be 

carefully examined to avoid the potential confusion of these two notions. Eelen (2001) 

maintains that “politeness2 concepts should not just be different from politenessl concepts, 

or given different names, but rather the relationship between both notions should be carefully 

monitored” (Eelen, 2001: 31). Such a view leads some scholars (such as Locher and Watts, 

2005) to suggest that second order politeness should be excluded from the politeness research 

and that the focus should be only on the hearer’s evaluations and interpretations of what is 

polite and impolite in naturally-occurring interactions. However, Grainger (2011) suggests 

that first order politeness is closely related to second order politeness, and so the latter should 

not be excluded from the analysis. Such views have raised several questions related to 

whether the discursive approach can usefully inform politeness research, as I will discuss in 

the following section.
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2.4.4. Evaluating the Discursive Approach

Discursive approaches to politeness have attracted some criticism. For example, some 

researchers (Arundale, 2006; Haugh, 2007) argue that, like the Gricean model, discursive 

approaches adopt an encoding/decoding model of communication.58 Discursive approach 

theorists are also argued to be unable to map out a theoretical framework for this model 

(Terkourafi, 2005). As a consequence, as Culpeper (2011) argues, the discursive approach 

gives the impression that meaning is unstable and communication is uncertain. Culpeper 

states that “this impression does not square with the intuitions we share with others in our 

communities about conventionalised meanings even out of context, nor with the evidence for 

a large amount of informational redundancy in multimodal communication -  all of which 

points towards stability and certainty (though of course these can never be absolute)” (2011: 

153). However, this can be attributed to the dynamic nature of this approach, which is better 

suited to the contextual and situational analysis, so it is difficult to form a framework without 

falling into the generalization trap, thus inheriting the same common weaknesses as the 

traditional models (as mentioned above).

The discursive approach is also criticised for privileging the hearer through focusing 

on their evaluations rather than on the speaker’s intention (Terkourafi, 2005; Grainger, 2013). 

Terkourafi (2005: 245) points out that “[p]ost-modem theories are...hearer oriented, in that

58However, this claim is inadequate because, as mentioned above, there is a considerable difference between the 
two approaches: in the Gricean models, meaning which is “transmitted in a liner fashion from an idealised 
speaker...to an idealised hearer” (Grainger, 2013: 29) is seen as static and unchanging in all situations; whereas, 
in discursive approaches, it is perceived as fluid and dynamic according to the context, situation and familiarity 
among the participants.
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they locate politeness in hearers’ evaluations rather than speakers’ intentions”.59 However, 

the main criticism that faces analysts within this type of model is that their role seems to be 

limited, as the key element in judging politeness is the evaluations of the participants. Thus, 

the role of the analyst seems to be marginal (Terkourafi, 2005; Haugh, 2007). Haugh (2007: 

303), for example, questions “whether the postmodern emphasis on the understandings and 

perceptions of participants leaves the analyst with precious little to do”. However, Mills 

(2011) argues that the role of the analyst is to “assess what as a whole the norms of 

appropriateness might be within a particular community and to suggest that perhaps certain 

utterances might be considered to be polite, but that does not guarantee that they are viewed 

in that way by participants” (2011: 46). Mullany (2011) also suggests that the analyst can 

play a role in the analysis process by using the participants’ assessments and evaluations as a 

source, in addition to interactional data, in order to interpret the overall context. Thus, the 

analyst’s role is not limited, but rather extended.

Despite the criticism, it is important to note that the discursive approach provides a 

useful framework for investigating different aspects of social interactions, particularly in 

cross-cultural contexts. For example, Kadar and Pan (2011) point out that the discursive 

approach is very useful in providing insights into (im)politeness behaviour; because “by 

accepting diversity and the potential appropriateness and acceptability of seemingly ‘atypical’ 

behaviour, rather than assuming that there are uniform rules of behaviour and hence

59However, this claim is not exactly accurate. For example, due to the discursive approach’s emphasis on 
analysing extended parts of speech, the interpretations can be established over several encounters where the 
roles o f both speakers and hearers are swapped, so any participant can be a speaker at times and a hearer at other 
times during the interaction. As such, any evaluation o f the first speaker’s utterance by the second (or more) 
speaker (or vice versa) can be modified (as mentioned above) or confirmed through the interaction process 
depending on the speaker’s intention which becomes clearer over the interactional turns. As such, it is not only 
how the utterance is assessed, but also what it is intended to mean. However, this is not to suggest that the 
speaker’s intention is always easy to interpret because, in some cases, misunderstandings can be triggered.
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excluding certain ways of behaviour from our analysis, we are able to explain some 

anomalies of...im/politeness” (2011, 128-29).

The discussion of this chapter has clearly addressed the research question of how 

adequate is a discursive theoretical approach to the analysis of (im)politeness. As I have 

shown in this chapter, it is clear that a new model of analysis is required. I have argued that 

the discursive approach to politeness and impoliteness captures the complexity and diversity 

of contextual judgements across cultures. In contrast to the traditional politeness approaches, 

where it is assumed that a simple relationship exists between linguistic forms and their 

functions, the discursive theoretical approach argues that utterances are judged and viewed 

differently by different interactants. It also moved towards analysing extended speech which 

is primarily based on real data, rather than single and invented examples, and takes cultural 

and ideological factors into consideration. Furthermore, rather than starting with the analyst’s 

evaluation of what constitutes (im)politeness, the discursive approach takes the interactants’ 

evaluation into consideration. In contrast to the traditional theories, which focus only on the 

speaker’s intention, this approach focuses on a more complex negotiation of interpretation of 

utterances amongst the participants. A combination of these different factors can capture the 

different interpretations and functions that (in)directness may have in both Arabic and 

English. Thus, the discursive approach is proven to be a valuable analytical framework for 

cross-cultural comparisons.60

60A  more detailed discussion o f the applicability o f discursive approaches cross-culturally will be provided in 
the Chapter 3.
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2.5. The Theoretical Basis of the Study

I have chosen to take a discursive perspective on polite behaviour as a theoretical base for 

this study, because (as discussed above), in contrast to the traditional approaches, which 

simply presuppose a universal theory of (im)politeness and then try to fit data to it, the 

discursive approach takes situational and contextual factors into consideration, and is well 

aware of the complexity and diversity of cultures, which are not homogeneous. Since this is 

an empirical study, dealing with cross-cultural pragmatics, it requires a sound theoretical 

basis that is well-formulated for cross-cultural comparison. Therefore, the discursive 

approach, in my view, provides a solid foundation for making such a comparison. Taking the 

above criticisms of the discursive approaches into consideration in the analysis process, in 

this study, no a priori predictive theory is applied when analysing the data; rather, it is the 

interactants’ evaluations that drive the study. However, these evaluations are used as a base, 

in order to interpret the overall context of interactional data. I, thus, develop a form of 

analysis which can focus on the linguistic ideologies determining polite and impolite 

behaviour.

2.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, I have reviewed the main approaches to politeness and impoliteness,

particularly the traditional models, which were based on the Gricean model, on the one hand,

and the discursive approaches to politeness and impoliteness, on the other. The traditional

theories of politeness (such as Brown and Levinson, 1987) have been heavily criticised for

their bias towards a Western view of politeness and their claim about the universality of

politeness. Therefore, they fail to provide a theoretical base for empirical studies. By

examining these approaches, I have concluded that the discursive approach, despite the

criticism it has attracted, is the most appropriate one for this study, because it is the only one
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which takes into account the diversity and variability among and across cultures. For 

example, many theorists whose work has been influenced by the Grician model (e.g. 

Culpeper, 2011) admit that (im)polite behaviour can be contextual and situational rather than 

inherent. Thus, as the discursive approach takes the variability of language usage, and the 

different interpretation of linguistic forms, into account, it is the most applicable to the type 

of cross-cultural comparison which constitutes the focus of my work.
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Chapter 3 

Culture and Politeness 

3.1. Introduction

Mills and Kadar (2011) argue that politeness and impoliteness are influenced by culture; 

therefore, some aspects of culture (as I show below) related to my study will be discussed in 

this chapter, in order todevelop a form of analysis which can account for politeness and 

impoliteness at a cultural level. I start the chapter by reviewing several definitions of culture 

in section 3.2. I then move on to consider the relationship between culture and identity in 

section 3.3. Following this, in section 3.4., I review and evaluate some of the proposed 

cultural classifications (e.g. collectivism/individualism and positive/negative politeness). 

Then, and due to the importance of intercultural studies which might help in explaining the 

different aspects of communicational styles of different cultures, intercultural 

misunderstandings will be the focus of section 3.5. In section 3.6., I present various studies 

from different cultures that have used a discursive perspective as an analytical framework. 

Finally, I conclude the chapter with a comparison of the general tendencies and stereotypes in 

relation to preference for politeness strategy choices in Libyan Arabic and British English in 

section 3.7.

3.2. Definitions of Culture

The concept of culture is very broad and can be seen to have a wide range of meanings. The 

majority of the available definitions, as Culpeper, (2011) argues, simply present culture as a 

set of characteristics and rules that are passed from one generation to another. For example, 

Fay (1996) views ‘culture’ as “a complex set of shared beliefs, values and concepts which 

enables a group to make sense of its life and which provides it with directions for how to 

live” (1996: 55). However, this view of culture, as Mills and Kadar (2011: 34) argue, can risk
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portraying individuals as “passive recipients of cultural values and speech styles”. Thus, in 

contrast to this view, discursive approach theorists, (Mills and Kadar, 2011; Bargiela- 

Chiappini and Kadar, 2011) maintain that, although the set of norms that constitutes culture 

influences the participants’ strategy choices during interactions, these norms are not static or 

necessarily agreed upon. Thus, culture should be viewed as fluid and dynamic rather than 

static. Similarly, Holliday et al. (2004) view culture as “a fluid, creative social force which 

binds different groupings and aspects of behaviour in different ways, both constructing and 

constructed by people in a piecemeal fashion to produce myriad combinations and 

configuration” (2004: 3). Culpeper (2011) holds the same perspective. He points out that 

cultures should be seen as “multiple and constantly undergoing change, and people shift in 

and out of particular cultures” (2011: 12). However, Culpeper argues that norms can differ 

from one group of people (or one culture) to another, and thus (im)politeness can be 

perceived differently.

For Spencer-Oatey (2000), ‘culture’ can be defined in terms of the basic values and 

conventions that the members of a community are presumed to share. In Spencer-Oatey’s 

(2000: 4) words, culture can be viewed as “a fuzzy set of attitudes, beliefs, behavioural 

conventions, and basic assumptions and values that are shared by a group of people, and that 

influence each member’s behaviour and each member’s interpretations of the ‘meaning’ of 

other people’s behaviour”. Hofstede (1991), by contrast, describes culture as “the collective 

programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or category of 

people from another” (1991: 5). However, ‘culture’, in the limited way defined by Hofstede, 

is problematic because “within ICC [intercultural communication] studies, it is generally 

assumed that things go wrong because two cultural groups behave differently, which makes
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communication between them problematic” (Holliday et al., 2004: 62), which means that 

‘culture’ is considered to be negative rather than positive.

In the light of the above discussion, it can be argued that ‘culture’ cannot simply be 

seen as fixed and stable. Thus, the concept of culture adopted in this work is defined within a 

discursive approach view, such as the definition suggested by Bargiela-Chiappini and Kadar 

(2011: 5) as being “a dynamic and complex set of values which become visible in interaction 

as they influence the interactants’ behaviour. Culture is also subject to ideological challenges 

and changes, therefore, it is in continuous flux”. However, it is not only ‘culture’ that has an 

impact on individuals’ behaviour; it is also the social and personal differences between them. 

As a result, identity and its relation to culture have been largely considered in pragmatics 

research, as I show in the following section.

3.3. Culture and Identity.

It is only in recent years that researchers have shed light on the importance of the relationship 

between culture and identity (Holliday et al., 2004).Culpeper (2011: 13) attempts to clarify 

the notion of ‘identity’ which, in his view, is “connected with one’s sense of self’. The self 

can be perceived as a ‘self-schema’ which is defined from different points of view. One of 

these views suggests that self-schema comprise various selves, such as the selves that one 

would like or ought to be. Thus, “identities are selves enacted by behaviours in particular 

situations...However, it should not be thought that identities are solely determined by 

situations; they can be strategically enacted to determine situations” (Culpeper, 2011: 13).
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Culpeper goes on to argue that identity is also associated with the notion of ‘face’.61 That is, 

“when you lose face you feel bad about how you are seen in other people’s eyes” (2011: 13). 

Therefore, someone’s feeling about her/his ‘self relies on others’ feelings about this ‘self. 

Holliday et al. (2004) also emphasise the interrelationship between culture and identity. They 

suggest that, during interactions, interlocutors usually convey messages about how they want 

to be seen by others; that is, their cultural identity. According to Holliday et al., belonging to 

a particular group can be demonstrated by means of using certain discourses by insiders, in 

order to distinguish themselves from outsiders. For example, swearing can be understood as a 

form of greeting among the members of a particular cultural group (e.g. close friends), while 

it may be perceived as offensive by those who do not belong to this group (outsiders). 

However, Holliday et al. argue that, due to the complexity of culture, people have a variety of 

choices regarding their belongingness to multiple cultural groups, and thus may adopt various 

identities.

However, such views of identity are described from a ‘conversational perspective’, 

where identity is seen as cognitive, knowable, and absolute. As such, such views “investigate 

how people display identity, in terms of ascribed membership of social categories” (Benwell 

and Stokoe, 2006: 69). That is to say, ‘identity’ is determined according to an individual’s 

membership of a certain group, which is relatively static, while identity is more contextual 

and dynamic. Thus, in contrast to this view, identity, according to a ‘social constructionist’ 

perspective, for example, is not seen as absolute or static, but rather is treated as “a socially 

constructed category” (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006: 9), where people’s own understanding and 

performance of identity are examined, and where identity is produced in discourse (e.g. talk

611 discuss face in Section 1.4.
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and text) of all types. Thus, “rather than being reflected in discourse, identity is actively, 

ongoingly, dynamically constituted in discourse” (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006: 4). It is not 

surprising, then, that this research, where the methodology used is in line with recent 

discursive approaches, takes a more social constructionist position where identity can be seen 

as more dynamic and interactive with discourse, as well as being influenced by culture.62

It is noteworthy that there are at least two different views regarding the connection 

between the notions of culture and identity. For example, Grimson (2010) views culture and 

identity as different aspects of social life, arguing that “while culture alludes to our routine of 

strongly sedimented practices, beliefs and meanings; identity refers to our feelings of 

belonging to a collective” (2010: 63). Therefore, he suggests that culture and identity should 

be analysed separately, assuming that each empirical study of each case can provide different 

answers, while the other view, which seems to be more adequate, and assumes that there is an 

inextricable relationship between culture and identity. Constantin and Rautz (2003), for 

instance, suggest that “culture creates identity” (2003: 189), as people feel related to those 

with whom they share the same common beliefs and ethnic background, which differentiate 

them from other cultural groups. Thus, “[cjulture and identity are not just some abstract 

notions for them but ‘living’ concepts that are closely connected to people’s lives” 

(Constantin and Rautz: 2003: 190). However, Constantin and Rautz (2003) believe that 

individuals usually have multiple identities which might or might not have an influence on 

the differences between cultural groups. These identities vary from one individual to another 

and from one situation to another, and may change over time.

62Thus, as I mentioned in Chapter 1, the evaluation o f behaviour is determined by what is ideologically believed 
to be appropriate in a given social community. However, such judgements are also contextual and personal, and 
so may vary from one situation to another, or from one person to another
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3.4. Cross-Cultural Differences:

3.4.1. Collectivist and Individualist Cultures

Many scholars (Hofstede, 1991; Scollon and Scollon, 2005) argue for the existence of global 

dimensions of cross-cultural differences. Some of these dimensions indicate variability in the 

concept of the ‘group’ and the ‘individual’, and the dimension of individualism/collectivismis 

argued to be foremost in this respect. Both terms have been defined by Hofstede (1991) as 

follows:

Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose: 
everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her immediate family. 
Collectivism as its opposite pertains to societies in which people from birth onwards 
are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout people’s lifetime 
continue to protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty (1991: 51).

Thus, as mentioned before, the above definition of individualism and collectivism seems to 

be related to the distinction between the concept of the ‘group’ and the ‘individual’ within 

cultures. In collectivist cultures, “good relationships are important, and interpersonal reality is 

valued”, whereas in individualist ones, “independence and privacy are valued” (Fukushima, 

2002: 121-22). For example, since English people “seem to place a higher value on privacy 

and individuality” (Sifianou, 1992: 41), English culture is usually categorized as an 

individualist culture. The Japanese, on the other hand, are argued to place low emphasis on 

distance and privacy. Thus, Japanese culture is usually classified as a collectivist culture 

(Fukushima, 2002).

The concept of the ‘group’ thus is suggested to be perceived differently in 

individualist and collectivist cultures. Triandis and Vassiliou (1972), for example, propose a

63 Triandis (2001: 907) argues that “[ajlmost 100 publications per year now use this dimension in discussing 
cultural differences”.
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distinction between two different groups within cultures. These are: the ‘in-group’, which is 

defined “as one’s family, relatives, friends, and friends of friends” (1972: 305), and the ‘out

group’, which consists of other people who are not included in the ‘in-group’. Fukushima 

(2002) refers to Triandis et al. (1986), who explain how individualist and collectivist cultures 

perceive both groups differently. Fukushima describes these differences as follows:

While the boundary conditions between in-groups and out-groups are fairly diffused 
and loosely structured in individualistic cultures, the boundary conditions between in
groups and out-groups, and also between membership in various in-groups (e.g., kin, 
co-workers, neighbours), are more sharply defined and tightly structured in 
collectivistic cultures (Fukushima, 2002: 114).

In short, collectivist cultures are seen to entail a greater concern for group face, and

individualism to involve more concern for individual face. Since there is a significant

difference between individualistic and collectivist cultures in terms of group boundaries, this

difference is argued to influence the styles of communication within each culture, as Scollon

and Scollon (2005: 147) explain:

In an individualistic society, groups do not form with the same degree of permanence 
as they do in collectivist society. As a result, the ways of speaking to others are much 
more similar from situation to situation, since in each case the relationships are being 
negotiated and developed right within the situation of the discourse.

On the other hand, in a collectivist society, many relationships are established 
from one’s birth into a particular family in a particular segment of society in a 
particular place. These memberships in particular groups tend to take on a piermanent 
in-group character along with special forms of discourse which carefully preserve the 
boundaries between those who are inside members of the group and all others who are 
not members of the group.

However, such a classification is problematic, because the impression that such views 

gives is that individuals who are supposed to belong to individualistic cultures are ‘selfish’, 

care only about themselves and have very loose relationships, which, of course, is not the
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case. Each culture might have a tendency for individualistic and collectivistic orientations to 

a greater or lesser extent. Thus, making such simplistic generalizations about cultures is 

inaccurate.

Another major linguistic characteristic that is usually linked to the 

collectivism/individualism distinction is indirectness (Holtgrave, 1997); that is, indirect 

expressions are argued to correlate with collectivist cultures. Triandis (1994), for example, 

explains the influence of these patterns on communication and the way in which people speak 

to each other in individualist and collectivist cultures as follows:

People in collectivist cultures pay more attention to context (emotional expressions, 
touching, distance between bodies, body orientation, level of voice, eye contact) when 
they communicate than do people from individualistic cultures (Gudykunst, 1983). 
The collectivist must keep relationships with in-group members at their best and looks 
at all the evidence to understand what is communicated. Thus collectivists are not as 
explicit, direct or clear as the individualists (Triandis, 1994; cited in Fukushima, 
2002:117).

That is to say, collectivist cultures adopt indirect orientations, whereas individualistic cultures 

are more direct. However, this view is problematic, as it assumes that, in order to maintain 

good relationships with others, people in collectivist cultures avoid directness, and are 

implicit and indirect at all times and under all circumstances, and this is clearly not the case. 

The way of speaking (directly or indirectly) can be related to many factors that influence the 

speaker’s choice in a particular situation. For example, performing a direct request or offer in 

Arab culture (which is classified as collectivist), in general, does not threaten good 

relationships, because it is conventionalised to be performed in such a direct way, yet it is still 

seen as appropriate (as I show in Chapter 7). Furthermore, the impression that such views
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gives is that individuals who belong to individualistic cultures do not care about maintaining 

good relationships with others.

Similar cross-cultural variation has been suggested by Hall (1976), whose view is 

based on the role that context plays in producing and interpreting utterances. Hall (1976) 

draws a distinction between high- vs. low-context cultures; he defines a high context 

communication or message as “one in which most of the information is either in the physical 

context or internalized in the person, while very little is in the coded, explicit, transmitted part 

of the message” (1976: 91). That is, as Holtgraves (1997) puts it, “in high-context cultures 

(e.g., Japan, Korea) people assume that utterances will be interpreted within a relevant 

context, and as a result, one's meaning can be conveyed implicitly. Thus, speakers tend to 

convey their meanings indirectly, and hearers tend to look for these indirect meanings” 

(Holtgraves, 1997: 625). In low-context communication, on the other hand, context is 

expected to include the information in an explicit way. That is, in low-context cultures (e.g. 

the United States, Germany), context is argued to play a smaller role in communication than 

it does in high-context cultures, and thus people tend to speak directly in such societies. It 

should be noted that all of the cultures classified as high context by Hall are normally 

classified as collectivist, and all of the low-context cultures are normally classified as 

individualist.

However, such cultural distinctions, which simply suggest the possibility of making

generalisations about cultures, are problematic for a number of reasons. One problem is that

some results obtained on the basis of the individualism/collectivism distinction contradict

other empirical studies (some of which will be discussed in 4.5.2.2.). For example, (to

employ a stereotype), such a cultural classification holds contrasting views with regard to
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cultures’ tendencies towards direct or indirect orientations. For example, Fukushima (2002) 

argues that the Japanese (who are supposed to belong to a collectivist culture and thus prefer 

indirect forms) prefer to use direct forms. Al Batal et al.’s (2002) empirical study also 

suggests that, overall, the strategies and frequency regarding refusals in Egypt (as a high- 

context culture) and the US (as a low-context culture) are similar. Thus, such contrasting 

views cannot be taken as the basis for empirical research. Furthermore, Fukushima (2002: 

125) points out that, although Japan is seen as a collectivist culture, and there might be a 

degree of truth in this stereotype, “it is not an extreme case and it has shifted towards greater 

individualism than before under the influence of economic growth”. Thus, although 

tendencies towards either collectivism or individualism might be recognised within cultures, 

describing a whole culture according to astereotypical and static view of this 

individualism/collectivism distinction is inaccurate, because each culture tends to use both 

types to a greater or lesser extent.

3.4.2. Positive and Negative Politeness Cultures

Cultures are also classified as having positive or negative politeness orientations, according 

to the degree to which they tend to use either type. For Brown and Levinson (1978: 75), 

positive politeness “anoints the face of the addressee by indicating that in some respects, S 

wants H’s wants (e.g. by treating him as a member of an in-group, a friend, a person whose 

wants and personality traits are known and liked”, whereas negative politeness “is 

characterized by self-effacement, formality and restraint, with attention to very restricted 

aspects of H’s self-image, centring on his [her] want to be unimpeded”. That is to say, 

positive politeness cultures tend to value social closeness, while negative politeness cultures 

have a tendency towards valuing social distance. For example, the British and Japanese are 

usually described as having a tendency for negative politeness (Mills and Kadar, 2011), while
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a culture like Greece is described as having a positive politeness orientation (Sifianou, 1992). 

However, as Mills and Kadar (2011) argue, the interpretations of deference (which is argued 

to be stressed in negative politeness cultures) or camaraderie (which is argued to be 

emphasized in positive politeness cultures) might differ from one culture to another. For 

example, Mills and Kadar (2011: 27) point out that “deference in many Asian cultures is 

conventionalized just as indirectness is conventionalized in British English”. Thus, we cannot 

simply argue that a certain culture has a tendency towards a specific type of politeness, either 

positive or negative, because the function and understanding of each type might differ from 

culture to culture. Furthermore, as in the case with the collectivism/individualism distinction, 

positive and negative politeness may occur in all cultures, but to different extents (Mills and 

Kadar, 2011). Therefore, describing a whole culture as having a tendency towards either 

positive or negative politeness is inadequate.

3.5. Communication among Cultures: Intercultural Misunderstanding

3.5.1. Intercultural Communication and Stereotyping

Most cross-cultural researchers’ work (as I show in 4.7.) is focused on explaining the

different forms of communication within a certain culture, and thus attempting to reduce the

number of misunderstandings that might occur during communication between individuals

from different cultural backgrounds. For example, Fukushima (1996; 2002) suggests that,

since requests are performed in a more direct way in Japanese than in British English, people

in both cultures should take such differences into account to avoid possible

misunderstandings. Similarly, Sifianou’s (1992) study demonstrates the difference between

Greeks, whom, she argues, prefer more positive politeness, and English people, who tend to

use more negative politeness. Consequently, her work “contribute^] to the elimination of

misunderstandings and negative stereotypes” (Sifianou, 1992: 14). However, we should be
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cautious of the risk associated with stereotyping or generalising about cultures, because such 

stereotypes can involve evaluations of people who are judged in a specific way just because 

they belong to a particular culture.64 For example, O’Sullivan et al., (1994) point out that 

stereotyping usually involves a specific perspective about a particular culture. That is, 

stereotyping is “the social classification of particular groups and people as often highly 

simplified and generalised signs, which implicitly or explicitly represent a set of values, 

judgements and assumptions concerning their behaviour, characteristics or history” (1994: 

299). Thus, people are often placed according to the sort of group to which they belong. 

However, Mills and Kadar (2011) argue that linguistic norms are usually discussed at the 

stereotypical level and are assumed to be recognised as appropriate by all speakers, while 

these judgements are often based on investigating the norms of certain dominant groups. 

They point out, for example, that “when British English as a whole is described, it is...[the] 

middle class use of politeness which is taken to constitute the norm for British English as a 

whole. Thus the norms of working-class British people are not considered to represent British 

culture as a whole” (2011: 30). Thus, while politeness in British English is based on 

examining a particular social class, it is then generalised to the whole culture.

Hall (1997: 258) also refers to the danger of judging cultures at a stereotypical level; 

as stereotypes comprise only “simple, vivid, memorable, easily grasped and widely 

recognized characteristics about a person, reducing everything about that person to those 

traits, exaggerate and simplify them, and fix them without change or development to

^Scollon and Scollon (2005) make a distinction between positive and negative stereotypes, pointing out that 
negative stereotypes occur when members of different cultural groups are seen as polar opposites, while positive 
stereotypes occur when members o f different cultural groups are seen as identical. However, Scollon and 
Scollon argue that “[wjhether the stereotyping is positive or negative in intent, it should be clear that it stands in 
the way o f successful communication because it blinds the analyst to major areas of differences” (2005: 161).
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eternity”. Such stereotypical judgements can be evident in intercultural interaction. However, 

empirical work on investigating different intercultural interaction between people from 

different cultural backgrounds is rare (Holliday et al., 2004; Hamza, 2007; Grainger, 2011). 

Holliday et al?s (2004) work is one of the few studies to focus on this issue. Holliday et al. 

suggest that people in intercultural communication tend to make a presumption about the 

people to whom they communicate according to their membership of a specific group, rather 

than investigating who they really are. For example, Holliday et al. (2004) point out that 

Muslim women are usually presented “as lacking in power” (2004: 7), “subservient” (2004: 

9) and are considered to be second class citizens in many Muslim countries. Such stereotypes 

might lead people to fail to communicate successfully with Muslim women, or to mismanage 

their intercultural relationships if they present themselves differently (e.g. being educated, 

successful, working women, and so on). That is, if a Muslim woman does not conform to 

such a stereotype that means she is simply not conforming to the common representation. To 

illustrate this point, Holliday et al. (2004) present a situation in which an Iranian Muslim 

woman, who was attending an international convention, was struggling because of this 

stereotype. This woman was seen by her European colleagues as surprising, when she was 

assertive, creative and articulate; as she was thought, according to stereotypical beliefs, to 

have less capability at the things she had successfully achieved, simply because she was a 

Muslim woman. This Iranian Muslim wanted to show that “her society, like all others, is 

complex and multi-faceted, and in order for anyone to show who they really are, this 

complicity has to be visible” (Holliday et al., 2004: 7), so she showed her colleagues a film in 

which Muslim women appear driving a jeep, hiring and firing people, being successful and 

educated and, like all other women, being their own person. Consequently, she succeeded in 

changing her colleagues’ initial perspective on her. Thus “[bjefore we can communicate with 

people who are different to ourselves, we need to understand something about how they



present themselves as being or belonging to certain groups” (Holliday et al., 2004: 19) and, 

through this, we can avoid making false judgements about them.

It should be mentioned that this is not the only example that Holliday et al. (2004) 

provide in order to show how people are culturally misunderstood. In fact, they present many 

situations taken from different cultures and social groups (e.g. Amish, Black African, 

refugees, and so on) which are similar to the above example. However, Holliday et al. (2004) 

suggest that people who did not see the reality of their interlocutor should not be completely 

blamed for misunderstanding them, because they are influenced by representations that affect 

their behaviour. The main source for such representations, according to these researchers, is 

‘media images’. Holliday et al. (2004: 38) describe the influence of the world media as 

follows:

Many...countries less well known to the West, usually in the developing world, are 
represented very selectively in world media in terms of their most saleable, 
sensational, ‘exotic’ images...Hence, it would be easy for many Western people not 
to know...that many Arabs are not Muslim, that many Muslim women do not wear 
the hejab or veil, that many people in the developing world do not live in traditional 
souks, bazaars, shanty towns, thatched villages or war-torn streets with livestock.

From the above discussion, it can be argued that we need to be cautious when 

analysing norms, either within our own cultures or in making judgements about others’ 

cultures, so that false stereotypical assessments, which are usually built on certain ideological 

beliefs, can be avoided. However, this is not to say that stereotypes are not significant, as they 

can be “an indication of tendencies within the culture as a whole” (Mills and Kadar, 2011: 

42), but they should not be treated as an absolute, to which all members of a given culture are 

assumed to conform.
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3.5.2. Directness, Indirectness and Intercultural Misunderstanding

Several theorists (Fukushima, 2002; Grainger 2011; Grainger et al., 2010) suggest that 

directness and indirectness are considered to be the main causes that give rise to pragmatic 

failure in intercultural communication, because they are usually judged from a particular 

cultural perspective (such as being ‘rude’ or ‘distant’). One reason for such 

miscommunication can be attributed to the nature of indirectness which involves some degree 

of ambiguity and vagueness. For example, Dascal, (1983) suggests that indirectness can be 

costly and risky. It is costly because it “takes longer for the speaker to produce and longer for 

the hearer to process” and it is risky in that “the hearer may not understand what the speaker 

is getting at” (Dascal, 1983; cited in Thomas, 1995: 120). Therefore, even among individuals 

from the same cultural background, indirectness can be a source of misunderstanding. 

However, Grainger (2011) argues that the precise nature of indirectness is controversial; as 

there is no consensus among scholars of politeness regarding its precise meaning (as I show 

in 4.2.). She examines the interactional style of Zimbabwean English speakers which seems 

to be different from British speakers’ conception of indirectness. Therefore, “indirectness is 

an important, yet possibly unrecognized source of miscommunication between southern 

African immigrants and British people” (Grainger, 2011: 172). The findings from a range of 

examples show that while, off-the-record strategies can be used by a Zimbabwean speaker in 

some face-damaging situations as a form of politeness, they can be perceived as impolite by 

British English speakers. Thus, “where the participants do not share the same interpretation 

frameworks, misunderstanding or misattribution of intention may result. There is great 

potential for the recipient of ‘indirectness’ to misinterpret it as vagueness, weakness or 

rudeness and ultimately, for the deterioration of intercultural relations” (Grainger, 2011: 189). 

However, I believe that misunderstanding indirectness is not restricted to those who do not 

share similar frameworks of interpretation, because even participants who belong to the same



cultural background may misinterpret the intended meaning, because indirectness is open to 

different interpretations. Sharing the same cultural frameworks does not always guarantee an 

accurate interpretation but, of course, indirectness may be less ambiguous for people who 

share similar cultural backgrounds.

Similarly, Grainger, Mills, and Sibanda (2010) examine the universality of the 

concept of indirectness and face, and its variation across cultures. Specifically, their study 

discusses the southern African perspective on the notions of face and the self by investigating 

intercultural interaction between a Zimbabwean English speaker, who is the leader of a 

community choir, and British English speakers, who are members of this group. Grainger et 

al. argue that “while face needs may be universally relevant in such a situation, the way in 

which they are oriented to in interaction depends on cultural understandings of which aspects 

of face are paramount in particular circumstances. Since these assumptions are deep-seated
i

and invisible they are not easily open to explicit negotiation and hence can lead to 

misinterpretation” (Grainger et al., 2010: 2158). Thus, treating cultures as homogenous and 

static is inadequate. The study conducted by Grainger et al. (2010) aimed to show that 

different interpretation frameworks can result from the participants’ contributions in a 

specific communicational event. “These frameworks are informed by culture-specific notions 

of appropriate self-presentation” (2010: 2159). To illustrate this point, Grainger et al. argue 

that, despite the importance of the southern African concepts of hlonipha, (which can be 

translated as ‘to pay respect’), and ubuntu, (which is translated as ‘humanity’), in indicating 

politeness by using indirect strategies in these cultures, such indirectness can be 

misunderstood by British English speakers, and thus be “interpreted instead as incompetence 

or weakness” (2010: 2159). Therefore,
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There may be different face strategies and different interpretational frameworks for 
those face strategies operating at the same time within an interaction. This may lead to 
very diverse interpretations of the same behaviour. Thus, different cultural groups 
may develop different resources for managing relations with other people and situated 
oneself within a group which has implications for the way that one’s individual face 
needs are conceptualised (Grainger et al.,2010: 2169).

Mey (1993) also argues that there are differences in the way people use politeness 

strategies from one culture to another. In English, for instance, he argues indirectness is the 

most preferred style in performing requests; consequently, English speakers seem to avoid 

using imperatives in making requests or orders. As Mey puts it: “the occurrence of the 

imperative in orders or requests is dispreferred in many languages, including English” (1993: 

113), whereas in other nations (e.g. Germany) directness is the most preferred form. Such 

difference, according to Mey, “has been the cause of much misunderstanding and has given 

rise to a number of cross-cultural prejudices” (1993: 121). For example, Mey argues that 

Israelis are often perceived as being rude by Americans, because Israeli speakers seem to be 

more direct.

Therefore, many researchers (Kasper 1992; Suh 1999; Zegarac and Pennington, 2000; 

Hong, 2008; Bacha, 2011) draw attention to the possible influence of the native speakers’ 

cultural pragmatic knowledge on their L2 communicational behaviour. In order to understand 

this phenomenon, Zegarac and Pennington (2000) refer to the effect of the ‘pragmatic 

transfer’ process on the act of communication, which they define as “the transfer of 

pragmatic knowledge in situations of intercultural communication” (2000: 167). That is, 

pragmatic transfer usually refers to situations in which the interlocutors’ previous knowledge 

influences the acquiring of new knowledge in learning the second language. In such 

situations, people might be affected by their existing mental set, which is “a frame of mind
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involving an existing disposition to think of a problem or a situation in a particular way” 

(Zegarac and Pennington, 2000: 166). Thus, for them, people from different cultural 

backgrounds might be influenced by their different mental sets and behave accordingly.

For example, Kasper (1992) refers to the possible influence of first language 

pragmatic transfer on learning a new language. The results of his study on a number of 

American learners of Korean show that they tend to use semantic request forms which are 

similar to American native speaker forms. Suh (1999) also suggests that, despite some 

similarities between English native speakers and ESL Korean learners in using politeness 

strategies in certain situations (e.g. intimate friendship), the Korean learners who took part in 

her study failed to manage to use the politeness strategies that were used by native speakers 

of English. Similarly, Hong’s (2008) research aimed to make a cross-cultural comparison of 

apology strategies in English by two groups of college students: native and non-native 

speakers of English. The study’s findings showed that the difference between the apology 

strategies employed by these two groups might result from the students’ different cultural 

backgrounds. Therefore, such situations indicate that interlocutors may carry over their 

cultural pragmatic knowledge from their first language to the target language they are 

learning, and, thus their behaviour might be influenced by the transfer of their first language 

knowledge to the second language. Thus, “a set of empirically derived dimensions of cultural 

differences may be taken as guidelines to understanding some of the underlying reasons for 

the often emotionally charged nature of interpersonal relations in intercultural talk” (House, 

2000: 163). This claim can explain, at least partly, why intercultural misunderstandings occur.

In order to avoid such intercultural misunderstanding, many researchers (Hinkel,

1999) draw attention to the importance of teaching what are seen as the norms of a culture
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when teaching foreign languages, instead of focusing only on mastering language forms of 

pragmatic communicative competence, which can be defined as “the ability of the second 

language learner to use language according to the pragmatic rules that govern the use of 

linguistic utterances as used by native adult speakers” (Nureddeen, 2008: 280). Such 

competence is not only seen as a key means for successful intercultural interactions but, 

rather, is “also seen as necessary for recognizing one’s own socio-cultural norms” 

(Nureddeen, 2008: 280). So, what might be seen as polite behaviour in a particular situation 

and a certain culture might not be so in another. “This has important implications for raising 

teacher awareness and orientating students, and ‘refraining their linguistic politeness’” 

(Bacha, 2012: 89), and thus reduces the possibilities of misunderstandings arising during 

intercultural communication.

In the light of the above discussion, we can conclude that, although what are seen as 

cultural norms play a role in speakers’ politeness strategy choices, it should not be dealt with 

at a stereotypical level since stereotypes “limit our understanding of human behaviour and of 

intercultural discourse because they limit our view of human activity to just one or two 

salient dimensions and consider those to be the whole picture” (Scollon and Scollon, 2005: 

156). Thus, we should be aware of the risk of judging people according to specific 

stereotypes. To this extent, we can suggest that the traditional politeness frameworks, like 

Brown and Levinson’s (1987), do not provide an adequate explanation for the politeness 

phenomenon, because they ignore the variability and complexity within and across cultures. 

Discursive approaches, on the other hand, are well aware of such variations. Thus, they can 

provide a useful framework for investigating different aspects of social interactions without 

falling into the trap of stereotyping, as I show in the following section.
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3.6. Politeness across Cultures: A Discursive Perspective

As I discussed in chapter 2, the recent research on politeness has moved away from Brown 

and Levinson’s (1987) theoretical framework to propose a more dynamic interactional model 

for the analysis of politeness; that is, the discursive approach. This new framework advocates 

the importance of analysing language at the discourse level rather than single utterances, and 

considering a certain community in studying politeness (Eelen, 2001; Mills, 2003; Watts, 

2003; Mills and Kadar, 2011; Bargiela-Chiappiniand and Kadar, 2011). The present study’s 

method is inspired by recent researchers’ models. This is motivated out of a need for a 

thorough study of what motivates directness and indirectness in Arab culture (particularly 

Libyan culture) and British English culture in order to contribute to a better understanding of 

Arab and English communicational styles. To this extent, it is worth considering some of the 

previous cross-cultural studies on politeness in which discursive approaches have been used 

as a framework in order to show the difference between stereotypical representations of 

cultures, which are based on applying the traditional models (particularly Brown and 

Levinson’s), and real-life encounters. As East Asian cultures (particularly China and Japan) 

are mostly presented at the stereotypical level (e.g. being indirect and deferential), in this 

section, I present several studies on East Asian cultures in which observed behaviour is 

shown to be different from the predictive or stereotypical behaviour in these cultures.65

65It is noteworthy that Asian nations are not the only cultures that are represented in a stereotypical way; many 
other cultures (including English) are too often dealt with according to stereotype. For example, Rusieshvli’s 
(2011) study, which investigates the role o f in-groups and out-groups in using address forms in Georgia, 
revealed that such address forms are dynamic and change according to the relationship between the 
interlocutors, rather than being fixed and static, as suggested by Rukhadze (2002). Furthermore, many other 
researchers have chosen to take a discursive perspective on politeness as a framework for investigating the 
(im)politeness phenomenon in English (cf. e.g. Linguistic Politeness Research Group (eds.), 2011).
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Pan (2011) points out that, although discursive approaches have proved to be a 

valuable analytical framework, relatively little East Asian research has been influenced by a 

discursive perspective. However, several studies (e.g. Pan, 2011; Pizziconi, 2011; Stadler, 

2011; Kadar and Pan, 2011; Haugh and Obana, 2011) have attempted to provide an insight 

into methodological issues in the analysis of East Asian politeness.66 Pan (2011), for instance, 

argues that the analysis of politeness should be situational rather than absolute. Thus, 

developing a new methodology that can take situational and contextual elements into 

consideration is needed in analysing East Asian politeness. In order to achieve this goal, Pan 

proposes a ‘situational-oriented methodological approach’ which she has labelled a ‘grammar 

of politeness’. This is based on the idea that “there are integral components of a linguistic 

phenomenon, such as politeness, in a communicative event...In this sense, we need to 

develop an overarching framework to put together all interactional components in our 

analysis in linguistic politeness” (2011: 81). Pan maintains that East Asian researchers have 

applied an Anglo-Saxon model to East Asian politeness and used a similar research 

methodology. Most o f these studies have criticised politeness theories, particularly the 

models which adopted the notion of the universality of politeness strategies (e.g. Brown and 

Levisohn’s (1987) model). Although the findings of these studies have provided a good 

insight into East Asian politeness, for example, they argued for a difference between English 

and Chinese in realizing indirectness and reacting to a certain speech act (e.g. compliments), 

such a methodology, according to Pan, did not engage well with East Asian politeness at a 

discourse level because “the data gathered through this method were based on prescribed and 

simulated situations. This data collection methodology excluded dynamic interactional and

66 The studies considered in this section are particularly on Chinese, Japanese, and Korean cultures, because 
these are usually presented from a stereotypical perspective. However, there are many other politeness studies 
on different East Asian cultures, such as Chew’s (2011) work on Vietnam; Lee’s (2011) on Singapore; Kim’s 
(2011) on Korea.
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discursive elements in the analysis” (Pan, 2011: 75). The traditional methods cannot provide 

a sufficient analytical framework for the analysis of politeness in cross-cultural studies. Thus, 

Pan suggests the application of a more dynamic and contextual model.

To illustrate this, Pan mentions an example that took place at a wedding reception in 

Beijing. The tradition whereby the bride serves tea to her parents-in-law is seen as an 

important part of the ritual that the newly-wed couple should perform. In serving a cup of tea 

to her father-in-law, the bride said ‘Father (formal), please drink this tea’, but when offering a 

cup of tea to her mother-in-law, the bride said ‘Mother (informal), drink this tea’. From the 

perspective of the traditional models of politeness, Pan argues, the first utterance is seen as 

polite, because a formal register is used to address the father-in-law, and also a polite 

formulaic expression (‘please’) is used. However, the second utterance would be evaluated as 

impolite, because a ‘bald on record’ strategy is used without any polite expression. From a 

discursive approach’s view, however, where contextual and interactional aspects are taken 

into consideration, Pan argues, the style of politeness is shifted by the speaker, because of her 

recognition of the power differences between the addressees, with the ‘male’ in a more 

powerful position than the ‘female’. Furthermore, the second utterance did not seem to be 

evaluated negatively by the mother-in-law who, according to Pan, hugged her daughter-in- 

law, gave her a gift and called her ‘my daughter’. Thus, there seems to be a discrepancy 

between the results obtained through applying traditional politeness theory and those 

achieved by employing a more interactional model, which takes into account the way the 

utterance was responded to.

Pan further maintains that power plays a crucial role in Chinese politeness behaviour,

but the source of power should be taken into consideration as it differs from one situational
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encounter to another. For example, “in service encounters, the source of power is associated 

with the service institution and with the type of relationship...while in family gathering, 

gender and then age matter most” (Pan, 2011: 77). However, Pan argues that, in the analysis 

of politeness behaviour, power is not static. Instead, it is “dynamic and subject to 

interactional components in a communicative event” (Pan, 2011: 77). To illustrate this, she 

conducted a project focusing on a study of three telephone calls made by a Hong Kong 

professional in different business situations. The three calls, Pan points out, were commented 

on by business professionals from Hong Kong and Beijing in a focus group setting. Both 

groups provided two different sets of views (one from each group): “For the Hong Kong 

group, the business outcome is more important. For the Beijing group, the prospective long

term relationship is more crucial in determining the amount of politeness needed” (Pan, 2011: 

91). Pan points out that, although both the Hong Kong and Beijing participants speak the 

same language, they assess the situation in the three calls differently. Thus, she goes on to 

argue that language should not be seen as the main factor that has an impact on the evaluation 

of polite behaviour; rather, it is the belonging to a certain community of practice that governs 

such judgments. Furthermore, the results of this study show that “some practices may be 

acceptable in one society, or at least certain communities of practice of the given society, but 

offensive in another” (Pan, 2011: 91). Therefore, we cannot rely only on linguistic strategies 

in analysing politeness behaviour. Rather, it is a matter of situational and interpretational 

variations.

In a similar way, Stadler (2011) draws attention to the problem of making

generalisations about politeness norms across cultures. She argues that a wide range of

research on politeness studies compare aspects of politeness between different cultures.

Although such studies have provided a good insight into linguistic politeness, Stadler argues,
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they still “tell us little about what happens when members of two different cultures interact 

with one another” (2011: 98). Thus, the main aim of Stadler’s study is to critically investigate 

advice writing particularly geared towards Western audiences: profession-specific writings, 

and popular writing and their presentation of politeness in an East Asian context. The purpose 

of the analysis of popular advice writing is to explore the extent to which individuals 

(particularly Westerners) are advised to interact with people from East Asian cultures 

(particularly mainland Chinese) by providing some insight into the representations of 

politeness norms in East Asia. Profession-specific written works “stem predominantly from 

linguistic politeness theory...and the area of communication studies, rooted in psychology” 

(2011: 99). By so doing, Stadler aims to examine whether both popular and professional 

writing can prepare the readers for successful interactions.

Stadler states that the popular characteristics of East Asian societies and the research 

on politeness in these societies portray East Asians as indirect, modest and humble; they 

value politeness and good manners and thus do not criticise, shame or embarrass others in 

public. In Stadler’s words: “there is still an overwhelming tendency towards portraying East 

Asian politeness as predominantly ruled by principles of politeness, indirectness and 

modesty” (2011: 108). However, Stadler’s research includes an empirical study of two cases 

which took place between the same British host and two different mainland Chinese guests at 

two different business meetings in the UK. The British host is fluent in Standard Chinese and 

has both lived and worked in China. In both encounters, both parties had a desire to maintain 

good business relations. In the first case study, the British host offered her Chinese guest tea 

as part of the hospitality ritual. The tea itself was a gift to the host from another Chinese guest 

in the past. After drinking the tea, the Chinese visitor commented:
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‘This is very good quality Chinese tea, [name of British host]. Shame it is stale 
though. You should get some fresh tea next time. I will bring you some when I come 
back’ (Stadler, 2011: 110).

The Chinese guest’s comment ‘shame it is stale though’, which seems to be appropriate and 

unproblematic for him according to Stadler, may cause offence to people who are unfamiliar 

with such critical comments. For example, Stadler argues that, in British English culture, 

where it is unlikely for such criticisms to be produced in similar contexts, such comments 

could be seen as ‘embarrassing’, ‘face-threatening’, ‘rude’ and ‘far too direct’. Similarly, the 

visitor’s offer to bring fresh tea the next time he comes was evaluated negatively by the host, 

who felt embarrassed, because this remark made her feel that her hospitality was inadequate.

The second incident that Stadler mentioned involved a similar misunderstanding of a 

Chinese visitor’s behaviour which was caused by the British host’s unfamiliarity with certain 

practices. In this incident, the Chinese visitor refused to drink tea from the mug offered him, 

preferring to use his own mug instead. Although the Chinese person’s behaviour was not 

meant to be offensive, it might be seen as rude, shocking or annoying in a British context, 

because such behaviour does not match the expected polite behaviour. The results of 

Stadler’s study, thus, show that there is a paradox between stereotypical representations of a 

culture and real-life encounters in the above examples. This paradox is illustrated when 

individuals’ behaviour differs from what is expected. For example, Stadler (2011: 113) 

compares the common stereotypical representations of East Asian cultures and the behaviour 

of the Chinese visitors in both incidents, and suggests that:

1- East Asian people value and exhibit polite, considerate and well-mannered behaviour. The 
behaviour the mainland Chinese visitors exhibit may well count as polite, considerate and 
well-mannered in their own cultural contexts...but, when transferred into a formal British 
context, these associations evoke doubts regarding their different cultural settings.
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2- East Asians are indirect, implicit and suggestive. None of these adjectives seems 
adequately to describe the behaviour encountered in both incidents where the visitors are very 
straightforward.

3- East Asians do not embarrass, shame or criticise anyone in public. In both examples, the 
criticism occurred in the presence of others.

4- East Asians are face-conscious and causing others to lose face ’ is unforgivable. 
Suggesting that the host served the visitors stale tea may well cause the host a loss of ‘face’ 
and could be considered quite insulting.

5- East Asians are modest and humble. To insinuate that the visitor’s knowledge of tea is 
superior to the host’s and that he can provide better quality tea raises questions as to the level 
of modesty and humility exhibited (Stadler, 2011: 113).

These results therefore indicate that “only through a thoroughgoing critique of 

stereotypical views and a more ‘local’ focus on the norms within particular communities of 

practice can we provide an adequate analysis of politeness norms” (Stadler, 2011: 114). 

Stadler suggests that such a phenomenon is not limited to British/mainland Chinese contexts, 

but might also exist in other cultures, such as Japan and Korea; accordingly, it is necessary to 

develop forms of analysis which are context-based. The research findings also show that, 

although there are some differences between the mainland Chinese and British concepts of 

what constitutes polite behaviour, such differences should not be illustrated by generalising 

about politeness norms in research on Chinese politeness.

Similarly, Haugh and Obana (2011) point out that it is only in recent years that

researchers have recognised that a full understanding of (im)politeness in Japan cannot be

restricted to the study of honorifics, which is defined by Kim (2011) as “a system that

encodes one’s deference towards speaking partners who are viewed as superior in age or in

social standing” (Kim, 2011: 176). Haugh and Obana (2011) argue that a great deal of

research in Japan in particular and in East Asian cultures in general is dominated by an
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argument between culture-specific and universal perspectives. Therefore, Haugh and Obana 

suggest that the discursive approach can offer a solution to this dilemma and help to move us 

beyond this argument, because a discursive approach focuses on the evaluation of the hearer 

along with that of the speaker. This approach also proposes that “we need to theorise and 

analyse politeness not only at the level of individuals interacting, but also at the level of 

society” (2011: 148). Haugh and Obana’s research focuses on the role that the concept of 

‘tachiba’ plays at the social and individual levels of politeness.4 Tachiba’ literally means The 

place where one stands’. In other words, in Japan, the speaker must consider his/her 

relationship with the hearer when performing a particular act. Tachiba then “essentially refers 

to one’s roles in social interaction, or social selves” (Haugh and Obana, 2011: 157). Haugh 

and Obana suggest that people adapt their behaviour according to the situation they are in, the 

people with whom they are interacting, and so on. By discussing various examples of speech 

events, such as requests, compliments, praise, offers and invitations, Haugh and Obana 

attempt to verify their claim that “it is through the interactional achievement of tachiba that 

evaluations of particular linguistic forms and strategies as polite arise in Japanese” (2011: 

159), not only through a focus on honorifics.

Haugh and Obana also argue that most studies have simply applied Brown and

Levinson’s (1987) approach to the analysis of politeness in Japanese, focusing on how certain

speech acts can be used politely in comparison to English. However, they argue that “it is the

participants’ relationship, and their respective roles and statuses that emerge as crucial in

explications of politeness in Japanese, despite researchers claiming that it is the notion of face

that underpins their analyses” (2011: 151). For instance, by analysing examples of making

requests in Japanese, they found that the choice between direct and indirect requests is not a

matter of potential face threat but, rather, of whether requests are the focus of the tachiba of
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the speaker along with that of the hearer. Consequently, if they “lie within the interlocutor’s 

tachiba, direct and declarative forms can be employed and this is interpretable as polite. The 

relative degree of imposition is thus not considered” (2011: 163). Similarly, a compliment 

can be a very offensive act in Japan. For instance, praising the work of older people might be 

understood as an evaluation of their performance. Therefore, compliments require “extra care 

because [they] can sound condescending and thus potentially impolite” (Haugh and Obana, 

2011: 164). According to Haugh and Obana, these examples indicate that the ‘tachiba’ is not 

a priori for the interactants, but rather it emerges in the course of interaction. In other words, 

the analysis of these examples shows that not all “politeness phenomena in Japanese can be 

explicated with respect to tachiba” (Haugh and Obana, 2011: 164) but it can be used to 

explain a wide range of aspects of politeness in Japanese.

In the same stereotypical way, much of the work on politeness in Korea is too often 

described at a stereotypical level as it explicates politeness in relation to ‘honorifics’. 

Honorifics are perceived by native speakers of Korean as the exclusive conditions for 

politeness. In other words, in Korea, the lack of the use of honorification of a superior is 

traditionally treated as rudeness towards that person. Kim’s (2011) study, however, aims at 

framing the relationship between honorifics and politeness in Korea to distinguish between 

both notions. It shows “how the notions of deference (as the core notion of honorifics) and 

politeness referred to in Brown and Levinson (1978/1987), Leech (1983) and Watts (2003) 

differ from each other in the Korean context” (Kim, 2011: 181).Through his research, Kim 

discusses various examples to justify his claim that the notion of politeness is distinct from 

that of honorifics. The results he obtained by discussing these examples show that:
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1- Honorofics can be sufficient but not exclusive forms for politeness, as politeness 

can be expressed without honorifics in Korea. Speakers can be polite through using sentences 

which involve other rhetorical devices such as conditional, interrogative and a variety of 

hedges. Such sentences are interpreted as polite because “they contain adequate redress 

measures, not just because of the use of honorific devices” (Kim, 2011: 186). Kim verifies 

that honorifics are not the only way of expressing politeness in Korea; thus, people can be 

polite without performing honorifics.

2-Speech style choices in Korea are governed in terms of the gap between the in

group and the out-group. For example, in an in-group, honorific sentences are expressed by 

subordinates towards superiors but not vice versa. Consequently, the absence of honorifics in 

the superior’s speech would not be assessed as impolite behaviour. Furthermore, honorific 

usage by a superior towards a subordinate might be seen as a joke or sarcasm by the 

subordinate, or even as a serious offence.

3- Performing honorifics does not necessarily indicate politeness. This is illustrated 

through the examples Kim mentions in his study. That is, “one can be impolite in a statement 

presented in honorific terms” (2011: 199). This shows that linguistic meaning is not sufficient 

in analysing politeness behaviour. Rather, it is a matter of situational and contextual 

variation.

On the whole, through exploring various aspects of politeness features in Korea, 

Kim’s study reveals that a distinction should be made between the notion of politeness and 

honorifics in Korean. Despite the overall impression of Koreans that politeness is necessarily 

expressed through honorifics, Kim’s findings draw attention to the importance of making 

sentences without honorific markings to express politeness in Korea in some contexts (i.e. a 

superior towards a subordinate) where using honorifics can be interpreted as a source of
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offence rather than politeness. Therefore, this study, albeit implicitly, distinguishes between 

ideological beliefs about how people feel they behave and how they actually behave. That is 

“the range of meanings that honorifics can convey in actual instances of use is broader than 

the meanings stereotypically attributed to them...by language users” (Pizziconi, 2011: 70), or 

by other views about What constitutes honorific in past research on East Asian cultures as a 

whole.

Pizziconi (2011) argues that honorifics are typically explained as an indication of 

politeness, deference or humility. However, through several cases that she examines in her 

study on Japanese, Pizziconi (2011) argues that honorifics are not necessary to express 

politeness (or, more precisely, deference), as politeness can be shown even without the use of 

explicit honorific forms. Furthermore, honorifics can be used as an impolite device to convey 

anger, flattery, irony or annoyance. Thus, honorifics, according to Pizziconi, should not be 

treated as absolute rules that have certain polite functions; rather, the wide range of possible 

meanings of honorifics should be discussed according to context- and situation-based aspects 

of politeness.

In the light of the above discussion, we can say that applying a specific theory of

politeness (such as Brown and Levinson’s, 1987) within or across cultures cannot reflect the

actual functions of this phenomenon within cultures. Rather, it reflects the theorist’s view

which cannot be applicable to all cultures. Cultures “are by nature highly complex. Indeed,

this complexity becomes self-evident when observing the multiple curative practices,

contrasting conceptions of youth, different uses of technology, invocations to changing gods,

love or hate for pork or horsemeat, and dissimilar views of the future of humanity found in

even the most remote parts of the world” (Grimson, 2010: 73). Politeness, then, is a complex
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phenomenon and can be expressed differently across cultures, so any attempt to make 

universalistic generalisations about it cannot be adequate. Thus, we need to investigate how 

individuals actually behave rather than trying to show how a certain model can fit a particular 

culture, or comparing cultures according to their conformity to a specific model, because it is 

difficult (if not impossible) to find a theoretical model that can generalize to fit all cases in 

different cultures. Furthermore, describing a cultural group at a stereotypical level might lead 

one to see the traits of the individuals within this group as part of their nature (Grainger, 

2014), while they are in fact environmentally- and culturally-induced.67

3.7. Politeness in Arab and English Cultures

In recent years, in politeness research, “the number of studied languages is steadily growing, 

English and German being particularly popular” (Ogiermann, 2009: 191). Politeness has been 

extensively studied in Western languages, particularly English (e.g. Brown and Levinson, 

1978, 1987; Leech, 1983; Searle, 1969, 1975; Lakoff, 1973), but this is not true of Arabic. 

However, the number of studies that deal with the various Arabic dialects have fundamentally 

increased in the last decade (Nureddeen 2008; Jebahi 2010; Al-Oqaily and Tawalbeh, 2012; 

A1 Batal et al., 2002), something that provides a useful insight into Arabic politeness.69 In this 

section, therefore, I will discuss the communicational styles of Arabic and British English 

cultures but, before going on to explore this, we need to clarify who is considered an ‘Arab’, 

and what are the varieties of Arabic language.

67 Some stereotypes are taken for granted as ‘natural’ or ‘the truth’ about certain groups, while they are false. 
Holliday et al. (2004), for example, argue that Black African people are sometimes seen as necessarily less 
active or clever than other groups (say, white people),and are dealt with according to this false assumption.
68 Western cultures are not the only ones whose languages have been extensively examined; many Asian 
cultures, particularly China and Japan, have also been widely-explored.
69Some o f these studies will be discussed in Section 4.8.1.
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3.7.1. Who is ‘Arab’?

The common belief, particularly among Western people, is that all Arabs are Muslims, or all 

Muslims are Arabs (Holliday et al., 2004), and all Middle Eastern countries are considered to 

be Arab. This belief, however, is inaccurate, because the Arab world is only a part of the 

Middle East which is further surrounded by other Islamic countries, both Asian (such as Iran 

and Turkey) and African (such as Chad, Mali, Niger and Senegal), which are not Arab. 

However, there are many other Muslim-majority countries around the world in which Islam is 

the dominant religion. The largest Muslim population countries are located in South and 

Southeast Asia, such as Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Pakistan. There are also large Muslim 

communities in Russia, India and China, while large Muslim immigrant communities are 

hosted by many other parts of the world, particularly Western Europe. Moreover, while about 

85-90% of Arabs are Muslims, only about 20% of the Muslim population is Arab (Feghali, 

1997); thus, ‘Arab’ “is not a race, religion, or nationality...Throughout the region, people 

vary in terms of such physical characteristics as hair, eye and skin colour. Although Arab 

countries are predominantly Muslim, Lebanon and Egypt have substantial Christian 

populations” (Feghali, 1997: 349).70 Thus, it is not easy to specify who Arabs are. However, a 

possible definition of Arabs, albeit a problematic one, is suggested by Jabra (1971), who 

define san ‘Arab’ as “ ...anyone who speaks Arabic as his [her] own language and 

consequently feels as an Arab” (cited in Feghali, 1997: 350).

However, there seem to be at least two problems with this definition of ‘Arab’. The 

first problem is that, if  we consider only individuals who speak Arabic as their own language

70It is worth mentioning that, besides Islam and Christianity, other small religious minorities also exist in certain 
Arabic regions, such as Jews in Tunisia, Morocco and Yemen; and Yazidis and Druze in Syria and Iraq.
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as Arab, we would exclude those living in non-Arabic countries who do not speak Arabic but 

who have Arab origins. For example, many young Arab people, whose parents migrated to 

Europe a long time ago, cannot speak Arabic, yet still consider themselves Arab. The other 

problem that can be identified is that there are many Arab nations (e.g. Somalia) whose most 

of their residents do not speak Arabic (but Somali) and yet are classified as Arabs. So, in my 

view, Arabs can be defined as people who belong to Arab countries (which are located in 

North Africa, the Fertile Crescent and the Arabian Peninsula) whether they speak Arabic or 

not, and whether they live in Arab countries or not, who define themselves as Arabs.71

3.7.2. Arabic language:

Arabic, in all Arab countries, is of a diglossic nature, as there are two versions of the 

language: ‘Fossha’ ‘Standard Arabic or Modem Literary Arabic’,72 which is used in

formal situations (e.g. the language of the government, media, religion, newspapers and so 

on), and ‘Ammiyya’ or ‘colloquial dialects’, which is used as an everyday spoken

language in demotic interactions. Arabs from different countries have developed various 

colloquial dialects that differ from each other. “Because of this variability, it is inaccurate to 

assume that Tunisians and Iraqis, for instance, readily understand one another” (Feghali, 

1997: 257). However, Arabs with different dialects, which might be difficult to understand, 

can always find a way to communicate, either by speaking standard Arabic (especially by

71It should be noted that other cultural groups o f people who live in certain Arab countries have different 
cultural identities and different languages, and do not consider themselves Arab. These include the Berbers or 
the ‘Amazigh’, who speak the Berber language and reside in North Africa, particularly Libya, Algeria and 
Morocco. Most o f the Berber people share language, belong to the Berber homeland and have a similar 
historical identification. Other cultural groups include the Touareg and Tabu in North Africa; and Kurdish 
people in Iraq and Syria, each of whom have their own language and do not consider themselves as Arab. 
However, most o f these groups can speak Arabic as a second language because, o f their religious background, 
which is Islam.
72 A distinction is usually made between two varieties o f standard Arabic: the Classical Arabic o f the Holy 
Quran; and standard modem Arabic which is in use today. However, modem Arabic is based on Classical 
Arabic, and there is not a great difference between these two varieties.
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educated people) or by using a simple dialect (e.g. Egyptian) which can be understood by the 

interlocutors.73

3.7.3. The Historical Meaning of Politeness in Arabic and English

The notion of politeness can be expressed in Arabic by the word ‘adab’ ‘4 ^ ’, which is a 

translation equivalent of ‘politeness’. However, the same word can also be used to refer to 

literature in Arabic. It is worth mentioning that, in pre-Islamic times, ‘adab’ was used to 

mean ‘invitation’ rather than politeness in its broader sense (Al-Oqaily and Tawalbeh, 2012). 

Al-Oqaily and Tawalbeh (2012) refer to Idrees’ (1985) explanation of the meaning of ‘adab’ 

as referring to generosity and hospitality. In my view, this may explain, at least partly, why 

generosity and hospitality are usually regarded as the main elements of Arabic politeness. For 

instance,

Arabs used to say (Fulan adaba al-qawm) (4̂ 1*1 ^jill j^a) meaning that
someone invited people to feast; thus, the meaning of the word ‘adab’ (s^ )  was 
concerned with the behavioural aspect of a person’s relationships with others...Then 
the use of the word (s^ )  has expanded in the Islamic era to refer to morality, 
generosity, tolerance and virtue. All these meanings have been numerously reported 
by many sayings of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) (Al-Oqaily and Tawalbeh, 2012: 
86).

Thus, the meaning of Adab has changed over the course of many centuries. The meaning of 

politeness in British English, on the other hand, originates from the word ‘polished’, which is, 

according to Grainger et al. (2015: 51) “signalling the norms of elite, the court and the 

educated, rather than hospitality”. This different history of politeness’ meaning may influence 

the evaluation of (im)polite behaviour in both cultures.

73It is worth mentioning that films and drama play a key role in spreading certain Arabic dialects (e.g. Egyptian, 
Syrian and Kuwaiti) among different Arab countries, which makes them easier to understand than other dialects, 
because most Arabs are familiar with them.
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3.7.4. British English Communication Style

British English is often represented as a negative politeness culture due to the emphasis on 

social distance and privacy. For example, Brown and Levinson (1978) propose that “in 

societies where high D [distance] relations dominate in public encounters...one would expect 

symmetrical use of high-numbered strategies to be most evident” (1978: 256). They suggest 

that, since British English culture places a high value on social distance, there is a preference 

for using negative politeness strategies; thus, for them, the English prefer more indirect 

forms. In Brown and Levinson’s words, “in our culture, negative politeness is the most 

elaborate and the most conventionalized set of linguistic strategies for FTA redress; it is the 

stuff that fills the etiquette book” (1978: 135). Similarly, from a Western perspective, 

Levinson (1983) points out that most usages of speech acts, particularly requests, are 

performed indirectly in British English culture. He contends that “most usages [of requests] 

are indirect” (1983: 264), arguing that imperatives, for example, are less appropriate or even 

unacceptable when issuing orders and requests in English-speaking societies, whereas some 

usages of other types of speech acts (such as offers and greetings) can be direct. In

Levinson’s words “imperatives are rarely used to commend or request in conversational
<

English...but occur regularly in recipes and instructions, offers, welcoming, wishes, curses, 

and swearing” (1983: 275). However, considering all of the British English to be members of 

the same cultural group without bearing in mind the differences among these groups is 

problematic, because this might lead to false stereotypes (as already discussed in 3.5.1.). 

Scollon and Scollon (2005: 161), for example, argue that “communication is inherently 

ambiguous. Effective communication depends on finding and clarifying sources of ambiguity 

as well as learning to deal with places where miscommunication occurs. Such clarification is 

impossible when the analyst does not recognize areas of difference among participants, 

because he or she will assume common ground and mutual understanding”. Thus, as I



mentioned earlier, not all speakers recognise certain linguistic norms as appropriate (Mills 

and Kadar, 2011). However, “[i]n the British context, within the middle class dominant 

cultural values, behaviour could be said to be underpinned by a basic assumption that 

freedom of action and the independence of the individual are paramount” (Grainger et al., 

2015: 53). Thus, it could be argued that freedom from imposition is given priority in British 

English society as a whole, and can be seen as enregistered within linguistic forms.

3.7.5. Arab Communication Style

Since generosity and hospitality are considered to be the main elements that indicate 

cohesion, group maintenance and politeness towards others in Arab culture, “the offering and 

receiving of hospitality has generated its own rituals and accompanying formulas in Arab 

society to a high degree of elaboration” (Emery, 2012: 205). Feghali, (1997), for example, 

explains the difference between American and Arab societies in terms of hospitality. He 

suggests that “social situations in America commonly require a verbal or written invitation, 

while in Arab societies; the situation is vague, complex and defined by context” (Feghali, 

1997: 353). Similarly, although there seems to be a certain obligation to offer hospitality in 

Arabic and English cultures, as Grainger et al. (2015) argue, there is a slight difference 

between offers in both cultures in terms of the conventions on what is expected. For example, 

“in the British situation that hospitality may more easily be refused than in the Arabic 

situation” (Grainger et al., 2015: 64), where offers go through several turns of insisting on 

offers before they are accepted or refused (as I will show in Chapter 7). Thus, not only do 

Arabs tend to consider hospitality as an essential prerequisite for indicating politeness and 

enhancing social relationships, but they also “expect hospitality from others, and one’s 

personal status and reputation may be affected by the absence of such behaviour” (Feghali, 

1997: 353). Thus, Arabs tend to see offering and receiving hospitality as an obligation (see



Grainger et al., 2015), and this form of behaviour is valued within the society at an 

ideological level.

Arab culture is also classified as collectivist due to their emphasis on mutual 

interdependence (Hofstede, 1980); therefore, Arab people are argued to have a tendency to 

maintain their social relationships with others in order to stress this interdependence. It is also 

argued that, because of the collectivist nature of Arab societies, Arab people are assumed to 

avoid direct forms of speech in favour of indirect forms (Merkin, 2012). However, this way 

of explaining the conventions of Arabic culture “is grossly over-simplified and does not take 

account of the fact that collectivist tendencies occur in all societies, but to different extents in 

different situations” (Grainger et al, 2015). For example, Katriel (1986) explains that the 

indirect style of Arabs can be labelled ‘musayra’ (which literally means ‘go along with’) 

which is in contrast to the direct speech form of 'dugri’14 in Israeli Sabraculture.75 She points 

out that:

A major function of musayra is to constrain individual behaviour in such a way as to 
protect the social realm from the potential disruption that may result from individual

74Dugri is “translatable as straight or direct talk” (Katriel, 1986: 1). Although the word dugri was borrowed 
from colloquial Arabic, Katriel says, it has a narrow application in Hebrew. For example, in Arabic, it can be 
used literally to mean ‘straightness’, such as a ‘straight’ road, or metaphorically “as an attribute o f a person who 
is dugri (roughly, honest and honourable), or o f speech, as in ‘speak the dugri' (i.e. tell the truth, don’t lie)” 
(Katriel, 1986: 11). However, what has been imported to Hebrew is only the metaphorical meaning. Thus, the 
word dugri can be used “as an attribute of either a person (as in ‘he is dugri'), a way o f speaking (as in ‘speak 
dugri,' i.e. in a straightforward way), a speech event (as in a ‘dugri talk’) or a human bond (as in ‘a dugri 
relationship,’ implying a relationship in which dugri speech is the rule” ((Katriel, 1986: 11). It is worth 
mentioning that the word dugri, despite its Arabic origin, is not used by all Arabic speakers. For example, while 
it might be common in particular Arab countries, such as in Palestine and Jordan, in most others, the similar 
metaphorical meaning of the word dugri can be “Frank which means speaking directly and telling the
truth.
75Sabra culture is “the subculture o f native-born Israelis o f Jewish heritage, mainly o f European decent, which 
became crystallized in the prestate period of the 1930s and 1940s and is still influential in contemporary Israeli 
culture” (Katriel, 1986: 1).
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expression...a paradigmatic Sabra will speak his or her mind under any 
circumstances, firm in the belief that expressing oneself openly will ultimately prove 
to be the most effective strategy, whatever the circumstances (1986: 112).

According to Katriel (1986), then, one way (among others) to do Musayra in Arabic is to use 

indirectness.76 However, whereas a number of researchers describe Arab people as being 

indirect, many empirical studies (as I show in the next chapter) do not support this claim. For 

example, Feghali (1997) argues that, in Arabic, “both positive and negative comments about 

personal appearance, such as hair style, clothing, and jewellery, are often direct” (1997: 359). 

This may illustrate that Arabic-speaking societies cannot be classified as simply direct or 

indirect, which demonstrates them as being homogeneous, ignoring the variability among 

their communities. Thus, such studies, which generalising about communication style in 

Arabic, can be problematic in that:

They represent generalizations that are drawn from non-empirical models (e.g. Hall, 
1976) and often from personal experiences and impressions rather than empirical data. 
In addition, such descriptions present Arabic and English linguistic and cultural 
patterns as neatly homogeneous, overlooking the differences that exist among the 
various communities in terms of status, gender, and context. Cross-cultural 
examinations of communication style and patterns should be based on data, 
systematically collected and analyzed, that take into account status, gender, and 
context (Al Batal et al., 2002: 41).

In order to illustrate the danger of generalising about communicational style across 

Arab societies, I consider a study carried out by Merkin (2012), which aims to investigate the 

concepts o f ‘facework’ in Israel and Syria.

76 According to Katriel (1986: 112), musayra can be associated with certain circumstances such as “one does 
musayra to a sick child; a man will do musayra to his wife when she is upset; one will do always musayra to a 
stranger in one’s community”.
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3.7.5.1. Critique of Stereotypes of Arabic Politeness

Merkin’s (2012) study investigates Israeli and Syrian concepts of facework. She points out 

that Israelis are often seen as direct, aggressive and competitive. In contrast, Syrians, like all 

other Arabs, are often perceived by certain researchers (e.g. Hofstede, 1980) as indirect and 

valuing harmony. Merkin argues that the Israeli facework strategy choices are based on their 

cultural individualism and low-power/distance tendencies, while the Syrian strategy choices 

are caused by their cultural collectivism and high-power/distance tendencies.77 In contrast to 

this stereotype, the findings of Merkin’s study show that Israelis value harmony more than 

expected. Merkin points out that the negotiations between Israel and Syria have proved vital 

in recent years, as Israel has refused to allow any third party to enter these negotiations. 

Merkin asserts that the difference between the cultural orientations of Israelis and Syrians has 

led to conflict between these two nations. For example, Merkin argues that Israelis, based on 

their individualist, low-power/distance orientation, prefer direct facework, whereas Syrians, 

having collectivist, high-power/distance values, tend to use indirect strategies. Therefore, in 

her study, Merkin attempts to explore the communication differences between Israel and 

Syria by examining the influence of cultural background and ideologies on facework in both 

societies.

Merkin examines how individualism/collectivism and power distance tendencies 

affect the perceptions of face and facework in Israel and Syria. Merkin explains that Hofstede 

(1980) used these cultural orientations to develop his theory of ‘cultural dimensions’. This 

theory explains “the shared views that individuals acquire by growing up in a particular

77Lustig (1988: 58) argues that “Power distance indicates the degree to which the culture believes that 
institutional and organizational power should be distributed unequally”.
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country” (Merkin, 2012: 114). Accordingly, she argues that Hofstede’s theory can offer a 

good framework for investigating the differences between Israel and Syria and explain why 

previous negotiations between the two nations have failed.

Merkin maintains that, in contrast to Israel, which is categorized by Hofstede as an 

individualist culture, Syria is classified with other Arabic-speaking cultures because “there 

were not enough observations in Hofstede’s original study to run statistics on Syria alone” 

(2012: 114). According to Merkin, Arab face is often associated with personal dignity, so 

Syrian is classified, like all other Arab countries, as a collectivist and high-power/distance 

culture. However, Merkin’s study is built on her personal expectations and impressions rather 

than on empirical study. This raises questions regarding the extent to which the findings she 

gained through her study are accurate. She relies on Hofstede’s classification which classifies 

all Arab societies, including Syria, as collectivist cultures, as if it is simple to make 

generalisations about them. Furthermore, as I mentioned earlier, this way of explaining the 

conventions of different cultures is inadequate, because collectivist tendencies occur in all 

societies, albeit to different extents.

Merkin also argues that people with a high-power/distance orientation (such as

Syrians) “tend to accept inequality in the allocation of power and human rights” and also

“tend to be less responsive to unfair treatment and less likely to voice concerns over

inequality” (2012: 117). On the contrary, people in low-power/distance societies (such as

Israelis) “view the world as fundamentally just...Therefore, injustice is simply not expected

in low-power/distance cultures” (2012: 117). In my view, this claim is inaccurate, because it

is irrational to suppose that people can accept injustice, inequality and unfair treatment

simply because they are assumed to belong to a specific cultural background. These
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phenomena are not accepted by any human being. However, it is true that, in some (if not 

most) Arab countries, there are many problems in terms of human rights, but this can be 

attributed to the dictatorial regimes that govern these societies rather than their supposed 

cultural essences. Thus, we can say that there are other factors that force Arab people to keep 

silent about injustice and unfairness other than their cultural background.

Merkin claims that both Israelis and Syrians have different facework strategies 

choices. In particular, her results reveal that Israelis tend to be direct, aggressive, and 

competitive, but to value harmony more than is supposed, whereas Syrians tend to use 

indirect facework strategies. Due to these differences, Merkin (2012: 123) suggests that “one 

or both parties need to modify their communication differences or keep in mind that their 

communication may offend the other party. In addition, attempts should be made by both 

parties to view communication differences as cultural artefacts and to try not to take the 

impression-management communication they are experiencing personally”. However, I am 

doubtful whether the different cultural face-saving communication strategies of the Israeli 

and Syrian negotiations have any real influence on the investigations’ success, because, as we 

know, there have been many successful peaceful negotiations between Israel and other Arab 

countries (such as Egypt and Jordan). Thus, the disagreements between Syria and Israel are 

more ideological in nature than due simply to communication strategies and politeness.

On the whole, we can say that Arab and British cultures, just like all others, are

variable, heterogeneous diverse and complex. People from both cultures belong to various

communities which are divided along the lines of education, wealth, lineage and status. Thus,

it is difficult to make generalisations about all Arabic- or English-speaking cultures, since

they consist of different cultural groups which are not homogeneous. This diversity within
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both cultures can be related to many factors, such as age, sex, educational background, status, 

class and so on. However, it might be possible to describe some of the ideologies that are 

responsible for the sense of shared language activities among the speakers within both 

communities.

3.8. Conclusion

This chapter has investigated the notion of culture and its relation to politeness. Reviewing 

several definitions of culture revealed that identifying a simple definition of this phenomenon 

is not possible, due to the diversity of conceptions and views of what constitutes culture. I 

have chosen to adopt a discursive approach to the definition of culture, which is perceived as 

dynamic and complex according to this view. The notion of identity was discussed here as it 

has received significant attention in recent years from many scholars, albeit its relation to 

culture is controversial. Although many cultural classification studies (e.g. Hofstede’s (1991) 

individualism-collectivism classification) have been widely used, they are shown to be 

insufficient in explaining cross-cultural differences, because they are built on personal 

impressions rather than on empirical studies.78 Such approaches simply characterise cultures 

into certain groups which are supposed to have specific norms ignoring the variability within 

and between cultures. Grouping people in such a way can lead to generalisations about 

specific behaviour as being the norm within a group and, consequently, being stereotyped. In 

order to avoid the problems of stereotyping and generalisation, I have chosen to use a 

discursive approach because it seems to provide a sound analytical framework for this work,

78 Some of these studies will be discussed in chapter 4.
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which involves a contrastive study between Libyan Arabic and British English cultures, 

without falling prey to stereotyping.79

79There are many other reasons, discussed in Chapters 2 and 5,regarding why I used this approach as a 
framework for this study.
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Chapter 4

Definition and Functions of (In)directness 

4.1. Introduction

This chapter focuses on directness and indirectness and their relation to politeness and 

impoliteness. The main research question this chapter addresses is to what extent is there a 

correlation between indirectness and politeness, and directness and impoliteness. I start the 

chapter in section 4.2. by attempting to define the concept of directness and indirectness I 

then move on, in section 4.3, to discuss the relationship between (in)directness and 

politeness, by reviewing some views which associate indirectness positively with politeness, 

and which consider directness to be impolite. Following this, in section 4.4., I examine the 

issue of whether or not (in)directness serves the same function cross-culturally. Then, and 

due to its multiple functions, which cannot simply be restricted to politeness, the motivations 

for indirectness will be the focus of section 4.5. I then review some cross-cultural studies on 

indirectness and discuss the cultural specificity of this phenomenon in different culturesin 

section 4.6. The relationship between indirectness and impoliteness will be discussed in 

section 4.7. and, in the final part of this chapter, I conclude by presenting some studies of 

Arabic which are concerned with (in)directness and politeness in different Arab countries. 

Thus, the aim of this chapter is to show that the relationship between indirectness and 

politeness is complex, and cannot only be seen as a means by which imposition can be 

avoided.

4.2. Definition of Directness and Indirectness

The most fundamental question concerns what exactly indirectness is, and how it can be 

distinguished from directness. Despite the great effort that has been expended in order to
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define indirectness adequately, there is no consensus among theorists regarding its precise 

meaning. Searle (1969), for instance, argues that speaker intention is the most important 

premise. He proposes that speakers try to communicate their intentions to make the hearers 

do something for them. In Searle’s words: “[i]n speaking I attempt to communicate certain 

things to my hearer by getting him to recognize my intention to recognize just those things” 

(Searle, 1969: 43). Therefore, according to Searle “it is possible to perform the act without 

invoking an explicit illocutionary force indicating device where the context and the utterance 

make it clear that the essential condition is satisfied” (Searle, 1969: 68), and this constitutes 

indirectness. Searle (1975) also draws a distinction between direct and indirect speech acts. 

He suggests that, in some utterances, what is said is different from what is meant; 

accordingly, he proposes a distinction between two situations in which a speech act is 

performed: in the first situation a (direct speech act) “the speaker utters a sentence and means 

exactly and literally what he says” (1975: 59), whereas the other situation (indirect speech 

act) is the case “in which one illocutionary act is performed indirectly by way of performing 

another” (1975: 60). He views indirect speech acts as a combination of two acts: a primary 

illocutionary act and a secondary illocutionary act; “the secondary illocutionary act is literal; 

the primary illocutionary act is not-literal” (1975: 62). This distinction between the literal 

meaning and the actual meaning has been adopted by many other researchers; Brown and 

Levinson (1987), for example, describe indirectness as “any communicative behaviour ...that 

conveys something more than or different from what it literally means” (1987: 134). Thomas 

(1995) also perceives it as “a mis-match between expressed meaning and implied meaning” 

(1995: 119). However, such a view accepts uncritically the existence of the literal meaning of 

utterances. Levinson, for instance, suggests that, if we believe in literal meaning, “[t]he basic 

problem that then arises is that most usages are indirect” (1983: 264). Thus, most
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communication would be categorized as indirect and, accordingly, the distinction between 

directness and indirectness could not actually be made.

For Pinker (2007), indirectness is “the phenomenon in which a speaker says 

something he does not literally mean, knowing that the hearer will interpret it as intended” 

(2007: 437). This definition is problematic, because it assumes that indirectness is clear and 

unambiguous enough to guide the hearer easily to the intended meaning without the need for 

any degree of cognitive effort or inferential work to be undertaken in order to interpret the 

speaker’s intention. However, the degree of ambiguity may vary from one utterance to 

another. Thus, there is no guarantee that the hearer will reach the right inference in all 

cases.80

Sperber and Wilson (1986) treat indirectness in a similar way. They suggest that the 

distinction between directness and indirectness, which has been suggested by Speech Act 

theory, should be abandoned. From their point of view, all utterances are indirect, because 

they always require a degree of inferential work. Similarly, Wierzbicka (2003) proposes that 

there is no need to make a distinction between directness and indirectness, because of the 

similarity between direct requests (such as imperatives) and indirect requests (such as 

conventionally indirect commands); for her there is no obvious difference between these two 

categories. Wierzbicka argues that this distinction has been mainly based on Western views; 

consequently, a clear distinction between the two notions has not been made in relation to 

other cultures. She claims that “it is widely assumed that if one says to somebody Close the 

door! this is a ‘direct’ speech-act, whereas if one says Could you close the door? or Would

80There is also the problem of what is the right inference for indirectness.
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you mind closing the door? this is an ‘indirect’ speech-act. But although these particular 

examples may seem clear, it is by no means clear how the distinction in question should be 

applied to other phenomena and to other languages” (Wierzbicka, 2003: 88). Thus, what
O 1

constitute directness or indirectness differs from one language to another.

Holtgraves (1997) deals with indirectness on the basis of the amount of inferential 

work that is needed to interpret it. For him, some indirect utterances can be identified easily 

without cognitive effort. For example, ‘can you shut the door’ can be recognized directly as a 

conventional indirect request, so little interpretation is required. However, this assumption 

seems to be culturally specific, as it is based on an English view. We do not know to what 

extent it extends to other cultures, since the English ways of forming indirect requests might 

be misinterpreted by speakers of other languages (such as French and Russian, as I will show 

below) where such utterancesmay be understood as a question of the ability to do something, 

rather than as a request (Thomas, 2006). Holtgraves also proposes that the type of inferential 

process that is required to interpret the intended meaning of other types of indirectness 

depends on the degree of ambiguity involved in the utterances. For example, the amount of 

cognitive effort that is required to recognize non-conventional indirect requests, such as ‘it is 

warm in here’, might be less than the amount needed to interpret other types of indirect 

utterances that involve a high degree of ambiguity. I would agree that some indirect meanings 

are more ambiguous than others, and thus the degree of inferential processing can vary from 

one utterance to another. However, the cultural dimension should be taken into consideration 

in terms of determining the degree of vagueness of indirect meanings. For example, some

81 However, Grainger (2011, 173) as a Western researcher, also argues that the “notion o f ‘conventional’ 
indirectness is not a useful one whether or not the relationship between linguistic forms and intended meaning is 
conventional is culturally specific”.
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participants from different cultures might deal with indirectness in different ways, so what 

might be seen as ambiguous, thus requiring a great deal of inferential work in certain 

cultures, may be perceived as conventional in others (see Grainger, 2011).

Some theorists (Merkin, 2012; Albatal et al, 2002), however, assume that it is simple 

to interpret the specific meaning of indirectness and identify the difference between 

directness and indirectness. Merkin (2012), for instance, suggests that directness is simply the 

opposite of indirectness. She states that direct talk “is frank and clear-cut, whereas indirect 

communication involves hints, oblique suggestions, or third-party communications” (2012: 

115). However, defining these two terms in this simplistic way is inadequate; as there is still 

no agreement amongst scholars regarding their precise meaning. Al Batal et al. (2002) see 

indirectness as a matter of degree of explicitness. For them, a direct style “refers to explicitly 

stating one’s feeling, wants and needs; the speaker says what he or she means” (2002: 40) 

while an indirect style, according to Al Batal et al. (2002), can be explained through the 

definition suggested by Gudykunst and Ting-Toomey (1988) which refers to “verbal 

messages that camouflage and conceal speakers’ true intentions in terms of their wants, 

needs, and goals in the discourse situation” (cited in Al Batal et al.2002: 40). However, this 

definition is similar to the distinction that has been made between direct and indirect speech 

acts (discussed above), and it therefore suffers from similar weaknesses. Morgan (2009), by 

contrast, argues that indirectness can be seen as a frame for inferring the multiple meanings 

of speaker’s utterance. Morgan maintains that “indirectness is a typical and predictable 

strategy in making meanings in everyday interactions” (2009: 283), so it is up to the other 

participants in the interaction to infer and recognise the assumptions of indirectness. 

However, Morgan points out that addressees’ response might be open to an interpretation of a



lack of cooperation; consequently, social face might be at risk if  some participants do not 

recognise and acknowledge indirectness.

Grainger (2011) argues that, in our attempts to define indirectness, we should take

into consideration the possibility of variations of indirectness. Thus, we need to determine

which types of utterances can be counted as indirect. For example, linguistically, a distinction

has been made between three strategies of directness. These are: direct strategies,

conventionally indirect strategies and non-conventional strategies. In the first form, the

speaker says what s/he wants directly (for example, ‘open the window’); in the second form,

the speaker says what s/he wants indirectly (for example, ‘Could you possibly open the

window?’); whereas, in the third form, the speaker does not say what s/he wants but rather,

offers hints, assuming that the hearer will infer his/her intended meaning. For instance, when

someone comes into the room and says ‘it’s really hot in here!’ s/he expects that the

addressee will ‘take up’ the hint as a request to open the window. Grainger (2014) argues that

when the British, for example, are described as being ‘indirect’, this refers to conventional

formulations such as ‘would you mind...?’. For Grainger, ‘conventional indirectness’ should

be dealt with under Brown and Levinson’s (1987) notion of negative politeness. Thus,

conventionalised formulations are “better described as routine negative politeness while hints

and other strategies that are not explicitly expressed in language should be referred to as ‘off

record’” (Grainger, 2011: 177). Thus, she suggests that the study of indirectness should be

restricted to ‘off-record’ strategies, since they can “allow for more than one interpretation,

where at least one meaning has to be arrived at through inference” (2011: 189). I would agree

that using the term ‘indirectness’ should be restricted to the types of utterances that require a

certain amount of inferential work. However, such types are not easily identified, as many

factors (e.g. cultural background, familiarity amongst participants, situation of the
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participants, context and so on) play a role in determining which utterances are classified as 

‘indirect’. Therefore, in this study, I will confine myself to those types of indirectness which 

involve a degree of inference and relatively implicit meanings, taking into consideration the 

different factors that might affect this process (e.g. contextual and cultural factors).

4.3. (In)directness and Politeness: Theory and Practice

Most of the work within the traditional politeness theories, which focuses on issues of 

indirectness, argues for a positive correlation between indirectness and politeness. Brown and 

Levinson (1987), for instance, view politeness as a way of avoiding Face Threatening Acts 

(FTA) (discussed in chapter 3). They argue that speakers tend to use indirect speech-acts 

rather than the imperative in order to make them less face-threatening. They propose a 

distinction between four main strategies selected by speakers: a bald on-record strategy, 

which is a direct imperative; a positive politeness strategy, which “anoints the face of the 

addressee by indicating that in some respects, S[peaker] wants H[earer]’s wants”; a negative 

politeness strategy, which “is essentially avoidance-based and consist(s)...in assurances that 

the speaker...will not interfere with the addressee’s freedom of action”; and an off-record 

strategy, where an FTA is avoided by using implicit or vague forms of speech (Brown and 

Levinson, 1978: 75). Brown and Levinson rank these strategies according to the degree of 

politeness of each one, with the off-record strategy the most face-saving, then the negative, 

followed by the positive and finally the bald on-record. To be polite, therefore, is to avoid 

Face Threatening Acts. This means that all direct speech-acts are considered to be FTAs, and 

consequently they are impolite. Brown and Levinson describe these strategies as universal 

and applicable to all languages.
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Leech (1983) also holds the same perspective in respect of equating politeness with 

indirectness. Although he recognises cultural differences across cultures, he contends that 

indirect illocutions are more polite than direct ones, as they raise the level of ‘optionality’ and 

reduce the force of the illocutions on the hearer. In Leech’s words: “Indirect illocutions tend 

to be more polite (a) because they increase the degree of optionality, and (b) because the 

more indirect an illocution is, the more diminished and tentative its force tends to be” (Leech, 

1983:108). Leech goes further to claim that indirect speech-acts (such as, ‘can you pass the 

salt’) are understood as requests rather than questions because “the direct and indirect 

interpretations of such utterances are respectively their semantic and pragmatic 

interpretations” (Leech, 1980: 7). Leech seems to be unaware that there are differences 

between languages and what holds for English does not necessarily hold for all languages. 

What he fails to take into consideration is that, in some cultures, indirect illocutions can 

increase “the interpretive demands on the hearer” (Blum-Kulka, 1987: 133). Thus, politeness 

cannot be clearly associated with indirect illocutions. Furthermore, Leech does not even 

suspect that indirect speech-acts (which are argued to be often used by English speakers to 

indicate politeness) may be interpreted differently or even misinterpreted in other languages. 

If their interpretations do differ, then indirect illocutions cannot be of universal applicability.

Searle (1975) argues that the main motivation for indirectness is to avoid directness,

as he equates politeness with indirectness and views directness as ‘awkward’ in social

interaction. In Searle’s words, “ordinary conversational requirements of politeness normally

make it awkward to issue flat imperative sentences (e.g. leave the room) or explicit

performatives (e.g. I order you to leave the room), and we therefore seek to find indirect

means to our illocutionary ends (e.g. I wonder if you would mind leaving the room), in

directives, politeness is the chief motivation for indirectness” (1975: 64). Therefore, he
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considers some forms of direct speech, such as directives as “attempts...by the speaker to get 

the hearer to do something. They may be very modest ‘attempts’ as when I invite you to do it 

or suggest that you do it, or they may be very fierce attempts as when I insist that you do it” 

(1979: 13). This means that insistence is regarded as an impolite act, since it might restrict the 

options open to the hearer for doing the thing that the speaker wants.

Thus, directness is traditionally seen as a dispreferred form of speech due to the 

potential imposition on the hearer. Therefore, indirectness is seen to be used for the following 

two main reasons: the first, indirectness is used to avoid impositions that might be triggered 

by using direct speech, which is described as ‘awkward’ (Searle, 1975); the second and, most 

importantly, indirectness opens up options for the hearer while directness does not (Leech, 

1983). Such claims, which are based on Western views, portray British politeness as being 

focused more on negative politeness (Grainger et al., 2015) which makes many researchers of 

cross-cultural politeness take these assumptions for granted and try to show British English 

culture as being the polar opposite to their own cultures whose politeness, as they believe, is 

focused on positive politeness (e.g. Sifianou, 1992). However, such claims have been 

challenged by scholars and researchers (Mills and Kadar, 2011) who argue that we should not 

suppose that we know what function directness and indirectness play when analysing 

cultures, as each language may have different functions and evaluations. For example, the 

claim that indirectness is primarily used because it functions as a mitigating tool implies that 

it is the only strategy that can be used to do so, whereas there are other ways that can serve as 

‘mitigations’ while using direct forms (as I show in Chapter 7). Another issue concerning 

directness and indirectness, which is mostly neglected in the linguistic field, is the claim that 

the main reason for indirectness being more polite than directness is that the former raises the
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level of ‘optionality’ and reduces the force of the illocutions on the hearer (Leech, 1983). 

Thus this assumption includes presuppositions that:

(1)- Indirectness is polite because it always opens options

Therefore,

(2)- Directness is impolite because it reduces the level of optionality

Thus,

(3)- Reducing options is impolite

That is to say, indirectness opens up options while directness reduces such options and thus it 

should be considered impolite. This claim is problematic for two main reasons: the first: 

reducing options is not necessarily seen as impolite in some cultures, such as Arabic, where it 

is considered appropriate or even required in some situations (e.g. offers, see Grainger et al., 

2015).The second: the claim that directness always reduces options and indirectness always 

raises the level of optionality is inaccurate. In fact, there are some situations where people 

have the choice not to respond positively to the speaker’s direct speech (as I will show in 

Chapter 7), while they, because of ideological motivations, have fewer or no choices, but 

answer the speaker positively, even if they speak indirectly. Another issue that is related to 

indirectness is its relation to politeness: indirectness can be interpreted as being manipulative 

(Pinker, 2007) or even impolite (Culpeper, 2011).

The conventionalised linguistic practices involved in everyday interactions, and

consequently people’s choices of particular forms of speech, reflect the fact that the culture

normalises certain conventional elements within the cultural or linguistic group to be

appropriate and thus acceptable in that social group (Grainger et al., 2015). In other words,

directness can be modified or intensified according to the situations and contexts and yet still

be seen as appropriate due to certain ideologies about what is conceived as appropriate.
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4.4. Universality of the Functions of Indirectness

Many theorists (Thomas, 1995; Levinson, 1983) point out that indirectness can be recognised

cross-culturally, as it exists in all cultures. Thomas (1995), for instance, suggests that

“indirectness is a universal phenomenon: as far as we know it occurs in all natural languages”

(1995: 119). For some theorists (e.g. Leech, 1983), there is a direct link between indirectness

and politeness, and between directness and impoliteness. Thus, the politeness principles in

human interaction are seen as identical cross-culturally. The situation, however, is less simple

than has been assumed by the traditional politeness models. Many researchers (as I show in

section 4.6.) have indicated that the correlation between indirectness and politeness is more

complicated, because such claims portray generalisations that are not drawn from empirical

research, ignoring the differences that might exist between cultures, as native speakers of any

language might perceive politeness differently. For example, Brown and Levinson’s (1987)

claim in respect of associating indirectness with politeness and deeming directness to be a

lack of consideration for the hearer’s face does not reflect different cultural values, as the

politeness , principles of human interactions may differ cross-culturally. Wierzbicka (1985),

for example, refutes the claims for the universality of politeness, believing that the supposed

characteristics of the universal principles of politeness are stereotypically English, as they are

based mainly on English culture alone rather than all cultures. Wierzbicka states that such

claims “are based on an ethnocentric illusion: it is not people in general who behave in the

ways described, it is the speakers of English” (1985: 145). Therefore, there are different

perspectives on politeness which may vary from one culture to another. Hence, rather than

assuming the universality of the requirements of politeness, it should be verified whether this

assumption is valid across cultures. Ogiermann (2009: 190) points out that “[although

Brown and Levinson describe the social implications of speech-acts and the strategies

available for performing them as universal, empirical research has shown that the pragmatic
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force of syntactically and semantically equivalent utterances differs across languages”. 

Furthermore, as Grainger (2014) argues, although indirectness (particularly ‘off-record’) is a 

notion that can be applied to all cultures, what is conventional differs from one culture to 

another. For example, while indirectness, in general, might be seen to be stereotypically the 

most polite form in English, it might be considered as impolite in other cultures, such as in 

Libyan Arabic, where directness is seen as more appropriate to use in everyday interactions, 

and indirectness is usually used for voicing criticism or offence. It should also be mentioned 

that what is called ‘conventional indirectness’ may not be considered as indirect by all 

English speakers, while an off-record strategy, which is argued to be the most polite form that 

reduces the threat to the hearer’s face, can be used to attack face.82

Although Thomas (1995) believes in the occurrence of indirectness (to some degree) 

universally, she insists that its employment varies across cultures. She suggests that people 

from different cultural backgrounds differ with regard to their preference for a specific type 

of speech which might be direct or indirect. Thomas also argues that there seem to be a 

number of factors that affect individuals’ strategy choices in terms of the degree of 

indirectness they use. However, she asserts that not “all languages/cultures will employ 

indirectness in the same circumstances” (1995: 119); therefore, the forms of indirectness vary 

cross-culturally. Sifianou (1992) also argues that the correlation between indirectness and 

politeness should be perceived from a particular cultural view and, thus, indirectness should 

not be seen as the most polite form. Sifianou (1992: 119) suggests that:

Members who use indirect utterances... must share certain knowledge with the other
members of their group which guarantees correct interpretation and success. If that is

82 A more detailed discussion will be provided in Chapter 6.
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the case, the process of interpretation is not the lengthier and there are actually no 
more options really open to the addressee(s) but to conform to the request, than there 
would have been had the speaker used a different construction.

Hence, Sifianou proposes that we should not assume that indirectness is the most polite form 

in all cultures, simply because it is perceived to be more polite than other forms within 

particular cultures (for example, middle class British culture).

Mills (2003: 75) argues that “cultural norms make indirectness the norm within 

British culture and therefore it is not any more polite in itself than the use of directness in 

other cultures where indirectness is not the norm” (2003: 75). Thus, we cannot make any 

assertion for the universality of a positive correlation between indirectness and politeness. In 

this context, we can say that every human culture has its own aspects of politeness which 

may be distinguished from other cultures. As Watts (2003) puts it: “In all cultures we will 

meet forms of social behaviour that we can classify as culturally specific forms of 

consideration for others” (Watts, 2003: 30). This means that no one specific system of 

politeness is more polite than other systems; rather, there are different culture-specific 

concepts and values that make a particular system more or less the norm within a specific 

culture. Furthermore, politeness is argued to be one motivation for indirectness; other 

motivations are illustrated in the following section.

4.5. Motivations for the use of indirectness

The most common reason for using indirectness, as discussed above, is politeness. Intuitively, 

motivations for indirectness cannot be restricted only to politeness. For example, Thomas 

(1995) suggests that, besides politeness, indirectness can be motivated by one (or more) of 

the following reasons:
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1-Being interesting: people sometimes choose indirectness to convey their messages 

in a way that reflects their enjoyment of having fun with language. To use Thomas’ example, 

which explains a World War II pilot’s description of a Shackleton aircraft as follows:

Example 1

20,000 rivets flying in loose formation (1995:143) .

Thomas argues that the speaker could have chosen to describe the aircraft in a more direct 

way. This would have guaranteed that his message was conveyed, but in this case it would 

have been less interesting.

2- Increase the influence of the conveyed message: Thomas proposes that indirectness 

can increase the effectiveness of the speaker’s message which needs some inferential work to 

interpret its intended meaning. The following example illustrates this point well:

Example 2

The Yemeni female speaker describes to her Yemeni friend the heat in Aden (a
Yemeni city) when she visited it (both participants live in the UK):

...I was shocked because o f  the heat because I  was melting

The speaker as a human being in fact could not have literally been melted by the heat of the 

sun. The speaker could have described the heat in Aden as ‘extremely hot’. This would have 

conveyed her message perfectly, but she chose to convey her message indirectly, because she 

wanted to increase the force of her utterance.

3- a clash of speaker goals: in this case, indirectness is used in order to achieve two 

goals. For example, Thomas points out that teachers must evaluate their students’ work. If the 

students’ work is not very good, the teacher usually chooses to tell them in an indirect way, to
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avoid hurting their feelings. However, indirectness here still seems to be motivated by being 

polite. Thus, it cannot be count as a distinct motivation.83

Thomas’ explanation, indeed, adds to our understanding of the reasons for using 

indirect speech. However, more could be said about why people choose to express 

themselves indirectly. Pinker et.al. (2008), for example, treat direct speech as a default from 

which the speaker needs a reason to deviate. They also suggest that indirect speech “allow[s] 

for plausible deniability” (2008: 833).

That is, speakers avoid explicitness in their speech in order to avoid direct forms, 

because they seek to avoid full responsibility. However, Terkourafi (2011) suggests that there 

seem to be at least two problems with Pinker et.al.’s view. One problem is that it is not 

always the case that directness is the basis of speech and thus indirectness is used only when 

necessary. For example, Ervin-Tripp (1976) suggests that young children use indirect speech 

while still at an early age. According to Ervin-Tripp, “ children used statements of condition 

frequently, possibly because small children do not at first have a well-articulated sense of 

what they have to do to relieve discomfort, and they rely on their caretakers to find the 

solution” (1976:42). To illustrate this point, Ervin-Tripp (1976: 42) provides the following 

examples used by children (1976: 42):

83Although Thomas recognizesthe cultural differences across cultures (as noted in 4.4.), she still treats cultures 
as homogenous. For example, it is not the case that teachers around the world try to mitigate the impact of  
telling their students the truth about their sub-standard work. From my experience as a member o f an Arab 
community, for instance, teachers, in general, usually do not hesitate to tell students if  their work is not up to 
standard in a direct way in Arab cultural communities. They do not use any kind of mitigation. This can be 
attributed to the teachers’ belief that the students are responsible for their work. Thus, if  the students do not 
work hard enough, they have to take the consequences.
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Example 3

a. My nose is bleeding.

b. I  hungry.84

In the first example, the child asks for help to stop her/his nose bleeding, while in the other 

example the child asks for something to eat. The second problem that Terkourafi (2011) 

identified with this view is that indirectness cannot only be used in situations where people 

seek deniability. Ervin-Tripp (1976), for instance, suggests that indirect speech can also be 

used for the sake of abbreviation. She suggests that:

Hints appear to be prime examples of the kind of communicative abbreviation which 
appears in high solidarity, closed networks of communication. Unlike the case in task- 
centred groups in offices and laboratories, where explicitness and clarity have a value 
because of the focus on task, in families and compatible living groups the personal 
relationships are central. High frequency of communication results in shared 
knowledge and the possibility both of highly conventionalized forms which on the 
surface appear to be indirect, and of novel or humorous directives resting on shared 
knowledge about norms, beliefs, habits, events, and personal motives (Ervin-Tripp 
1976: 44).

The main point that Ervin-Tripp underlines is that the information that the speaker wants to 

convey to the hearer is not restricted to their immediate context. Rather, it is based on the 

previous historical background knowledge that they share in order to convey more 

information than the context involves. Indirectness can play a" central role in this process. 

Ervin-Tripp points out that “the work of the hearer need not begin with the utterance, but that 

the set or priming of the hearer can be so great that a nod is a directive” (1976:59). Terkourafi 

(2011) also refuses to treat indirectness as a secondary option. Instead, speakers in some 

cases choose to speak indirectly when they do not have to. Terkourafi points out that “indirect

84 However, this is not the type o f indirectness which I attempt to discuss in the current study. My focus is on far 
more ambiguous meanings.
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speech can sometimes be a convenient shorthand for an entire array of meanings that may be 

too cumbersome, or even impossible, to spell out fully. This is especially true between 

intimates, when the hearer can be counted on to arrive at a lot of those meanings alone based 

on his/her shared stock of assumptions with the speaker” (Terkourafi: 2011: 2870). This is to 

say, due to an assumed shared linguistic repertoire, interlocutors sometimes choose to speak 

implicitly simply because explicitness is not needed in such situations. In her earlier work, 

Terkourafi (2005) argues that such assumptions can hold true for members of the same 

community where certain strategies are conventionalised through sharing similar experiences 

of using such strategies over time.

Therefore, some theorists argue for discussing indirectness from a cultural

perspective. Zhang (2009), for example, suggests, that in Asian cultures, indirectness can be

used in everyday interactions in order to maintain harmonious relationships. According to

Zhang, different motives for indirectness can be found in Asian cultures, which include:

politeness, self-protection, humour, rejection or denial, all of which are used in order to

accomplish certain goals (such as to avoid embarrassment, maintain social harmony and so

on). However, Grainger (2014) maintains that, although indirectness has functions other than

politeness, especially in cross-cultural contexts, even within the same culture, it can be used

for politeness in some situations but to insult someone in others. For example, Pinker (2007),

Kiesling and Johnson (2010), and Culpeper (2011) suggest that indirectness can be used to

express impoliteness and manipulation, because it serves as a mask behind which one can

attack face while being deniable. In this context, Culpeper (2011) compares two different

views regarding the degree of offence and the form (i.e. direct or indirect) which is employed

to cause it. The first view which is adopted by Brown and Levinson (1987) who suggest that

there is a positive correlation between the degree of offence and directness, that is, “the more
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indirectly the impoliteness is triggered the less the offence taken” (Brown and Levinson 

1987; cited by Culpeper, 2011:184). The other view put forward by Leech (1983) links the 

degree of offence to directness. However, Leech perceives this relationship in a different 

way. That is, “the more indirectly the impoliteness is triggered the greater the offence taken” 

(Leech 1983; cited by Culpeper, 2011: 185). Culpeper argues that it is not a matter of 

directness that determines the degree of offence. Rather, the role of context is the key factor 

in this process. That is, “[i]f the context is weighing heavily towards an impolite 

interpretation, then the balance tips towards Leech’s hypothesis” (Culpeper, 2011: 185). As 

such, indirectness can sometimes be more impolite than directness, and thus does not 

guarantee politeness. However, Grainger (2011: 178) argues that, although “indirectness that 

is perceived as manipulative and rude is not polite in the sense of first-order politeness”, it is 

still “‘technically’ polite since it may still be doing facework”, since it involves avoidance 

behaviour. Thus, even insults and manipulation can be regarded as facework.

Indirectness, thus, should not be treated merely as a means used by people in order to 

indicate politeness towards others, because this view narrows its wide range of applications. 

It is worth noting that all of the views discussed in this section provide invaluable insights 

into evaluating the participants’ use of indirect speech in communication, and how it can be 

interpreted differently within a certain context. However, the motivations that lead 

interactants to speak indirectly in a particular culture (e.g. for the sake of politeness) perhaps 

do not motivate the use of indirectness in another. Furthermore, the forms of indirectness that 

are used for the same reason may vary from culture to culture.85 Therefore, the motives for

85 For example, indirect requests which are used for the sake o f politeness in English might be different from 
those that are used for the same reason in Zimbabwean culture (as I have shown in 3.5.2.).
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employing indirectness, if  they exist, should be examined more specifically in each culture 

separately instead of simply applying the way in which indirectness is stereotypically viewed 

in English86 to other cultures, because cultures may have other interpretations of what 

constitutes indirectness.87 Thus, indirectness can be argued to serve complex functions which 

cannot be restricted to politeness alone. In the following section, I will discuss how 

indirectness may function and be judged as impoliteness.

4.6. Indirectness and Impoliteness

As discussed in 4.3., the traditional politeness theories (e.g. Brown and Levinson, 1987; 

Leech, 11983) suggest that indirect strategies are more polite than direct ones, deeming ‘off- 

record’ the most polite form. However, an off-record strategy (such as hints) can be rated as a 

less polite form of politeness in some societies (e.g. German), because it forces the hearer to 

make a cognitive effort to understand the speaker’s intended meaning (House, 2012). 

Furthermore, in some cases, off-record can be viewed as extremely rude (Pinker, 2007). This 

indicates that off-record strategies should not simply be associated with politeness in all 

contexts. However, empirical work on investigating the use of indirectness to cause offence 

has been very rare (Culpeper, 2011).88 I will now discuss Culpeper’s (2011) notion of 

‘implicational impoliteness’ (where impoliteness can be conveyed implicitly through indirect 

forms of speech) as I will use this as a framework for investigating the relationship between

86 However, in English, there are some situations where directness is evaluated positively (as I will show in 
chapter 7), so directness is not necessarily always associated with rudeness in English.
87 Although this is not to say that every culture is unique in having its ownlanguage-specific means o f  
expressing indirectness that cannot be found in any other culture.
88 Here, I mean the kind of indirectness that is used intentionally to cause offence, not the polite forms o f  
indirectness that are misinterpreted, as is the case with off-record strategies that are seen as impolite forms in 
some cultures (such as Germany), even if  used for polite purposes.
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indirectness and impoliteness. Culpeper (2011) classifies ‘implicational impoliteness’ into 

three main groups. They are:

1-Form-driven: By form-driven, Culpeper is referring to “form-driven triggers for 

implication/inferential impoliteness except for cases that are conventionally impolite” (2011:

155). This form deals with different phenomena of impoliteness, such as “‘insinuation’, 

‘innuendo’, ‘casting aspersions’, ‘digs’, ‘snide comments/remarks’, and so on” (2011: 156). 

Culpeper points out that, despite the differences between these terms, they all still refer to an 

implicit message which is performed by ‘formal surface’ which can be interpreted as an insult 

by particular people. He argues that this type of impoliteness can be explained through the 

off-record politeness super-strategy which is described by Brown and Levinson, but with two 

main differences: first, “the inference results in the ascription of impoliteness...and not 

politeness”; second, it differs in “the degree to which an alternative ‘polite’ interpretation is 

possible” (2011: 157).89

2- Convention-driven: everyday terms for this form include: ‘sarcasm’, ‘teasing’, 

and certain other terms whose aim is humorous. Culpeper assumes that these terms involve 

mixed messages which may lead to confusion. That is, “they mix features that point towards 

a polite interpretation and features that point towards an impolite interpretation” (2011: 165- 

6). This type involves two main groups:

(a) Internal: “the context projected by part of a behaviour mismatches that projected 

by another part” (2011: 155). This includes examples that mix conventionalised politeness 

and conventionalised impoliteness formulae. For instance, to use Culpeper’s example, ‘could

89 It is worth saying that form-driven implicational impoliteness type is one way that can be used in expressing 
impoliteness in Libyan culture. However, it might be more complicated than Culpeper has supposed, as the 
participants have more choices to convey their messages implicitly using this strategy, as I show in Chapter 7.
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you just fuck off (2011: 166). So, expressions like ‘could you...’, which are seen as 

intrinsically polite forms by traditional politeness theories (e.g. Brown and Levinson), can be 

used to cause offence in certain contexts.

(b) External: the context projected by behaviour mismatches the context of use. 

(Culpeper, 2011: 155). That is, the literal conventionalised meaning mismatches the speaker’s 

actual meaning, (e.g. sarcasm). In this case, the participants rely on pragmatic meaning to 

interpret the hidden impolite message behind polite words uttered, as when using ‘thank you’ 

sarcastically.

3-Context-driven: the impoliteness that Culpeper is dealing with here includes 

examples that do not involve mismatches with conventionalised politeness formulae. As 

such, “impoliteness interpretation is primarily driven by the strong expectations flowing from 

the context” (2011: 180).90 Culpeper organises this type into two groups:

a- Unmarked behaviour: “an unmarked (with respect to surface form or semantic 

content) and unconventionalised behaviour mismatches the context” (Culpeper, 2011: 156). 

For example, violation of what is socially acceptable can be seen as impolite. For instance, 

Culpeper (2011) mentions an example in which a mother ordered her daughter to do things 

which were seen as irritating by the daughter, who regarded herself as being old enough to be 

responsible for her actions So although it is acceptable to use direct language with children, 

in such cases, according to Culpeper, it is not considered acceptable.

(b) Absence of behaviour: “the absence of behaviour mismatches the context” (2011:

156). That is, the absence of certain behaviour that is expected to be performed by an

90 Some examples are provided in Chapter 7.
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interlocutor in certain contexts can be perceived as impolite (e.g. keeping silent when 

expected to talk).

The question that needs to be asked is: why do people choose an implicational 

impoliteness strategy to indicate impoliteness rather than direct forms? In my view, 

participants choose this strategy due to one (or more) of the following possible reasons:

1- By using implicational impoliteness, someone can perform face-attacking actions 

with less fear of retaliation but, if  the speaker uses clear, direct impoliteness, they are more 

likely (in normal circumstances) to receive a strong response by forcing the hearer to react 

and cause face loss in return. In other words, they are more likely to have face-attack met by 

face-attack.91

2- To avoid being characterised as an impolite person. As Culpeper (2011) points out, 

there is a tendency to link an individual’s behaviour to their character rather than to the 

situation so, in my view, they avoid direct forms, because these are more obvious than 

implicational forms for indicating impoliteness.

3- Implicational impoliteness reduces the number of options open to the hearer to 

defend themselves. For example, if someone says to an individual ‘you are a liar’, the 

receiver (in normal circumstances) is more likely to defend themselves, but if  the offender 

uses a general statement and says, for example, ‘I know many people who lie all the time’ 

and intends to refer to the hearer, it is more likely that the hearer will not retaliate, even if

91However, factors such as power and cultural background should, o f course, be taken into account
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s/he recognizes that his/her face is being attacked, because in so doing, s/he is admitting that 

s/he is a liar.92

4- Denying the responsibility for impolite behaviour. Implicational impoliteness is 

open to different interpretations. Thus, the offender can deny the intention of causing damage 

to the hearer and can attribute this to misunderstanding.

5- Implicational impoliteness can serve as a mask for serious criticism that enables the 

speaker to avoid potential consequences. This can be illustrated by the interactions between 

people of different power status, such as superiors and subordinates in the workplace. 

Humour (as a type of implicational impoliteness), for instance “can... serve as a shield for 

more serious criticism of a superior and as a cloak for the expression of ‘socially risky’ 

opinions by subordinates” (Holmes and Stubbe, 2003: 120). Thus, the person in a subordinate 

role can convey implicit criticism to the superior with less fear of retribution.

Indirectness, then, is a multifunctional means which can be used for different 

purposes (polite or impolite), but it can also be neutral (neither polite nor impolite) because 

explicitness sometimes is simply not needed among interactants in certain situations, due to a 

shared repertoire.94 Thus, we cannot simply assume that indirectness is inherently polite, 

because, even within cultures which are usually classified stereotypically as indirect (such as 

British English), indirectness can be used to cause offence, while directness can be evaluated

92However, this is not to say that the hearer has no option at all to defend themselves, but they might use the 
same indirect strategy that is used by the speaker. Furthermore, this strategy seems to be an Arabic culture- 
specific strategy, as it seems, according to Culpeper’s discussion and the data 1 collected, that it is not used in 
British English to any extent.
93 It is worth noting that, in some cases, the hearer does genuinely misunderstand the speaker’s intention.
94Examples are provided in Chapter 7.
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positively in some situations.95 To this extent, it would be useful to consider some examples 

from a variety of cultures in order to illustrate how different cultural concepts with regard to 

politeness can be attributed to the specific cultural norms within each particular culture.

4.6. The Culture-Specificity of (In)directness.

Ogiermann (2009) suggests that people differ in terms of whether they express politeness 

directly or indirectly in accordance with their belonging to a particular country or nation. She, 

for instance, associates indirectness differences with the geographical position of the 

countries, suggesting that direct imperatives are more likely to be used for making requests in 

Western European counties (such as England and Germany) than in Eastern ones (such as 

Poland and Russia). Sifianou (1992) also points out that “Greeks tend to use more positive 

politeness devices than the English, who prefer more negative politeness devices” (1992: 2). 

Sifianou argues that positive politeness in Greece should not be considered less polite but, 

rather, should be seen from a culture-specific perspective.

Whereas politeness in English culture is argued to be associated with indirectness, 

there are many studies which assume that there is no obvious correlation between them in 

many other cultures where, in fact, politeness is closely related to directness. For instance, 

Pavlidou (2000) claims that, in Germany, directness is not judged as an impolite feature of 

behaviour at all but, rather, it is seen as a way of expressing politeness, because for Germans 

direct speech emphasizes the expression of familiarity and displays respect. Pavlidou argues 

that “there are numerous ways of attending to the relationship aspect of communication, e.g. 

phatic communication, redundancy, negative politeness, talk about the relationship itself, and

95 Examples will be provided in Chapters 6 and 7.
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also strategies of directness which may result in the omission of all the previous strategies. 

Which way is opted for presumably depends not only on the phase of the conversation, but 

also on cultural factors” (Pavlidou, 2000: 138). Thus, Pavlidou seems to suggest that 

directness in Germany should not be considered less polite (as Levinson, 1983 assumes).96 

Rather, it should be seen from a culture-specific perspective, so Germans are polite in a 

different way due to the different conception of politeness in their culture.

Germany is not an exceptional case. For example, Thomas (2006) also emphasizes the 

Russian preference for direct speech. She gives a number of examples of Russian imperatives 

in order to illustrate that certain speech-act types (which might be perceived as impolite in 

British English) are viewed as polite in Russia. Thomas suggests that, in contrast to the 

British English, which she suggests has a tendency to use indirect speech-act forms, in 

Russian society, there is a tendency to use a high degree of directness. Thomas (1983) argues 

that “polite usage in Russian permits many more direct imperatives than does English” (1983: 

36). Thomas (2006) goes on to suggest that English ways of expressing politeness might be 

misinterpreted by speakers of other languages who have a different conception of politeness. 

She states that “can you X  is a highly conventionalized politeness form in British English 

likely to be interpreted by native speakers as a request to do X. But in other languages, 

French and Russian, for example, the opposite is true” (2006: 35). Such utterances, thus, may 

be interpreted in different ways in different cultures.

96Levinson (1983) argues for a positive correlation between indirectness and politeness. He supposes that, 
because some cultures are considered to be more direct than English culture, their speakers are less polite than 
English speakers. Levinson suggests that “German speakers seem to be significantly more direct, or less polite, 
in requests and complaints than English speakers” (1983: 376).
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Direct forms are also argued to be used widely to express politeness in speech-acts in 

Korean society. Byon (2006) carried out a survey among Korean informants in order to 

examine “the link between politeness and the indirectness of speech-acts by analyzing 

Korean request head act forms” (2006: 247). According to the findings of this empirical 

study, Byon argues that the concept of politeness in Korean culture is indicated via directness 

in conversation rather than by indirectness. He claims that this study enabled him to prove 

“that the basic directive, the most direct strategy, is the most frequently used request across 

all situations”. Accordingly “linguistic indirectness did not seem to be a significant factor for 

Koreans in the communication of politeness” (Byon, 2006: 270). As a consequence, 

directness in Korean society is less imposing or face-threatening than it might be in English.

Kyong-Ae Yu (2011) goes even further, maintaining that, while imposition is avoided

in some cultures (e.g. English), because it is perceived as impolite behaviour, it is preferable

action in other cultures (e.g. Korean and Japanese), because “in these cultures, imposition to

ask to receive or to do the favour of doing X is a polite act” (2011: 389). According to Yu’s

research, which aims to investigate the relationship between indirectness and politeness in

Korean, English and Hebrew, and examine the link between the two notions cross-culturally,

there seems to be some agreement amongst the three language groups with regard to judging

the degree of (in)directness of utterances. For example, want statements (such as imperatives)

were judged to be the most direct form in the three language groups. However, while they are

seen as polite in Korean, in English and Hebrew, they are perceived as impolite strategies.

Another different ranking can be found with regard to hints; these strategies are perceived as

the most indirect form in the three languages. However, while, in English and Hebrew, hints

are seen as the most polite strategy for requests, they are seen as impolite strategies in

Korean. There appears then to be some language specific variability in the forms and
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meanings of indirectness among the three cultures; thus, “the ratings of the politeness scale 

reveal cross-cultural variations” (Yu, 2011: 399).

In a similar way, Wierzbicka (1985) carried out research into the ways in which 

Polish and English people perceive politeness by examining the differences between the two 

languages in performing speech acts. She suggests that, unlike English, in Polish society, 

“the bare imperative is used on a much wider scale” (Wierzbicka, 1985: 150). The differences 

between the two languages, according to Wierzbicka, should be associated with culture- 

specific factors: whereas English ways of speaking reflect values characteristic of English 

culture, Polish ways of speaking reflect the values and features of Polish culture. Wierzbicka 

states that “it is very important to try to link language-specific norms of interaction with 

specific cultural values, such as autonomy of the individual and anti-dogmaticism in Anglo- 

Saxon culture or cordiality and warmth in Polish culture” (Wierzbicka, 1985: 184). Polish 

ways of speaking therefore should not be characterized as showing “dogmatism, lack of 

consideration for other people, inflexibility, a tendency to be bossy, a tendency to interfere, 

and so on” (Wierzbicka, 1985: 170), as they might be seen from an English speaker’s point of 

view.

Blum-Kulka (1987) also stresses the Israeli preference for directness, which seems to

be evaluated positively in Israeli Hebrew. She argues that “the general level of directness in

Israeli society is probably relatively very high” (Blum-Kulka, 1995; cited in Wierzbicka,

2003: 89). The ranking of the strategies of politeness developed by Brown and Levinson are

also not evident in the case of Hebrew, as has been pointed out by Blum-Kulka (1992), when

she conducted a survey among Israeli respondents o f the ways in which Israeli people view

politeness. Kampf and Blum-Kulka (2011) presume that the Israeli style of speaking derives
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from their religious cultural background; that is, the dugri speaking style,97 which is 

characterised as being “assertive, direct and sincere” (2011: 87). Israelis not only place a high 

value on clarity and genuineness which derive from dugri speech but also expect others to 

react positively to dugri comments in order to be seen as “strong and forthright” members of 

the Israeli community who “accept dugri talk” (Katriel, 1986: 47).

A study carried out by Matsumoto (1988) aimed to show that the notion of imposition 

in Brown and Levinson’s model does not apply to Japanese culture. She argues that, in 

Japanese society, a request such as “Doozo yoroshiku onegaishimasu”, which literally means 

“I ask you to please treat me well/take care of me” (1988: 409), is used by speakers to show 

deference towards the addressee. By using such utterances, according to Matsumoto, the 

speakers wish to “humble themselves and place themselves in a lower position. This is 

certainly typical of deferential behaviour” (1988: 410). Matsumoto further argues that the 

Japanese do not attempt to avoid or mitigate impositions; rather, impositions are considered 

to be something which enhances the face of the addressee. Matsumoto suggests that “deferent 

impositions can enhance the good self-image (that is, the ‘face’) of the addressee” (1988: 

410). Thus, in Japan imposition is not seen as something to be avoided.

All of these studies provide invaluable insights that make it possible to assess how the 

participants may evaluate polite behaviour in social interactions, and how politeness can be 

recognised and interpreted differently according to the participants’ background within a 

certain society. However, as Pan (2011) argues, the majority of politeness research, which

97Further discussion about Israeli styles of speech is provided in 3.7.5.
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focuses on issues of indirectness, started with researchers applying an Anglo-American 

model of politeness across cultures, and raising critical issues with regard to politeness 

theories, particularly Brown and Levinson’s (1987) work. Most researchers, as I have shown 

above, claim that indirectness cannot be the most frequent form of politeness in all cultures, 

suggesting that directness can function as polite behaviour in many societies. Although all of 

the researchers whose work I have discussed here have recognised these differences, 

empirical research into categorising different types of speech acts according to native 

speakers’ ratings of the degree of directness has been rare. With the possible exceptions of 

Blum-Kulka (1987) and Yu (2011), none of these researchers even suspects that people of 

different cultures and languages may perceive the indirectness of certain speech-act types 

differently; thus, we cannot make any claims for certain types of speech-act as being direct or 

indirect in all cultures simply because a distinction between these types has been made in a 

particular culture. Mills (2003: 142) points out that “we should not assume that a declarative 

or order is the only way that directness can be expressed, simply because that is the way it is 

often expressed in English”. For example, although indirectness is one of the main features 

which is often used to describe many Asian languages (such as Chinese and Japanese), 

culture-specific ways of expressing politeness in these cultures might differ from those for 

English; as Storti puts it, “The notorious indirectness of Asians may to a certain extent be 

nothing more than our inability to recognise Asian-style directness when we see it” (Storti, 

cited in Harris Bond et al., 2000: 48-49).98

98Furthermore, most researchers discuss one type o f speech act (usually requests) and then generalise the results 
to other types o f speech act.
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Another problem with these studies is that there seems to be a general assumption that 

societies can be simply classified as direct and indirect at a stereotypical level; thus, whereas 

some cultures are seen as indirect (such as English), others are judged as direct (such as 

Russian). This leads us into the danger of treating cultures as homogeneous (Eelen, 2001; 

Mills, 2003; Mills and Kadar, 2011)." Such an assumption, which is adopted by some cross- 

cultural and intercultural theorists of politeness, may run certain risks: “the risk of 

overlooking variation, the risk of ignoring contested norms...the risk of stereotyping and the 

risk of reducing participants’ behaviour to essential differences in culture” (Grainger, 2011: 

179). Mills and Kadar (2011) argue that stereotypes can account for the norms of only the 

dominant groups (such as the middle class in British English society). Mills and Kadar draw 

attention to the fact that, within every culture, there exists variation regarding what is 

regarded as polite or impolite behaviour. This is in contrast with the traditional politeness 

theories which assume the possibility of making generalisations about what constitutes polite 

and impolite norms across a particular language group or culture, as if cultures were 

homogeneous. To illustrate this, Mills and Kadar claim that speakers in a certain culture may 

feel enabled to speak in a way which might be considered over-polite. For instance, within 

the UK (which is usually classified as using indirect forms), the working class may not accept 

particular linguistic norms which are linked with middle-class speech norms. Therefore, as I 

mentioned in the previous chapter, “what we need to be aware of when we analyse the speech 

norms stereotypically associated with particular cultures is that not all members of that 

culture will speak according to the stereotype, and that whilst useful sometimes as an 

indication of tendencies within the culture as a whole, these stereotypical qualities are

99See section 3.5. for a detailed discussion about the danger o f treating cultures at stereotypical level.
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generally associated only with particular groups within that society” (Mills and Kadar, 2011: 

42). However, Mills and Kadar do not assume that there is nothing that can be said about 

cultural norms or across cultures. Mills and Kadar (2011: 34) describe the role of culture as 

follows:

The relationship between culture and politeness can in fact be studied but should be 
approached with som e caution. W e believe that it is possible to critically study politeness in 
[...cultural] settings, provided that one refrains from generalising statements based on the 
languages practices o f  certain dominant groups or stereotypes o f  those groups. In other words, 
the dominant politeness norms o f  these areas can be faithfully represented as long as it is not 
claimed that they are absolute norms, and as long as other “norms” are discussed in relation to 

them.

Grainger (2011) points out, also quite rightly, that people’s interactional style is 

related to their background as individuals from certain groups. This cultural background can 

explain, at least partly, the common interactional behaviour of people who belong to the same 

background. Thus, according to Grainger, we need to talk about intercultural communication 

if  we wish to explain the problem of misunderstandings that are generated from interactions 

between people of different cultural experiences. We also need to be aware of the evaluations 

we make about the specific behaviour of such people.

Furthermore, as Mills and Kadar (2011: 29) argue, “the degree of (in)directness is an 

ideological judgement that often serves the maintenance of superiority”. For example, in 

relation to the English, the Chinese are viewed as more indirect while, when compared to the 

Japanese, the Chinese are represented as more direct. Thus, “Chinese culture as a whole 

cannot be classified as unequivocally direct or indirect” (Mills and Kadar, 2011: 31), which 

raises the question of the validity of classifying other cultures as being either direct or 

indirect. Furthermore, directness and indirectness should not be assumed to have the same
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concepts and functions which are applicable in all cultures, because they might have other 

interpretations. Thus, while indirectness, in general, might be conventionalised as being 

associated with politeness in British English, for example, it might be evaluated negatively as 

being associated with impoliteness and causing deliberate offence in other cultures (e.g. 

Libyan Arabic, as I show in Chapters 6 and 7).

As the focus of this study is on Arabic and English directness and indirectness in 

relation to politeness and impoliteness, it is worth investigating the employment of (in)direct 

speech in Arabic in order to show how different cultural backgrounds (alongside other 

factors) can play a significant role in determining the general motivations and forms of 

(in)directness used in a particular culture.

4.8. (In)directness and Politeness in Arabic

In this section, I will discuss the notion of directness and indirectness and examine its relation 

to politeness in Arabic. Thus, I present a range of Arabic studies, mostly carried out by Arab 

researchers, which examine politeness among Arabic speakers.

4.8.1. Studies on Linguistic Politeness in Arabic Dialects.

Compared to the literature on the different linguistic politeness strategies in Western

languages (Brown and Levinson 1987; Leech 1983; Wierzbicka 1985, 1991; Holtgraves

1997; Pavlidou 2000; Ogiermann 2009) and East Asian cultures (Fukushima, 2002; Pan

2011; Haugh and Obana, 2011), studies that have dealt with a variety of Arabic dialects are

still relatively few in number. However, most of the studies on Arabic linguistic strategies of

politeness can be categorised into three main types. The first is the kind of research that

outlines the socio-cultural aspects of a specific Arab society and sheds light on the linguistic
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forms that are used in this community without comparing them with other cultures or 

language groups (for example, Nureddeen 2008; Jebahi 2010). The second is the type of 

study that analyses and compares Arabic linguistic forms of politeness with those existing in 

other cultures, particularly English (for example, Al-Oqaily and Tawalbeh 2012; Albatal et 

ah, 2002). The third is the kind of research that explores the linguistic strategies employed by 

Arab learners of English (for example, Al-Ali and Alawneh 2010). Thus, in this section, I 

discuss research on politeness in some of the Arabic dialects focusing on Sudanese, Tunisian, 

Saudi Arabian, Jordanian, Moroccan, and Egyptian.

4.8.1.1. Sudanese

Nureddeen (2008) carried out a study to explore the main types of apology strategies that are 

used in Sudanese Arabic, and sheds light on the pragmatic rules that govern the use of 

Sudanese dialect. The study argues that Sudanese speakers tend to orient towards positive 

politeness, since most of the responses to her Discourse Completion Test (DCT) indicate that 

the informants chose the strategies that enabled them to avoid their own positive face from 

being damaged. For example, the Sudanese respondents preferred to mitigate the impact of a 

direct apology by avoiding explicit face damaging strategies and choosing explanations that 

can provide an excuse or avoidance of self-blame (e.g. humour, minimisation, denial, and so 

on), rather than expressing an apology directly (e.g. taking responsibility, intensification and 

promising forbearance). Thus, Nureddeen argues that the Sudanese informants, in general, 

tended to avoid explicit apologies and prefer implicit strategies.

4.8.1.2. Tunisian

Jebahi’s (2011) research examined apology strategies in Tunisian Arabic by investigating the

use of the apology by Tunisian university students. The results showed that the Tunisian
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informants generally tend to apologise explicitly by using expressions of remorse in three 

main situations. These are where the offended party is: (1) a close friend; (2) older; or (3) has 

the power to affect the offender’s future. A second strategy that is often used is when the 

respondents deny responsibility or shift responsibility to other causes. There are also other 

less widely used strategies which include: self-blame, promise of repair, blaming the victim, 

invoking Allah’s name, intensification, minimisation, and humour. What seems to be 

suggested in this study is that Tunisians’ strategy choices in performing apologies vary from 

explicit and direct forms to implicit and deniable forms. Thus, there is no one type of apology 

that is used in every situation (e.g. direct or indirect); instead there are various factors that 

influence the speaker’s choice.

4.8.1.3. Saudi Arabian

Al-Oqaily and Tawalbeh’s (2012) study examined the relationship between (in)directness and 

politeness in making requests among Saudi Arabian native speakers and American English 

native speakers. This study indicated that, while the Saudi informants’ strategy choices vary 

from one situation to another, according to the factors of power and distance, their American 

counterparts tended to use conventional indirectness in most situations. Furthermore, the 

study revealed that the degree and purpose of directness can vary cross-culturally. For 

example, direct requests are used by Americans when asking their friends to make non- 

weighty requests, whereas directness is the preferred choice among the Saudis to indicate 

affiliation, closeness and group-connectedness.

4.8.1.4. Jordanian

Al-Ali and Alawneh (2010) investigated the linguistic devices employed by Jordanian

learners of English when making requests in English compared to those used by American
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English speakers. They wanted to find out whether their cultural pragmatic knowledge had 

any influence on their request behaviour in L2. The study showed that Jordanian learners’ 

choices were significantly influenced by three main factors: (1) language ability; (2) LI 

pragmatic knowledge; and (3) LI cultural norms transfer. For example, the requests 

performed by Jordanian speakers reflect their pragmatic knowledge in making requests in 

their LI, which are usually employed in an indirect way (e.g. long-winded request structures) 

in order to minimise the degree of imposition of a direct request on the interlocutor, whereas 

their American counterparts tended to use more direct forms. The results of this study may 

indicate that L2 learners transfer their cultural pragmatic knowledge from their LI, and thus 

their behaviour might be affected by the transfer of their first language knowledge to the 

target language.

4.8.I.5. Moroccan

Alaoui (2011) explored the various ways in which politeness can be indicated in the speech

acts of requests, offers and thanking in Moroccan Arabic as compared to English. Alaoui

suggested that, since such acts involve potential face-damage to the speaker and the hearer,

the speakers in English and Arabic attempt to reduce the imposition of these acts on their own

face as well as on their interlocutor’s face. However, the study showed interesting differences

in performing speech acts in both languages. For example, while the English respondents

preferred modal and question devices, the Moroccans’ favoured devices were politeness

markers (such as “llah yxellik”, “llah yrdi _lik” (God bless you) and “afak” (God give you

good health, with the ellipsis of “God”), which are regarded as very polite forms that can be

used to minimise the impact of imperatives. It is interesting to note that “[traditionally in

Moroccan, the offer has to be repeated and declined a number of times before it is accepted.

Accepting from the first offer is regarded as bad form, so S/H goes through this ritualized
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behaviour where each one has a defined role” (Alaoui, 2011: 13). What is noteworthy is that 

the strategy of refusing an offer several times before being accepted is not restricted to 

Moroccan Arabic, since this phenomenon can also be found in many other Arab societies.100

4.8.1.6. Egyptian

The main aim of A1 Batal, El Bakary and Nelson’s (2002) study is to examine the similarities

and differences between (in)directness in Egyptian Arabic and American English

communication styles. Their research focused on making refusals by the two groups and

asked whether Egyptians and Americans make them in a similar way. A1 Batal et al. mention

that most studies on the Arabic communication style suggest that Arab culture is high context

(as pointed out in the previous chapter), and thus more indirect; while American culture is

considered to be low context and thus less indirect. However, the results of Al Batal et al.’s

study do not support this claim. On the contrary, they suggest that, overall, the strategies and

frequency regarding making refusals in Egypt and the US are similar. Furthermore, the

Egyptian male informants used more direct forms when making refusals to people of either

higher or lower status than the American ones. In research conducted by the same researchers

(1993), in which they examine American and Egyptian compliment strategies, the findings

reveal that Egyptians tend to be more direct in offering compliments than expected, but this is

not to say that the Egyptians only use direct strategies.101 Nelson et al. (1993) point out that:

These findings are not totally consistent with other studies that suggest that Arabs 
communicate indirectly (Cohen, 1987; Katriel, 1986). Both the qualitative and 
quantitative data in this study point to the directness with which Egyptians

100 Examples o f Libyan Arabic offers will be provided in Chapter 7
101We should be aware o f the type o f indirectness that is used in every culture might be different from others. 
For example, the indirect forms which are seen as conventional in Arab culture might differ from the 
conventional indirect forms that are usually used in British culture (for further explanation, see 4.5.).
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compliment. The conflicting findings between previous studies and this study suggest 
the danger of over-generalizing across speech acts and situations. It is probable that 
Egyptians use both direct and indirect communication depending on the context 
(Nelson et al. 1993: 311).

According to the above studies, we can conclude that, despite the many similarities 

among Arabic dialects, there are some differences between the favoured strategy choices 

preferred in these societies. However, “the dialect is by no means considered a force or an

agent itself. Rather, the agent is the culture which is manifested through the dialect” (Jebahi,
!

2010: 648). The findings of these studies should not be generalised to all other Arabic

speaking societies or even to all of the various cultural groups that constitute each society. 

For example, Al Batal et al. (2002) draw attention to the problem of stereotyping Arabic 

communication style as indirect, because the possibility of cross-cultural misunderstandings 

might arise. That is, “non-Arabs, who have been taught that Arabs use indirect 

communication, may perceive Arabs as impolite, rude, or arrogant if they use direct strategies 

in refusing or in other face-threatening acts when, in fact, they are behaving appropriately 

according to the norms and rules with which they were socialized” (Al Batal et al., 2002: 50). 

However, although the results of these studies have provided a good insight into Arabic 

politeness, for example, they have demonstrated the strategies used by Arabic speakers in 

realising and reacting to a specific speech act (e.g. requests), such a method does not deal 

well with Arabic politeness at a discursive level, because the data collected through this 

method are primarily based on invented examples (e.g. DCT), rather than real situations, and 

thus fall prey to ideological generalisations. On the whole, Arab societies should not be seen 

as homogeneous as they are variable, diverse and complex just like all other cultures. Thus, it 

is unwise to make generalisations about Arabic-speaking people simply because they speak 

the same language.
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4.9. Conclusion.

This chapter has examined the notions of directness and indirectness and their complex 

relation to politeness and impoliteness. By defining ‘directness’ and ‘indirectness’ at the 

beginning of this chapter, it is obvious that reaching a consensus among scholars regarding 

their meanings is not possible. The main research question that has been addressed 

throughout this chapter is to what extent is there a correlation between indirectness and 

politeness and directness and impoliteness. The discussion of this chapter has clearly 

illustrated the point that directness and indirectness cannot always be seen as indexing the 

same values. Both forms may index different values according to the contexts and different 

expectations in such contexts in different cultures. Directness can be preferred in certain 

contexts, but dispreferred in others. Indirectness can be used politely in some situations, but it 

can also be seen as indicative of impoliteness in others.102 However, we should not treat 

directness as a default from which speakers deviate, as it can simply be used because there is 

no need for explicitness due to the fact that the same linguistic repertoire is shared by the 

interlocutors. Thus, more explicit forms are preferred. This raised the question of the 

possibility of treating (in)directness in a similar way cross-culturally; as their concept and 

interpretations can differ from one culture to another according to the purposes behind using 

this strategy. By examining the notions of (in)directness in a number of cultures, I have 

shown that cultures cannot simply be classified as direct or indirect, because this narrows the 

complexity that occurs in communicational styles in every society. Some Arabic studies have 

also been examined in this chapter. However, the Arab researchers, like most politeness 

researchers, have failed to move away from an Anglo-Saxon perspective on indirectness, and 

have merely applied this to Arabic dialects. This is not to attempt to negate the importance of

102 More detailed discussion is provided in Chapter 6 and 7.
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their work, but (in)directness can have other applications that are not restricted to the 

possibility of employing speech acts according to the Anglo-Saxon model. Furthermore, 

politeness norms which are built on stereotypical and ideological beliefs do not reflect actual 

usage. Thus, they need to be examined at a discursive level through data derived from real 

situations rather than invented examples, as I will discuss in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5 

Methodology

5.1. Introduction

In this chapter, I present the methodological framework for this study, taking into 

consideration the discussion outlined in the previous chapters. Based on the literature review 

in chapter 2 , 1 explain why I am using a discursive approach model as a framework for this 

study in section 5.2., and then, in section 5.3., I assess the methods that are often used for 

linguistic research data, before explaining and justifying the methods I have used in the 

current research. Following this, I present the procedures for the data collection through 

discussing the pilot studies that I carried out, in section 5.4. In the final part of this chapter, I 

will describe the methods I used to gather the data for this study.

5.2. Methodological Framework

As I have already discussed in chapters 2 and 3, most previous studies on politeness have 

been heavily influenced by Brown and Levinson’s model; as a consequence, “their approach 

to politeness reflects basically Anglo-Saxon perceptions of politeness phenomenon in many 

respects” (Pan, 2011: 73). Since the current study draws on data from Libyan Arabic and 

British English, it seems that such a framework cannot serve as a theoretical basis for a cross- 

cultural comparison,103 and thus it would be inappropriate to take their model as a framework 

for the present work, which involves an empirical study using Arabic and British 

informants.104 To this extent, it would be useful to consider another politeness model that can 

provide a sufficient explanation for (im)politeness phenomena in Arabic and English cultures.

103 Although Brown and Levinson’s (1987) study concerns cross-cultural interactions, their work is inadequate 
for such comparisons (see the problems with Brown and Levinson’s approach in Chapter 2).
104 A discussion of the criticism of the politeness theories has been provided in Chapter 2.
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Discursive approaches seem to provide a good analytical framework for cross-cultural 

comparisons for a number of reasons.105 For example, this approach refutes the idea that 

some linguistic forms are inherently polite or impolite in themselves and, rather, assumes that 

the situation and context play a key role in the process of understanding or evaluating 

(im)politeness. For this reason, this model uses only empirical data, rather than invented 

examples. In addition, this approach takes the evaluations of the interactants into 

consideration in the analysis process; thus, it is more accurate than simply depending on the 

analyst’s gut reaction.

In this thesis I take a discursive approach to (im)politeness to be an approach that 

maps onto Mills’ (2003) account. It is an approach that is concerned with individuals’ 

dynamic evaluations of (im)politeness. Thus, the most important aspect of the discursive 

approach to my own research is its capacity to take into consideration interactants’ different 

interpretations of (im)politeness and (in)directness. Such an approach complicates the process 

of analysing (im)politeness and (in)directness. It also makes it possible to account for the 

complexity and diversity of cultures. Thus, it is more adequate for understanding cross- 

cultural communication, where participants may have different evaluations of what 

constitutes (im)politeness and (in)directness. However, I extended the discursive approach to 

(im)politeness by adding an indexicality dimension. My purpose in doing so is to suggest that 

such a methodology can explain the social meanings that participants attribute to certain 

linguistic practices, thus, interpreting the values generated by using (in)directness.

105A discussion has been provided in Chapter 2.
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5.3. Methods of Data Collection: Qualitative vs. Quantitative Research Methods

One of the most complex issues in the field of linguistics is what can be considered data for 

analysis (Mills, 2003). Linguists often use either a quantitative or qualitative paradigm 

(Angouri, 2010). Rasinger (2010) explains that qualitative research is different from 

quantitative in that the former “is concerned with structures and patterns and how something 

is,” (2010: 52) while quantitative analysis “focuses on how much or how many there is/are of 

a particular characteristic or item” (2010: 52, original emphasis). Here, I illustrate the main 

differences between qualitative and quantitative research.

5.3.1. Quantitative Research Method

Quantitative research, according to Hennink et al. (2011), aims to measure a research issue, 

and then generalises its findings to the whole community by using a set of research methods, 

such as questionnaires and role-play discussions. Therefore, a large number of informants are 

required when using such methods. Some scholars (e.g. Mills, 2003) have identified problems 

with the quantitative method which make it less suitable for politeness data analysis. For 

example, Mills (2003) argues that it is difficult to assume that the experimental environments 

into which the informants are put are representative of real situations; thus their behaviour 

cannot be generalised to their actual behaviour in real life or to that of their whole 

community. She also draws attention to the problem of assuming instead that specific types 

of language items (such as those used for compliments) have static meanings, which is 

largely assumed by quantitative research (e.g. Brown and Levinson, 1987; Holmes, 1995), 

suggesting instead that “particular language items are always multifunctional” (2003: 43).

Quantitative research is also criticised for making generalisations about certain

behaviour within a specific community or language group (Eelen, 2001; Mills, 2003). Eelen
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(2001), for instance, argues that quantitative analysis is based on the notion that a particular 

type of behaviour constitutes the social norms within a community, ignoring any potential 

variability within this community.Another problem that has been identified by Mills (2003) 

with regard to the quantitative method, particularly questionnaires (such as DCT) and role 

play exercises, is that people’s answers usually do not match their actual performance or 

response in real life, especially if  the topic is related to politeness. Referring to Spencer’s 

Oatey’s (2000) edited collection as an example of the difficulties associated with making 

cross-cultural comparisons, Mills (2003: 44) explains that people “may feel that they are 

responding as cultural representatives and that they are obliged to present positive images of 

themselves and their culture”. Thus, according to Mills, we must be careful when we use such 

methods for analysis.

5.3.2. Qualitative Research Method

In contrast, qualitative research aims “to examine people’s experiences in detail, by using a 

specific set of research methods such as in-depth interviews, focus group discussion....” 

(Hennink et al., 2011: 8-9). A small number of participants are required “as the purpose is to 

achieve depth of information (rather than breadth)” (Hennink et al., 2011: 17). Qualitative 

research, therefore, is widely used in examining issues which focus on the participants’ 

views, interpretations and experiences about an event or behaviour in their natural settings. 

Denzin and Lincoln (2008), for example, point out that qualitative research “involves an 

interpretive naturalistic approach to the world. This means that qualitative researchers study 

things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms 

of the meaning people bring to them”(Denzin and Lincoln, 2008: 4). Qualitative analysis, 

however, suffers from certain problems. For example, Fukushima (2002) refers to Beebe and

Takahashi’s (1989) explanation of some of the limitations of the qualitative method (e.g.
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naturally occurring data), such as the data’s bias towards the linguists’ preference for people 

with whom they are familiar(e.g. friends and relatives).106 However, despite such a limitation, 

the qualitative method “is more willing to question the possibility of generalizing from its 

finding” (Mills, 2003: 44). Therefore, qualitative research is usually recommended for 

exploring people’s beliefs about complex topics. Since (im)politeness is a very complicated 

issue, using this type of research will be useful for improving our evaluation of this 

phenomenon.107

Taking into consideration the difficulties associated with data collection, I decided to 

use a mixed methods approach, which can be defined “as research in which the investigator 

collects and analyzes data, integrates the findings, and draws inferences using both qualitative 

and quantitative approaches or methods in a single study or a program of. inquiry” 

(Tashakkori and Creswell, 2007: 4), in order to overcome the limitations of each method. 

Many researchers (Greene et al. 1989; Tashakkori and Tedllie, 2003, 2010) have shed light 

on the benefits of combining methodologies. Tashakkori and Tedllie, (2010), for example, 

point out that a mixed methods approach can provide “ways to answer research questions that 

could not be answered in any other way” (2010). Greene et al. (1989) also argue that:

All methods have inherent biases and limitations, so use of only one method to assess 
a given phenomenon will inevitably yield biased and limited results. However, when 
two or more methods that have offsetting biases are used to assess a given 
phenomenon and the results of these methods converge or corroborate one another, 
then the validity of inquiry findings is enhanced (Greene et al., 1989: 256).

106The same problem was also identified by Mills (2003) who argues that “[o]ne o f the difficulties [with 
qualitative method] is that often the people drawn on belong to the same linguistic community as the linguist, so 
there are numerous studies o f  the language o f university students, o f middle-class white people, and fewer 
studies o f other groups o f people” (2003: 44).
107Other problems with the qualitative method are discussed below.
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Therefore, the data presented in this study are based on various sources, and fall into 

two main groups: written and oral. The written portion of the data was collected via 

questionnaires. The oral part of the data consists of naturally occurring interactions, including 

recorded data, a log-book and focus group interactions.

5.4. Pilot Study

5.4.1. Focus Group

I conducted three focus group discussions with a number of Arab female informants as part 

of my initial research; each group included three to eight participants and the whole 

discussions were recorded after obtaining the full, prior permission of the participants to do 

so. However, I faced some problems which made the discussions I led unsuitable for the 

present study. One of these problems was that there were very few participants in some of the 

groups, and thus “it is difficult to .... gain a diversity of perspectives” (Hennink et a/, 2011:
i no

152). Another was that my participants were unable to give clear answers to some 

questions, which were important for my research. For example, when I asked a question like 

‘can you give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you 

indirectly?’, the participants said that they had many examples but could not think of any at 

that moment. Because of the importance of such questions for my study, and because it was 

difficult for the informants to answer some questions instantly, I opted for a written 

questionnaire which provided sufficient time for the participants to answer the questions.

108A sufficient number o f participants were invited to take a part in the discussion, but some failed toattend.
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5.4.2. Written Questionnaires

The first versions of the Arabic and English questionnaires were pilot-tested with five 

informants from both cultures. Both questionnaires involved virtually the same questions (see 

the initial Arabic and English Questionnaires in Appendices H and I). The questionnaires 

were written in English and then translated into Arabic for the Arab informants. However, 

some of the English informants gave general answers to certain questions (see the initial 

English Questionnaire in Appendix I, p. 210). For example, there was a question about 

situations in which the informant usually uses indirectness. Such a question seemed to be 

unclear and general, which made some informants answer as follows: ‘all situations’ or 

‘according to the context’, so it was unclear whether these situations and contexts the 

informants referred to were restricted only to the degree of indirectness needed for politeness 

or if they also involved impolite situations. For this reason, it was important to make my 

question clearer and more specific to enable the informants to specify the contexts and 

situations in which they usually use indirectness, so the question was modified to ‘do you 

think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?’ Specifying the 

purpose of the questions helped the informants to give more explicit answers, which made 

these more appropriate for the final versions of the questionnaire.109

5.5. Data for the Study of Directness and Indirectness

5.5.1. Written Questionnaires

The main advantage of written questionnaires is the possibility of distributing them to a large 

number of informants and, thus, collecting a large amount of data. As a consequence, this 

method guarantees that the data are not biased towards the researcher’s preference of family,

109 This is not to say that the Arabic and English questionnaires were completely different. Most o f  the questions 
were still the same.
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friends and relatives. Moreover, the informants are not put under pressure of time to complete 

the questionnaire. For these reasons, I decided to use this method as one way of collecting 

data for this study. I constructed a questionnaire in both Arabic and English in order to 

examine the concept of directness and indirectness and their relation to politeness and 

impoliteness in both languages. The idea behind this questionnaire was to investigate whether 

directness and indirectness are viewed differently in the two cultures and whether Libyans 

and British tend to use these strategies to indicate politeness or impoliteness. This 

information was completed by a number of informants of both sexes, different educational 

backgrounds and ages.

5.5.I.I. The Informants

The informants of my questionnaires were all randomly chosen male and female informants 

who spoke Libyan Arabic and British English. I decided not to restrict myself to a specific 

cultural group (say, students); and used a random selection of informants of different ages 

and educational backgrounds in order to avoid my study being centred on a specific cultural 

group. Thus, this study is more likely to reflect the diversity and variability within the Libyan 

and British cultures and present various perspectives of the different cultural groups. This 

allows me to suggest what might be considered polite or impolite in relation to directness and 

indirectness in these two cultures. Mills and Kadar (2011) argue that:

[B]y analysing a wide range of data, for example, analysing working-class and 
middle-class people, young and old, it may be possible to make generalisations about 
the resources available to these particular groups and their tendencies to use particular 
forms to indicate politeness or impoliteness. Furthermore, we will able to discuss the 
way that, in the process of being polite or impolite, individuals construct their 
identities in relation to what are perceived to be group and social norms (Mills and 
Kadar, 2011:43).
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Some of my friends helped me to collect the Arabic data by distributing the 

questionnaire to their friends, relatives and colleagues of both sexes, of varying social and 

educational background, age and so on. Thus, the data are not restricted only to my own 

community (e.g. my relatives, friends, and so on). With regard to the English data, members 

of a trade union and a community neighbourhood group agreed to help me to collect data. 

The informants had a wide range of social background, age and educational level.

The informants were asked to supply information about their age, gender, and the 

country from which they came (Table 5.1 quantifies this information). It is worth bearing in 

mind that the Libyan informants of the study came from different parts of Libya. Although 

some of them live in England now, the questionnaires were given only to individuals whose 

residence is temporary (2 years or less) and excluded those who have been living in the UK 

for a long time (more than 2 years). Hence, their answers are more likely to be particular to 

Libyan Arabic culture. All of the Libyan respondents speak Libyan Arabic as a mother 

tongue, and Modem Standard Arabic, which they leamt at school. Over 100 questionnaires 

were given out, but I randomly considered only 25 Arabic completed forms and used the 

same number of English forms.

Table 5.1 The social profile of the data.

Nationality Libyan British

Age: 17-35 

36-57

14 11

11 14

Female 12 13

Male 13 12
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5.5.I.2. The Data

Both the Arabic and English questionnaires contained seven questions. The questionnaire 

asked the participants, both Arab and English, to describe what politeness meant to them: in 

other words, to define the concept of politeness. It also asked them to describe the meaning of 

impoliteness and to define indirectness.110 There was also a question about whether there is a 

relationship between speaking indirectly and being polite or impolite. The informants were 

asked to describe situations in which they usually use indirect speech (this question was 

amended for the English informants, as noted above). There was also a question about 

whether Libyan people tend to use indirect speech to indicate politeness or impoliteness in 

the Arabic version of the questionnaire, and for the English respondents the question was 

whether British people, in general, tend to use directness or indirectness more. There was also 

a question about whether the informants, both Libyan and British, themselves prefer to use 

direct or indirect forms of speech. Then, the informants were required to give an example of a 

real situation in which they spoke, or someone spoke to them, indirectly, providing as much 

detail as possible. It is worth noting that in, this question, the informants were not asked to 

specify whether these situations or events had either a positive or negative effect on them. 

The idea behind this was to give the informants the opportunity to give answers which reflect 

on the use of indirect speech in their own cultures (see the Arabic Questionnaire in Appendix 

A, pp. 3-36; and the modified English Questionnaire in Appendix B, pp. 38-69).111

110It should be mentioned that the translation equivalent word for ‘indirectness’ in Arabic does not share the 
same meaning as in English because it cannot be understood as something related to speech so, in the Arabic 
version o f the questionnaire, I used the phrase ‘indirect speech’ to refer to ‘indirectness’.
I ll

Like Arabic in all Arab countries, Arabic in Libya is diglossic in nature, so Libyans speak the Libyan Arabic dialect in 
their demotic communication. However, the Arabic questionnaire was written in ‘Fusha apart from the last question,
the informants were not asked to produce responses in their everyday language, because this would not affect their answers’ 
validity. The responses to the last question, however, were required to be written in ‘Ammiyya’ because the informants were 
asked to describe events o f everyday life in which they obviously used their everyday language, so it seemed closer to
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Despite the advantages of using written questionnaires, I was aware of the limitations 

of this method, particularly for the last question regarding the examples of the situations the 

informants were asked to provide. For example, one might argue that such situations are not 

natural, so they may lack the characteristics of actual conversations, such as the length o f the 

interaction, sequencing, turn-taking, the number of exchanges among the participants and so 

on. Wolfson (1989: 182), for example, asks, “how much can we assume that written 

responses are representative of spoken ones? ... can we hope that short, decontextualized 

written segments are comparable to the longer routines typical of actual interaction?”. 

Therefore, I had to consider how I could overcome the limitation of the use of written data. In 

order to achieve this goal, I asked my informants to give examples of spoken situations that 

had happened to them in real life. Thus, the informants were not restricted to invented 

situations, say, as in the case of the discourse completion task (DCT) questionnaires, where 

the informants are required to respond to invented and sometimes artificial situations 

which they might have never encountered (e.g. Fukushima 2002; Sifianou, 1992). 

Furthermore, the informants were asked to provide extensive details about the situations they 

mention, so there was no limitation on space to respond to this question. Not only did this 

give the respondents the opportunity to supply very detailed information about what 

happened, and how and where the actions took place, but also to include their personal 

assessments and feelings regarding these situations and their reactions to them. Thus, 

although such examples may not be rich in contextual detail, they can provide insights into 

what the respondents consider to be relevant to them in such situations. However, this is not 

to say that written questionnaires are sufficient for this study; after all, written data cannot be

naturally occurring communication and more realistic to ask the Libyan informants to respond in their everyday spoken 
language, although it is not common to use this version in writing.
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representative of natural, spontaneous conversation. For this reason, I decided to use naturally 

occurring interactions taking place in the real environments of everyday communication 

between intimates as a further data source for this research.

5.5.2. Naturally Occurring Data

The collection of naturally occurring data seems to be the most highly recommended method 

in linguistic research, due to its.advantages, which have been described by Cohen (1996: 391- 

92) as follows:

1- The data are spontaneous.
2- The data reflect what the speakers say rather than what they think they would say.
3- The speakers are reacting to a natural situation rather than to a contrived and possibly 

unfamiliar situation.
4- The communicative event has real-world consequences.
5- The event may be a source of rich pragmatic structures.

However, Cohen (1996: 392) has also identified some problems with naturally occurring 

data, which include:

1 - The speech act being studied may not occur naturally very often.
2- Proficiency and gender may be difficult to control.

1193- Collecting and analysing the data are time-consuming.
4- The data may not yield enough or any examples of target items.
5- The use of recording equipment may be intrusive.
6- The use of note taking as a complement to or in lieu of taping relies on memory

112When comparing two different languages, as in the case o f my research, these difficulties are doubled due to 
the need for word-by-word translation, equivalent translation into the target language and then the transcription 
of both versions which is very time-consuming.
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Despite these difficulties, I chose to use this method, because it is still seen as a prime way of 

understanding people’s beliefs and experiences. I used two main ways to collect naturally 

occurring data: recorded data, and log-book data.113

5.5.2.1. Recorded Data

I used a recorder to record several casual conversations in both Arabic and English. The Arab 

participants who were recorded included friends, family members,' gatherings of relatives, 

etc.114 I was present when most of the Arabic recordings were made, and participated in some 

of them. With regard to the English data, I had assistance from some English people who 

agreed to help me to record the data for my research. The English participants who were 

recorded also included friends or family members. I was not present during any of these 

English recordings. In all cases, full and prior consent to record the data was obtained and all 

data presented have been anonymised. Whenever I collected the data, the participants 

involved in the interactions were not informed about the topic of my research to ensure that 

their interactions remained natural and spontaneous.

5.5.2.2. Log-book Data

I faced some difficulties in trying to obtain naturally occurring data by recording 

conversations.115 However, in order to tackle these difficulties and obtain the advantages of 

spontaneous and natural interactions, which were not recorded, I used Grainger’s (2011) 

method of analysis which is based on naturally occurring conversations. Following Grainger,

113Following Culpeper (2011), I also used examples o f indirectness the participants provided on the 
questionnaires as naturalistic data, as well as some examples that the focus group informants mentioned.
114 It should be noted that my study does not aim to investigate interactions between Arabic and English 
speakers, so both the Arabic and English data were recorded separately
115 One of these difficulties was that there were fewer situations than I hoped to collect. Another was that I failed 
to record everything so, on many occasions, I missed very useful examples for my study which took place either 
between me and another participant or among others in front o f me.
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whenever I realised that an incident might be relevant to my research, I wrote it down 

immediately in a log book, “so that accuracy of sequencing and content would be preserved” 

(Grainger, 2011: 181). Although some aspects of the conversations were missed using this 

method (e.g. tone of voice, hesitation, and so on), as Grainger notes, incidental interactions 

can be a useful source of data in the case of my research, because off-record indirectness, as 

Grainger (2011) argues, is unpredictable; therefore, there would be no guarantee that, at any 

particular time, the individuals, specifically Arabs, would use indirect speech in the way that 

I want to focus on in this study.

One might argue that the judgments of such situations might be biased towards the 

researcher’s view, and thus may not reflect Libyan people’s perspectives. I would argue that, 

as a native Arabic speaker, my evaluation of these situations, particularly those in which I 

was one of the participants, did not take place in a vacuum, because I was affected by the 

social norms and conventions of Libyan society in evaluating such situations. Moreover, 

being simultaneously participant and observer on such occasions was of great benefit, 

because I was well aware of the details that might not be of any importance for ordinary 

individuals (such as the length of the interactions, turn-taking, the number of exchanges 

among the participants, and so on). However, since the interactions were recorded from 

memory, I could not recall every single word uttered. Considering such limitations of this 

method, I used it only for limited examples which I felt could serve as a strong indication of 

the use of direct and indirect speech in Libyan Arabic culture. With regard to the English 

data, some English people agreed to help me to note down incidents, which they felt were 

relevant to directness or indirectness, in a log book. I also used some incidents which took 

place between some English people and myself in certain situations, which I felt to be useful 

for my research.
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5.5.3. Focus Groups

Focus groups are defined “as a research technique that collects data through group interaction 

in a topic determined by the researcher” (Morgan, 1996: 130). This method of research is 

seen as a major social research tool (Edley and Litosseliti, 2010) and the “hallmark of focus 

groups is their explicit use of group interaction to produce data and insights that would be 

less accessible without the interaction found in a group” (Morgan, 1997: 2). Many 

researchers (Hennink et al., 2010; Bertrand et al., 1992; Kitzinger, 1994) draw attention to the 

benefits that can be gained through using this technique for data collection. For example, 

Hennink et al. (2010: 158) argue that the use of focus groups is very beneficial in that “when 

there is effective interaction between participants, each participant is essentially probing other 

participants for more information, explanation, or justification about the topic discussed, 

simply by entering into a discussion together. This is extremely beneficial for the research as 

it provides a deeper understanding of the issues and produces richer data as a result”. Another 

advantage of this method is that dynamic interactions between participants can “reach parts 

that other methods cannot reach” (Kitzinger, 1994: 107). As such, they “often reveal levels of 

understanding that remain untapped by other data collection techniques” (Doody et al., 2013: 

266). However, like a l l . other methods, focus groups interaction suffers from certain 

limitations. For instance, Edley and Litosseliti, (2010) draw attention to Suchman and 

Brigitte’s description of the consequences of the misunderstandings that may arise if  the 

interviewer “fails to appreciate the encounter as a stretch of dialogue” (Edley and Litosseliti, 

2010: 159). They argue that, when the interviewer uses fixed questions or repeatedly asks the 

same question, he/she “will usually infer that their previous responses are wrong or
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inappropriate” (Edley and Litosseliti, 2010: 159).116 Taking the advantages and shortcomings 

of the focus group method into consideration, I conducted three focus group discussions: two 

were for Libyan Arab informants (one for males and the other for females) and one was for 

the English informants (males and females combined).117 From the recordings, I selected 

certain sections which I felt would serve the purpose of my study. In order to make it clearer 

and easier to follow, I labelled every section with a certain function of directness or 

indirectness, as it was discussed by the participants. All of the discussions were recorded after 

obtaining the full and prior permission of the participants to do so and the data presented 

were anonymised (see Appendix J, p. 211).

I conducted a focus group discussion with a number of Libyan Arab female 

informants in the UK as part of my research (see Appendix C, pp. 72-129). I invited ten 

females to join the group but only seven did so. The participants in the study came from 

different parts of Libya, and their residence in the UK ranged from 10 days to 2 years. I 

excluded those who had been living in the UK for a long time. Hence, as I mentioned in 

Section 5.5.1.1., their answers are more likely to be particular to Libyan Arabic culture. I 

recorded a 59:31 minute interaction and the participants who took part in my discussion 

included one relative, friends, and friends of friends, most of whom were well-educated. 

Their ages range from 25 to 59 years old. I labelled the individuals who were presented in the 

discussion as follows: H: 25 years old; A: 30 years old; S: 34; M: 33 years old; F: 42 years 

old; N: 45 years old; R: 59 years old; and Zainab: myself.

116 Above all, the interactions between the focus group participants, as Hennink et al. (2011) point out, is the 
best way to obtain various points o f view, which provide a deep understanding o f the topic o f my study.
117For cultural reasons, it was difficult for me to include Arab males and females in the same discussion. 
Therefore, a separate focus group was conducted for each group.
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The focus group discussion for male Arab informants was conducted by a male
t  1 o

assistant on my behalf (see Appendix D, pp. 130-175). Six male informants were invited to 

take a part in the group. The male participants of the focus group also came from different 

parts of Libya. I recorded a 42:31 minute interaction and the participants who took part in my 

discussion included friends, colleagues and neighbours, all of whom were well-educated, 

with ages ranging from 30 to 51 years old. I labelled the individuals who were present at the 

discussion as follows: F: 51 years old; R: 34 years old; M: 37 years old; N: 30 years old; S: 

45 years old; Z: 43 years old; and A: my assistant.

I also carried out a focus group discussion with a number of British participants who 

were native English speakers as part of my research (see Appendix E, pp. 176-189). They 

were five females and one male who took part in the group. As in the case for all of the 

recordings in this study, the discussion was recorded after obtaining the full and prior 

permission of the participants to do so and the data presented have been anonymised. I 

recorded an approximately 22 minute interaction and the participants who took part in my 

discussion were all primary school teachers, with ages ranging from 24 to 56 years old. I 

labelled the individuals who were present at the discussion as follows: R: 24 years old; D: 26 

years old; K: 34 years old; J: 43 years old; M: 45 years old; P: 56 years old and Zainab: 

myself.

118Again, for cultural reasons, I could not conduct the focus group for males myself. However, the issues raised 
during the male group’s discussion were similar to those raised during the other discussions.
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5.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, I have attempted to provide a methodological basis for this study and shed 

light on the issues to be discussed in the next chapters. I reviewed the different methods of 

data collection (qualitative and quantitative) and decided to use mixed methods in order to 

“strengthen the validity of inquiry results” (Greene et al., 1989: 256). I also explained some 

aspects of this research, such as the participants and procedures for data gathering. Using the 

data I collected, I conducted analyses that will be described in the following chapters.
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Chapter 6

Data Analysis: Questionnaires and Focus Group

6.1. Introduction

In this chapter, I investigate the concept and interpretations of directness and indirectness in 

relation to politeness and impoliteness in both Arabic and English, by examining data 

collected via questionnaires and focus groups. The main research question that is posed in 

this chapter is: is (in)directness perceived differently in Arab and English cultures? The aim 

of this chapter, thus, is to highlight the main ideological and cultural motivations that affect 

the interactants’ choices in communication in terms of directness and indirectness in each 

community. It also aims to highlight the positive and negative values that directness and 

indirectness may indirectly index in each community. I start the chapter by analysing the 

questionnaire data, through discussing the answers which were provided by the informants, 

both Arab and English. In section 6.2.1., I investigate the native speakers’ conception of 

politeness and impoliteness by discussing the definitions they provided for both terms. I then 

move on, in section 6.2.2., to discussing the native speakers’ conception of indirectness, 

through examining how the informants defined this term, its relation to politeness and 

impoliteness, the informants’ preference for either direct or indirect forms, and the situations 

in which indirectness is usually used. In section 6.2.3., I provide an overview of the examples 

which were provided by my questionnaire informants. Following this, in section 6.2.4., I 

provide a summary of the questionnaire analysis. Then, in section 6.3., I analyse the focus 

group data for both the Arabic and English, by organising them according to the informants’ 

responses, into 6 categories. In section 6.4, I provide concluding remarks about the focus 

group discussions, and conclude the whole chapter.
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6.2. Questionnaire Analysis

6.2.1. Native Speakers’ Concept of Politeness and Impoliteness

On the questionnaire (see Appendices A and B for the Arabic and English questionnaires 

respectively), the answers to the first and second questions concerning the concept of 

politeness and impoliteness (1- Could you please write in the space provided below what you 

think ‘politeness’ means? and 2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?) were diverse, as 

expected, as there is no agreement even among scholars about the precise meaning of these 

terms (see section, Chapter 1). This reflects the fact that, despite the importance of politeness 

during social interactions, and although people can evaluate the behaviour of others as being 

polite or impolite, the exact conceptions of ‘politeness’ and ‘impoliteness’ appear to be very 

difficult. Sifianou (1992) attributes this problem to two main factors: first, the abstract nature 

of such terms makes them ‘very tricky’; and, second, such concepts are not restricted to 

verbal behaviour alone. However, the difficulty with defining politeness and impoliteness can 

also be attributed to other factors which affect the informants’ choices, such as sex, 

educational and cultural background, age, social class, and so on. The English informants 

defined politeness and impoliteness more clearly than the Libyans and their definitions were 

narrower than the Arabic ones. There was a greater consensus among them about the concept 

of politeness and impoliteness than among the Libyan informants. However, both the Arab 

and English informants offered broad answers in terms of the definition of politeness and 

impoliteness.

6.2.1.1. Definitions of Politeness

The major similarity between the Libyan and English informants is that politeness appears to

be highly valued by both groups. However, although consideration for others’ feelings is an

important aspect of politeness in both societies, the English informants, as I have mentioned,
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provided clearer definitions. For them, consideration towards others can be indicated by 

conforming to expectations, conventions and social norms and emphasizing the expression of 

good manners including the display of respect, courtesy, patience, tolerance, and the use of 

standard forms such as ‘please’, ‘sorry’ and ‘thanks’ in appropriate situations (see the English 

participants’ answers in Appendix B, pp. 38-69). The Libyan informants also included 

consideration for other people as indicating good manners, but expanded the definitions of 

the concept of politeness to include honesty, truthfulness, respect for older people, and 

indexing the morality generated from the teachings of Islam (which can be attributed to 

religious dominance in Libyan society). No English participant mentioned such behaviour as 

indicative of politeness (see the Arab participants’ answers in Appendix A pp. 3-36). Another 

interesting difference between the Libyans and British English is that some Libyan 

informants considered politeness as behaviour that should be taught and acquired at home 

through parental teaching.

Another difference that should be noted is that the English participants emphasized

the importance of using polite expressions such as ‘please’, ‘sorry’ and ‘thank you’ to

indicate apologies or gratitude. These terms were not only seen as an important element to

indicate politeness, but that their absence might be seen as rude or impolite. This justifies

Culpeper’s (2011) claim that such items are generally considered to be the icons of English

politeness; thus, they are frequent in every-day interactions in English society. However, no

Libyan informant mentioned such examples to indicate polite behaviour. This is not because

these items are never used in social life in Libyan society (although they are used less

frequently than by the English), but because the Libyans do not seem to appreciate such

expressions to the same degree, especially in family settings. For example, in one of the

English recorded conversations I collected for this research, which took place among
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members of the same family (a mother with two sons) lasting about 37:54 minutes, apologies 

and gratitude expressions occurred about thirteen times (6 for sorry, 5 for please and 2 for 

thanks and thank you [one of the latter used as sarcasm, so it was not counted]).119 On the 

other hand, in three separate Arabic recorded conversations (lasting about 53 minutes in 

total), which also took place among people who belong to three different families, none of 

these items were expressed. It should be noted that all of the conversations, both Arabic 

and English, took place either at lunch time or tea time, so they occur in similar situations. 

Agha (2007) provides an explanation for such phenomenon by suggesting that, in such cases, 

the social effects of a given language can be linked to specific semiotic displays that yield 

from semiotic encounters which are made according to “a particular sign-phenomenon or 

communicative process connects persons to each other” (Agha, 2007: 10).121 As a result, only 

individuals who have the requisite cultural and historical background are able to recognise 

the association between certain forms of speech and their cultural values (e.g. good vs. bad 

speech), because they are socialized with such distinctions, while it is difficult for those who 

lack these requisites to recognise these distinctions. Such a process creates what is known as 

‘linguistic ideologies’, which play a significant role in judging certain behaviour to be 

acceptable in a given community.122 That is, “[s]peakers of languages develop habits and 

conventions which tend to be constructed and evaluated as "correct" by dominant groups”

119However, as Coulmas (1981) suggests, the meaning and meaningfulness o f such expressions can be affected 
by their routine usage, as they might be “perceived as hackneyed expressions having lost their expressiveness. 
They do not lack meaning in a strict sense altogether... [but] frequency o f occurrence and meaningfulness are
inversely related” (Coulmas, 1981:4).
120In familial contexts in Libyan society, people tend to employ informality so, because such terms (e.g. please
and thank you) may reflect formality and social distance, they are usually avoided in family settings.
121 The social effects o f language can tell us something about the interlocutors, such as their status, gender, 
class, education, social groups and so on. Such social effects which, according to Agha (2007), are mediated by 
linguistic (such as oral or printed speech) and non-linguistic (such as gesture and clothing) features, are 
evaluated according to the situation or context.
122 See section 1.4. for a discussion o f linguistic ideologies.
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(Grainger et al., 2015: 45). Therefore, “a framework relative to which the interactional 

appropriateness of a particular usage as well as its consequences or entailment...are 

understood in any given culture” (Agha, 2007: 63). Thus, whereas gratitude and apology 

expressions might be seen to be dispreferred, especially in familial contexts in Libyan 

society, in English, the use of such expressions is preferred or even required.

6.2.I.2. Definitions of Impoliteness

As I mentioned above, the definitions of impoliteness by the Libyan and English informants 

were diverse. However, despite the agreement between the two groups regarding their view 

of impoliteness as a form of lack of consideration for others, the English informants’ 

definitions in general, as in the case of defining politeness, were shorter and more 

straightforward. For them, impoliteness was indicated by rudeness, ignoring other’s needs 

and feelings, selfishness, disrespectfulness and breaking conventions, both verbal (such as not 

saying ‘please’ or ‘thank you’) and non-verbal (such as pushing into a queue). It is interesting 

to mention that several English informants’ definitions of impoliteness (10 out of 25) were 

simply the opposite of their definitions of politeness, as illustrated in table (6.1). This might 

be attributed to the notion that lacking polite behaviour might be judged as impolite.123

The Libyan informants also considered impoliteness as a kind of lack of consideration 

for others’ feelings, but offered more varied, broader definitions of the concept of 

impoliteness than did the English. Impolite behaviour for them includes cheating, lying,

123However, although impoliteness might be seen as opposite to politeness, as Eelen (2001) argues, “they are 
not equal in evaluative scope: where impolite(ness) always implies a negative qualification, polite(ness) can be 
positive as well as negative” (Eelen, 2001: 37), such as when it is used insincerely, or as a mask to achieve 
particular goals.
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dishonesty, failing to respect older people and any offensive behaviour both verbal (such as 

speaking loudly, interrupting others, swearing and so on) and non-verbal (such as pushing 

into a queue). However, the main difference between the Libyan and English informants is 

that many of the former, as in the case of defining politeness, considered not conforming to 

Islamic teachings as a form of impolite behaviour, which again, shows the significant role 

that religion plays in Libyan society.124 Another difference between the two groups is that 

some of the Libyan participants perceived impoliteness as a result of a bad upbringing. Thus, 

impolite behaviour is not seen as something related only to the person themselves, but also to 

the social environment in which they live or to which they belong.

6.2.2. Native Speakers’ Concept of Indirectness

6.2.2.I. Definitions of Indirectness

The definitions of indirectness that were provided by both my Arab and English informants 

were restricted to the type of speech that requires a degree of inferential work, such as hints. 

In other words, the meaning of the speech is implied rather than expressed. No English or 

Libyan informant considered what is linguistically known as ‘conventional indirectness’ as a 

form of indirect speech.125 However, my informants’ answers clearly illustrate that the 

concept of indirectness seems to be different in these two societies. Furthermore, the

124Eelen (2001) points out that religion is usually described as a minor cultural factor in cultural research. 
However, in Libyan society, it seems to play an important role in everyday social life, and my informants’ 
definitions reflect its importance.
125Such conventional indirectness is actually seen as a direct form of speech. For example, one English 
informant (see Questionnaire B-2, p. 4) considers such a type as direct, pointing out that ‘I prefer to use 
directness for simple communications -  for example, “could you pass me that knife?’However, in answering 
question (7), where my informants were asked to provide some examples about indirectness, some o f the 
English informants gave examples where ‘conventional indirectness’ were described as less direct than other 
forms.
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examples provided by the informants indicating indirectness (see question 7 on the 

questionnaire) illustrate this difference.

Despite the diversity of the answers, there seems to be some consensus among the 

English participants about the concept of indirectness. For them, indirectness can be defined 

in the following ways, which are illustrated in Table (6.2) below:

TABLE (6,1): English Informants* Definitions of Indirectness

Type of Indirectness Mentioned 
by the Informants

The informants’ Definitions

1- Ambiguity

1 - Evasive or vague.

2- Being evasive.

3- Communicating in a way that allows ambiguity.

4- Evasion.

5- Subtleness

2- Going around the Main Point

1- Talking around the issue, not getting to the point.

2- Someone who skirts around the main point they want 
to make.
3- Going round the house.

4- When people skirt around what they are trying to say.

3- Avoiding Directness

1- A way of communicating in which there is an 
expectation that saying the thing directly is somehow 
rude or impolite.
2- Using wordings which avoid explicit judgements or 
conclusions.
3- Where you don’t speak your mind

4- Not being direct in approaching something.
5- Avoiding unpleasant truths by hinting/evading rather 
than going straight to the point.

6- When someone is not straightforward in their request 
or comment.

4- Implying Meanings

1- Any speech act whose function isn’t that of the format 
expectations of the syntax.
2- Not saying literally what you mean.

3- Not saying what you mean.
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4- Not saying exactly what you mean straight away.

5- When meaning is derived as an implicature rather than 
(only) from the proposition expressed in an utterance. 
Also when communication is covert.

6- Responding to a question through circumlocution; 
avoiding saying explicitly what can be implied - either to 
avoid hurting the feelings of the other; or to avoid having 
to take sides or adopt a position.

7- Implying something without going right out and 
saying it.

5- Avoiding Eye Contact

1- Avoiding eye contact.

2- Speaking to someone and not looking at them while 
you speak.

6- Informal Addressing 1- Not addressing the person formally.

As these definitions clearly illustrate, there is no single way to define indirectness, as 

it seems not possible to agree on a specific meaning. However, there are some concepts 

among these definitions which are more common than others within the linguistic field. For 

example, ‘implying meanings’ and ‘ambiguity’ are the main characteristics that are usually 

used to describe indirectness, while others, such as ‘avoiding eye contact’, or ‘not addressing 

people formally’, are less common or unusual. Some of the British informants (6 out of the 

25) perceived indirectness as simply the opposite of directness which, in turn, was seen as 

dispreferred behaviour that must be avoided. It is also interesting to note that some of the 

definitions that were used to describe indirectness were themselves indirect (such as going 

round the houses, skirting around the truth, and so on). These expressions’ literal meanings, 

as Coulmas (1981) points out, are erased and thus turn into idioms, as “their meanings often 

are quite different from the sums of their parts, and cannot be properly explained without 

reference to the conditions of their use” (Coulmas, 1981: 5). The frequency of employing 

such idiomatic expressions in a given language, Coulmas argues, makes them routine
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expressions which have a special status in a certain social community, and are shared by its 

members. For this reason, Coulmas sheds light on the importance of the cultural knowledge 

of routines for acquiring a foreign language, because focusing on the meaning of individual 

words does not guarantee a full understanding of a certain routine.126 Evidence for this 

assumption is presented by Coulmas (1981), who refers to a Japanese scholar’s description of 

the difficulty he experienced when dealing with the phrase ‘please help yourself, which had 

an unpleasant effect on him during his stay in the United States before he had become used to 

English conversation. Before recognising that it simply means ‘please take what you wish 

without hesitation’, he translated it literally as ‘nobody else will help you’, which he saw as 

impolite.

The Libyan informants also gave varied responses concerning the concept of 

indirectness. These variations reflect the different concepts of indirectness in these two 

cultures. However, there seems to be some agreement among the Libyan informants about 

this concept. For them, indirectness can be defined in the following ways:

Libyan Arabic Informants’ Definitions of Indirectness

1- Conveying Hidden Impolite Messages

j Jb
?allamz wa bilhamz

insinuation and prod with
1- A Prodding and insinuation.

j j  -2
?allamz wa ?alhamz wa ?al?ijara:t

insinuation and prod and signs
2- B Innuendo, prodding and insinuation.

126See Section 3.5. for a detailed discussion about mastering foreign languages and intercultural 
misunderstandings.
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’’̂ bodl L_ŝ )jJaJn A LoJ Ajj^xj _J
?alma?a:nj bidfarb ?allibi:a ?allah3a fj jufraf bima ta?ri:fuh jumkin

the meaning beating thelibyan the dialect in known that it define possible
3- C I It can be defined as what is known in Libyan dialect as ‘making meanings’.ITT

*̂̂ 2 A.ijui 4-aK cJj1 j\ jA -2
r* c c

qas d bidu.n saji:?a kalmia taws i:l ma?a:nj d arb ?aw talqiih hwa
intention without bad word conveying meanings beating or vaccinating it

4- D It is ‘injecting’ or ‘making meanings’, conveying bad words unintentionally

- Ô̂jujLx A a i-i \ J
mubaijera Tajr bit'aariiqa ?aw

direct not way with or
D- or in an indirect way.

XaxlLa Ci3l (ĵ aouai ^̂ Ic- (jjix (Jjjjj t*lj| jA -3
mitfammid ?inta Ja^s9 9ala kwaiis mif kala:m tqu:l ?innik hwa 
deliberate you person on good not speech say you you that it 

5- E When you say something bad to someone deliberately,

Ŝ uilxa jjc. Aj3 (Jjjjj
talqiih mubaijera Tajr bit'aariiqa fi:h tqu:l bas

vaccinating direct not way with it in say you but
E- but you say it in an indirect way.

IjljSj La ji J <—illl -J
nqulu: ma zaj bil?ibar ?alwa%z ?aw ?almawd?u:9 hawl ?addawara:n wa ?allaf hwa 
say we like as needles injecting or the subject around spinning and turning it
6- F 1 It is turning around the issue or ‘pricking needles’ as we say {in our society}.

.V ji <Ua jl£ J jlSLuII
la ?aw fi:h ka:n sawa? ?ajjaxs? ja3rah ?allaj ?almuba:Jer ?alxajr 

not or him in if same the person hurt he that the direct the not

-7
?alkal:m 
the speech

7-G Indirect speech is the type of speech that hurts people, whether it is true or not.

.Aiiia L_'%\ j  jffi<a j  qlia. (ĵ aauhjj qa VI V 13aQ C
fitna s arhib wa mutakabbir wa 3 aba:n Ja%s min ?illa jaxru3 la ?alkala:m hada 

discord of and arrogant and coward person from except. out no the speech this 
G- This kind of speech is used only by a cowardly, arrogant and mischievous person.______

127An idiom used to describe a hidden impolite message intended to be hurting.
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2- Generalizing Meanings

AjOjuIj u' UJ  ̂ AjJaLî a jA -1
bi?ismah ?aJJajcs9 tuna:dj ?an du:n min ?al?aJJxa:s<‘ muxat^abat hwa

his name with the person call you that without the persons speaking it
1-H It is talking to people in general without mentioning the target’s name

UJ*
du:n

without

uiN
lijjaxs' 

the person to
?alkala:m taw3 i:h 

the speech directing

JjjjLo Al
ma:turi:d lah 

want you what him to

J jSj 
taqu:l 

say you

j
wa
and

H- and you say what you want to him/her (when you mean a specific person without

(AAjUll
?ismih 6ikr

His name mentioning
H- mentioning their name).

J j l -̂ i-v ,Ti j  Adelull (Jlaj U _jA -2
P

Ja^s ian jamussak wa lil9a:mmah juqa:l ma hwa
 i_______________  personally you touch it and general to said it that it
2 -1 Speaking in general while the comment is targeted at one person.

qC-
?al?insa:n ?an jas?dur kala:m 
the human from come it speech

j*
hwa

it

ĴuuLlidl
?almuba:Jer 

the direct
?akair 
the not

-3
?alkala:m 

the speech
3 -J Indirect speech is employed by somebody

A_La ajxll j  Aluu Mil J UJ^ L& j
minh ?alyarad*' wa bi?ajnih lifaxs? juwa33ih ?an du:n lakin wa

it from the purpose and specific person to direct that without but and
J- without specifying names, and is used

Aj J j A
P

bihi maqs u:d hwa 
it with meant it he

liman ?alkala:m 
who to the speech

£jJ)A trf-IQ
madW i:n
content

(JjuflJ
jas9il 

reach it

d
?an

that
J- to convey the content of the speech to a specific person.

<Lalc. AjL-aJ jA  - 4

?al?ihra:3 liman? ?a:mmat bis^ifah ju?ammam ?alladj ?alkala:m hwa
the embarrassment prevent to generally in generalize that the speech it

4- K Speaking in general to avoid embarrassing others________ _____

g - A  (JSLSLq
bilkala:m ?alma?na ?ajjaxs9 ma?a maja:kil 

the speech with the meaning the person with problems

L \S  > \

jusabbib 
cause it

j '
?aw

or
K- or to avoid causing problems with the person to whom the comment is targeted.
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A ljS j  ( j l  j  A j ■> ■ -^a-? a ^ l£ l l  j A - 5
c c ctaqu:lahu ?an tatayad a wa mufajn Ja^s bih tuqs ud ?alkala:m hwa

say you that prefer you and certain person it with mean you the speech it
5- L Speaking in general when you mean a specific person to avoid

\±A ■ Al
?ihra:3ih min Xawfan muba:Jaratan lahu

him embarrassing of afraid directly him to
L- embarrassing them.

(—Un-t, UJ& jA ĵuSlxall jjill fSSlI -6
hasab jaku:n la ?alla6j ?alkala:m hwa ?almuba:Jer ?alyajr ?alkala:m

•according be no that the speech it the direct the not the speech
6- M Indirect speech is the kind of speech that is different from

UJ î iJ j )̂jlTiLa<Q
?a:m kala:m jak:n ?al£adah fj wa mubajer ?alma?na

general speech be the usually in and direct the meaning
M- direct speech and it is usually general speech.

jjc. qa tSLjÎ a ĉ.15 liLul j  ^  jjjlj _7
yajr min qiddamik qa:?id lillj ra:sik fj jadu:r jallj tabli:y

 not without you front sitting who to your head in turning that conveying
7- N Conveying the meaning you want to a certain person without _______

t g Lo
hada:k ?uij min had jafhamha ma

you beside who from one it understand he not
N- being understood by others in the gathering.

3- Implying Meanings

(jl ijIxai AiLb 1̂ *1 ^ ejAUa ^ill ^M£ll jA
?alkalam ?an bima^nabait^inah ja?nj la 69a:hirah ?alladj ?alkal:m hwa

the speech that mean it its content mean no it literal that the speech it
1- O When meaning is different from the words uttered, in other words,

Axgsj (J I âIuiaII 1. J
?attarki:z bidu:n jafhamah ?an ?almustami9 fala ja3ib muba:Jer ?alyajr

the focusing without it understand he that the hearer on must direct the not
O- the hearer should understand the implied meaning without focusing

(JjS qa A5_̂ lalall (JasJI ^ U a
?almutahaddi0 qibal min ?almantu:qa ?al3umal mufrada:t ma9a:nj fala

The speaker by from the uttered the sentences vocabulary meanings on
O- on the words uttered by the speaker.
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C5ix̂» ALa .il̂ ali j (_paajual jA -2
?a:%ar ma9na minh ?almura:d wa lifaxs9 kala:m taw3i:h hwa

another meaning it from the wanted and person to speech it direct it
2- P Not saying what you mean.

ALa jljJ cH*-0 cpafo jA -3
?a:xar ma?na minh jura:d mu9ajan bijakil juqa:l mubat^an kala:m hwa 

another meaning it from wanted specific form in said it hidden speech it
3- Q It is an implied speech which said in a specific way to convey a different meaning

(j** jl L_ula &
saj? ma9na ?aw t9aji:b ma£na jaku:n qad
bad meaning or nice meaning be may

Q- which might be good or bad.

4j (jjlaj JJC. cs3** Aj ^ aII jA -4
r

bih nut iqa ?alladj xajr ?a:xar ma?na bihi jurad ?alladj hwa
it with uttered it that not another meaning it with wanted it that it

4- R The meaning is different from the words uttered

.Apjll .̂*m<all Aj -Vuoaj J1
?alba?i:d ?alma?na bihi juqs?ad kala:m ?aw
the far the meaning it with meant it speech or

R- or it can be a distant meaning.

al<a ji
maqsu:d ?aw 

meant or

(jjjua A uil
P

mu?ajan lijaxs 
specific person to

Aj ôLa jl
bih mulammah ?aw 
it with hinted or

(JjiLo
manqu:l
conveyed

-5
kala:m
speech

5-S To send hints or hidden messages to a specific person.

(JjSj (jl Aj j j  lilil jA j^Uall jjc. _5
taqu.l ?an turi:d ?annak hwa ?almuba:Jer xajr ?alkala:m ?i?tiqa:dj hasab
say you that want you you that it the direct not the speech my opinion according
6- T In my opinion indirect speech is when you

tiLaLal(_£All >a\l Aj AJjJ V J j)
?amamak ?alladj ?aJJxs? bih tu3rah ?an turi:d la wa ?amr ?aw flkra
you front that the person it with hurt that want you no and thing or idea
T- say something and you do not want to hurt the person meant by the speech,

j A&al J '
?auxra ?asama:? wa ?am0ilah ?ila fatal3a?
other names and examples to use so

T- so you use some examples and other names.
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. ^ 1  L̂lu, (jxuia fjA J"!^9 t5Ic. (—ijxlll “7
?alkala:m si:a:q d^imni min mubaijer ?alrajr ?alkala:m ?ala ?atta£arruf jumkin 
the speech context according from direct the not the speech to the knowing might
7- U Indirect speech can be understood through the context of the speech

AjjLxxll j
?almuha:da0ah mawd?u:£; wa

the speech topic and
U- and the topic of the conversation.

4J-L0I Ûac-Ls .till t> -8
?am0ilah bi?i9t*‘a? ?almawa:qif ba?d9 fj ?ajjaxs9 hadi:0 min
examples giving with the situations some in the person speech through from 

8- V Through the person’s speech in certain contexts by giving examples

jl  Jjjj v La
?an juri:d la ma lisabab 
that want he no some reason to

4.’m a <* Lai ^J|
mufajana nuqta ?ila 

certain point to

(ig5llall 
?almutalaqqj 
the hearer

litaw3i:h 
direct to

V- to guide the hearer to a specific point which, for some reason, is is not spoken

A <a
fi:h jua:3ihuh
it of him confront

V- directly.

4- Reaching the Goal through Longer Phrases

Aljl^a AjLaC jA J juoUaII -1
?ajaxs9 muhawalat famaliat hwa ?almuba:Jer ?alyajr ?alkala:m

the person attempt operation it the direct the not the speech
1-W Indirect speech is an attempt by a person

Jjlal A a ̂  L \ j i (JjJufljil
?at9wal bit9arri:qa ?alhadaf ?ila lilwu:s9u:l
longer way with the target to the reaching to

W to reach their goal in a longer way.

Sjjujlix JJC. CiljLaJ I&Jjjj ajUU jA _2
mubajera xajr bi?ibara:t juri:duha ?allatj lihraja ?alwu:s9u:l hwa

direct not expressions with it want he that the goal to the reaching it
2- X Reaching the goal through indirect expressions.

Aluua ojlc. <LoAaJjuij La jA -3
r*

mufajana bifikra lil?a:xari:n lilwu:s u:l ?adatan nastaxdimuhu ma hwa 
specific idea with the others to the reaching to usually it use we what it

3-Y It is what we usually use to convey a specific idea to others
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(JojLtilalll qa v 5 C.UaS-1 J
?attafas?i:l min kabi:r qadr bistixda:m mawd?u:£ fl ?arra?j ?aw
the details of big amount using with topic in opinion giving or

Y or give an opinion about a certain topic using lots of details

UL2J j
?ahjanan wa 

sometimes and
mubajer yajr kala:m ?alba?d<‘ 

direct not speech the some
jaraha 

it see they

as

qad
may

j *
?allatj

that
Y which might be seen as indirect speech by some people, but sometimes

dAA (J!lo £_uia) j-all
?almadaxil hadihi miGla ?almawad?i:9 ba?d? tastahiq la

entries this like the topics some deserve no
Y some topics do not really need such details.

The major similarity between the Libyan and British informants is their view that 

indirectness is a form of speech which can be conveyed implicitly.128 In such cases, the 

interlocutors followed what is called ‘the ideology of personalism’, which focuses on the 

beliefs and intentions of the speaker rather than on the words uttered in order to interpret the 

hidden message (Hill, 2008). However, most of the definitions and functions of indirectness 

mentioned by the two groups differed. For example, although most of the definitions were 

neutral (23 English informants, and 15 Libyan informants, see Table 6.3 below), some of the 

Libyan informants (7 out of 25) mentioned cases where indirectness can be defined 

negatively (such as prodding, insinuation, hurting others and so on) (see Libyan informants’ 

answers from 1A-7G above). No English informant gave such negative definitions of indirect 

speech. In addition, as in the case with the English informants, the Libyan informants used 

certain metaphors and idioms to define indirectness.129 However, while the idioms used by

128Generally speaking, as Tannen and Oztek (1981) argue, our understanding o f utterances is probably 
contextual rather than simply literal. Thus, when “the speaker’s intention is clear, it does not matter what the 
words say literally” (Tannen and Oztek, 1981: 37)
129Coulmas (1981: 6) argues that “successful metaphors turn into idioms, and many idioms are metaphorically 
transparent”, and that sych metaphorical idioms “have become associated in everyone’s mind and are often
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the English were neutral and described the meaning rather than the function (see the English 

definitions in table 6.2 above), the Libyans’ idioms were restricted only to the negative 

function of indirectness,130 (such as beating meanings, pricking needles, injecting and so

131 •on), which are primarily used to send hidden impolite messages that are intended to hurt 

others. No Libyan participant mentioned any positive or neutral idioms, as was the case with 

the English informants. This is not because there are no neutral idioms for indirectness in

130Arabic, but because the most common idioms are those which hold negative meanings. 

Given the fact that idioms are a reflection of the frequent occurrence of certain linguistic 

routines in a given social community, as mentioned above, indirectness seems to have 

negative connotations in Libyan society, so that the idiomatic expressions that were used 

were mostly negative. These idioms hold what is called a ‘performative ideology’, in which 

“words have an active force, that they can soothe or wound” (Hill, 2008: 40), so it is more 

about “how language makes people feel” (Hill, 2008: 40).133 It is noteworthy that not only 

was indirectness described negatively, but also that using this type of speech was seen as an 

indication of an impolite person who was described as cowardly, arrogant and mischievous 

(see 7G of the Libyan informants’ definitions of indirectness above). This raises the question 

of the possibility of treating indirectness equally cross-culturally, ignoring variations among 

and across cultures. However, few informants (3 Libyans and 2 English) gave positive 

definitions for indirectness. The following table illustrates these differences:

repeated in sequence” (Tannen and Oztek, 1981: 37), and thus can be used to convey the speaker’s intended 
meaning in similar situations.
130More o f these expressions were provided by my female Libyan focus group informants (see Section 6.3.5.).
131I deliberately use the literal meaning o f the Arab idioms rather than translating their meanings into English to 
show the actual metaphors that are used to describe the negative functions o f indirectness.
132Evidence for this claim will be provided through analysing the Arabic focus group data.
133 See Section 1.4. for further discussion o f this ideology.
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Table (6.2): Responses to Question 3, Frequency and Percentage of a Sample o f 25
Informants of each Nationality

Category of Indirectness

English Libyans

No. % No. %

Positive 2 8 3 12

Negative 0 0 7 28

Neutral 23 92 15 60

Both positive and negative 0 0 1 4

Another significant difference that should be noted between the Arab and English 

participants is that, while some of the English (5 out of 25) perceived indirectness as 

ambiguous and evasive, no Libyan informant considered it a sign of indirect speech.134 This 

is interesting because most of the informants agreed that the intended meaning of indirectness 

is hidden and cannot be found in the words uttered, so the interlocutor needs to focus on 

assumptions about the speaker’s intentions (according to the ideology of personalism) to 

understand the hidden message, and this does not guarantee that the right interpretation will 

be made. In.my view, the reason for not mentioning ambiguity as an indication of 

indirectness is because the speaker wants his/her message to be understandable to the hearer, 

so he/she supposes it to be clear enough for the hearer to infer the intended meaning. For

1 3Sexample, in the Arabic female focus group the informants suggested that the speaker can

134See Section 4.2. for more details about the definitions o f indirectness.
135See Appendix (C) for the Arab female focus group data.
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always find a way to send his/her message indirectly through using specific intonations and a 

certain way of speaking.

‘Generalising meanings’ is also a definition provided by many of the Libya 

informants (8 out of 25) to describe indirectness. Such speech, as the informants themselves 

implied, is usually used to convey an ‘unpleasant message’ which might hurt the hearer or 

cause them trouble with the speaker, if stated directly (such as criticism or advice), and the 

examples provided by the informants indicating generalisation illustrate this point.137 Another 

definition mentioned by some of the Arab informants (3 out of 25) included adding extra 

words to direct speech (which is seen as unnecessary by some of them) to reach a specific 

point; in other words, reaching the goal through the use of longer phrases. Although such a 

definition was not cited by any of my English informants on the questionnaire, it was 

mentioned by some of the English focus group participants.138

6.2.2.2. Is Indirectness seen as Polite or Impolite by the Libyan and British Informants?

The responses of my informants, both Libyans and British, to the question of 

whether indirectness is used for politeness or impoliteness (Do you think English (Libyan) 

people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?), were also diverse, 

illustrating different views about what constitutes indirectness in both societies. The main 

difference between the two groups is that the Libyan informants, in general, gave more

136 It is striking that, several members of my focus group pilot study point out that, although the intended 
message is hidden, it is clear, because it is wanted to be understood by the hearer, and the reason for conveying 
it indirectly is simply to allow deniability and thus avoid arguments. However, I still believe that indirectness 
holds some degree o f ambiguity, because, in some cases, it is misunderstood.
137 As I will show in analysing some responses to question 7 o f the questionnaire, as well as some recorded data 
in Chapter 7.
138 See Appendix (E) for the English focus group data, p. 184, lines 210-211.
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detailed answers than the English ones, and also supported these answers with examples that 

illustrate their views. As illustrated in Table (6.4) below, far more Libyans (13 out of 25) than 

English (4 out of 25) participants pointed out that indirectness is used more to indicate 

impoliteness, whereas more English (10 out of 25) than Libyans (6 out of 25) mentioned that 

indirect speech can be used for polite purposes. 6 Libyans and 9 British mentioned that 

indirectness can be double-edged. It should be noted that two of the British informants gave 

vague answers (one answered ‘yes’, and the other answered ‘yes, sometimes’), so their 

answers were excluded.

Table (6.3): Responses of a Sample of 25 Informants of each Nationality Regarding the
Purpose of using Indirectness

Categories of Indirectness
English Libyans

No. * % No. %

Polite 10 40 6 24

Impolite 4 16 13 52

Both 9 36 6 24

As this table clearly illustrates, there is a difference between the two groups 

concerning the concept of indirectness as being polite or impolite. According to the table, 

more than a third of the British informants think that English people use indirectness to be 

polite. However, one of them considered it annoying, because it is not truthful. This may 

justify Eelen’s (2001) claim that politeness can be evaluated negatively at times, if it is seen 

as insincere or used as a mask to reach certain goals. Other British participants mentioned
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that it can be used for both politeness and impoliteness.139 However, those informants had 

different views regarding the judgement of indirectness as being polite or impolite. For 

example, 4 of them pointed out that it depends on the situation and context. Two others 

considered indirectness as being polite when used in everyday interaction, while indirectness, 

when impolite, is an attempt to hide the impoliteness and thus sound polite. One participant 

mentioned that indirectness is used to avoid unpleasantness or confrontation, and two others 

said that it is directness rather than indirectness that is frequently impolite or rude. Only one 

informant suggested that, although indirectness is largely used in an attempt to be polite, 

people can be highly unkind when speaking indirectly. The four people who saw indirectness 

as impolite did not comment on their choices.

More than the half of my Arab informants considered indirectness to be used more to 

indicate impoliteness than politeness. It is striking that two informants commented that 

indirectness to be impolite is used more by younger than older people. Another informant 

pointed out that indirectness is used by impolite people to embarrass others by focusing on 

their shortcomings and they can use very offensive words because the hearer cannot retaliate; 

otherwise, they would be more offended.140 Two informants attributed using indirectness for 

impoliteness to the nature of the Libyans who, according to them, do not accept different 

views and thus use indirect speech to offend and insult others, while another informant

139 This is not to say that insincere behaviour is always evaluated negatively. For example, Pinto (2011) argues 
that, according to the results he obtained through questioning American informants, insincere communication 
can be polite because some “acts o f kindness can be interpreted as a form o f sincerity” (Pinto, 2011: 232). 
However, the interlocutor cannot be sure whether the behaviour is sincere or not due to the vague nature of 
sincerity. Thus, sincerity cannot be an assertive evaluation o f polite behaviour. Thus, as Rothenbuhler (1998: 
32) says, “[p]oliteness, whether it is motivated by caring for others or not, is one o f the most powerful rituals o f
social order”.
140Examples will be provided when discussing the Libyan focus group data below.
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attributed using indirectness as an impolite tool because Libyans ‘fear confrontation’. Less 

than a quarter suggested that indirectness is used by Libyans when being polite. One polite 

situation that was mentioned by one of the informants in using indirectness is in requesting 

something that the speaker feels reluctant to request directly.

Thus, according to the informants’ responses, both Arab and British, indirectness 

seems to hold different values in these two societies. Despite sharing the view that 

indirectness can be polite, impolite or both, the ideological and cultural background of the 

two groups seems to have an influence on their concept of indirect speech. For example, 

while some of the English informants saw indirectness as a way of hiding impoliteness by the 

speaker in order to be seen as polite, the Libyans considered using this type of speech as a 

means to offend and insult others deliberately in a way that allows deniability, so it is not 

intended to soften the meaning, as in the case with the English, but is intended to hurt. In 

other words, while using indirectness to be impolite is seen in English as an attempt by the 

speaker to save their own face as well as their interlocutor’s face,141 in Libya, it seems more 

about saving the speaker’s own face and attacking the hearer’s face.

6.2.2.3. Are the British English Direct or Indirect?

As I mentioned in 5.4.2., in my pilot questionnaire, the English informants gave general 

answers to a question concerning the situations in which they usually use indirectness, which 

did not serve the purpose of this research. For this reason, it was important to rephrase the 

question: ‘do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?’

141However, this is not to say that English people always use indirectness to mitigate impolite messages, as 
some o f the English informants mentioned examples which show deliberate offence but, in general, and 
according to the informants’ comments, it is likely that indirectness is seen as a way o f mitigating offensive 
behaviour.
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in order to enable the informants to give more specific answers. Twelve out of the 25 English 

informants indicated that they think that British people are less direct. One of the informants 

attributed using indirectness more to avoid being rude, implying that directness might be 

deemed as impolite. Another informant commented, ‘it is our reputation’. Two informants 

stated that the English usually use both, and only 2 others considered British people to be 

more direct. However, other informants gave various answers. Some of them (5 out o f 25) 

suggested that the English are more indirect compared to certain cultures (such as Germany, 

America, Spain, France, India and Israel), while they might be more direct compared to 

others (such as Japan and China). One informant said that indirectness is used more by older 

people, while another perceived it as a matter of power: people in authority use directness 

more, while less powerful people use indirectness more. Two informants did not give specific 

answers (one answered ‘no idea’, the other ‘I do not know’). The following diagram 

illustrates the English informants’ choices:

Diagram (6.1) :Responses to Question (5) Concerning the Tendency to use Directness or 
Indirectness by a Sample o f  25 Informants o f  English People

Indirectness Directness Both Other answers

1 8 6



From the results shown in the above diagram, it can be seen that there is a tendency 

for the British informants to describe British people as using indirectness more (48% of the 

informants). These results are largely affected by the ‘linguistic ideologies’ which influence 

the informants’ choices according to their beliefs about their language. Such ideologies, 

according to Hill (2008), as I discussed in Chapter 1, enable the members of a given 

community to acquire and share certain beliefs that, along with other functions of linguistic 

ideologies, can “rationalize and justify what people understand to be the structures of their 

language...and the ways that language should be used” (Hill, 2008: 34). As a result, such 

ideologies are usually understood as ‘common sense’.142 This might justify one of my 

informant’s comment that indirectness is the ‘reputation of the English’. However, about half 

of my informants chose to answer this differently. That can provide evidence of the difficulty 

of making generalizations about indirectness or arguing that all British people prefer indirect 

speech, while ignoring the diversity among their culture. Thus, there may exist a tendency for 

the English to use indirectness, but this is not clear-cut or unequivocal.

6.2.2.4. Situations in which Indirectness is usually used by the Libyans.

The Libyan informants provided various answers regarding the situations in which they 

usually use indirectness, which can be polite (such as giving advice, making requests, 

avoiding arguments or causing problems, avoiding embarrassing others or criticising them 

directly, misunderstandings, speaking to superiors, talking in public places and so on); neutral 

(such as clarifying a certain point to a specific person,143 hinting, generalising meanings and 

so on); or impolite (such as anger, criticising, mocking or offending others, accusing others,

142See Section 1.4. for a discussion on the concept o f common sense and linguistic ideologies in general.
143This is interesting because, usually, directness is used to clarify meaning rather than indirectness. This may 
support my claim that, although indirectness may hold some degree o f ambiguity, it is usually clear enough for 
Libyan hearers to understand the message.
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sending impolite messages, revenge,144 and so on). Some informants considered indirect 

impolite speech to be more offensive than direct speech, because the hearers in such cases 

cannot retaliate or defend themselves.145 It is striking that the highest number of Libyan 

informants (12 out of 25) considered themselves to use indirectness for polite purposes. Four 

others mentioned that indirectness can be used for neutral purposes, and 5 pointed out that 

they use it for both politeness and impoliteness. Even when they use indirectness impolitely, 

they justify it as defending themselves or others, avoiding arguments and so on. Only four 

informants mentioned that they use indirectness in impolite situations.

Diagram (6.2): Responses to a Question Concerning Situations in which Indirectness is 
usually used by the Sample o f  25 Libyan Informants

polite situations impolite situations both neutal

144Revenge is a way o f  retaliating to an indirect offence which can be immediate or delayed. In such cases, the 
offended person uses the same indirect technique to show that they understand the message and are able to 
defend themselves. Examples o f such situations will be provided with regard to the Arabic focus group 
discussion 6.3.2.
145Because indirectness is potentially deniable, it is sometimes difficult for the offended person to retaliate or 
defend themselves directly, as the offender simply denies any offensive intentions. Some examples will be 
discussed through analysing the focus group data related to the female Libyan informants 6.3.2.
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Compared to the results I obtained from the responses to the question about whether 

indirect speech is used more for politeness or impoliteness (see the results in Table 6.4 in 

Section 6.2.22 above), it seems that the Libyans have different views regarding the usage of 

indirectness in general and their own use of such speech. Since people do not tend to see 

themselves as impolite, as Culpeper (2011) argues, but as polite, and the participants who 

described indirectness negatively, as I have shown above, appear to describe it as ‘common 

sense’ which reflects their belief about the use of indirectness by others. For example, Eelen 

argues that it is “others and their behaviour that trigger our evaluations: it is they who are 

(im)polite. We do not usually look at our own evaluations in a reflexive way but tend to take 

them for granted” (2001: 119). As a consequence, the Libyan informants chose polite 

situations to describe their own use of indirectness to show that they arq polite. Thus, it is 

others who are impolite and they use indirectness impolitely.

6.2.2.5. Which do Libyans and British prefer: being Direct or Indirect?

Question 6 of the questionnaire asked the participants, both Arab and British, whether they 

prefer to speak directly or indirectly and why. The English informants showed a tendency to 

describe themselves as using more direct forms (10 out of 25) than indirect ones (4 out of 25). 

Other informants (8 out of 25) pointed out that they use both directness and indirectness, 

while 3 informants provided different answers. The following Table (6.5) illustrates the 

English informants’ answers:

TABLE (6.4): English Informantsf preference for Directness and Indirectness

Informants’ Preference The Reason behind their Choices

Directness

1- Because I'd know where I stand and it saves time.
2- In general I prefer more direct forms of communication, but 
with courtesy and respect shown on both sides.
3- Because you know where you stand with someone.
4- Because you know where you stand with people and it’s
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possible to say exactly what you mean without being rude.
5- As it avoids confusion.
6 -1 will speak to anyone to be friendly.
7- It’s speaking truthfully. What you really feel.
8- Prefer it.
9- Prefer people to be polite but to get to the point.
10- I think compared with the ‘average’ British person I am 
slightly irritated sometimes by tokenistic politeness and the 
indirect forms associated with it.

Indirectness

1- as I sometimes think people who are direct can come across 
rude sometimes.
2- I prefer indirectness but this isn’t a strong preference. The 
less direct wording feels less authoritarian -  and for me links to 
a sense of equality and social justice.
3- Easier.

4- I'm probably more given to indirect address. The reason 
would be that directness can be seen as aggressive and rude (by 
me as much as by any implied interlocutor).

Both

1- It depends on circumstances.146
2- For information purpose -  direct, for criticism indirect
3- It depends on the context.147
4- That would depend on the situation.
5- It depends on the situation.
6- Depends on purpose of exchange,
7- Direct- when done in non-judgemental way. Indirect- when 
done to save face.
8- Would depend on context- would prefer full truth of medical 
diagnosis but perhaps delivered kindly with a bit of social 
warning.

Other Answers

1-1 don’t know what I prefer -  it depends who is talking to me.
2-1 don’t really know. Honesty is a good thing.

3-1 prefer receiving direct, but don’t always like to be direct if it 
means I will be mean/ rude

Although the answers to question 4 (do you think that when English people use 

indirectness they are being polite or impolite?) showed that about 10 out of the 25 informants 

considered indirectness to be used more for politeness, and the answers to question 5 (do you

146The informant’s answer is rather long. See Questionnaire (B- 2) pp. 40-41, for the full answer.
147This informant also provided a long answer. See her full answer in Questionnaire (B- 6) p. 46.
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think English people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?) also showed that 

about the half of the British informants describe British people as using indirectness more, 

and only 2 participants considered the British to be direct (see diagram 6.1 above). The 

answers to the above question concerning their own preference for directness or indirectness, 

meanwhile, showed that the English informants described themselves as using directness 

more than indirectness. These answers can be explained by linguistic ideologies (which 

clarified in section 2) which “are representations of how the difference between the way 

people feel that they or others should speak with the way they do speak” (Grainger et al., 

2015: 45). Thus, what the English believe to be ‘common sense’ about their language is not 

necessarily true of their own practice, but nor does it mean that these ideological beliefs are 

inaccurate. Rather, as Grainger et al. (2015) argue, although the conventions and norms in a 

given language are usually adopted by its users as correct, “each language and/or cultural 

group develops over time a different evaluation of these conventions, and even of the use of 

convention itself’ (Grainger et al., 2015: 45). Thus, such results should not be seen as 

paradoxical.

Unlike their answers regarding defining politeness and impoliteness, the Arab 

informants’ answers concerning their preference for directness or indirectness were clearer 

and more straightforward than those of the English participants. As illustrated in the 

definitions below, the vast majority of my Libyan participants (18 out of 25) pointed out that 

they often use direct forms. Only 3 said that they prefer to be more indirect, while 4 

mentioned that they use both forms. Again, since people have a tendency to describe 

themselves as polite, the participants, consciously or unconsciously, chose to describe 

themselves as using the form of speech that they may believe to be polite, which is directness,
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and avoid forms which, according to certain ideological beliefs (which can be unnoticeable 

(Hill, 2008), might create a negative impression.

Libyan Informants1 Preferences with regard to Directness and Indirectness

1- Directness

ûiL-all u^V l <—llc-t c^-1
?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m ?istixda:m ?al?ahia:n ?a“dab
the direct the speech use I the times most in

1 - A I mostly use direct speech.

ja3ib bi?annahu jujftrunj mubajer ?alxajr li?anna ?almubajer ?alkala:m ?ufad9el 
must that me feel the direct the not because the direct the speech prefer I
2- B I prefer direct speech because indirect speech makes me feel that I have to________

ajI! La ^£3 c-LuiJ V cliLal£]l j  jU i.1

?ilaih ?armj ma fahmjusa? la bihajG ?alkalima:t wa ?al3umal ?axtar 
It to want I what misunderstood no to the words and the sentences choose I 
B choose my sentences and words carefully in a way that will not be misunderstood.

?allabaqa 9adam min li?annah 
the tact not of because

ĵuoLua ^l£ll
mubajer ?alvajr ?alkala:m 
direct the not the speech

?ufad9el 
prefer I

V -3 
la 

no
3- C I don’t prefer indirect speech because it is a type of inelegance.

C-LaS 111 j p&ll lil -4
bistixda.m qumt ?i6a wa ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m ?istixda:m ?ufad<‘el ?ana
using with do I if  and the direct the speech using prefer I I

4-D I prefer direct speech, but if  I use

huwdu:d fj 
limits in

<La,Yviml
?astaxdimuhu 

it use I
fa?innj 
me that

jjjjL-a
muba:Jer

direct

jjill
?alxajr 

the not

fSKll 
?alkala:m 

the speech
D Indirect speech, I use it within

j
?adawq wa ?al?adab
the tact and the politeness

D politeness and tact limits.
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Mill Lâ jc- ibte. Âa-Luil -3
?aJJxs9 ma?a ?aku:n ?indama ?adatan ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m ?astaxdim

the person with being I when usually the direct the speech use I
5- E I usually use direct speech in

lill j j  .1=J UJ^ j k+j
liwad9? dalik wa ?ahad wu3u:d du:n wa liwa3h wa3han
put to to and someone availability without and face to face

E face to face interaction without the presence of anyone else to put

.Util
?alhuru:f 9 ?anniqa:t?
letters on the points

E points on the letters.148

^  n-A u,<; La) ^ jluIxq 

kajaxs?j ?amma m ubajer ?alxajr ?alkala:m 
personally as but direct the not the speech

kali:bj 
Libyan as

?amma 
on the whole

-()

bis?ifa
general

6- F Libyans in general use indirect speech, but for me

?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m
the direct the speech

F direct speech.

dalik
that

jar3i?
belong

LaJj j  ûSlxall
rubbama wa ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m 

may be and the direct the speech

>.aj
jufad ilu:n 
prefer they

?annahum
they

jlicl -7
?a9taqid 
think I

7-G I think they prefer direct speech and this might be attributed

s J& j cjbbdl J '
biba9d?ihim ?ihtika:kihim ku0rat wa ?al?i3tima3i:a ?al(Tada:t ?ila

together them friction many and the social the habits to
G to social norms and their closeness to each other

9alajhim 
them on

3UE
0aqi:lan

heavy

ûiljLA
mubajer

direct
?ahrajr 
the not

?alkala:m 
the speech

ja3idu:n 
find they

rubbama ?aw 
may be or

G so they might see indirect speech as unsuitable for them.

148An Arabic saying means ‘to make everything clear for both sides in a discussion’.
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cliK  j ]  J  (jjjllj 4_i3 j j £ j ]  jjuSUftll ^ l£ l l  lauia

kunt law wa niqa:J fi:h ljaku:n ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m t9ab?an
was I if and argument it in be to the direct the speech of course

8- H 1 Of course direct speech to open the door for the discussion, and if I was

.jiiu A <1 ViU.
naftader yalt^ana

apologize I wrong I
H wrong I would apologize.

Ul.lAnul (Jll j l  jliic.1 - 9

?alkala:m min ?annaw£ lihada ?istixdaman ?aqal ?al3adi:d ?al3i:l ?anna ?a?taqid
the speech of the kind this to using less the new the generation that think I
9-1 | I think this type of speech is less commonly used by the younger generation

?alwa:zi£
faith

j
wa

and

^  jiuba UK jlaj
mustawa ?atta?li:m ?irtafa? kullama na69aij 

level education arise whenever my view
wi3hat
point

Cy&
famin
from

I because, in my view, the higher the level of education and religious

4^A. <i J
?istixda:m

Using

<JS
qal

reduce

UK
kullama

whenever

JjKJl
?alxuluq lihusn juwa33ih 

the moral good to guide it
?alla5j

that
?addi:nj 

the religious
I faith, which directs to good manners, the lower the use

J it (ji» JC. jjuUaII
sawj xajr yarad9 fj ?almuba:Jer yajr ?alkala:m

good not purpose in the direct not the speech
I of indirect speech for bad purposes.

iiLl& (jjĥ lSba < U U . < > * | j V j£hA\ -10
9alajk tlaqqah mat3i:J ha:3a ?ahsan ?as9ara:ha li?anna ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m
you on inject not come she thing better the frank because the direct the speech
10-J Direct speech, because being frank is much better than

.0 JjujUq A 0 l-i \ <jU J j£ j
mubajera yajr bit9ari:qa kwajsa mif kala:m taqu:l wa

direct not way in good not speech say she and
J saying bad things indirectly.

hadi.Gj fj ?alwud9u:h 
my speech in the clarity

?uhib li?annaj 
like I me because

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

-11
?alkala:m 

the speech
11- K Direct speech because I like to be clear when I speak.
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<xj1xa1I (JjjuojSI ^juuIiaII UJlc. fjfil j  (jjjjV I - 1 2

?alma?lu:ma litaws^i:! ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m yadiban lakin wa ?al?i0najn
the information convey to the direct the speech often but and the two

12- L Both, but mostly direct speech to convey information

is* j '
mitfajan mawd?u:9 fl na5?aij wi3hat ?aw
specific topic in my view point or

L or my view point in certain topic clearly.

tU5l -13
?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m ?istixda:m ?ufad'al
the direct the speech using prefer I

13-M I prefer direct speech.

cjjuajJ
?alhada0 jus?if 
the event describe

li?annah ?almuba:Jer 
it because the direct

?alkala:m 
the speech

(JjJaal -14 
?ufad<‘al 
prefer I

14-N I prefer direct speech because it describes what happens

All

diqqa bi?akk0ar
accuracy more with

N accurately.

bi?i9tiqa:dj li?anna mufa:mala:tj fj ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m ?ufad?al
  my belief because my treatments in the direct the speech prefer I
15-0  I I prefer direct speech in dealing with others, because I think_____________________

djfe <2>1 J J l iidl
jaku:n ?an wa ?ak0ar ?alwu:d<‘u:h ?ila ju?addj ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m

be even and more the clarity to result the direct the speech
0 direct speech is clear even if it is

qa:sj ?al?ahja:n ba?d' a
tough the times some in

0  sometimes harsh.

?almawa:qif 3ami:9 fj ?al?ansab li?annah 
the situations all in the best because

J jujLiaII
?almuba:Jer 

the direct
?alkala:m 
the speech

cUai -16 
?ufad?al 
prefer I

16-P I prefer direct speech because it is suitable in all situations
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.Jliill j  ALat̂ all (je. AiV
?annifa:q wa ?almu3amala: 9an jubfrduk li?annah kadalik

the hypocrisy and the complement of you away it because also
p and also because it keeps you away from complemints and hypocrisy.

Lajlj (jl Vi AllaJl j  ^ i.n-s. 4jnK - \ ’~j
da?iman mju.lj ?anna ?illa ?alhala wa ?al6?wru:f hasab kali:bi:a
always my tendency that but the case and circumstances according Libyan as

17- Q 1 As a Libyan, according to the circumstances and context, but for me, I always tend

j£hA\
C C?alkala:m %ajr litta£bi:r t ari:qa ka?afd al ?almuba:Jer lilkala:m 

the speech good expression to way best as the direct speech to 
Q to use direct speech as the best way for expression (good brevity

.(<_b j Ja Lq

dal wa qal ma
sense and reduced that

Q makes sense).149

j  AiV
p c

?as daq wa ?awd ah li?annah 
better and clearer because

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

?alkala:m 
the speech

piaiM.i -18 
?astaxdim 

use I
18-R I use direct speech because it is clearer and more truthful

F aLqIjlaII
?albajar ma?a ?almu£amala a

the humans with the treatment in
R in dealing with people.

2-Indirectness

jjdl (JjJaJjl uuJ Ul -1
?aj

namely
mubajer

direct
?alxajr ?alkala:m ?istixda:m 
the not the speech using

?afad*'el 
prefer I

?ahjanan
sometimes

?ana
I

1-S I sometimes prefer to use indirect speech (namely

>'h\I (jc- IjaKu -liLd (^ IxaII
?amamahum ?alla6j ?ajjaxs<‘ ?an jatkallamw likaj limada ?alma?anj kala:m 
them front that the person about speak they to why the meaning speech 
making meanings). Why? Because it enables people to speak about a certain person in a 
gathering

149An Arabic proverb.



jA>n
?almaqs u:d hwa 
the meant he

Ail Al (jl
?innah lahu jubaji.nw ?an 

that him to clarify they that

tij*
du:n

without

^ j *
hurri:a

freedom
bikul 

all with
s more freedom without showing that he/she is intended

^ 1
?alkala:m bihada
this speech that with

S by this speech.

J jaill -2
litfabi:(atj nadaran dalik wa muba:Jer ?alyajr ?alkala:m ?ufad*‘al

my nature to because because and direct the not the speech prefer I
2-T I prefer indirect speech because of my nature as

ka0i:ra mawa:qif wa ?ahjan § b ilj^a l Jw?u:rj 
lots situations and times in shyness with my feeling

j
wa
and

T a shy person, so I feel shy at most times and in most situations

cSAj3
tw?addj
result

ĴuiLldl
qad ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m 
may the direct the speech

nata:?i3 li?anna 
results because

_Jju51aa1|
?almuba:Jer 

the direct

-3
Yajr
not

3-U Indirect speech ... because direct speech may lead to some

#Aĵ fr_̂ a jjfr J jj£S &
manru:ba Yajr ?aw muhabbada yajr takum qad fl?l raddat ?ila
desirable not or wanted not be may reaction to

U reactions which have undesirable results.

3- Both Directness and Indirectness

{£1 J ^jU. (j -1
mat?lu:b lakin wa 3a:rih jaku:n ?ahjanan ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m
wanted but and hurting be sometimes the direct the speech

1- V Direct speech sometimes is hurtful but required

UJ"̂ ! (jSi j  ALabuoil Aj-ali.
C Qkas u:ra jaku:n ?almuba:Jer ?alrajr ?alkala:m lakin wa ?almu?a:mala lj Xas atan 

picture as be the direct the not the speech but and the treatment in especially 
V especially in dealing with people, but indirect speech can be a polite way

La (ĵ aauual v J Ix & (JL-ojI Juc- Ajjy<a
ma lijaxs9 ju^ibnj la JajV ?aw ma naqd ?i:s a:l frnda mu?addaba
someone to like it no something or something criticism conveying when polite
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V to send criticism or something I don’t like to somebody.

v-bi jaIi -2
qiddamj Mlj ?almawqif 9ala ?al?i0ni:n
me front that the situation on the two

2- W Both, according to the situation.

leljjui ejjaJl (jial^cYl V4 JjuAjxll jjc. ^l£ll (JjJaSl -3
sawa?an ?alxaji:ra ?al?arrad<‘ fj ?almubajer Yajr ?alkala:m ?ufad<rel

either the good the purposes in the direct not the speech prefer I
3- X I like indirect speech when it is used for good purposes, such as

c _ ilL  j l  i - t i -v l]  j l  j a i l

Jaj? t'alab ?aw ?al?ihra3 lita3annub ?aw ?attaw3i:h fj 
something request or the embarrassment avoid to or the guiding in 

X giving advice, avoiding embarrassment or requesting something

(3̂ . (Ĵ al ojjjjill (jialjc-VI <*3 l̂ a. 1$Aj £I j
haq li?ahad lajsa li?annah ?ajjerri:ra ?al?axrad fj 3iddan ?akrahuha wa 

right someone to not because the evil the purposes in very it hate I and 
X but I really hate it when it is used for evil purposes, because no one has the right_______

t-ijac. jaSjalb j  ĵ -VI ^  JaOSlI
bihi 9ju:b 9ala bittarki:z ?ihra:3ih wa ?al?axar ij ?attadaxul 

him in shortcomings on focusing him embarrass and the other in the intervene 
X to intervene in others’ affairs or embarrass them by focusing on their shortcomings

Ja. 4l jj£ j u' UjJ Aljl&l j '
?arrad fj haq lahw jaku:n ?an du:n ?ihanatah ?aw

the retaliation of the right him to be that without him offend or
X or offend them when they can’t retaliate.

jaII -4
?almawqif hasab

the situation according
4- Y According to the situation.

Despite the preferences of both groups for direct forms at the expense of indirect 

ones, the Arab informants (72%, about three-quarters of the informants) much more than the 

English (40%) claimed that they use directness more (see diagram (6.3) below). Furthermore, 

both groups provided various reasons to justify their choice of directness and indirectness
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which clearly reflect the cultural and ideological values they hold. For example, the English 

informants who preferred directness mention that it enables them to know where they stand 

with others, it saves time, avoids confusion, is friendly, and indicates truthfulness. These 

results, thus, show that directness can indirectly index positive values in English (e.g. 

truthfulness, clarity, friendliness, honesty). However, two informants asserted the importance 

of speaking directly without being rude, implying that directness can appear rude sometimes.

Diagram (6.3): Responses to Question (6), Percentage o f  a Sample o f  25 Informants o f
each Nationality

directness indirectness other answers

Libyan

British

The reasons provided by the Libyan informants for using direct speech were different

and demonstrated their ideological beliefs about indirectness as impolite. For example, one

informant (see 3-C above) perceived indirectness as a kind of ‘inelegance’, so she (as a polite

person) positions herself as standing above such impolite speech. Another informant (see 10-
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J above) said that directness as frank speech is much better than conveying bad messages 

indirectly, implying that indirectness is usually linked to impoliteness. Misunderstandings 

and hypocrisy were the reasons mentioned for avoiding indirect speech, while truthfulness, 

clarity, closeness and accuracy were the reasons for using directness. It is striking that, unlike 

two informants, who linked using indirectness impolitely to young people in answering 

question (4) (concerning their view about the use of directness and indirectness by Libyans), 

in answering question (6), one informant (see 9-1 above) associated using indirectness with 

the level of education and religious faith. Thus, she considered indirectness as less common 

among the younger generation, who are better educated. Furthermore, while some of the 

English informants asserted the possibility of using directness without being considered rude, 

one Libyan informant (see 4-D above) claimed that she tends to use directness but, if  she uses 

indirectness, she does so within the limits of politeness and tact, implying that indirectness is 

not something that can be linked to polite behaviour. Another Libyan participant (see 6- F 

above) points out that Libyans in general use indirectness, but he said that himself used direct 

forms.

The main reason mentioned by the English respondents for using indirectness is to 

avoid rudeness, a judgement which might be evoked when speaking directly. But it is also 

used as it seems easier and creates a sense of equality. By contrast, the Libyan informants, 

who prefer indirect speech, gave different reasons for their choice, ranging from personal 

motives, such as feeling too shy to speak directly,150 to general motives, such as using 

indirectness as a ‘shell’ to cover speaking negatively about someone at a gathering, and

150See 3.3. for more discussion about the influence o f and the difference between identity and culture
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fearing the undesirable reactions that might result from using direct speech.151 However, the 

major similarity between the Libyan and British informants with regard to the possibility of 

using both forms is that they attributed it to the situation and context, albeit they seem to 

differ with regard to this. For the' English informants, these situations include obtaining 

medical information for directness, while saving face and avoiding criticism are their reasons 

for indirectness. For the Libyan informants, indirectness can also be seen as a polite way of 

making requests, avoiding embarrassment (see 3-X above) or even sending unpleasant 

messages politely (e.g. criticism) (see 1-V above). However, it can be seen as highly negative 

way of intervening in others’ affairs and focusing on their shortcomings, without them being 

able to defend themselves (see 3-X above). Thus, the responses of my informants may reflect 

their ideological and cultural beliefs about themselves and others within their social 

communities. These answers should not be treated as personal opinions, as if  they exist in a 

vacuum, but should rather be seen as indicative of linguistic ideologies about indirectness.

6.2.3. Examples of Indirectness.

Question (7) asks my informants to provide an example of a real situation in which they used 

indirectness or someone used it towards them. I will present an overview of the differences 

between the two groups in their view of the concept and interpretation of indirectness which 

were reflected in the examples they mentioned. In general, the English informants gave 

examples in which indirectness is used politely (or neutrally) for requests, justifications, 

comments and compliments. However, there were a few negative examples where the 

informants used indirectness or it was used towards them impolitely, mainly for the purpose 

of sarcasm. Most of the examples mentioned by the Libyans were negative and portrayed

151 Some examples will be provided in Chapter 7 to illustrate this point.
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their impression of this form of speech, including negative reproach,152 negative idiomatic 

expressions, sarcasm, pretending not to understand polite indirect requests,153 revenge, 

generalising meanings and so on. However, there were some examples where the informants 

mentioned using indirectness politely, such as avoiding embarrassment, getting information, 

giving advice and so on. It is striking that this question had a different impression on the 

informants who took part in the questionnaire. For example, while one of my English 

informants found it “a surprisingly direct request” as the question says ‘please give an 

example...’, two of the Arab informants (whose answers to the questionnaire were discarded 

because they were incomplete) commented that this question was ‘silly’, and one of them 

even added ‘I would say it in colloquial language as requested; this question is silly and 

involves some kind of curiosity which creates problems’. Such comments clearly illustrate 

the negative interpretation some of the Libyans hold towards indirect speech.

6.2.4. Summary

Although the number of my informants was limited, I believe that their responses to the 

questionnaire provided several insights into the concept of politeness and impoliteness in 

both linguistic groups. From my discussion of the responses provided by the informants, both 

Arab and British, about their views of politeness and impoliteness, it seems that consideration 

for others’ feelings is the most important aspect of politeness in both societies. However, as I 

have shown, there seems to be greater agreement among the English informants about what

152
‘Reproach’ can be positive or negative, direct or indirect, and it is used to send a message to the hearer that 

they are not doing what is expected o f them. Some Arabic examples, both polite and impolite, are provided in
Chapter 7.
153

Although failing to understand indirect requests can be seen as accidental, it is usually seen as intentional and 
highly offensive in Libyan society, as I will show in Chapter 7. To illustrate this claim, one o f my informants 
gave an example o f failing to understand her indirect request, considering it impolite behaviour, as I will show 
in Section 7.3.1., example 16.
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constitutes politeness than among the Arabs who defined it in broader terms. Furthermore, 

the English appear to attach greater significance to apologies and expressions of gratitude as 

required forms of politeness, which might not be appreciated to the same extent by the 

Libyans, particularly in a familial context. Such a difference should not be seen as a matter of 

degree; rather, it arises from the different conception of what constitutes politeness in Libya 

and Britain. Similarly, despite the agreement between the two groups’ view of impoliteness 

as a lack of consideration for others, the English informants’ definitions in general, as in the 

case of defining politeness, were more direct and straightforward.

The Arab and British informants also agreed about the concept of indirectness as a 

form of speech that can be conveyed implicitly. However, the definitions provided by both 

groups illustrate that there are basic differences between the conception of what indirectness 

means and, consequently, its manifestations. The main difference between the two groups is 

that some of the Arab informants gave negative definitions for indirectness. For them, it is 

more about the function rather than a description, and they used some negative idioms that 

are usually used to describe impolite hidden messages. This negative interpretation is 

reflected in some of the Libyan informants’ choices concerning their views of whether 

Libyans use indirectness when being polite or impolite, as more than the half of them 

considered indirectness to be impolite. While about half of my English informants considered 

that the British use more indirect forms, only four of them considered that they themselves 

use indirect forms, and 10 described themselves as using direct forms. Such contradictory 

views shed light on the importance of considering the ideological difference between how 

people feel they and others should speak and how they do speak.
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6.3. Focus Group Analysis

I organised the focus group responses into 6 categories, determined according to the answers 

of my informants in the different focus group discussions. As I mentioned in section 5.5.2.3., 

I conducted three focus group discussions: two for Libyan Arab informants (one each for 

males and females, respectively) and one was for the English informants, both males and 

females together.

6.3.1. Defining Directness and Indirectness:

The English focus group informants (see Appendix E for the English focus group, pp. 177- 

189) stated that directness is explicit, while the meaning of indirectness is implicit (see 

Appendix E, p. 177, lines: 9-17):

-  Defining directness and indirectness by the English informants

9- K: So direct is speaking (0.5) directly to somebody (0.3) and indirect is (.)
10- M: Like making a comment
11- P: Not clear
12- K: So for example I might say to John (2) emm your shirt doesn’t suit you (.) to his face
13- (1.3) or indirect (.) might be to say that
14- ((Noise, not clear))
15- K: Although it’d be like Jo:::hn =

16- M: Now sometimes

17- K: = worn a pink suit a pink shirt then

18-D: Yeah ((laughter))

19-P: Yeah ((laughter))

Thus, directness and indirectness, according to the above view, can be seen as a way 

of giving an opinion about somebody or something by some of the English informants.
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However, directness and indirectness can also be judged according to the way of giving 

answers or information (see Appendix E, p. 77, lines: 20- 23), as follows:

20- M: Yeah but sometimes direct
21- and indirect is like I said are we meeting on Saturday and the person I said it to went oh
22- aaa o:h I d o:h (0.4) and gave me an indirect answer (.) so I assumed that it is still going
23- to be happening (0.6) had she’s just given me a direct answer and said no

The Arab informants considered directness as a way of conveying messages through 

the words uttered. However, it was perceived more as something to do with criticism, that is 

to send impolite messages directly to the target (See Appendix C, pp. 73-74, lines: 3-8 and 

Appendix D, p. 131, lines: 3-6), as follows:

-  Defining directness by Libyan Arab female informants

?a£a:di:a ?alhadirza 
the normal talking

Ijljli U?j 
nqwlu: ma zaj 
say wa like as

II Jl 
aa ?al 
aa the

jafnj 
the mean

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

p& l (2) :Lk 
?alkala:m 

the speech
3-F (2) Direct spee::ch means the aa like, we can say colloquial speech

(.) La It
]
jafnj
mean

La (•) ^ 1

xair
not

wara:h 
it behind

min
from

matuqsud ma aa 
not mean you not aa

ma
not

?al?a:dj 
the normal

?alkala:m 
the speech

4-F informal speech (.) I mean aa I just (.) mean
t

]
(Ajil-dl dll_jĵ ai)

T
((voices in the background))______________________________________ ________________

^  ( 1 ) ^ 1  ( . ) ^  JB! ^ 1 ; ,
?alkala:m 5 ?alma?na ?alkala:m ja9nj bizzabit9 qultah ?illj ?illj 
the speech in the meaning the speech mean exactly it said I that that

5- F exactly what I said, I mean (.) the speech (1) the meaning of speech
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(.) (1 ) (.) (.) |jU -a  'I <^1

]
m i/ jafnj mta^ah ?alma?na ?alhadi:0 fhamti.nj s^a.r aa ?illj
not mean it’s the meaning the speech understood me happened aa that 
6- F I uttered J, (.) OK. (.) the speech (1) its meaning (.) I mean is not

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
•c

« wad?ih
clear

7-H Is clear

?iddawir 
look for you

ba:J
to

ja?nj
mean

jl
?aw tafki:r 
or thinking

(JjUJJ La II
majebbi:/ aa 

not want it no aa

(jjjjALa
ma.hu:/ 
not it no

ĵubl  ̂ 'L_fl
wad?ih
clear

8- F It’s clear and it’s not aa (.) it does not need to think about or, I mean, to look for

-  Defining directness by Libyan Arab male informants

"" (•) (JS>■% nil] (0*5) Uj u  u  ; j
tintiqdah bitqudah jafnj lij/axs? tjj mafnah b im af f  ja£nj

criticize him you say you will mean the person to come you it mean what w w mean
3- Z I It means a a as when (0.5) you say to someone I mean (.) you say, you criticize him

d u l  e _ jd tiA  c l i l ^ a  4_luuo A ^,L au

?inta bitqudlah • muba/aratan t3i:h marrat mu9ainah biha3a bi/aj 
you him say you will directly him come sometimes specific thing thing

4- Z for a specific thing he did sometimes you criticize him directly as when you say you
o ________________________________________________________  ______

i-̂l <a j
fi:k wa fi:k

you in and you in
5- Z did this or did that

6- N You are not good

"]
kwai:s makix 
good not you no

As in the case with the English informants, the meaning of indirect speech was seen 

as implicit by the Arab participants. However, indirectness was also linked to criticism and
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causing offence by the Arab interviewers (See Appendix C, p. 74, lines: 9-13; and Appendix 

D, p. 131-132, lines: 7-15) as follows:

-  Defining Indirectness by Libyan Arab female informants

g j j a i l x J l  j j c .  ^01531 (jiU  ( . )  ( jl I x  4 x .H a  :<-_i

nitwaqqa9 ?almuba:Jer yair ?alkala:m bas kala:m 9a:dj mta:9ah ?alma?na
expect I the direct not the speech but speech normal its the meaning 

9- F its meaning, it is normal speech (.) but indirect speech, I assume,

( j ± 3  4 x H a  ( J )  ^

?alsut?u:r bajn mu%aba? mta:9ah ?alma9na ?illj ?alkala:m jaku:n ?innah 
lines between hidden it its the meaning that the speech be it that
10- F I It is the kind of speech whereby (1) its meaning is hidden behind words

?a:%ar
another

Jaj?
thing

4_u
bi:h 

it with

Q
tuqs ud 

mean you
11- s You use it to mean something else

<Jlul (Jjaii jA (jLa (.) J
?inta ?illj ?alma9na nafis hu:a m ij jafnj kala:m tuqs?ud ?aw
you that the meaning same it not mean speech mean you or

12-F Or you mean (.) another meaning other than the one you

(jjjtj ::::jl (,) n iOV (#) 4uia *(—i
ba:J ?alma9na 9ala ?iddwir ?aw tabhaG jafnj la:zim qultah

to the meaning on look for you or look for you mean should it it said you
13-F said (.) you have to look for (.) o:::r find the meaning to

-  Defining Indirectness by Libyan Arab male informants

]
jUl CLl9j ĝh yij (.) 4_ui J( j La yij

Laffan tlif bitjj tanj waqit fj walla kwai:sa m ij ha:3a dirt walla kwai:s m ij
turning turn you come you another time in or good not thing did or good not

It could be you are not good or you did something bad (.) or sometimes you just go
around

(JjSj (jjjli ^k (jiuj o lj  aIjSjj aJc.

?alkala:m taqu:l na:s fj kwai:s m ij hada ?alkla:m rah bitqu:lah 9alaih 
the speech of say you people in good not this the speech is him say you will him on
9- Z and say that what you said is not good and there are some people who say__________
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( 0 . 3 )  4JLa^laJ c_J.il Alii y i j  (jjLa liA

bitari:qa ja9nj ?adab qillat walla kwai:s m ij hada 
way in mean polite non or good not this

10-Z such bad things or that is impolite I mean in a way (0.3)

Alls ^Ul j A (jl ej^ll aL ^ j j  (jiujjLa All^JdaJa

qa:lah ?illj hu:a ?innah ?addu:a twas9illah m atibbij t3i:bhalah
it said that he that the speech him reach you not want you no him to it bring you

11- M In a way that does not make him feel that he was intended by the speech

Î AVlj 
]

walla hada ?alkala:m 
this the speech

^ 1  JIS (^lil

or
qa:l ?illj 
said that

12- M or he was the person who said that or
[

I
A \  4 It g h  ^ J j  J  j l i J  l aVii 4aj^jU< A l l ^ j J J  * j

c cbima9na twas ulha:lah wa laffa:n bitliff bitari:qa bitwas ulha:lah
meaning with him to it reach you and turning turn you will way with him to it reach you

13-Z
[

You convey it in a way (.) you go around and make him understand the meaning

Some of the Arab participants, particularly females, even went further and described 

indirect speech using the idiom ‘making meanings’ (or literally ‘beating meaning s -o ^ ’) 

which means conveying hidden offensive messages to the hearer indirectly (Appendix C, pp. 

74-75, lines: 14-17),154 as follows:

^ 1 J  (•) j j j
4  ̂< al

?almuba:Jer alyajr alkali :m netwaqqa? wa www tafahmah
the direct the not. the speech expect I and aaa it understand you

14-F to understand it and aaa (.) and I think indirect speech

154Examples are provided through analysing the Arab focus group discussions.
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(.):'jlj£j u u y i Vs
]

just%dam
used

P
alntfamj d rb 

meanings beating
nqwlu: zajma 

say we as like
jfnj
mean

?ilha:3a:t
thethings

s
in

15-F: is used for things like (.) ‘making meanings’
[

alm?a:nj 
the meanings

]
(̂ CjJalj JJC-) (jimiil :£)

fd rb 
beating

?allibjji:n
Libyans

[
16- N: Libyan people ((not clear)) ‘making meanings’

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

jjc.

t ] 
d rb

making

]
;t_yi

almuba:Jer yajr alkali:m 
the direct not the speech

alm?a:nj 
the meanings

frndj 
have I

17-S
[

I see indirect speech as ‘making meanings’

Thus, although directness and indirectness seem to be defined similarly by both the 

Arab and English informants, they seem to be perceived to have different functions by both 

groups, as I show in the following section.

6.3.2. Using Directness and Indirectness:

Using direct or indirect forms of speech, according to my informants, depends on many 

factors, such as the situation, the relationship between interlocutors and so on. For example, 

directness is claimed by both the English and Arab groups to be used more among people 

who have a close relationship to each other (such as members of the same family, close 

friends and so on) (see Appendix C, pp. 80-81 lines: 54-58, Appendix E, pp. 180-181, lines: 

101-113, and p. 185, lines: 222-243). Using directness is also seen as a matter of power: it is
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used more by superiors towards inferiors than vice versa, such as when managers speak to 

their employees (see Appendix D, pp. 153-154, lines: 193-198),155 parents to their children 

(see Appendix E, pp. 185-186, lines: 244-255; Appendix D, pp. 145-146, lines: 129-137),156 

and teachers to their students (see Appendix E, p. 182, lines: 145-147). However, for the 

English informants, directness is mostly used with and accepted from children, but avoided 

with adults (see Appendix E, p. 184, lines: 195-221). Directness is seen as required in some 

situations: for the male Libyan informants, for example, it is required to show the magnitude 

of a mistake that someone has made (a son, for example), which might lose its effect if  it 

were said indirectly (see Appendix D, pp. 140-141, lines: 86-96). In this example, according 

to my informant, the father needs to speak directly to his son to show him the enormity of his 

fault, because if he spoke indirectly, his son might feel that his mistake was less serious than 

it actually was. Thus, according to the informant, indirectness in such a case is less effective 

than directness.

For the English participants, directness is required in giving directions (e.g. when 

coaching somebody) (see Appendix E, p. 180, lines: 83-85), issuing exact answers to avoid 

confusion which might be caused when speaking indirectly (see Appendix E, p. 177, lines: 

20-29) or providing important information (e.g. medical or urgent information) (see 

Appendix E, p. 189, lines: 336-338). However, the English informants pointed out that using

155However, some o f the English participants pointed out that they can speak directly to their head teacher and 
give direct opinions about him (commenting on his shirt, for example) to his face, due to their close friendship. 
That shows that solidarity can be more important than power in relationships among friends (see Grainger 2004 
on the importance of solidarity).
156Both groups, Arab and English, mentioned that the younger generation (e.g. sons and daughters) are more 
direct to their parents than the older generation were, like themselves. However, requests, for example, are 
usually made directly in Libyan Arabic either by parents or children. However, children usually use certain 
kinds o f intonation to soften its impact, as we will see in Chapter 7.
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directness, particularly in making requests, can upset or even hurt others (see below) so they 

tend to use indirect forms for requests (see Appendix E, p. 183, lines: 174-186). This may be 

attributed to the stereotypical cultural norms in Britain where “requests ... are perceived as 

impositions to a greater extent and they are preferably expressed more elaborately and 

indirectly” (Sifianou, 1992: 42):

174- Z: So (.) when you want to requ to:: request something you sometimes can’t say it 
175 directly just try to =

[
176-P: Yeah

[
177-J: Yeah

[
178-D: Yeah

[
179-Z: find a way

[
180- D: You don’t want to hurt the person

[
181 - J: I think (.) there is a worry that if you’re direct with
182- somebody that you might (.)
183-R: Upset them

[
184- J: Upset them yeah hurt them
185- D: you’d not actually get the best from people always as well you can actually get for
186- more and and (0.5) it sort of shows more (not clear)

Indirectness is also preferred by the English participants when criticizing somebody 

or being criticised, and is seen as a more polite approach than direct criticism. However, 

direct criticism can be accepted as long as it is analytical and factual (see Appendix G, p. 188, 

lines: 307-324), not just a personal opinion.

Direct requests, particularly if conceived of as being very serious (e.g. borrowing a 

car or requesting money) were also seen as impolite by the Libyan focus group informants,
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who mentioned that using this type of speech is seen as an indication of an impolite person 

who was described as ‘a strong-faced person 157’, which means someone who does

not care about the imposition which might be caused due to his/her direct requests (see 

Appendix D, pp. 148-149, lines: 156-163).

However, directness was seen to be preferable for requests in certain situations (e.g. 

less serious things, such as turning on a heater) by the Arab informants (see Appendix C, pp.

111-114., Lines: 264-287, and Appendix D, pp. 159-160, lines: 239-246), because they prefer 

to get straight to the point. However, there was a difference between the male and female 

Libyan participants with regard to preferring direct or indirect forms in expressing or 

receiving criticism, which was also different from that of the English informants. Although 

indirect forms were preferred by both groups in criticising others, the reasons behind this 

preference differ in some respects: for both Arab groups, male and female, indirectness can 

often mitigate the meaning. For example, instead of criticising somebody for not being 

generous directly, as one male Libyan informant suggested, people can use generalisation by 

talking to others, in the presence of such a person, about the dreadfulness of such a character 

and how miserly people are not liked nor accepted by others in society (see Appendix D, pp. 

165-166, Lines: 280-293). However, it is striking that the informant who mentioned this 

example used the phrase ‘throw words J j* j’ which is usually used to convey offensive 

messages indirectly:

157The Libyan expression used when criticising somebody, directly or indirectly, and the offended person, for 
some reason, cannot retaliate.
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ill C ) ^
?allah laqaddar maGalan 
God forbid for example

( J j S j  ( j i u a J  L a

nqu:l man3i:/
say I not come I no

]
(.) lB*-* <iLa =
mu?ajen 9ajb fi:k 

specific fault you in

'.o*

If you suffer from a certain shortcoming (.) I can’t just say for example (.) God
forbid

Al̂ a VIj ^ 'a (.) Î A ^  (•)
muhannad walla ja?nj maGalan maGalan ha6a fathj aaa maGalan

 Muhannad or mean for example for example this Fathi aaa for example
282- S For example (.) aaa (Fathi) for example (.) for example I mean (.) or (Muhannad)

kwajsa
good

mi/  ?axla:qah 
not his morals

ra3ul
man

yij jsuio it 
walla ma/a:kil £indah aa 

or problems has he aa
ra3ul
man

Q ^
maGalan 

for example
283-S For example (.) was a man aa who suffers from shortcomings or he was ill-bred

ljS>i 
na?izqu: 

throw we
hikkj 

like that

<c-Lô £
ka3ama:9a nahna 
group as we

(.) Vlj 
nabqa ra3ul walla 
stay we man or

(JaibJ .

baxi:l
stingy

ra3ul
man

Vlj
walla

or
284-S or he was stingy or he was (.) we as a group would just throw words

( j i -a  i l l  j  (jjLa ( J ^ j l l  i l l j  I^A i l l j  tgAS

?a:rif m i/ wallahi kwajs m i/ ?albuxl wallahi ha6a fula:n wallahi fi:ha
know I not God by good not the stinginess God by this man God by it in

285- S towards him, we would say for example, this man is, or by God [really] stinginess is
286- not good and things like that_______________________________________________

<U3 l i £  ^yill QAj l l  ^  ( . )  i l l j  tjSul

fi:h ka:n kada kada ?illj ?azzaman fj fula:n ja9nj fula:n wallahi ?aj/ 
it in was like that like that that age in man mean man God by what
287- S by God = [really] that man I mean (.) we would say for example, in the past there

tliljo Jj AlSLaU dul£ yij j  ĴiA yij (JjLsI (-ajlc- (jjLa (jl£ Â .lj
wa3da:t ma/a:klah ka:nit walla hnj walla ?aj/ 9a:rif m i/ ka:n ba^kl wa:hid

many his problems were or here or what know I not was stingy one
288- S was a man who was stingy and things like that (.) or he was suffering from lots of
289- problems_______________________________________________________________

(Jjij AiV AA

]
baxi'.l li?annah takerhah 
stingy him because him hate they

Ci3l£ (jullll Vlj

ka:nit
were

?anna:s 
the people

walla
or

290-S or people hated him because he was stingy
r
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4-Ljal j  (Jasj tlul
c

baxi:l ?ad allah mafa:/ wa ba%i:l ?inta
stingy stay you not and stingy you

a1j3j 

tqu:lah 
him to say you

j
La :u

ma:t3i :J 
not come it no

[
291- N | It is very difficult to just say ‘you are stingy and don’t be like that’

((dk-^))
]

((Laughter))
(

]
( j i h a j L a  L a  L a  L u L  j j j j l i l l  4 l l j  a K L u U  V f j  ‘ O *

mathibbij ma ma da:?iman ?anna:s wallahi wa:3da:t maja:klah walla
not like they no no no always the people God by many his problems or

292- S | Or he had many problems and people usually don’t like to {socialise with}

CjI^.1 j
]

maja:kilhumwa:3da:t ?illj ?anna:s tuxa.lit*
many their problems who the people do relations

293- S those who have many problems •

Thus, in this example, instead of criticising the target person for not being generous directly, 

the informant used an indirect strategy, which was generalising the meaning to convey his 

message without confronting or embarrassing the target. However, although this informant 

claimed that indirect criticism is used to avoid embarrassing others (this may be true because 

the target was not accused directly of miserliness), using the phrase ‘throw words’ gives the 

impression that these words may have a negative impact on the target. For example, if  a 

physical thing is thrown (e.g. a stone), a person may be hurt physically. By the same token, if 

words are ‘thrown’ towards somebody, they may be hurt emotionally. Furthermore, direct 

criticism was evaluated negatively by the male Libyans, who described it as ‘punching in 

someone’s teeth ^  = [being blunt] (see Appendix D, p. 143, lines: 111-114)

and as an indication of an impolite person.
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For the female Libyan informants, indirectness can be used to mitigate the meaning of 

criticism (see Appendix C, p. 77, line: 34), but also because of a fear of confrontation (see 

Appendix C, pp. 77-78, lines: 35-37),158 fear of reaction (see Appendix C, p. 88, lines: 109- 

111), or fear of revenge, which might be instant or delayed (see Appendix C, p. 88, lines: 

115-116).159 In this case, the offended person uses the same indirect strategy that is used by 

the offender and usually talks about the same subject for retaliation. To illustrate this point, 

consider the following example (see Appendix C, pp. 90-91, lines: 126-136), which was 

mentioned by one of my female Libyan informants:

jqafrnzu: 
sitting they

3urhitnj 
they me hurt she

(jjjLuu L_a!ja

sabiq mawqif fj 
previous event in

jaSnj
mean

hikkj
like

j
wahda ?indj ?ana 

one I have I
126-S
127-

I used to have {female} friends who hurt me in a previous situation while sitting in 
a group

01 01 JO j  (.) ■*' (J
?ana bi:h juqus9dw hassait ?ana kala:m qa.lu: wa ma3mu:?a ba?d? ma?a

I it of mean they felt I I speech said they and group together with
128- S together and they said something I felt I was meant by it

(_jILu3 La cJjl ĵLax Ul UfL (0.6) '.o*
mujkla manibbi:J h:a3a ?wal ?asb:ab lifrddat mumkin ?ana t?ab9an
problem not want no thing first reasons many for may I of course
129-S (0.6) of course maybe for many reasons, first of all I didn’t want to create a
130- problem,

(0.5) j  
galas'* wa 

that is it and

(JjiIjC-L&jui La
masma?taj 

not it heard I no
ru:hi:

myself
dirt ja?nj 
did mean

(0.6) (jSLifj La 
nwa3ah manibbi:J 
face I not want no

131- S I didn’t want to face them (0.6) I mean I pretended I didn’t hear it (0.5)

158It should be noted that ‘fear o f confrontation’ may mean ‘to avoid an argument’ rather than ‘avoid 
embarrassing others’ which is the expected meaning o f this phrase. In this case, the offence is intended, and 
indirectness is simply used to avoid the risk of retaliation.
159By ‘delayed revenge’ here, I mean that the offended person cannot retaliate immediately (e.g. cannot find the 
words), so they postpone their retaliation for another ‘suitable’ context when they can take revenge on the 
offender.
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Ui (j)\ Cuui-̂  j  c_a3j>o JjL -a v_ja3_jx Aj3 ;<jjo
?ana ?inna hassait wa mawquf s^arlj ja9nj tanj mawquf fi:h

I that I felt and event me to happened mean another event it in
132- S there was another situation, I mean, happened to me and I felt

]
jafnj m 
mean c

5̂ i2l_La JJC. ( 0  5 )  *(jn

c cuba:Jra yair bit ariqa qwltah ni3rahhum niqdir allahd a hadi:k fj 
irectly not way with it said I them hurt I was able I moment that in

133- S that I was able to hurt them at that moment (0.5) I said it in an indirect way I mean
. T

jafnj
mean

aljaj 
the thing

jjjij
nafs
same

]
: j

raddjtjha 
it replied you

134-Z
[

You got even with them, didn’t you?

((t̂ LuJa))
]

kabdj 
my liver

J* ’

9ala
on

mashat 
wiped I

135-S: I retaliated ((laughter)) 
[

]
( ( ^ ^ ))

[
((laughter))

ja?nj
mean

]
((tilajuia)) * j

?intiqam
revenge

136- Z:
[

((Laughter)) revenge, wasn’t it? ((laughter))

However, one of the main reasons mentioned by my female informants for using 

indirectness to cause offence was that it allows deniability. For them, not only does it allow 

the offender to avoid the risk of retaliation, but it also gives them greater freedom to use 

highly offensive words to attack the target. Consider the following example (see Appendix C, 

pp. 103-105, lines: 215-226):
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eljJ
kabid drah hadika ta£urfj ba?i:d
liver disgusting that one know you far

l>» Ifrlalb
min nlaqahilha

from her use meanings I

v * 3 U  -Z 
njj lamma 

come I when
215- H So when I use meanings I say you know, that person {female} is unbearable ((not 
________ clear))

i g A  A_utj o .lsJ  j  ^ I c .  1 L £  ( . )  d I j  IjA*^aSj

hai tania wahda £ala nitkalmu: kunna rah nuqus?du: ?inti 9alaik m ij la
ok another one about speak we were anyway mean we you you about not no
216- H no, it is not about you, we don’t mean you (.) we were talking about someone else

Emmm
217-F Emmm

• Ciil L$\ d** :c
]

?inti £alaik miS
you you about not

218- H It wasn’t about you 
[

Aj I Aj I ; j

?aih
]

?aih
yes yes

219-Z Yes yes 
. [

nafsik
yourself

Aj j  (jj&ie La
5 Oiqa mafindikif 
in confidence not you have no

Vlj
walla

or

Lli3 AJj I j  (jjLa d l j l

fi:na waGqa m ij ?inti 
us of confident not you

]
:c 

%airik 
you why

220-H what’s wrong with you, don’t you trust us or are you unconfident

((tiLuJa)) ;L_fi
1

221-F ((Laughter))
[

Lx
]

ma ?inti s9ah
not you right

222-Z Yes you didn’t ...
[
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?inti
you

?alaik 
you about

4_uLuiaJ A.t».AmJ
tahsab'i:h tasim?i:h 

it think you it hear you
Jaj

thing

J*
kul

every

diSl Vlj 
?inti walla 
you or

223-H
[

Or anything you hear you think it is about you

AjI AjI
]

?aih ?aih
yes yes

224-S Yes yes
t

]
III iJiA : j

]
mif jafrij
not mean

t
225-Z not it means aaa ...

t

]
fahamtj 

understood you

]
:c

nar3a? 
got back I

niqder 
can I

226-H
[

I can deny it, understand?

Another female Arab informant also mentioned that it is difficult to accuse another of 

causing offence when it is indirect, because they would simply deny it, and she used the 

expression ‘whoever is ill their elbows will hurt them 4Sa'j*  aIxII 160’ to describe

the reaction of the offender if confronted. Thus, in such cases, the offended person cannot 

retaliate or confront, because they would be offended (see the example above) so the claim 

that indirectness is more polite, because it opens up options for the hearer (Leech, 1983),

160This expression is usually used by the offender as a ‘shell’ to deny the offensive action if they are confronted, 
and to show that the offended person would not feel bad about the offence, if  they do not suffer from the 
shortcomings o f which the offender is accusing them.
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appears to be invalid, as far as such cases are concerned, because the options here are 

extremely restricted.161 For this reason, the female Libyan informants prefer to be criticised 

directly in order to have the opportunity to defend themselves. One of the informants even 

went further, stating the Libyan saying that ‘whoever likes you will criticise you directly to 

your face not behind your back t> ^  to show that direct

criticism, in general, is better. However, because of the vague nature of indirectness, and due 

to the notion of generalising meaning, which seems to be conventionalised among the Libyan 

informants, indirectness is sometimes misunderstood as being offensive when it is not 

intended to cause offence. For example, one of the female Libyan informants (see Appendix 

C, pp. 94-95, lines: 156-161) pointed out that she sometimes says something, but then regrets 

saying it, because it might be misunderstood. For example, the speaker might talk about the 

importance of education in the presence of a non-educated person who might regard this 

speech as about themselves, when it is not, and feel upset because of it. She pointed out that:

J
ba?dai:n wa 

later and

(0.6) X* 
maGalan 

for example

j j c -

mubajira yair ha3a jaquilik ?illj 
direct not something you to say he who

Aj 3 '\
fi:h 

it in

156-A Sometime someone says something indirectly for example (0.6) but then

= M j (0.5) Li-aijuS (0.5) Li Ul T

’  ?  t  1 
ma wallahi Ja%s jan ?anan s ajritlj ?ana 9alajha jandam

_______ not God by personally I me to happened it I it on regret he
157- A regrets saying it this happened to me (0.5) personally (0.5) and I really didn’t=

[

161More examples and discussion are provided in the following chapter.
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uu.

] ,  
yalat

wrong

]

tanifhim 
understood it

[
158- Z it is misunderstood

[

IgJJ AjJjul 
"]

bi:ha saj?a 
it of bad

]
U =-■

ni:a ?aj frndi: ma 
intention any I have not

[
159- A I didn’t have any bad intention

 [____________

^SoLaII JJC.
almuba:Jer yair alkala:m 
the direct not the speech

a
fikrat
notion

hnai
we

£indna 
we have

]

li?anna
because

160- F
[

Because we have the notion of indirect speech

Aj I

?aih
yes

161-A Yes

As generalising meanings is conventionalised in Libyan Arabic as a way of conveying 

hidden messages, mainly impolite ones, incidents such as that described in the above example 

might cause offence, because they are misunderstood.

6.3.3. Direct or Indirect

The English informants seemed to be more certain about what constitutes directness and

indirectness, while there was confusion among some of the Arab participants, both males and

females, regarding the difference between indirect speech and using polite expressions to

soften the impact of directness. For example, one female Libyan informant (see, Appendix C,
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pp. 80-82, lines: 54-68) mentioned that she usually uses and accepts direct forms when 

making requests to members of her family, but not strangers. She pointed out that:

maGalan immaja 3jbjlj qalitlj wa 
for example water me to bring me to said she and

?u5Ctj 
my sister

3 itnj 
me came

jl
law
if

54-S If my sister said to me bring me water for example

minha 
her of

ha
maniz3ilf 

not upset I no

j-VI 
?al?amr 
the order

bis^iyat qalithalj 
form with me to it said she

j*
law
if

J*** :<j* 
hatta 

even
55-S even if  she uses an order form I will not get upset with her

]

my sister
li?anha 

she because
56-S because she is my sister 

[

]
AjI a

?a:dj i-O 
i—

i

normal yes

57-F
t

Yes, that is OK.

( )  \ g-A IaLI j Ul A -aJj olA jo

law alhu:/ fj b£d na ma9a ?iha wa ?ana di:ma hadih
if home the in together with her with and I always this

58-S This is me and her with each other always at home (.) but if, for example,

= ^ - a  ^ j x j  (joL a (j -U j  j l  L a  ^L L a

]
mm ja9nj m i/ ja?nj maGalan ?aw manafrfaj tanj had maGalan 
mm mean not mean for example or not know I no else someone for example 
59- S it was someone who I don’t know very well or for example I mean not, I mean errr=

  [______
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]
<j"> .*c 

]
mif

not
?uxfj 

my sister
zai
like

muqarrab
close

60-H
[

Not close like my sister 
[

.  ]
<—oL (jj£ j tgi] (jjuaaJLuU (.) 4jj3 (jiLo Luliu Ajljill 5Jjua =  [q u

c
bi?adab tku:n ?innha justahsan qawi:a m ij bainatna alaraba s ilat 

politeness with be it better it strong not us between closeness relation

61- S = We are not very close, it should be said politely____________________________

walla fad<‘lik min samahtj law waldaiik yarham Allah maGalan 
or your favour of allow you if your parents bless God for example

62-S for example: may God bless your parents, if you allow = [please (formal)] do a favour 
63 = [please (formal)] or______________________________________________________

ĵ-n̂ aLuj ^  nij\» A

* ]
samhjnj ma91aij]

me forgive me excuse
64- S excuse me (informal), forgive me = [please (informal)]

 [_________________________

]
(1.3)?U^u :j

ba?dha
it after

t
65-Z And then? (1.2)

ui
]

?ana
I

Ia x̂j *(Jjo

?aki:da
sure

ba?dha 
it after

66 -S And then I would say 
[
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4_lqI
immaja

water

]
0

3jbjlj
me to bring

67-Z
[

Bring me water

AjI
baWain ?aih

later yes
68- S Yes later

What the participant seems to be suggesting is that she does not use polite formulaic 

expressions when with her family due to their closeness to each other. However, her claim 

about using such formulaic expressions, especially formal ones, was challenged by other 

informants, even with strangers, and seen as ‘unnecessary’ (see Appendix C, pp. 106-108, 

lines: 236-241). It is striking that, when this informant was challenged about the unpopularity 

of using polite expressions, she insisted on using informal expressions (e.g. excuse me, my 

sister) rather than formal ones (e.g. please) which might indicate the limitations associated

with using formal polite expressions even with strangers, as follows:

Ul I

?ana fi 
I it

]

]
:ha nhiss zjada yair ?illa wallahi fad?lik min mafindna:/ jawiddj 
in feel I addition just but God by favour from not we have no love

236-A
[
But love we don’t use please {formal} by God [really] I think it is unnecessary

r

162It should be noted that some apology formulae (e.g. forgive me) can sometimes be used to express pleas or 
even gratitude in Libya Arabic. When used as gratitude, it is sometimes followed by ‘I’m troubling you 
iiLc.Ho’ even for small favours to show that thesefavours are truly appreciated.
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]
?uxajtj

my sister

b * Ijljis VI 4il j
]

ja
oh

ma?laijj 
excuse me

nqu:lu: ?illa 
say we but

wallahi 
God by

?indna 
we have

237-S
[
We use it by God = [really] we say excuse me {informal} my little sister 

[

4j3
. ]

La 4ll j  *i

fi:h
]

ma wallahi
it in not God by

238-A
[

By God = [really] it is not used 
[

(£^alj j ic.)
]

samahtj 
allowed you

]
jl = :o*

law
if

[
239-S = Please {formal}

[

A jjld)
]

ma?laijj bahj ma?laijj bahj 
excuse me ok excuse me ok

[
240- A Excuse me {informal} is fine excuse me is fine

 [__________________

,i|;lr.

]
billahi 

God with

Ijljij Ms,
. ]

9alaik 
you on

fi:ha 
it in

nqu:lw 
we say

hadih
this

£alaik 
you on

billahi 
God with

241-N
[

‘For God’s sake’ we usually use it ‘for God’s sake’
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Another example was the confusion between indirectness and what we can call 

1‘openers’, or ‘pre-requests’, which are the small interactions that precede requests. That is, 

people in general, as Mills (2003) argues, are usually motivated by short-term goals “that 

they wish to achieve in the here and now; but they also have longer term goals” (Mills, 2003: 

40). In order to achieve such goals in making requests, for example, particularly if  they are 

serious, people tend to open their conversations with general questions about the person’s 

health, family and so on (see Appendix D, pp 162-163, line: 263-270) which save both the 

interlocutors’ faces and mitigate the imposition which might be provoked when asking for a 

favour directly. Thus, in order to avoid being accused of being ‘a strong-faced person’, Arab 

people may use such openers before making the request which is direct. Consider the 

following example:

(.) jixs jlja.
safar 3awa:z nibbj tqu:lah 

passport want I him to say you

4_llc. i efrjy\ Clut
?alaih tu:qif ?inta 

him at stand you you

]

t3J
come you

263-F
[

If you need a passport (for example}, would you request it directly (.)

t-'-N. /'..I 

]
samahat 
allow you

J aIj Sj :j

law
if

tqu:lah 
him to say you

264-R You would say please 
[

163Levinson (1983) suggests thatsome speech acts, such as requests, are unavoidable, as they are frequent in a 
variety o f everyday conversations. According to Levinson, in order to solve this problem, speakers can use 
preface speech acts called ‘pre_secluences,> by which he means “a certain kind o f turn and a certain kind o f  
sequence containing that type of turn” (1983: 345). If we take soliciting requests as an example,Levinson 
(1983:357) suggests that speakers tend to use ‘pre-requests’ to avoid rejection because “it allows the producer to 
check out whether a request is likely to succeed, and if  not to avoid one in order to avoid its subsequent 
dispreferred response”.
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hadj
this

samahat 
allow you

j 1
law

if

I
'.L>i

bitqudha 
it say you will

265-S
[

You would say ‘please’

]
tama:m ?al?umu:r 
perfect the matters

it) eLui

?allah Ja:? 
God welling

(jjjj ^ Qjji

?in ?ax,ba:rik Jin ha .3 ja  ha:lik Jin 
if  your news what Hajj oh your state what

266- F You would say, how are you how is it going, I hope everything is fine
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  r

]
?al?adabja:t 

the politeness

11a , >» 11a
]
to :j

ha6 a
this

?a:xer
another

?uslu:b
method

hada
this

hada
this

267-R
[

This is another technique, this is politeness
[

obpVI

?al?adabja:t 
the politeness

]
11a :<jii

lilmubajer 
the direct to

hada
this

268-S
[

This is a polite direct speech 
[

Cjjl
]

?inta
you

]

mubajer
direct

mat3i:Jj 
not come you no

lakin
but

269-F
r

But you can’t say it directly 
[

]
mubajer

direct

(_lliall
]

?alt?alab 
the request

lakin
but

270-R
[

But the request itself is direct
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In this example, the informant F insisted on the importance of using the strategy of 

‘pre-requests’ before making the request, regarding such a way as ‘indirect’. However, the 

claim that such conversations are indirect was challenged by the other participants who 

insisted that the request itself is direct, so it cannot be counted as indirect (see the example 

above). According to the informants’ discussion, the distinction between being rude (or a 

‘strong-faced person’) or polite seems not to be due to the use of directness in requests, 

because they are direct in both cases. The distinction is due to whether openers are used or 

not, with serious requests. Another example mentioned by one of the male Arab informants 

was when the hearer prepares for direct criticism by softening it, by mentioning the good 

manners of the hearer before criticising him/her directly. Such a preparation for criticism can 

also be labelled as ‘pre-criticism’ rather than ‘indirect’. For example, one male Arab 

informant pointed out that, in order to criticise someone (e.g. a friend), you need to prepare 

him for the criticism by reminding him of the close relationship you share, and then ‘punch 

him in his face ^  which means criticising him directly. Thus, the criticism itself

is direct rather than indirect, but the preparation for it can soften its impact, as in the 

following example (see Appendix D, p. 157, lines: 221-224):

bainah 
him between

j
wa
and

bainak 
you between

?illj
that

4
?als9uhba 

the friendship

Jl
?al
the

Jl
?al
the

?iddi:rah 
it do you

221 - N you would start by reminding him of your close relationship and your friendship

All^jJaau j  <—fijlfc (jLa j  A i-s. -all j

wajhah fj taft i:halah ba£dain wa Jinj 9a:rif m ij wa almahabba wa 
his face in him to give you then and what know not and the relationship and

222- N whatever and then you punch him in his face = [punch meaning straight to his face]
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1
^ ijy a  <& lj d iL a-iLo Aj I u a  4 j 1 ( ( c j l ^ j J a ) )  ’ j

c ̂  c c cs ah wallahi s ah muqaddima:t ta£t i:h ?ajh s ah ?ajh
right by God right preliminaries him give you yes right yes________
[

223-Z ((laughter)) yes right yes you have to prepare him for that right by God =
224- [absolutely] right

According to the above discussion, then, there seem to be many strategies that are 

used to mitigate the impact of direct speech (e.g. ‘pre-requests’ and ‘pre-criticism’) in Arabic. 

However, the evaluations of indirectness might differ from one situation to another, as I show 

in the following section.

6.3.4. Evaluations of Indirectness

One reason given by the English informants for using indirect speech is to avoid being 

impolite by speaking directly, as directness can sometimes be interpreted as rude (see 

Appendix E, p. 188, lines: 131-136):

131- M:But then sometimes I have to be indirect so that (.) I’m being polite (0.5) cause
132- sometimes it comes to rude as been ((not clear)) or shirty or whatever when it isn’t
133- really intended so after thinking about it sometimes and not (.) going straight for the
134-K: Emmm
135- M: This is what I want (.) and this is what I’m going to ask John ask directly and
136- everybody is like how rude ((laughter)) so to think about it ((laughter))

Directness, then, can sometimes be misunderstood as being rude when this is not the 

intention. For example, one of my English participants mentioned that she regrets being so 

direct sometimes to others, because it might be interpreted negatively, while this is not her 

intention. She pointed out (see Appendix E, p. 189, lines: 358-365):

358- M: And also there’re some things when you say something very directly (0.7) you (1)
359- can then relieve that moment and think I wish should said it this way I wish should said
360- it that way if it is memorable big (.) I’ve only had this opportunity to tell you once that
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361- I’m pregn... if only I have this opportunity to tell you once and once I’ve said those that
362- words out (.) and then once they’re out you think o:h wish could redo that and have a bit
363- more ((not clear))with it or redo that and be more subtle with it or (.) you know so (.)
364- being direct sometimes can leave you thinking wish I’ve made more (not clear) of that
365- ((laughter))

However, according to one English participant, avoiding direct forms is not only to 

avoid being impolite, but also to avoid being seen as impolite by others. He pointed out (see 

Appendix E, p. 183, lines: 131-136):

189- P: It’s it’s not just it’s not just for that but
190- also (.) how (.) you perceive they will think about you (1.5) as well you know if you ask 
191 directly it’s like oh oh how o::h Gosh yeah (.)
192- K: Have I upset them

[
193- P: Have I upset them
194- K: Yeah

Indirectness (as I have already mentioned) was seen by the English participants as a 

way of mitigating criticism, to avoid offending the hearer directly, as well as to avoid 

confrontation. However, it is sometimes seen as confusing (see Appendix E, p. 177, lines: 20- 

29; and p. 183, lines: 171-173), so directness is preferred in such cases. For the Libyan 

participants, indirectness can also be positive as well as negative. As in the case with the 

English participants, it is preferred when making requests (albeit serious ones) and to avoid 

confrontation and arguments with the hearer when criticising him/her. However, judging 

indirectness as negative by the Arabs seems to be different in some respects, not only 

between the Libyans and English, but also between the male and female Arab participants 

themselves, who mentioned several different reasons for using this type of speech. 

Indirectness was judged negatively by the male Arabs because, as I mentioned above, it does 

not have the same strength of direct speech in judging serious mistakes and because it might
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not be understood by the hearer, so the goal of indirect speech is not achieved (see Appendix 

D, pp. 137-138', lines: 65-69), as follows:

]
( . )  J JC . (J l L-LIC- J  u i  j A  j A  : c

?almuba:Jer rair ?alkala:m ?al ?aib nad?aij wi3hat ?ana hu:a hu:a 
  the direct not the speech the shortcoming my view point I it itn
65- F It is, it is, from my point of view, the problem with indirect speech (.)_____________

dsl ja 4i!
marrat ?innah

sometimes it that
66-F it sometimes

]
?alfikra 
the idea

(jlL̂ ajjLo (.) (jSiL-ajjLa

£
matwas ilij 

not reach you no

c
matwas ili 

not reach you no
67-N It doesn’t convey (.) it doesn’t convey the idea

[

]

]
nafisha ?alha3a qu:at jaffqid bafdain wa ?alfikra matwas<‘ilij'

itself the thing power lose it then and the idea not reach you no
[

68- F it doesn’t convey the idea (.) and the meaning itself might lose its influence
[

]

?ah s?ah ?alha3a
yes right the thing

69-R
[

The meaning right yes (.)

Thus, for the male Arab informants, indirect speech is not preferred in certain 

situations (such as the example above), because it might be misunderstood by the hearer. 

However, the Arab females judged indirectness itself as a negative way to convey an 

offensive message to hurt others deliberately. For example, one of the Arab female
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participants pointed out that indirectness is mainly used to criticise others in Libyan society 

(see Appendix C, p. 83; lines: 73-77). Not only did other participants not challenge her claim, 

but they also agreed with her, as follows:

van 1 ■fl’i-v.« Ud
?indna ?alli:bj mu3tama?na s nahna lima binnisba

have we the Libyan our society in we us to regard with
73-M For us as Libyans

( 0 . 5 )  ^  A jjlsJl dilc.La*i-^yi ^ juoI±a1I ^

al?a:dj alkala:m fj al9adi:a al?i3tima?a:t fj almuba:Jer alkala:m 
the normal the speech in the normal the gatherings in the direct the speech

74- M we use direct speech in informal gatherings in informal speech (0.5)

]
nuntaqid 

criticize we

_̂juuljba

nibbj lamma 
want we when

muba:Jer
direct

?alyair 
the not

75-M indirect speech is used when I want to criticize (someone!
t

]
Djji *i
]

?aiwah
Yes

[
76-A Yes

[

]

]
Sah emm

Right emm
[

77-N emm right

According to the female Arab informants, thus, indirectness is particularly used for criticism 

in Libyan Arabic. However, when the male participants were asked whether indirectness is 

used more by males or females, one of the participants pointed out that directness is mostly
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used by men and linked that to strength and power, which is usually associated with 

masculinity, while women usually avoid aggressive situations which might result in direct 

speech; thus, for them, women are more indirect (see Appendix D, pp. 168-170, lines: 307-

323):

(2) on
?arri3a:l bajn ?aktar 
the men between more

^  HI < M J  1 A
muntajer mubajer 

widespread direct
?alyair 
the not

?alkala:m 
the speech

hal
do

307-A Is indirect speech more common among men (2)

£.Luull on
?annisa:? bajn ?am

the women between or
308-A or women

(0.7) *ludl :<-j
?annisa:?

the women
309-F among women (0.7)

>̂Ti\ 1 <all
i

?ahnuba:Jer 
the direct

Vij Udl

yair
not

walla
o rt

?almubajer 
he direct

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

310-M Direct, direct or indirect?
[

JjuSIxo

i
mubajer

direct

p&ll
]

J  :'

?alxair 
the not

?alkala:m 
the speech

?al
the

311- A
i

Indirect speech 
[

]
?annisa:? 

the women

]
on :j

bajn
between

[
312-R Among women

[
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cLoul!

?annisai? 
the women

]
O H  If 
bajn 

between

313- M
[

Among women

 ______________________________________________________ J^O)
((Not clear))__________________________'   .____________________

jll (j\
?arra3il ?inna 

the man that

(.) t-lbjuuVI
?al?asba:b 

the reasons

ij* (1) tj£kc.
min wahida 9ala:J 
of one why

qulna 
said we

Jlnw
what

AiV s 
li?annah 
because

314-F Do you know why? (1) one of the reasons is that (.) men

(.) (_£j  ̂ Ly ~̂i (0 .5 )  ® Cy* ^ ^  eJoc. Ajjjla i_^slja
qawj ru:hah jehis jumkin ?alquia min nui? frndah mrtajana mawaqif fj 

strong he feel he possible it the power of type has he specific situations in 
315- F in certain situations have a kind of power (0.5) they might feel strong (.) _______

Ajjj yij Aj^j  j
bintah walla zaw3atah 

his daughter or his wife
qiddaim 

in front of

Vlj
walla

or

OJA
marah qiddaim 

woman in front of
j e33 

come he
316-F so one might speak to a woman such as his wife or his daughter

oja (0.5) 4a ■ ̂  (jjjLuall (0.4) cyjtjuull Aâ I£ qjfLi
hadih 9a:mmah bis9ifa ?ansa:wi:n ?ansa:wi:n lakin mubajer kala:mah jaku:n
this general in the women the women but direct his speech be

317- F directly but women (0.4) women in general (0.5) usually

(#) L-ftlft jJJC.Ua jjjaAIa
£unf mta:?i:n maihumuf 

violence of not they no
hadja zaj 
this like

ha^ait
things

9ala
on

jjJjXJA
mitfuidiin 

accustomed they
318- F don’t have a tendency to speak in an aggressive way (.)

l t\rL CAjjjjj AjI AajJ J jluIjaII ^ 1 Sj Ic . j
9unf fiiha tartiibait li:h diima ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m 9adatan wa

violence it in arrangements have always the direct the speech usually and
319-F and direct speech is usually aggressive

Ajjjuo (Jxfl Ŝ J j j
saj?ah fftel raddat fi:ha wa kada fiiha wa
bad reaction it in and like that it in and

320- F and the reaction to it is usually bad and so on
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etuii] (.)
]

linnisa:? Jaj 
the women to thing

jjl-LO jjill

?aktar mubajer ?alxair ?alkala:m
more_____direct the not the speech

j*

hu:a
it

lakin
but

321-A But indirect speech is more common among (.) women
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  r

IjJJ (.) fA
jebbu: li?annhum lajj humma 

want they them because why they

4ai

bi:h 
it with

1 j LUjj

jet3a:mlu: 
compliment they

]

humma
they

322-F
[

They usually use it (.) because they want

La UJ^ C& "'-Jc
minha majend arru: bidu:n risadithum 
it from harm they without their massage

r*
jws lu: 

reach they
323-F to convey their messages without being affected by them

However, although the male Libyan informants tended to describe indirect speech as 

both positive and negative, depending on the situation and context, when asked whether the 

type of indirectness, which they claimed to be used more by women, is positive or negative, 

they responded as follows (see Appendix D, pp. 170-171, lines:324-333):

II J jouIq

aa muntajer 
aa widespread

£jSll
?annu:9 

the kind

Î A
hada
this

J a j
hal wa 
do and

JI>Jl 
?assw?ad jatbaf 

the question follow it
hu:a

it
ba:hj
ok

324-A OK, there’s a completion of the last question, is indirect speech aa

( 0 . 6 ) ^ Î A J a

]
halja?nj ?j3a:bj ?am salbj ?annu:(T hada

mean positive or negative the kind this do
325- A is this kind of speech negative or positive I mean (0.6)

]
((<UaLJl ^  Cjlj*-ai))

[
((Not clear))

(.)
salbj salbj 

negative negative
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326- F Negative negative (.)

f* 3 :j

na£am
yes

327- R What

(.) I* Jl>dl Jl
sa?althu:lkum tawa ?illj ?al?axi:r hada ?assw?a:l ?al hada
you to it ask I now that the last this the question the this

328-A This was the, the last question I asked you (.)

]
ja?nj
mean

ft II J a

?j3a:bj
positive

?am
or

salbj
negative

aa hal 
aa do

329-A is it negative or positive I mean
[

]
(0.4) b* *C_fl

3iddan salbj
very negative

330- F
[

So negative (0.4)

on
Bajn

between

Jj5i J  niTlX
?aktar muntajer 
more widespread

^ uji ill J a iiii 
?almba:Jer ?al xair ?alkala:m hal aaaa 
the direct the not the speech do aaaa

hua:
it

?illj
that

331- A The question was that aaaa, is indirect speech more common among

f' <#4“ (•)
?j3a:bj ?am salbj ?annu:9 
positive or negative the kind

Ija
hada
this

hal
do

j
wa

and

(.)
fhamit

understood

(#) etuiill (Jl^ l̂l
?annisa:? ?am ?arri3a:l 

the women or men
332- A men or women (.) OK. (.) and is this kind of speech (.) negative or positive?

(.) cjlilb c£UUll 
bi66a:t ?al?a:?ila:t 

especially the families

(J) ^ l j  (j£LuoA <■ n. '
bajn wa:3id maja:kil jusabib 

between many problems cause it
li?annah 
it because

salbj
negative

333-S Negative because it causes lots of problems (1) especially among families

Thus, the male Arab participants evaluated the type of indirectness, which they claimed to be

used more by women, as negative. Such answers are interesting, because none of the male

informants mentioned such negative use of indirectness when discussing indirectness in
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general but, when linked to women’s use, their view of indirectness changed. Indirectness in 

this case was described as (see above) ‘negative’ and ‘so negative’, due to the problems it 

causes, especially among families. This might reflect the negative evaluation of indirectness 

in Libyan society in general, but also raises the question of whether indirectness is believed to 

be used more by males or females (an ideological belief) and whether there is a difference 

between males and females with regard to using such speech at a perceptual level.

6.3.5. Is There any Difference between Males and Females’ Perceptions of the 

Use of Indirectness?

All of these negative expressions, which are used to describe indirect speech in Libyan 

Arabic, reflect the negative evaluation of such speech. It is in this context that one must view 

the many expressions that the Libyans have to describe indirectness. However, none of these 

names were mentioned by the male participants.164 This is not to say that negative 

indirectness is never used by men, but it might be less common among them.165 By contrast, 

the English informants provided neutral descriptions of indirectness (see Appendix, pp. 186- 

187, lines: 286-292). However, when the English informants were asked to list words which 

are usually used to describe directness, they provided negative descriptions (see Appendix, p. 

187, lines: 295-304), as follows:

295- M: = direct could be seen as being rude (0.5) abrupt (1)

296- D: Direct
[

297- Z: Those those names are for direct
[

164 After the male focus group discussion, I asked myassistant for the session, on my behalf, to show them the 
words associated with indirectness mentioned by the women to see if  they recognised any o f them. They 
mentioned that ‘injecting’ and ‘making meanings’ were familiar, while the others were not.
165 However, some o f the male Libyan informants used some negative expressions to describe indirectness 
during the discussion, such as ‘throwing words’, as I have shown above.
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298- D: Direct yeah

299- M: Direct but (.) if somebody was very direct you
300- would say oh they’ve been abrupt =

[
301-J: Blunt

302- M: = or they’ve been

303- P: Blunt yeah

304- Z: Blunt! emm

Such evaluations of directness and indirectness reflect, at least partly, the ideological 

beliefs about these forms in both societies. Indirectness seems to be evaluated negatively by 

the Arab informants, especially when it is linked to women’s use, while directness seems to 

be seen as negative by the English informants and linked more to rudeness and imposition.

6.3.6. Indirectness needs Skills

Indirectness was seen by both groups, Arabic and English, as a form of sophisticated speech 

that needs certain skills. For English, the individuals who are skilful in using indirectness are 

described positively as ‘diplomatic’ (see Appendix E, p. 182, lines: 148-155). For the male 

Libyan participants, individuals who do not have the skills to speak indirectly (in requesting 

something, for example) can find other ways to convey their message (e.g. through a 

mediator) (see Appendix D, p. 148, lines: 148-155). However, for the female Arab 

informants, being skilful in using indirectness is more about being able to use ‘techniques of 

retaliation’. In other words, using indirectness to defend themselves while being attacked or 

criticised indirectly (see Appendix C, pp. 128-129, lines: 390-398), as follows:
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Ciil 15^
]

>*4iLl̂ I CjIjx V : j

r*

?inti hatta ?almuba:Jer biyair triddj t t marra:t qas dj la 
you even the direct not with reply you y y  sometimes I mean no

No I mean sometimes y y you yourself reply indirectly390-Z

JjuiHall
.]

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

dijl
]

u3* :C

biyair 
not with

triddj 
reply you

?inti
you

hatta
even

391-H
[

You reply indirectly then
r

]
( ( ( i l ^ j J a ) )  j  ( . )

]
hakada wa ba?ud^kum 9ala triddw ?a:d tabdw wa 

__________ so on and you together on reply you so start you and
[

392- Z And you start speaking to each other indirectly (.) and so on ((laughter))
[

]
Xibra mtafrt 

experience of

4c.Ha ((lilajJa)) &A& diUia ;£•

hadj fanni:at hadj
this techniques this

[
393- H It is a matter of techniques then ((laughter)) this needs an experience

[

— IgjuAj 
]

na:sha 
its people

]
1 ̂  <1 ’L a

li:ha 
it to

[
394- F This needs experienced people

[
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]
na:sha tibbj 

its people want it

395-Z
[

This needs experienced people
[

((î K Ja)) (J-?
]
bil

to the

= ;i—a

farlaha
skilful

396-F
[

Skilful enough to ((laughter)) 
[

1
kalmitha 
her wore

]
^  (0.3) i 

m ij fammha fj kalmitha jaqu:llik attalki:h fj ftibra 
not her mouth in her word you to say he the vaccination of experience

397-H
[

People who have an experience in ‘injecting’ (0.3) as the proverb says: some 
women have their words in their mouths but others left their words

?ummha 9ind
her mother with

398-H with their mothers

One of the female Arab informants (H, see above) used the Arabic proverb ‘some 

women have their words in their mouths, but others left their words with their mothers’,166 to 

describe two types of women: the first type (whose words are in their mouths) are skilful, so 

they can retaliate immediately, but indirectly, while the second type (whose words are with 

their mothers) are unskilled, so they usually feel upset at being offended ‘indirectly’ and not 

able to retaliate. Thus, although both the English and Arab informants agreed that

166 A metaphorical proverb used to refer to situations where some women can retaliate, even if  the offence is 
indicated indirectly, while others cannot, because they lack o f the ‘skills’ that enable them to do so.
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indirectness needs skills, the evaluation of these skills seems to differ. For the English 

informants, these skills are needed for positive purposes while, for the Arab informants, 

particularly the females, such skills are used for negative purposes.

6.4. Concluding Remarks

The descriptions of directness and indirectness by both groups, Arabic and English, which are 

discussed in this section, clearly reflect the linguistic ideologies of what constitutes both 

forms in these communities. The main research question that has been addressed throughout 

this chapter is whether (in)directness perceived differently in Arab and English cultures. The 

responses of the informants to the questionnaires and focus groups do appear to substantiate 

certain similarities between Arab and British groups surveyed. For example, in general, there 

is an agreement between both groups about the concept of (in)directness: directness is 

described as explicit, while indirectness is seen as implicit. Both groups perceive indirectness 

s being polite, impolite or both according to the context. However, the major difference 

between Arab and English groups is that directness, in general, is perceived by the English 

informants as impolite and indirectness as polite. By contrast, indirectness seems to be seen 

as impolite by the Arab informants and directness is perceived as polite. Thus, “different 

cultures give precedence to different values, which, moreover, interpreted differently” 

(Sifianou, 1992: 94). However, although such beliefs provide valuable insights into how 

directness and indirectness are evaluated by both groups, they do not necessarily reflect the 

actual use of these forms.167 Thus, in the following chapter, which analyses naturalistic data, I

167 For example, English people might be more direct than they are aware, as I will show in the following 
chapter.
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investigate the extent to which individuals from both the Arabic and English communities 

conform to the way they feel they and others should speak.
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Chapter 7

Data Analysis: Naturalistic Data 

7.1. Introduction

My naturalistic data are based on several resources, including recorded data, log-book data 

and some examples of (in)directness that the participants had provided both on the 

questionnaires and during the focus group discussions. The main aim of this chapter, thus, is 

to investigate whether the traditional theories of politeness (Brown and Levinson, 1987; 

Leech, 1983) can be used adequately to analyse cross-cultural interactions. It also aims to 

examine the extent to which people from both Arabic and English communities conform to 

the way they feel that they and others should speak or behave (as discussed in the 

questionnaires and focus groups), and compare this with the way in which they do speak or 

behave. The research question that the results of this chapter address is: To what extent is 

there a correlation between indirectness and politeness, and directness and impoliteness? I 

divided this part of the data analysis into three main sections: in the first section, I discuss 

directness and its relation to politeness and impoliteness, Following this, I investigate the 

relationship between indirectness and politeness. Finally I show how indirectness can be used 

to send hidden impolite messages.

7.2. Directness and (Im)politeness

This section is divided into two parts: the first part focuses on the way in which directness is 

mitigated in both Arabic and English. It aims to show how the ideologies of dealing with 

direct speech through mitigation can be similar in both cultures, but through different 

strategies which are affected by different cultural norms and expectations. It also aims to 

show that the Arabic preference for direct forms in some situations does not necessarily mean
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that they do not seek modification to mitigate the impact of direct forms of speech, which are 

seen as appropriate and are thus conventionalised as a norm. In the second part, I show that 

some direct forms of speech are intensified in certain situations due to different ideological 

motivations (which will be discussed later). By doing so, I aim to illustrate the point that 

Arabic and English cultures should not be portrayed as polar opposites, as they are usually 

described, as they share the goal of displaying appropriate behaviour but by using different 

strategies, due to the different expectations they are expected to meet in their communities.

7.2.1. Mitigating the Force of Direct Speech

In this section, I consider some examples which illustrate how the ideologies about what is 

considered appropriate might be similar in both Arabic and English cultures, but that they 

“may be mitigated by other concerns and expectations” (Grainger et al., 2015: 42) which 

cause certain behaviour to be considered conventionalised. The first example took place 

between an English mother (in her 50s) and her two sons, whom I labelled ‘Mack’ (17 years 

old), and Jack (21 years old), at lunch time. This example is from my Recorded Data (see 

Appendix G, pp. 206-207).

Example (1)

1- Jack: I thought you said play I was like you can stand up on some plays.
2- Mother: (.) More?
3- Jack: (.)Yes please.
4- Mack: (.)What plays can you stand up in?
5- Jack: The globe.
6- Mother: About that (.)
7- Jack: (0.3) Urrr a little bit smaller (.)the globe theatre you can stand up (.) a::nd

[
8- Mack: That’s because
9- they didn’t have chairs then.
10- Jack: There’s some others actually

[
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((cough))
[

11 - Jack: They have chai::rs.
[

((Not clear))
[

12-Mack: They hadn’t invented them
[

13-Jack: That’s not true
14- though

t
15- Mack: Can I have some more.
17- Mother: t  Just |a  minute.
18- Jack: (0.4) Some others as well (0.6 not many but some (1) ((whispering)) It wasn’t
19-funny

((Not Clear))
[

20- Mack: Then why did you laugh?
[

21 - Mother: How about that
22- Mack: Yes please (3)
23- Jack: So Mack (.) it looks like you’re in on your own tonight (.)
24- Mack: Really

[
25- Mother: Yeah cause I’m out (2) Which one do you want, that one or that one

[
26- Jack: f Why are you so jlo::nely

[
27- Mother: Mack?
28- Mack: Actually I’m going out tonight. Urrr that please.
29- Mother: This one? (.)
30- Mack: fYes jplease (.) not a flot jplease.

In the above example, Mack’s request, in line 15 (Can I have some more), which is usually 

classified as a kind of directive, is mitigated through using what is called ‘conventional 

indirectness’, in order not to impose on the hearer, who is (as a mother) already in a higher 

position. Furthermore, besides using an appropriate linguistic structure, Mack frequently 

combines this with a certain intonation (line 30: ‘fyes Jplease; not a flot Iplease’) and the



polite expression ‘please’, which he uses four times within a few seconds (lines: 22, 28, 30). 

According to Searle (1979), the linguistic structure of this request, which is a suggestion, is ‘a 

very modest attempt’ to get the hearer to do something for the speaker, and thus, according to 

Searle, it is polite. However, it seems that, in this example, there is a convention that it is 

appropriate to use such linguistic strategies in similar recurrent situations in British-English. 

Thus, certain elements of behaviour are conventionalised and routinised over time within 

English culture to be seen as appropriate, which might be similar to or different from the 

other cultural groups.

In Libyan-Arabic, the force of directives is also mitigated through using certain 

strategies, albeit it is different from English due to the different cultural norms and 

ideologies, as I show in the following Arabic example, which is from the Recorded Data. 

This conversation took place among members of the same family (a mother and her three 

daughters) at tea-time. I have labelled the individuals who were present at the following 

conversation as follows: Y= the mother, 59 years old; and her daughters: A= 38 years old; S= 

33 years old; and H, 31 years old (see Appendix F, pp. 191-192).

Example (2)

'j' AjjoJ ( • )*  :•
Jwaja Jahi ?at<’jni: ya:m
little tea me give mum

1-A: Mum, give me Ja little f tea

UL, (0.5) :y?
wainah
it where

2-Y (0.5) There is no more tea

(•) ^  ^  0
Jahi tibbj
tea want
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3-: A H wants tea (.)

]
Jahi
tea

(jLlS La SjLuia.

mafi:J 
not there no

Xsara 
what loss

4-S: Oh there is no more tea 
[

(.) ( ^ )  w
Batta ja 
duck o

fiLuixll
?al£aja: fj 

the dinner in
ba?dain Jahi 
later tea

liLjj.il
?iddjri:lna 

us to do you

]

baj
you

5- H: t
Em (.) you make tea for us later at dinner (you duck)

ill (•) :<->*
Allah be-ithn
God permission with

6- S: (.) God willing = [OK.]

As we can see from the above example, both requests (line, 1; and line, 5) were performed 

directly through direct imperatives (give me; you do), which is believed to be inappropriate 

when making requests in English (Sifianou, 1992). Furthermore, no formulaic polite 

expressions were used in either request. For these reasons, Arabs are usually judged by the 

English as too direct and thus rude when they are speaking English (Hamza, 2007), which is 

based on ideological beliefs about what constitutes acceptable behaviour in English culture 

(Mills and Kadar, 2011). However, as I mentioned above, the notion of mitigating the force 

of directives seems to be also linked to certain ideologies in Libyan-Arabic. For example, in 

the first request (line: 1), A mitigated her request to her mother by using two strategies: the 

first was a certain intonation (Ja little jtea) in a way that shows respect; and the second what 

Sifianou (1992) labels ‘internal modifications’, which was the phrase ‘a little’, used to soften 

the impact of direct requests. In the second request (line: 5), H asked her sister to make tea 

for them at dinner, but this time directness was mitigated in a different way, where the word



‘you duck’, which is often used in banter, was used to address the hearer instead of using her 

real name, as an indication of closeness and kindness.168 However, this is not to say that 

failing to use banter or an item of internal modification has a negative impact, as the speakers 

used a certain intonation pattern that was required for a successful request, and thus no 

offence was taken.

Because of the different ideological beliefs about what constitutes appropriate 

behaviour in both cultures, the Arabic way of requesting might be unacceptable to the 

English, but the English way of speaking might be inappropriate for Arabs. To illustrate this 

point, we can cite the following Arabic example which took place between my brother and 

myself (taken from the Log Book data) (see Appendix F, p. 201):

Example (3)

(jjliul ^UjS (_£.}!j  aJjI
sni:n ?arb?a 9umrah wildj lajlah fj m hu:J § kunt
years four his age my son night in my brother home in I was
1- One night, I was at my brother’s home. My four year-old son

liwildj 
my son to

dllfl Lii .Clj-aJjll 
quit ?anan ?alrimu:t 
said I I the controller

g, VihrJ
?a£t?inj 
me give

Xa:lj li%u:j 
my uncle my brother to

JlS 
qa.l 

said he
2- said to my brother: uncle, give me the controller. I said to my son:

(jlliaJLi La ;J13 j  ^̂ laLuj

manit/ajilij qa:l wa Ja:flj yu:] li^alik fad?lik min qu:l
not imagine I no said he and me to looked my brother your uncle to favour of say
3- say ‘please’ to your uncle. My brother looked at me and said: I cannot imagine

CiLala. l̂*j
hadj zaj ha3a:t sSra:rj nfallim ru.hj
this like things my children teach I myself

4- teaching my children things like that.

168This kind o f softener is less common than what are called ‘diminutives’ (e.g. Ahamad becomes Hmaida, or 
using ‘little sister, little brother, little son and so on’).
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What is interesting about this example is that I did not ask my son to change the linguistic 

structure he used to make the request, which seems, in spite of its imperative form, to be 

performed correctly through appropriate intonation and addressing (calling the addressee 

‘uncle’). I just asked him to use the formulaic expression ‘please’ to appear more polite. My 

brother rejected this use of ‘please’ because it seems to be strange for him, as such 

expressions are not conventionalised to be seen as appropriate in Arabic.169 The reason why 

the hearer did not accept such a polite expression as ‘please’ may be because it may indicate 

social distance, while avoiding such expressions may indicate close relations and familial 

warmth, which has a priority in Arabic culture.

Thus, imperative forms of speech do not appear to be seen as a problem in themselves 

in Arabic, as long as they are used with certain strategies, particularly intonation. So, in order 

to show the difference that different intonation can make, we can consider the following 

example which is taken from my Focus Group Data for Libyan males (see Appendix D, pp. 

160-162, lines: 252-262):

Example (4)

c cJaik tus ruf tibbj lilmas rif ma:J] 
cheque withdraw money you want you the bank to walking you

maGalan 
for example

2 5 2 - S for example, when you go to the bank to withdraw some money

AhjXo (a) (a) L-illa 11a
maddaitlah muba:Jer t?alb hada 

him to gave you direct request this

11a (a) liLi
haqak hada Jaik 

your right this cheque
ta£t<ri:hum 

them give you
253-S you just give the banker a cheque (.) this is your right and this is a direct (.) request

169 My insistence on my son using the formulaic expression ‘please’ can be attributed to the cultural impact o f  
English culture, as I had already spent several years in England by that point.
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jla (̂ yiJafi.1 

]
flu:sj ?aft i:nj 

my money me give

Vij

tqu:lah 
him to say you

walla
or

Jaik
cheque

255- S the cheque or you say give me my money
[

254- (.) you just give the banker

dllk ( ) t-
ha:t lilmasSif 
give the bank to

timjj 
walk you

Id
lamma
when

Cul
?inta
you

L*1
lakin
but

C cjas i:r mafru:d 
happen supposed

?illj
that

]
\Mt> ;t_s

hada
this

256-F
[
This is what is supposed to happen, but when you go to the bank (.) do you say

(•)
flu:sj ?a£t?i:nj

my money me give
257-F eive me mv monev! (.)

(( ĵuialj J^ ))  lAliua 
*]

ma?na:ha 
it mean

fjLa V :j

miS 
not

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

la
no

la
no

258-R No no direct speech doesn’t mean ((not clear))
[

]
((C ^ 'j -H4))

1
[

((Not clear))
[

(j£jub
]

bijakil ?aljaj 
form with the thing

]

mubajer
direct

tat?lub 
request you

ma9na:ha 
it mean

259-R
[

It means you make requests in a direct way 
[
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i
mubajer

direct

]
t ^

?aljaj 
the thing

tat?lub 
request you

260-M
[

you request something directly
[

s ah 
right

]
: j

s^ah
right

mubajer
direct

261-Z
t

Direct right right 
[

dljUj 

? ].
t a:rik majj m i/

fight you walking you not

(^gjujLo (jjLa ( ^ j J a l j  J^ C -) ^ jujLax ■«< JjS :j

m uba/er bi/akil ?alkala:m tqu:l 
direct form with the speech say you

[
262- R | You are just saying it directly ((not clear)) you are not fighting.

As we can see in the above example, although the linguistic structure of requests in lines 

(255) and (257) was the same ‘give me my money’ (both imperatives), the second request 

was judged negatively by the other participants. Due to a rising, emphatic stressed intonation 

that was used to make the request, it was described as ‘fighting’. The first request was not 

judged in this way although, as I mentioned, it consisted of exactly the same words. This 

sheds light on the importance of the fact that language is neither inherently polite or impolite 

(Mills, 2011) but, rather, it is more about the situation and what is seen as appropriate and 

thus conventionalised within a particular linguistic group.

However, I am not arguing that the above strategies are the only ways open to

interlocutors. There are different strategies that can be used in both cultures in different
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situations in order to make requests. For example, in Arabic, they might use some indirect 

forms (as I show in the next section) or polite expressions for something they may conceive 

of as being very serious. Consider the following Arabic example which took place among the 

participants in the Arabic Focus Group for males (see Appendix D, p. 167, lines: 298-302):

Example (5)

45̂ Ld tjj
flu:s minnj tibbj lamma tawa bitqudlj fin

money me from you want when now me to say you will what
298-F So what would you say when you want your money back

dLlc- ^5li
9alajk fatih rabbj ka:n fathj ja  samaht law binqudik

______ you on open my lord if Fathi oh allowed you if you to say I will
299- N I would say (Fathi) if Allah opens it to you = [if you can], if you don’t mind_____

Xallis^nj
me give my money

300-N give me my money back

:j

%allis nj 
me give my money

301-R Give me my money back 
[

]
Aj I : j
?aih Xallis^nj
yes me give my money

302-Z
[

Give me my money back yes

In this example, it seems that using some polite formulaic expressions to ask for serious 

things can soften the impact of the request and is not seen as offensive even when using
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imperatives (give me my money back). Thus, the strategies used should meet the expectations 

and concerns of the interactants in order to be considered acceptable.

Similarly, using forms of what is called ‘conventionalised indirectness’, which is 

usually described as polite by the traditional politeness theories, does not appear appropriate 

in certain situations in English. Consider the following English example, which is taken from 

the English Focus Group data (see Appendix E, p. 186, lines: 258-273):

Example (6)

258- K: I think yeah I think yeah I think it is how we’ve been brought up
[

259- J: Yes (.) doesn’t it it
260- depends massively yea::h

[
261-P: 0:K  yes

[
262- K: Or situations

[
263- J: Yeah (0.4)
264- K: I think it changes doesn’t it (.)
265- M: And that is come my father ((laughter))

[
266- P: I would n:ever ever (.) challenge anything my parents (0.4)
267- M: No
268- K: No no

[
269- P: No (.) never oh God (.) even now I’m fifty six I would I would no (hffff) it’s not
270- is not worth ((laughter))

[
((Not clear))

271- R: Being direct can be just (.) can you lend me ten pounds because I’ve forgotten my
272- purse rather than ...

[
273- K: Yeah

In this example, the speaker R described asking for money, which is conceived as a serious

request, using what is known as ‘conventionalised indirectness’ as ‘direct’ (lines, 271-272:
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‘Being direct can be just (.) can you lend me ten pounds because I’ve forgotten my purse’), 

which, according to the ideological beliefs in Britain, is linked to unacceptable or even 

impolite, behaviour.

So far, I have discussed several methods that Libyan and British people can use to 

. mitigate the force of directives. In the following sub-section, I investigate the strategies that 

are used to intensify directness and their relation to politeness in both Arabic and English.

7.2.2. Directness and Optionality

7.2.2.I. Directness and Reducing Options

In this section, I focus on the strategy of intensifying direct speech, particularly the insistence 

on the hearer doing something for the speaker in both Arabic and English. In contrast to the 

above section, in which I investigated the notion of modifying the force of directives, in this 

part, I show how intensifying the force of direct speech is preferred, if  not required, in certain 

situations. However, before illustrating this point, let us consider the following example and 

see how it would be analysed and perceived by traditional researchers of cross-cultural 

politeness. This example took place at lunch-time between an English mother in her 50s, 

whom I label ‘Andrea’, and her son (21 years old), whom I label ‘David’ (this example is 

from my Recorded Data. See Appendix G, p. 207):

Example (7)

1- Andrea: Can you have some more salad?
2- David: Me:::?

[
((Noise in the background))

[
3- Andrea: Yeah.
4- David: I’ve had loads.
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According to the traditional method of analysis, in this example, the interactants perfectly

represent how the English are supposed stereotypically to behave in such situations. The

offerer used a ‘very modest’ form of directive, which was a suggestion (line 1: ‘Can you have

some more salad?’), in order to avoid imposing on the hearer or forcing him to do what the

speaker wanted him to do by using direct forms or insisting on the offer (Searle, 1979). On

the other hand, the offeree tries to find a polite way to refuse the offer (line 4: ‘I’ve had

loads’) because, according to Levinson (1983), refusals are dispreferred acts, and so avoided.

However, such assumptions are built on ideological beliefs, because

All languages normalise certain conventionalised elements and forms of behaviour 
and individuals have the choice as to whether they go along with this linguistic 
ideology and establish and maintain their social position through conformity to the 
norm, or whether they establish and maintain their social position through the use of 
individualistic utterances (Grainger et al., 2015: 48).

Thus, individuals have a choice whether to conform to certain linguistic ideologies (as in the 

above example) or not. To illustrate this point, we can consider the following example which 

took place between the same individuals who were present in the above example at the same 

lunch-time (see Appendix G, p. 207):

Example (8)

1: Andrea: Do you not like black olives?

2: David: No, I hate black olives (.)

3: Andrea: Well, try that one cause it’s got lemon on it
[

4: David: aaa No, I don’t trust it (0.4)
5: Andrea: No but just ftry Jit (1) it’s really really nice.

In this example, there were three offers (lines 1, 3 and 5): the first took the form of a 

question, while the second and third were made in the form of imperatives. The process of the 

offers contains the following sequences:
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1- Insisting on an Offer:

1- Offers: As I mentioned above, there were three offers involved in the conversation: 

one of which was interrogative (line 1: ‘Do you not like black olives?’) and two imperatives 

(line 3: try it; and line 5: just |try  jit). Thus, insisting on directives does not seem to be seen 

as a ‘fierce attempt’, as Searle (1979) claims, even by the English. Thus, imperatives are not 

completely avoided by the English, as is thought to be the case.

2- Temptations and alternatives: The offeree was given different temptations in order 

to persuade him to accept the offer: (line 3: ‘try that one ‘cause it’s got lemon on it’; line 5: 

‘it’s really really nice’) which could be seen as a kind of insistence.

2-Refusing the Offer:

1- Insisting on Refusal: The offer was refused directly twice (line 2: ‘No’; and line 4: 

‘aaa No’). The offeree did not feel imposed on, because of the insistence on the offer by his 

interlocutor, who did not seem to take any offence because of his refusal.

2- Excuses: The offeree provided some excuses (line 2: ‘I hate black olives’; line 4: ‘I 

don’t trust it’) to justify his insistence on refusing, although indicating that you hate 

something is problematic in English, particularly in regard to food (Stadler, 2011) being 

offered to you.

As we can see from this example, direct linguistic practices and insisting on them do 

not necessarily reduce the options open to the hearer, because they can simply refuse to 

respond positively to the speaker and no offence is taken by either side. Furthermore,
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insisting on such linguistic practices is not evaluated as an imposition on the hearer, as 

claimed by some of the traditional theories (Brown and Levinson, 1987; Leech, 1983).

It might be argued, however, that the imposition was not taken in the above example 

because the offer was made in a familial context. So, it may be acceptable for the offerer, due 

to her position as a mother, to use such direct forms with her children (as argued in the 

English focus group data), which might be true. I agree that the relationship between the 

interactants plays a significant role in determining the way they behave, but my main aim is 

to show that directives and insisting on them can be found in English conversations which are 

always described as giving priority to the freedom of the other person through performing 

indirect forms only. However, I am not saying that freedom is not a priority in English; it is, 

but the claim that using directives always impedes this freedom is not entirely accurate. To 

illustrate this point, we can consider the following example, where I show that insistence can 

occur even among friends in English. Three people took part in the following conversation 

(which is taken from my Log Book data): ‘Mary’ and her husband ‘Jonathan’, who had been 

invited by their friend ‘Karin’ for lunch. After lunch, Karin offered her guests some cake and 

they responded as follows (see Appendix G, p. 208):

Example (9)

1 - Karin: Would you like a piece?

2- Mary: Yes please (takes a piece).

3: Jonathan: No, thank you.

4: Karin: Go on! Have some.

5: Jonathan: No it’s alright. I am still full from lunch.

In this example, whereas Mary immediately accepted the initial offer, which was made in the 

form of a question (line 2: ‘would you like a piece’), Jonathan refused the offer directly



without giving any excuse at first, but he showed his gratitude for the offer (line 3: ‘No, thank 

you’). Karin then renewed her offer which was coupled with an insistence which was made 

quite baldly this time with an imperative structure (Line 4: ‘Go on! Have some’). The refusal 

was then in terms of a reassurance that (line 5: ‘It is alright’) and then an excuse for not 

accepting the offer (line 5: ‘I am still full from lunch’). When the first and second offers were 

refused with a reassurance and an excuse, the sequence was brought to a close. Thus, as we 

saw in this example, although Karin made her second offer quite baldly with an imperative 

structure, she did not seem to be impeding Jonathan’s freedom of action, as he refused the 

offer again and did not consider the direct offer as restricting his choice to accept or not. 

Thus, the claim that directness always restricts choices seems to be a myth. However, after 

refusing the offer a second time, there was no repeated sequence of offers and refusals and 

that may be because refusals, in general, are accepted at a certain stage in English to avoid 

the imposition on the offeree (Grainger et al., 2015). Offers in Arabic seem to take a long 

sequence of turns before they are accepted or refused, as we will see in the following 

example (taken from the Recorded Data) which took place between Hind (32 years old; the 

hostess) and Manal (33 years old; the guest) while Hind was offering fruit to her guests after 

lunch. Before giving her a dish of fruit, Manal started the conversation as follows (see 

Appendix F, pp. 192-194):

Example (10)

h Li ’(JILq

Hind ja ?ana mataft'jni:/
Hind oh I not me give you no

1-Manal Hind, don’t give me any

*.liA
n9am
Yes

2- Hind What
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La •(Jb-a

mataft jni:J
not me give you no

3- Manal Don’t give me any

(ja£le. *JUA
- ?alaj

Why
4- Hind Why

AU
lillah 
God to

AasJI (jiuhluu La Jh\j V V I(JtLa
?alahamdw mataftjni:J wallahi la la 

Thank not me give you no by God no no
5- Manal No no by God=[please] don’t give me any, thank God= [I don’t want any more]

bj A l  ;AiA

?ahwah bahj
This OK

6- Hind So what about this

]
n ma?a:dij 
I not

Lai ; Jlla

rahw
that

?alqahwa 
the coffee

nujrub 
drink I

c
lamma xala:s 
when enough

7- Manal When I drink coffee I can’t I
r

]
S-J-s. tSllL • jua

tanja ha.’3a tibbj balik bnajtik bahj 
Another thing want she might your daughter OK

[
8- Hind What about your {little} daughter she might want something else

LSLL (̂g£ LLb :(Jb*
]

banana tibbj tanj banana tibbj 
Banana want you again banana want you

9- Manal {To her daughter} Do you want another banana (.) do you want a banana
[
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].\gjJ-13U (JjUJJ Lft * AiA

]’
ta?t?i:ha mu:za matibbi:J kan qas^dj

Her give you banana not want she no if I mean
[

10- Hind I mean if she doesn’t want a banana you give her {something else}
 [___________________

]
(0.4) aasJI

]
lillah ?alahamdw lillah ?alahamdw 

God to thank God to thank
[

11- Manal thank God|? ={you don’t want any?} Thank Godf {doesn’t want any}
__________________________________J ________________

(JlLa
fa la j' Manal 
Why Manal

]
Cu!
?inti
you

12- Hind
[

What about you Manal why (.)

Em
What

13- Manal What (.)

AjjJj liLlc. jjlb 4j=kbk (_̂l ;AiA
- ** ** p

Jwaja zjdj 9alaik billahi ha3a ?aj qas dj 
little take more you on God with thing any I mean

14- Hind I mean have something for God’s sake = [please (informal)} have a little

V V:JU*
Xalas? la la

Enough no no
15- Manal No no that’s enough

(0.3) ^ b
hikkj Jwaja ?inab bahj
Like little grapes OK

16- Hind A few grapes maybe (0.3)

V
La la 

No no
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17-Manal No no

4Aj

£alaik
]

billahi
You on God with

18- Hind For God’s sake = [please (informal)] 
[

]
j j i  AiU (jjLa ( . )  4 ll j  4 l J-oaJl

bru:hj na^iS nibbj kanmithajma m i/ wallahi lillah ?alhamdu
myself by take I want I if  shy I not by God God to thank

I
19- Manal Thank God = [I don’t want any], by God = [really] (.) I’m not shy if I want I will take
20- some by myself

In this example, Hind was preparing some fruit to give to Manal. Hind asked her not to give 

her any using an imperative form (line l : ‘don’t give me any’). Hind did not hear Manal’s 

request at first, so she repeated it using the same bald structure (line 3: ‘don’t give me any’). 

Hind asked the reason for Manal’s refusal to find out whether it was sincere or ritual. Manal 

did not give an excuse at this stage, which made Hind repeat her offer. This time, Manal gave 

an excuse that she could not eat after drinking coffee, which was seen as a convincing reason 

to Hind. However, this did not satisfy Hind’s desire to be seen as a good host; therefore, she 

asked Manal to find out whether her young daughter, who was already eating a banana, 

wanted anything else, to indicate that her guest’s daughter was as welcome as she was 

herself. Hind started again offering some fruit to Manal, using different strategies for 

insisting on her offer, trying to persuade her by invoking God (lines 14 and 18) and offering a 

choice of any kind of fruit the guest would like, instead of taking the whole offered fruit 

(lines 14 and 16). After several turns of offering, refusing and insisting, Manal asserted her 

sincerity by claiming that she was not shy, which is usually considered one of the main 

reasons why hosts/esses insist on their offers, and supported her claim by invoking God (line



19: ‘by God I’m not shy’). When Hind was convinced that Manal’s refusal was genuine, she 

stopped insisting, and they both turned their attention to other guests. Thus, as I mentioned in 

Section 4.3.3., in Arabic, “the insistence is a display of genuine generosity” (Grainger et al., 

2015: 59), since it is seen as a significant part of the ritual routines that are required for a 

successful offer. It is also worth mentioning that directness in such a case does not actually 

restrict the options open to the hearer and force them to do what the speaker wants them to do 

because, as we have seen in this example, the hearer refused the speaker’s offer despite the 

speaker’s insistence.

It might be interpreted that the sequences of such a linguistic practice are completely 

different in Arabic and English. In order to show that this is not exactly true, let us consider 

the sequences of the above Arabic example:

1- Insisting on offers

1- Offers: There were three offers in this example: (lines: 10, 12, 14), one of which 

was made in the form of a question (line 10: ‘What about your {little} daughter? She might 

want something else’), another was made in the form of an imperative (line: 14: ‘have some’) 

and the last is a suggestion, (line 16: ‘A few grapes may be’). Note that the offerer used 

different strategies in making her offer, including questions, suggestions and imperatives, so 

offers are not always directives in Arabic.

2- Temptations and Alternatives: The offerer used different types of alternative to 

tempt the offeree to accept her offer. For example, offering a certain type of fruit which was 

not too big [an orange (line 6: ‘what about this’)], or a small amount of fruit (line 16: ‘a few 

grapes may be’); shifting the offer to the offeree’s daughter (line 8: ‘what about your {little}
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daughter? she might want something else’); and giving alternatives to this offer (line 10: ‘I 

mean if she doesn’t want a banana you give her {something else} ’).

3- Invoking ‘God’: Using formulaic phrase which is equivalent to ‘please’ in English, 

albeit informal, in lines 14 and 18 (‘for God’s sake’).

4- Asking for Reasons: The offerer asked for reasons for not accepting her offer in 

line 4 (‘why’); and in line 12 (‘What about you Manal, why’). It should be noted that asking 

for reasons can be ritual in such cases, so the offeree is not actually required to give reasons. 

Hence, she did not give any reason after these questions in the above example.

2- Insisting on Refusals

1-Refusing the Offer: The offers were refused directly five times (line 1 and 3: ‘don’t 

give me any’; line 5: ‘no no ... don’t give me any’; line 15: ‘no no that is enough; and line 17 

‘no no’). The offeree’s insistence on refusal shows that she still has the choice not to respond 

to the offerer’s repeated offer, which does not restrict her options, despite the insistence on it.

2- Giving Excuses: The offeree provided an excuse for not accepting the offer in line 

7: (‘When I drink coffee I can’t I .. .’). Despite this excuse, the offerer renewed her offer 

several times.

3- Invoking ‘God’: In order to be seen to be sincere about her refusal, the offeree used 

phrases that involved God on several occasions: line 5: (‘by God = [please] don’t give me 

thanks God = [I don’t want any]’; and lines 19 and 20: (‘Thank God = [I don’t want any] by 

God = [really] (.) I’m not shy if I want to I will take some by myself).
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Although such a linguistic practice in Arabic seems to take a much longer sequence of 

turns before they are refused than in English (at least in the above examples), I believe that 

there are some similarities between the two languages. For example, both the Arab and 

English interactants used similar forms for making offers, including questions and directives, 

which were made with an imperative structure. They also adopted the same strategy of 

insisting on the offers through repeated offers, temptations and alternatives (such as in 

examples 8 and 10), and insisting on the refusal either by offering a direct refusal, or by 

giving an excuse. However, the main difference between Arabic and English in the above 

examples is that the Libyan participants occasionally invoked ‘God’ when they offered or 

refused an offer. This can be attributed, as I mentioned in Chapters 3 and 6, to the dominance 

of religion within Libyan society. Furthermore, some religious formulaic phrases that were 

used in the above Arabic example, as we have seen, can be translated into English as ‘please’. 

Thus, while it might be appropriate to use some polite formulaic expressions in certain 

situations in English (e.g. requests, see example (1) above), they could be more appropriate 

for use in other situations in Arabic (e.g. offers), taking other factors (such as the closeness of

i nc\the relationship among the participants) into consideration.

1.122. Restricting Options and Politeness

So far, I have shown that directness and insistence do not necessarily restrict the options of 

the hearer, who does not seem, according to the above examples, to feel imposed on by 

repeated actions or insisting on them, either in English or Arabic. Thus, they are not obliged 

to respond positively to the speaker. In this part, I show that reducing options can be seen as

170However, it should be noted that I am not comparing requests and offers in Arabic and English; merely 
aiming to evaluate the extent to which directness and insistence can restrict the options open to the hearer in 
different situations, and the examples discussed so far seem to provide a good view o f what is seen as 
appropriate in both cultures.
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appropriate (or even required) in some situations in Arabic,171 even if the hearer’s options are 

restricted to the extent that they have no choice but to accept what the speaker asks them to 

do, because it is conventionalised and ritualised as a norm in such a situation. In order to 

illustrate this point, we can consider the following example (which is from my Recorded 

Data). Three male friends took part in the conversation, whom I label as follows: Abdu Allah 

(50 years old); Faris (45 years old); and Hassan (32 years old). Abdu Allah invited Faris and 

Hassan to his house for lunch and they had this conversation (see Appendix F, pp. 194-197):

Example (11)

findak
you have

1-A Have some

9indak frndak
you have you have

2- H Have some have some

4_La
]

minnah 
it of

|4i! j V *

majs?jir 9indak 
happen no you have

wallahi 
by God

la
no

3 -A No f by Allah = [I insist] J have some, it couldn’t happen = [it is not accepted)
[

]
= M j

]
wallahi
by God

[
4-H By God = [really] =

[

171Because the rights o f the interlocutor to freedom of action take precedence over any other respects in English, 
it might be difficult to find English examples where the hearer is forced to do something by the speaker, so 
discussing this phenomenon in this section will be restricted only to Arabic examples, where it occurs in some 
situations.
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]
JjS JjS

]
ku:l ku:l yir
eat eat just

[
5 -A Just eat eat

]

"  ]
ma:kla: klait 
eating ate I

6-H
[

= I have eaten too:: much
[

]
(jiiauua (0.5) <auua (.) ^ b

c csa htain sa ha sa ha bahj 
two health be healthy be healthy OK

[
7- A OK. (.) be in good health, be in good health (0.5), have two health = [be healthy]

    [______________

r»

%ala:s
enough

VI
?illa
but

âlaxJl 
?alfad£ji:m 
the greatest

]
îilj

wallahi 
by God

8-H
[

By God = [really] I don’t want any more

(.) b&
hsu:na haja
Hsouna come on

9- A Come on Hsouna [diminutive] (.)

(1) tilAic- *J&lj (ilAic- tibic.
ftndak wallahi 9indak findak

you have by God you have you have
10-H Have some, have some, by God = [I insist] have some (1)
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jA Jl£j|
]

hu:a ?i:ka:l 
it eating

j A (.) :£

hada
this

hwa
it

hsu:na
Hsouna

11- A Hsouna (.) do you call this eating = [you ate nothing]
r

]
frndak 

you have

VI
.]

4ilj

?illa
but

wallahi 
by God

12-H By Allah = [I insist] you have some
r

(0.4) Ik 
hada 
this

tanqi :f 
little

]
liA
hada
this

13-A
t

This is nothing (0.4)

(.) Jail Ja (.) M j V:C
?ilful ful xahs9 wallahi la

the full full enough by God no
14-H No, by God = [really] I = I’ve had enough (.) I am really full

(.) Ul <anisi
wi:a:k ?ana niqsimha

you and I it divide I
15- A Share it with me then (.)

V V :C
]

la la
no no

16- H No no
r

La C H u , Ul i A * ■ ‘'o*<
manaqdarha bru:hj wi:a:k ?ana niqsimha

it can no myslf with you and I it divide I
17-A Share it with me (.) I can’t eat it all by myself
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((^jJalj jjc.)) (.) 4j£Ull <,5̂  l A (•) *~̂*̂ jAl^
] ’

?attalata hnj niqismu:ha bahj qutlik mahw
 ________________ the three we it divide we OK you to said I but
18- H But I said to you ... (.) OK. let us share it with ‘Faris’ then (.) ((not clear))

[

]
4uAb aKj t-nK <&|j ljjK Ul  ̂ Ul̂ ic- j  lIuK Ul y  ;£•

]  ̂ "bahja wakla klait wallahi klait ?ana 9indak ?indak 9indak wallahi klait ?ana la
good eating ate I by God ate I I you have you have you have by God ate I I no
19-A No, I’ve eaten too much, by God = [I insist] have some thave some t have some,
20- I’ve eaten too much, by God = [really] I’ve eaten too much.

  [ ____

] f %ala:s
enough

]

%ala:s?
enough

[
21-F That is enough, enough

[

J - l j U Jj£ T
]

:c
ra3il ja ku:l ku:l ku:l vir
man 0 eat eat eat just

22-H
[

Just eat eat feat |m an

Before analysing the above example, it should be noted that the sequence of turns of insisting 

on offers and refusals in the above conversation lasts about 80 seconds. This shows how the 

process of insistence can be fairly long and yet still be seen as acceptable, or even required, in 

Arabic. However, in this example, I am not analysing the process of insisting on offers and 

refusals but, rather, on occasions when the hearer might be seen to be obliged to accept the 

speaker’s offer and the strategies used to persuade him/her to do so. This example involved 

the following strategies:
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1-Invoking God: God was invoked twice by the offerer: in line 3 (‘No |by  God = [I 

insist] I  have it, it cannot be = [it is not accepted’)172, and line 20 (‘by God = [I insist] have 

some’). It is striking that this form of swearing allows the hearer no option but to accept 

because, according to Islamic teachings, whoever swears something by God and it is not done 

must fast for three days or feed ten poor people so, to avoid the consequences of refusals for

• 173the offerer in such cases, the offeree accepts the offered thing or at least something smaller.

2- Evaluating the Guest’s Eating: The offerer evaluated the guests’ eating on two 

occasions: line: 11 (‘do you call this eating = [you ate nothing]’) and in line 13: (‘This is 

nothing’). The host preceded his evaluation by using a diminutive form, whereby he changed 

the name of the guest (“Hassan” to “Hsouna”) to indicate closeness and familiarity. However, 

this is not a real criticism of the way the guest eats but, rather, more a ritual evaluation to 

show that the guest is not seen as greedy, by asserting that he only ate a small amount of food 

in order to encourage him to eat more.174 Moreover, such evaluations made the offeree agree 

to eat more to show that he liked the offered food and enjoyed his meal, and to confirm that 

he was not shy (as in the Arabic example (10) above), thus satisfying the host’s desire to be 

seen as a good host.

3- Alternatives: Similar to the above examples, instead of insisting on the same offer, 

the offerer provided some alternatives. For example, after an assertion by the offeree that he 

was really full (line 10: ‘No, by God = [really] it is enough (.) I am really full’), the offerer

172 The Arabic equivalent is not given here because it is already given above.
173 Allah says in the Holy Quran ‘ ^  ^ >̂3 aJ>j ji ^ jmS, j\ L> -kuj! q* sj&c. ajjUSs
‘ fiik  li) sjli£ »illi fU which can be translated into English as follows: ‘For expiation (for your oaths), feed
ten indigent persons, on a scale of the average for the food o f your families; or clothe them; or give a slave his 
freedom. If that is beyond your means, fast for three days. That is the expiation for the oaths ye have sworn’ 
(Sura Almaaidah, verse: 91).
174 An example about how a guest eating too much can sometimes be judged negatively in Arabic is provided in 
section 3 of this chapter.
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suggested that the offeree should share a piece of meat with him (line 15: ‘share it with me’). 

When this alternative offer was rejected, the offerer gave a reason for sharing, which was 

(line 17: ‘I can’t eat it all by myself ), which implied that the piece of meat would go to waste 

if the offeree continued to refuse to share it. According to religious beliefs, it is highly 

dispreferred to let food go to waste, so, because he did not want to be the person responsible 

for this, the offeree accepted the offer, but with the participation of the other guest (line 18: 

‘But I said to you... (.) OK. let us share it with Faris then’).

4- Commands: The offerer made his offer in the form of commands and used an 

emphatic intonation when he asked his guest to eat more in line 5: (‘just eat eat’) and line 19:

1 7̂(‘have some thave some t have some’). Unlike requests, in which such forms are 

inappropriate (as we saw in example (4) above), in offers, insisting on commands and a rising 

intonation seem to be more acceptable. They reflect the offerer’s sincerity about their offer, 

because offers are not always seen as sincere if they were optional in Arabic (as I show 

below). Thus, commands and a rising intonation are strategies used for this goal, because 

they show that the offerer is sincere about his offer.

According to the above example, the offerer has to ensure that his/her guests are 

satisfied by his/her service, which is called in Arabic “the duty of hospitality,176 

whereby the offerer is trying his/her best to serve his/her guests through frequent insistence 

(as I have shown in the above example). Performing this duty can be burdensome for the host

175 Another phenomenonthat emerges from the Arabic data is the wide use o f repetition o f imperatives in 
making offers. Wierzbicka calls the repetition o f this sort ‘clausal repetition’. It seems that, according to 
Wierzbicka, one purpose in employing this sort o f repetition is to convey the message that “I want you to do 
something NOW” (Wierzbicka, 2003: 260).
176Although the phrase ‘duty o f hospitality’ is understood as referring to the host’s obligations towards their 
guests, this duty is usually respected by the guests, who should allow their host to show generosity and 
hospitality (Grainger etal. 2015).
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sometimes, who might prefer to eat only a little or even give up their own meal, in order to 

serve his/her guests. For this reason, on many occasions in the above example, the guests 

requested the host to eat, instead of continuing to offer, not because they felt imposed on by 

the frequent offers, but because the host was seen to be busy in serving them at his own cost 

(see for example, line 10: (‘Have some, have some, by God = [I insist] have some’; and line 

22: when one of the guests asserts ‘Just eat eat feat |m an’). Furthermore, in order to show 

that the host has performed his duty of hospitality perfectly, the guests frequently assert their 

satisfaction through confirming that they have enjoyed their meal, which implies that the host 

has fulfilled his duty (see line 6: ‘I have eaten too:: much’; line 8: ‘By God = [really] I don’t 

want any more’; and line 14: ‘by God = [really] I’ve had enough (.) I am really full’). The 

host did not want his guests to feel guilty about his efforts to serve them and confirmed that 

he has already eaten well (see line 19, 20: ‘I’ve eaten too much, by God = [really] I’ve eaten 

too much’).

Although such routines are expected by both host and guest in Arabic culture, the 

degree of insistence depends on many factors (such as the situation, the relationship between 

the interactants and so on) so, in Arabic, the speaker might be assertive (or even aggressive 

from the perspective of some non-Arab cultures such as English) about their offer and yet 

still be seen to be behaving appropriately. In order to illustrate this point, I consider the 

following example (which is taken from the Log Book data) in which a female, Sana (30 

years old) visited her female friend, Amani (28 years old). Unexpectedly, after an hour, Sana 

decided to go home and the following conversation took place between the two friends (see 

Appendix F, pp. 201-203):
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Example (12)

ijj ui b
tawa ?ana ?amanj ja nimjj binnu:d?

now I Amanj 0 walk I get up
1- Sana Amani, I’m going home now

ilb dijLua La iilj ĵ lui *̂ jLa$
ballah mas^airit wallahi Jinw

by God happen not by god what
2- Amani What! by God = [I insist] it can’t be = [you won’t go home]

^  ni<aU V! ill_J La V V :*U«
binimjj ?illa wallahi matahilfi:J la la

go I but by God not swear no no no
3- Sana No no, don’t swear by God, by God = [really] I want to go

4_l3 r^Loi
fi:h Jin Cala :J
it in what way

4- Amani Why do you want to go?

iilj
wallahi 
by God

binimjj hikkj wa ?als9ixa:r ta?irfj 
go I like and the children know you

wallahi la 
by God no

5- Sana No, you know the children are waiting for me, by God = [really] I want to go

(jd '^Loi
?als?iya:r bru:hhum qa:?di:n Jin

the children themselves sitting what
6- Amani Are your children on their own

<s?JLaij V! iilj V
binimjj ?illa wallahi lakin bu:hum ma£a:hum humma la

go I but by God but their father them with they no
7- Sana No, their father is with them, but by God = [really] I have to go

AjbuoLa
ma:Jja
going

makj
not

ill j
wallahi 
by God

zajed
more

cJLa

haba:l bla: 
craziness without

I
?uqa?dj

stay
?uqa?dj

stay
8- Amani Don’t be crazy, stay stay, by God = [I insist] you won’t go

(jjailahjLa ’pLlul
bis matahilfi:/ yir
only not swear no just

9- Sana Just don’t swear by God
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AjjjjLa (iljLo j  Lo î 5^3 a 5)Ij ;̂ jjLal
tawa majia ma:nik wa tuqa?dj ?illama fi:k mada^alnj wallahi

 now going not and stay will you of me bother not by God_____
10- Amani By God = [really] I don’t bother about what you are saying, you won’t go now

c3̂
tahilfj haq mafrndikif
swear right not you have no

11- Sana You shouldn’t have sworn

Ijj

tawa halaft Xalas?
now sworn I enough

1- Amani I’ve already sworn by God

In this example, the guest informed her hostess that she was leaving, which was unexpected 

because, in Arabic, particularly when you have made an appointment in advance, guests are 

expected to stay a long time in order to allow their host to show their hospitality by offering 

different types of food and drink. Because the hostess has only had an opportunity to offer 

coffee during her guest’s short stay, she insisted (by swearing by God) on her staying (line 2: 

‘by God = [I insist] it couldn’t happen = [you won’t go home]’). When the guest refused and 

asked the hostess not to swear by God, because she was aware of the consequences of refusal 

in the case of invoking God (as discussed in relation to Arabic example 11), the hostess asked 

why the guest was leaving. Unlike in the Arabic example 10, where asking for a reason was 

ritual, here this request for a reason was real, to find out whether the guest had a sufficiently 

strong excuse. The reason provided by the guest was not persuasive, as the children were 

already being cared for by their father. The real reason might be because the hostess was busy 

with her studies, so the guest did not want to take up her time. Thus, as part of her duty of 

hospitality, the hostess had the right strongly to reject this excuse and be assertive about the 

refusal (line 8: ‘Don’t be crazy, stay stay, by God = [I insist] you won’t go’), and she even



went further, declaring that her guest’s opinion was unimportant (line 10: ‘By God = [really] 

I don’t bother about what you are saying, you won’t go now’). When the guest saw that the 

hostess was being assertive about her offer and was thus sincere, she had no choice but to 

agree to stay.

Thus, reducing options, according to ideological beliefs, might be seen as impeding 

the individual’s freedom of action, and thus be evaluated as impolite in English but, in 

Arabic, it is not only seen as appropriate, but the absence of such actions could be evaluated 

negatively, because they are expected by both the guest and the host/ess in similar situations. 

We can consider the importance of reducing options in the above example and the 

consequences of failing to meet the expectations in the following points:

1- Not Opening Options is Expected: The guest in the above example (example 12) 

expected her request to leave to be refused, so did not prepare a strong reason for her request 

ritual, because she did not want to be seen as what is called in Arabic “a heavy guest, [d ajf 

0aqi:l]” “J j£ ”, which can be translated into English as “an unwelcome guest”, who had 

outstayed her welcome. The hostess, on the other hand, needed to show her sincerity through 

assertion, or even aggression at times, in order to be seen as a good hostess. However, the 

hostess’ insistence here is not only seen as an obligation within the duty of hospitality, but 

also as a right which should be respected. For example, if  the guest was blamed for being late 

by her husband, she would justify her lateness by confirming that the hostess “caught her, 

[faddat fi:ha] W* ”, which means that ‘she insisted on not letting her go’ and this would 

be respected. Furthermore, non-opening options make the guest feel that her presence is 

appreciated, a person with whom the hostess enjoys spending time.
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2- Opening Options are Dispreferred: In this example, both the hostess and guest 

had certain expectations which they are expected to meet in order for their behaviour to be 

evaluated positively. The guest expects insistence on her staying. If this expectation were not 

met, and the hostess respected her desire to leave, because she does not want to impede her 

freedom of action through insistence (as in English), that would have greatly upset the guest. 

She would have interpreted this as being seen as an unwanted guest whom the host would 

like to leave.177

3- Reducing Options is a Right: Within the duty of hospitality, the guest has the 

right to be offered hospitality, but must also respect the host/ess’ right to show it (Grainger et 

al. 2015). This hospitality, as we have seen, can be demonstrated through insistence and 

reducing options, but the host/ess can also use what might be seen as ‘aggressive language’ in 

English, such as a command (line 8: ‘stay stay, by God = [I insist] you won’t go’); evaluating 

the guest (line 8: ‘don’t be crazy’) and evaluating her opinion (line 10: ‘By God = [really] I 

don’t bother about what you are saying, you won’t go now’). If such assertive language were 

to be used in other situations (e.g. a request, or criticism), it might be seen as offensive, but 

here, because the hostess has the right to use such language, through which she illustrates 

sincerity, it seems appropriate or even required, because the guest, who wanted to be sure that 

her stay was desired, did so in a genuine attempt to force her hostess to prevent her from 

leaving.

177The Arabic expression that is usually used in such cases (where the departing guest complains that they are 
not being urged to stay) runs: “they do not catch me even with pretending La U” which means
that ‘the host/ess is not even pretending to insist that I stay’.
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Unless a strong reason is provided by the hearer, it is highly dispreferred to insist on 

refusing this kind of offer. Thus, such strategies oblige the hearer to comply with the 

speaker’s wishes so, if the hearer in the above example insists on leaving, despite the 

speaker’s insistence, that would be evaluated negatively because, as I mentioned above, the 

hostess was not given an opportunity to demonstrate her hospitality. However, hosts/esses do 

not always easily give up their right for their offer to be accepted, even when their guests’ 

desire to leave is genuine, and they sometimes resort to even more aggressive methods in 

order to persuade their guests to accept their offer. This method is called in Arabic “malama, 

or “9ita:b, 4^ ”, which can be translated into English as “reproach”. To illustrate this 

point, we can consider the following example (taken from the Recorded Data) which took 

place between three Libyan women: Mariam, the hostess (40 years old); Nada, a guest (32 

years old); and Nada’s mother, a guest (59 years old). Nada and her mother were visiting 

their relative, Mariam, who lives in another town, and spent the night with her. Mariam 

invited them to stay for another night, which was evaluated as a serious offer. Hence, Nada 

and her mother repeatedly and genuinely refused Mariam’s offer, providing different reasons, 

which she did not accept. Because they did not want to burden her, both guests requested her 

not to swear by God at the beginning of her offer (which might be ritual). Therefore, Mariam 

resorted to another method to assure her guests that she was serious about her offer and that 

their staying was genuinely desired. After a long sequence of turns of insisting and refusal, 

which lasted over a minute, the hostess became assertive and used a ‘reproach’ for her offer 

to be accepted as follows (see Appendix F, pp. 197-198):



Example (13)

A 0 i*o 

]
JifTa
skunk

c>

ja lahnj 
o here to

Jefild
Sheffield

min
from

mitqaliqla
travelling

1- Mariam Coming all the way from Sheffield to here (.) you skunk
r

]
(C4̂ 3) )  'O

]
[

2- Nada ((Laughter))
r

11 J-Ui |  (.) U illj If
ja?nj samhi:nj maftaijj matithajmj wallahi 
mean me forgive me excuse ashamed you not by God

3- Mariam By God =[really] you ought to be ashamed (.) excuse me f forgive jme = [sorry]

((‘̂ ^1 ̂ **)) Uu
jumma ja 
mum o

Igjilfi-l (JA g.nUlba fiAA)

?xilbi:ha matayilbi:ha:J hadj 
her defeat not her defeat I no this

?uxaitj 
my little sister

L :u
ja
o

4 -Nada O my little sister = [oh my God] I can’t defeat = [convince] her, defeat
5 -______ [persuade] her, mum._________ ■ _________________________________

La illj
]

maniqdirha wallahi 
her able not by God

(.) U 4il j Ul

manaylibha 
her defeat no

wallahi 
by God

?ana
I

6- By God = [really] I can’t defeat = [convince] her (.) I’m not able to do so

]
( f c ^ 'j  J^ ))

1
t

7- Mariam ((Not clear))
[

j din^Vi
]

Ul ;̂ l
palais9 wa nits9annit ?ana

only and listen I I

8- The mother
[

I’m just listening
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In this example, the hostess criticised her guests for incurring the trouble of travelling all the 

way to the town where she lived to stay only for one night. Although the word ‘skunk’ is 

usually used by the Libyans as a form of banter, showing closeness and kindness, here it was 

more used as a ‘reproach’ to blame the young guest for not accepting her offer.178 Further, 

while the phrase ‘you ought to be ashamed’,179 is usually used to criticise people who are 

behaving really badly, here it was used to reproach the young guest, Nada, for resisting her 

offer. Because this phrase was extremely offensive, the hostess followed it with an apology 

(line 3: ‘excuse me fforgive jme = [sorry]’), as it might offend the guest. Both guests failed 

to persuade the hostess to let them leave (see line 4: ‘Oh my little sister = [oh my God] I 

can’t defeat = [convince] her’; line 5: ‘defeat = [persuade] her, mom’ and line 8: ‘I’m just 

listening’). Both guests then agreed (or were obliged to agree) to spend another night with 

their hostess.

From the above discussion, it is clear that insistence and consequently non-opening 

options are not necessarily impolite. Rather, they might be appropriate, or even required in 

some situations, as in the case of Arabic offers. As we have seen, within the host/ess’ duty of 

hospitality, the guest expects insistence or even reduced options by the host/ess to be assured 

that they are welcome. Equally, the host/ess has the right to use insistence and non-opening 

options as a way of demonstrating sincerity and thus good hospitality. The reasons provided 

for refusing the offer may not always be accepted, despite an insistence on the refusal,

178Here, the hostess directs her speech to the younger guest, because, in general, it is not acceptable in Arabic to 
speak in that way to older people.
179It should be noted that such a phrase can be used among very close friends or relatives (e.g. parents to 
children, or among siblings and friends) with regard for failing to behave as expected, for rejecting an offer and 
so on but, because the relationship between the wider family is less close, she might feel that it might be seen as 
offensive by her guest.
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because the host/ess, as we have seen in examples (12 andl3) above, still has the right to use 

assertive language, or even what might be seen in English as aggression, for their offers to be 

accepted, as long as the offer has no negative impact on the guest (e.g. if  they have a serious 

reason for their refusal). Thus, directness can be intensified according to the context and yet 

still be seen as acceptable due to certain ideologies about what is conceived as appropriate.

Several researchers (House, 2012; Fukushima, 2002; Sifianou, 1995) argue that 

directness can be seen as polite in some cultures, because it is not seen as impeding the 

individual’s freedom of action. However, in this research I would go further and suggest that 

directness needs to be even intensified in some situations (e.g. offers) in some cultures (e.g. 

Arab) where insistence and non-opening options are used to indicate sincerity and hospitality. 

The results of the Arabic data analysis have shown that reducing options (which can be 

judged as assertive or aggressive language by non Arab cultures) is not seen as impolite, as 

claimed by some traditional theories (Leech, 1983; Searle, 1979), because it is seen as a part 

of ritual routines. These results have also shown that directness does not necessarily restrict 

options.

7.3. Indirectness and Politeness

In the previous section, we have seen that directness and insistence do not necessarily restrict 

options, and reducing options is not necessarily considered impolite. In this section, I discuss 

the notion of indirectness and its relation to politeness, through investigating the claim that 

indirectness necessarily opens options and thus is necessarily seen as polite. Thus, in this 

section, I show how opening options for different interpretations can be evaluated negatively 

in both Arabic and English, and how indirectness does not necessarily open options.
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7.3.1. Opening Options and Politeness

As I mentioned in Section 4.3., one reason for describing indirectness as being more polite 

than directness is because the former raises the level of ‘optionality’ and consequently 

reduces the force of the illocutions on the hearer (Leech, 1983). In other words, indirectness 

is seen as having more than one possible illocutionary force, and thus the interlocutor has a 

choice to respond to the force that suits them and ignore other forces. That would save face 

for both the speaker and hearer (Brown and Levinson, 1987). However, I would argue that 

opening options through indirectness is not always evaluated positively. In order to illustrate 

this point, we can consider the following English example, which was mentioned by one of 

my female English informants M who took part in the English Focus Group discussion, when 

I asked them to define directness and indirectness (see Appendix E, p.77, lines: 20-21):

Example (14)

20- M: Yeah but sometimes direct
21- and indirect is like I said are we meeting on Saturday and the person I said it to went oh
22- aaa o:h I d o:h (0.4) and gave me an indirect answer (.) so I assumed that it is still going
23- to be happening (0.6) had she’s just given me a direct answer and said no

[
25- K: No
26- M: (0.3) Then (0.5) I would’ve been less confused.

In this example, the speaker was obviously irritated by the indirect answer given by her 

interlocutor, who seemed to avoid directness in order to give the speaker an opportunity to 

interpret her answer indirectly. This way of opening options for different interpretations 

seems to be evaluated negatively by the speaker who preferred a more direct answer, because 

that would be less confusing for her. Thus, opening options through different interpretations 

in such situations seems to cause confusion rather than being evaluated as being polite.
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Thus, describing English as a language where indirectness is preferred in all situations 

seems to be inadequate, because there are some situations in which directness is the preferred 

choice. However, on the basis of this one example alone, we cannot be sure that this claim is 

true, so we can consider the following example, which is taken from my Questionnaire data 

(see Questionnaire B-2, p. 41):

Example (15)

Recently a colleague was upset because her printing to our work printer was being held up by 
some printing that someone else had sent (this was me!): a large job. Instead of asking 
something like “does anyone know whose is the large job printing at the moment -  I need to 
interrupt it”, she instead said something like “Oh my god, there’s a large printing job going 
through”

According to Brown and Levinson’s (1987) view of the degree of politeness, an utterance 

like ‘there’s a large printing job going through’, which is ‘off-record’, is the most polite 

strategy that the speaker can use (see 4.3 for an explanation of their strategies). However, 

according to the informant’s comment, it seems that he would have preferred a more direct 

form, such as ‘does anyone know whose is the large job printing at the moment? I need to 

interrupt it’ because, he seems to be annoyed at the way his colleague made her request. He 

commented:

She didn’t directly ask who was printing, or if anyone could help with her problem. What she 
was trying to do (unconsciously or consciously) was get someone to feel sorry for her, and 
possibly help her to sort out the problem, without directly talking to the only two people who 
could have been responsible for the large print job and asking them if she could interrupt it.

Thus, instead of interpreting her indirect method of request as an attempt to be polite, as it 

would be using the traditional theories, it was evaluated negatively by the informant who 

perceives it as a way of making people take pity on her.
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It is true that different interpretations which are claimed to be associated with indirect 

speech may hold more than one possible illocutionary force, as Leech (1983) argues (which 

is supposed to be seen as polite), but opening options for different illocutionary forces is not 

necessarily considered polite. I illustrate this in the following Arabic example, which took 

place during the Focus Group interaction for Arab females after one of my participants (N, a 

close friend of mine) put on her coat and headscarf, because she was very cold, hoping that I 

would understand her message and turn on the heater. Unfortunately, because I was busy with 

the other participants, I recognised her hidden message very late. When I asked her later why 

she had not simply told me to turn on the heater, she said that, because I was very busy, she 

did not want to interrupt me. Therefore, I used this event to ask my participants which type of 

requests they preferred in such a case: direct or indirect (either verbal or nonverbal), and the 

answers were as follows (see Appendix C, pp. 111-113, lines: 264-278):

Example (16)

]
(jjkj (_ujj  Li llll ^  s

Jin Zainab ja Jwaja s9aqa9 ?al3aw fi:h nhis aaaa maGalan 9a:dj hatta ?aih
what Zainab oh little cold the weather it in feel I aaaa for example normal even yes

264-F
[

Yes, it is fine for example aaaa (if you said) I feel a bit cold Zainab what

Ui *s 
?innj hi 

I lil

]
j  II (,)

kkj wa s aqa? maGalan aa qultj law addiffaja tafithj rajik 
ce and cold for example aa said you if the heater open you your opinion

265-F
[

if you turn the heater on (.) if you just said aa for example it is cold or so I

((£^alj jjc.)) II 
]

aa min 
aa than

jj£I

?akGar
more

binthajem 
shy will I

266-F would feel embarrassed more than aa ((not clear))
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£Cjud Ul ^  V ;i
hikkj frndj s^ah ?ana hatta la

like I have right I even no
267-A Yes me too, right, I agree

’L-fl
Emmm

268-F Emmm

(fc ^ 'j  ja6))
]

((Not clear))
[

(jjjJ j
]

ĵALa * 

]
addawara:n wa ?allaf laij xalas wa addaffaja ?afethj taqu:lek mahw 
the turning and the spinning why enough and the heater open you to say she just

Why don’t you just say turn on the heaterf and that is it! why you’r going! around!269-A

= «4lJ mI
]

]
-c

haqqha fj muqas^ra ?inti rak ?inti ?inna thasasik tibbj 
her right in delinquent you you you that you that you feel she want she
[

270- H She may want to make you feel that you are not doing your duty towards her =
[

]
( (^ a lj jJC.)) (jaaj til :l

]
nhis ?ana
feel I I

[
271-A I feel that ((not clear))

[
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]
4 : : j  J — ' -Z

]c
s aqa? woook hikkj wa 
cold oooooh like that and

[
272- H And so on {so she just say} o:::::h it is cold

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r
]

( (^ a lj  jJft))
]

[
((Not clear))

[

]
La £ :C

jqu:lu:hali:::k lain thissj matibbi:J xairik ?inti mta£ 
you to it say they until feel you not want you no you good you of

273-H like to say: what is wrong with you, do you need to be told directly {to understand}

]
(.) (0.3) u 'j j -2 j  (•) (.) <£* W  ^  ^  (.) : J
matibbi:ha:J dawara:n wa laf li?annaha hi:a li:ha hi:a hal nibbj ?amal ?amal

not want you no turning and spinning it because it it to it do want I Amal Amal

274- Z Amal Amal (.) Amal I want to know whether (.) because it is (.) going around
275 -_____(0.3) you don’t like it___________________________________________________

( 2 )  4 ^ 1  j l l j  (j.Ttjiaq La d u l ( . )  C i l i a L a  j  V l j

bilwa3ib maqumti:/ ?inti ka?innik hanan qalet ma zai li?annaha walla 
the duty with not do you no you you seem Hanan said like as it because or

276- Z or because it is, as Hanan said (.) as if you aren’t doing your duty (2)

L niJ ( . )  ( j i j j j  j  (jo ia j u l  y  4-uti'iij v  V  j
luyitna hnai dawara:n wa laff fi:ha nhis ?ana li:a binnisba la la 

our language we turning and spinning it of feel I I me to for no no
277- A No no for me I feel like it is going around, so why I mean (0.4) our language

( S J J ^  J tilj Jajudji
?iddu:rj wa tiiffj kawnik min ?absat<‘
turn you and spin you you being than simpler

278- A is simple, so we don’t need to go around
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According to Leech’s view, in this example, the phrase ‘it is cold’, which was used by some 

of the participants above, seems to hold more than one possible illocutionary force: the force 

of both informative and request (for turning on the heater). However, this phrase, which is 

supposed to open options and thus reduce the force of illocution, was judged negatively by 

the participants, who responded only to the force of the request. For F, it would be 

embarrassing if such an indirect phrase were to be used by her guest, for example, to ask her 

to turn on the heater. She prefers more direct forms, perhaps because it shows the closeness 

that the guest feels toward her. For H, it is seen more as a criticism for not being hospitable 

when it is said by a guest, while A interpreted it as ‘going around’ instead of using direct, 

simple forms. Thus, although such a phrase is, according to Leech (1983), supposed to open 

options for the hearer to choose an interpretation that reduces the force of the illocution and 

thus being more polite, it was judged negatively by the participants who did not consider it a 

polite way for making requests and they preferred more direct forms. It might be argued that, 

as Brown and Levinson (1987) suggest, if  such indirect forms (or off-record meanings) are 

chosen to be misunderstood, both the speaker and hearer would save face because they have 

an ‘out’. However, acting as if the meaning of such an indirect speech is not present has 

negative consequences in Arabic, as we show in the following example (taken from the 

Arabic Questionnaire data) which the (female) informant mentioned took place between 

herself and her sister-in-law (her brother’s wife) (see Questionnaire A-6, p. 11):

Example (17)

SjLjJ j lU  ^ILj j  L d t.-n< j  SjL=k. Li
had zjara limakan tat*la? tibbj zw3tah lamma kunt wa %u:j 3arat ?ana 

someone visit place to go she want his wife when was and my brother neighbour I
1 -1 live next door to my brother. When his wife wants to visit someone or go somewhere,

(JliC. (jjndJ Li j
findj txalli:hum sSra:rha tarfa? matibi:/ wa

me have them leave she her children take she not want she no and
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2- she usually leaves her children with me when she does not want to take them with her,

£  j i l o j c O  (jlic. j l £ o ^ y a jSiSj LuL LI j

lifarah da9wa 9indj ka:n marra nitdakker 9indj 9a:dj tfab?an ?ana wa 
party to invitation have I was once remember I have normal of course I and
3- and I’m always pleased to do so. One day, I wanted to go to a wedding party

£ ja ll (^Luo AiLsJiuil Ail j  Ŝ c-lS t5̂

lilfarah mafaj narfa9ha ?istihala ?innah 9a:rfa wa s?axi:ra qa9da bintj
party to me with her take I impossible that know I and small still my daughter
4- and because I have a baby who is too young, I couldn’t take her with me,

JijiM J

tfajet9 tuq9ud wa 9a: lj 
cry she stay she and loud

j
s9u:t wa 
voice and

mu:si:qa:
music

uV
li?anna
because

5- because of the loud music and voices and she would keep crying,

CuniVi QAi (_gjL Csj îa
t?u:l narfa9ha thajimit bas yu:} limart narfa9ha ?innj fafakkart 

directly her take I shy I but my brother woman to her take I I thought I
6- so I thought of taking her to my sister in law. But I was reluctant to take her directly

J*-
lilfarah nimjj ?innj qultilha t9abf an wa ?al3aw nju:f nimji:lhum %allj quit 
party to walk I want I I her said I of course and the air see I them to go I let said I
7- without asking her first. So I went to her house and said to her I would go to the party

qa:litlj
me to said she

(JjJa LjjS Aijlc
t9u:l fa9ala li3ami:la ?indi:r ki:f 9a:rfa 

directly at Jameela to do I how know I

ijL»
miJ  
not

lakin
but

8- but I’m just worried about Jameela (the baby’s name). She immediately said to me

j  IgjtjUc. 1 L L-v LILla j l £  (jjaj

mard?9itha wa xiaratha hut?i:lha m?a:k rfa9ti:ha ka:n fi:ha Jin 
her milk bottle and her nappies her put you with her take you if it in what

9- “what is wrong about taking her with you, just put her milk bottle and extra nappies______

tSluoAj <L(UJ LI La (J j  j l  t l i * 3 J J  (jlc. j  A jaL S  ^

nimsik di:ma ?ana zaj ma ?inna twaqqa?t li?annj wi3?itnj ?addj wa Jant'a fj 
catch I always I like that expect I because me hurt it go and bag in
10- in your hand bag and go”. I really felt hurt; because I am always happy ___________

bitqu:llj 
me to say she will

hi:a hatta 
she even

?aki:d rahib 
sure welcome

spader bikul 
chest all with

j
wa
and

La
sSra:rha f) 

her children in
11- for her children to stay with me while she is out, so I thought she would suggest my
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•CJ^ (jTi 1J ui a Lc
lilfarah mamjaitij liha:6a wa frndj %alli:ha

party to not went I no so and me have her leave
12- leaving my daughter with her. So I couldn’t go to the wedding party.

In this example, the speaker’s utterance ‘I’m worried about Jameela’ holds more than one 

possible illocutionary force: the force of both informative and request (to look after the baby). 

The speaker used indirectness here because the request was serious, so she avoided saying it 

directly. However, it should be noted that this type of indirectness in such situations can be 

regarded as conventional or routine indirectness in Arabic, so the force of it as a request is 

obvious,180 and taking up only the explicit one (informative) by the addressee was evaluated 

negatively by the speaker, who might accuse the hearer of choosing to misrecognize her 

request, instead of accepting to look after her baby or at least apologize for being unable to do 

so (line 10: ‘I really felt hurt’),181 especially as the addressee was indebted to the speaker for 

looking after her children on several occasions (lines 10- 11: ‘I am always happy for her 

children to stay with me while she is out’). However, such an indirect request, which is seen 

as conventional in Arabic, might not be easily interpreted or accessible in English in similar 

situations. For example, Grainger (2011) explains the difficulty she faced in understanding 

her Zimbabwean friend’s request for a lift home at the end of an evening out with her and her 

husband, because she used the same indirect strategy as used by the Arab participants in the 

above example. The exchange took place between herself and her friend ‘Ellen’ as follows:

180
Because o f the vague nature o f indirectness, it might be misunderstood in other situations, but here it is clear.

181However, I am not saying that the addressee should respond positively to the speaker’s request, because they 
can apologize for being unable to comply and still be evaluated positively. What I am saying is that choosing 
not to understand is highly dispreferred.
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Example (18)

Ellen: I think we will wait for a bus, I don’t feel like walking home 

Karen: OK. Good night then (Grainger, 2011:182).

Grainger’s reply might be evaluated negatively by native Arabic speakers, where the force of 

Ellen’s utterance as a request is seen as obvious. Thus, such a reply would be taken as 

ignorance by an Arabic speaker, rather than misunderstanding. However, Grainger justifies 

her misunderstanding on the grounds that there was no clear evidence for her that her friend 

was intending to make a polite request through indirectness. Therefore, she simply responded 

to the clear illocutionary force of this utterance, which is informative. Later that evening, the 

alternative interpretation occurred to her, Grainger said, so she texted her friend, saying:

Example (19)

Karen: Sorry, should have offered you a lift home. Wasn’t thinking straight.

Ellen: Its OK. We were just being lazy. (2011: 183)

According to Grainger, Ellen’s response here “suggests that her most accessible interpretation 

is that of a request for a lift” (2011: 183), which is, due to cultural and ideological beliefs, 

that are not understood immediately by the English interlocutor, who does not seem to use 

such strategies in similar situations and would prefer to use other strategies (such as what is 

called ‘conventional indirectness’).182 Thus, while it is appropriate to use direct forms in 

some situations in Arabic (as we saw in the previous section), which might be evaluated 

negatively by English people, there are other situations in which the English prefer certain 

strategies that are seen as inappropriate in Arabic, because they might be evaluated as face-

182Such a strategy might be regarded as more direct and may not appear to signal politeness in such situations in 
other cultures, such as Arabic and Zimbabwean English.
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threatening actions. Therefore, it is not a matter of the Arabs being more direct or the English 

being more indirect; rather, it is more about how certain conventional elements being 

normalized over time within a linguistic or cultural group to be appropriate and thus 

acceptable in certain situations.

Thus, according to the above examples, opening options for different interpretations is 

not necessarily preferred, as these can be evaluated negatively by the addressees. Hence, 

more direct forms are preferred in such situations (as in examples 14 and 15 above). Thus, 

indirectness, despite the different interpretations that it may hold, does not necessarily open 

options, as we will see in the following part of this section.

7.3.2. Indirectness and Reducing Options

So far, we have seen that opening options through indirectness is not necessarily seen as 

polite but, rather, might even be evaluated negatively. Here, I would go further and suggest 

that indirectness does not necessarily open options, as claimed by Leech (1983), because the 

hearer in some cases is guided towards the intended meaning, and thus no options are really 

open to them. To illustrate this point, we can consider some Arabic and English examples. I 

will start by citing an English example (which is taken from the English Questionnaire data) 

which is mentioned by a male informant (17 years old) (see questionnaire B-21, p. 65):

Example (20)

- My mum always saying ‘your room is untidy’ and she means ‘tidy it up’. Really annoying.

The phrase ‘your room is untidy’ has two illocutionary forces: informative and request. 

Although the explicit one is the informative, the force of the illocution here does not seem to 

be reduced, as the participant responded only to the intended meaning (tidying the room),
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because it was not actually optional, despite the indirect language that was used to form it. 

Due to the repeated actions in such situations, there might be no need for the speaker to 

repeat her request for her son'to tidy his room whenever needed. In other words, there is no 

need for the mother to be explicit, because both interactants share the same repertoire 

(Terkourafi, 2011). Simply informing him that his room was untidy was enough for the son to 

be guided to the intended meaning, due to the repertoire that he shares with his mother. Thus, 

the claim that indirectness is used because it is more optional and consequently more polite is 

inadequate, because it can be used for frequent and regular actions for which directness could 

have been used instead. The participant’s comment that his mother’s request as ‘really 

annoying’ may illustrate this point.

Thus, just because the intended meaning is ‘hidden’ in indirect forms does not 

guarantee ‘optionality’. Furthermore, there are some situations where the form of speech used 

is direct, while the intended meaning is hidden, as we will see in the following English 

example (which is taken from the Questionnaire data), provided by a female participant (30 

years old) (see Questionnaire B-9, p. 51):

Example (21)

- When my mother asks me to ‘put the kettle on’ she really means ‘make me a cup of tea’.

In this example, directness is used to form the first request ‘put the kettle on’, which,

according to Leech (1983), raises the force of illocutions, because it holds only one meaning,

which is a request in this case. However, according to the participant, this was not exactly the

intended meaning because, beyond this direct request lay another meaning, which was

recognised by her due to the same interpretive repertoire she shares with her mother in such a

situation. Thus, instead of simply putting the kettle on, she makes tea for her mother. Such a
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situation may justify Wilson and Sperber’s (2007) claim that communication is indirect 

because it requires a degree of inferential work.183 Thus, different interpretations, which are 

seen to raise the level of optionality and thus as more polite, can also be generated by certain 

direct forms, so it is not restricted only to indirectness.

Such situations can also be found in Arabic where direct forms can be used to send a 

hidden message, as I show in the following Arabic example given by one of the (male) 

participants (37 years old) who took part in my Questionnaire (see Questionnaire A-2, p. 4):

Example (22)

\ Jlllj ^k IjJju
t'arablis fj s9ahibna walid fj n?azzw ma:Jji:n nha:r fj

  Tripoli in our friend father in sympathise we going we one day in
1- One day, a friend of mine and I visited a friend of ours in Tripoli for his father’s funeral.

J£j
bukkul

very

j

hamw wa 
hot and

qiblj ?al3aw ka:n wa 
windy t he weather was and

<—iSj
?alyada waqit 3aj 

the lunch time came

j
wa

and
2- It was a very hot and windy day. After welcoming us, we were offered lunch

( j j . l l ]  J a S ^ S J r
lidain jafarfet 

the hands bum it

p̂Luo
sa%en

hot
?ili:da:m kan 
the soup was

j
wa

and

U ! j b ?

ba:zi:n
bazeen

?alrada 
the lunch

3a:bw 
brought they

j
wa
and

3- which was‘bazeen’ and was very hot

j j II <-fy“J j ( j£ L ) j

?atterka ha:mia jaqu:l wa jakul m?a:j ?illj s?a:hbj wa
the thing hot say he and eat he me with that my friend and

4 -  and my friend was eating and repeatedly saying ‘how hot it is’,

q \\ O J A j
bukkul thajimt li:n marra kam fi:ha j?a:wid wa

too much embarrassed I so once many it of repeat he and
5 -1 was really embarrassed

183 However, this is not to say that I agree with this claim, because a distinction can be made between the two 
notions in certain situations.
184 A kind o f Libyan food that needs to be eaten by hand (no spoons).
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'CiSjui j \ ̂  Q j b J (Jj£ Aha j
skat wa fhamha li:n ra:3 il ja rahim wa ku:l qutla wa
silent and it understood he so man 0 bless and eat him to say I and

6- and said to him ‘eat and bless = [give thanks], man ’. My friend understood me and stopped
saying it.

The phrase ‘eat and bless = [give thanks]’, according to Leech’s (1983) understanding, 

involves only one illocutionary force: the force of request (for eating and blessing), so any 

other interpretations might be impossible due to the reduction in options caused by directness. 

However, this was not the intended meaning of the speaker, who was embarrassed by his 

friend’s comment on the lunch, in continuing to say ‘how hot it is’. In Arabic, as in most 

other countries, making negative comments about offered food is highly dispreferred so, in 

this case, the speaker wanted to remind the hearer of what is called in Arabic ‘?ws9u:l ald9jafa 

which can be translated into English as ‘hospitality assets’. That is, whereas the 

host/ess has certain obligations within ‘the duty of hospitality’, as we saw in the previous 

section, the guest also has some rules which need to be respected within ‘hospitality assets’, 

so such a comment is unacceptable, because it may cause embarrassment to the hosts. 

Because asking his friend directly to stop making comments about the food might embarrass 

him, the speaker chose to use the phrase ‘eat and bless’ which implies that he should eat 

without complaining about the food. Although the form that was used to make the request 

was direct, the intended meaning was hidden, and was understood by the hearer who stopped 

complaining about the food. Thus, if the main difference between directness and indirectness 

is that the latter allows for more than one interpretation, where the intended meaning is 

supposed to be arrived at through inference, it seems that a clear-cut distinction between 

directness and indirectness in such cases is not always possible, as directness can also 

sometimes hold different interpretations.



However, it is not only the structure of the utterance or the relationship between the 

interlocutors that determine the intended meaning of the uttered words. It is also what might 

be seen as conventional, where the intended interpretation is accessible in certain situations, 

albeit hidden. To illustrate this, we can consider the following Arabic example, which is 

taken from the Focus Group data, where the (female) participant (40 years old) explained the 

situations in which indirectness can be used (see Appendix C, pp. 86-87, lines: 97-107):

Example (23)

jj£! ;
jaku:n fi:h hu:a maGalan jaku:n had ma?a jaku.n Jaj akOar ?aih
be it in he for example be someone with be thing more yes

97- F Yes it is mostly used with people who we have

O n *  ^
9ammj bint 

my uncle girl

o j 1
?aw

or

Lja.
Xu:ja 

my brother

b̂ A
mart
wife

1̂1 is j  (0.4)
?ana zaj ma?ah 

I like him with

Aj Ij S .’C-i

qara:ba
closeness

98- F a relationship with (0.4) like my sister in law or (.) aaa my cousin (.)

La IgLa A a (#) j  Cj\^a
maj3i:J ja?nj minha mithajm awallahi au%tj hatta marrat

not come no mean her from shy I God by my sister even sometimes
99- F sometimes even with my sister, I’m serious (.) sometimes I feel reluctant

Llllla Un. m
C C6 anaja binhut 

my children leave I

(0.5) Oi HI 
maGalan bin aaa 

for example will I aaa

fj^l
aljawm

today

Li
?ana

I
maGalan 

for example
nquililha 

her to say I
100-F to just say to her: today I will aaa (0.5) for example I will leave my children with you

(jl^ail Ajjuoa LI <dll j  (Jj!i (0.3) ^  VIj LliSc.;<—a
?alfulanj lilmaka:n majja £indj ?ana wallahi nqu.l n^j kada walla frndik

that the place to going I have I God by say I come I so on or you at
101- F or something like that (0.3) instead I would say I have to go to that place :

^ 1  j i  j  j l x j - f i J l  J a a J  A i j l c .  j  (0.4) J >
?ard9 § nra.'jj hikkj wa alsfiyar nhut* wai:n 9a:rfa manj wa hikkj wa
offer of wait I like that and children leave I where know I not and like that and
102- F and so on (0.4) and I don’t know who to leave my children with and so on

VI j A.'vbt VI j
walla fahamtj ha3a walla tafad9alj tqu:lj minha
or you understood something or by all means me to say her from
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103- F and I am waiting for an offer from her, to say by all means or

!•£ 
kada 

something

VI j  
walla

or
ru:hik

yourself of
?itta?bj 

trouble you

(.) qpliC.
9ala:J ?indj 
why me at

nhut?hum hatj 
them put I

hatj 
give give

104- F leave them leave them I will look after them (.) why you are troubling yourself or

( .) “
kada 
so on

j  AjjJali j  I-®c
wa fadja wa ndi:r ma 
and free I and do I what

Cindj 
I have

U
ma

not

Ui
?ana
I

j
wa

and

V<r-. *t o
?indj %alli:him 

I have them leave
105- F something like that leave them with me and I have nothing to do and I am free and

tShlc. (jjjjjj Lo J  V (J jV I C y *  laula »
C

9alaik nkaOar manibbi:J wa la bitqu:lj ?al?awal min t ab?an 
you on burden I not want not and no say you will the first from of course 

106- F so on (.) of course at the beginning you would say: no I don’t want to trouble you

4_il v 5
hu:a ?innah annihaja fj 9a:rfa ?inti lakin

it it that the end in know you you but
107- F but you know that at the end it...

In this example, the participant talked about a situation where indirectness can be used for a 

polite request. Although what was used to make this request was indirect (line 5 and 6:‘I have 

to go somewhere (0.4) and I don’t know who to leave my children with’), the most accessible 

interpretation was that of a request to look after the children. In other words, although this 

utterance has more than one possible illocutionary force: explicit (informative) and implicit 

(request), the implicit one should be taken up by the addressee in order to be positively 

evaluated, because such an indirect speech, in fact, is not optional; it is more conventional or 

routine. It is probably preferable to use indirectness in such situations rather than direct 

forms, because such requests might be conceived as being serious (lines 3 and 4: ‘sometimes 

I feel reluctant to just say to her: today I will aaa (0.5) for example I will leave my children 

with you’). Therefore, no actual choices are open to the hearer to misrecognize the request, 

pretending that it is not present (as Brown and Levinson (1987) argues) if they want to be 

evaluated positively because, as we have seen, in example (17) above, misrecognition of the



indirect request is highly negatively evaluated. Furthermore, one main aim for using such 

indirect forms in such situations is for the hearer to transform the request into an offer (line 7 

and 8: ‘I am waiting for an offer from her, to say by all means’). As we saw in the previous 

section, offers are highly preferred actions in Arabic.185

Thus, indirectness is not always optional, as some traditional theories (e.g. Leech, 

1983) try to present it because, in some situations, even if it opens up different 

interpretations, only one meaning should be taken up by the addressee, as all other possible 

interpretations are unacceptable. However, I would go further to argue that people can be 

evaluated as rude or even mean when using indirectness for requests in certain situations in 

Arabic but, before citing an example, it should be noted that indirectness, as Merkin (2012) 

argues, cannot be defined only through using an ambiguous linguistic structure whose 

intended meaning is hidden and takes place only between a speaker and their interlocutor(s). 

Rather, there are some situations where the intended meaning is conveyed through a third 

party, whether the linguistic structure used is direct or indirect.186 The following example 

(which is taken from the Log Book data) took place between two female participants: Arwa, 

(25 years old) and her sister in law (her brother’s wife) Fatima, (32 years old). Fatima wants 

to leave her daughter (6 years old) with Arwa and, instead of using the forms that might be 

evaluated positively (as I have shown above), Fatima chose to make her indirect request 

through speaking to her daughter as follows (see Appendix F, pp. 204-205):

185It is striking that the participant says that she is waiting for an offer from her interlocutor (I am waiting for an
offer from her, to say by all means), not to understand her request, because indirectness in such a case, as I
mentioned, is obvious and has only one acceptable meaning.
186More examples, both Arabic and English, will be provided in the next section.
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Example (24)

(Jluljj

binas?al 
ask I will

j  uL<u Ld 4jUajuj j

c

wa nimjj lamma Jt a:na maddiri J  wa 
and go I when misbehaving not do you no and

aJSIc.

9a:qla
behaved

ku:nj
be

1- Fatima Behave well and don’t trouble your aunt while I am out. I’ll ask

lSILq ‘ " AjUajuj U1* J bd 1̂ /'f‘-
c cminnik bnuxd ub Jt a:na dirtj ka:n wa binjj lamma 9amtik 

you of angry I will misbehaving did you if and back I when your aunt 
2- your aunt when I come back, and I would be very angry if you misbehaved

It might be understood from this example that the speaker’s request to look after her daughter 

has already been accepted by the requestee, but in fact Fatima has not even asked Arwa to 

look after her daughter. Arwa, who was frustrated by Fatima’s behaviour, she told me, was 

unable to challenge or reject it, in order to avoid any problems that might be caused by any 

possible argument, and she looked after the child without even being asked.

Therefore, Leech’s (1983) claim that indirectness necessarily opens options and is 

consequently polite is inaccurate because, as we have seen in this section, opening options is 

not always seen as polite, and indirectness does not necessarily open options. In many cases, 

there is only one acceptable meaning which is taken up by the hearer in order to be positively 

evaluated. Furthermore, what constitutes indirectness and its functions might differ from one 

linguistic group to another, so what might be perceived as conventional or routine in certain 

groups in some situations might be seen as vague and ambiguous in others. Thus, we cannot 

make generalisations about the concept and interpretation of indirectness across languages. 

Thus, the functions of indirectness may differ from one situation to another within different 

cultural groups, and declaring indirectness to be necessarily polite is built on a restricted 

view, which not only ignores the different functions that indirectness may fulfil in different 

linguistic groups, but also ignores other functions that it can perform (such as impoliteness).
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Thus, in the following section, I will show how indirectness can be used deliberately to cause 

offence.

Some researchers (House, 2012; Pinker, 2007; Culpeper, 2011), as discussed in 

chapter 4, argue that indirectness is not necessarily associated with politeness, as suggested 

by the traditional theories. However, in this research (as I have shown in this section) I would 

go further and argue that the association between indirectness and opening options, which is 

also suggested by the traditional theories, is not always accurate. According to the results of 

this section, it is obvious that the relationship between (in)directness, optionality and 

politeness is not static; rather, it is dynamic. The results of the Arabic and English data 

analysis have shown that optionality that is claimed to be provided by indirectness is not 

always evaluated positively. It might be seen to cause confusion sometimes (for the English 

informants), or to indicate deliberate request misrecognitions (for the Arab informants).

7.4. Indirectness and Impoliteness

In this section, I investigate the notion of indirectness and its relation to impoliteness. Apart

from a few studies (e.g. Culpeper’s, 2011), there is very little work on investigating how

indirectness can be used for impoliteness. It might be argued that the reason behind that

might be because indirectness is rarely used for such purposes, particularly in English, where

indirectness is ideologically associated with politeness, but this is not the case. For example,

Culpeper (2011) points out that about 60% of his reported impoliteness events, provided by

his English participants, were indirect. Such a number makes it obvious that using

indirectness for impoliteness is not rare, as it might be believed, in English. Furthermore,

although indirectness can be used for polite purposes in some cultural groups, such as in

Libyan Arabic, the overall perception of such a notion can be negative, (as I have shown in
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the results I obtained from the Arabic Questionnaire and the Focus Groups), because it is 

usually linked to impoliteness. The type of indirectness I refer to has been discussed by 

Culpeper (2011) under the heading ‘implicational impoliteness’ (which I already have 

discussed in 4.6.). I adopt the terms he suggests in discussing this phenomenon. Although 

Culpeper provides a very good description of this phenomenon, I would argue that it is far 

more complicated, at least in Arabic, than has been discussed by him. As I discussed in 4.6., 

Culpeper classified ‘implicational impoliteness’ into three types of trigger: Form-driven, 

Convention-driven and Context-driven, each of which I will discuss in this section.

7.4.1. Form driven

As I discussed in Section 4.6., Culpeper (2011) suggests that this kind of implicature relies on 

conveying hidden messages intended by the speaker to be impolite. These messages involve 

some degree of ambiguity and vagueness, so they need some inferential work and cognitive 

effort on the part of the hearer to interpret the intended meaning. Everyday terms for this kind 

of phenomena, as Culpeper identifies them, include “insinuation’, ‘innuendo’, ‘casting 

aspersions’, ‘digs’, ‘snide comments/remarks’, and so on” (Culpeper, 2011: 156). According 

to the Arabic data I collected, either through the Questionnaire or Naturally Occurring data, it 

seems that this kind of ‘implicational impoliteness’ is the most commonly used type 

compared to the other types in Arabic, whereas convention-driven, according to my English 

data and the examples provided by Culpeper in explaining this phenomenon, seems to be 

more common among other types in English. In order to explain this phenomenon, I focus on 

the most common types of this form that can be used in both Arabic and English in order to 

illustrate the similarities and differences related to using such a strategy in both cultures. 

According to the data I collected, I classified this form into two main groups: 1- face-to-face 

offence; and 2- offence through a third party.
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7.4.I.I. Face-to-Face Offence

In such cases, the speaker conveys their hidden impolite message while speaking to the 

person who is intended by the speech. This type can take several forms such as:

1- Personal Criticism:

The speaker sometimes chooses to criticise someone simply to undermine them, not because 

they say or do things for which they need to be criticised. Culpeper (2011: 159) provides an 

example that illustrates this meaning as follows:

Example (25)

Sitting with housemates in the lounge and one comes in after finishing making her tea. she 
sits close to me and my other housemate within close earshot and says 
‘see I made a curry that doesn’t come out of a ja r’
Knowing full well that I eat food like that which she clearly looks down upon.

In this example, according to Culpeper, because food that ‘comes out of a jar’ is seen as 

inferior to fresh food, and the informant eats non-freshly made food (curries), thus the 

impolite implication was that the informant eats inferior food. Similar implications can be 

found in Arabic where the speaker uses them to undermine the hearer as in the following 

example (which is taken from the Arabic Questionnaire) which is provided by a female 

informant (29 years old) and took place between her and her sister-in-law (see Questionnaire 

A-9, p. 16):

Example (26)

Ajllc. (_5jUuu<al
ya:lja malabis lisSra:rj nijij rfad?et ?ilfit<‘er ?i:d fj marra

expensive clothes my children to buy I refused I al Fitr Eid in once
1- Once in Eid al Fitr I refused to buy expensive clothes for my children. One of my sisters in
law
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£}) cfej
zawjj ?ax nabi:l fj ma ?ahsan hama:tj faqa:lit

my husband brother Nabil in of best my sister in law so said she
2- said to me ‘the best thing about my brother Nabil (another brother, not her interlocutor’s

Ajlle. CLIS
Ya:lja ka:net mahma sSrarah fj ha:3a majstaxserij

expensive was it whatever his children in thing not lose he no
3- husband), he always buys nice clothes for his children, no matter how expensive they are’.

tjJJuua
'  ? • x-sya :q fj 

my children in
nista^ser 

lose I
?asa:s
base

J *
9ala
on

V31
?anj

I
tuqs9udnj 

me mean she
4- She implies I don’t see my children are worth such clothes

In this example, given the context knowledge that the informant did not want to buy 

expensive clothes for her children, the informant can infer the impoliteness implications as 

follows: in contrast to the speaker’s brother, the informant would not spend that amount of 

money on children’s clothes. Not spending money on the children’s clothes can be linked to 

negative values, such as being mean or miserly.

However, there are some situations in Arabic where personal criticism can be used to 

make requests in an offensive way. The following example, which is taken from the Arabic 

female Focus Group data, illustrates this point. In this example, one informant, M (32 years 

old), was talking about one way in which indirectness can be used in Libyan society (see 

Appendix C, pp. 83-85, lines: 78-89):

Example (27)

C . lilic. Cj3l£ lA-O (.) Qimllt (jai
kunt ?indna kanit zman natadakkar alljbji:n nahna hikkj

 was I have we was ages ago remember I the Libyans we like that
78- M That is how indirectness is used by Libyans (.) I remember there was... when I was

L>»J* Li (0.5) Lixull ^  (0.5)^j>^> ^ Li
ndarris ?ana kunt albaid?a li:bya madirsa fj ndarris ?ana
teach I I was I Albaida in Libya in school in teach I I
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79- M teaching at a school (0.5) in Libya in Albaida {Libyan city) (0.5) I was teaching

Aj I ; j
?aih emmm
yes emmm

87- Z Emmm yes

£lla diLiJl
?al0anawj mta9 ?albanat

high school of the girls
86-M {female} students, I thought you were one of them’

(j-a S^lj mru (1*3)
min wahda nahsabik mafaraftikij als?abah t^abu'.r fj
of one you thought I not you know I no the morning queue in_____

85- M in the morning assembly I didn’t recognize you among other high school’s

1 £ nip 4_i3 ^3
dbajha almudarrisat min wahda fi:h mudiiritha madrasa 5

 her clothes the teachers of one it in headmaster its school in
80- M at a school whose the {female} head teacher didn’t like one of the {female} teacher’s

Ijjaul) Jjjla 1 Jjouh (0.6) ^  Ijjouh li£ (jaj (0.7)
nalbsu: t?wi:l nalbsw fj nalbsw kunna nahna ^ ib h a miJ

m wear we long wear we in wear we were we we it like she not
81- M clothes (0.7) we used to wear (0.6) we used to wear modest clothes

mta9ha
her

(jiiJvlxll (0*7) CLsLuijIaII qa oÂ lj Aj3 (0.5)
?almalabis ?almudarisat min wahda fi:h t?w:al 
the clothes the teachers of one in it long

hikkj
like

ciASU
3akkat
jackets

82- M like long jackets (0.5) one of the {female} teachers’ clothes (0.7) were not the type

. (j) t5̂ c' ajJXall qaa
almudi:ra 3at ?almudi:ra maza3 91a mij' almudi:ra 9a3ba m ij

the headmaster came she the headmaster mood on not the headmaster like not
83- M of clothes the head teacher likes (1) one day the head teacher said

\ g iius t4i\ % *- (^ )  ‘dji
aljawm wallahi qalitilha a^barik Jin halik ki:f F ?abla ?ahlan 
today God by her to said she your news what your health how F miss hello
84- M ‘Hello miss (F) how are you how is it going’, and then she said to her, ‘today
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((t̂ K >>i)) IaUxa

Jin
what

hadi
this

ma^naha 
mean it

88-F What does that mean ((laughter))
[

ê juolxa jjc.
muba:Jira yair 

direct not

A o *
bitaria 

way with
?alkala:m 

the speech

^ .

c
fawas litlha 

her to reached she

89-M
[

Soshe conveyed her message to her in an indirect way

In this example, the head teacher wanted her interlocutor, whose clothes were similar to those 

worn by the students, to wear more modest clothes because, according to her, the teachers’ 

clothes in the school should be different from the students’ clothes. Thus, instead of asking 

her directly to do so, the head teacher chose to give her indirect but harsh criticism in front of 

other teachers (who of course understand the intended meaning) to strengthen her message 

(see lines 8, 9: ‘today, in morning assembly, I didn’t recognize you among other high school 

{female} students, I thought you were one of them’). The teacher interpreted the hidden 

request and did not wear the same clothes again, according to the informant who mentioned 

this example. This may show that the effect of indirect impolite messages can sometimes be 

stronger than direct ones.187

187See Section 4.5., concerning the debate about whether direct impoliteness is more or less offensive than 
indirectness.
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2- Parallel Messages188 

Another form-driven strategy that can be used, particularly in Libyan-Arabic, is based on 

conveying two parallel messages; one polite but the other not.189 To illustrate this, we can 

consider the following example (which is taken from the Questionnaire data) which took 

place between a female informant (17 years old), and her aunt (see Questionnaire A-13, p. 

21):

Example (28)

lS AjIj ill pLui La

%u:j bnajet £alaik allah masha? qalitlj famtj marra
my brother little girl you on God welling me to said she my aunt once

1- Once my aunt said to me: ‘0  little niece, may God bless you,

s udmetnj ?idaik 
me shocked she your hands

zaj
like

(jLs
mif 
not

mli:h
brilliant

9aqlik 
your brain

2- your brain is brilliant not your hands’. I was really shocked.

In this example, there are two messages: one is polite: ‘your brain is brilliant’; and the other 

is impolite: ‘not your hands’. The aunt’s intended impolite meaning is that the informant is 

not good at housework, which is well viewed behaviour in Libyan society for girls. Although 

preceding the criticism with a polite message might be seen as a way to mitigate its impact, 

the informant’s comment does not seem to support this view, as she said: line 2: ‘I was really 

shocked’. So, parallel messages can be seen as a way of avoiding arguments, and thus saving 

the speaker’s face rather than an attempt to mitigate its impact.

188This is different from mixed messages, Culpeper, (2011) suggests, which I will explain below. Although the 
parallel messages I suggest also involve both polite and impolite features, the difference between them is that 
Culpeper’s notion involves a sense o f humour, so it is classified as convention-driven, while my parallel 
messages, I suggest, do not seem to be used for humour, and so can be categorised as form-driven.
189According to mine and Culpeper’s data, it seems that this form o f  indirect strategies may not be used in 
English, so no English examples are included.
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3- Citing Others’ Opinions
y

This strategy relies on conveying what others feel about the hearer. This strategy offers the 

offender the protection that enables them to deny any impolite intentions. To illustrate this 

point more clearly, we can consider the following example (from the Log-book data) which 

took place between two colleagues: Rania and Laila (see Appendix F, p. 203):

Example (29)

halba marru:ra 
too much arrogant

lajla
Laila

vB*
qa:litlj 

me to said

C53j*L-<a£
s a:hibtj 

my friend

3c. J j l
findj lajla 
have I Laila

^ j : Lj*j 
ta£irfj 

know you
1- Rania Do you know Laila; a friend of mine said to me, Laila is so arrogant.

j
qulti:lha Jin ?inti wa

her to said you what you and
2- Laila And what did you say to her?

La ; L3l j
Jaj maqultilha

thing her said I no
3- Rania I said nothing.

ul 4sij cd j
maxruira ?ana rajek fj ?inti wa
arrogant I your opinion in you and

4- Laila So, do you think I am arrogant?

ui (jix ;Ljlj
quit ?illj ?ana miJ
said I that I not

5- Rania It was not me who said that.

Ul 4 i'j CUl }AxAla :t5Ll
mami:ra ?ana rajek fj ?inti lakin fahma
arrogant I your opinion in you but I understand

6- Laila I know, but do you think I am arrogant?

.Ul (jSLa dills ?Ua :Ujlj
?ana m ij qa:lit ?iiij hja fja ta?alj falaf

I not said she that she me in ask you why
7- Rania Why are you asking me? My friend said that, not me.
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As this example clearly illustrates, the offender sent her offensive message through claiming 

that accusing the hearer of being arrogant is another person’s opinion, denying any 

responsibility for causing offence. Even when the hearer tried to find out whether the speaker 

shared her friend’s opinion, the speaker insisted that she was simply conveying someone 

else’s point of view, and thus she should not be blamed for any offence.

However, the degree of implicitness in causing offence through the ‘others’ opinion’ 

strategy is dependent on the context. For instance, in the previous example, the speaker 

conveys what is said about the hearer explicitly and directly, but there are other situations 

where the speaker uses more ambiguous strategies, as in the following example (which is 

from the Arabic Questionnaire data) described by a female informant (27 years old) (see 

Questionnaire A-4, p. 8):

Example (30)

(jLuie. 4jju> .Axj Lmll dut^j Lai
halj nju:f £aja:n barra dirasa sana bafd lili:bya ^ a f t  lamma 

my family see I to abroad studying one year after Libya to back I when
1- I was back Libya after one year studying abroad to see my extended family.

dm l&Lua Lula J
P ** P

?als axi:r yu:j bajt m?a:ha jusknu: ?ummj t aKan wa
the small my brother home her with live they my mother of course and

2- My youngest brother and his wife live with my mother at her home

dih L $ J ^  d j a  dills ^  ^  dns] Lais
quit '/uj mart lj qa:lit ?ummj fj nzu:r 3ait falamma 
said I my brother wife me to said she my mother in visit I came I when 

3- When I visited my mother, my sister in law said to me, when I said to your brother

Jljla |<* ^15
maza:l ?illj hada qa:llj 

still that this me to said he
dera:stj 
my study

nkammal nibbj 
complete I want I

d l^ l 
lixu:k 

your brother to
4- I want to study abroad he said what on earth are you saying that for,
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minha fawu3?itnj 
her of me hurt it

4-ii
martah fi:h 
his wife him of

ha:kma jadi:rha 
controlled it do

.

M j
whoever

na?ruf 
know I

5- whoever allows his wife to study abroad is controlled by her. I was really hurt

AjV b j lSĴ - Â aTj (jjLa Uili ĵS?** r*
ka:n li?annah ?abadan x^j nad?ar wi3hat m ij haSih t aba?an li?anna 

was he him because never my brother view point not this of course because 
6- because, of course, this is not my brother’s view at all. He has always encouraged me

mahas?litij 
not get she no

li?annha tuqs9udnj 
her because me mean she

Li
fahassi:tha fi:a 
her felt I me of

s*.

ju fo a f
encourage

di:ma 
he always

7- so I felt she means me because she hasn’t had an opportunity to study abroad

i> ijjjj
qrajtj Ja:n min wa sa:nj min tuqallil fatibbj barra taqra

my study value of and my value of lessen want she abroad study
8- so she just wants to undermine me.

The speaker in this example used two strategies: generalisation190 and other’s opinion. Unlike 

the previous example, where the speaker is more direct, the speaker’s strategy here is more 

implicit. For example, the speaker did not clearly illustrate that the informant was intended by 

her speech; instead, she used a generalisation, that: line 5: ‘whoever allows his wife to study 

abroad is controlled by her’, which implicitly included the informant herself who was already 

studying abroad. However, in order to save her face, the speaker claimed that it was her 

husband’s (the informant’s brother) view, not hers, so she cannot be blamed. However, the 

informant pointed out that this was not her brother’s view, because he has always encouraged 

her (see line 6), so, that was her sister-in-law’s opinion, not his.

190Further explanation about this strategy will be provided below.
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7.4.I.2. Offence through a Third Party

There are some situations, either in Arabic or English, where the offender does not have any 

direct interaction with the targeted person; instead, he/she chooses to convey the impolite 

message indirectly through an addressee (a third party) to the targeted person. This can take 

several forms as follows:

1- Exclusion

In this strategy, the speaker uses a third party to make the target feel neglected or excluded. 

Culpeper (2011: 160) mentioned an example which can illustrate this point:

Example (31)

As I walked over to the table to collect the glasses, Sarah said to Tim ‘Come on Tim let’s go 
outside’ implying she didn’t want me there. This was at the pub on Sunday night, and I just 
let the glasses go and walked away.

Culpeper explained that the impolite implication which was drawn by the informant in this 

example was that she felt excluded, as illustrated by her moving away. Thus, impolite 

implications did not necessarily entail criticism in order to be taken as offence. Ignoring the 

presence of others can also be evaluated negatively. Similar examples can be found in Arabic 

where the target is offended through exclusion, as in the following Arabic example (taken 

from the Questionnaire data), where a female informant (28 years old) mentioned an 

exchange which took place between her sister and sister-in-law in her presence (see 

Questionnaire A-23, p. 34):

Example (32)

"ojA Aj_£JU0 <]Luiall US J ul ôya
?illj mart Jwaja ?ils<‘a:la ij mqa9imzi:n kunna ?uxtj wa ?ana marra
who my brother wife then the lounge in sitting we were my sister and I once
1- One day my sister and I were in the lounge when our sister in law, who lives___________
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< >
9ala

on

<Lajlc.

?a:zma
inviting

?alju:m li?u#j 
today my sister

C ilii j

qa:lit wa 
to said she and

1 'nlr. <**<.-A.

£alaina %ajjit 
us on entered she

1 <

b3anbna 
us beside

sa:kna
living

2- next door to our house, came in and said to my sister ‘Huda, I invited some

(jm V4
?uxtj t'aMan m?ana tvaddj huda t?a:lj ?ilmadrsa fj m?a:j ?abla:t

My sister of course with have Huda come the school in me with teachers
3- colleagues to my home today come with me and have lunch with us’. My sister of course

ha
wa3ahah mas?ah 
her face strong how

.hi
Ija

me to
?ihana 
insult it

Ja:fitha li?anha 
saw she her because

rufd?ut
refused

4- refused her offer because it was an insult to me. How mean she is.

As this example illustrates, the informant assumed that, while the addressee was her sister, 

she herself was the target, something which seems to be supported by the informant’s claim 

that: lines 3-4, ‘my sister of course refused her offer because it was an insult to me, how 

mean she is’. Thus, the implication which was drawn by the informant was that inviting the 

informant’s sister for lunch entails deliberate neglect by the speaker; in other words, she was 

being excluded.

2- Speaking within Earshot of the Target

There are some situations where the offender deliberately speaks to a third party in earshot of 

the targeted person to convey an impolite message. The following English example (from the 

Questionnaire data), which was described by a female informant (23 years old) illustrates this 

point (see Questionnaire B-4, p. 44):

Example (33)

A lady was complaining to a stranger about me + my family, whilst we could hear. If she had 
a problem with what we were doing she should have spoken to us, not let us know by 
speaking within earshot of us.
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Thus, instead of speaking directly to the informant and her family in this example, the 

offender chose to convey her offensive message through a third person which can avoid 

possible arguments with the informant. However, the informant seems to prefer more direct 

forms, as she pointed out ‘if she had a problem with what we were doing she should have 

spoken to us’. Thus, indirect forms are not always the preferred forms of speech, even when 

they are used for criticism. Such situations can also be found in Arabic as in the following 

Arabic example (from the Questionnaire data) which was described by a female informant 

(33 years old) (see Questionnaire A-5, p. 9):

Example (34)

Ld ojlc. j  <_3-aL̂. j  c. ijA
Lamma ?a:datan wa ha:mil kunt wa ydai 9azu:ma fj kunt marra
when usually and pregnant was I and lunch invitation in was I once

1- One day, while I was pregnant I was invited to a wedding banquet

<—udb ^ J£\ Clml! L* <J£L
bilbait ?aklj min ?ak0ar ?albait barra na:kil ha:mil nku:n

the home my eating from more the home out eat I pregnant be I
2- Usually when I am pregnant, I eat more at other

jsyi
fawahda ?il?akil 
someone the eating

fj
in

?insa3amit 
interested I

J
?innj
that

Qjlalli c_-ulac
fa?ilbajen t ajeb 
seem it delicious

ka:n
was

fa?al?akel 
the food

3- people’s homes than at mine. Because the food was delicious, I did not notice

(JSLj La culli j  dî aA .Ixjill libua
** C C “bukkul matbas ij qa:lit wa s ahbitha hamzat ?alqa?d ?ala ma9ana kanit 

never not joking said she and her friend point she the plate on us with was she
4- that I ate so much at that day, so one of the ladies who was sitting next to me

ba
fja 

me of

dijl£ ^
tfu;f ka:nit s?a:hbitha 

look she was she her friend

Ci*ij Li CSk jl! 
9ainj rfa?t ?ana ?ilawaqit 

my eye raised I I the time

if* J
nafs fj wa 
same in and

5- said to her friend “you are not joking at all”. When I looked up, her friend was looking

bukkul 
a lot

«• {•

thajimt 
embarrassed I

minha 
her of

we39itnj 
me hurt it

.JSL 
narkil 
eat I

?anj
I

tuqsSidnj 
me mean

dulSi î LuuiaJjn
ka:nt tad hak 

was she laugh she
6- at me and laughing, so I knew she means I ate too much. I felt really embarrassed and
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bnjtj jajcidha rabbj
my intention her take he my Lord

7- hurt. May God take revenge on her for me.

Unlike the above English example (31), where the offender used direct forms in sending her 

‘within-earshot’ message. In this Arabic example, the offender used more implicit forms in 

conveying her message through a third party. The message that the speaker wanted to convey 

was that ‘you eat so much’, and thus ‘you are greedy’. Obviously, the informant assumed 

that, while the addressee was another person, the target was herself, something which seems 

to be supported by the informant saying: line 5, ‘when I looked up, her friend was looking at 

me and laughing’. It should be noted that the phrase ‘you are not joking at all d** lSj ^  is 

a conventionalised ironic expression which is usually used in Libyan-Arabic to mock 

someone who is doing something to excess (such as eating too much, speaking too loudly, 

and so on). However, it is not supposed to be heard by the target. Thus, saying it within 

earshot of the informant causes significant offence to her (see line: 7).

Thus, in Arabic, as I mentioned above, there are some forms of speech (which are 

considered to be indirect) that do not leave interpretation open to negotiation, because such 

forms’ meanings are conventionalised to be accessible and understandable. One way of using 

such indirect forms for criticism in Libyan Arabic is generalising meanings, which will now 

be discussed.

3- Generalizing Meanings (Signifying)

Generalising speech, or what Morgan (1996) labels ‘baited indirectness’, which she suggests

happens “when a speaker attributes a feature to someone which may or may not be true”

(1996: 406), is a strategy that is commonly used in Libyan-Arabic. It is when general
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statements are used to criticise someone, rather than specific criticism. However, this 

strategy, according to the data I collected and the examples Culpeper (2011) mentioned, does 

not seem to be used in English. It is more a conventionalised way of giving offence in 

Libyan-Arabic. There are many different ways of using this strategy: one way is when the 

speaker includes themselves when attributing a feature to someone, such as in the following 

Arabic example (from the Questionnaire data), where the male informant (34 years old) 

referred to a dialogue which took place between himself and a classmate in the presence of 

five other Libyan friends at Sheffield University (see Questionnaire A-18, p. 26):

Example (35)

AjILluS jVc- j  l_m] ^ 9  U

fas?altah ?a:d Gumma Jahr hawalj q?ad wa li:bja fj ka:n ?ajjaxs<‘
him ask I back then a month about stayed and Libya in was the person 

1 - | A classmate had been to Libya for a month and then came back. I asked him

aja A-La Cy* Cy~
mja mja ?albla:d faqa.llj ?annawa:hj 3ami:? min li'.bja ha.l ?an

hundred hundred country me to said he the sides all from Libya condition about
2- about Libya , he said it was very good.

(_j j V  aJ  t “ d«A t l i l j l  A jll >

la:?iq xair hada lah faqult ?alwaza:ra:t ba?d? mha:s?ra ?an fas?altah 
acceptable not this him to said I the ministries some surrounding about him asked I
3- Then I asked him about surrounding some ministries buildings by some armed groups
4- and said this is unacceptable___________________________________________________

(jjbaJLa j  Aj^aJI (Jlls ?a1£joLa
ma:t3i:J law wa ?alhurri:a hikkj Jaj ?ahsan hada faqadlj mujkla ja?nj

not come no if and the freedom like thing best this me to said he problem mean
4- and can cause problems, he said ‘no, what happened was good, this is freedom, if  we

tjAmill jkii ul j
?alli:bji:n nahna lilha:d?ri:n ?and<‘ur ?ana wa faqult bissla:h tsj

the Libyans we the others look I I and said I weapons with come it

191 Asking about his country after the Libyan Revolution (2011) as armed groups were everywhere, so the 
situation might be dangerous.
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5- can’t take our rights peacefully, we will use weapons’. So I said, while looking at the

Ail ê ĵ al \j| Aj^aJI
?alhurri:a fa:him ?innah hwa ?aqsdah ?ana bil9aks ?alhurri:a fa:hmi:n 

the freedom understanding that he him mean I I opposite the freedom understand
6- others: ‘we Libyans have a wrong understanding of the meaning of freedom’.__________

UK Ul all t jX t l li
kulna lana ?alfahm ?adam fafamamet ?ihra:3ah lita3annub bil?aks
us all us to understanding not generalised I him embarrassing avoid to the opposite

I actually meant him by my speech, but I wanted to avoid embarrassing him, so I used a 
generalisation to include all of us._______ __________________  ____ _________

As this example illustrates, the speaker attributed the feature of ‘having a wrong 

understanding of what constitutes freedom’ to the target while including himself and the 

others present in order, according to him, to avoid embarrassing the target and also to avoid 

possible arguments with him.

Another form that can be used through the generalisation strategy is when the speaker 

attributes a feature that is strongly linked to someone from previous experience and believed 

to be true about them. To illustrate this, we can consider the following Arabic example (from 

the Recorded Data), where the informant spoke an incident which took place between two of 

her sisters-in-law (see Appendix F, pp. 198-199):

Example (36)

Luim O jb (1)
bitsa 9a3i:nat 9a3nit darit fhamtj salftj zama:n

pizza dough kneaded she did she understand my sister in law ages ago
1- One day, my sister in law (1) OK, did she made pizza dough aaa

I d i l la  ^  j j j c -  ^ l l l  ^ j A \  A_mS La
?a?3nw qa:lit 9azu:ztj bafdah ?illj ?alju:m mjai qnainah ma3itha:J 
knead said my mother in law after that the day so nice not came it no

2- and it wasn’t very good ((laughter)) the next day my mother in law said aa said to us
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(0.8) (.) j ja  sjji.
da:ritha da:ritha hama:tj ^ n ith a  fum ^ubzit 

it did she it did she my sister in law it knead she oven bread

•j j *5
di:rw

do
3-
4-

make makethe bread dough (.)my sister in law (her husband’s sister) kneaded it and 
made it (0.8) made it

l&jjpjj du C5"0 j 3c' dî . LaJ Qj^xJb
biddi:rha bit fazuiztj 3it lamma bissukkur £abbitha
it do she will my mother in law came she when sugar with______ it full she

5- and put lots of sugar in it (.) when my mother in law wanted to bake it ((not clear))

hamatj 
my sister in law

(.) I f l j j £ jiL
qailitilha dirtuilha Jin %airkum 

her to said she it to did you what you what
/nj

what

eUA Cults
hadj qa:lit 
this said she

6- she said what is this what’s wrong with you (for all) what did you do to it (.) her

^  (jib (.) j
naij't’a t3jnj ba:J qailitilha 9ala:J wa 

nice me come it to her to said she why and
qailitilha 

her to said she

jSLdl 
sukkar 

the sugar
dirtilha 
it to did I

7- daughter said I added sugar to it. She said why. She said (.) because I wanted it to be nice

t
4uAlj (jLa 4 »■>»]! dll jAjll Cul jAill 4x-LLa o

>aihia m ij ?al?a3ima t3iihum ?ilba:jra:t ?ilba:jra:t mtaifrt zai m ij hilwa 
good not the dough them come it the unskilled the unskilled of as not delicious

8-
9-

and delicious not like dough which is made by unskilled people (,) only unskilled 
people’s dough is not good.

The speaker’s strategy in this example relies on generalisations; that is, no names were 

mentioned, but an implied reference to a certain behaviour of the target (lines 1 and 2: ‘she 

made pizza dough and it wasn’t very good’) is enough for her to be guided to the intended 

meaning. The speaker’s goal in using this strategy, then, does not seem to mitigate the impact 

of the offence; rather, she achieved at least three goals through using this strategy:

1- It allows deniability: It is difficult for the target in such a case to retaliate or defend 

him/herself, because the offender will simply deny any offensive intention and suppose that 

the target should not assume that this speech means her, because there is no obvious evidence 

to support such an assumption. That enables her to attack the hearer with less fear of 

retribution.
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2- Changing the focus: In order to move the focus to her fault (adding sugar to the 

bread dough), the speaker implicitly draws attention to another fault of the target, which 

seems to be known by all present, to avoid being blamed.

3- Using offensive words: This strategy also provided the speaker with protection 

when using highly offensive words (line 8: ‘unskilled people’) without suffering retaliation 

from the offender, or being blamed by others present for using direct, clearly offensive 

words.

A similar example (from the Log Book data) which can illustrate the generalisation 

strategy took place between two female relatives: Dania (my informant, 38 years old) and her 

relative Salwa (40 years old), as follows (see Appendix F, p. 205):

Example (37)

fanhadirzu: 
we talk

xalj bint 3itnj wa 
uncle daughter me came and

LiUaJjJc
bri:t anja 

Britain
min
from

4-iLa. du£
3a:ja kunt 

I coming I was
1- When I came back Libya from Britain, my cousin came to see me. We were talking

jla. (jLaLa LiUaĵ j ^  a K >«
hilw libis mafi:J bri:t?anja fj Jaklah lj
nice clothes not Britain in it seem me to

qa:lit m/aj ?allibis 9ala 
said she then clothes about

2 about clothes when she said to me: it seems that children’s clothes are not nice in Britain.

(jLa fj jlij-a (jajl ^kji
£a:3ibha m i/ s ya:ij libis fj du:qj 

it like she not my children clothes in my taste
?inna fastanta3t liS?Ta:r 

that concluded I children to
3 I concluded that she did not like my taste in choosing my children’s clothes.

In this example, it was not difficult for the hearer, as she told me, to interpret that the speaker

was referring to her taste, rather than the clothes themselves. The judgement of the hearer’s 

relative regarding English children’s clothes was based on her assessment of the clothes of
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the hearer’s children, as she implied that she did not like these clothes and thus the target’s 

taste was poor.

4- Using Idioms

According to my data, there are some situations mentioned by some of my Arab informants 

where certain idioms are used as an indirect tool to guide the hearer(s) to certain meanings. 

There are two main cases mentioned by the informants: the first when a speaker uses an 

idiom to speak to a group of people but in fact intends to refer only to one person; and the 

second when a speaker speaks to a certain person but intends to refer to a group of people. 

The following example (from the Arabic Questionnaire data) was mentioned by a female 

informant (40 years old) to explain what happened between her mother-in-law and her son 

(see Questionnaire A-3, p. 6):

Example (38)

b J j l  AjA^. A x il L - l^ J  A iu i 1 1 bJAC. j  bJA

?abu:h ?um 3adatuh ma?a juqfed juhib sana 11 ?umrah wildj marra
his father mother his grand ma with stay he like he years 11 his age my son once

1- My son (11 years old) likes spending time with my husband’s family

U1 j
lamma wa thimhum Jajcs9ja ?umu:r ?ala jahkw kanw famarra ?ammatah wa
when and them concern special things on speak they were once his aunts and

2- (his grandmother and aunts). One day, while they were talking about personal things

AjAa. dills u-.j j  Âlx-a (jdla.  ̂̂ -n3l
bilharf 3adatah qa:lit jesma9 wa m£a:hum 3a:lis wildj ?inna ?intabhw 

the letter his grandma said hear and them with sitting my son that realise they
3- his grandmother said literally to her daughters: There is a dog in the sea’.

A^k Aa3 ( j l  Aa3 — A2kl

?alkala:m jesma? la:zim m i/ had fi:h ?inna bima9na kalib fi:h ?albahr ?alwa:hid 
the speech hear necessary not one it in that mean dog it in the sea the one
4- This means that there is someone who should not hear what they are saying.
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fi jLxll Q A  lauJa J  <U3 I j]jSj
?illj ?al?iba:ra min wi3?atah 6akj weldj t'aK an wa fi:h nqu:lw ?illj
that the phrase from him hurt clever my son of course and it of say we that
5-Of course my son is smart, so he knew that he was intended by his grandmother’s utterance

tahsa:bnj 3adatj qa:llj wa jabkj ju:m tanj 3a:nj wa qa:litha
me think she my grandma me to said he and cry he day next came he and it said

6- When he came back home, my son started crying and said to me 'my grandma thought

l j  (jiulc. ciu£ La ^ 1  j  ^ ( j j j  ^ i3La

jhaderzw 91aj/ mrakkez kunt ma ?anj wa hatta tuqs?ud Jin manifhim 
speak they why concentrate was not I and even mean she what understand not 
7- I did not understand what she meant. I did not even know what they were talking about,

?inku:n la:zim m i/ ?innj 
be I necessary not I

fhamit 
understood I

l_iK Aja jsjII 
kalib fi:h ?albahr 
dog it in the sea

qa:lit 
said she

Id
lamma
when

0*1
lakin
but

8- but when she said ‘there is a dog in the sea’, I understood that

jsa:mahhum 
them forgive

( J j  *dlLs _ xllajc c
rabbj jalla nat la? mafru:d 

my lord God out I should I

j
wa
and

haderzithum § 
their speech in

m?a:hum 
them with

9- I should’ve not been with them and I should’ve gone out”. May God forgive them

The idiom used in this example: line 4, ‘there is a dog in the sea’ is usually used to warn 

other participants that someone is eavesdropping on their conversation. Such an idiom is not 

supposed to be said within earshot of the target, but because the target is young (11 years 

old), the speaker may have assumed that he would not understand her meaning, and thus 

would not be offended. However, according to the informant, this child was intelligent 

enough to interpret the intended meaning and thus was hurt by it.

The second case mentioned by the Arab informants was when a speaker speaks to a 

certain person and means a group of people, as in the following example (from the Arabic 

Questionnaire data) which was mentioned by a female informant (30 years old) (see 

Questionnaire A-l, p. 3):
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Example (39)

AjluSJ J a I j L a  ^ I  J jg  •) a  (Ji±i <JJjS d u l£

nafsah ?al?ari:s ?ahl wa ma ?ers fj ma3hu:dan tabdul lj qa:ri:ba ka.nit
it same the groom family and one wedding in effort do me to relative was she

1- In a wedding party, a relative of mine was making a great effort which has not even

j  \j u a q \ knil ̂  j  (Jlilal j  AjuoAj Afl V
r*

wa ma?an 3alisi:n kunna wa ?at fa:l ladi:ha wa nafsah ?al3uhd jabdulu:n la 
and together sitting were and children has she and it same the effort do they no

2 - been exerted by the groom’s family themselves, and she has children who need to be

CuaII (Ja Ls 1̂ 1 b_̂ uull qa LIxa
r

s ubrw ?almajet hal fulana ja laha faqult ?anniswa min 3am? ma?ana
patient the dead family you o her to said I the women of gathering us with

3- looked after. When we all were sitting together and there were other women sitting with
4- | us I said: listen you (saying her name) ‘the deceased’s family accepts_________________

.»j j S jjjxxll j
kuffw ?al?azji:n wa

disbelieved the mourners and1 095- his death, while the mourners don’t’.

In this example, while the addressee was one person, the target was a group of people. The 

idiom ‘the deceased’s family accepts his death, while the mourners don’t ’, 193 is usually used 

to refer to situations where someone exaggerates their feelings about something, giving 

importance to certain things or making an extra effort to do something. In this example, the 

informant’s addressee made more effort at the wedding party than the groom’s family 

themselves, who were supposed to make that effort, due to their close relationship to the 

groom. Thus, using this idiom in front of the groom’s family, as well as other guests, enabled 

the speaker to convey harsh criticism to this family.

192 This is a proverb that can be used on any occasion in a similar situation. Thus, although this is a wedding 
party, this saying is suitable for this context.
193 Those people who come to sympathise with the deceased’s family.
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So far, I have discussed one type of implicational impoliteness, which is ‘Form- 

driven’, which can be used to convey impolite messages indirectly. In the following section, 

the ‘Convention-driven’ type of implicational impoliteness will be discussed.

7.4.2. Convention-driven

With regard to this type of implicational impoliteness, as I discussed in Section 4.6., Culpeper 

(2011: 165) includes in his discussion the following terms: “‘sarcasm’, ‘teasing’, and some 

labels for humour, such as ‘[harsh/bitter] jokes/humour’”. Culpeper (2011) argues that these 

terms tend to involve mixed messages: one points towards a polite feature and the other 

towards an impolite one. As I mentioned in Section 4.7., he classified mixed messages into 

two main types: the first when there is an internal mismatch [e.g. “can you just fuck o ff’ 

(Culpeper, 2011: 166)]; and the second, when there is an external mismatch, as in the 

following English example (from the Questionnaire data) which took place between my male 

informant (42) and his supervisor many years ago (see Questionnaire B-12, p. 62):

Example (40)

My PhD supervisor to me, many years ago, commenting on a chapter of my thesis: “Very 
good, Sam, very good”. For a moment, indeed, I actually believed it." This was indirectness, 
possibly touched with sarcasm.

In this example, ‘very good’ is a conventionalised politeness formula associated with good 

work which was the first interpretation which came to the informant’s mind: ‘For a moment, 

indeed, I actually believed it’. However, it seems that it constitutes an external mismatch, 

probably triggering a sarcastic interpretation, as the informant pointed out ‘This was 

indirectness, possibly touched with sarcasm’. Thus, the informant’s work was not actually 

very good. Such interpretations, which are triggered through mismatching, as Culpeper
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(2011) argues, are more difficult to infer than those which are triggered through matching, so 

they need more cognitive effort to resolve.

Similarly, such mismatched interpretations can also be found in Arabic data. The 

following Arabic example (from the Recorded data) illustrates this point. This conversation 

was between two sisters in a family setting: Reem (28 years old) and Dalia (34 years old), 

while talking about a woman called Nawal (see Appendix F, p. 200):

Example (41)

cW iijja

]
gret

studied

(cJ'jj) ^JJU ;blb

Bes
Only

lilxamis 
the fifth to

(nawal)
(Nawal)

ta?rfi 
know you

1- Dalia you know (Nawal) studied only:: up to year five 
[

]
((A-iil.-Jl ^  A > >>))

]
[

2- ((noise in the background))
[

((tS la ju fl)) 3̂ll

Allah
God

 ̂ ] 
La

maja
wills

3- Reem
[

God bless he:: :r ((laughter))

In this example, the conventionalised polite item ‘God bless her’, which can be translated into 

English as ‘how brilliant she is’ here, was recontextualised to contrast with its intended 

meaning. In other words, studying up to year five only is not something that is actually 

appreciated; rather it can be associated with negative values, such as being unskilful or 

uneducated. Thus, it is sarcastically maximising the contrast between the context projected by
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the conventionalised polite formula ‘God bless her’, and the current context ‘Nawal studied 

only up to year five’.

A similar example took place during the Focus Group discussion for the female 

Libyan informants, as follows (see Appendix C, pp. 101-102, lines: 203-205):

Example (42)

(.) ^ jl*-a j U  j  lil 'mLyi

fahamtj ja?nj s?ahibtj mafa mawqi fs^airlj zaman ?ana maOalan
understood mean my friend with event me to happened once I for example 
203- S For example, the other day a friend of mine I mean

ba

fi:a 
me in

ta3rah 
hurt she

t
sh

jafnj
mean

1̂11 D-® :<j jj

]
addu:a fj tlaqqah di:ma ?illj arum:? min

meaning in use she always that the kind of
204-S right she is the kind of person who always ‘uses meanings’ I mean she hurts me 

[______________________

(-jiauuall j  : j
als ha:b wani?ma
friends good

205- Z how good a friend she is

____________________ :________________________________________________________  ((c il^ 3))
((Laughter))___________________________________________________________________

In this example, the conventionalised polite utterance (how good a friend she is) contrasts 

with the actual meaning. Due to the offence and hurt caused by this ‘friend’, she should be 

perceived as a bad friend. Thus, this example maximises the contrast between the context 

projected by the conventionalised polite utterance ‘how good a friend she is’ and the current 

context (she is the kind of person who always ‘makes meanings’. I mean she hurts me).

194‘Using meanings’ or ‘making meanings’ is an expression used by Libyan people to refer to using hints to 
offend others or send impolite messages.
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Due to the fact that “an interpretation triggered through mismatching is more implicit 

and involves more inferencing than one triggered through matching” (Culpeper, 2011: 167), 

there are some situations where the interlocutor does not succeed in interpreting the intended 

meaning. Let us consider the following English example (from the Questionnaire), which was 

mentioned by a female informant (38 years old), to illustrate that (see Questionnaire B-6, p. 

47):

Example (43)

I was sitting in a cafe (in France) the other day and a grandfather trying to get past with his 
grandchild in a pram said “Can't you move your chair?” in what I thought was an aggressive 
way (I had my back to him so hadn't seen him). I replied sarcastically “yes of course, seeing 
as you asked so nicely!”. He sat down near us and a few minutes later our children / 
grandchildren were playing together and he was smiling at us and being friendly. I think he 
didn't think that he had been impolite so for him there was no problem and perhaps he hadn't 
understood my British sarcasm so wasn't angry at me.

Of course, in such intercultural contexts, misunderstandings can be expected. However, 

misinterpreting the intended meaning in the above example is not necessarily related to the 

different cultural background of the interlocutors because, as we have seen in Example (39) 

above, misinterpretation may occur even among people who belong to the same language 

group. Thus, such sarcasm is not specific to an English context. To illustrate this point, we 

can consider the following example (from the Log-book data) which took place between my 

English driving instructor and myself when we were driving past a group of road workers. Of 

about five workers, there was only one digging the road, while the others stood about, 

chatting and laughing, so I initiated a conversation as follows (see Appendix, G, p. 208):

Example (44)

Me: How hard they are working! ((laughter))

The instructor: Yes, they are ((laughter))
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The utterance ‘how hard they are working’ was an indication of the effort that was made by 

the workers at the moment of saying it. However, this mismatches the current context, where 

the workers in fact were not even working. So, there was an external mismatch, which was 

correctly interpreted by the addressee as sarcasm, something which seems to be supported by 

the laughter of both interlocutors.

However, there is a form of convention-driven implication (which is not mentioned 

by Culpeper, 2011),195 where the offender uses a conventionalised impoliteness formula and 

cover its offence with a joke or humour. In other words, when there is a match between the 

context projected by the conventionalised formula and the wider context, but it is masked 

with a joke, as in the following Arabic example (from the Log-book Data). This example 

took place between three individuals at breakfast time: Asma (29 years old), Mariam (62 

years old) her mother-in-law, and Salem (65 years old) her father-in-law. Asma left her baby 

(1 year old) with her parents, who live in another town in Libya, for a month. When she went 

to fetch him back, the following dialogue took place between those involved (see Appendix, 

F, p. 204):

Example (45)

q a&L 0* i_.sc.LJa L flf-\ . 1-1
Xalas9 lin d9a:?uf d^a^uf wildik
much too thin thin your son

1 - Mother-in-law Your son became really really thin

qabil min ?ahsan tawa halba hikkj min ?ad9?uf ka:n ka:n ki:f nsaitj ?aki:d 
before from better now much this of thinner was was how forgot you surely
2- Asma You may’ve forgotten how he used to be, he was much thinner than now

195This might be because this type is not commonly used in English.
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(JjS j i L .  \ j j  AjIc. 4ll f L l  La tilllj t5 ^ -

qabel min %a)r tawa ?aljah ?allah maja:? qa:litlj bintik hatta
before from better now him on Allah welling me to said she your daughter even 

3- he is much better now than before, even your daughter said to me he is much better now.

uW?1
3i:£a:n
hungry

mxallji:nik 3iddik hu:J hada wildj 
leave they your grandparents home this my son

ku:l
eat

ku:l
eat

4- Father-in-law
5-

(to the baby):eat eat my son, your grandparents (his daughter-in-law’s 
parents) seem to leave you hungry

It should be noted before analysing this example that, in Libyan society, it is very important 

for the baby’s mother, in particular, to look after her child. One way of showing this is 

through making sure that the baby is in good health. A thin baby is regarded as one who is 

not being given a priority by its mother, and thus she would be seen as a bad mother. In this 

example, Mariam implicitly conveyed harsh criticism of Asma’s parents, who had looked 

after her baby for a month, by claiming that the baby had become thin to show that her 

parents did not look after the baby well. In such cases, the addressee can be offended through 

criticising someone related to them (a member of their family, a friend, and so on) instead of 

criticising them directly. Asma understood her mother-in-law’s hint, so she tried to confirm 

that her baby appeared to be much better than before and supported her claim by mentioning 

that her sister-in-law said that the baby was even heavier than before, in order to show that 

her parents had looked after the baby very well. To confirm the intended meaning of the 

criticism, Asma’s father-in-law, pretending to speak to the baby, said: line 4-5 ‘eat eat my 

son, your grandparents seem to leave you hungry’.196 This conventionalised impolite

196 Although this utterance was not supported by laughter to be seen as an actual joke, such direct harsh criticism 
was not expected from the father-in-law. Thus, the hearer pretended to take it as a joke, as it was intended to be 
perceived.
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utterance, while it was said as a joke, was actually meant to show that Asma’s parents had 

neglected the baby, but the form of a joke allowed deniability.

According to the above discussion, ‘Convention-Driven’ is the type of non

conventionalised impoliteness where offensive interpretations are triggered through 

mismatching. In Context-driven, which will now be discussed, there is no interpretation 

mismatching. However, impolite interpretations are drawn within the context.

7.4.3. Context-driven

As I mentioned in Section 4.6., Culpeper (2011) suggests that Context-driven includes two 

forms: 1- unmarked behaviour and 2- absence of behaviour.197 One example of unmarked 

behaviour mentioned by Culpeper (2011: 181) is as follows:

Example (46)

TO SHOP ASSISTANT:198 You’ve not given me the pound.

SHOP ASSISTANT: I think I did [Abruptly]

TO SHOP ASSISTANT: Well it’s not there. Look, (opened wallet to show him)

SHOP ASSISTANT: Go like that. [Implied I was trying to con him] (He pointed to his 

sleeves, gesturing to loosen them)

TO SHOP ASSISTANT: See. [raised volume] (Opened sleeves to show him) (He handed me 

a pound)

TO SHOP ASSISTANT: Thank you.

197Absence behaviour, as I mentioned in Chapter 4, is when the participant expects certain behaviour which, if  
absent, leads to an understanding o f impoliteness. The example mentioned by Culpeper (2011) was when a 
student gave incorrect answer to the teacher’s question and, without giving any feedback, the teacher transferred 
the question to another student, which made the student feel offended.
198 Capitals are in origin.
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According to Culpeper, the shop assistant’s utterance ‘go like that’ seems to be cooperative. 

However, given the knowledge about hiding things up sleeves, the impolite implication that 

the shop assistant was implying that the informant ‘was trying to con him’ is triggered. Here, 

there is no mismatch involving a conventionalised polite formula, but impolite interpretations 

are drawn by the expectations within the context.

There was also an example mentioned by a female Libyan informant during the Focus 

Group discussion which illustrates a similar point about the absence of mismatches between 

the conventionalised polite formula and the current context (see Appendix C, pp. 115-116, 

lines 292-303):

Example (47)

^juudl j  4  n«lj<a l̂iLo Lai  ̂  ̂ 4 -vt -v liAic-

aKaJai jqaddmu: wa munasba maGalan lamma ha:3a fj frndna hnai
the dinner offer they and occasion for example when something in we have we
292- F In my town (.) in, for example, an occasion when the hosts offer dinner (0.4) OK

(JJjLujJ
nasawi:n wahda:t 
women ones

t3j aKaJai fj 
come the dinner of

ta?axru: 
late they

ŷdixll Ijx-il] La (JjS (0.5) 
al?ajai jqaddmu: ma qabil 

the dinner offer they that before
293-F (0.5) before offering dinner I mean if they were late in offering dinner, some women

(0.5) ^  (.) 0*^*2 J ^ J

ha6j hadj jatfrKan wa 3ala:bi:bhin walla ?aba:ja:thin walla fara:ri:Jhin jalbsun 
this this go out they and their Jilbabs or their Abayat or their ferrashia wear they

294- F 1 would put on their Ferrashia199or Abayas or Jilbabs2UUand go home this (.) this (0.5)

?intum ma£naha m ubajrayair t?ari:qa alhu:/ li?as<‘ha:b hijfna ?akbar
you it mean direct not way_______home owners to embarrassing biggest

295- F is really shameful to the hosts (0.3) it is an indirect way to say that you {the hosts}

199A name for a kind of traditional Libyan outer clothes, which covers the whole body, worn by women 
(particularly older women) over their main clothes before going out.
200Abayas and Jilbabs are also a type o f hijab, but they are used in many other Muslim countries, so they are not 
specified to the Libyan society.
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= c_i=Jjll UIaa (jjjjia.12 La 
]

maqaddamtu:/ 
not offer you no

?ilwa3ib 
the duty

ma?ana 
us with

296-F didn’t do your duty 
[

L-iic.

frndna 
we have

]

t ]
hnai hatta s ah 

we even right

297- A
[
Right we have this (in my town} too

[

. . . .  .X  .A m  a  _ j l . i l  j  jXut < _ j _ j l e .  ( j jL a  j  'j' \ i j a L  =  •< _ $

mu9ai:ana lida:r nduxlu:hin wa Jinw ?a:rif m i/ wa qa?imzj yair ni3ru: talqi.na 
certain room to them enter we and what know not and sit just run we find you

p  "
298- F = The hosts would do their best to not let them go, they would say just stay and so
299- on and the guests would be taken to a certain room_______ ____  __________

Ala p  j j i ju  eiA (jl C j j i i c l  Ia Uxx ^jl£ p  (J^L

qillat ja9nj hadj ?inna ?i?tabarat ma9naha xalas9 hi:a kan ?ismah Jin kullahbaj
little mean this that regard she it mean enough she if  its name what it all to

300- F I to, I mean (.) if  she {the guest} regarded it as, I mean (.) disrespectful

jj\ aj.u£ llisc- l-lii (0 .3 )  (0 .4 )  tlLa 4 - ^ J  All j

?innakabi:ra ?indna tabda tat* la? hnai minana wa3ib ?ada? qillat walla ?ihtira:m 
that big we have it start go out she we us from duty doing little or respect
301- F or not doing the duty by the hosts (0.4) she would go (0.3) and this is seen as
302- shamingthat___________________________________________________________

t5-ki*is La jjfr
titfa/fa ma Yairm in t?ul?ut hi:a

eat dinner not without go out she she
303-F she went home without having dinner

In Libya, women are expected to wear a Jilbab or Abaya when leaving the house due to 

religious and traditional conventions. However, according to the informant, wearing these 

clothes in certain situations, which is here before having dinner at a wedding party, might



imply that the hosts are not doing their duty towards their guests or might even be seen as a 

sign of disrespect, which will affect the hosts’ reputation seriously if they fail to persuade 

their guests to stay for dinner.201 Thus, while the act itself (wearing outer clothes) is accepted 

and expected, doing so in certain situations can cause offence.

In this section, I have investigated the notion of indirectness and its relation to 

impoliteness. According to the above discussion, indirectness can also be used to cause 

deliberate offence, either in Arabic or English. Thus, the association between indirectness and 

politeness does not always seem to be accurate. In the following section, I will discuss the 

main findings of the data analysis (the Questionnaires, Focus Groups and Naturalistic Data) 

and highlight the similarities and differences between directness and indirectness in Arab and 

English cultures.

7.6. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, I have examined the research question of to what extent is there a correlation 

between indirectness and politeness and directness and impoliteness, through analysing a 

range of naturalistic data, provided by my informants from Libya and Britain. According to 

the findings from my data which I have examined, English culture should not be treated as 

being the polar opposite to other cultures. Furthermore, the evaluations and functions of 

directness and indirectness can differ from one situation to another within a given cultural 

group, so none can be judged as being always polite or impolite, as claimed by the traditional

201This is attributable to the importance o f hospitality in Libyan society, as illustrated in the first section o f this 
chapter.
202However, according to the other informants who took part in this discussion, this act is not interpreted thus in 
their hometown. This draws attention to the importance o f not treating all cultural groups as if  they were 
homogeneous.
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theories (e.g. Brown and Levinson, 1987). Rather, within each cultural group, certain cultural 

aspects are seen as conventionally appropriate in that social group. Thus, directness can be 

modified or intensified according to the situation and context and yet still be seen as 

appropriate, due to certain ideologies about what is conceived as appropriate. Indirectness can 

fulfil different functions that lead to different interpretations which might be considered 

polite or impolite, again, according to the various ideologies about what is appropriate.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 

8.1. Introduction

In this thesis, I have investigated certain aspects of cross-cultural politeness and impoliteness, 

by analysing Arabic and English preferences for performing directness and indirectness. My 

principal original contribution to knowledge is that the concept of politeness and, 

consequently, the preference for specific strategies is influenced by different conventions and 

ideologies around the use of such forms which differ from one culture to another. In this 

concluding chapter, I discuss the main findings of the data analysis and highlight the 

similarities and differences between directness and indirectness in Arab and English cultures, 

and then I discuss the main contributions of this study. I then discuss the implications of the 

thesis. Finally, I present recommendations for further work.

8.1. Overall Research Findings

According to the data-analysis discussion in this and the previous chapter, I can present the 

similarities and differences between Arabic and English concerning directness and 

indirectness and their relation to politeness and impoliteness in the following observations:

1- Perception of Directness and Indirectness

There is a general agreement between the Arabs and English surveyed about the concept of

directness and indirectness: directness is seen as explicit and obvious, while indirectness is

perceived as a form of speech that holds a degree of ambiguity and implicitness. What is

known as ‘conventional indirectness’ does not seem to be seen as indirect by my English

informants, who perceived it as a direct form of speech. However, although both the Arab

and English informants are aware that indirectness can be considered polite, impolite or both,

the main difference between the two groups is that the Arabs, in general, describe the
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function of indirectness negatively. This negative interpretation is reflected in the definitions 

and examples that the Libyan informants provided related to the meaning and function of 

indirect speech in the different types of data collected. It is noteworthy that not only is 

indirectness described negatively, but also that using this type of speech can be seen as 

indicative of impoliteness.

There was some contrast between the ideological beliefs about the function of 

directness and indirectness used by the English and their actual function. The overall 

interpretation is that the English are indirect and consequently polite, while directness is 

usually associated with rudeness. However, the English, according to many English 

informants’ description of their own use and the examples mentioned in the data, seem to be 

more direct than they are aware. Furthermore, according to some of the naturalistic data 

examples, indirectness is not only seen as dispreferred in certain situations in English, but it 

can also be used for impolite purposes. That can be evidence of the difficulty of making 

generalisations about indirectness or considering all British people to prefer using indirect 

speech to be polite, ignoring the diversity among their culture. Thus, it is possibly a tendency 

for English people to use indirectness for polite purposes, but this is not clear-cut. Finding 

such contradictory views shed light on the importance of considering the ideological 

differences between how people feel they and others should speak and how they actually do 

speak (Grainger et al., 2015).

2- Ideologies in Mitigating Directness

The notion of softening the impact of directness seems to be similar in both Arabic and

English in similar situations, but the way of doing so differs, due to the different ideologies

and norms in each culture. In English, it seems, that it is important to use certain linguistic
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structures with requests as well as appropriate intonations and politeness expressions (e.g. 

please) to be appropriate and thus acceptable, while Arabic is more focused on a certain 

intonation with direct requests. However, it might be understood that I am simply arguing 

that the above strategies are the only ones open to the interlocutors, or that they form the base 

and other strategies are exceptions. By contrast, there are different complex strategies that 

can be used in both cultures in different situations. For example, in Arabic, people can engage 

in a simple conversation before talking about the request they want to make (e.g. pre-request 

structures). Furthermore, using direct forms (e.g. imperatives) for less serious requests 

indicates social closeness between the participants; and thus is preferable. However, because 

of the different ideological beliefs of what constitutes appropriate behaviour in both cultures, 

the Arabic way of requesting might not be acceptable to English speakers, and vice versa.

3- Indirectness and Opening Options

The claim that indirectness necessarily opens options (Leech, 1983) indicates that directness 

reduces such options and thus is considered impolite. As I have shown in the recorded data- 

analysis discussion, this claim is problematic for two main reasons: first, reducing options is 

not necessarily seen as impolite in some cultures, such as Arabic, where it is considered 

appropriate or even required in some situations (e.g. offers). Offers are preferred in 

unmodified or unmitigated form, and may even be intensified due to different ideological 

motivations related to sincerity and good hospitality. Second, the claim that directness always 

reduces options and indirectness always raises the level of optionality is inaccurate. In fact, 

there are some situations where people have the choice not to respond positively to the

203This is not to say that intonation is unimportant in English or that such a linguistic structure is always polite, 
because there are some situations where such structures can be used sarcastically.
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speaker’s direct speech, while they, because of some ideological motivations, have fewer or 

no choices, but answer the speaker positively, even while speaking indirectly.

Another issue that is related to indirectness is regarding whether it is always polite, 

which is inaccurate, because indirectness can be offensive and thus impolite. Therefore, 

people’s choices of particular forms of speech reflect the fact that the culture normalizes 

certain conventional elements within a cultural or linguistic group to be seen as appropriate 

and thus acceptable within that social group (Grainger, et al., 2015). Thus, Arabic and 

English cultures should not be portrayed as polar opposites, as they are usually described. 

They share the goal of employing appropriate behaviour but through different strategies due 

to the different expectations that individuals are supposed to fulfil in their respective 

societies.

Although indirectness may open options, it does not always guarantee ‘optionality’.

For example, in some situations in Arabic (e.g. requests), indirectness is not optional, as some

traditional theories (Leech, 1983) argue, because no actual choices are open to the hearer to

misrecognise the request and pretend that it is absent (as Brown and Levinson (1987) argue),

if  they want to be evaluated positively. In other words, choosing to misrecognise the intended

meaning can be highly negatively evaluated. Thus, in such cases, indirectness, despite the

different interpretations that it may hold, does not necessarily open up options from which the

hearer may choose. Furthermore, there are some situations where the form of speech used is

direct, while the intended meaning is hidden. Thus, if the main difference between directness

and indirectness is that the latter allows for more than one interpretation, where the intended

meaning is supposed to be arrived at through inference, it seems that it is not always possible

to draw a clear-cut distinction between both directness and indirectness. Therefore, we cannot
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make generalisations about the concept of (in)directness across languages, because its 

interpretations and functions may differ from one situation to another across different cultural 

groups.

4- Directness and Opening Options

The strategy of intensifying direct speech, particularly the insistence on the hearer doing 

something for the speaker, is required in certain situations (offers) in Arabic, because the 

insistence is a demonstration of genuine generosity and hospitality (Grainger et al., 2015). In 

other words, insistence in offers is a part of the ritual routines which are considered very 

important in Arab society. However, it is worth mentioning that directness in such a case 

does not necessarily restrict the options open to the hearer or force them to do what the 

speaker wants them to do. The hearer can sometimes refuse the speaker’s offer despite the 

speaker’s insistence on their offer. Thus, the claim that reducing options through performing 

insistence is impolite and describing it as a ‘very fierce attempt’, as Searle (1979) argues, is 

inadequate. However, insisting on offers in some situations occurs even in English culture (as 

discussed above).

Reducing options to the extent that the hearer has no choice but to accept what the

speaker asks them to do is also seen as appropriate in making offers in Arabic, because it is

conventionalised and ritualised as a norm in such situations. Thus, it is not evaluated

negatively. The offerer must ensure that their guests are satisfied, where the offerer serves

their guests through frequent insistence. Such routines are expected by both host and guest in

Arabic. However, in English, according to ideological beliefs, such behaviour might be

considered an impediment to the individual’s freedom of action, and thus be evaluated as

impolite but, in Arabic, it is not only seen as appropriate, but the absence of such actions
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could be evaluated negatively. Thus, it is more about a shared agreement among the members 

of a certain cultural group about what constitutes appropriate behaviour than the judgement 

of certain linguistic behaviour as being good or bad per se. However, the degree of insistence 

depends on many factors (such as the situation, the relationship between interactants and so 

on). In Arabic, the speaker might be assertive (or even aggressive from the perspective of 

some non-Arab cultures) about their offer and yet still be seen as behaving appropriately.

5- Cultural Effect on the Speakers’ Choices

What constitutes indirectness and its functions might differ from one linguistic group to 

another. What might be perceived as conventional or routine in certain groups in some 

situations might be seen as vague and ambiguous in others. For example, using indirectness, 

or going off-record, may be considered appropriate and evaluated as polite in certain 

situations in Arabic, while the same strategy might be seen as a hint or vague from a British 

perspective. Grainger (2011: 189) argues that “where the participants do not share the same 

interpretation framework misunderstanding and misattribution of intention may result”. For 

example, Levinson (1983) accuses Germans of being less polite than the English simply 

because they prefer more direct forms in certain situations, without taking into consideration 

any factors that might affect individuals’ choices (such as what is normalised as conventional 

behaviour in that group). Thus, while it is appropriate to use direct forms in some situations 

in Arabic, which might be evaluated negatively by some British-English people, there are 

other situations in which British-English people prefer some strategies that are seen as 

inappropriate in Arabic. Therefore, it is not a matter of Arabic-speakers being more direct or 

English-speakers being more indirect. Rather, it is more that certain conventional elements 

become normalised or enregistered over time within linguistic or cultural groups as being 

appropriate in certain situations.
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6- Indirectness and Impoliteness

Indirectness can be used deliberately to cause offence. The vast majority of research on 

politeness and (in)directness, either English or cross-cultural, has focused only on the positive 

aspect of the function of indirectness in English or when English is compared to other 

cultural groups. However, in this study, it seems that not only is indirectness dispreferred in 

some situations, but it can also be offensive, both in Arabic and English. As I have shown 

above, indirectness can be used to indicate impoliteness in both Arabic and English. 

Furthermore, although indirectness can be used for polite purposes in some cultural groups, 

such as in Libyan Arabic, the overall perception is negative, because it is ideologically linked 

to impoliteness.

The strategies used by the Libyans and English in using indirectness to cause offence

are, more or less, similar. However, according to the Arabic data I collected, it seems that

‘Form-driven implicational impoliteness’ is the most commonly used type compared to the

other types in Arabic, whereas Convention-driven, according to my English data and the

examples provided by Culpeper in explaining this phenomenon, seems to be more common in

English. Furthermore, due to the negative interpretation of indirectness in Libyan-Arabic, it

seems that using indirectness for impolite purposes is more complicated in Arabic than in

English. For example, there are some situations and examples that are mentioned by the

Libyan informants which do not seem to occur in English. This claim is not based on my data

alone, but also on the examples mentioned by researchers who work on this phenomenon in

English (e.g. Culpeper, 2011). The most common examples that are mentioned by the Libyan

informants that are not mentioned in the English data are: getting revenge; sending out

parallel messages; conveying others’ opinion about the target; offending the addressee

through criticising people who have a close relationship with them; and generalising
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meanings. However, although ‘generalising meanings’ f ^ ’ (or signifying) is seen as

an indirect form of speech, it seems to be conventionalised in a way that is sufficiently 

understandable and accessible for the hearer(s) to be guided towards the intended meaning 

due to the ‘mutual cognitive environment’ of the interactants. Thus, such utterances are 

unambiguous. This can be attributed to the nature of such a strategy, which allows for 

deniability more than any other strategy, where offence can be performed with less fear of 

retribution.

7- The Role of Religion

Religion seems to play a significant role within Libyan-Arabic society, where politeness and 

impoliteness are evaluated according to conformity to Islamic teachings. However, it is not 

only that behaviour is dominated by religious teachings, but religion also seems to be 

reflected in everyday language, particularly in polite formulaic expressions (e.g. ‘for God’s 

sake 4?^ = please; ‘May God give you good health = thanks).

According to these findings, we can conclude that the strategies employed are

conventionalised in a way that makes certain behaviour polite within a certain linguistic

group, but not in another. However, we should not suppose that these two communities are

completely different because, as we have already seen, people in both cultures are motivated

to meet the expectations of their respective society. Furthermore, these strategies may differ

from one situation to another, so the Arabs may not see themselves as being direct, as they

might be seen by, say, English people. For example, as I have shown in analysing the Arabic

male focus group, Arabs ideologically perceive themselves as being indirect and describe

people who use direct forms as ‘strong-faced <^j’, while some Arabic examples might

be judged as overly direct by English speakers. This might be explained by the fact that most
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studies (e.g. collectivist vs. individualist) focus only on classifying cultures and linguistic 

groups as being direct or indirect, which is inadequate in itself, because directness and 

indirectness occur in most societies, but to different extents in different situations (Grainger, 

2014). Furthermore, the situations that influence individuals’ choices, and what constitutes 

directness and indirectness might differ. Therefore, we cannot simply judge a whole culture 

as preferring certain forms of speech rather than others. For example, while some studies 

indicate that Arabs are direct (Hamza, 2007; A1 Batal et al. 1993), others present them as 

indirect (Katriel, 1969; Merkin, 2012). This demonstrates Mills and Kadar’s (2011) point that 

the degree of (in)directness is ideological, because it relies on people’s judgements about a 

language.

8.3. Original Contribution to Knowledge of the Research

This thesis makes the following major contributions:

1- Cultural Stereotypes

The analysis of the data clearly demonstrates that there are some differences between Libyan 

Arabic and British English perceptions of what constitutes appropriate behaviour in both 

cultures. However, the stereotypical description of British English as indirect and as a 

negative politeness culture (as argued by Sifianou, 1992), that the majority of the research, 

does not offer a real demonstration of actual linguistic practices of the British people. 

Although there may be some elements of truth in this stereotype, these elements should not 

simply be explained by the generalised view that is usually presented. For example, cross- 

cultural analysts usually contrast other cultures’ indirectness to the role that indirectness is 

supposed to play in British culture. It seems, then, that when analysing other cultures, the 

researchers apply Western analysts’ understanding of how indirectness is interpreted in
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British English to other cultures. Such studies (Sifianou 1991; House, 2010), thus, suggest 

that directness is more appropriate in certain contexts, such as requests, where indirectness is 

preferred for English-speakers. However, these studies do not show whether indirectness 

occurs in their cultures or not, and if it does exist, how it functions and is interpreted. Thus, as 

Mills and Kadar (2011: 44) argue, “we need to distance ourselves from the conservative and 

ideological nature of this type of analysis”. Thus, in this thesis I have moved away from this 

type of ideological stereotype of politeness, (as stereotypical views are often very different 

from actual behaviour). Therefore, through criticising the stereotypical representation of 

cultures, and focusing more on politeness norms derived from data analysis without 

depending on ideological views, this thesis has provided a more adequate analysis of 

politeness norms in both Arabic and British cultures.

2- Developing a Methodology for a Cross-cultural Study

Stadler (2011) argues that most cross-cultural studies often make cross-cultural comparisons 

relying on Discourse Completion Tasks (DCT), or questionnaires that simply ask the 

informants to put themselves in imaginary situations to answer certain questions, even if they 

were not within their own experience, rather than on data from real-life encounters. This 

raises the question of the validity of such data to account for politeness as a complex 

phenomenon in these cultures. Thus, the present study, using a range of data drawn from the 

situations that the informants experienced, presents a more adequate representation of what 

might influence people’s choices in different contexts and accesses not only participants’ 

performance, but also their beliefs about performance. It is this examination of ideologies as 

well as performance which is important.
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3- Comparing Cultures

Cultures in most cross-cultural research are usually contrasted. As a result, cultures are 

presented as being totally different, which gives the impression that intercultural interactions 

between different cultural communities are impossible or at least they always result in 

unavoidable misunderstandings. This thesis, however, is an attempt to show that cultures 

should not be treated as diametrically opposed. Rather, cultures should be examined carefully 

and separately in order to investigate how different language activities are performed without 

being simply compared to other cultures, according to certain criteria, suggested by certain 

theories which might not be applicable cross-culturally. Thus, this thesis has focused as much 

on similarities as on differences.

4- Developing the Approaches of Interactions in Cross-cultural Contexts

Moving away from the traditional theories of politeness towards a more context- and

situation-based model, this thesis adopts a more adequate approach to the complexity of

understanding politeness in cross-cultural contexts. The main contribution to knowledge this

thesis has made is that the discursive approach to (im)politeness I developed proposes the

possibility to infer the indexical meaning of specific linguistic practices, such as directness

and indirectness, where the meanings become associated with certain social values. As a

result, such an approach contributes to the investigation of certain areas which are often

neglected in the field of politeness. For example, directness and indirectness are shown to be

multifunctional and can have different implications and interpretations. Thus, we cannot rely

only on linguistic features to understand (im)politeness norms, and instead we need to focus

on how these features are interpreted within cultures. In addition, to my knowledge, this

thesis is the first to investigate the relationship between (in)directness, optionality and

(im)politeness. The results of this thesis have shown that directness does not necessarily
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restrict options, and indirectness does not necessarily open options, as claimed by Leech 

(1983).204 Furthermore, optionality that is claimed to be provided by indirectness is not 

always evaluated positively.

On the whole, this thesis has proved that (im)politeness cannot be analysed through 

models which are built on certain rules (such as those of speech act theory), nor by analysing 

only the linguistic meaning of utterances. A simple link between particular linguistic forms 

and certain functions, ignoring contextual and cultural factors, that lead to different 

evaluations of contexts is inaccurate. Thus, a more context-based model is required, in order 

to capture the complexity and diversity of contextual evaluations across cultures.

8.4. Implications of the Study

1- Cultural Differences

According to the data-analysis discussion, there seem to be some differences between the 

British and Arab participants with regard to the assessment of the concept and functions of 

directness and indirectness. Thus, the interpretation of a certain context depends on a cultural 

assessment. However, there are also some similarities in such assessments. These results 

underline the importance of focusing as much on the similarities between different cultural 

communities as on the differences between them. Thus, this study has investigated a 

combination of different factors (such as cultural norms, ideologies, conventions, 

expectations and so on) that influence such assessments instead of simply contrasting cultural 

values.

204 Of course, this is not to say that indirectness does not open options or directness does not restrict options, but 
there are other cases which need to be taken into consideration, as I have shown above.
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2- Cultural Generalisations

Most previous cross-cultural studies have relied on making generalisations about cultures at a 

stereotypical level (Merkin, 2012; Fukushima, 2002). English people, for example, are often 

characterised as indirect. However, as the results of this study show, the stereotype of British 

people as indirect does not always hold true, as they can be more direct than they are aware. 

Furthermore, such classifications are primarily based on the presupposition about the concept 

and the functions that indirectness is assumed to have. Thus, the studies that characterise 

Arabs as being indirect, for example, might be seen as evaluating Arabs negatively, if  we take 

into consideration the Arab informants’ overall evaluations of indirectness as being 

associated with impoliteness. This not only demonstrates the danger of making 

generalisations about cultures, but also the risk of generalising about the concept and function 

of different cultural practices in different cultural groups.

3- Intercultural Communication

This thesis, like many other studies (as I have shown in chapter 3), draws attention to the 

importance of taking the communicative aspects of language into consideration in teaching or 

learning a foreign language. Thus, to avoid possible misunderstandings in intercultural 

communications, foreign language learners are advised to aim at communicative competence 

as well as linguistic competence (Sifianou, 1992). However, misunderstandings and 

communication problems may occur even with individuals who belong to the same cultural 

background in certain situations. Thus, misunderstandings are not necessarily attributed only 

to belonging to different cultures. Furthermore, as I have shown in chapter 7, people from 

different cultures might share similar knowledge about the inference of some complex 

linguistic forms (e.g. sarcasm), which shows that similarities may occur among cultures as

well as differences. Thus, we need to be cautious in our discussion of cultures.
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8.5. Suggestions for Further Research

The topic I have explored in this thesis suggests the need for further research. Thus, a great 

deal more cross-cultural and politeness-focused empirical research is needed in order to 

explain a wide variety of linguistic activities in general, and of directness and indirectness in 

particular. An investigation of this type is principally useful with languages like Arabic and 

English, which are often categorised according to certain stereotypical presuppositions. For 

example, it is often taken for granted or assumed that British politeness is necessarily focused 

on indirect forms. Thus, the work I have done on English could be used as a starting point for 

further research on the difference between how people feel that they or others should speak 

and the way they actually do speak. Furthermore, a greater focus on the role that gender plays 

in the preference for direct or indirect forms is needed. Although this thesis has shed light on 

the importance of taking such an element into consideration, gender has not been extensively 

discussed, because it was not the focus of the study. The concept of ‘face’ and its relation to 

(in)directness and (im)politeness is also a neglected area within Arabic (im)politeness work. 

Thus, it is worth investigating this concept in Arabic, because its evaluation might be 

different from that of English. Through exploring how people use language to indicate 

politeness in different cultures, intercultural communications may be improved, and thus 

misunderstandings can be reduced among individuals who come from different cultural 

backgrounds. It is for this reason that pursuing further research in this area is very important, 

as directness and indirectness are considered to be one of the main elements that give rise to 

pragmatic failure in intercultural communication.

8.6. Final Concluding Remarks

The success or failure of communication depends on the extent to which people’s behaviour

meets certain cultural expectations, which might differ from one culture to another. For
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example, my interest in investigating direct and indirect speech and other issues related to 

them stemmed from observing the way in which they are often performed in Arabic. As a 

member of an Arabic cultural community, I realised that both directness and indirectness are 

multifunctional and can be used for different purposes, either polite or impolite. The 

supposed English indirectness should not be seen as static or limited to a certain function 

(e.g. politeness). Indirectness is mostly treated in the literature as being necessarily used for 

polite purposes. Even when it is claimed to have a negative side, this is shown as being 

marginal whereas, as the results of this thesis show, indirectness can be synonymous with 

impoliteness in some cultures, such as Libyan-Arabic, in certain contexts.

Through this study, I have drawn attention to the importance of avoiding treating 

cultures, especially those which are claimed to come from different politeness orientations 

(e.g. positive vs. negative), as polar opposites because, although ideologies about what might 

be seen as appropriate might differ, the motivation for meeting the expectations and thus 

behaving appropriately might be similar. This study has provided an analysis of British and 

Arabic cultures in respect to directness and indirectness, and it will be of some help in 

questioning the representation of these cultures at a stereotypical level. I have moved away 

from Brown and Levinson’s theory towards a more adequate approach that can cope with the 

complexity and diversities of cultures. Although this study constitutes a small step in such a 

field, particularly within the research on Arabic-speaking communities, it has contributed to 

the development of a theoretical and analytical framework on cross-cultural politeness and 

impoliteness research.
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QUESTIONNAIRES



Appendix (A): Arabic Questionnaire

In this section, 25 Libyan informants’ (12 females and 13 males) responses to the Arabic 

questionnaire are presented. These responses start on page 3 and end on page 36.
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Questionnaire (A-l)
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Questionnaire (A-2)
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Questionnaire (A-3)
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a J |  ft^tal.lA ^ jl£ ll A Ja jJ  (jjAJ La j jA a u !  Aj^A m j l  AjIaI A_la^jJ Aic. aJ_j!Sa J l£ - Ajj^JxJ ^AaluU I jb a l  J ja L a  ^li-ll vAUaSj

ClJlj ( j a a j j j  ^jx (jljjl A j^au i Aic- jlxo

<—kal_ja!| ^yi f i ?4_jjA ĵ1I ŷC-AxaiJ ̂ jll t—kal^aII ^i^JaLiA _)Aiil ^ l£ l l  ^lAaluiV (jjiiAJ ^Ic. Aa j i  (jjjjjlll 4^1a\5ac-\j <Ja - 5

?4_ijA $x1\ A la  ^yC-AxxJ ^yjll

Ojjxbx AjIL  (JA ( j j l a a J j  Jyjui 4_llla ^jjAJjJ LaAjc. *■. ljAg*ill ^yC-AluiJ ^^Sll 4_iSIj a 1| ^yi b L a l Aj_jAAaLuU

aV jl-d ll'll  4..ll italt Aj-asl jjxij! j l i —a Ale- A j a l a j  4_jaVI Ala ŷC.AjXJ ^ l l l  <—is lja J | ŷS _ ^ £ V lj 

VIaLaI j  V ja S U a II  j i t .  j i  ^uuLaaII ^ j l £ i l  ^ lA a X u il (Jj-iaSJ ( J a  ^ A x n l )  ^ y .» \£  - ( )

AaII ^y A jI La ^ 3  ^LujjV  1 C1iLa]£]|j ( J a x J I  j L l a l  L_iaJ AjLj aTij jjZXaa ^A *il ( jV  JjujLaaII ^ ^ l£ l l  (Jjuia3l



LoA-LLula L a (Ji'iL kh W*i j \  L a (_j^a^-iail AjS t**n .T. i A *  ̂  t*< w  i_ aâ a l  ( J \ j a  fA L<--1 i^L lS -aL  J a  J ~ j

jL ^ a a u i l b  Ali-<a) l_ 4 3 j-a l!  4a£ a a  ( J jn - i \  4*i £ a (JI-La1| (•' Lr-,1 AaaL lII A a g i l l  ^ lA aA uil ^ ^ j j L a

,( Ia£Aj  i-_43_j-all (jj^jJalall ĵ-alikjujVI

(jl Ijg .n il L alj ^g Ag*i Aju-i-’t >Ti J_jaI ^yic- l j j l£  °__>a3 AjLaC. j  o^j| 1̂ AjAa £<a C.A n i  ̂'~ ĵ Alui J ] o^ac. (_£a!j o^ a

^ il!  ^ l £ i l  £ ajuU ^ j V  tjLa Aa. Aj 3 (jl — <—iK AjS ^>ajll— A a lj ll  t_fi^)alL AjAa dlllS  £ ajuuJj  ^aLla (_>alla <_£a1j

(_jjui ^g i  'La ^JuLuiaj ^yjAa ^ £ jj ĵ_iIj ^ y j la j  LgullA ĵAll a jL x l l  AjAa ĵ a  A jL ta j ^ £ a (_ja!j  LliL j  Aj3 1

j jA A  ^aLla ( j j S i l  ^ j V  (jLa diAg3 i—jl£  Aj 3 dillS  Lai ^jSl I j  j jA g J  (jAilc. du£La ^ j |  j  A»*-i?i

^Uaj j L»j
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Questionnaire (A-4)

;i—LuiLLttll (jl£xil (X ) ( ^ a j  tlAc-l^all £(Ja $La.jll

27

(5^1 

A ml •4_Lull3kJll

?liljUuC.| <- Uiî k (L_SJ.l£j]|) l_jjVI La -  J 

JlstSVI *- 'til!' (jdJlSl ALaL«_Aj  L-S_jj^!ill

Lg-agil V i * IL . ̂ i,« ,1 J < Aiwlj^l ^Jfrj ^oLuill (JlaJ (^frl^aj L-uiaj <■ «<H j l  !■_ \ y A  (JjSVI j e -  L»l

?u. nig ill f l c .  j i  u_ijVI aJS t_ ij* j  i_L£ - 2  

AjjuiLoiaJl Ja ĵLa j  ^atjlLi _)^VI 1 ^  j  j £ j  j l  Ja^juij jU  (£ jl (J j i j l  L?l

j l £  (_£I (ja  g \ c .  j l  j l  j_jjLL ^  jL<a^)^VI •L?’?*J ^l ji^.1 ^Jc. A-abtll jSLaVI ^  Liajl

V '^ijL a JJxll'1 j»V£ll <—ij* J  c_h£ - 3

j U i l j l j  4_ajoiI UĴ juoll ^ V £ i l  A_ia. J j  j i L a  AJ ( J j i ) J  A, a  > iiL (_y>*t >»ill (_ £ j\ j j  ( j l  ( j j ^  U -® ( J  ^  - V '  A jL iI-^ x

^Aia

TSjlc. ^JuLia ^jl£]| lg_}3 (Ja».*i>«J C_fi3l j-all La - 4

l“iS' J* 3 ^

.LI Ai^clLa i__sjj«j V Lijl AJ (JjA)j  Aa.^aj (jl j j J  <_iljjua (J*a1 (j^a^-uj Aa.jj (jl *(JjVI

Aj ^jl£]| A a jJ j  ^l.lua Ajta (JaJj (jl j j J  aAa. Aic. -^AJa.1 (_£JjJ Ail (_ji -Joa. j jc .  (JjiAJ (J^*-**- *' <>—*3jJ  (jl ;^-jLl

. >Tl\ \A

.(JljjuJl (J jj  (jlaa^ll ^ I^ a V (_^a^*JJ (jl (jj-i V j l  (3alj-a jA  (Ja AjIj  C_fi_̂ *Jj C-lU-i Ja I j a  (jl ;tlllLll

t_ailjail f i n^glll (^C-jluU ^ 1  i_ial^all ^ji^ualxa jJxll ^ ^ ill  l̂AaJLuiV Ji Llj\jJC.L (Ja - 5

Vu. n'^glll aJS (^oJluii ^^1

4  AjLal (3fui La£ _JjjjL-aJl _̂ AC- ^ jl^ ll ^AaaxjjJ (ja  LlLA (j^xLjJoll l i l j l  ■ ■< ^ I f-  I JA
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Aj i—jjc. ^^Ic. j j £ j j i l £  ^ I j ^ l  j j l lx a l l  j j c .  ^ l £ i l  ^.lA'iwi'i S i C-ixa^jll (jA jll ( ja  j la ju i l  ( j£ i j

Aj\£jjLi .1j  - >■»» * j jc -  Liaa. î lc- j j ^ j j i l j l

jj£ 1  Auunaj (jlAl V I j  aJIaJI oiA ^^3 J j J l  (jja. AjaJ j j j J  j^-iA  1.̂ 1' j V  o^JAiill AjUVI (_jJl j* llxail JJC- ^ il£ il oAa. (Jo-«aJ JiSj

V liL ai j  V j u j l j x l l  j j c - j l  j u Ij a II ^ l £ i l  ^ l^ ajlu il (JjJaaj (J a  ^^AjjjIJ ^  j l ^  - 6

ŷjjj c_lila jl l̂ja.VI C-jiVi! ^1 jl (̂ La Aj=kjjll ^ i  cllj£j La£ 1*1 jui SjJaJl jlaljC-VI ^  jjulxail JJC. ^l£il (Jj-afll 

jiaSj îl C_ U-sli w5iSi£ lilii A U>il j  jjc- Clj£ ji ĵJX. ^  (jtiauui ŷLa c_liia Aila. (jaajil £jiaXuil V ^  5̂-̂ V ^̂-La

j»*l ^  (J^ »* ' Aia Ajllla 1 1—»\ ^AA^I

A j c _ j j j c -  ^ y ic - j j ^ j j l l j  A c J j x . l j  j k V I  ^  ( J x .^ j l l  ( j x .  - ^ - V  j j j !  A jV  ( J f ^  1 - ^  S j J j j i l l  j i a l j c - V I  ^  Ia ^ . I g A  j f i l j

J^  cŜ * ^  UJ^d U< U J ^  AjjUI j l

^^l£il LeAaJLuiA La j^auuS ĉ Ljil t*< w*i j  La j^aa_uji Aj3 t**<* .T,  ̂ 1*1 w  <_a3j a !  (Jl-La pLlaC-l liiiliLaLl (Ja -"]

; J^ iA  tlllj iiljjlj3  A L a) U_S3ja11 A j£aa (Jj*-alsj JJ^ I £ a  (Jlxai) pUaC-l ^ i  Axalxll A^giil ^lA^Xuil f l ^ j i l  _ jjjjlxa  JJ*-Il

.(l-l̂ A j  (-_a2j-ail j j j j J a L a J l  (joLLuiVI , jl^ -a il

cilia d lila  (J  j a .  S Ja S  jji-i_ail ( J  j a .  cAuj IaL la  1 J '<  ■ j  L tj ia j  ^ I a  c_jjjjij j U i c  I j l  AjluI j J  Alui AxJ i jjjii  d lX A j Lai

Agia.j (jxa fiAA Lxjia j V  I g *̂<n ^ S v t , y j i  ^A jja Aj3 A a^Ia  lA jJ^ J  ^ i l l  C_Sjxj (Jl jL a  ^ i i l  llA ^^jiils ^ l u i l j J  (Ja£ j ^ J J  l i i j i J  

>(̂ J j |jS  (jLA (JAJ ^jjLki ( ja  (Jiaj ^yjja I j j  i j2 j  (jjjL-cra.La IgjV  (^AjL-aii Ufl >«j AaJJ j \ £  AjV l«iji iS
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Questionnaire (A-5)

JjaLaII (X) AaV̂C- ji !>L.̂  CAc-l âll £(Ja eLakjil

3 3 :j^ '

4jjj1 '. ,'*<̂. ll

?liL \Ijc .| U » | \  (l_JjAgjll) 1_jaSH (_5-i*-o La -1

a^aX - v i  c P ^ S n

?ijnglll »̂Ac. j i  ujaVI aJS i—sjxj *• -2

‘ / L l  A*itl j i  ( J a L u I I  (■ j jo i  ^ A

?" JjaLa JJxll" »̂a\£1| (—ijxl l_Ju£ -3

_)a!1I j  3**$^ J  d i l jL iV I

V ejlc . _jjaLia  ^ l £ l l  l^ ja  (Ja x JjaJ <_i5lj a II ^ A  La - 4

Aj 6_̂ JC- -^ V  Aa^lc. V p.yuj ^ jjJ a jj l VI a1a*Jjui1 V

i—ialjA ll ^  Jt_ jj^ jll ^ c .jjjjjj ^ l l l  u j SIj a II ^ j J i l f a  _^jill ^^l£ll 1̂-i L1luV  (jjL-oj ^Ic. Aa . j j j j j l l l  iiIilSjc.L  (Ja - 5

Vc.nSg’ill aJS ĵ C-AIuL ^ j l l

C-JjÂ Jil] Âfc jluLJ ^ i l l  i_ s51j a 11

?IaL o1 j  V ^ aI L a I) j j c . j l  ^ jaL a II ^ l £ l l  (Ja a s j  (J a  ^ A jjJ )  <jl^ -(5

A a U l l ^  (j-a A jV  J jaLa J J * l l  ^ l £ i l  (JjJaal V

^ M £ il L aA kluiA  La (JAlL ja ( iL ll c/’vW 'i j l  La j a L ui! Aj 3 >■*■* l j .  -̂.A. .* t ii* A  iL a ^. '______ flŜ j a ! (J L a  c' L<-_| l̂ 1j1£a Ij  (J a  - 7

uilL aLai) C_i3_ja!1 Aj£aa (JjjasLj £a (JLaII pUaC.) AjaLlII A^gilt ÎAaJLJ <̂jaLa _}jill

,̂ 1a£a j  i ka_jAil (jJ_Ĵ  -v\1 A- »»V' ĵjISaII

CmlL (_JA JJ^i dm]I Ijj (j£L (JaL». ( j L a i  Sjlc j  (JaL*. du£ j  (_£.}& Aaj j c -  ^ k  dlia SjA>>#l_ia_jA ^  _jL-a (_̂1 

Cj^aA Axil I ^  LIxa dljl£ SAa.1 j k  (JSVI ^  dlAa-uijl ^1  (jjLlli o_jJS j  SjjS VI cKL La jll LI j  L_uia ĵl£ (jSVLa 

(^jiLSkj (Ĵ U ^1  ^jAj^aj dijl£ La i—i j j i i  dLl£ ^  ĵ-Lc- Cixij Ll tliajll ^  j  <j£j (^jj La ;tHilLS j  l^n-vl

J^jjjj lAAikL .(JSL J  IjiA
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Questionnaire (A-6)

;i—ijuiLLall (jl£-all ( x )  4-a^lc. j  j i  #Uai C jlc-ljiJl P(J-a

30 :

Ct 1»fik ( l _ C _ o V l  La -  J

.ija ll Aaj^j] j & j  Ajj-Is* A jj^la j  4j\i^ juoj <^U lj J j i l l  t ilj lu i _jA t,f® S-J^VI j l

Ljlj

Vi_jj^j1| ^Ic. j i  L_i^Vl Ala i_ sj£  _ 2

^.ic. ^ ic .  (J^j A jli^juaj j l  (j^a^uuill i / 'n ^  4 jj^ Ja  q a  i— ^.ic. j li_ j .lV  I a L  ASjji-a

?"jjiL^a t_«jxJ -3

AjjL^oll jjJaj-a  j  ^V^ll (JjL̂ “J (j-ajJa (j>i _j*it_la ^̂ Ac. i_Sjjlj]| (jS-oJ

VS-llc. j j i lx a  ^A*J| ^ \ £ i l  IgJS (JaxI uU U-kalj-ail ^yA La - 4

i j tL *  jjl  CjJj I lit j  ^ jujIxq ^lC. (»V^ ^j Sj3 ^ tly ' JJC. t-*lKlJ La ^^yjoj (J-aJU La ^ o a J i  ~t g *1 ^j ^jj La^JC-

(jia jU j jjiLi-oit _jJ*Al ^V£ll ^lAajluil (_ĵ <aJ o^mVI <ll_)il ^jJJ CLmll AiUaj L-liJjS, (jJ*-«a *J■"**** (jl j l  (j±*_A t <\L

. JJ*Al AajLja-a] ^xiolxa _ jjiil ^ \ £ ] |  ^ .liiu jJ  jl^aV I

i_ailj-all ^  ĉ n lg lll ^ j l l  i_ illj-a ll ^yi^Jjlfa jJ*Jl ^ l £ i l  ^l^kluiV  ( j j ^ ^  ^ J i  U J £ ^  iiLl53c.L (Ja - 5

?(_UlgjJl Al5 Ĉ-ShaH ^311

. .̂.n l̂ll Alii (_yc-̂ luU ^ |  i_iSIĵ all (_jjHic.|

VliLal j  ?^jualxall ^JC. j l  J jjjLia]| «I^A*i.,il (J . U»a*i (Ja 4 ,5 ^ ^  “6

. ( j j i J t j  4 J.1VI (̂ j-2 'LeAaJxul ĵ-iLa ĵjjjLix j j i i l  ^vl£Al ^l^aJjuiL CIiaS l i l j  ^JuLxll j»^l£jl 1̂ Jzkjjoil (Jj-ciSt LI
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^ l £ i l  LaAaJLuta La M )  d lA ld  j i  La (_j-na-dl A-lS l**uW*i L.-^A. .T' (ilxx i**< W t_iS^a! (Jl!La pUaC-l dlil£-aL - ’’]

wilL dlijl_^3 Alx^a) U-flSj-al! A&a<a (J x̂-tiUu _ ĵ£i £«a (Jlxall frUaC-l A-Labelt Askglll l̂AaJLol a jd lA a _J;}*-l!

a(|jl£AJ <_i3_j-all ĵjjjJaLaJl (ĵ ladoVI

?(_£Aic. (_^jlc- Leila Li j  (_£Aic. jlA*i U jL u -a  £3jJ  (JjUJJ La j  Aa. o jL  j  (jl£-al ^ILj Alia.j j  Lai d±i£ j  oj^-aLi

^iln. d i j  y a  jjV ^ ^ ill  (_^Ltx VgjeS â A \\ -vl . Ail A Sjlc-j o j i ij -a  e-ic-L ^11: ^-^al S_jtJ (_£Aic. (j\£  o^-a _j^Vn 

Igllis Leila j  _jaJl 4—SjjAj lj>Ti«ai d lls <J_jla IgaS^i 1‘‘^ '>̂ ’’ q *} i_Sy^- S_j-al ^ j) d l^ £ is  Lj»1 Ax9J j

l^ixjJa^a IgjI^jLc. I fi LL-s. dlLua l^_nx3_j (jl£  l^lS (jja ^j-Illls (Jjia  AllaaJ ^A il i—il£  Ai_jlc. (jLa (j£l ^  >«<ail

^ yljill (̂ jAa. A^j i— jAj-o 1a_jLuuo t̂ Ln̂ ai A-alA LI La <_£ j  (jl d lx S jl ^-iiarkj <_£.!&j  Alald ^

' £ j i l l  ( j j l l d a  La L f l j  <_£Aic- \gjl~a
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Questionnaire (A-7)

47 -: ja*̂

j £ k  ( j jd a J l  

^ iita lH c.1  (.-1**1̂ . S - ^ V l  t_5-i*-o La - ]

AjjLiaJI Aj^LaLt-a ^J<a> " C jLLaV I j  ^ g -s ilj  f r l iJ J  (jj .li-a  " (j»a (_3!)LkVL ^LaJj e lic -a

(J^xJl } C mil " (JS yl^-a (_$I j  t3j*3! j l  (jui-yll j l  (j j li ^4^31 UJ^ *^4 (_>as-uj (_jl £-a j  Uial j l  clul£

• " £ j ^ >  ‘

? i_ j j i$ j ] |  ^ 2 c .  j l  i _ u V l  AlS t _ j j £  - 2

. M AjLaVI etal i_ŷ  j  L. M Cy° Sjllâ II Jj^^VL ^ 3-vill

V"j t h ,a j j i l l "  f ^ S l ]  L J > J  « j j £  - 3

>m t 4 >ii<aj j  A-al_xll (JliLLa __̂ A j

V Sjlfr ^ k llx a  _JAxll ^ l £ i l  LgJ3 ( J a x I u jJ  ^1  i isl_j-all ^yA L a -4

. 1<a ^_pia>.l j l  S ^lc. ^ U l l  ^ y ill <Lab«Jl ^ uJoI^jaII

1-jS!j-a3l ^  ; l—U lg l l l  ^ c .^ lu iJ  u jS I j -a ll  ^ ^ i L b a  J J x I l ^ \ £ 3 l  ^ lA a lu iV  ( ^ T  ^ M  aV J  < <Ja - 5

V i_jji^ j3 l aJS ^ c XLuuj j^ lll

#̂ 2 lc .| V  ! !  ^Ic- Aa .j j  ( j j j n l l l

^liLaS j  V^juollxll _jJC. j i  f i l i a l )  ^ l £ l l  ^|.liJLuil (JjJaSJ (J a  ^ A - u J )  y - j l lS  - 6

. £  i a l i i l i  l i i l i  j  .I2J  J  \-§-=».J (_>aziuuill £ -e  ( j j £ l  \  «ftAV- S-llc . ^uul^ail ^ \ £ i l  ^ “iV L ul

^ ^ \£ j | LaAaJjuLe La (j^aauui ^L3l »■*< >•>-*' j l  La ( j^ a -u a l Aj 3 \ .* lAiua c! jA&. j>a3 (J\jua pUaC-j i i lj l£ -o L  (Ja  - 7

?(J^r*k>alL iillj |^ )3  <L-«a^ t_ i3 j -a l l A *̂ «a<a (JjA-calij ^-a (J lia 3 l f-UoC-j ^ 3  AxaLtJl A ^ i l l  ^Ij AJLjoI 4 jJ jL -a

. ( I j S a  j  i—k s^ a ll ( j j^ jJ a L a J l (j^al A  *uVI ; ( j l £ x l l
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' e j^ L a l d u l £  llA flilau  ^gk  " (JjUaII ^  i—iaj-a ^j£iL>u ( j £ l  j  A Ja x llI  o lfe  ! ^ k  ^ g j j j J a s u  V  J  L °^'

£y* dmSLe ^  i» <al " ^-‘l»«a\| j  till ^ \£ lt " 4 *<-J*v ‘ SjjjuoIIj 4 ^K\l (jj^j j  Ô wolxa fiAxJ

. (̂Mii.ti (jja <-aK yauû aJ Q̂jU'i qa i__sÂll j  jjJaj-all i j-s\ >*-il (_̂ jLu
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Questionnaire (A-8)

;L_LuiLLall (j\£*aJ| ^ 5  ^ x )  Aa ^ ^ -  j  j l  cL a! t l l le - l^ a l l  p(3<a p l ^ j l l

3 8  : j - J i

i <1 “A <. .'*<*»■ I\

? t * l j l i i c . |  c niiSk La - 1

^ u l l  A j»  > ^ - i ( j j j j l ^ j s i l  j l  d ilA Lt.il ^1 (jjA ll i j A  eA<aluL<all (A j * *  ^ a I ^ a I I  1 t s j I a I a I I  Ac. I j a i l  i3^,S { a-J v ( j i

^LAj^all « L M

^Ac . j l  u j a V I  4^3 t_L j£ - 2

(J x s il j l  J j S i b  c Ija u  C _ijjL all ( j t  (_^u\jj| CALs^)ju<aJ oAA\ >»ia (J^ \a  (j.a

? "  j t h *  J j i l l "  f 2 & l \  t _ i > j  i_ L £  - 3

4 j3  4 ^ I j J  ( j l  AJJJ V  La C_)Jtal A jjx a  <U alj ^ lliL ejl 4_likjlil aIIaI ̂  L r J  t <___43|^ja]| (jJa*_j ^ 3  (j-a ^ ju iil d i j  W  ( J j l i .  £ ja

VSaIc . ^)JjLiA ^ y i i l  ̂ l £ i l  1^j 3 (Ja x JauJ ^ l l l  i_k a lj> J l La - 4

(j-a ( Ix jJa l CLuAaJl A c*.ja  ( j j^ L  LaAlc. A n -ilA  La i_ A 3 ja  ^ _)L  Umj ( j l  A JjJ  V j  <—*3ja ^ 3  ( j^ a -u d ll ( j j^ L  ( j l  (JIa

plaAju^VI (jj}J J ja L ia  J J x i l  ^ l £ i l  ( j j^ L  j l  4 -ab tll (jS L aV I (^3 U J ^  LaAic- A  n -il-y  (j£LuLai) A JjJ V  j l  ( l—*j a J l  (^ l  )  ^ sI I a I I

t_iSIj a il  ^ yi ) i~_uA^ull ^yC-AUiil ^ j ] |  i_aS IjaII ^ j J a U x  j A l l  ^ ^ l£ ll  n «V  (jjL -a J  ^ l c  Aa . j j  ( j j j j j l l l  i^1a11jc.L (Jft - 5

Y c .n A g lil <13 ^ c-A lu oJ  ^311

(A I n >>iL li-»fk (^yic- L ^  ( j l j  (_ 5 ^  ^>^VI <Jj r p  L a j j u  -» U jV  ( j j l i i ^ i i  (^yi ( j j l j A j  ^ * j

Ajc-I A*i%VI A ^ l^ jll j l  ^)>o*Jl j l  u^-i‘ia  ^y3 AlLeiLall ( A j u i  o^jill oAjc: d iA ^ l a l l  L^uS j j $ > j  ^ yj]| d iV L ^ ^

^IaLaI j  ?^jujLia]| j i L . j l  j * i l iA l l  ^»^l£]| ^ lA ik la il (Jj-IaSJ (J& (^ n K  - 6

^jujIaaII ^>̂ 1^11 (^ i/i~>  >T,<; Lai (JjoLia ^ x i l  ^ ^ \£ il  ^  ^Lalc. AAjmoj

f ^ l£ l l  LaA ilu^A  La (j^aAjuu liL lj  j l  La (j^i~>>Til 4_l3 t,*‘nAJ\ ‘i A a  t 8-' ( 13j>al (J IIa  f  l L r_l iA il£^eL  (J a  - ' ]

; (_jyi~*i.j.ulL iillj |^ )3  u j S j x l l  4aS-oa (J j j -a l i j  £ a  (J lx a ll pLlaC.) ^ 3  AaaLlII A ^-^ ill ^Ia^LujI f.lck^)ll >_jjujLlA _^>Jl

,^ 1 a £ a j  ( ASj -a i l  ( j j ^ jJ a L a J l (j^aLauulVI ?(jl^<a]l
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La AjLuJ ( J L a  i *«Ĵ  a 1£ jL a ]I j  î ynxJ £«a L j^ S J  L i£ j  L ll r-, ( j ^  ( j l J  C T ^- l i i ic .

*C-iaij ( J L a  l_*_ljj_i! (Jjlj La I—a_̂  tî L-̂ vllLl IAjj {.**lLaj\_La f\_9AJ_̂ iV̂l A^l j  4jjj I*' W 1

«Lalc. 4i_i_aiJ AjV l i a j l £  4aJO iJ V  L a ib  Ajll (JJjj-aall ^ j l£ ju iV  ( J ^ j l b  ^ j i :  (jjSL lI U ^.l L L a J  ^ jic . |» jl£

Aj^juJI j jJ l  (^jjL V  j»Ll qj L L p J j  (Jj LLjj
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Questionnaire (A-9)

;u_luilLall (j\£-all ( x )  A-a^C- a j  j i  f llb i d l l c . | j a l l  £(J*

29

CS^i

?<iLliiJC.| l.U u^ (L-Ulglll) C-l^Vl (_5-i*-a La -1  

Aj.l$-a AjJJjlaJ .11J J  La L-jiL j j j  j L j f l  AjtialLa »̂A*£ CLuAall V n n  J j j la .i j  jLuaiVI (ji

Vi—u ig ji l  ^»Jc. j i  i_j^Vl aJS i _ i j * j  I_ b £  - 2

^ n w ' l  A jtLlLa j  dijjL-all ^ S j  j  j j j ^ ^ V I  Ajoui ( j j ^ b  ( jU u V I ( j j ^  ( ji

V" jdUa jjiJl" f j&ll t_i>2 UuS -3

A_mlll A-sglll ^yi i_ s j x j  LaJ A ij ja u  (j^-aJ j i  Aj IL  ^y9 j j j k V I  (j-a l i j i .  S jd L a  j j c - Ajjj j Llj e  j-a ll ( j i  jA

" ^ U - a l l  j x ^ j "

jxu lxa JJ*^I j l£ i l  lg_l3 (JxaI uU ^ylll i aS)J-ail ^yA La - 4

La \ n r k  >»i ^Hj| Laic, j i  1-llJx A ijc J  Aj ]1 lL a^ j ) (jxai-iill j l £  lil

I—k sljx ll ^yi f i ?C ^C-.^Ual ^yj]l u jS lj-a ll ^yijjuilxa JJ* Jl j l £ j |  ^IliJLuiV ( jjll-a J  jXc. A ja.jj j j j j j l l l  aV-1 \ ( Ja  - 5

Ala ^yC-lixb ^ylll

c n.lglil ^yill 1_S3|j a 1|

?LLal J  ?jxuLia11 JJC. j l  j j j lx a l l  ^ l.w L .il (JjJaii (Ja ^A_ml) ^y jjK  - 5

( jjA a J  L aJj j i  ^$£1£ jsJ  Sj j £  j  AJC-LaJSkVI d lb b ii l  ^yJl cillj L aJj j  jxxIja]| j j l d a L  j5jC-l

^ j i c .  jL S j j i i U x  j j i i l

^jl£ il LaAajLuua La (j^r*k>a liLl] i8*' W*i j i  La (jtia-xul A_l9 d n L .  .* tilxA m K  < fi9ja] (JLLa f.UaC-1 (iljl^aL  (Ja J J

tullj ĉ Ij j I j 9 aL -3 ^  1_19j a 1] Aj £ a a  (Jjx-alij J J ^ i  £ a  (JlLall f.LiaC.j ^ 9  Aja L lII A^vjlll ^ Ia &JLuiI f.Lakjll a ju jlx a  JJ*-!l

. ( I ^ A j  j j j i - i a l a J l  (jflLa-uijfl ?(j^«ai'

(JJJxaaJjuiJJ La j  £ i) (Jjfj ^  La jjauxi ^^jLali. dlllSa Ajllc. jiijjL a  ( J jliLucal ( j j d j  djjJaSj  j L a l l Jjc. ^yi Sj-a

( J j L u - a  ^ySjjuiLjjaii jilLuli ^yic. ^yjAxxaSJ Aj]lc- d l j l£  La£-a e jL u -o  ^ 9  A-%\."v
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Questionnaire (A-10)

;i_LuilLall (j\£-ail ( x )  ^-«=>j j i  oU.ii dilc.l^>all etJ-a

33

1̂ ml

^tiLliic.1 (_5-yt-<a La -1

j u A  <_J_jLuii j  S ’n.n-kll Jj^L iV L  *̂i«a“n (ji _jA

j i  a I i  < ^3 *^ ** V£ ~2 

4 ^ j L ^  CjLoKIL Ja ili  (ji __jA 

?"^Ua Jjiil" ci£ -3

6̂ uL lq  ^ i 4^1ui A^al£ ^  <1 m a u ^ J a  j )

VS^lc. _jjaiL-a l$-}3 (J-aJtluU ^yjll <_iSI_ja!| (^A La - 4

e^jili-a _^1C. £̂ y_ui (JjjueajJ

<-_i5!^all ^  ^i >c n ig ‘iil t^yC.jIuij ujalj-all j ^ i i l  ^ l £ l l  ^ lik lu iV  ^Ic- 4^.j j  (j'jJ.'J^ ' tSblAjc-L (Ja -5

^(■.U'lglil 5J5 (^JJJOU (^ill

" (Jja." I— 4jS ^yC-.lUtn ŷjll («jSlj-ail

?HLal j  ?^juilxall C. j l  ^jujlxall ^ l £ ] |  (JjJaSJ (Ja ^  JjK -(3

AjLLlc. CuS ^ (jlVaj jjjfLS ûjVjjoil \» ̂

^ jl^ ll LaJaJLoiA La .T. liLll i** w*i j i  La (j^»A. 4_j3 t**̂  w * w. i^Lua t.8̂  W <- « a ( J L L a  pUaC. 1 iiljl£-aL (Ja J~l

iLy a ± j A l  i^ui_^3 i_i3^ail Aj£-a-a (J i^ a lij  _jj£i £-a (JlLall ^VJaC.) ^ 3  4xalxJ) 4-^gAl) ^l^aJLuil ^̂ jjujLi-a

. ^ I ^ A j  i—ia^aii ( j j^ jJ a l^ J l  ( j ^  A. ^(jLLall

(_psuUJ ^tXaillL (jiiJ3 4 QVî Kn (jC- (iK n  L £ j  j j  (JaV  '-IiLj^S ^-a 4jjo1^ d l i£  b^ya d ll j  ^_iji _jA (JLLall

j_j-aVl oiA (Jla  |»juiaJl 4jila-a Igii (Jxa^. t£\li,a*i V l^ ji (J^« Li ^  V ^.^aj ( j^  LM-jl t-'*lJ »

1
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Questionnaire (A-ll)

;t—lujLIaII jl£-a]| (x) 4-â c jl eLof dAcljill p(Ja pLa*jil

3 5  : j ^ '

C 5^ i 

4 j ± i l  *4_U jilaJl

? L t a l £ j c l  l.Jm ^ k (<•. S - ^ V l  (.y^*-0 La - 1

A .U tall j  A j j j j l l  J a l i l ^ L  J a ilS ])  j  J i l i l V l  ( j .  j  c J j U l  i j  ■« ( j j ^ J  ( j i  j A  L -l^ V l

.̂.ijSgsl) ^c  ji L_sjiSfi a!s t *3*-̂  *■ Vft. "2

A jjjjll  f.Jju l <_y-]c (J.ll .Jj^. J J C  j a ! j A

? "  j J jL a  j j i l l "  j»!>\£]l *—*j * j  ^  - 3

pL axxi J  a H a ) _̂jJ) i • ■̂ISa c^LaLai ( j i l l  j d i j u i i l  4 j  £ • j a J  j )  ^ J j J  V j  j a ) j l  Sj £ s  ( J j i J  j l  J J j J  t f i j l  j A  jju a ljA  J J * ] l  ^ ^ ^ l l

c ? j ^ i

V e^ lc  j ia I o a  j J x l l  ^ j \ £ l l  l^JS (JajLxuJ ^ j ] )  i s3l j a ] |  ^yA La - 4

(j/*i«.il ^ K ji  Aj L xa l_S3j a  c^Q -sj ( j j a J  >t̂ l  ^ j l £ ] |  (JA iaJ j g ^ j j  l _ i j c i  j i  j*_uii SjjuiJ £ a 4_uiL x ^ 3  j j £ i  La-lic. L L d

JuiljA JJ»]l

<—ia lj-all ^i ?c.lOglll ^ c j l u J  ^yjJ) L-iSI j-all ^ j J j L a  J J i l l  ^ jl£ il ^I-IaJLjjV j j l b a j  ^ lc  A a j j  j j j j j l l l  t ib l i jc L  (Ja - 5

9l. n \ ^ l l )  < ] i  ^ C - J l u j j  ^ 1

L-jjj^jll ŷCjluoJ ŷj]) i—ia)jaII ŷijujlfA j j i l l  ^j\£]| ^lAaJjuiV jjIxaJ ^A

VLLal J  ? J juuL a ] |  J JC . j l  J auLi a I) ~l 'lA.'n.i) (JjuIaSJ (Ja ^ A j j j ]^ ^ j j ] £

( j i  j j - 1  ^ -« L a i j j J l  (jra-’ktall j c  I j a K j j  ^ £ ]  "^yjLuall ^»jlS j i "  j J o L a  JJ* il ^ ^ S l l  ^l^aSLuul (J*Ia2l L L ^ I  L I

j » j l£ l l  I i $ J  J  j a a i 1 a ] |  4 j i  < 1  I JJJJJ

^ y S l \  La^JLuba La LIj]} li-' w * j i  La jAaa-uJ Aj S i**'S w*< ) j  ■ A t  a  >«»■ <_13j a ]  (JLa pLLacj cJjISaL  (Ja - 7

?(jn-LtalL cJjjI j 3  A l^a) ja I I  A I^aa  (Jjj_<alij J ^ i  ^ a  (JLa]| pLLcj ^ 3  AaaLiII Ac^J]| ^IjaJLuil p l_^j]| e jju jL a jjJLS)

,^ | j ^ A j  t_ ia ja I I  ( j j j j J a l ^ J l  J ^ ) - ^  X j \  ; (jl5Lall

S jjujL a  J J C  4 J J  j l a J  J l ^ .  t**<« Am L i  <Laj Ix a  (Jx^aj j 3 6 j Ax a ia  j a  j a a  j i . 1  j a  j i . 1  ( j t ia u u j  j a  j j Sx ^ aaaJ ( j-a a -ju l
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Questionnaire (A-12)

;t—LuqLIaII jlS-all (X ) 4-a^C- j l  dUj I d A c lj i l l  £(J<a £.Ia .j 1|

2 8  : j - i i

i n<!

?t*LAjijcl l.um̂  (L .n lg lii) t_ijVl La -  J

fjSll £-a ^yiliij V (ji 4jkJaub^aJ J j^ as i j  .V jS j  jlxS A ~kj~> k.r-1 ( J j L S j L a  jjLuijVI £ f ij  (ji A-aiS jA

j^V ^ -« (j-a ^ sll e^A i- allA.1 j  £ajc-all

^ i j j ^ l l l  ^.Ic j i  i_ĵ VI ^15 i_ s j x j  t—aiS - 2

^ 1  \j»nL i l i f t  j j j £ j  j i  j l £  (_^V ^ i j ^ i  j i  (£^  ‘■j<>"J ^  ( J j A J  j l  ( J * A J  i_jj.1$j1| j c  £ j ^ k  ^j\ j A

it J . li 11 a j  <r-_

V"^Ua jjill" fj&Jl <_i>J u i£  _3

(jjat/ia (jl Aia (jajill j  AjjaJ (j/rk>a\ A ĵJ (ji jj-S jSl J  jLudVI jc- j-̂ -aJ _jjjlxa jjill ĵlSil

aAj jA  j-a l

Vejlc jjJjLla J j i l l  |» jlSJl I^jS (JxjlI iujJ ^ 1  I i3ljjJl ^A La - 4

jA  j  j l  js iu iV I j i  A jIaVI Aj J  W ^ ^ i ^i j *  Ajjll ( ju i^  Lg-S_jl ( j a l  j c i  S.1C jjuilxall j j c  ^ jlS Jl « w*i,nj

(JjiSa J J C  J j l l  (ja». j V  Sj u I I iaII Aj Ia  VI (ja  JjujI

i_ialj-all (^i ^i ?(..lj‘'g‘iil ̂ c-^jjujj ^yj]| t_ialj-ail ^yijjJjLca j j » l l  ̂ jlS il ^1-lkluiV j j l c a J  ^ lc  A ^.jj j j j j j l l l  t-4 ^ a*i<--l < (Ja - 5

î—jji^ jll Ala (̂ c.^LuU (^j II

J j u j l i a l l  J J C .  ^ V S l I  I J J j S  ^ A k l u U  J  ^ (_ 5  j ^ l u i a  j  ^ S L  ( ^ J L l l l l  l _ U u u i l l  A j t j j j a  j ^ l  J  j S I  j  J  I ^ A  ^  j j u j l i a l l  ^ V £ l l  .̂laJLuy ( j a  ^ I L a

a j I a V I  j  *■. i j ^ g l l l  a I S

?|jLal j  V jjilxall JJC . j i  jjJuLi-ail ^ jlS il .1 (JjJaSJ (Ja ^ J jK

^IjLkluil (Ja LalS ^jj^ll ^  j l j l l  J  ^jLull (Jj Jjula ^ J j l  LalSa ^jlSll j-a  ^ j j l l  Ia^I Lel^kluil (Jal Jj^aJl (JtiJl j l  Aajct

(Jj j j j  j jc  (jlajc ^  jjuiLca jjill ^jlSll
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t  ̂ ij i A l*\w*i j) Lq ĵ>-»-̂- »Til AjS *' t̂ \»<a t**< w < iâ /i] (Jlx« ^UaC-l tilA£-alj (Ja -7

) ( j ^ a a u u i l V j  c£Jj j I j 3  < L - s a ^  c _ i S j < a l S  4 j £ - a - a  ( J j U ^ a l i l i  J j £ i  ( J l L a l l  ^ H a C - J  < L lcI a J |  4 - a ^ U i  f . l i k j l l  # j j u u l x a  j J * ^

,̂ Î £aj  j  j  j .>■!-n.\1 ^̂ jlfLail

ĵuajll ĵJjSj i ° ; djlA^VIj i—iil̂ j-alU LaC-Xo JjjjLi« L_1̂ LuiVI ÂsUajuI LojI.3 j£l j  A ij» ) i iî ja j£ijl V

UdlLlall J ^ l  V 5̂^  JwiUxll ^tjutijll jjlj J»Jil (JjJaSl V J <ullall l̂ J .33 AljV JJC. (JljSI j i  (Jl*3l jc.
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Questionnaire (A-13)

;i_luiLLo1| j l £ x l l  ( x )  j l  c>\h\ i l i lc .lja ll  £(Ja e l ^ j l l

1 7  : j * J '

t s ^ j ' :< j“M '  

4_lu1 *AiujjaJl

?c*taljijc.| t  ̂>>1 (i_jj.2£j1|) c_j.aVI <jJ*-<® La -1

(jjji» V I (jlc . (JjU ajll j i  (Jjisj ^-ic. j  |j la J l jm-w j  ALaLcall

?l. nSglll ^.ie. j i  i_«j *j  i—ij£  - 2

Aalc. ^jAiU ^|jja.VI Ala j A 

V" j jj jlia  J j i l l"  ^ l £ l l  <—ij * J  t_aj£ - 3  

"^jalj" S jujLa j j c .  A s jjL j  Aj3 (JjSJ (jaJ oAaxla CjjI Ajuaauui ^^Ic. j j J j £  j i x  (JjSj t*lj| jA

Vo-ilc. jjuilxa JJ*ll ^ l£ l l  l^Jfl (JaxiuiJ ^jjll t_iSI j-al| f^A La -4

A jjS j j  j i  A^l~k ^ j lc  AjjJa3j j  liljl j l  ^Alijll f. jja j i asl^a  j 5^aa

u-kaljall ;i—n.1g*i\l ŷC..*'*‘n>;1 ^Jill <_ial j a i l  ^ jjauL ia j j i l l  ^^A£ll ^.laJLuiV jjL -a J  ^lc- Aa.j j  j j j j j i i l  L*L\jajc.\j (Ja - 5

tt-jjj^ jll Ala ŷC. Jjjujj ^yjll

( j i l a j  11 tl—̂i ^Jajuai ja S x ll  j  AjuUj£ j a a  ASJ j i a J  j u i l j a  U _J^  J  A uy jS  j a a  AiJ j l a J  jia L la  JJC- (JJ^J

wl\l

tljL al j  tju u lla ll JJC- j l  jjjjL-oll ^ i £ l l  ^ Id ila il cJjJaij (Ja }(Ajjj1) ^  nK  _ 6

0 jjuaLia J jc . AajjlaJ jjjJj£ jjLa (JjJJ J tiljlc. ^Slj jaJaJi La A^l J»-all jV Jjualj-all ^ \ £ l l

^i\£ll LaAaJLuaa La j^aauuj c l̂jll **' w*i j |  La j^aa-kjil Aj2 t**'*' I j . .Ti <̂ L  ̂ tfc< w  i aaj^l (JLLa pLlaC- j lilit^-aL) (Ja JJ  

9 jaaauuillj l i l i l j3  AL^») i__k3jail Aj^aa (Jjjualij JJ^i £ a  (Jljall pUaC.) ^ 2  AjaLtl) Aa^lil ^lAaJLal f.Lajll , j j a l la  J j i l l

,^I^£Aj i_iajall j j j* J a la J l  (jtil^julVI , jlS-all

^jlaAjL^ aL l̂ĵ jl (J  j  jL a  ^cjLa i^lliC. ,Jj£k Ajjj i^Llr- jj]| ^Luj La ^ ij lla  ^!LaC. Oja
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Questionnaire (A-14)

n>iU.<Jl jl^^li ^x) 4-a^c- j  ji dAtl jilt $(Ja fcla^jll

3 9

_j£j

;AjmV>ll

?iitaliie .| C luiA. (^.lj.1glll) -1

^ A j & L L a  J  j  o A i a a J I  j L - u V I  j i  j A

j i  aB  t-i^*-* c “2

o.1iaaJ\ ^.le. j  ^.Ifr ^A

?"  j j j j l iA  ^ l £ l l  (—a j x l  i _ h £  - 3

(J_jiai A ijjla J  i—S^Jl ( J _ ^ a j i l  ^ y \ \  will A ijI^ a  AjIaC. _jA ^ ja I ja  Jjli-Jl ^ l £ l l

VSjle. ̂ jjuoLiA J£*Jl 1̂ 03 (JaaJjujJ i—ialj-all ^A La - 4

£ a I u i a 11 £ r  j ^ V I  *■. i n > n  ( j i  j ^ A J  ( _ y ^ l  '— k a l j - o l l

^  î ;c.n'lĝ il (̂ c-̂ iujj i__kSl̂ aJ| î̂ julLiA Î ÎujV ijjiioj jkc- O J^11 <̂ l̂ ls2c.U iJa -5

?i_ul^j]| Ala ^ c.j1 ujj

j»j=Jl

?)11a1 j  V^aVjaII ĴC. jl _jjuiVxtt5l ^\£ll îAaJLuii (JjJa9J.(J& ̂ A_mi) ^ -()

I_i3j a II i_J

(_ y > A  iti tiLll t-*< W i  j i Lq ( j ^ A .  .T.l A_l3 <■**" >-»■*< lj* --» A  .T. î Lla 1* 0 -  ̂ t _ a 5 ^ a !  ( J I j a  ^ U a C -1 ti5ljl£<eLj (Ja - 7  

> m!\j a I l a s )  u _ k a ja II  A i ^ a a  (J jx^ -i\<1 cJI^aII f.O -»c.j A x a lx J l A ^ g i l t  ^lAaOjuil >^jjuoLiA

s ^ I ^ £ a  j  C - A S ^ a I !  j _ j ^ j J a \ ^ l l  ( j ^  A. .T i^ fl

( j i  A iI a II j A  j j ^ J  A l L a J l  e i A  j  S ^ jujLi a  A j J _ j i a J  ^ g ' i ' ^ j n V i  j ^ A j V  j £ l  J  ^ A  j t l  U U ^ . i  ( j - a l * > u a i ] |  ( _ p a * J

j j  j i i  ( j ^ a l a J i i  ^ y l c .  J H a V I  c P » J  ^
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Questionnaire (A-15)

•l—luilLol! (X) A-ojlc ji &L.J llAc.|jiJl £(Ja ^L^jil

43

j£ j  ; ( j > iWll

^liLlljcl L - U j j - l  ( l  ' J ' )  ^5 - i a - o  La - 1

j  C j L L « J I  j  ^ j l ^ j  j  j j j k V I  ( j i

Vl—JJ-iJl .̂}C ji t-Ĵ Vi Alii C_fiJ*J L aj< _2

A * j j V I  J »«*~»l i» j l  o ^ A  o l e  I j a  ( j j - ^  1 J  J  C j b L d l  j  j  j j j iV I  j  ( j j ^ i l  ^ I j j ^ I  ^ . i e  j A

V "  j i ^ L a  J J x I l "  L _ 4 j * J  t _ L S  - 3

0  j u j U a  j j c  d l l j l a x j  I a  J j j j  < j i l  Ajlill ( J j l a i j i l  j A  

Vo-lle jjaUa jjill ^jl£jl LguS (JajlILjj ŷjJl <- aaijail ^A La -4

<■_ 0\g . a i l  j j c .  t i i p a J l  >—i V v i l  j i  t i u A a J l  J  4 A l £ i l l  j  AjIc.a1| j A £• j j  p l L i a V  j i  ^ L ^ V I  1 . 1b " ' '

-iilj-all J  f̂ ;l  \pg~iil f̂ c-SluH J l l  <—kaljxll JjJiljA jjiiJl >̂jl£ll (jjb^j Îc- A-a.j} u j j . J '  lil̂ Ujc-L (Ja -5

? c _ j j 0 ^ j 1 1  A l a  ^ y z S L J l  j i t

S i a  ^ y C - J l u i j  j l l  i— iS I  j a II ( j k  

VbLal j  Vj i a Ija ]! JJC . j l  jjiL-all ^jl£il ^lAaJLuol (Ju aS J (J a  ^ A j j j I )  ^  n K  - ( )

^  n .W  J  £ j j J a j l l  t j ^ i  J V  j-fciLi-ait ^jl£il

 ̂jl£j| LoÂ Jjuia La (ĵ â -uj bll]| Ĉ vHI ji La (j^i-ual Aj3 t**<* ' J ■ »« blxA Cll.1̂ . l—kij a ]  (J\ja f l L.c-1 (iljl£̂ a\j (Ja - ' J

;(J<o~> >Tillj liljjl j3 aLaj) 1—13 j a I] Aj £ a a  (Jjj^alij jJ^i £a (JIjaII pUacj ( J  AjaI*1| A^gllt Îa&JLuiI £.L̂ .j]| _ juiljA jjiil

.(I^A J  i _ £ 3 j a 1 ]  jjjj_ialaJl J  .T.Sfl  ̂j I ^ a ] !

( J c ^ a l l  ' ~ v \  > < » ii t l l L - c a j l i  I— i I a a I I  A - ) j I  V  U l l j £  j  ( - ( ^ - ^  J > ^ ~ > ‘ ^ ~ < ~ v V  A j j l ^ i i l  J sl j a I I  ( J ^ a  J l  C _ jA  j |  ( j i  o j a  J L k j  j  J  d j l l j

J x A  ( J s - a I I  o l j  m ^ a I a .  L  t d i A  L g J  CiiSa Jc-i A i l  J  <J\Sa l  Q*i\ g  l L
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Questionnaire (A-16)

;l_LuoL1a1I ^ 3  (X ) Aa Îc. j l  filjjl dA c-ljill £(Ja p\a».jll

2 8  : j - J i

‘(jjnaJl

’ A ^ u i I a J l

ViihlSjC.! (_UjJ-k (l_jji$jll) l_JjVl La -1

L-Jj^ a  j i  ( J j J A a  til jiuJl (jjZ L i j  a ^ j A  U''~^  ^ * f"  (£^11 j U l  j i  < SjxAajll jA

y«.. ^Ac. j i  <—o V l  lJuS - 2

^ a * ! - ^  a  ^ 3  i _ j j j « t A  j i  (Jj J S a  J£*-il t i l j l u J l  j i  i _ _ s j j u < a j ] l  j A

V'jjaIja jJxIl" >̂\£]l l_sj*j (. if\ -3

^ i a - a l l  ( j ^ a a - ^ l l  £ a  ( J £ L aa  j \  ^ I j ^ V I  ^ L a l  5-olc. A L -a J  ^ -a x j <_£a1I ^ l £ l l  j A

VSaIc. j d l i a  J ^ i l l  L g-}3  ( J a j l I u j J  ^ j l l  i—salj a J |  ^ A  L a - 4

(JjJ^jum AJal-^-» Ajg. j  (j>L3l dy» ■" j  ^LaUJl jS L a V I ^

i_ksl jaII ^a »̂i ;c niglll ĉ-jlLuj ĵII uialjaJI ^j^Lia jj*JI ^l£ll l̂aiiuiV o j ^ i  Ji «iIa\Sjft\j (Ja -5

? l , 3Ja j  ^ jJ l

<.. n ^ ll l  ĉ.̂ LjH ^311 i_ialj>all ^ a

? | j L a ]  j  V j j j o \ j a ] |  J J C .  j l  J * a U a ] |  ^ l A a l x u l  ( J j J a S J  ( J a  ? ( A j J j J )  ^  - 5

(JJXA £-jaasja <_£ jJaj A$a*j j i  ^-ajl*-all (Jj*-ajjl J jaLaJI ^ l£ l l  U l^  j £ i  jjjjV I

LaA^JjuiA  La >>i (4Lll i*< W *  j l  La ■*! A ja  t**n W*< .T, i-*L ^  <.*<>->. i « a ( J \ j a  f l L.r-,1 i^L I^aI-}  ( J a  J " /

? j^aijuallj cJ jjIj 3 a1>-o^ i—S3 j a II Aj£aa (Jj -̂aLsj J J^ i £ a (JLLaII p\JaC-l ^ 3  AjaLlII A^^Ul ^lAaJjuil a juoLia jJ x i l

t^la$A j I-_s3j a 1I j j j j u a l s J l  ( j^ l  A .T.NfI  ̂j I ^ aII

C .11-lr̂Aĵ .jj jj3j j»lc jjAaII jlSillaJl 1 Uu (jill »*ll j-a L_Sjlc. jjAaII j  (JLuJ) ^3 aÎ juoa di

(J^LLall L-^nul j i  ^IjjkVI ,̂ -Lai ojauLia ^jjuall j^auuall
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Questionnaire (A-17)

; u n l  u i l  ( x )  4-a^ lc. ^ > > i j  j i  oU j I C A c.l^ >i!l pcj-a

37 :j~J»

«A I . ,iK ll

Vl^LHSc.! ( l—L lj^ jll)  I—Ij SM La - 1

£ a  (J aI x jII A i t  ^ a la ^ a ll l—i^ C . j  A ilL i-a  ^.Ic. j A

^.ic. j i  aJS L - 2

( J x S  j l  j \ j j j ^ J ]  I—i ^ x l l  j  A _ a ]L a _ a jA

V 'j ju iL a  L - 3

t_yi*-o ALa J jl^ a ll J  ^ tia u u a ll Aj^k^jJ _jA

VSjlc. )̂juulxa l^J3 (J-axlujJ i—ialj>Jl ŷA La - 4

Aj  j 3  A J ^ l c .  A j  ^ y i l a j  j j  V  ( j - a j > - u i  ^ u - o j  j i c .

<__k3l^a]l ^ 3  I  ^ e .^ lu u  ^ 1  i_ i a l j j J l  ^ i^ u i l j - a  j j i i l  ^lAaojuiV ( j j ^ 3  J l  l i l j la j c - L  (J a  - 5

V ujjJ^ jII AJS t̂ £.^luU ^yjll

t _ u j g j ] |  a J S  ^ c - S l u u  ^ j l l  i— s i l ^ j - o l l

VIj L a l  J  V ^ u d L x l l  J J C .  j l  ^ u i l x a ] |  ^ \ £ ] |  ( J j J a S J  ( J a  ^ A j a J )  ^ J j i £  - ( )

_JjoiLi-«il 1ml

^IfLll L a A a J L u i A  La ( _ y r % > a  ^Llj t * <  j i  La . » !  A u 3  t* ‘ i* i^ * \* i  .T. i^Lla *i-v i s i j a ]  (Jlxa t l i a C - l  liLl^-aL (Ja J J

? ( _ ^ < a ^ j u i l l j  i j & j l ^ S  a L o )  l— i s ^ a l l  A j £ a a  ( J j j ^ a l i l i  £ - a  ( J l - L a l l  p L L a C - l  ^ 3  A j a L « J |  A ^ g l l l  ^ | j a 3 x j l  . ^ juoIj a  J j i J l

. ^ I ^ A j  U_i3_j-ail ^ j j ^ j J a L a J l  ( j - a l i j u j V I  ? ( j \ ^ ' a l l

I j l l  A j i l l i  La-lic. j  A iu  j  ^ j j j  ?A i i l c .  Aj  iI^j ĵ j  V  c £ ^ l  j  (jJJJjllI o_j^ V I £ -a  AsuuiaII ^ y i i_ iS j A ll  < j l£

J j ^ i l l  ^ j i l  A l-^g  \ CliaJjL-cai j x j m j  < ji ( j j ^  j  j u h j A  j j h .  ^ y S  A jjk j j  ^  A jc . ^ j lL u u  (_^lll ^ _ ja o _ ja 1 I
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Questionnaire (A-18)

;L-JjuiUa]| jl£-all (X ) 4-«^C £ d a j  ®LaI d A c lj i l l  £(Ja e lA jll

3 4  : j * * ^

j £ l  :(ja i> ti

^yjj] •4_Lui3aJl

? t* b ljjc l ( l  S-1̂ )  (j-**-® La -1

jju»A (J*»C (jl AluiaJl J j^ a VU e j a !1 (ji jA  l_

?i_jj^oil ^Ac j i  l_iaVI <Ui i_ i jx j  t _2

Ac L ua ^  <»_j^c j a  J j i l l  ^aUII (JS jA  ^ykl y^JXAJ s_Jj Aa a  j J C  d ij* « aJ  j i  (JaC (j£  jA

? " j J U a j j i l l "  C _ i> J e i K  - 3

AaI j a I  ( ja  11 j i .  S j d U a  A] aIjSJ (ji j  jJ*A  j< a A d  Aj ^ ‘ >->a1 ^ j \£ l | j A

?SaIc j d U a  J j i l l  ^ K l l  l$J3 (JajuLuiJ ^ l l l  uJSlj a ! |  La - 4

La j*-iA >i) > S Ja tiJ  Alijl IaAAC

L _ialj-all ^ i Ĉ—ljIlgJill yyC.Vn.n ^ J lll l_ iS lj -a ll ^ i j d l l A  J j i l l  ^ i K ] |  ^»1Aa1uiV j j i j A j  ^ l c  A a.j J j j J j J l l  i-*l M aV J  \ (J a  - 5

?L_Jji^jll Ala (^jil

i— yyCAl ui i  ^pll i^aSlj-oll ^

VllLal j  t  juoUaII JJC. j l  j^ U a ll ^jlfill «UA n.il (JjJaSJ (Ja ^AjJj]^ ^ J jK

ASA j j £U UjAa II L-Lu q jJ AiV JJujL-all ^2A£]| (JjJaai

^  jl£ j| LaAAJjuaA La (j^ai-ud liLll di.W*i j i  La j -oajuoI AjS d n l -d  Ijnri>Ti t4» a <-_a3ja] (JUa f-1 Lr-,1 (^LI^aL (Ja -']

;(j^ ri >h1L liljjljS aL-q  ̂ i_A2j a 11 A&aa (JjjuoIsj j K i  £-« (JKaII p llacl AjaLlII Aa Î!) >̂1Aa Jjui1 £.Ia j 1| # j d U a  J j i l l

.(IaSAj  1_a3j a 11 ( j j j j J a lA ll  (j-flUu^Vl ;(j!5La.ll

AxS j  Lml ^  (j\£  (JAAjuJI i(j^aLa-uii j a a a  ^ 1 | j a  j j j d a l A l l  ? AjlaIaII jl£ -all 5AjluIjA]| ( J j a j  AjI ja i l  aL -o  V ji

d ll j l  j j l l  (jaa*J SjaaiLaa  j c  Aj 1La3 Aja Aja  JvLlI (^iL i ^^a I j l l l  j a  IjjjI (JIa  j c  Aj1La3 j l c  ^j  j ^ d  ^ l l j A

j l i j i  Iji j  dilaa ^ ^ L a IL  y d  (jijAjLa j l  j  A jja II  ( ^ ^  jjuoAi 11a (^i (Jlaa ;Al£dA yy.i»j (jlV  j j c  Iaa a ! djlaa 

(V îll ^ ^ c  diAA»^ A a I ja I  iW li (ju£jtlL A jja II  ^Als AjI jA  6du<aai Li <ja£ * J Ij A jja II  jjA A li jx m ll l  j a j  j j j d a l A l l

UK  Ul
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Questionnaire (A-19)

‘I—JjuiUaII j I £ a 1 |  ( X )  A a ^ C  £ d a j  j l  &LaI dllcljill p J a  * I a j 1 |

3 8  : j * * l l

j £ a ; j Ua II 

i tl 'AjjuUAil

V iiL lj ij c l  t—UuA ( i_jjA£j3|) c_ iaV | La - 1

J ^ A jaII lgJ3 Lij yjlll A iull J  A jJjjll j c  £CjU L -n la  yjjL d l liljLui jA

V u j j A ^ j II |»A c  j i  c_ j a V I  A l i  i _ i K  - 2

l$J3  L i j  y y jll A iu ll  j  A jJ j j l l  f .JJU1 j c  ^ 2 U  j A J  (^^C- J C  j £ d j  t- a j ^ l l l  j  j j j A ^ U  j  A aaijl jA aA jjoll ^1 j j a !  ^ A c  j A

j A lA d i i l

? " L a j j i l l "  p & l l  u j 3 * j  -3 

^(^jui j i  l a ul-i yylaca j j £ j  A3 j a I ^-‘u  a Aja Al j J j  jJJua j £ d j  J l i )  j L  ia jA

?oAlc j d L a  J j i l l  ^ K l l  Ifja JajL uij yyllll c_aSI j a i l  ^ A  La - 4

A Jj3 OJjuSUa A s ilc  AJ y^jlaJJJ v  JAiijuS j a  ill-. j l  j j* A  d iA ja  j a  j ^ l A l l l  U L aI

c_ial jaII ^  J  t. r ^ l '  yyCAjjoU ŷlll i_aal jaII yyijdLiA jjill ^£il ÎAaIxsV j j l ^  (̂  Aajj jjjjjiil iJaUjcL Ja -5

?i—jjA ^j!1 Ala yyCAlujj yjlll

i_ j j A $ j ] |  ( ^ c a I a j  y y j l l  < a i l  j a II

VIlLal j  V jdLiall J J C  j l  j d l l a l l  ^ l £ l l  ^ I A a I a I  J d a S J  J a  ^ ^ J J j l )  ( y - n K  _ 6

o j j j £  i—kal ja j  jLjAl J aaIL jj jj*juj j  yyjj«AiLxl I jlij 1̂1a j  jdLta jjill >̂l£il JiJaal

L aA dlA A  La J f l A j a  d L ]) 1* 0 %* j l  La j - f l A d l  Aja d V iW i I j .  d  tfLua i* * '^  L e a j /J  J L a  J J a c I  d lj lK a L  J a  - 7

? j a i A jaIL  ( J j j I j 3 A lk -a) <dl3j a II Aj £ aa  J j j - a l s j  j K I  £ a  J l i a l l  f  I L clI Aja U I) A A g ill J A a JjujI p Ia j II a j J oL a J j i l l

, ( I a £ a j  i»_iaj a II j j j j J a l A l l  (jal_AjujVI } jl£«all

d iK a  j j j ^ d j  £  ja il  J j3  Aa! d u a jj  j £ l  j  £  j i l l  Ac j a  U a a a  Aa U £ CIua ^ ja j ld  j A  A a I j  j  J jS  ( j  j g .w i  ^ Jl j a  d jjAa j

^ i a  ^ j d a j A l l  Ia a  j c  S j d L i a  j j c  A a jjJ a j  A *a d n A d iia  V  j i  a L a Ij  ^iJJja J a  ^  j a i l  A c  j a  j c  A lL ai j l  I a a  ^ j a a

J A j j u a a i a l l
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Questionnaire (A-20)

l u l l ( X )  4 -a ^ Ic  J  j l  b \l^ )  t l i l c l j i l l  £ (J a e l c t j l l

2 5

j £ 3  ^ (jjiiaJl 

^g jji <. .iW ll

? ii l j t ia jc l  c,-uu-». ( c j j ^ I I I )  < _oV l (j, -]*M L® -1 

A a L J I  . l i l la i l l  j  d il^ lx J l  j  ^ u ! j i l l  j  j -p lj& lU  A j S ^ I c  j  ^ U ll  j ^ A  .Till t i l ^ l u i  j j t

V(_jj3$jJ1 2̂c. j i  a !5  c _ # j* j  <— - 2

AjLaLa j i  (Jx3 <2j j i  L °J ■ j a  ‘LaLxJl (Ĵ LaII i—fijx^jil jA

V 'j i a I ja  j J x l l "  <—i j * J  •—3u$ - 3

JUxill t5 ix l l  <J iu i a i l  j i  Aj  ( j i a j  j 3 1 l  JJC . j A l  Aj  i l  J J  ^ 1  jA

V S-ilc  J juuLja  J l i i l  ^ IS k ll lg-}3 (J ajLLuJ ^ jjll t_iSIj a II ^^A La - 4

l_JjC  j a  J JC  jjjLu J ^ l  <_£JjJ J J aL aII ^ l l l l  j j S j  La S j l c  ^ jjll

t_ a il jA l l  »̂i 5i_ jj^ j1 1  ^yC-iluoJ j^ jll < ail j a I I  < ^ ij* £ l ia  j J x l l  ^»vl£ll ^IJlAIuiV  j j ^ A j  ^ J i  ^ I S j c I j  <Ja - 5

?i—j j ^ j II a ] b  ^ c  Jjt»~i ^311

I j L c j l  ^ 1  I j L l U  f , \  J u l  A ^ c J j a I I  j j J U C - j V  < ^ U 3  J  ^ J b J

?131a1 j  VjjuoIjaII j j c  j l  jjujL iaII ^ l £ l l  ~l^A*..'l ( J j ja a j  ( J a  ^ A j j j ! )  ^  n K  -(3

Aj j C j a  j j c  j l  S^ia-A j j c  j j S j  iS  (JxS 4 _ j- i j (^ 1  c£4>* ^  J ^ U a I) ^ l £ i l  ^ j l j j  j Y  J ^ U aII J J C

f  M  U ^ k l u l A  U  ( j t i C u A  l i L l ]  j i  L a  ( j c c u u a l  A j 2  i “ < * ' ^  A  .T, ( i l x A  c _ k l j a I  ( J I j a  p l i a c l  ( i l j l ^ A l j  ( J a  - 7

? J ^ i u u o l l j  l i t L l j a  a L ^  t _ i 3 j A U  A J S a a  ( J j j t A a l i j  J J ^ i  £ a  ( J I j a I )  ^ U a c l  A j a L * J |  A c ^ i l l  « '  ^ A * j. p L a k j l l  .  J jjoL j a  J J ^ i l

.( I ^ S a j  C_a3jaII j j j i J a l c J l  j n \  A tuVI ? j l fL a l l

j j £ jU (J aL u j  j i  i i j a a ij j  d l 3 j l l  j i i l j  ^ 2  jA  j  l^J2  L _ 1 j C  j a II J J C  d j l i j i _ ta j l l  ^ l c  j  ĵ j Lja II ^ l c  j ^ a c - u j  t 8*'  ̂^  ^ * 'c

(J^ . (Jj-iaai jA  jja L ia II  j j c  f,y&l) j l i  (ill31 S j t i l jA  S jjk A a J  A jIc  tilc L lla j l  A! (JjtAajJ j i  ^  j a ^ a l l  j a  A jli  {^ jL jaII o3a
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Questionnaire (A-21)

l u A I a I I  ( j I £ a ] |  ( X )  j  j i  e U . i l  d i l c - l ^ a l l  p ( J a

46

‘(jnWll

V tilj l ijc .1  c^nu-a. ^  u i g l i l )  < ^ a- Q La _ ]

^jjL j  < ■ . J j  (_>J0_jsill j^y^jj c_j^VI (jV \̂>aia\1 Aa^Ia AAjl  ̂ u iiV I tjV  AajIoc. AaK t-j^Vl AaK ^ jU jc .1

(_] j l l l l

?i_iji^jll .̂ie- j i  c-j^Vl Ala t—s^xj i_LjS - 2

(_3 j A a >  ( j i c -  ^5 > i * j l U  A j o i i l l  ( j L u U V l  ^ a » i j  \  a ,  " n r . \ _ J a j i  j  A l l  j  j  A a a I a !  ( j L u l V I  ^ i _ > i ^ i  < -;-i^ V I  A l a  A ^ a .j  ( J a

? "  j l iU a  J i i l l "  ^ 1  O l £  - 3

^Ic- U J ^  ŷ3 j  SjjaUa a\I Ii a  <jj^J V ^ l£ i l  _jA _̂ jujLia11 jjc . ^ l£ l l

VS l̂c. _jjaUa ^yxll ^^l£il L ĵa (JaxIuU ^yill <«ja!jaII La -4

^ “iU«e e_jjli (ji (Jjl^Jia C j I ^ a  e^c. Ala j i i o  i »«1 j l j  j i  A^-U^j Aa.jjl LaJlc- (j^j^j S-ite.

A ^.l^i.1 <■  ̂ii-s.il jjJa^all

<___iSljaII ^  ;L.nig*iil ^yC-.in.n ĴlSt i—kaljaJI ̂ yijJjlfa j j i i l  ^ l£ l l  ^ I a H j o i V  (jjL a j c. Aa.jj (jjjjjlil t*LU2c.U 4JA -5

?!.. u’lglll Ala ^^lll

t .  n i g l i l  A la  ^ c - j I u j j  ^ j j l l  < _ iS I j a I I  ^ k  1_ g ^ U ~ ic . l  ^

V U L a i  J  V ^ j a U a II _j j c . j i  ^ j a L a II ^ l £ ] |  « l  > A * iw il ( J j J a i j  ( J a  ^ A - m l )  - 6

(jU^VI L)Sj (jl j  _ ^ i  £ jj-a^jll (jll j j  jjuSUaII ^ULlI (_̂ j\5jc.U (jV (^l^LalxA ^  jjujUaII ^^£ll (_J*Jiaai
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^ \ £ l )  LaAaJLui<a La uo W*i _ji La >Til 4_l3 d n . 1'~>‘i kSLua 1*1 W  l_ fiS ^ a l (J lj-o  pU aC .) i^ ljliL a L  ( J a  - ' J

b ilL I^ S  t _ i a ^ a l l  4 j^ a < e  (Jj-»-<al£i _ ) j£ i (JLLall ^LlaC-J ^ 3  4_LaLtJl Aa ^.III ^ I a^ jLui) s_^L l< a

.^1a£& j  i_ i s j - a i l  (jj^ jjJ a L a J l ( j -a L i- i lV I  

j  (J jlL ^ ill f ^ a t u  4_La i ^L» A a J li l l  Sp.1^3 A ic. j  iAlkali (̂ )<a ( J J  o l l i l  Aaj AS j  ^  j  j j j  ( j l  A j j j  Lil J jjA * ^

j  4 j  (JL u o jV I  ^ j i a  l _ l l L  j  U a j V ^ t  i l jA a . LaC. ^ I S A i - a l  ^ j j f k l i  4 j  ^ I j j S l  S lja ll CLLuti3j3 ^ ^ iiJ jl jL j^ ll  4_ia] ^ j l U k l i j  

£a jjijLuJ (_ĵ aL̂uujl oA*J a£xVI i—:̂ uJaJ ô tal J<a _jJC. 4jĵ iaJ ^ j - a l t  ĵC- 0jii ĵi dlljl-̂ A AIuiaa Qc- r̂.lro.11

o^ jjA gJl d l j l S  j  A jJ a ^ a  £)C- < S jC -l ^yjLi 4_ului^1 ( j l  ^ jjA  t i l l i  j  LuAlt Aa. oAA j  6^aAwi<a *fl*  ̂ J  (_pal_)-aV^

<\j«-a _jL-a jjL OjjA^Jl 4jl^j j  CLuÂ Jl ^a aIc-Uu j  A>a l̂£ (j-a CLulSUj I AjL^jijua (jl dlXu^.j (JSjuL

Ia£  j  IaS
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Questionnaire (A-22)

•(—iujLLoll ( x )  4-a^lc. j l  &L2I clA c-ljill e(J-a ^ I a ^ I

4 3  : j ^ '

1 <1 *̂1 1. ,'*'■«>. Il

?fcSljllSjC.| (i. n.'lg'ill) U_JjVl tjj*-® La -  J

1̂ j j a I J  (Ĵ Ia JI ( jJu4̂ '

Y u .n '^ l ^.Ic. j i  u_uiVI 4^3 u_ij*j u-fljS -2  

ĝ_La 4.~y,ljn*il\l .Ia I j  LLjj ^A olc-l^-a j  J j i i l  Î_j 1a I ^.Ic. ^A U-J^VI 4^3

Y"J & 1 A  j* iil"  ^ K l l  u _ i> j  u_L£ - 3
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Questionnaire (A-23)

uA.uill ^k (x) A-a>Li j ' ®l-jJl
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Questionnaire (A-24)

luLIaII (jl£x]| ( x )  Axjlc. ^>^-1 j  j l  sUjI clAc.|_jil) $(Jx
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Questionnaire (A-25)

•t—lujLlxll jlfL all ^ k  (X )  A xjle. ^>>ij j i  alaAl d i lc - l j i l l  ^(Jx
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Appendix (B): English Questionnaire

In this section, 25 British informants’ (13 females and 12 males) responses to the English 

questionnaire are presented. These responses start on page 38 and end on page 69.
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Questionnaire (B-l)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 49 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Respect, patience and tolerance

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Opposite of politeness

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Generally, evasive or vague.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Of people I know it happens but depends on the context - anger, embarrassment, insecurity, 

and so on. it is perhaps used most frequently in extreme situation - but my experience is quite 

narrow, I'd have thought.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

No idea.

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Overall and mostly, direct forms, because I'd know where I stand and it saves time.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

At work, indirectness takes the form of withholding or obscuring information. A recent 

example was criticising a colleague without passing on the criticisms to them directly.
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Questionnaire (B-2)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 43 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means?

I see it as a question of communicating and behaving in a way which takes account of the 

needs, sensitivities, and emotional state of ‘the other person’ (or people) that you are 

interacting with, in a positive way which is intended to acknowledge their implicit 

importance as a human being. There are norms -  culturally situated -  which different groups 

of people tend to adhere to (or not!), such as holding the door, using words like ‘please’ and 

‘thank you’. It’s culturally situated -  so that British (English, particularly) people in Spain 

seem to the Spanish to have a quaint way of saying ‘thank you’ six times at a supermarket 

checkout. Politeness is a sort of exchange of ‘tokens’ of communication.

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

It’s an active process of consciously or unconsciously deciding not to obey these cultural 

norms of politeness when you are (or should be) aware of them. It can be done as a 

‘statement of self in that it is situated in a sense of one’s own self worth, or as a comment on 

the other person/people, in that it positions the other people as ‘worth less’ or not worthy of 

politeness.

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

In all sorts of ways, but I think (from the context) that you are focusing on a way of 

communicating in which there is an expectation that (a) saying the thing directly is somehow 

rude, or impolite, and (b) the other person/people will be able (or ‘should’ be able) to infer
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what it is that you mean even if you don’t say it directly. Given that English (British English) 

is so full of idiom and the need to infer pragmatic meaning from something that semantically 

appears to mean something very different, this (indirectness) is very much a core part of how 

‘we’ communicate.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

It depends. In normal speech, I think indirectness is used a lot. Amongst friends, or in a 

supportive, positive context, it’s often an aspect of politeness. So you might, if asked ‘what 

do you think of Fred?’, say ‘he’s OK, I suppose’, and it’s up to the listener to infer whether 

you mean you like him or you don’t -  and the interpretation of this can depend on the 

viewpoint of the listener, so that the statement ‘he’s OK, I suppose’ is designed to allow the 

listener to choose an interpretation -  if they wish -  that fits with their own world view. But it 

can also be used as a tool to be impolite -  especially if done with an ‘audience’. So, for 

example, if someone publicly asks a question, you can give an indirect answer that you know 

the audience will understand in one way -  a pragmatic meaning -  which is both different 

from the semantic meaning and different perhaps from the way that the person asking the 

question might interpret the answer. This can be a sort of ‘put-down’, in that the audience is 

aware that you are more intelligent / savvy than the questioner.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

I think we use directness more in normal speech, in that most of our utterances are fairly 

straightforward. But I believe that we tend to use indirectness much more than many other 

languages and cultures. (For example, Indian English tends in my experience to use less 

indirectness than British English.)

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

It depends on the circumstances. In straightforward situations, I prefer to use directness for 

simple communications -  for example, “could you pass me that knife?”, or “I need to just
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reach past you”. But I think that indirectness is one of the very good cultural aspects of ‘our’ 

very rich language and culture, and adds nuance and colour to the ways we communicate.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

Recently a colleague was upset because her printing to our work printer was being held up by 

some printing that someone else had sent (this was me!): a large job. Instead of asking 

something like “does anyone know whose is the large job printing at the moment -  I need to 

interrupt it”, she instead said something like “Oh my god, there’s a large printing job going 

through” and carried on going round huffing and puffing for a minute or two and walking 

round the area with an exaggerated air of distress and impending disaster. She didn’t directly 

ask who was printing, or if anyone could help with her problem. What she was trying to do 

(unconsciously or consciously) was get someone to feel sorry for her, and possibly help her to 

sort out the problem, without directly talking to the only two people who could have been 

responsible for the large print job and asking them if she could interrupt it.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-3)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 34 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Politeness means complying with standard expectations of respect and recognition of other 

people’s needs, particularly in dealing with strangers.

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Ignoring other people’s needs and acting as though they do not matter

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Using wordings which avoid explicit judgements or conclusions.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Both -  indirectness when being polite is normal and everyday. Indirectness when being 

impolite is often an attempt to hide impoliteness as very often impoliteness is direct.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

Both, depends on the context.

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

I prefer indirectness but this isn’t a strong preference. The less direct wording feels less 

authoritarian -  and for me links to a sense of equality and social justice.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

Two situations waiting with other people.
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In one context sitting waiting to speak to someone at a reception desk where I said “Would 

you like to go first”

In another context standing to get off a train where I said “Go ahead” -  more direct (both 

shorter and more directive) because a decisions was needed quickly so that other people were 

not delayed -  though that feels rather like an attempt to rationalise this afterwards.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-4)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 23 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

being considerate

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Being rude. Being inconsiderate

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Talking around the issue, not getting to the point.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Both, depending on the situation

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

people in authority use directness more, lower people use indirectness more

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

For information purposes- direct, for criticism indirect

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

a lady was complaining to a stranger about me + my family, whilst we could hear. If she had 

a problem about what we were doing she should have spoke to us, not let us know by 

speaking with in ear shot of us.
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Questionnaire (B-5)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 21 

Sex: Male 

Nationality:

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Someone who says please or thank you

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Someone who is rude or doesn’t say please or thank you

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Someone who skirts around the main point they want to make

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

polite

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Indirectness

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

indirect, as sometimes think people who are direct can come across rude sometimes

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

When I was weighing someone and needed to say in a nice way they need to lose weight but 

didn’t want to offend them, so I got my point across in around-about way.
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Questionnaire (B-6)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 38

Sex: Female

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means?

Showing concern for the other person's feelings, making sure the interaction goes smoothly 

without conflict.

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

A selfish attitude. When someone doesn't care about the person they're interacting with as 

long as they get what they want

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Subtleness

4- Do you think British people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Polite.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

I live in France and am often taken aback at how direct (and often “impolite”) French people 

can be so I suppose the English must be more indirect and “polite” compared to the French.

6- Do you, as an English person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Again it depends on the context. I'd say I use more direct forms with my family and close 

friends and indirect with people at work or in shops etc. It also depends on the person I'm 

talking to - 1 have some colleagues who I have to be indirect with and others who I can just 

ask things directly. So I suppose direct forms are more natural for me.
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7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

I was sitting in a cafe (in France) the other day and a grandfather trying to get past with his 

grandchild in a pram said “Can’t you move your chair?” in what I thought was an aggressive 

way (I had my back to him so hadn’t seen him). I replied sarcastically “yes of course, seeing 

as you asked so nicely!”. He sat down near us and a few minutes later our children / 

grandchildren were playing together and he was smiling at us and being friendly. I think he 

didn’t think that he had been impolite so for him there was no problem and perhaps he hadn't 

understood my British sarcasm so wasn't angry at me.
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Questionnaire (B-7)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 45 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being civil and considerate (as understood through convention) to others, especially in 

speech, but also in action (queuing in an orderly fashion in the UK, for example)

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

The opposite of the above (breaking the conventions of accepted speech - not saying "please" 

and "thank you" in shops; pushing in to a queue)

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Responding to a question through circumlocution; avoiding saying explicitly what can be 

implied - either to avoid hurting the feelings of the other; or to avoid having to take sides or 

adopt a position.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

Hmmm... not sure. But, I think indirectness is typically a way of trying to be polite rather 

than rude (indeed, directness itself may be deemed rude, perhaps)

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

My expereicne is that indirectness is probably more common.

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

It depends, but I'm probably more given to indirect address. The reason would be that 

directness can be seen as aggressive and rude (by me as much as by any implied interlocutor)
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7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

That's a surprisingly direct request, given the topic! A classic example is when I know 

someone has had a haircut, and I am not altogether sure it is a good one, I would likely 

commend the colour and avoid discussion the style. Although, that might be outright 

avoidance as opposed to indirectness.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-8)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 47 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Using linguistic methods to align behaviours to meet expectations that those behaviours are 

evaluated as appropriate

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Intentional or interpreted as face threat/haim/attack

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Any speech act whose function isn’t that of the formats expectations of the syntax

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Polite -  yes

Impolite - often

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Indirectness

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

I don’t know what I prefer -  it depends on who is talking to me.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

I was trying to get my admin to order me a filofax diary and planner. Admin sent the request 

to line manager. Line manager sent me an e-mail: ‘Sorry to be mean Andrew, but could you 

buy your own filofax and planner?’ I replied ‘I’m guessing that’s a non-epistemic modal’.
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Questionnaire (B-9)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 30 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being considerate and kind

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Being rude + abrupt

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Not being direct in approaching something

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

polite

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

I don’t know

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

It depends on the situation

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

When my mother asks me to ‘put the kettle on’ she really means ‘make me a cup of tea’!

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-10)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 27 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Socially appropriate behaviour

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Socially inappropriate behaviour

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Not saying what you mean

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

polite

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Indirectness

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

I don’t really know. Honesty is a good thing

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

‘Do you want a biscuit?’ Directness

‘There are the biscuits’. Indirectness.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-ll)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 57 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being careful to show courtesy and respect to others -  considering the effect of your 

behaviour and attitudes on people

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Being rude discourteous, disrespectful, inconsiderate.

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Being evasive.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Both

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Indirctness

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

In general I prefer more direct forms of communication, but with courtesy and respect shown 

on both sides.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

Sorry, can’t think of an example right now. Perhaps the people I deal with are generally direct 

in the way we speak to each other
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Questionnaire (B-12)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 50 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being pleasant and courteous

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

The opposite of politeness sharp with replays.

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

When people skirt around what they are trying to say

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Both

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Directness

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why? 

direct, because you know where you stand with someone

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

Trying to get a quote for home repairs builders are not able to give you a time or date when 

they can come + and give quote. Saying things like ‘urn’ not sure when I can come, I will 

give you a call when I check my diary. Then no call comes.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-13)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 26 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being considerate to other people, having respect to everyone, saying please and thank you.

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

General rudeness.

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Not saying exactly what you mean straight away.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

Usually when they trying to say something that may be misconstrued as impolite, but they 

wish to sound polite.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

I think a mixture of both -  generally I think they are more indirect

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Direct because you know where you stand with people and it’s possible to say exactly what 

you mean without being rude.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

When I lived in Singapore for two years, some of my lifelong friends didn’t keep in touch 

very often, which upset me. I spoke to one of my friends about this after a while, and she is 

good friends with one of the girls who behaved like this. When I mentioned this girl’s
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behaviour to my other friend, she defended her saying ‘I think when you both speak she 

doesn’t want to feel like you are angry at her, she just wants to have a nice chat’. What my 

fiend was indirectly telling me was this girl had obviously mentioned not contacting me and 

that she knew I would be annoyed and wanted to talk to me without me confronting her about 

it -  probably because she felt guilty

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-14)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 45 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being respectful, kind.

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Being rude, short, not listening, not responding appropriately

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Avoiding eye contact.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Yes, instead of being rude, English people will avoid the situation.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Indirectness (to avoid being rude)

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

I prefer receiving direct, but don’t always like to be direct if it means I will be mean/ rude.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

Does my bum look fat in this?

No, it complements your curves!

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-15)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 32 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Treating people with respect

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Communicating in a way that disrespects people

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Communicating in a way that allows ambiguity

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Yes, they are often being polite.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Indirectness more.

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

both direct when does in non-judgemental way, indirect, when does to save face

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

How interesting? meaning anything from the literal meaning to polite boredom.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-16)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 52 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Different meanings in different contexts, e.g. could mean acknowledging and valuing other 

people or it could mean a politeness code in a tokenistic way.

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Causing offence or upset, or, again some contexts might consider the use of particular 

impolite when in fact the intention is not to cause offence.

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

When meaning is derived as an implicature rather than (only) from the proposition expressed 

in an utterance. Also when communication is covert.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Yes, sometimes.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

I don’t know many other cultures in enough depth. However, British people tend to be 

indirect in requesting things compared to Spanish people, but can also be direct to speakers in 

a way that would be considered rude by Spanish people.

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

I think compared with the average British person I’m slightly irritated sometimes by 

tokenistic politeness and the indirect forms associated with it.
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7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

I once had a friend tell me about a situation a friend of hers was in and what she should do 

about it. It was a few days later when I realised she was really talking about me. very 

annoying!

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-17)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 17 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means?

To have good manners

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Someone who is rude

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

When someone is not straightforward in their request or comment.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

Impolite

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Indirectness- to avoid unpleasantness or confrontation

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Directness as it avoids confusion.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

When someone was hinting that they wanted to share my food by saying ‘that looks nice’ 

repeatedly.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-18)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an
(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 42

Sex: Female Male x 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

treating somebody with courtesy and respect

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’? 

rudeness

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

A way of communicating in which there is an expectation that saying the thing directly is 

somehow rude or impolite.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

mostly polite.

5- Do you think English people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

mostly indirect

6- Do you, as an English person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Prefer people to be polite but to get to the point

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

My PhD supervisor to me, many years ago, commenting on a chapter of my thesis: "Very 

good, Sam, very good. For a moment, indeed, I actually believed it." [This was indirectness, 

possibly touched with sarcasm].

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-19)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 25 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being kind to someone else.

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Being rude.

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Not addressing the person formally

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

Impolite

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

Both

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Indirect, easier

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

When a person walks off after an argument giving direct looks.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-20)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 45 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being sociable to people you don’t always know.

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Not saying thank you or please to people

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Speaking to someone and not looking at them while you speak

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

Impolite

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Directness more

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Directness, I will speak to anyone to be friendly

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

Mostly in a shop if someone seems too busy can’t be bothered to answer you fully.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-21)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 17 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being kind and friendly to others.

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Being mean. Others say you have offended them

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

When you don’t speak your mind.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

Polite, but it is annoying as not truthful.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

Old people use indirectness more.

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Direct. It’s speaking truthfully. What you really feel

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

My mum’s always saying ‘your room is untidy’ and she means ‘tidy it up’. Really annoying.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-22)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 3 5 

Sex: Female 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Treating others with courtesy and respect

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Not treating others with courtesy and respect

3 -How would you define‘indirectness’?

Avoiding unpleasant truths by hinting/ evading rather than going straight to the point.

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

It would depend on context, but generally when being polite.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

British people are generally less direct than Germans/ Israelis for example, but more direct 

than Japanese/ Chinese pears (as a generalisation).

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Would depend on context -  would prefer full truth on medical diagnoses but perhaps 

delivered kindly with a bit of social warning.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

I’m sorry, this is a bit vague so hard to think of anything -  although this could be an example 

of indirectness.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-23)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age:50 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Respect

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Not respecting

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Evasion

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

Both

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Indirectness

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Direct, prefer it

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

My partner visited her father in prison. He made her cry. I was trying to support her. She 

asked me whether her father was bad. I was careful/ indirect in my response.

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-24)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age: 38 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Paying attention to needs of others, being nice!

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Not being nice.

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

Going round the house

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite?

When being impolite

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more? 

Indirectness

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

Depending on the purpose of exchange.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

Someone said of my thesis ‘well, it’s not ill conceived!’

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (B-25)

I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age:43 

Sex: Male 

Nationality: British

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means? 

Being appropriately o the situation

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

Implying something without going right out and saying it

3- How would you define ‘indireotness’?

Not saying what you mean

4- Do you think English people use indirectness when they are being polite or impolite? 

largely when they are being polite -  but you can be very mean by speaking indirectly.

5- Do you think British people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

They use indirectness as a way of being polite more than some other cultures.

6- Do you, as a British person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

That would depend on the situation.

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.

I was concerned about whether a colleague really understood what to do as he had just taken 

on something so I asked him how he was getting on - an indirect method of seeing if he 

understood the job.

Thank you for your help
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Arabic Focus Group Discussion

For the presentation of the data in this study, I used a simplified transcription scheme for 
improved readability. Transcription conventions are as follows: underlined words indicate 
emphatic stress; [ indicates overlap; Indicates a rising intonation; ^indicates a falling 
intonation; = indicates the continuity of utterances when someone overlaps or interrupts; (.) 
very brief pause; (x s) pauses of stated length in seconds; (( )) descriptive symbols that are 
difficult to describe; ((laughter)) indicates laughter; : indicates the extensions of the sound or 
syllable.

Since I am transcribing the Libyan Arabic language, which is different from English in terms 
of script and word order, I followed four steps model of transcription suggested by Mills:

Step 1 :1 represent Libyan Arabic in its own script.

Step 2 :1 translate this into a fair equivalent in English using IP A Arabic symbols 

.Step 3: I give a literal word by word translation under each word.

Step 4 :1 give a functional equivalent in English.

Due to the diglossic nature of Libyan Arabic, I encountered some problems in 
transcribing data. Some of these problems include:

1: Some words used in everyday Libyan Arabic (such as "*lj" ‘rah’), do not have an 
equivalent even in standard Arabic which makes translating them into English very difficult. 
In order to overcome such a problem, I tried to use the nearest meaning to these words and 
used the brackets = [] to clarify the meaning of such words.

2: Some letters in Libyan Arabic are not pronounced as in Standard Arabic. For 
example, the letter "6" ‘qaf is pronounced as /g/ by all Libyan people. However, while letters 
such as /0/ as in ‘thin’ and "i" 16/ as in ‘then’ are pronounced as they are in the east part 
of Libya, they are pronounced differently in the west part; as ‘t’ is used for ‘0’ and ‘d’ is used 
for ‘6’. Since my informants were from different parts of Libya, I transcribed the letters as 
they were pronounced by them, except in the case of ”cS" where I used ‘q’ rather than ‘g’ to 
follow the transliteration of Arabic sounds that I provided at the beginning of this research.

3: Due to the religious dominance in Libyan society, the name of ‘God’ is frequently 
used by Libyans. In such cases, I write what the participants literally said and put the actual 
meaning between brackets { } to clarify the intended meaning. For example, ‘by God’ 
is frequently used to mean ‘really’ in English rather than actually swearing to God. However, 
I also used the brackets { } to clarify some sentences which cannot be understood in English 
without adding some words that were not uttered by the participants.
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Appendix (C): Arabic Focus Group Discussion ‘Female Group’

As I mentioned in Chapter 5, for cultural reasons, it was difficult for me to include Arab 

males and females in the same discussion. Therefore, a separate focus group was conducted 

for each group. Here, I present the focus group discussion which I conducted for the Arab 

female group. Seven participants took part in the discussion. The participants in the study 

came from different parts of Libya, and their residence in the UK ranged from 10 days to 2 

years. I recorded a 59:31 minute interaction and the participants who took part in my 

discussion included one relative, friends, and friends of friends, most of whom were well- 

educated. Their ages range from 25 to 59 years old. I labelled the individuals who were 

presented in the discussion as follows: H: 25 years old; A: 30 years old; S: 34; M: 33 years 

old; F: 42 years old; N: 45 years old; R: 59 years old; and Zainab: myself. The transcription 

of this discussion starts on page 73 and ends on page 129.
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6^ j  
Jin wa 

what and
almubaijer yajr 
the direct not

j
wa
and

mubaijer 
the direct

alkali:m 
the speech

JA * j  
hu:a Jin 
it what

1-Z What is direct and indirect speech and what is

(̂ jUn (ijal' :j
bainathum alfarq

them between the difference
2-Z the difference between them?

l.Defining directness

<LpbJl 6 
?a9a:di:a ?alhadirza 

the normal talking

Ijljli La <_£j
nqwlu: ma zaj 
say wa like as

II Jl 
aa ?al 
aa the

ja?nj ?almuba:Jer 
the mean the direct

^ l  (2) 
?alkala:m 

the speech
3- F (2) Direct spee::ch means the aa like, we can say colloquial speech

j p - (.) 6'j j La II
]
ja^nj
mean

La (.) <̂ Ld1

vair
not

wara:h 
it behind

min
from

matuqsud ma aa 
not mean you not aa

ma
not

?al9a:dj 
the normal

?alkala:m 
the speech

4-F informal speech (.) I mean aa I just (.) mean 
[

]ĝk dll
1
((voices in the background))________________________________________ ___________

^  J*uA\ (1) ^*fll Q ^ i u  Jajjib J \\ ^
?alkala:m fj ?alma?na ?alkala:m ja9nj bizzabit? qultah ?illj ?illj 
the speech in the meaning the speech mean exactly it said I that that

5- F exactly what I said, I mean (.) the speech (1) the meaning of speech

(jjLo ( )  4£,12a *1' ( 1} :L*i 11
]

mij ja?nj mta:9ah ?alma?na ?alhadi:0 fhamtiinj s?a:r aa ?illj
not mean it’s the meaning the speech understood me happened aa that
6- F I uttered J (.) OK. (.) the speech (1) its meaning (.) I mean is not

[

wad9ih
clear

7-H Is clear
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?iddawir 
look for you

lA? 
ba :f 
to

ja?nj
mean

?aw tafki:r 
or thinking

(jjj-UJ La ^  II
majebbi:J aa 

not want it no aa

(jĵ ALa
ma:hu:J 
not it no

wadfih
clear

8-F It’s clear and it’s not aa (.) it does not need to think about or, I mean, to look for

2. Defining indirectness

i j S j

nitwaqqa? 
expect I

^ u d i jjlc îslii ijAi ij^c- 
?almuba:Jer rair ?alkala:m bas kala:m 9a:dj 

the direct not the speech but speech normal

A&LLa

mta:9ah
its

^  *'■» *i—s
?alma?na 

the meaning
9-F its meaning, it is normal speech (.) but indirect speech, I assume,

A c LLa ŷlll ^t£il ofii i
?alsut?u:r bajn mu%aba? mta:9ah ?alma<Tna ?illj ?alkala:m jaku:n ?innah 

lines between hidden it its the meaning that the speech be it that
10- F | It is the kind of speech whereby (1) its meaning is hidden behind words

>1 Aj j

?a:/ar JajV bi:h tuqs^ud
another thing it with mean you

11- S You use it to mean something else

d u l ( j j i i j  j A ( j j L a  ■'Urf-iS3 j i

?inta ?illj ?alma?na nafis hu:a mij ja?nj kala:m tuqs?ud ?aw
you that the meaning same it not mean speech mean you or

12- F Or you mean (.) another meaning other than the one you

ba:J ?alma9na ^ala 
to the meaning on

jj^l
?iddwir 

look for you

t*i-s. n
?aw tabhaG 

or look for you
ja?nj
mean

■ fs*
la:zim 

should it

^  AilS 
qultah 

it said you
13- F said (.) you have to look for (.) o:::r find the meaning to

3. Indirectness as *Making Meanings1 ’

j  jjj A-âSJ
?almuba:Jer alyajr alkali:m netwaqqa? wa www tafahmah

 the direct the not the speech expect I and aaa it understand you
14- F | to understand it and aaa (.) and I think indirect speech

^ h* 4 ^ °  CliLaLaJl Uni *<—S

'  t]
alm9a:nj d rb nqwlu: zajma j?nj ?ilha:3a:t fj justydam

meanings beating say we as mean the things in used

1 ‘Making meanings’ is an expression used by Libyan people to refer to using hints to offend others or send 
impolite messages.
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15-F: is used for things like (.) ‘making meanings’
[

^ U a1\

t ] 
fd rb

beating

]

alm9a:nj 
the meanings

?allibjji:n
Libyans

16-N:
[

Libyan people ((not clear)) ‘making meanings’
[

]
^ALaII _JJC- (_£Aic-

]
almubarjer yajr alkaliim alm?a:nj d?rb ?indj
the direct not the speech the meanings making have I

[
17- S I see indirect speech as ‘making meanings’

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  r_ _ _ _ _ _
■ ^  ]

AajJa))
[

((Noise in the background))

^U aII 
alm?a:nj 

the meanings
d'rb

beating

î*J Jjilxall Jjc.
j?nj almuba:Jer yair alkalaim 
mean the direct not the speech

Ijj
tawa
now

dul
?inti
you?

18-Z For you, indirect speech means ‘making meanings’

dl oÂ lj diil 4_ll ^jIjlaII (_£AdC- Ui
tahkj t wahdat ?inti marrat ?ajh alm?a:nj dfrb frndj ?ana 

talks she t someone you sometimes yes the meanings beating have I I 
19-S Yes I see it like that because sometimes someone beside you starts________________

4̂3 V a*i V5 J j3j Iajj t̂ llAaJ IQji
fuh tuqs?d hi:a nrfcnnj mta9 kla:m fj tqu:l tabda bahdak
in it mean she meanings of speech of say she start she you besides

20- S speaking and ‘makes meaning’ and she hints at

=(0.5) ^
]

Vinti 91ajk 
you you about

maOalan 
for example

21-S: you by her speech (0.5)= 
[
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]
H  0

mm
mm

[
22-Z Emm

[

4. Using indirectness

La
matibbi:sh 

not want she no

j
?aw
or

\̂!La ji
maOalan ?aw 

for example or
?j?nj ta3erhek 
mean you hurt she

]
(JUfS La ='.Oja

matibbi:sh 
not want she

23-S
[

= She does not want to hurt you I mean or for example or

aJjSj 
tqu.lah 

it say she

( 0 .7 ) ^
hikki 

like that

j
wa
and

hikki 
like that

ilul
?inti
you

wajhik fj 
face your in

Cut jH
?inti tqudlik 
you you to say she

24-S she does not want to say directly you are like this or like that (0.7) she says it

Lai A_u  ̂ L> i»j HI Lula J ](_y>
c calkalaim ?amma bi:h nuqs ud hikki fhamtj j9nj aaa t ab?an wa

the speech but it of mean like that you understand mean aaa of course and 
25-S and of course errr I mean, understand? this is how I see it, while in ‘direct speech’

(0.5)^  
jaVnj
mean

(j*
wa3hah fj 
his face in

tqu:ljhu:lah lihad 
him to it say you someone to

V*3
t3j

come you

_)2aLxall ley1
almuba:Jer 
the direct

26-S: you say it directly to their face I mean (0.5)

((^a lj jJt))
]

27-S ((not clear))
[

s?araha
frank

[
28-H Frank

La Aj)
madama ?inna law 
when that if

i_ijjuL
ma?naha nju:f 
it mean see I

hnai
here

u'
?inna
that

u'
?inna
that

Lklj*-a ; j  
ma9naha 
it mean

29-Z It means if if here I can guess it means
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(1) J* ^ L&f* 0
kwajiis hu:a tajerhek matibbi:sh

good it you hurt she not want she no
30-Z If she does not want to hurt you it means it is good? (1)

5. Indirectness may cause offence

V5 Ciil <£* U*ij£ J* IUJ>
wis^atik hadika allahd^a fj ?inti lakin hi:a lakin hi:a kwaji:s hu:a

you offended that moment in you but it but it good it
31-S It is good it but it but you at that moment might feel upset

]
3erhatik

j  :<_>*

marrat wa
you hurt it sometimes and

32- S or even deeply hurt

—
]
tajerhek 

you hurt she

<>
]

hi:a
she

matibbi:sh 
not want she no

mish
not

hi:a
she

nrfnaha 
it mean

33-Z
[

So this does not mean she does not want to hurt you, she...
[

6. Softening meanings and fear confrontation

alm9na 
the meaning

. . Il iiiVi •»
taxfuf

minimizing

34-M:
t
Softening the meaning

c>
almwa3aha min al^awf

the confrontation of the fear
35- H Fear confrontation

Aj I U j £ i

]
?aih jumken takuin
yes be may

36-Z Maybe, yes
r
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]
d l3 l ^-La j i  ■%!j j  (JjUJJ Lft l^JD

?inti law hatta maGalan ?aw twajhik matibbi:sh
you if even f or example or you confront she not want she no

[
37- S Maybe she does not want to confront you or for example even if you

('jj&XuaSJ U LI V A  -n.1 -s.

91aik nuqs'hidej ma ?ana la tqu:lik ha3a qultj maGalan
you about not mean I no I no you say she something said you for example
38- S said, for example, something {defended yourself}, she would say no I don’t mean
39- you,

]
tani

another

Li Cii! ; (j*

had
one

r
nuqs ud 
mean I

?ana
I

?inti
you

40-S I mean someone else (by my speech} 
[

]
j  liiijjjj Lc-La (JIaII (_$j  ^

alnrfna wa alqatfms 1] ad?arb jaquilik mta^na almatal zai
the meaning and the cat on the hitting you to say it our the proverb like

41-H | As the proverb says, the cat is beaten

J *
?al9aru:s 9ala
the bride about

42- H and the bride is meant

 ( 0 ^ 0 )
((Laughter))____________________________________ ____________________________

j j j j

]
W W W

aaa

Cj U K
V 4

d k j h (0.5) :c

kalma:t
words

fj
in

tlawahlik 
you throw she

tabda 
start she

43-H (0.5) Words are thrown towards you and aaa
[

7. Indirectness is more common among women

]
halba

(0.8) ^a-sll
]

La3c- Iaa î yi

jas?i:r annisa?j almu3tama? fi hnai 9indna hada
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happen very much the women the society in we us have this

44-S
[

This is popular especially among women (0.8) it frequently happens
[

]
( ( ^ j J a l j  AjilaJl A t***)) 

1
[

((Noise in the background, not clear))
r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

]
1 <■»

'Sah mujtama9na fj ?aih
right society our in yes

45-F
[

Yes, in our society, right

3. Interpreting hidden messages of indirect speech

= .ia.1 VI
]

JuLiaII ijAlc. ul(2) :c

wahid ma9na ?illa maljJJj almuba:Jer alkalam 9endj ?ana
_______  one meaning only have no the direct the speech have I I
46- H I think direct speech has only one meaning

[

]

bizzabit?
exactly

[
47-S Exactly

(0.7) *33
tanj liklam j?au:lah 

another speech to interpret

.â.1 j
wahid

one
kul thissj mubajer 

every feel you direct
alyair 
the not

:c
lakin
but

48-H but people interpret indirect speech in different ways (0.7)

A*ag tJ 4_p\j e A iJ j  j  ^ .)  A ^ ^ .jj <* -.g Si Ul

tafhamah tanjat wahdat wa nad?aij biwijhat nafahmah ?ana
it understand she another one and my point view with it understand I I 
49- H I understand it in a way (.) and someone else understands it _________________

1 'If. 4 -A :c
9alaja mu%talifat tanjat nad^ar biwi3hat
me on different another point view with

50-H in another way which might be different from mine
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| jL u a j j  t_ j j£  ^ 2 )  L i ,3r ^  1 

]
nu:lu: ki:f bahj lilma9na nu:lu: 

reach we how ok the meaning to reach we

t ( . ) :  j
ki:f
how

bahj
ok

51-Z (.) But how can we interpret the intended meaning (2) how can we interpret...
r

lilws u:l tafki:rah wa wahid kul qutlik 
reach to his thinking and one every you to said I

u
ma

what

]

ki:f
how

52- H
[

As I said to you, everyone has a different way to interpret

Ac-Ho C :z
mta?a lilma?na

its meaning the to
53- H its meaning

After 2:18 minutes
9. The role o f interactants’ relationship in using direct and indirect forms

maGalan immaja jjbjlj 
for example water me to bring

vfcfcS j  
qalitlj wa 

me to said she and
?uxti

my sister

v**
3itnj

me came

jl :o» 
law 

if
54-S If my sister said to me bring me water for example

minha 
her of

(jjiic_)i Lo

maniz3ilj 
not upset I no

j-Vl 
?al?amr 
the order

bis?iyat qalithalj 
form with me to it said she

j 3

law
if

IT** ’U*
hatta
even

55-S even if she uses an order form I will not get upset with her

= ^ 1  
]

'■‘uztj
my sister

li?anha 
she because

56-S because she is my sister 
[

]
Aj| ;i_a

9a:dj
]
?aih

normal yes

57-F
[

Yes, that is OK.
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( . )  \ i> / n )  IaLj! j  U l 4-aJ.i oAA î jii

law alhu:/ fj b9d?na ma9a ?iha wa ?ana di:ma hadih
if home the in together with her with and I always this_____

58-S This is me and her with each other always at home (.) but if, for example,

]
mm ja9nj mi/ ja9nj maGalan ?aw manafrfa/ tanj had maGalan 
mm mean not mean for example or not know I no else someone for example
59- S it was someone who I don’t know very well or for example I mean not, I mean errr=

[

]
J ** :c 

]
mi/  
notmy sister

zai
like

muqarrab
close

60-H
[

Not close like my sister 
[

bi?adab tku:n 
politeness with be

Igil n«1 ( ) jS ijfaA  Lullu 

?innha justahsan qawi:a mi/ bainatna 
it better it strong not us between

alaraba
closeness

 ̂ ]
A!i-*a = *(_j j

sfilat
relation

61-S
[

= We are not very close, it should be said politely

Vlj J \ \ ^  ŷla-ajji tiLillj ^  I(»H
walla fadflik min samahtj law waldai:k yarham Allah maGalan 

or your favour of allow you if your parents bless God for example
62-S for example: may God bless your parents, if you allow = [please (formal)] do a favour
63 | = [please (formal)] or____________________________________________________

^  ]
samhjnj maftaijj 

me forgive me excuse
64- S excuse me (informal), forgive me = [please (informal)]

 [_________________________

]
(1.3)fU*u : j

ba?dha
it after

[
65-Z And then? (1.2)
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ui l A  A * J  * ^ i i

]
?ana ?aki:da. ba?dha

I sure it after
66-S And then I would say

[

]
4_ul 0

immaja H'bjlj
water me to bring

t
67-Z Bring me water

AjI
]

ba?dain ?aih
later yes

68-S Yes later
[

1=ja )2\ jA 1.1A ; j
]

?al?amr hu:a ja?nj almayz hada hu:a 
the order it mean the meaning this it

That is what I mean it is an order

]
UjxIc- ;l

3
hnai frndna
we us have

[
70-A we have this

jjilLaaituj La j! (.) = : j
matistafimli:/ ?aw alfaS? tistafrmlj maw3u:da

not use you no or expressions use you exist it
71- Z It happens (.) whether you use {polite} expressions or not

?aih
Yes

72-A Yes
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After 7:46 minutes
10. Using indirectness for criticism

tf5 Lpj uA <iuulb
frndna ?alli:bj mu3tama?na fj nahna li:na binnisba

have we the Libyan our society in we us to regard with
73-M For us as Libyans

(0.5) c£̂L«Jl . 4-pLt!l (Jlllc.Laii.VI ĴaUxil
al9a:dj alkala:m fj al?adi:a al?i3tima<Ta:t fj almuba:Jer alkalaim 

the normal the speech in the normal the gatherings in the direct the speech
74- M we use direct speech in informal gatherings in informal speech (0.5)

'\&\W
]

nuntaqid 
criticize we

\/Ci ^ * 5
nibbj lamma 

want we when
muba:Jer

direct
?alyair 
the not

75-M indirect sneech is used when I want to criticize (someone)
r

].
o jj! ; I
]

?aiwah
Yes

[
76-A Yes

r
• ]

]
Sah emm

Right emm
[

77-N emm right

10.1. An example using indirectness for criticism

dii£ U-iic. Ci3\£ lA*0  (.) tjjjijUl
kunt ?indna kanit zman nataSakkar alljbjiin nahna hikkj 

was I have we was ages ago remember I the Libyans we like that
78- M That is how indirectness is used by Libyans (.) I remember there was... when I was

ul (jjj£ (0.5) ^  (0.5) o * L i :
ndanis ?ana kunt albaid?a fj li:bya fj madirsa fj ndarris ?ana 
teach I I was I Albaida in Libya • in school in teach I I

79- M teaching at a school (0.5) in Libya in Albaida (Libyan city} (0.5) I was teaching
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IgjAp dlLui_p*11 qa j  4j3 <jaĵ jA-a
dbajha almudarrisat min wahda fi:h mudiiritha madrasa fj 

her clothes the teachers of one from headmaster its school in 
80- M at a school whose the {female} head teacher didn’t like one of the {female} teacher’s

fj nalbsu: 
in wear we

tfwi:l
long

(0.6) ^  Ijj-uk
nalbsw fj nalbsw 
wear we in wear we

U£ 
kunna 

were we

lp-5 (0.7) 
nahna ^ ib h a  

we it like she

U"* If
miJ' 
not

81- M clothes (0.7) we used to wear (0.6) we used to wear modest clothes

mta9ha
her

(_̂4ĴLall (0.7) CllLuî Aall (jjti fiAaJj  Aj3 (0.5)
?almalabis ?almudarisat min wahda fl:h tfwial 
the clothes the teachers of one in it long

hikkj
like

3akkat
jackets

82-M like long jackets (0,5) one of the (female) teachers’ clothes (0.7) were not the type

CLl̂ . ( J )  S^)jAa1| CT^" l A ”4 S ^ A o ll 4_j^ic. (jjLa

almudi:ra 3at ?almudi:ra maza3 91a m ij almudi:ra 9a3ba mij
the headmaster came she the headmaster mood on not the headmaster like not 
83- M of clothes the head teacher likes (1) one day the head teacher said

jA\ Jh\j (jji iA\\ i *aj< ^
aljawm wallahi qalitilha axbarik Jin halik ki:f F ?abla ?ahlan 
today God by her to said she your news what your health how F miss hello
84- M ‘Hello miss (F) how are you how is it going’, and then she said to her, ‘today_______

qa oÂ lj maJ (1.3) ^
min wahda nahsabik ma^araftikij als?abah t?:abu:r fj
of one you thought I not you know I no the morning queue in 

85- M in the morning assembly I didn’t recognize you among other high school’s_____

£lla diUill
?al0anawj mta9 ?albanat

high school of the girls
86-M (female) students, I thought you were one of them’

<Lil * j
?aih emmm
yes emmm

87-Z Emmm yes

( 0 ^ ) )
]

eAA IaIIjLA £y* I1-*

ha6i
this

ma9naha 
mean it

fin
what

88-F What does that mean ((laughter))
[
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muba: Jira 
direct

yair
not

A q *
bitaria 

way with
?alkala:m 

the speech

]
r*

fawas litlha 
her to reached she

89-M
[

So she conveyed her message to her in an indirect way

After 23 seconds
11. Using indirectness for making polite requests

(0.7) V*3 U  (Q.7) l ,\uw

ha3a bitutfulbj tsi lamma ?alt?alab fj hatta ?aw
something request you will come you when request in even or

90- F: Or even in requests (0.7) when you ask for something (0.7)

(0.4) ^ ju&J j
tabdj muba:Jartan tfulbitha fj mithajma ru:hik thissj wa

start you directly it request of shy you your self feel you and
91- F and you feel reluctant to request it directly (0.4) you start______________________

tfrhall ^  (jjl V5
walla s^ah tulqut?ha hi:a lai:n alha3a tajlrhj
not or right it catch she she until the something of explain you

92-F explaining it until the hearer understands the meaning, right?

]
?aiwah

yes

] .

bizzabit9
exactly

[
93-S Yes exactly

[

]
fahamtjnj 

me understood you

tA i\<-- l
]

9alaik 
on you

tu?rudf
offer

fahi:a
she

94-F
[

So she offers (to help you), understand?
[

]
?ummik 

your mother

Vlj

walla
or

?uxtik 
your sister

ma9
with

ha6a
this

alkala:m 
the speech

tista^mlj 
use you

hal
do
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95- M Do you use such speech with your sister or your mother?
 [__________

J j la

tfu:l
straight away

hadaka
that

]

la
no

96-S
[

No, that would be direct

4j 3 _jA ( j  j S j  Aa.
V *5

Aj I ; t_ i

jaku:n fi:h hu:a maGalan jaku:n had ma^a jaku:n Jaj akGar ?aih
be it in he for example be someone with be thing more yes

97-F Yes it is mostly used with people who we have

o  j 1 ^  <jj (0.4) Aj IJS ;i_i

9ammj bint ?aw %u:ja mart ?ana zaj ma?ah qara:ba
my uncle girl or my brother wife I like him with closeness

98-F a relationship with (0.4) like my sister in law or (.) aaa my cousin (.)

IL L  An example using indirectness for making polite requests

(jAiaJ La lg-La 4-ajilsJLa ( )  4 l lj  dll^-a ;t_S

maj3i:J ja?nj minha mithajma wallahi au#j hatta marrat

not come no mean her from shy I God by my sister even sometimes
99- F sometimes even with my sister, I’m serious (.) sometimes I feel reluctant

IA \\k  \
c c 6 anaja binhut

my children leave I

^1*. (0.5) oi 
maGalan bin 

for example will I

III

aaa
aaa

ĵjll tii 
aljawm ?ana 

today I
maGalan 

for example

1 ̂  UjjQ\ *L Q

nquililha 
her to say I

100-F to just say to her: today I will aaa (0.5) for example I will leave my children with you

Ajwl<a C- U l 4 j | J  ( ^ * 3 )  V I J  a

?alfulanj lilmaka:n majja 9indj ?ana wallahi nqu:l kada walla frndik
that the place to going I have I God by say I come I so on or you at

101- F or something like that (0.3) instead I would say I have to go to that place

^  J  j tL k -a ll  J a a J  £ j j  A i j l f r  j  (0.4) j  ;v_
9ardf fj nraijj hikkj wa als?iyar nhut* wai:n 9a:rfa manj wa hikkj wa
offer of wait I like that and children leave I where know I not and like that and
102- F and so on (0.4) and I don’t know who to leave my children with and so on____

VI. A-̂ l-b VI j ‘j - # IgJiA :<_i
walla fahamtj haja walla tafad?alj tqu:lj minha

or you understood something or by all means me to say her from
103-F and I am waiting for an offer from her, to say by all means or
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IK v ij
ka6a walla 

something or

i^kjj
ru:hik

yourself
s
of

v**31 
?itta?bj 

trouble you
?ala:J 9indj 
why me at

nhut?hum hatj hatj 
them put I give give

104- F leave them leave them I will look after them (.) why you are troubling yourself or

(.) IK j A jjJa li j J i* La (jAic- u ul j (jAic. *t fl
kada wa fad^ja wa ndi:r ma findj ma ?ana wa ?indj ^alliihim
so on and free I and do I what I have not I and I have them leave
105-F something like that leave them with me and I have nothing to do and I am free and

4Jc. 
9alaik 

you on
nkaOar
burden

fiill.1 La j  y

manibbiij wa la 
I not want not and no

bitqu:lj 
say you will

JjVI (j-o \» il-» <—i 
?al?awal min tfab?an 
the first from of course

106-F so on (.) of course at the beginning you would say: no I don’t want to trouble you

jA
]

hu:a
it

<Ul ^k Aijlc. dul

?innah 
it that

annihaja fj 
the end in

9a:rfa 
know you

?inti
you

lakin
but

107-F but you know that at the end it...
[

]
AjI 3=4 jlu : j
?aih bizzabit9
yes exactly

[
108-N Yes exactly

({AjtlfJl ^  A y > >>))
((Noise in the background))___________________________________ _________________

4_iAl uL U l Û ic. ;i_i
?ahi:ah ?alha3at frndna

this the things we have
109- F These things are common {in our culture}

12. Fear confrontation and reactions are reasons for avoiding directness

L> (0.3) ( jS U iic L a  igis*. jA La

]
hnai nwajhu: maniqidru:/ mwajaha mafrndnaj hnai mahu:
we confront we not able no confrontation we have not we because

:u

110- N: Because we don’t have the ability to confront others, we cannot confront others
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r
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]

]
?alfi91 raddat min tyaf]
the reaction of fear you

[
111- F We fear reactions

[

(Jxdl
]

?alfi?l raddat 
the reaction

min
of

]
-c

ty.afj 
fear you

112-H
[

We fear reactions 
[

minnah n%afu: kullah 
it of fear we it all

(Jail!
?alfi?l raddat 

the reaction

j
wa
and

almu:a3aha
confrontation

i>
min
of

:o
tyafj 

fear you
113-N We fear confrontation and reactions, we fear all these things

After 1:36 minute
13. Using indirectness for revenge

immala muba:Jer ?alyair nista?mil 
then direct the not use we

min
who

ma?a
with

bahj
ok

114- Z So who do we usually use indirect speech with then?

sabiqan
previously

jA
hu:a
he

ja?nj had ma?a 
mean someone with

tista^mlkh 
it use you

marra:t nju:f 
sometimes see I

(̂ £a Ui hja
hikkj ?ana 
like I

115- S I think it is sometimes used with someone I mean who used it before

]
3urhuk darhalik

you hurt he you to did he

116- S to hurt you •
[
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I.1A jaJl
]

alhad 
the someone

]
Aj I ; j

hada
this

minj
who

minj
who

?aih
yes

117- Z
[

Ok, like whom like whom 
[

]
ja?nj
mean

]

maGalan 
for example

[
118-S For example I mean

[

]
maGalan 

for example

]
c-jjlSVI : j

?al?aqarib
relatives

119- Z
[

Relatives for example?
r

L>*
]
■}' ’.O*

]
?aih maGalan maGalan ?al?aqarib min had ?aih
yes for example for example relatives from someone yes

[
120- S Yes one of the relatives for example, for example yes

   \__________________

]

]
hamawatik 

your sisters in law

121- Z
[
Your sisters in law?

r
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ui dilli :lh

r»
?ana maGalan farad an jafrij maGalan 9ammj banat hatta _hamawa:tj 
I for example supposedly mean for example my uncle girls even my sisters in law 

[
122-S My sisters in law or even my cousins for example I mean for example I

[

]
J* 'Z

t ]
s adi:qa hatta ?aw
friend even or

[
123-H Or even a friend

[

13.1. An example o f using indirectness for revenge

^  U_fi3ja •flaj v̂ .. AjI [(jji
maGalan 3urhitnj sabiq mawqif fj hi:a maGalan s adjqaitj ?aih 

For example me hurt she previous event in she for example my friends yes 
124- S Yes my friends for example in a previous situation hurt me for example__________

\a\ ij
aha
aha

125- Z Aha

jqafrnzu: 3urhitnj sabiq mawqif fj ja?nj hikkj wahda ?indj ?ana
sitting they they me hurt she previous event in mean like one I have I
126- S I used to have {female} friends who hurt me in a previous situation while sitting in
127- a group_____________________________________________________________

lii Ul j  (#) A c i
c c?ana bi:h juqus dw hassait ?ana kala:m qa:lu: wa n^muiVa ba?d mafa

I it of mean they felt I I speech said they and group together with
128- S together and they said something I felt I was meant by it

f t i i n  La cJji L-lUjuli 0.1*1 ui U J a  ( 0 . 6 )  I l H

mufkla manibbi:/ h:a3a ?wal ?asb:ab lifrddat mumkin ?ana t?ab?an
problem not want no thing first reasons many for may I of course
129- S (0.6) of course maybe for many reasons, first of all I didn’t want to create a
130- problem,
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(0.5) jr
Xalas wa 

that is it and

<a m La
masmaftaj 

not it heard I no
ru:hi: dirt ja?nj 
myself did mean

( 0 . 6 )  4 ^ 1  j j  

nwajah 
face I

(Jjmj La
manibbi:/ 

not want no
131- S I didn’t want to face them (0.6) I mean I pretended I didn’t hear it (0.5)

ui (jl Cnni-v j  u_A3ĵ a v*5 :o»
?ana ?inna hassait wa mawquf s?arlj ja?nj tanj mawquf fi:h
I that I felt and event me to happened mean another event it in

132-S there was another situation, I mean, happened to me and I felt

6_JjJuLia AjJJjiaJ Alia (0.5) ‘P ^ ’1
] f*

ja?nj muba:Jra yair bit ariqa 
mean directly not way with

qwltah 
it said I

nijrahhum 
them hurt I

niqdir 
was able I

allahd^
moment

hadiik fj 
that in

133-S that I was able to hurt them at that moment (0.5) I said it in an indirect way I mean
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

jaVnj
mean

alfaj 
the thing

nafs
same

]

raddjtjha 
it replied you

134-Z
[

You got even with them, didn’t you?

((tiLuJa)) Lyl*"" L“'-s-
]

kabdj 9ala mashat 
_______my liver on wiped I

135- S: I retaliated ((laughter))
[

]
((Lk^a))

[
((laughter))

((<ik^)) ^
jafrij
mean

]
((c*k*k)) ; j  

?intiqam 
revenge

136- Z:
[

((Laughter)) revenge, wasn’t it? ((laughter))
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After 2:23 minutes
14. Which is more polite: directness or indirectness?

qa (1.2) îLu> âiJl jA
almubaijer min ?aktar ju?tabar mubaijer alyair tahdi:b ?aktar hu:a 
the direct than more regards it direct the not polite more it

137- H Indirect speech is regarded to be more polite (1.2) more polite than direct speech

: j

ki:f
how

138-Z How?

La 4<aK\l g 1_̂ sj LI ^ujLuall <jV ;£■

mati3urhikif ti3urhik alkalma nqu:lhalik ?ana almuba:Jer li?anna 
not you hurt it no you hurt it the word you to it say I I the direct because
139- H Because in direct speech I say it directly whether it hurts you or not

(jtS-aVI (JjtaJ _}jjiLxa ( #)  lil^e-LLa IgJS La ^

?al?imka:n biqadir nhawil muba:Jer alyair lakin majafrik fi:ha manrafr:/
the possibility extent to try I direct the not but your feelings in it not care I no
140- H I don’t care about your feelings (.) but in indirect speech I try, as possible as I can,

^ ic . j j  (J&jlVt La (0.5)
]
minnj tazaftj man/alli :kij man 

me from upset you you not you let no not

Li uV :c

?ana
I

?inna
that

141-H [
not to (0.5) make you feel upset with me

]
S 4 U L :u

]
zainab ja lakin
Zainab oh but

[
142-N But Zainab

r

J * Ûj

]
bina?an
depend

]

ni:tik 
your intention

9ala
on

hi:a
it

143-M
[
It depends on your intention

r
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Jz- $Uj

]
bina?an
depend

]
^  : j

Jinj
what

ni:tik 
your intention

^ala
on

hi:a
it

144- Z
[
It depends on what your intention is 

[

]
b :u

]
hnai zainab ja lakin
we Zainab oh but

[
145-N: But Zainab we =

[

Aaitli

taftamid 
depend it

]

] Vbizzabit
exactly

[
146-F Exactly, it depends

[

< \ \

jibi:k 
you want

<#»
?illj
who

jaquilik 
you to say he

bai 1
lamma al wahid nqu:lu: 
when the someone say we

]
^ = : u
hnai
we

147-N
[

= We say when someone says to you, whoever likes you will criticize you directly

^  j j  o *  b# (0.8) iuKil
warak min majqu:lhalikj wa3hik e alkalma jaquilik

you behind of not you it say no your face in the word you to say he
148- N and won’t criticize you behind your back

1. Fear confrontation is one reason for avoiding direcntess

(jAc- lA'iS} AjI i j
maGalan 9a:dj li?u#ik tquiliiha ?ala/ ?aih

for example normal your sister to it say you why yes
149-Z So why you find it fine if you criticize your sister directly for example
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:u
?aih
Yes

150-N Yes

V'J <. 
walla h 

or s

jA jl iaic. Ak j i t  jV
i:a ?inna yaW  hatafhamnj mi/ ?uxtj 9a:rfa li?anna 
le that wrong me understand she will not my sister know I because

151- H
152-

because I know that my sister will not misunderstand me, she or she won’t get 
upset with me

v ij JSj
]

La I_£3 JLklll ^•C

walla bukkul nkalmik nibbj ma?adij tquillj wa mawuqif btaxid hi:a
or never you speak I want I not will no me to say and attitude take will she

153- H and she won’t say I’ll never talk to you any more or ...
 [ _________________________

?inti
you

VaLx̂o
ma9naha 

it mean
al9wa:qib

consequences
min
of

J .AijLa. ; j
Xa:fa 

fear you

154-Z
[

You fear consequences then

y u
Xawf fi:ha Jmj ?immala Xa:jfa
fear it in what then afraid I

155- H I fear of course there is some risk

After 28 seconds
16. Indirectness may create misunderstanding

j  (0.6) SjjbSliA jjc. <LaLa. lilljjL ^ill AjS ;
ba?dai:n wa maGalan muba:Jira yair ha3a jaquilik ?illj fi:h

later and for example direct not something you to say he who it in

156- A Sometime someone says something indirectly for example (0.6) but then_______

= U iilj (0.5) U*

] tma wallahi Ja%s jan ?anan s ajritlj ?ana ?alajha jandam
_______ not God by personally I me to happened it I it on regret he
157- A regrets saying it this happened to me (0.5) personally (0.5) and I really didn’t=

[
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LU

yalat9
wrong

]

]
tanifhim 

understood it
[

158-Z it is misunderstood
I

]
A 11." Ajj La = -• !

]
bi:ha saj?a ni:a ?aj findi: ma
it of bad intention any I have not

159-A
[
I didn’t have any bad intention

[

almubajer yair alkala:m fikrat 
the direct not the speech notion

hnai
we

L.lic.
findna 

we have

]

li?anna
because

160- F
[

Because we have the notion of indirect speech

AjI -i
?aih
yes

161- A Yes

After 1:21 minute
17. Using a third person to send a hidden message

tamdihi 
praise you

du\ lilil jjc.
?inti ?innik almuba:Jer yair 
you you that the direct not

alkala.m 
the speech

jaku:n
be

qad
might

J :c 
wa 
and

162-H And indirect speech might be used to praise someone

d±j| (iljl 
?inti ?innik 
you you that

oJjn*iQ«a Aj3
maqs9u:da fi:h ?iddimmj 
intentional him of criticise

CLul ,*?,
?inti /axis9 
you person

biwu3u:d 
availability with

Jayis'
person

163-H in the presence of a person you criticize deliberately

LU.

]  t 
yalat

wrong

llul u' (.) ^ :c

?inti
you

?inna tanj 
that another

Ja/is9
person

s
of

tamdihi 
praise you

164-H by praising another person to show that he is wrong
r
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(0.8) (0.7) <JSt
ja?nj aqal 

lessmean

(.) La Li 
li?annah manibbiij ?ana ?inna 

it because not want I no I that

]
yjlS cjjl ^ L ; j
qwltj bakij ?intj bahj

said you earlier you ok
[

165- Z But you said earlier that I don’t want (.) because it is less (0.7) I mean (0.8)

6AA
hadi
this

<ch-k.Ul (Jl UI (.) <djSi La ^  j  jluJVI
?illahSfa fj ?il fj ?ana bahj mubaijer nqu:lah ma zaj ?al?insan 

the moment in the in I ok direct it say I as like human

O^JrH j  
maja3rahij 

not hurt it no
166- Z it doesn’t hurt people like when I say it directly so I in the in the this moment

-̂k.'Uj >̂Aj
tanj lijayis*' bimadhj Jayisf nadim

_________ another person to praising with person criticize
when I want to criticize someone by praising another person

nibbj lamma 
want when

167-Z

<Lil
?aih
Yes

168-H Yes

|Vlj |Aja <JlA (1.3) jA j iJjLi-w i (ji<a
walla fi:h najrah mi/ fi:a jafhim hu:a wa bi3iddi:a:t fi:h na3rah mij

not or him of hurt I not me of understand he he and seriously him of hurt I not
169-Z don’t I deeply hurt him and he understands me, (1.3) don’t I hurt him f or whatj,

muba:Jara maqulthala:J ?ana hu:a 
directly not him to it said I no I it_

But I didn’t say it directly = 
 [

170-H

?aih
Yes

171-Z Yes
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’]
dammaitah 

him criticized

UI
]

v* =:C

?ana
I

?innj 
me that

172-H
[

= that I criticized him], = 
[

]
j* :j
]

bitajrhah hu:a
him hurt it will he

[
173-Z he will be hurt

[

I.1A

hada
this

pKJl 
?alkala:m 
the speech

^ i l  (Juil

?afham ?inta 
understand you

]
(0.9) >»' jLlU UI =  

nibbi’.k tanj Jayis9 lj nujkur ?ana 
you want I another person of thank I I

174- H
[

= I praise someone else (0.9) I want you to understand that this conversation

I-*! •b (0.6) :j
9alaik rahw
you on it

175-R is about you

al9aru:s ?ala alntfna wa 
the bride about the meaning and

if*
alqatfu:s fj 
the cat on

ad?arb 
the hitting

bakij
earlier

ulha U j  
qutlik ma zaj 

you said I like
176-H As I earlier said to you the cat is beaten and the bride is meant = (Libyan saying)

V Vlj j (.) : j
la walla bija3rahha hada wa bahj ?ajwah

not or her hurt it will this and ok yes
177- Z Yes (.) so will this hurt her or not

']
?aki:d

sure
bijajrhha

a£I •Z

?aki:d 
her hurt it will sure

178- H Of course it will hurt of course
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r
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]
Aj I C '-o*
]

?aih ja3rah ja3rah
yes hurt it hurt it

[
179-S It hurts it hurts yes

[

18. The role o f  intention and intonation o f speech

ta3rah
hurt

tibbj hi:a 
she want she

Ail Ajjll

?innah ?inni:a 
she that the intention

A_i3 A_u]|
fi:h ?innah 
it in the intention

]
<_£jb-aS ;L_i
qas?dj 

my mean

180-F
[

I mean it is ‘intention’, she wants intentionally to hurt {someone}

4Jlg_nj
]

tjjbjhalah 
him to it bring you

ta3irhi:h 
him hurt you

V*5 (•) Ajill ^

tibbj fahamtj mtafrk
want you understand you of

?anniah £ala hi:a 
intention on it

181 - H It is up to your intention right, if you want to hurt someone you will find a way
 [ _

C5̂
<iala
on

hatta
even

(.) etSlVl A l i j h  

?al?ilqa? t?ari:qat 
the saying way

^ala
on

c
bard w 

also

j
wa
and

A_ul)

?anniah
intention

J *
9ala
on

]
v* * 
hi:a 

it

182- M
[
It is up to the intention and also to the way of saying it (.), to the way

dl j frlSlVI
alsfu:t nabraf wa wa?al?ilqa? tfari:qat
voice intonation and the saying way

183-M of saying it and the intonation

After 3:43 minutes
19. Using indirectness for deniability

?almub'a:Jer ?alkala:m qas?iddi:h ?inti xa âs? ?almub'a:Jer ?alkala:m lakin 
the direct the speech it mean you you that is it the direct the speech but

184- H But direct speech (0.5) you already meant what you said, in direct speech you can’t

=
]

ma^a?

A_i2

fi:h ma^aidij
getting back it in not
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185-H deny what you said
_ _ _ _ _ _ r

6'j j
> ]

]
mafaidi/

not
wara:h 
it behind

ndawir 
look for I

186-Z
[

I won’t look behind words 
[

LU
xalut9
wrong

Cul jl
fhamtj ?inti law 

understood you if
hatta
even

UI (jl uj^1 ^ (9*9)
?ana ?inna takuin qad muba:Jer 

I that be may direct

:c
alrair 

the not

187-H
[

Indirect speech (0.9) it might be that even if you misunderstood me

diii U '-C
?inti ma zaj qas?dj mi/ rah ?asm?j rah nquilik n3J niqder
you like as I mean not like listen like you to say I come I can I

188-H I can say to you: listen I didn’t mean as what

qasdj

(jL» VI j :c

mij* walla fahamtj
my mean not or understood you

189- H you understood or I didn’t mean =
r

]

]
ru3u:9

backward
nuqtat
point

fi:h 
it in

190- F
[

it is deniable
r

=
]

fi:h 
it in

j = ;£

tai3?j 
get back you

tiqidrj 
can you

191- H = You can deny it = 
[
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Cu! 4jit
}

?inti 9alaik
]

mi/
you you about not

192-S
[

It was not about you 
[

]

]
kalamik fj tar3?j tiqidij 

your speech in get back you can you
[

193- H = you can deny what you said
[

J
]

]
qasfda ?inti law hatta
mean you if even

194-Z
[

Even if you meant it 
[

0Ai-alS

\
qas da 
mean

tlAil j*
]

:C

?inti
you

law
if

hatta
even

195-H
[

Even if you meant it 
[

]
: j

]

[
196-Z ((Laughter))

[

= eJU-alS Cul j3
]

Z
\

qas da ?inti law hatta
mean you if even
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197- H Even if you meant it

]
iSj& :o 

]
tiqidij 

can you
bi:h 

it with
tala9bj 

play you

198-N
[

You can play with {words}

<—lj | ( j l  CUm-k j  (.) b 4j3 ÂjuqS UI (0.4) *—̂ fc£ljl=

?inti ?inna hassait wa a:hu:ah alkala:m fi:h bna3erhik qas?dj ?ana ?nti ?innik 
you that felt I and this the speech it in you hurt I mean I I you you that
199- H That you (0.4) I mean to hurt you by this speech (.) and I felt that

U  (jj-a  dIj  _jA lj 4-l_jS t i l c - l i a  ( J x i l l

ma zai mij rah ?asim<Tj nqu:lik njj niqder qawi:a mta:9ik alfftel radat 
like as not like listen you to say I come I can I strong your reaction
200- H your reaction was strong I can say to you listen it wasn’t as you understood

(.) (.) (0.3)
narja? niqdir yalut9 fahamtinj rak ?inti xairik yair fahamtj 

get back I can I wrong me understood you you you why just understood you
201- H | what is wrong with you (0.3) you misunderstood me (.) I can deny it

s?ah
right

]
ru3u:9

backward

4jalj

nuqtat
point

ĉ Aje.

9indik 
you have

ru3u:9
backward

• j

nuqtat frndik 
point you have

s?ah
right

n
s ah s?ah 
right right

202- Z Right right right it is deniable it is deniable right
.  [

19.1. An exampe using indirectness for deniability

( . )  *■**» «-iiS jx 4̂5-1jL - a  U ^ O  ^  lO “

fahamtj ja?nj s?ahibtj ma?a mawqi f  s?a:rlj zaman ?ana maOalan
understood mean my friend with event me to happened once I for example
203- S For example, the other day a friend of mine I mean_________________________

Ua

i
fi:a 

me in
ta3rah 

hurt she
t

sh
ja?nj
mean

Sj a II ^

addu:a fj 
meaning in

tlaqqah 
use she

di:ma ?illj 
always that

annu:9 
the kind

mm
of

204- S right she is the kind of person who always uses meanings I mean she hurts me
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l
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i—lLauucdl
als?ha:b wani9ma
friends good

205- Z how good a friend she is

((ul^=))
]

((Laughter))
[

j
s a:hibtj 

my friend

<JJU»

]

sfa:hibtj 
my friend

miJ  
not

hi:a
she

ja?nj
mean

206- S
[

I mean she wasn’t a close friend
[

1<a

]
yair
not

]
'j2 :j

mubaijer
direct

hi:a
it

hatta
even

hadj
this

hadj
this

tawa
now

207- Z So even this this is indirect speech

ja?nj almuba:Jer yair alkala:m 9ala
mean the direct not the speech on

About indirect speech I mean =
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

208-S

?aih
Yes

209-Z Yes

J&c. ua i ^ j 2 ilii! t^is UI
]

9alaJ fi:a twa3?j hikkj di:ma ?inti fala :J qultilha ?ana famarra
why me in me hurt you like always you why her to said I I once

[
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210- S = Once 11 said to her why do you always hurt me like that why

ui V J®* (.) ^ Ua ^  j
?ana la qalitlj fi:a tajerhj haSa zaj kala:m tqu:li:lj di:ma

I no me to said she me in me hurt you this like speech me to say you always
211- S you always say things that hurt me (.) she said to me no I

Ia Ux-« ASJ La Ia Ujuo Lllil j  d iil (JiS.ljuaajLa

ma^naha nafsik fj 0iqa mafrndikj ma9naha ?inti wa ?inti manuqusdikj
it mean yourself of confidence not you have no it mean you and you not mean I not

212- S don’t mean you and that means you lack self confidence that means

Cajb l (•)
darit ki:f hi:a fahamtj

did she how she understood you
213- S (.) do you understand what she did

ALIIc. 1̂11 CLul tlul ‘■uij (0.3) : J
yalt?a ?illj ?inti ?inti 9alaik wallit emm
wrong that you you you on back got she emm

214-Z Emm (0.3) she accused you (.) of being wrong

After 1:22 minutes

JUxj

kabid drah hadika ta?urfj ba?i:d 
liver disgusting that one know you far

o*
min nlaqahilha 
from her use meanings I

u  :c
njj lamma 

come I when
215- H So when I use meanings I say you know, that person {female} is unbearable ((not 
________ clear))__________________________________________ ___________________

4UU L5lc- 1 jxiKn US (.) elj IjiuesU dul dhlc. V
hai tania wahda ?ala nitkalmu: kunna rah nuqusfdu: ?inti 9alaik m ij la
ok another one about speak we were anyway mean we you you about not no
216- H 1 no. it is not about you, we don’t mean you (.) we were talking about someone else

â̂ al *>-_a
Emmm

217-F Emmm

Cut
]

?inti
you

?alaik 
you about

miJ 
not

218-H It wasn’t about you 
[
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4jI

?aih
]

?aih
yes yes

219- Z Yes yes 
[

]
Lq \_us ŝj!j t̂ ŷA dul :c

nafsik fj 0iqa mafrndikif walla fi:na waGqa mij ?inti pirik
yourself in confidence not you have no or us of confident not you you why 
220- H what’s wrong with you, don’t you trust us or are you unconfident_____________ _

((l̂ LuL̂ a)) *<—i
1

221-F ((Laughter))
[

L vlijj 'J
]

ma ?inti s‘‘ah
not you right

222-Z Yes you didn’t ... 
[

0 ^ »
?inti
you

9alaik 
you about

A A . . i i

tahsab'i:h tasimfrih 
it think you it hear you

Jaj
thing

kul
every

?inti walla 
you or

223-H
[

Or anything you hear you think it is about you

?aih ?aih 
yes yes

224-S Yes yes

]
III uL» ; j

]
m if ja?nj
not mean

[
225-Z not it means aaa ...

t
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]
fahamtj 

understood you

]
'Z

nai3a9 
got back I

niqder 
can I

226-H
[

I can deny it, understand? 
[

20. Using a third person to send a hidden message

I ' " " ' ' ~8j (JjL 'f'4-udj £<a O
marra:t attanj jafham ba:J ba:J nafsah ash axis9 ma^a lazim mi/ 

sometimes the other understand he to to himself the person with necessary not
n

227- Z So it is not necessarily to speak to the target person^ to to get him to understand!
228- sometimes

ui
]r*

aaa qas dj ?ana wa S ma9a nitkalem tanj wahid
aaa mean I I and S with speak I another one

fc* -J

ma9a nitkallem 
with speak I

229- Z I speak to someone else (.) I’m speaking to (S) and I mean aaa
[

]
((^U^))

[
((Laughter))

(^tJalj JJC.) jlilVL 
]

bil?alyaz 
mysteries with

:c

nitkallim 
speak I

marra:t
sometimes

230-H Sometimes I speak vaguely ((not clear))
[

21. Indirectness is more common among women

lA  j S l o b

jamakterha 
it too much

AjjLuuII ullLualaJl

annisa?i:a ?al3alasat I ]  

women the sittings in
jamakterha hadih 
it too much this

]

j  ro-
wa
and

2 3 1 - S

t
And this is very frequent within women’s gatherings, it is very frequent
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After 6:22 minutes
22. Directness is more preferred than indirectness in making requests

4jl*jL*a t_lil j  L

s9uq9ana zainab ja 
cold I Zainab oh

‘■*11. q a  lillilla
fad?lik min qalitlik 

your favour from you to said she

u'
?innah

that

j*
law
if

'Q A 1

hassait 
felt I

232- S I think if she just said please {formal} Zainab turn on the heater I’m cold

j* '
]

?aktar
more

AJî ll :o»

mu?addaba
polite

?addiffaja 
the heater

?afthj
open

233-S it would be more polite 
[

1
J j25 {(j} 4iiaJLuL6

]
^  -J

fad lik 
your favour

min
from

tqu:llj mustahi:la 
me said to she impossible

hi:a
it

234-Z it is impossible for (N) to say please {formal} to me
[

I VI <&!
]

2b&V
]

squ?na ?illa wallahi ?ttadfl:a ?afthj qultilha lahja bakij 
cold we but God by the heater open her to said I busy she earlier

[
235- R I said to her earlier to turn on the heater by God [really] we are very cold

 [________________________________________________________

23. Using ‘please’ in making requests is not necessary

S j b j  j i t .  V I  4 ) 1  j  ■ u a

?ana fi:ha nhiss zjada yair ?illa wallahi fad lik min mafrndnaij jawiddj
I it in feel I addition just but God by favour from not we have no love

[
236- A But love we don’t use please {formal} by God [really] I think it is unnecessary

[
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M UaIc.

237- S

= u 4̂4*  ̂ Vi
i

?uXajtj ja ma?laijj nqu:lu: ?illa wallahi £indna
_____________ my sister oh excuse me say we but God by we have
[
We use it by God = [really] we say excuse me {informal} my little sister2

 [____________________

:<-h

4_ja
. ]

La j  *i

' fi:h
]

ma wallahi
it in not God by

238-A
[

By God = [really] it is not used 
[

JJC.)

]
samahtj 

allowed you

]
4  — \o*

law
if

[ '

239-S = Please {formal}
I

]
mattaij] bahj ma?laij] bahj 
excuse me ok excuse me ok

[
240- A Excuse me {informal} is fine excuse me is fine

  [___________________

2 By sister here, the speaker does not mean her own sister, but she means any woman in her society, because in 
Islam all Muslims are regarded as brothers and sisters. It should be mentioned that diminutives (e.g. my little 
sister, my little daughter, this little glass) are common in all Arab societies not just in Libya.
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L-&\ \\rL
]

1  ̂lA Ijij8 l e.}A <&lb :u

?alaik billahi fl:ha nqu:lw hadih falaik billahi
you on God with it in we say this you on God with

[
241- N ‘For God’s sake’ we usually use it ‘for God’s sake’

[

(0.3) m 1 jjl^ u-UJ 1 1 y  
aaa daru: ?anna:s tawa 
aaa they did the people now

iAAc.
9alaik billahi kalmat 

you on God with word

]

hi:a
it

242-A
[
Even ‘for God’s sake’ is a new used expression, people just nowadays use aaa (0.3)

-C
]

%afit
it entered

243-H it came in (from other cultures}
[

]

]
3adi:da yajit 
new it entered

244-A
[
it is a new expression exported (to us}

[

jilb
]

billahi 
God with

]

9alaik 
you on

3adi:da
new

245-H
[
‘for God’s sake' is new {expression} 

[

]
| I j j  _jjp. Lg-lS La (jLa _j

]
bdu: tawa yaiv fi:ha nhis fi:ha majqulu:/ zaman

 they started now just it in feel I it in not say they no ages ago
[

246- A older generations don’t say ‘for God’s sake’ I think, just nowadays people started..
[
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(JU i

]
jaqwlu: Jin 3addat wa Tumahat wa 9azaiez nibbj bahj 

 say they what grandmothers and mothers and elders want I Ok
[

247- Z OK, so I want to know what older people, mothers and grandmothers use then
[

248- H May God bless you my little daughter
 ___________

4 :c
]

bnajtj ja taribhj 
my daughter oh win you

]
waldaik ?arham 

your parents bless

tdpll j
]

:u

waldaik 
your parents

?arham
bless

249-N
[

May God bless your parents may God bless your parents
[

[
250- H May God bless your parents

]
4 ^ 'j  :c

waldaik ?arham 
your parents bless

After 2 minutes and 6 seconds
24. Pretnding not understand indirect messages can cause problems

AjaV Ui J ^ U1
lahja maGalan ?ana wa lihu:Jj 3itnj wahda ?ana maOalan
busy for example I and my house to me came she one I for example 

251 - S For example, if someone came to my house and I was busy and not______________

= (0.4) t-» (0.7) 
]

mahassaitif ma 
not felt I no no

252-S not (0.7) I didn’t feel = 
[
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]
('joU£j2:ILa ; j
]

mantabahtif
not notice I no

[
253-Z I didn’t notice

[

^  V * J  ( 0 . 8 ) ^  ^

maGalan hi:a wa ha3a tibbj maGalan
for example she and something want she for example

^a j  ni'U = iQ*
hi: a wa mantabahtilhaj 
she and not her to notice I no

254-S
[
I didn’t notice what she wanted (0.8) and she for example

di-kjj j  i g (0.6) U Û-2 4Jda3 (JjLs U) j  IgUlS
rawhit wa nifhimha n ba:J fat?i:na mi/ maGalan ?ana wa qalitha 

went she and her understand I un to clever I not for example I and it said she
255- S said it {indirectly} and I’m for example not intuitive to un (0.6) understand her and
256- she went back home

U
madarit 

me did s

.slllj 4-Uil \̂!La U .JAilj ( J j
lj wallahi ?immi:a hatta mahutfrtli:/ maGalan ma wallahi taqu:l wa 
le no by God water even not to put she no for example no by God say she and

257-S
258-

she might say by God = [really] she didn’t, for example, even offer water to me by 
God = [really] she did not do anything for me

tatkalin 
speak s

j  u  ( j^ i isi ^  (0.5) 
l wa matrawah ?ahsan ja9nj nhissha ?ana ?ahsan qalithalj hi:a law 
le and back home better mean it feel I I better me to said she she if

259-S
260-

(0.5) I think it would be better if she just said what she wanted directly I mean 
better than she went back home and talking

t/jaai jl Lilc.
?fd?al qalithalj law £ali:a
better me to said she if me about

261-S about my negligence it would be better if she said it directly

After 1:03 minutes
25.Directness is more preferred in making requests

marrat hu:a ?innah rayem ja?nj ?ju:bah rayem ?almuba:/er wallahi hu:a 
sometimes it it that although mean its shortages although the direct by God it
262- H By God = [really] direct speech, despite its faults I mean despite it is sometimes
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J J A 1iLuJl O* J* Ail VI ^ ju jUh A \ £ 6 l \

]
C>

?almuba:Jer yair ?alkala:m min ?afd<Tal hu:a ?innah ?illa ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m 3a:rih 
the direct not the speech than better it it that but the direct the speech hurting

263- H hurting, it is better than indirect speech
   [ ________________________

]jj-uj L_ijjj \ j  Ajjjuj J^d l Aj S llll c- Aj I

Jin Zainab ja Jwaja s9aqa(T ?al3aw fi:h nhis aaaa maGalan £a:dj hatta ?aih
what Zainab oh little cold the weather it in feel I aaaa for example normal even yes

264-F
[

Yes, it is fine for example aaaa {if you said) I feel a bit cold Zainab what

Ui ^  
?innj 1 

I 1

]
Jt j  Vi-a 11 (^ Ajlaoll ^ -v*ia*i t̂ yij
likkj wa s?aqa<T maGalan aa qultj law addiffaja tafithj rajik 
ike and cold for example aa said you if the heater open you your opinion

265-F
[

if you turn the heater on (.) if you just said aa for example it is cold or so I

((c^ ' j > ) )  'I 
]

aa min 
aa than

?akGar
more

binthajem 
shy will I

266-F would feel embarrassed more than aa ((not clear))

Ul ^  V :i
hikkj frndj sfah ?ana hatta la

like I have right I even no
267- A Yes me too, right, I agree

Emmm
268-F Emmm

( (e ^ b  j^ ))
1

((Not clear))
[

]
J ( j l_ j j A l l  j  ■j'l—i l l l  (J a J  j  'I'AAaaII

] ’ 
addawara:n wa ?allaf laij %a\as wa addaffaja ?afethj taqudek mahw
the turning and the spinning why enough and the heater open you to say she just

269-A why don’t you just say turn on the heater and that is it, why are you goingf around J
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= CjjI .ill llul
]

]
V*3

haqqha fj muqas ra ?inti rak ?inti ?inna thasasik tibbj 
her right in delinquent you you you that you that you feel she want she 
[

270- H She may want to make you feel that you are not doing your duty towards her =
[

((C ^J J£)) L>^

nhis 
feel I

]
ui :i 
]

?ana
I

[
271-A I feel that ((not clear))

[

s?aqa9 woook 
cold oooooh

J=  :c

hikkj wa 
like that and

[
272- H And so on {so she just says} o:::::h it is cold

____________________  f

]
( (e ^ 'j  J^O)

]
[

((Not clear))
[

]

]
jqu:lu:hali:::k lain thissj matibbi:/ %airik ?inti mta?

 you to it say they until feel you not want you no you good you of____
[

273- H like to say: what is wrong with you, do you need to be told directly {to understand}
[
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(.) (0.3) u'jj-3 j  ^  (.) (.) (j* W  cU (.) J-' : j
matibbiiha:/ dawara:n wa laf li?annaha hi:a liiha hi:a hal nibbj ?amal ?amal

not want you no turning and spinning it because it it to it do want I Amal Amal
[E

274- Z Amal Amal (.) Amal I want to know whether (.) because it is (.) going around
275 -_____ (0.3) you don’t like it____________

(2 ) 4^1 jib jSjUU Z E  q J H  cH  u  J j  i^iy yij
bilwa3ib maqumti:/ ?inti ka?innik hanan qalet ma zai li?annaha walla 

the duty with not do you no you you seem Hanan said like as it because or 
276- Z or because it is, as Hanan said (.) as if you aren’t doing your duty (2)

Iliad

luyitna hnai dawara:n wa laff fuha nhis ?ana li:a binnisba la la 
our language we turning and spinning it of feel I I me to for no no
277- A | No no for me I feel like it is going around, so why I mean (0.4) our language

J <iij
?iddu:rj wa tliffj kawnik min ?absat?
turn you and spin you you being than simpler

278- A is simple, so we don’t need to go around

  ( ( e ^ l j  Jj&))
((Not clear))_________________________________________________________________

(JjJa AjliJl (•) ^  Jak ‘ j l  \j| ( .)  'S
t?u:l ?addiffaja walftj ja?nj aaa matalan qa:llj had law?ana rajj bahj 

directly the heater open mean aaa for example me to said one if I wait ok
279- A Ok hold on (.) if someone said to me for example aaa I mean (.) turn the heater on
280- directly (3)___________________________________________ _______________

= A -̂1 -> (J^3 ^) (jid
f

ha:3a mafi:J* laij hanizfrl mi/ «.* 
something not in no why upset I will no directly

)  O  1  A  n n  v  r /  \  T  h f / m i I / I m ^

t'u:I hikkj
like

qaillj
me to said

had
one

II

law aa 
if aa

281- A aa if someone said that directly (.) I wouldn’t get upset, why (.) there is nothing
[

?aih
Yes

282-F Yes
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]
4jl JjJjO
]

biftaks ?aih
contrast by yes

[
283-S Yes absolutely

[

j

]
jafnj tistad?j 
mean deserve it

284-A
[

= is worth I mean
[

II Jl 
]

aa ?ill 
aa the

c> j&i Jjia
] ^

min
than

ta?adub ?ak0ar 
polite more

tfu:l
direct

qwtlik 
you to said I

285-F
[

As I said to you, speaking directly is more polite than the aaa 
[

i_yd (iluij (̂ Jc. ûb j '  Vlj (0.5) *>!':'
laij tqu:llj tuqa?dj hikkj nafsik 9ala baje/ waqa?ha ?inna thissj walla ?aiwa

why say you staying like yourself on vapid it impact that feel you or yes
286- A Yes (0.5) or you would feel that it has a bad impact on you and say why

2*2*
]

matalan 
for example

qalitlj 
me to said she

287-A she said that to me for example 
[

]
A 'si -w AjS â) (jj^ CiUK ■n. (jj-1 t*<l ->•

tza?il ha3a:t f:h ha3a:t du:n ha3a:t ha3a:t du:n ha3a:t fi:h hi:a
make you upset things it in things without things things without things it in it
288- N It depends it depends (.) there are things that make you feel upset
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V
]

la
no

A_iS j

ha3a:t
things

fi:h 
it in

wa
and

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

?alkala:m 
the speech

<j
in

289-N in direct speech and others not 
[

26. Using non-verbal language to send indirect messages (an example)_____ _
]

AjI (0.3) •'
]

fi91an ?aih ha :3a 9ala n/abrik t?alj
______________________absolutely yes something about you tell I come
[

290- F Let me tell you something (0.3) yes absolutely
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ma fi:ha nhis 
not it in feel I

2 9 1 - A I feel that it is not aaa ...

^  \1 j  A U.i\ Lai (   ̂ A^La.

aftajai jqaddmu: wa munasba maOalan lamma ha:3a fj findna hnai
the dinner offer they and occasion for example when something in we have we
292- F In my town (.) in, for example, an occasion when the hosts offer dinner (0.4) OK

(j j jLua! d l l - l i . j  I L a  ( J jS ( 0 . 5 )

nasawi:n wahda:t t3j al9ajai fj taVa r̂u: al?ajai jqaddmu: ma qabil
women ones come the dinner of late they the dinner offer they that before
293-F ( 0 . 5 )  before offering dinner I mean if they were late in offering dinner, some women

(0.5) (.) J  O s - M - P  VIJ  OfAu'J®

ha6j habj jat?il?an wa 3ala:bi:bhin walla 9aba:ja:thin walla fara:ri:Jhin jalbsun 
this this go out they and their Jilbabs or their Abayat or their ferrashia wear they

294- F would put on their Ferrashia or Abaya or Jilbab as if to go home this (.) this (0.5)

I&Laa jJC. Aaj_pa (0.3) f I —llaû aV j-** -*“’**•
?intum ma^naha muba:Jra yah t9ari:qa alhu:J. li?asfha:b hijma ?akbar
you it mean direct not way______ home owners to embarrassing biggest

295- F is really shameful to the hosts (0.3) it is an indirect way to say that you {the hosts)

3 A name for a kind of traditional Libyan outer clothes, which covers the whole body, worn by women 
(particularly older women) over their main clothes before going out.
4 Abayas and Jilbabs are also a type of hijab, but they are used in many other Muslim countries.
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]
?ilwa3ib 
the duty

UblA (jjj L â 3 La

ma?ana 
us with

maqaddamtu:/ 
not offer you no

296-F didn’t do your duty 
[

]
L.lic. L5^“ ‘J

]
frndna hnai hatta s ah 
we have we even right

[ .

297- A Right we have this {in my town} too
________________________________ L

i
4-ija.a U ^ J  _jlk i i - j j l c .  ( j i-o  j  J  u g j A x l  L n a li =  ; i_ s

mu?ai:ana lida:r ndu%lu:hin wa Jinw ?a:rif mif wa qaftmzj \air nijru: talqiina 
certain room to them enter we and what know not and sit just run we find youp

298- F = The hosts would do their best to not let them go, they would say just stay and so
299- on and the guests would be taken to a certain room

*da (#) b 0̂  dî jjjc.1 IaLjla ^A (#) 'Lajojl jjoi
qillat ja9nj ha6j ?inna ?i?tabarat ma9naha %alasf hi:a kan ?ismah Jin kullahbaj
little mean this that regard she it mean enough she if its name what it all to
300- F 1 to, I mean (.) if she {the guest) regarded it as, I mean (.) disrespectful

(jl lilifi. Î JJ (0.3) (0.4) Ula 4̂ -1 J  < is  Vlj jli.1
?innakabi:ra frndna tabda tatfla9 hnai minana wa3ib ?ada? qillat walla ?ihtira:m 
that big we have it start go out she we us from duty doing little or respect
301-F or not doing the duty by the hosts (0.4) she would go (0.3) and this is seen as
302- shaming that_________________________ _______________________________

La JJC.

titfajja ma yairmin t?ul9ut hi: a
eat dinner not without go out she she

303-F she went home without having dinner

]
(Jl jLa 

]
?alwaqit maza:l marra:t mahw 
the time still 1 sometimes but

304-N But sometimes it is still early for dinner
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]
((^a lj JJC))

1
[

((Not clear))
r

La gss
]

J 'j'-4 0 ^  : ji a 

]
bitdi:r ki:f hai:a raijilha qa:lilha kan maza:l Jin 

 do she will how come on her man her to said if still what
[

305- R But if her husband wanted her to go home what would she do
   [ ________

]
(̂ lil 4_ii V V V :<—*= (_>̂h 

]
talbis mbil?a:nj ?illj fi:h la? qasfdj la la
wear intentionally that it in no I mean no no

[
306- F No no I mean there are some women who deliberately put on {their hijab}:

[

?a:h ?aih 
yes oh

Ah yes
J _ _ _

307-R

?aih ?aih 
yes yes

308- S Yes yes

]
(jAjjjJ Lo dul Jis t> ^  (0.3)

]
LyJ\o =

c?alwa3ib ma^aj madirti:/ ?inti qa:l min ki:f tat la9 wa talbis 
the duty me with not did you no you said who how go out she and wear she

n
309- F =they put on {their Hijab} and go home (0.3) to convey a message that you didn’t
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310- do your duty towards us
r__________________

3Lu ■» ■ j j j l
]

j A l l  ;l 
]

?a:hw
that

matalan 
for example

muqasseriin
delinquent

?intw
you

311- A
I
To say you are delinquent for example 

[

=
]

fahamti:nj 
me understood you

]=*t_i

muba:Jira
direct

yair
not

t?ari:qa
way

312-F
[
=it is an indirect way, understand? =

[

]
UHc-

]
9indna hnai hatta
we have we even

[
313- A Yes, we have the same {norm}

r

£?■ J-* Ig-jj
tu^a? ?illj ha5j bi:ha 
hurt that this it with

1 j  I jA JJ J  L_l2kl j  Lo

jatkalmu: jabdu: wa wa3ib ma^aja madirti:/ 
speak start and duty me with not did you no

]
Cijl tdjl ;c_i
?inti ?innik 
you that

[
314- F = to say that you didn’t do your duty towards us (0.5) and they would talk about
315- that to other people, and this is really hurting____________________________

lliull . cJa!
?albait ?ahl hnai

the home owners we
316- F us as hosts

(Jaill oAj i>
?alfi<Tl raddat min Xu:f kullah
the reaction of fear it all

317- M It is all about fearing reactions
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(j*a L ajl̂ . Al£ 4ju<a*J £<a Jajl̂ La  ̂ (^ 1 AA (.) (J*â' ®"\j I1"
min %aif kullah ba?d9ah ma?a mutarabit9 mu3tama? hnai hu:a haQa hnai ?alfi<Tl raddat 
of fear it all together with connected society we it this we the reaction 
318- F Reactions (.) that is it (.) we are a connected society, we all fear_______________

A j u  La • >fJXJi
ba?d ma jas?i:r fin

after happen what
319- F what will happen next

27. Names for indirectness which is used for impoliteness

(0.7) f ^ l i .  
mta?kum 

your

AllaLall

?almintaqa fj fj 
the area in in

( . )  : j

mu?ai:n ?ism ?indah mubaijer ?alyair bahj 
certain name it has direct the not ok

320-Z
321-

Ok indirect speech (.) does it have a certain name in in the area where you come 
from (0.7)___________________________________________________________

*U
]

talqiih
injecting

322-N Injecting
[

LaIc-
]

findna hnai hatta bilkala:m talqi:h 
we have we even the speech with vaccination

Injecting m speech we have this name323-A

]
l a<*-«\l *i—i

]
?alm<Takkaf taksi:r

the bent breaking
[

324-F Breaking the bent
[

]
j  SjAll ^jSIlS

?alma<Tanj d arb wa addu:a talqi:h 
the meaning beating and the speech vaccinating
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325- S injecting the speech and beating the meanings = {making meaning}

IJ i jn.>iS5 ;t_s

]?aih ?alma<Tanj d arb wa ?alm<Takkaf taksi:r
yes the meaning beating and the bent breaking

[
326- F Breaking the bent and beating the meanings yes

 [  '

IjijSj lift diaJ
]

]
hnai fi:h nqwlu: hada taht min ?alkala:m
we it in say we this down from the speech

[
327- S Speaking from down this is what we say

[

]

]
[

((not clear))
[

((î l̂ jJa)) 4 iVxii 

]
ms addja 

rusty

 ̂ ]

jebra
needle

328- F
[

Rusty needle ((laughter))
r

<Lj!
i

?aih
yes

]
tjx  :c

jebra
needle

[
329-H Needle yes

r
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]
((V.U ^ )) <_£jUl jla :<-j

]
jebaij t az

______ needles injecting
[

330- F Pricking needles ((laughter))
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

]
O* '.0“

]
litaht taht min

down to down from
[

331-S From down to down
[

((‘j'^ ■ ><)) 4-iAjL-âall tihiA
]

]c c?alms addja ?aljebra hadiik d urbitlik
the rusty the needle that you to injected she

[
332- F She injected you with that rusty needle ((laughter))

[

]
(2) :u

9awa3
curving

[
333-N Curving (2)

]
?addilla9 

the watermelon

CJ*3 ‘C

§
of

tfawi3 
curve she

334-H Curving (the shape of} watermelons
r

f ^ '  sjj'j 5 
]

?alkala:m twa:rib 
the speech equivocate she

]
if

?alkala:m 
the speech

mwaraba
equivocating

335-M
[

Equivocating the speech, she equivocates the speech
[
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Aj I
]

(0.3) M j ' i 3 i1—®

s<‘ah ?aih twairib
right yes equivocate she

336-F
[

She equivocates the speech (0.3) yes right

((c ^ 'j  J^))

((not clear))

!£::M
bilhaq ?addilla£ fj t?awi3
really the watermelon of curve she

337- Z Curving (the shape of} watermelon::ns! Rea::lly

(0.3) Ml SJ*3 :c 
t awi3?aih ?addilla(i fj

yes the watermelon of curve she
338-H Curving {the shape of} watermelons yes (0.3)

Sjil ^k ( .) ^ a  
?addu:a fj tlaqqah x hikkj 

the speech of vaccinating like

jjL) La 
nqwlw hnai fuha manistaftmlu:/ 
say we we h to f not use we no

?ilhaq 
the fact

V io
la

no
339-S No we actually don’t use it we say like (.) injecting the speech

diAJi o
hikkj taht min 
like down from

taftj
give she

340-S giving from down, and things like that

 : : 1
((not clear))_______________________________________________________ ________

birraja
sharpener

laSil ^k 
?alqafa fj 
the back in

j
wa maraja 
and mirror

A ĵll
alwa3ah 
the face

]
-C

fj
in

341-H
342-

In face to face interaction, she is like a mirror, but on your back she is like a 
sharpener

(Jja. Ulll ^3 J Lil̂ a Aa. ^ 3 *L_i
hadj haq birraja ?alqafa fj wa maraja alwa3ah f)

_______  this right sharpener the back in and mirror the face in
343-F In face to face interaction, she is like a mirror, but on your back she’is like a 
344 sharpener, this is right_________________________________________________
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After 1:06 minutes
28. Are there any specific names for indirectness that is used for politeness?

Aj-Î a (0.4) UaIc. ĵjuj
lilyair muhadaba ha3a matalan frndna Jin 
not to polite something for example we have what

ull
littahdiib 

politeness for for example

2AIa O
matalan bahj 

ok
345- Z
346-

Ok. For example for politeness what do we have for example? Something (0.4) 
polite for indirect___________________________________________ _____

AaIaI (1) (0.9) (ju (.) a
]'

muba:Jera yair lihaja ?ism hu:a Jin muba:Jer
direct not something to name it what direct

347- Z Speech (.) what is it (0.9) for something indirect

jA (.) (— ;i—i
hu:a haSamu?addab

it this polite
348-F Polite (.) that is it

[

(0.4) ^  
wa3ah fj 

face in

Aa.j
wa3ah

face

]
1—1.2JJA

mu?addab
polite

349: H
[

Polite, face to face (0.4)

]
?al?adab 

the politeness

Vlj

C Cqas dik walla ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m qas dik aaaa
you mean or the direct the speech you mean aaaa

350- F Aaaa you mean direct speech or you mean politeness
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

n aLojUjuU
littahdiib nistafrmlah ?illj 

politeness to it use we

jp -
]

(.) ^ U aI! jjc : j
?almuba:Jer yair ?alkala:m ?almuba:Jer yair ?alkala:m

that the direct not the speech the direct not the speech

j*

351- Z
[
Indirect speech (.) indirect speechf which we use for politeness

J! J!
littahdiib lil lil
politeness to to

352-Z For for for politeness
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] \  
muba:Jer yair

direct not
353-H Indirect?!

J3P- p s  :i
mubajer yair kalam

direct not speech
354- A Indirect speech!

(2.7) AjI ; j
muba:Jer yair kalaim ?aih

direct not speech yes
355-Z Yes indirect speech (2.7)

mahna:/
not here no

356-N Not available

(0.5) <—sLoiS AjIa Uajc. AiV (.) u^Sl. ; j
kalimat halba frndna li?annah mafi:/
words lots we have it because not here no

357-Z Not available (.) because we have many words (0.5)

(J1 d u l  i-4a .^ S C3 v " <Lol£ *)
]

matalan zaj lil lil mufrada:t ?inti qas?dik q ja9nj kalma
_______  for example like to to vocabulary you you mean m mean word
358- A A word y you mean terms for for like for example
 [________________________________

AjAI
?ahi:ah

this

datajLdl 
?ilmufrada:t 

the vocabulary

UaIc. 
9indna 
we have

mif
not

]
'j 3 :j 

tawa 
now

359-Z
t

Don’t we have these terms

H  :f
]

?ism ?ism
name name

360-M A name a name
[
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]
((^a lj jjc)) :ui

1
[

361-F ((Not clear))
[

V llaC-l 1 uI^  (^*4 
li:h ?asamj ?a9t?jnj 
it to names me give

tra muba:Jer yair kala:m 
so direct not speech

]
t d l j  lj| (_p-° * j

binquilik ?ana matalan mif 
you to say I I for example not

[
362- Z For example when I said give me names for indirect speech!

^  I M*
talqi:h wa ma?anj dfarb kala:m halba t^ala^tiili

vaccination and meanings beating speech lots me to get out you
363-Z You gave me many words (.) beating meanings and injecting

—■■■■ i i6jj1 ;l
?aiwah

yes
364-A Yes

iLl-Q 1(jja. (Jxuuxtij

]
lil?adab ?alkwai:s lilkalaim hatta justa?mal muba:er ?alyair qulna mi/ bahj

politeness to the nice the speech to to even used direct the not said we not ok 
365- Z Didn’t we say that indirect speech can also be used for good speech, for politeness

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

?aih ?aih 
yes yes

366-A Yes yes

ji* Ijj : j  

]
matal ?a<it u:nj tra 
example me give so

367-Z So give me an example 
[

matalqi:/
not find you no
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368-F
[

Not available

After 6:20 minutes
29. Directness is preferred when being criticised?

(0.4)
fahmi:n

understand
?as?lan

basically
kulhum 
them all

miqafrmzkn 
sitting they

?iiij
that

^ a . l j  ( 0 . 3 )  : j

intiqdik wahid bahj
and you criticize one______ok

j
wa

369- Z Ok (0.3) if someone criticized you and those who are sitting with you understood
370- the message (0.4)_____________________________________________________

Jp- (0.3\^a^ (.) j  (.) j2>Uo jjc j
muba:Jer yair lakin fahamtj hikkj fl:k mbiftanj hi:a wa mubajer yair wa 

direct not but understood like you of intentionally she and direct not and
371-Z and it was indirect (.) and it was intended (.) to hurt you, understand (0.3) but
372- indirectly _____________________ _________________________________

((c ^ 'j  -S4)) If*
]

hi:a
she

u» O**̂  :c

?inna
that

min
than

?ahsan
better

373-S It would be better if she ((not clear))
[

i
mubaijer yair walla mubajer bitriddi:ha 

direct not or direct it reply you will

jij
]

bitriddiihalaha law 
it to reply you will if

If you wanted to get even with them how would you do that, directly or indirectly374-Z

.ixii Lglxi l ^ i l  (0.4) O P J ^  jl :l>*
]

tuq9id ja?nj 9ala:J tqwlha:alj ?inha ?il?ahsan kulhum fa:rfi:n ?innhum law 
stay mean why me to it say she her that the best them all know they them that if

375-S If they all know (0.4) it would be better if she said it directly why I mean she 
 [

( . ) £ /* > *  ^  Oij**** : j

']
tqwlha:lik 9a: dj n ^m a?  fj mqa9imzi:n

you to it say she normal gathering in sitting you
376- Z While sitting in a gathering (.) is it fine to criticize you directly:

[
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L-A llf. L \ If*- ' ̂  Ujj8 1 ^
9alaik ?aib jukwlilha had 

you on flaw her to say someone

]
?marrart waqtj 9alaiha narud ?ana %a\as

sometimes straightaway heron reply I I enough
[

377- S I can get even with her straight away or sometimes someone would say to her it is
378- shameful to say that_______________________ __________

]
maGalan 

for example

j ' La

?aw
or

maj3i:J 
not come it no

hada
this

379-S and this is inappropriate to say or for example
[

ûalxa
mubaijer

direct

VI j  
walla 

or

]

mubaijer yair 
direct not

380- Z
[

Direct or indirect

j  _JJC- dlljjL̂ ai))
((not clear))

j Sj
]

mubaijer tqwlhailj 
direct me it to say she

i>^V I Qjdlfa V

?al?ahsan 
the best

mubaijer
direct

la
no

381: S No direct (.) it would be better if it is said directly
[

]
( ( C * i l j  j j c - ) )  :C

[
382: H ((not clear))

( . )  2^-La j  j L u a  i—13ja AJ3 j  Lg xMlI A lj»  ll ^ 3

maGalan wa s?a:r mawqif fi:h wa nafisha al?aila fj
for example and happened event it in and it same the family in

hnai
we

maGalan 
for example

383-S
384-

For example if we were in the same family {in law} and there was a situation that 
happened and for example (.)____________________ _______________________

b j A \  ^ S l j  J  ( #)  d lA J  (j-4 liA

%alasf ?addu:a fj tlaqqah wa taht min ha6a ?alkala:m
enough the speech in vaccinating and down from this the speech

4_i3

fi:h 
it in

JjS3 "jJ jj

taqu:l ^alaj 
say why

385- S why would such speech be said ‘from down’ and (.) and be ‘injected’ in speech and
386- so on
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j L - a  C_i5j a  ( 0 . 4 )  (£•££■  t i l  C j l j -a  ^  d l l j - a  ( t)  2A la

s?ar mawqif frndj ?ana marrait nafsj 9ala bindafa? ?ana marrait maGalan
happened event I have I sometimes myself on defend I sometimes for example
387- S for example (.) sometimes I want to defend myself, sometimes I have a story of the
388- situation she mentioned

]
marrait

sometimes

4 >»s*i >(J**

nafsah 
it same

mif 
not

389-S which is different from hers
[

30. Speaking indirectly needs skills

]
SLull j V : j

?inti hatta ?almubaijer biyair triddj t t marra:t qas?dj la 
you even the direct not with reply you y y  sometimes I mean no

390- Z No I mean sometimes y y you yourself reply indirectly

]
?almuba:Jer 

the direct

]
^  :c

biyair 
not with

triddj 
reply you

?inti
you

hatta
even

391-H
[

You reply indirectly then 
[

]
t̂ lc. I jlc. ijA±S

hakaSa wa ba?ud?kum 9ala triddw 9aid tabdw wa
______ _____ so on and you together on reply you so start you and
[

392- Z And you start speaking to each other indirectly (.) and so on ((laughter))
____________________________________   r________________

]
Xibra

A£.\1a ((l̂ Llua)j diUia

mtafrt hadj fanniiat hadj
experience of this techniques this

[
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393-H It is a matter of techniques then ((laughter)) this needs an experience
r

—  l̂ uuiLi
]

W  i1-*
]

naisha li:ha
its people it to

394- F
[

This needs experienced people
[

]
naisha 

its people

]
^  0

tibbj 
want it

395-Z
[

This needs experienced people
[

((likuJa)) Jb 
]
bil 

to the

J

failaha
skilful

396-F
[

Skilful enough to ((laughter)) 
[

kalmitha 
her wore

]
QXA (0.3) SJlL.
mij fammha fj kalmitha jaquillik attalki.h fj xibra 
not her mouth in her word you to say he the vaccination of experience

397-H
[

People who have an experience in ‘injecting’ (0.3) as the proverb says: some 
women have their words in their mouths but others left their words

V ' .lie.
?ummha 9ind

her mother with
398- H with their mothers
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Appendix (D): Arabic Focus Group Discussion “Male Group”

Here, I present the focus group discussion which was conducted for the Libyan Arab male 

group. Six male informants were invited to take a part in the group. The male participants of 

the focus group also came from different parts of Libya. I recorded a 42:31 minute interaction 

and the participants who took part in my discussion included friends, colleagues and 

neighbours, all of whom were well-educated, with ages ranging from 30 to 51 years old. I 

labelled the individuals who were present at the discussion as follows: F: 51 years old; R: 34 

years old; M: 37 years old; N: 30 years old; S: 45 years old; Z: 43 years old; and A: my 

assistant. The Arab male focus group discussion starts on page 131 and ends on page 175.
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Jjjall (jjua j  (0 .3 ) Jjiliall J (.) JjJuIaaII ji> (jjjj ;l
?alfarq Jin wa ?almuba:Jer Tair ?alkala:m wa ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m hu:a Jin

the difference what and the direct not the speech and the direct the speech it what
1- A What is direct (.) and indirect speech (0.3) and what is the difference

?almuba:/er yair wa ?almuba:Jer mabain ja?nj 
the direct not and the direct between mean

bainathum 
them between

2 -A between them I mean between direct and indirect speech? (.)

1. Defining directness

o j jm i ^11  ( . )  ( 0 . 5 )  eU *-a LaJ u j  u J  l j

tintiqdah bitqu:lah ja9nj lijja^s9 tjj ma9nah bim af f  ja^nj
criticize him you say you will mean the person to come you it mean what w w mean 
3- Z It means a a as when (0.5) you say to someone I mean (.) you say, you criticize him

(.) <JLu\ Aljsjj ô juiIox AjVi Ajajuo
?inta bitquillah mubajaratan t3i:h mairat mu9ainah bihaja bijaj 
you him say you will directly him come sometimes specific thing thing

4- Z for a specific thing he did sometimes you criticize him directly as when you say you
o ____________________________________________________________________ _

j
fi:k wa fi:k

you in and you m
5-Z did this or did that

(jiSLa : j
]

kwai:s maki^
good not you no

6-N You are not good
[

2. Defining indirectness

   ](jtil <—ah tliSj ^  VIj (#) <juUj£ (jjLa yij U-^O
Laffan tlif bitjj tanj waqit fj walla kwaiisa mi/ ha:3a dirt walla kwai:s mi/

turning turn you come you another time in or good not thing did or good not
[

7- Z It could be you are not good or you did something bad (.) or sometimes you just go 
around

?alkala:m fj taqu:l na:s fj kwai:s mij hada ?alkla:m rah bitqudah 9alaih
the speech of say you people in good not this the speech is him say you will him on
9- Z and say that what you said is not good and there are some people who say_________
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(0.3) 4-1-3' *15 Vlj o I.ia
bitari:qa ja?nj ?adab qillat walla kwai:s mij hada 
way in mean polite non or good not this

10-Z such bad things or that is impolite I mean in a way (0.3)

4jls u' ® j.ill
qailah ?illj hu:a ?innah ?addu:a twasfrllah matibbij t3i:bhalah
it said that he that the speech him reach you not want you no him to it bring you

11 - M In a way that does not make him feel that he was intended by the speech

v ij u  
]

walla hada 
or this

I JIS

?alkala:m qa:l ?illj 
the speech said that

12- M or he was the person who said that or
________________________________________ L

I^  4 \\ ̂ \ i. j   ̂  ̂4 q 1 4 \l ̂  \ ^
bima^na twas?ulha:lah wa laffain bitliff bitari:qa bitwasfulha:lah 

meaning with him to it reach you and turning turn you wil way with him to it reach you

13-Z
[

You convey it in a way (.) you go around and make him understand the meaning

<jj£j CiVbaJl Lya*j ^3 j  (^ a lj JJ&) II QH J* (0-6)
tku:n ?alhala:t ba?df fj ba?df fj wa bain ?alfarq hu:a tanj

being the cases some in some in and______ between the difference it another
14- Z in a different wayj (0.6) this is the difference between aa ((not clear)) and in some in
15- some cases

3. Which is more preferred: direct or indirect speech?

ii iZjJa j  ojjli aJIII (J jjujLiaII
fajda li:h mubajer ?alxair marra:t wa ?ahsan fajda l:h ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m

benefit has direct the not sometimes and better benefit has the direct the speech
16- Z direct speech (.) aa is better than indirect speech and sometimes indirect speech is

(.) ^ill aILsJI t ̂
?illj ?alhala hasab ?ahsan
that the case according better

17-Z better than direct speech according to the situation that (.)

twa:3hik ?illj
you confront it that

18-M You are in
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dul iilal.13 (j-aa-illl j l  AlLaJl JA\ cul tSW'j2 :J
ja9nj ?inta qiddamik ?illj ?ajfaxs? ?w ?alhala VaJJa ŝ9 ?inta twa:3hik ?illj 
mean you you front that the person or the case the person you you confront it that
19- Z You are in, the person, the situation or the person who you’re speaking to I mean

After 1:04 minutes
4. Indirectness can be defined as ‘turning around’

filial! ^\£ll Cy* ui^ 4* •*—
hi:a ?lmuba:Jer ?alkala:m jafham ?illj fl:h ?atta<Tri:fa:t min nu:9ain fi:h
it the direct the speech understand he who it in the definitions of two types it in

20- F There are two definitions {for indirect speech} (.) some people see indirect speech as

^lil <ua j   ̂  ̂ <dj2j j  jU i <uic. t_iii Uljl

?illj fi:h wa ?alha3a tqu:lah wa laffan 91aih tlif ?innik
  who it in and the thing him say you and turning him on turn you you that
21- F when you go around and say what you want to say (.) while for other people______

4 Vi* n ^ J lg l j l:  U1 (ji-a jjc .

had nabfrtlah nquilhalah ?ana mij ?almuba:Jer rair ?alkala:m jafham 
someone him to send I him to it say I I not the direct not the speech understand he
22- F there is no face to face interaction in indirect speech (.) instead I send someone

(.) 2)Ua j  (J (jil}a.La Ul ĵx-aJ
matalan qutlah wa ?anas li ma3aitij ?ana bima?na jquilhalah 

'or example him said I and Anas to not came I no I mean with him to it say he
23-F
24-

on my behalf to the person I want to say something to (.) I mean I don’t come to 
(Anas) and say to him for example (.)

^aU (Jllall <La 
]

bahj ?almita:l sabi:l ^ala flu:s minnah 
ok for example on money him from

V*3 (l> )̂

nibbj 
want I

?anas
Anas

25-F For example, I lent (Anas) some money and then I need it back
r

]

mm
em

[
26-A Emm

l Stia liiljii Ul Jl JjhtLboii ^3 I— îll ^ j I1—®
d?wru:f 133atalan nqu:lik ?ana ?inna ?almuba:Jer yair lj j^arref ?illj fi:h

conditions for example you to say I I that the direct not of define who it in
27- F (.) There are some people define indirect speech as when I say to you, for example,
28- you know I live in difficult circumstances___________________________________
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1 (illjai (jjlj LV® <-<111 /> "-v < j
?a?t<‘i:nj nquilik baj ?iltalj min n3i:bhalik wa 
me give you to say I to behind from you to it bring I and

j  SU=JI 
kada wa ?alhaja 

like that and the Life
29-F and things like that and I go around to tell you give me

?almubajer xair jaquilik ?illj fi:h mubajer yair fi:h jsamu: fluisj
______ the direct not you to say he who it in direct not it in name they my money
30- F my money back (.) this is known as indirect speech (.) however, there are some
31- people who don’t see this as indirect speech__________________________________

5. Using a third person to convey indirect message

( J U i  *^~ ( . )  (jjLa

?a%ar Jaxs? nab9itlik ?ana manjiikif hikkj mij 
 ________________ another person you to send I I not you come I no like not
32- F not like that (.) I don’t go to the person {I want my money from}(.) I send somebody
33- else

(0.4) :u 
Ssah
right

34-N Right (0.4)

( J  4 jU lj li l  (J^JLuLA ^  L -& W 1 L^\ t ** \ A • l  a

fhamit liflu:sah misthaq fathj rahu jqu:lik j*3i:k hu:a fhamit
understood his money to need Fathi that you to say he you come he he understood
35- F Understand, the person I sent would say to you, (Fathi) really needs his money,
36- understand (.)__________________________ _______________________  ______

(#) jjc. qa Aj3 I

?almu3mal lakin ?almuba:Jer xair ?alkala:m min nu:9 hada hatta fi:h fjaftebru:
conception but the direct not the speech of kind this even it in regard they

37- F such speech is also regarded as a type of indirect speech (.) but generally speaking

lilil VIj (.) 4j1c- i_alj tiijl jA AjIc- ĵxaAlila
?innik walla 91aih tlif ?innik hu:a anna:s ?laih mitfahmi:n ?illj ?al?a:m 

you that or on him turn you that is the people on it agree that general
38- F most people define indirect speech as going around (.) and

( j l a .  s i j  tj £ l  ( . )  (. s ^ J o l ia

hatta rah ta9ri:f attanj hatta lakin kaif fhamit mubajarah t3i:h 
even that definition the other even but how understood directly him come you

39- F direct speech when you speak directly, understand (.) but the other form also can be
40- seen as a definition

Aixjj (0.3) ciijl tihlc. J3jj (0.7) ^
tab?tah ?inta 9alaik junqul tanj had ku:nah ?amubajer xair ?alkala:m 

him send you you on you convey he another one being the direct not the speech
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41- F if someone (0.7) says something on your behalf to someone else (0.3) you send him

^  (jl£ \j|
bnimjj ka:n ?ana jaqu:lik baj mubajer Tair kala:m jaqu:l jemjj wa ?inta

walk I will if I you to say he to direct not speech say he walk he and you
42- F to say something indirectly, because if I went

(^Jalj jjc) (^ii) J  
]

?ans li 
Anas to

43-F to (Anas) ((not clear)) 
[

]
((*-*))

[
((Coughing))

J a : u

t ] tS ah mazbu:t
right exactly

44-N Right, exactly 
[

(.) Ui tilLa. n̂x.ja clul
bit?ari:qa ?ana liha:3tj 3a:k fajuftabar ?inta 
way with I my thing you came he regard it you

]
<U1 jja CLi«gi ;(-_a

fabarralah fhamit 
him to go understood

45-F
46-

[
Understand (.) so I would say to someone you go, and he would talk to you about 
something I need (.) in

=^jijtxa II (Jl I.1& ( , )  Ŝ jujLiA JJC.

]
mubajer lilrair ta9ri:f lil ta9ri:f hada hatta mubajera xair

 _______________direct not to definition to definition this even direct not
47- F an indirect way (.) this also can be a definition for a a definition for indirect speech=

________________________________________________________________________________

]
^ * 1

S ah S ah 
right right

48-A
[

Right right
r
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]
A ( . )  ( j J i l l  A ja  ^ 1]| J j jk -a L a  J ^ l l l  = :* -*

t3i:h t3i:h ?anna:s fi:h jatadaiwlu: ?illj mas?u:d ?illj lakin
 him come you him come you the people it in use they that meant that butn49- F = But the most well known type of indirect speech that is used by most people is (.) is
50- when you speak

4jIc, t «V<
Vlaih tlif 

him on turn you

VIj (0.5) 
walla driket

or dircet
51- F indirectly (0.5) or when you go around

After 2:45 minutes
6. Is indirectness positive or negative?

(1) fliU j  (.) f\ yA* (.) j£hA\ t> :l
limaSa wa ?i3abj ?am salbj ?almuba:Jer Tair ?alkal:m hal 

why and positive or negative the direct not the speech do
52- A Is indirect speech (.) negative or positive (.) and why? (1)

Ujfii bc_lla J®-c c cjaku:n ?ahianan ja?nj ?almawd u:£ hasab t aba9an alS wru:f £ala taftamid
being sometimes mean the subject according of course the conditions on depend it

:u*

53- S It depends on the situations of course, according to the subject I mean, sometimes it is

(.) JJC. AiijlaJ ^Kti jl (^ ĵbajl UJ-̂ J ULpki J
mubajera xair bitfari:qa titkallim law ?i3abj jaku:n ?ahianan wa salbj

direct not way with speak you if positive being sometimes and negative
54- S negative but sometimes it is positive (.) if you speak indirectly (.)

^ ( ^  t^jjj dijl J j  d ll J A

ja^nj salis bijakil tibbi:ha ?inta ?illj lilha3a tu:sfil marrat 
mean smooth form with it want you you that the thing to thing to reach you sometimes

55- S sometimes you will reach your goal (.) in a smooth way I mean

(J5*al îK*U liUaj (#) (Ĵ  < J JJJJJ
tu<raja£ mubajer xair bijakil titkallim law ?ahjanan marin bijakil wa wwww 
lose you direct not form with speak you if sometimes flexible form with and aaaa
56- S aaaa and in a flexible way (.) sometimes when you speak indirectly you lose

l-ijjlill J Q  j ±Ji (.) AjhjlaJ(0.3)
hasab ja?nj alSSvruif hasab wa ja9nj ?u^ra bitfari:qa haqqak 

according mean the conditions according and mean another way with your right
57- S your rights (0.3) in a way (.) or another I mean (.) and according to the situation I
58- mean according
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^1^1 ( j U U ^ I  j  L)J-*2 ULl̂ i MiA
?i3abj jaku:njaku:n ?ahianan wa salbj jaku:n ahianan ?alwadf9 hasab 

positive being being sometimes and negative being sometimes the situation according
59- S according to the situation (.) sometimes it is negative and sometimes it is positive

(Jjuajj (jLie.
tu:s?el 9aja:n ja?nj mubajer kala:m titkallim ?innik tahta3 ?ahianan ja?nj 

reach you to mean direct speech speak you you that need you sometimes mean
60- S I mean (.) sometimes you need to speak directly to reach

f» ^  & L.a tU ĵ .  l at't i^ l t r  1 t . >tr. 1 i\ i t i ^ j  4  \  * A l—e’tl

hadi lilnuqtah tu:s?el ba:J tlif 9annik Tasfban ?ahianan mu^aiana linuqtah 
this the point to reach you to turn you you on perforce sometimes specific point to
61- S a specific point (.) but sometimes you need to go around to reach this point_______

]
hasab aid wruif hasab ja9nj 

according the conditions according mean
62- S I mean according to the conditions according to

[

]
AJjuiLui^ l '

]
?almawkif hasasi:at hasab 

the situation sensitiveness according
[

63- M According to the sensitiveness of the situation
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

]
(Jl c u«*t J  ^ A n»i\ m*v ](_)j

3 t ?al hasab wa ?almawd u:? hasasi:at hasab
the according and the subject sensitiveness according

[
64- S According to the sensitiveness of the subject and according to the

 [_

7. The shortcomings o f indirect speech

( . )  J - ' j t l d l  j J C .  ( J l  U C- > J  t j l  j A  j A  ; t_

?almubajer yair ?alkala:m ?al ?aib nad9aij wi3hat ?ana hu:a hu:a 
the direct not the speech the shortcoming my view point I it it

[
65- F It is, it is, from my point of view, the problem with indirect speech (.)
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<il
marrat ?innah

sometimes it that
66-F it sometimes

sjsali
]

?alfikra 
the idea

,j5iLajjU :o

matwas ilif 
not reach you no

r #
matwas ill 

not reach you no
67-N It doesn’t convey (.) it doesn’t convey the idea

\

]
Ig wiii oji AiLi j  â jSall (jlLuojjLa ;(

]nafisha ?alha3a qu:at jaffqid ba?dain wa ?alfikra matwas ilif 
______itself the thing power lose it then and the idea not reach you no
[

68- F it doesn’t convey the idea (.) and the meaning itself might lose its influence
__________________ ______________________________________ L______________

]
ol

?ah sfah ?alha3a
yes right the thing

69-R
[

The meaning right yes (.)

7.1. An example o f the shortcomings o f indirect speech

dj_p dlil t-Uialc. (ilia I'd dill ;(.

dirt inta kabi:ra qis?a 9ala vad?ib minnik 3aj ?ana lamma matalan ?inta
did you you big story on angry you from cornel I when for example you
70- F For example, if I was very angry with you for something you did, you did

l̂ £ Vlj
taha:3 ha:3ah dirt kada walla wildj hatta matalan kabi:ra ha:3ah 

 need it something did you like or my son even for example big thing
71- F a horrible thing for example, or even my son did something bad for example (.) you
72- did something that calls forth_________________________________________.

(•)
kabiir vad ab
big anger

73- F real anger (.)
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( ( ^ ) )
l

((coughing))
r

I g i V g - I i j S  jIsj 
ku:nha fj qu:itha tiffqid muba:Jara 
being it in its power lose it direct

](jilgJaJLa j  aAc. U_aij lii Lai
man3i:ha:J wa 9alaih nliff ?ana lamma 

not it come I no and him on turn I I when

74-F
[

when I go around and don’t say it directly the meaning will lose its influence as it

kabi:r %at?a?
big mistake

75-F should be seen(.)

:u

s ah 
right

Right
[

76-N

s ah 
right

Right77-A

]
tj\ II jjjS LLs. t£li2 CjjJI (.) ^La Cul •—ij£ Cj3j& ;u_i
?ai aa 139atalan kabi:r %at9a? fi:k dirt 139atalan ?inta ja?nj kaif 9arufit
any aa for example big mistake you in did I for example you mean how know you

[
78- F You know, I mean you, for example, (.) I made a big mistake in relation to you for
79- example aaa any_______________________________________________________

U a a .  j A  4 j |  ^ l< ~ -  I g j j  S j l l l  d l i l  ( #)  U a i .

kabi:r %at9a? hu:a ?innah 9ala bi:ha 3aj ?illj ?alqu:a ?inta fhamit xat?a? 
big mistake is it that on it with come you that the power you understood mistake

80- F mistake understand (.) the anger you feel towards this big mistake______________

<^jA (.) - la - ij l l \ £ an > Lai

?innj lidara3at ?alwasit9 fj hatd9aja?ha muba:Jer rair kala.m t3i:nj lamma
me that level to the middle in it lose you will direct not speech me come you when
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81- F won’t be clear to me when you speak indirectly (.) so I would feel

8. Directness is required in some situations

ulu2>- tlul cdil (.) A-tAa qLa Lgjj
binafis 3ait law lakin ?inta ?innik ja?nj kabi:ra hajah mij bi:ha nhis 

same with came you if but you you that mean big thing not it with feel I
82- F it wasn’t a big mistake I mean (.) if you spoke to me according to

V Ij (Jxiil O j f e  J  ( • )   ̂j  ̂  ~*> J ojlll

walla mta?j ?alfi91 raddat jaku:n jaku:n wa biha3imha ?ana nhis mta9ha ?alqqu:a 
or mine the reaction be be and its size with I feel I its the power

83- F the magnitude of the problem I would feel how horrible it was (.) and my reaction or

(j>a is.la.ij o-lgJ (J .1̂1 jll (jjij ^ilabu
min wahida fhadih ?alwa:hid ha3m nafs 9ala bjku:n qis?tik ma9a tafat^ufj

 of one this the one size same on be with your story with my sympathy
84- F my sympathy towards your story would be similar to its magnitude (.) so this is one 
85 of___________________________________________________________________

A ^ la J l ( j iL - a j J  L« Ail ( J ^ juuLia II j l f r  ^ l £ ] l  £1 a L-JjJjdl

?alha3a majwas?ilij ?innah ?almuba:Jer rair ?alkala:m mta? ?al<Tuju:b 
the thing not reach it no it that the direct not the speech of the shortcoming

86- F the problems of indirect speech (.) it doesn’t convey the meaning

( . )  J auL i a  J J C -  j  J J f r )  (J ^ x a u u d l l  ( j U j  1 ( . )  ^ ■ ’a > ^  J  ( J J i i b

mubajer rair bijakil lijjaxis** tba:n bihait ha3imha wa qu:itha binafis 
direct not form with the person to appear it that its size and its power same with

87-F with the same magnitude or strength (.) so it would be seen ((not clear)) in an indirect 
form (.)_______________________________________________________________

^  diil Ld (.) (J  <■., n-% cd.dj IjJ (0.4) Ajplc. Ig-il
t3j ?inta lamma fhamit matalan xanab wildik tawa ja?nj ?a:dja ?innha 

come you you when understood for example stole your son now mean normal it that
89-F
90-

as if it was minor (0.4) for example, if your son stole something for example (.) OK 
(.) if you came to him __________________________________________________

^  Ld Ala i (_£j! 1. ' jSJ
t3j lamma lakin minnah ja%a:f qawj kala:m hada ti%nib kaif tqu:lah 

come you when but it from scared he strong speech this steal how him to say you
91- F and say how dare you steak this is very strong speech, and he would be worried, but
92- when you

( . )  j  i_uc. j  ( j i ia jL a  j  Aj-irJl <dj Sj

kada wa ^aib wa maj3 i j  wa hara:m ?al%inba taqu:lah
like and shortcoming and not come it no and forbidden the theft him to say you

93- F say to him stealing is a taboo and it is forbidden to steal and so on (.)
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J J

]
na:s
people

AjIa j

ww ti%nib 
a a stea::l

halba wa 
lots and

94-F and there are many people who stea::l aaa
r

]
(JMD

1
[

((coughing))
[

]Jaa ^2 <J| ^̂ 2 AlSuuLe o2A j  Ublioa .AMJ (.) C*̂«ag2 ;c_i
faqd ^ ?al fj kabi:ra mujkila hadih wa ma9naha tifqid fhamit 

 _______ loss in the in big problem this and its meaning lose it understood
it

95- F Understand (.) it loses its meaning and this is a real problem when it loses__________

lg£-l2« crix-Jl
mta:?ha ?alma?na

its the meaning
96- F its meaning

After 2:27 minutes
9. Is indirect speech positive or negative?

( j j  b  jA

?alkala:m jaku:n ?ahjanan lil binnisba ?ahjanan maqutlik zai ?anas ja hu:a 
the speech be sometimes to for with sometimes you to said I as Anas oh it

97- S As I said to you earlier (Anas) sometimes for the (.) sometimes indirect

(.) <—a2ĵ ll u i a  Oj^ ULpJ j  jjib-dl j j t
jaVnj ?almawqif hasab ?i3abj jaku.n ?ahjanan wa salbj ?almuba:Jer rair
mean the situation according positive be sometimes and negative the direct not

98- S speech is negative and sometimes it is positive according to the situation I mean (.)

(1) :•—* 
s?ah
right

99-F Right (1)
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]
jafrij
Mean

100-s I mean
r

(2)

]
marrat s ah 

sometimes right

].
iiLu Ui :*—«

nrfaik ?ana 
you with I

1 0 1 -F
[

Right, I agree with you (2) sometimes
r

ûuLl<all
' I

jllaJJ v#wVl ALaJJ <_iSI Aj3 h_yi

c cmubajer yair ?alkala:m tatat allab ?al?j3a:bj tatat allab mawaqif fi:h
_____________direct not the speech need it the positive need it situations it in
102- S In some situations you need to speak positively, I mean indirectly

[

10. An advantage of indirect speech

Jjju dul ' tdil (1 .4) JJC- f̂ &ll QA (0.7) i
tiksib tiqder ?inta ?innik ?almuba Jer yair ?alkala:m ?j3a:bja:tah min Jinj li?annah 

gain you can you you that the direct not the speech its positive of what it because
103- F Because (0.7) one of the advantages of indirect speech (1.4) you can satisfy

( 1 )  ‘d x i  b^j ( J  ^ C l b j L a  Uni qa ( 2 )

?aqal fi91ah raddat t%allj %at9rah trat'ab mufradait ?isti%da:m %ila:l min ‘?JJaxis<‘ 
less his reaction let it himself soften vocabulary use through from the person

104- F the person (2) through using polite expressions! (.) trying not to upset him (.) so his
105 - reaction would be neutral (1)________________________________ ___________

AjLuLsjI qa ijA (j-a oJA tdjl (j-a (Jj-iasi
lakin ?j3abjatah min min min hadih fahtta mubaijer t3i:h ?innik min ?afd al 
but its positives of of of this even direct him come you you that than better
106- F | it is better than speaking directly, so this is one of of of its advantages (.) but

Z x  i— jj jl ^ ( 0 3 ) ^  Jill
ja?nj nafsah ?almawqif nawVjat ?j*3abj ?aw salbj kuinah § jatahakkam ?illj 
mean itself the situation kind positive or negative it being in control that

107- F what makes it be seen as (0.3) negative or positive is the situation itself I mean
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After 3:17 minutes
11. Is indirectness more common than directness in Libyan society?

(j2iLaLujLa
matitfamil/ 

not deal they no

i“<l»  ̂j )  ALata^all A tjjjlfv t*il t

mu3tama?a:t ?almu3a:ma;ah 9ala 9a:jja kullah mu3tama9a:t fi:h 
societies the compliment on live it all it societies it in

108-F
109-

There are some societies where people always compliment each other (1) such 
societies don’t use

(.) IjLUj (.) C (.) Wll £ 1 jjuolxall
ba9d?hum § j3a:mlw fhamit niha?jan hada ?almuba:Jer 
each other in compliment they understood never this the direct

bilkalaim 
the speech with

110-F direct speech at all (.) they just compliment each other (.)

<dll ^ ‘dl l  ^ il-.»  < . d l j j t  \ -5

ja?/i:halik bilfillaqj 9rafut ja9t?i:halik jaqu:lik ?illj fi:h wa
you to it give he slang with know you you to it give he you to say he who it in and 

111- F and as it is said in colloquial language, ‘he punches you_____________________

]
?assnu:n fj 
the teeth in

112- F in your teeth’5 = [being blunt]
r

jjiuJl ^3 
]

?assnu:n fj 
the teeth in

]
‘■dll ̂

s9ah
right

ja9t?i:halik 
you to it give he

113- S
[

He punches you in your teeth right ((laughter))
r

(0.5) 
takrah 

hate you

Vlj
walla thib

or like you you
?inta wa3hik fj jaquilhalik jasj ra3el ja?nj
you your face in you to it say he come he man mean

]

[
114- F I mean some people criticize you directly to your face whether you like it or not 

(0.5)___________________ ___________________________________ _

(jjoUii (jiij pis!** qA&\ (jV
?ahia ?annas talqa muba:Jer mif kala.mhum mu9d9am ?annas li?anna 
this the people find you direct not their speech most the people because

115- F because most people’s speech is indirect, people who speak directly are

5 This expression is used as a description of conveying an offensive message.
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(  ^ A^.1 J  ( #)  (_£_j ( j ^ S  ( i i l jS j  oJljAx^a

talqaihum tla:tah ?itni:n wahid fulam zaj fula:n jaquilik ma?du:da 
them find you three two one that man like that man you to say he little

116- F few, they are few (.) only one two or three {in a certain area}(.)_______________

?assnu:n fj ja?t9i:halik walla minnah balik rid hada jaquilik 
the teeth in you to it give he or him from your attention be this you to say he

117- F you would be warned of specific people, you would be told that these people
118- ‘punch in the teeth’ = {being blunt)______________________________________

?alkala:m mu?d?am ?inna ?int?iba:9 ja?tfi:k fhada wajhik ja?tfi:halik
the speech most that impression you give it this your face in you to it give he
119- F they punch you in face = {punch meaning straight to your face} (.) this gives you an

]
xair
not

mubaijer
direct

?almutadawal 
the popular

120-F impression that most common speech is indirect
r

]
(0.5) J 3 P -  I f

mubaijer xair
direct not

t
121- M Indirect (0.5)

jic. Ujic. \ ^k j  ;
Jaj kul fj ?almuba:Jer Tair ?alkala:m 9alaina xalib mu3tama?na fj hnaj wa

thing every in the direct not the speech us on popular our society in we and
122- F In our society we use indirect speech for everything

(•) • j
s ah
right

123-Z Right ,

12. The role o f power in speaking directly or indirectly

(.) <J' j  ^  ^  j  if* -f
ja?nj ?al wa ?almutalaqqj 9ala hatta fathj qallik ma zaj taftamid hi:a
mean the and the receiver on even Fathi you to said like as depend it it

124- M As Fathi said, it depends on the receiver themselves, and the (.) I mean___________
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1̂1 _̂ujU-a Lftjb ( j  ig* SjIc-
lillj mubajer bijakil jatkallim da?iman ?aqwa markaz fj ?illj fadatan

who to direct form with speak he always stronger position in who usually
125- M usually, the person who is in a higher position (.) always speak in a direct way to

■ '\Li 
Si

jsi cjaltJSJaJ
bijakil jat?lub talqah 9aqal ?illj wa ?al?aks wa minnah ?aqal 

form with request he him find you less who and the contrast and him from less

126- M those who are in a lower position and vice versa and the person who is in a lower
127- position makes requests in

]
mubajer Tair

direct not
128-M an indirect way

[

]
oljll j  jJl , j j

]
?alwalid wa ?albu: zaj
the boy and the father like

[
129- F Like a father and his son

_ _ _ _ _ _________ L_

?alwalid wa ?al?ab zaj 
the boy and the fathet like

Like a father and his son
__________________L

130-M

s ah 
right

Right131-A
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di:r 9addj mubaijer bijkil minaah 
do go direct form with him from

]
L-lllaJ cĴ dl Cy* L_lVI Lai

jat?lub ?al?ajel min jat?lub ?al?ab lamma 
request the child from request the father when

When a father wants something from his son he asks him directly, go and do this or132-M

b (jA AsAa (JaxJI Lai ĵa£xll (Jl Lalu (_)
jabda bu:h min hajah jebbj ?al9ajl lamma ?al9akis ?al bajnama 

start he his father from something want he the child when the contrast the while
134- M (.) by contrast, when the child wants his father to do something for him he starts

= lj* o^Lkj CjU.U.
]

?assu:q fj rxais? ha^ait 
the market in cheap things

^  j  ( . ) L

3ajbi:n hnj wallahi laqiit wa jadu:r wa jaliff 
bring they here by God found I and spin he and turn

135- M going around (.) {for example} there are some cheap things in the market
[

]
((cii^)) : j

]
[

136-N ((laughter))
r

jjJ j j  i-jh
?alha.3a 9ala jaduir wa jaliff 
the thing on spin he and turn he

l̂ JJ lAJJ j

jabda jabda wa 
start he start he and

]

^  j  -  

ka3a wa 
like and

137-M
[

And things like that and he starts going around to get what he wants

Cul j

?inta
]
Ju:f wa

you look and
138-F And look 

[

(Jjh

,v i
straight

mubaijer
direct

maj3iibhalikij' 
not you to it bring he no

139-A He doesn’t say it directly
r

Ifrlljaj_____ j ________________________  Vlj (.) g.nrwjLa
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jaquililha wa ?ummah jukallam jemjj walla t u:l majsiibhalikif 
her to say he and her mother speak he walk he or straight not you to it bring he no

140-M
[

He doesn’t say it directly (.) or he goes to his mother and asks her

LSji
'  ] 
buij 

my father
kallmj
speak

bahj
ok

141-M to speak to his father
r

]
(jjilj 4.13 4jV 4j1c I I j A  I.3A 4j\ —i
na:s fi:h li?annah 91ajh nahku: ?illj ?annu:(T hada hada ?aih 

 people it in it because it on tell we that the type this this yes
[

142- F Yes this this is the type of speech I talked to you about because there are some
143- people....___________________________________________________________

13. There is a difference between different generations in using direct and indirect speech

u'-O fLj :u
zaman ?ajam hada

ages days this
144-N That used to happen in the past

( 0 ^ ) )
]

((laughter))
[

]
nais

people

4j3 (Ĵ b 4.13
]

fiih nais fi:h qas9dj 
it in people it in my mean

la? la? 
no no

145-F
[

No no I mean there are some people there are some people ((not clear)) 
[

]
((bL-Ja)) bb  Li liLiA bb  b  Ijj \ ( j

]
baba ja hadi:k nibbj baba ja jaquilik tawa 

_______dad oh that want I dad oh you to say he now
[

146- N Nowadays, they just say ‘Dad, I want this dad’ ((laughter))
[
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]
((tik^ ))

i
[

147-H ((Laughter))
r

14. Speaking indirectly needs skills

r~7  ̂ ~  ! r r( 1 )  Jajjoij cTU*yl (^ jJ a lJ  (jllAiiC- La (_>»Ll 4-}3 | l—S
c cwasiit thut uk bhait ?alqudra ma9indhaj na:s fi:h

mediator you put they where the ability not them have they no people it inn :148- F ((not clear)) there are some people who can’t ((not clear)) so they put you as a
149- mediator (1)___________ _________ ____________________________________

s?ah
right

150-A Right

La j  <ulc- q La J j c .  jA  i_s'^  ( . )  <_Ju£ .'t—i

ma zaj flajh qa:dir mij ?almuba:/er Tair ?alkala:m hu.a hatta ja?nj kajf 9aruft 
like as him on able not the direct not the speech it even mean how know you
151-F Understand, I mean (.) this is also indirect speech, some people can’t speak
152- indirectly as______________________________ ___________________________

(gAJ CjIS L  (Jjl.lje.La Aj L j L j jA ( .)* - iMl
jejj malka:t mafrndaj bitfarhqtah hu:a hatta matalan qa:llik

come he faculties not have no his way with it even for example you to said he
153-F (muhannad) said to you for example (.) because he doesn’t have the ability himself
154- to speak indirectly he can

(.) <,A?S L$UjL <uV ^
libu:j qu:lj jaqu:lilha liTummah jejj ?almuba:Jer xair ?alkala:m

my father to say her to say he his mother to come he the direct not the speech
155- F still use indirect speech by going to his mother and ask her to speak to his father ( )

jn-i l.iA d j \^ a  L S ^ “ -?

s ahi:h wa3hah hada jqu:lu:lah ?ajfa/s? Jlnj marrat hnaj hatta wa la s'* ah 
strong his face this him to say they the person what sometimes we even and no right
156-A Right (.) and sometimes we use the term ‘strong-faced’ to describe the person

15. Direct speech can sometimes be seen impolite____________________________
(0.7)

1 t maj3 i:J t u:l lijja^s jjj J J
____________________not come he no straight the person to come he c c
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157- A (.) who requests directly and doesn’t use
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

.J^) l̂AaJjuol 
]

?istixda:m
usage

lAa. AjAâ a Iaa
i

(.) AjI ;<-j

3iddan mahduid 
very limited

ju^tabar 
regarded it

?ala:J
why

hada
this

?aih
yes

158-F
[

Yes (.) that is why it is very limited ((not clear))
I

( ) elj aJS ûaû a
rah qilla s?hi:h 

mean few strong
wa3hah ?illj 
his face who

ftl_) Ala
rah qilla 

mean few

Iaa
hada
this

cw :u 
bas 
but

159-N But these people are few, people who are ‘strong-faced’ are few (.)

<Jai Util Iaa j  :<-i
?aqal ?almubajer ?alkala:m ?la:J hada wa
less the direct the speech why this and

160- F That is why direct speech is limited

Igjnj c£lLa Iaa»Aj u VaâA-s A“'7k\-k Aji (Jai hj
jebiiha minnik ja%udha minnik ja%udha ha3tah je^j ?illj fi:h ?aqal 

it want he you from it take he you from it take he his thing come he who it in less

161 - N It is limited, there are some people take what they want from you_______________

ja^nj
mean

(_yiA Ala

mif qilla 
not few

^AlA (.) lA A a ls  j

hadum ja^udha wa 
those it take he and

OJ&llA

j a?nj muba Jaratan 
mean directly

je3i:k 
you come he

lA jJA J

jedi:rha 
it do he

162-N they just say it directly I mean and take what they want (.) these are few I mean

oAlc-
?alli:bj ?almu3tama? fj 9adatan mij

the Libyan the society in usually not
163- N it is unusual in Libyan society (.)

16. Using direct speech is required in some situations

ijjaJl (jpJl Jl J) (jlajjidl i_yajjixil
?alhaq 5 ?alhaq fj ?al ?al ?alkala:m ?almuftaradf ?almuftaradf lakin

the right in the right in the the the speech the supposed the supposed but
164- F But it must be it must be direct when speaking for rights for rights

AjI <̂3 AjI ;l
]

?aih ?alhaq fj ?aih 
yes the right in yes
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165-A Yes for rights yes 
 [

( J j i J  (J jU  ^  j A  ^ 1  ij ja J l ( . )  ( j j s J l ^

?u%ra na:s haq hu:a ?illj ?alhaq ?alhaq fj 
other people right is that the right the right in

?almafru:d<‘ 
the supposed

]
(JjaJl i

m afij ?alhaq 
not in no the right

[
166-F The rights are not (.) it should be direct when speaking for rights (.) other’s rights

(,) <ulc. t- ill ‘LaOk-alll AL-ajj liiil ijy*. (JjLo
9alajh tliff mumkin annas?i:ha twas?illah ?innik fj haq mij

 him on turn you possible the advice him to reach you you that in right not
167- F not the right to advise somebody because you can go around when advising him (.)

jjiilxa ( j (.) L"jU£.a ( J ̂  .liAj (j ib  ^

] ' tmubajer ?alkala:m jaku:n ?almafru:d fhamit Ja/is haq ta%id b a j  lakin
direct the speech be the supposed understood person right take you to but

168- F But when you speak for someone’s rights (1) OK (.) it should be direct
[

s ah 
right

i

mubajer
direct

[
169-Z Direct yes

[

]
( j l x i i J a j U o  ( J j I j  ; i

haqqak ?ala titkallim ?inta ku:nik ?ajfa^s? haq matd?aja9ej b a j  
your right on speak you you being you the person right not lose you no to

T [ ~
170- F So people’s rights won’t be lost (.) if you were speaking about your rights_____ _

(0.3) (3  ̂ tjl (.) Cliil dul CuM
?ahmad haq bna:%id 3a:j ?ana lakin hur ?inta ?inta bit?ari:qtik ?inta

 Ahamad right take I come I I but free you you your way with you
171- F it is up to you to use the way you like but (.) if I wanted to take Ahmad’s rights (0.3)

Ig-ia L o la  I.1A I—il3  U i Iaaj

fi:ha jedfaja<T ^aba^an hada ?alhaq na:%idlah b a j  nliff ?ana nabda
______  it in lose it of course this the right him to take I to turn I I start I
172- F and I started going around to take his rights, in such cases of course people’s rights
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<ij^
?anna:s huqu:q

the people rights
173-F would be lost

yuJalalt I.1A (JjuoJ Lai 6.iA eJlA |,iA lil (_j1a I.1A; j
?alqa:dfj hada ?attahki:m marhalat tas?il lamma hadih hadih hada laffa mij hada 
the judge this the adjudication stage reach when this this this tu not this
174- R This is not, this this this is in adjudication (.) this is what judges do

<Auj1 Qjuo (j ^ C .  1 jS c x j  j j £ j  f j V  J

?ismah Jen ?ala nahku: hnaj lakin mubajer jaku:n lazim hada kada wa
its name what on speak we we but direct be should this like and

175- R and so on, this should be direct but we are talking about, what is it called!

âlâ all O*till *L#Ic- J*-
?almu3tama? £ala ?anna:s ?a:mmat 9ala
the society on the people general on

176 -  R how it is used by ordinary people in the society

After 1:41 minutes
17. Names for direct speech

mta?kum
your

4^1aLaj| j i  A ^ 2

?almintaqa ?aw ?almadi:na fj nntfajan ?ism ?almubajer lilkala:m 
th area or the city in specific name the direct the speech to

J a m

hal
do

177-A Does direct speech have a specific name in the city you came from?

<-a-p AXolSi 4iV (.j (JJA (ĵ S 1 O'®
]

?alwa3ah 5 di:ma kalimtah li?annah habal fula:n nqu:lu: ?al?ahjan min kati:r fj 
the face in always his word it because crazy that man say we the times of much in
178-M Such people are mostly called crazy (.) because they always speak to the face

  [

]
IaLjl-o IaUjuxi IaLx-o %

]?almubajer ?alkala:m manbu:6 ma^naha ma^naha ma?naha %alas
the direct the speech castaway it mean it mean it mean enough

[
179-F That is it, that means that means that means it is not preferred, direct speech

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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[
((Not clear)) 
 [_

j jiXA J&ij\ UbUxA *U_9
manbuid ?almubajer ?alkala:m ma^naha
castaway the direct the speech it mean

180- F That means direct speech is not preferred

After 48 seconds
18. Speaking directly or indirectly depends on many factors

( J )  ^yC-LoA. I—lllax j! 'Lv Ia

?ihna maGalan samai?] Valma^lab jabqa lamma ha:3a fj hatta
we for example group the request stay it when something in even

181- B And also if, for example, the request was by a group of people (1) for example we

ma^naiha nibu: walla ?alhuku:ma min ha:3a nibbu: maGalan
it mean we want or the government from something want we for example

182- B for example (.) we demand something from the government or we want, I mean

(0.5) O&s 
t?alab jakuin 
request be

bd 0̂ 1 (.) Ojfe* 
lamma lakin hajkuin 
when but be it will

J ûXa
mubajer

direct
nahna

we

UiL
t?alabna 

our request

183- B our request would be direct, it would be (.) but if it was (0.5)

lil 4ll j  jib -  Sjlft ( . )  y i j  j l  ^j^aa-ua

?ana wallahi mubaijer xair jakuin ?adatan walla fardj ?aw Ja^s^j 
I by God direct not be usually or individually or personally

184- B a personal request or... (.) usually it would be indirect. For example, I would say I
185- (as a student in Britain)_________________________________________________

AsiIa 41a l.ilWi 1*̂  j
cmunha minnah tut lub b a j  ka5a ?usirtj wa kada 

allowance from him request you to like that my family and like that
186- B and my family by God = [really] need the student allowance

4 VI j

hai3a
]

Walla
something or

187- B or something like that 
[
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o jS  .Jjjj La (j£,

qu:at matzi:d kul
power enhance all

u'
?inna
that

4 » I a AiaSj c l i j j )  C iil

3iddan hamma nuqta ?atart ?inta
very important point evoke you you

]
elul
?inta
you

[
188- F You, you mentioned a very important point, the more powerful

uV
li?innah
because

la ij 
why

(.) JJC- cJaj
?almubajer xair badal 
the direct not instead

lilmubajer ?allmat?alib 
the direct to the requester

VaJJazs' 
the person

189-F the person ((not clear)) directly instead of indirect speech (.) because

j*iLu (JSJu jA 4_isI£l!I S jilt JhA-v

]mubajer bijakil jatakallam hu:a ?innah ?alka:fja ?alqu:a has al 
direct form with speak he he him that the enough the power gained he 

190- F he has sufficient power which gives him the right to speak directly
[

s?ah s ah s?ah
right right right

191 - Z Right right right

________________________________________________________ J^~))
((Not clear))________________________________________________________________ _

lilc-liLa
]

mtafrk
yours

a

?alqu:a 
the power

markaz
centre

hasab
according

192-R It depends on the power position of the person
[

C Cmud t ar 
have to

(J&U
makif 

not you

JJC- O*
xair min 
not of

?innik 
you that

txair ta?t?i:k 
change you you give it

]
S jill ;i—s 

?alqu:a 
the power

193-F
[

power gives you, you can change, you are not obliged to use

(,) AC.J
bima3mu:?a sawa 
group with whether

qawj
strong

Ca3I jjaUaII
?inta li?annak ?almubajer 
you you because the direct

lixair 
not to

194-F indirect speech because you are in a strong position, whether by a group (.)

j l_̂ul IjJUl
fatitkallim kada wa ?a£la biku.nik sawa bihukum sawa
speak you like that and higher you be with whether rule by whether
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195- F [ or by rule or by being in a superior position and so on so you can speak

4 o ̂  %
muba Jera bit?ari:qa

direct way with
196- F in a direct way

O j j u iL lA  j i a j  fw d l l  j a U j  j J - I L a l l  * L J

] '
muba Jera bit ariiqa ?alqism ra?i:s ma?a jahkj ?almudi:r

______direct way with the department boss with speak he the administrator
197- B The boss speaks directly to the head of a department {for example}

[

jJilfo (jSLuij
mubaijer bijakil 

direct form with

....all
?alkism 

the department

]
o*pj i f  :j 
ra?i:s ma9a 
boss with

198-R
[
He speaks directly to the head of a department

After 7:50 minutes

?alhadi:t fj ?almubajer xair ?am ?almubajer ?alkala:m tufad^el hal 
the speech in the direct not or the direct the speech prefer you do

199- A Do you prefer to speak directly or indirectly when you speak

(.) (.) diJ^W ^(1)H Jl i f
fhamit ja?nj ?al?a:xari:n ma?a aa ?al ma9a

understood mean the others with aa the with
200- A to the aa (1) to others (.) I mean, understand

\ jl\l*>JjJ _J-dl jill J  L u la  ; j

bri:tfanja 5 hana maGalan ja£nj ?almau:qif hasab wallhi t?ab9an 
Britain in here for example mean the situation according by God of course 

201- R Of course, by God = [in fact], it depends, I mean for example here in Britain_______

a f&S ^  (0.3) J  cUit ( X S t o

maGalan tkallim tibbj ?asra? wa ?afd?al ?almubajer alkalaim 
for example speak you want you faster and better the direct the speech

202- R direct speech is better and faster (0.3) if you want to speak, for example,

.lie. jj.il ^ jj VIJ âLuu ĵ jj jjijll
‘Taqid ?iddi:r tibbj walla m?a:hum tinhj tibbj taljfu:n Jarika

contract do you want you or them with end you want you telephone company
203- R to a telephone company, or if you want to do or cancel your contract with it
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( l)cU ^ iOV ^  ( . )  j j j J_jL
t3a:mil la:zim liibya fj lakin www tkallim tfu:l ?ala

compliment you should Libya in but a a a  speak straight on
204-R you speak directly aaaa (.) but in Libya you need to compliment (1)

19. Indirectness is preferred in criticising others (but is it really indirectness?)

jl diil Oa. •1SUAU

lihad bitsj law ?inta had btintiqid law
someone to come you will if you someone criticize you will if

205-A OK, if you criticize someone (.) if you want to

iLlx
]

muba:Jer
direct

xair
not

j '

?aw
or

muba:ejer t3i:h 
direct it come you

( • ) ^

ja?nj 
mean

OASAJlU

btintiqdah 
him criticize you will

206- A criticize someone I mean (.) will you use direct or indirect forms
[

= :&!!
]

?annaqd 
the criticism

]

?annaqd 
the criticism

207-N
t

Criticism criticism =
r

?ajh
Yes

208-A Yes

]
(•) <£* — :u

hadj hi:a
this it

[
209-N That is it (.)

]
muba:Jer

direct

jii!j

rair hu:a 
not it

walahi 
by God

210- Z By God = [in fact] it (.) indirect speech ...
t
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].
U :u

ahsan hi:a billatj tkallmah ?insa:n bitkallim ?inna ?inna nfad?al ?ana
better it that with him speak you man speak you that that prefer I I

f l
211 - N I prefer when, when speaking to somebody to speak to him politely

sfuhibtik wa li:h ma^azzatik tku:n mahma
______  your friendship and him to your close relationship be whatever________
212- N . ((not clear)) the strength of your relationship with them doesn’t really matter______

k̂jjtxQ II La j
muba:Jer matjjJj aa matsifi kada wa

direct not come you no aa not come you no like that and
213-N you can’t just criticize them directly

<j ^ jALa
]

laif mahu:
why it because

214-F Do you know why?
r

ui*l»
?alhadaf . mairat muba:Jer 
the goal sometimes direct

t3i:h 
him come you

U
lamma
when

C ) ^  
nkammil 
finish I

]
^  :u
Xallj rair 

let me just

Just let me finish (.) because sometimes when you criticize somebody directly, the215-N

( t̂jJalj JJC.)
]

?a3lah 
it for

min
of

3a:j 
come you

?illj
that

217-N you wanted to achieve ((not clear)) 
[

4jUjJsI liw-il

j
?id aj?ah ?id aj?ah 

it lose you it lose you
s?ah
right

?id?aj9ah 
it lose you

218- Z Would be missed, would be missed, would be missed, right

(•) (J^J) J u*5 Lob ,̂) JiA.I_jll j
zuhaair li t3J falamma alwhaid tvai:r wa ?id‘‘aj?a
Zuhair to come you when the one change you and it lose you
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219- N Would be missed and you would change the... (.) so if you wanted to criticize
220- (Zuhair) (.) {for example)__________________________ ________________

j  i-flm 1̂11 (Jl (Jl
bainah wa bainak ?illj ?alsfuhba ?al ?al ?iddi:rah

_______ him between and you between that the friendship the the it do you
221 - N you would start by reminding him of your close relationship and your friendship

.

wajhah fj taft i:halah ba^dain wa Jlnj 9a:rif mi/ wa almahabba wa 
his face in him to give you then and what know not and the relationship and

222- N whatever and then you punch him to his face = [punch meaning straight to his face]

]
< & lj £  iba.H<8 4 - J a x j  4 j |  4_jl ( ( t i L v j J a ) )  •_)

s'* ah wallahi s?ah muqaddima:t ta?tfi:h ?ajh s?ah ?ajh
right by God right preliminaries him give you yes right yes_______
[

223-Z ((laughter)) yes right yes you have to prepare him for that right by God =
224- [absolutely] right

[ _

Ifjali
?alju:m
today

dirt 
did you

(jxu
Jin

what

diil jja j  <&l j
?inta zuhair wallahi 
you Zuhair by God

( j^ j)  
zuhair lj 

Zahair to
t s

come you

]
hd :u 

lamma 
when

225-N
226-

[
When you speak to (Zuhair) for example, and you say what did you do today], 
(Zuhair)

((^k .>:■»)) (^Jalj jjc-) Î a JjL (0.5) ^  ( ^  4ilj (.)
]

hada jaqu:l hada Jjnj tj wallahi
_______________________ this say he . this what wh by God
227- N what was that (0.5) he would say this ((not clear)) ((laughter))

 [________________________________________

(̂ tjJalj  JJC-) l^jl Cul
Jinj ?alhadaf ?inta 
what the goal you

*. 11 clijl
?alhadaf ?inta 
the goal you

hu:a
it

li?annah 
it because

]
*L_fl

s?ah
right

228-F
[
Right because your goal is, your goal is to ((not clear))
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= O&Hl 
]

btintiqdah 
him criticize you will

U dul

lamma
when

hatta
even

?alhadaf 
the goal

?inta
you

229-F your goal when criticizing him =
[

]
:u

nkammel xaUj
]

yair
finish I let just

230-N
[

Just let me finish 
[

elajj U
]
iij| =

]
halah min ts allah tibbj tintiqdah tibbj lamma ?inta

his state from amend you want you him criticize you want you when you

= When you criticize someone you just want him to behave m a better way231-F

hada
this

t-̂\ i
sfahbik thaj?ah 

your friend him prepare
falazim ?al?ins 

you should the hum
thai:a?
prepare

]
<0^ :u 

falazim 
you should

232-N
[

So you have to prepare the person, you need to prepare your friend

= JJ 
]
lil 

to the

(•) fS* jA <#“ Vlj t> Vlj

tfiddah lazim 
him prepare you should

hu:a
he

?inj
who

walla
or

p

s ahbik 
your friend

yair
not

min
of

walla
or

233-N or whoever you need to (.) prepare him to
[

=

]
jSiil ij

]
linnaqid

criticism to
[

234-Z To criticism
[
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cJjS V*3
]

A LaiM =

qabil twas?ilha:lah tibbj ?iiij lilnuqta
before him to reach you want you that the point to

235-N
[

To the point you want first

After 1:09 minutes
20. Directness is mostly used for making requests

(.)̂ >»L<a
mubajer

direct

Jjill
?alxair 
the not

(JxAXulJ
tista?mil 
use you

mata
when

j
wa
and

j l iUoll 
?almuba:jer 

the direct
?alkala:m tista^mil 
the speech use you

mata
when

236-A When do you use direct speech and when do you use indirect speech (.)

j J L lx«ll p S l )  

?almubajer ?alkala:m 
the direct the speech

âLla
m?a:hum 
them with

(JaxIuuJ l̂ll ŷill (_yaLauujyi

tista9mel ?illj ?illj ?al?ajxa:sf 
use you who who the persons

^A

hum
they

man
who

j

wa
and

237- A and who are the people do you usually speak directly to? (.)

ûilxal) âUl-o (JaxXlmJ . (jjil! wiV1 Â £ja j
?almubajer ?alrair ?alkala:m nrfaihum tista^mil ?alla5i:na ?al?aJxa:s? hum man wa

the direct the not the speech them with use you who the persons them who and
23 8- A and who are the people do you usually speak indirectly to? _________________

Îxa Lai (J l_dJall a1Lx ĵJalxall ‘(JJ
maOalan tut?lub lamma ?alt'alab halat fj ?almubajer ?alkala:m 

for example request you when the request case in the direct the speech
239- S Direct speech is used in requests (.) when you request, for example,______________

r  V? (2.3) ^ X̂4 4
mm tibbj ?inta maGalan ha3a
emm want you you for example something

240-S something, for example, you (2.3) if you wanted emm

]
mi:la:d
birth

Jahadat
certificate

241-R Birth certificate ((not clear)) 
[

]
L - l l l a J  a I L x  C u !  C l j l  U U a - o  L - l l h  1 1 a  x X i A  e j l g - k i i  \ q &

tat?lub tibbj halat fj ?inta ?inta ma?na:ha tfalab hada mi:la:d Jahadat 
request you want you case in you you it mean request this birth certificate

f [
242- S Birth certificate, this is a request I mean you you want to request something
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ĵ-ii tj tj (.J (J’Ntwti î luiLe i_ŷ  >&a
nibbj ?anas ja na: ?almadanj ?alsi3il masik ?anas maGalan
want I Anas oh I the civil the record catching you Anas for example

243- S for example, if (Anas) works in civil registry (.) I would say (Anas) I want

llul IaUjuc

mi:la:d jahadat tut9lub tjj ?inta ma9na:ha mi:la:d Jhadat
birth certificate request you come you you it mean birth certificate

244- S Birth certificate I mean you would make the request in a direct way (.)

V_J L_J l_j ^  Ujllall ( J ) l_-llLall ^3

b b b fj tjj marrait ?ajjaxs?j ?alt9alab ?altfalab halat fj 
b b b in come you sometimes the personal the request the request case in

245- S in the case of requests (1) personal requests, sometimes when you go to to to to

4_La

]
huku:mja

governmental

c
bimas laha 

department in
246-R to a governmental department

I *<ls (jj£j lilil j 1 (•) 4-i VIj 4-La <aJjua<aJ ‘(J jj

qulna ma kaif fj fj tku:n ?innik ?aw b walla huku:mja bimas^laha
said we like how in in be you you that or b or governmental department in

247-S a governmental department or to (.) or when the request itself, as we already
248- mentioned

(Jl ^ 3  I jJ  dl j l  I j j j  AJjjL̂ a I *■  ̂<H»» ^ 3  .

?al fj tawa ?inta tibbu: mu?ai:ana %idma tibbu: 3ama?j t?alab f] badij
the in now you want you certain service want you group request in earlier

249- S before, was by a group of people (.) they want a specific service, for example in the

< L a ( j - a  3-* (jjfL) 3JIa - ^ 3 |3A (Jl (Jl

?alhuku:ma min maGalan haqqak jaku:n halat fj hada haqqak ?al ?al fj 
government from for example your right be case in this your right the the in

250- S in the the, if it was your rights (.) in cases where it was your rights that you’re asking 
251 - for (1) for example from the government____________________________________

t̂Lbuj i— i a^ -̂all ŷujLa
Jaik tus?ruf tibbj lilmasfrif ma:J] maGalan

 cheque withdraw money you want you the bank to walking you for example
252- S for example, when you go to the bank to withdraw some money________________

ûoLua i <11-. |iA
inaddaitlah muba:Jer t?alb hada

him to gave you direct request this

IIa lilul
haqak hada Jaik

your right this cheque
ta^iihum  

them give you
253-S
254-

you just give the banker a cheque (.) this is your rights and this is a direct (.) request 
(.) you just give the banker______________________________________________
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]
fluisj ?a?t i:nj 

my money me give

Vlj

tquilah 
him to say you

walla
or

Jaik
cheque

255-S the cheque or you say give me my money
* [

21. Directness does not mean ‘fighting'

clllA  ( . )  (-j^ u e s-a ll

ha:t lilmas9rif 
give the bank to

timj] 
walk you

U
lamma
when

Cul
?inta
you

lakin
but

jas^iir
happen

mafru:d?
supposed

?illj
that

]
l.iA ;i_a

hada
this

256-F
[
This is what is supposed to happen, but when you go to the bank (.) do you say

flu:sj ?a<Tt?i:nj
my money me give

257- F sive me mv monev! (.)

j  J JC -) lALi*-a

ma?na:ha 
it mean

Q AA jJA+A | V V :j

mij
not

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

la
no

la
no

258-R No no direct speech doesn’t mean ((not clear))
[

]
( e ^ b  j ^ )

]
[

((Not clear))
[

]
bifakil ?aljaj 

form with the thing

V 1L-; ]IaIIx-o

mubajer
direct

tatJub 
request you

ma?na:ha 
it mean

259-R
[

It means you make requests in a direct way
r

]
mubajer

]

?aljaj tatJub
direct the thing request you
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[
260- M you request something directly

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

s ah 
right

]
: j

s<‘ah
right

mubaijer
direct

261-Z
[

Direct right right 
[

t ]
t a:rik maj] mij

fight you walking you not

]
(JjSj :j

mubajer bijakil ?alkala:m tqu:l 
direct form with the speech say you

[
262- R You are just saying it directly ((not clear)) you are not fighting

[

22. Direct requests are different from pre-requests

safar 3awa:z nibbj tquilah 
passport want I him to say you

4_llc t aSy  dlSl
9alaih tuiqif ?inta 
him at stand you you

]

t3J
come you

263-F
[

If you need a passport {for example), would you request it directly (.)

]
samahat 
allow you

£ <Uj3j IJ

law
if

tquilah 
him to say you

264-R You would say please 
[

6AA j*
I

:<jj>
hadj samahat law bitquilha
this allow you if it say you will

265-S
[

You would say ‘please’

j j -VI

]
?al?umu:r 

the matters

M u' £y* u

tama:m
perfect

?allah
God

/•:?
welling

?in
if

?axba:rik 
your news

fin
what

hai3
Hajj

ja
oh

hailik 
your state what
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266-F You would say, how are you how is it going, I hope everything is fine
r

CibpVl
i

?al?adabja:t 
the politeness

11a >» 11a
]
11a :j

hada
this

?a:%er
another

?uslu:b
method

hada
this

ha6a
this

267-R
[

This is another technique, this is politeness
[

CjUjjVI

?al?adabja:t 
the politeness

]
11a ;(jj

lilmubaijer 
the direct to

hada
this

268-S
[

This is a polite direct speech 
[

d i 3 l
]

?inta
you

]

mubaijer
direct

mat3 i:J] 
not come you no

lakin
but

269-F
[

But you can’t say it directly
r

]
i—llL J l ; j

]
mubaijer ?alt alab lakm 

direct the request but

2 7 0 - R

[
But the request itself is direct

[

]
jjualxa V V

tqu:lah maOalan tjj maGalan muba:Jer ?arair la? la?
him to say you for example come you for example direct the not no no

2 7 1 - S

[
No no indirect speech is when you say to someone for example

8 6 ^ Vlj 87 ^  ^ J jc. iiio (.)U
86 fj walla 87 e -s 9ai:l 3a:nj findj maGalan na maGalan
86 in or 87 in in child me came have I for example. I for example
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272- S for example I (.) I would say, for example, my boy was bom in 87 or in 86

i f H  J  ( • )  J  j

jebbj mja wa t?ulbu: wa kabar hada ?al?ai:l wa
want he walked he and requested they and grew up he this the child and

273- S and when he grew up he had been requested (.) when he wanted______________

S-llg-uj 4_Lc Lai j  (jj**U

mi:la:d Jaha:dat minnah thilbu: jetfajen jebbj lamma wa jet?ajen
birth certificate him from request they work he want he when and work he

274- S to work he had been requested to bring birth certificate______________________

After 1 minute

<&l
tahkj ?innik 

speak you you that
hu:a ?almuba:Jer 

it the direct
bilrair 

the not with
?almaqs?u:d 

the meant

>
hu:a

it

:o»
lakin
but

275-S But indirect speech is when you speak

Ua.1
]

?ihna
we

1 u

bilqarin 
the horn with

nqwlu: 
say we

ma
like

zaj
as

276-S as we say, indirectly
r

]
?ajwa
yes

JjVI
]

j j p )  : u

?al?u:la 
the first

?almarra 
the once

277-N
[
((Not clear)) the first time yes

r

]
=  Jh\ i l u l  \ q j

1
?allah laqaddar maGalan ?inta 
God forbid for example you

[
278- S If you, for example, ‘God forbid’

____________________ r
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23. An example of using a third person to send indirect messages

jUi 4j 1c .
J

i «V< *t a

laffa:n flajh
]

tliff
turning him on turn you

279-F
[

You go around 
[

]
jjll V Via ( J ( j j J a j  La (jjjua l-JJC. <iLa —
?allah laqaddar maGalan nquil man3i J  mu?ajen 9ajb f1:k
God forbid for example say I not come I no specific fault you in

[
280- S = If you suffer from a certain shortcoming (.) I can’t just say for example (.) God
281- forbid

•lig-<a VIJ (.) Ĵ-a Via lift III Via
muhannad walla ja?nj maGalan maGalan hada fathj aaa maGalan

 Muhannad or mean for example for example this Fathi aaa for example
282- S For example (.) aaa (Fathi) for example (.) for example I mean (.) or (Muhannad)

(jjLa AaVil d - j Vlj (JSULa b̂ lc. 11 ck-j
kwajsa mij ?a%la:qah ra3ul walla maja:kil ?indah aa ra3ul maGalan

good not his morals man or problems has he aa man for example
283-S For example (.) was a man aa who suffers from shortcomings or he was ill-bred

ljS>j 
nafrzqu: 
throw we

hikkj 
like that

4c-Lô £
ka3ama:?a 
group as

Lpj
nahna

we

(.) ck j Vlj 
nabqa ra3ul walla 
stay we man or

baxi:l
stingy

ra3ul
man

Vlj
walla

or
284- S or he was stingy or he was (.) we as a group would just throw words

(ji-o (jio (J^ll 4il j  lib tjVi 4il j
9a:rif mij wallahi kwajs mij ?albu%l wallahi hada fula:n wallahi fi:ha 

know I not God by good not the stinginess God by this man God by it in
285- S towards him, we would say for example, this man is, or by God = [really] stinginess
286- is not good and things like that___________________________________________

aA jl£ li£ |j£ ^1  t>»jll (.) 4ilJ lAs'
fi:h ka:n kada kada ?illj ?azzaman fj fula:n ja?nj fula:n wallahi ?ajj 
it in was like that like that that age in man mean man God by what
287- S by God = [really] that man I mean (.) we would say for example, in the past there
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dilA&.)j 4i£kLuLa <JLul£ V lj ( .)  V lj (jiji (ji<a j l£  Jj'V .IsJ j

wa3da:t maja:klah ka:nit walla hnj walla ?ajj 9a:rif mij ka:n ba/iil wa:hid 
many his problems were or here or what know I not was stingy one

288- S was a man who was stingy and things like that (.) or he was suffering from lots of
289- problems______ ___________________________________________________ ■

4jV AAjSj 

]
ba%i:l li?annah takerhah 
stingy him because him hate they

(jalill Vlj

kainit
were

?anna:s 
the people

walla
or

290-S or people hated him because he was stingy 
[

4 lu !a l

ba%i:l ?ad?allah 
stingy stay you

(jiljL-a
ma?a:J

not

j
wa
and

Jjaj tlul <1j i i

ba%i:l ?inta tqu:lah 
stingy you him to say you

> JLa

ma:t3ij 
not come it no

:u

[
291- N | It is very difficult to just say ‘you are stingy and don’t be like that’

 ((t̂ 3))
((Laughter))_________________________________________________________________

(jjtiaJLa La La Lajjj (jjLill *iillj  d l1 ^ .lj  Al£LLa V lj  *(_>“

mathibbij ma ma da:?iman ?anna:s wallahi wa:3da:t maja:klah walla
not like they no no no always the people God by many his problems or

292- S Or he had many problems and people usually don’t like {socialise with)__________

Îf̂ LuLa
]

ma/a:kilhum 
their problems

o-Ull -UUj

wa:3da:t
many

?iiij
who

?anna:s 
the people

tuxailit* 
do relations

293-S those who have many problems 
[

24. Directness is mostly used for making requests

v * 3 ( 0 . 5 )  u - j f c  ^

tibbj ba:hj flu:s minnj tibbj 
want you ok money me from want you

Ciil

?inta
you

(.) ^ I j
ba:hj wahid 

ok one
?inta
you

]

ba:hj
ok

[
294- F OK, if someone (.) OK, if I owe you money (0.5) OK (.) if I owe

La i—iiL (_?!-?■ ^  (1) c^jh

3a;j ma zaj t?alab 3a:j ?inta flu:s minnj
coming you like as request coming you you money me from

295-F you money (1) when you want it back, this request is the same as
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Vlj Ijj Cu\
walla tawa ?inta ?ajjahada tfalab
or not now you the certificate request

296- F the request of birth certificate, isn’t it?

tama:m
fine

297- S OK

flu:s
money

minnj tibbj 
me from you want

Ul
lamma
when

'j3
tawa bitquillj 
now me to say you will

, > ♦ 

Jin
what

298-F So what would you say when you want your money back

4 >ic  

9alajk 
you on

C31* v i j  U1*  k  

fatih rabbj ka:n fathj ja 
open my lord if Fathi oh

samaht law 
allowed you if

t i l l j i i j  ' q

binquilik 
you to say I will

299-N I would say (Fathi) if Allah opens it to you = [if you can], if you don’t mind

Xallis nj
me give my money

300-N give me my money back

] .

Xallis nj
me give my money

301-R Give me my money back 
[

]
AjI
?aih Xallis nj
yes me give my money

302-Z
[

Give me my money back yes

]
mubaijer

direct

Vlj 1.1&

rair
not

walla
or

mubaijer
direct

hada
this

303-F Is this direct or indirect speech?
[
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i
mubajer

direct

]
to :j

hada
this

[
304- R It is direct

[

]
mubaijer

direct

305-S
[

Direct
[

v Aj *
mu?addab

polite
lakin
but

)

mubaijer
direct

306-M
[

Direct but polite

After 1:47
25. Indirectness is more common among women

(2) Jto jli on
?arri3a:l bajn ?aktar 
the men between more

J.-* M

munta/er mubaijer 
widespread direct

jjill
?alrair 
the not

?alkala:m 
the speech

hal
do

307- A Is indirect speech more common among men (2)

pLuull OH f'
?annisai? bajn ?am

the women between or
308- A or women

(0.7)
?annisai?

the women
309-F among women (0.7)

]
?almubajer 
the direct

Vlj

yair
not

walla 
or t

?almubajer 
he direct

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

310-M Direct, direct or indirect?
[
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i
mubaijer

direct

]
Jl :i

?alrair 
the not

?alkala:m 
the speech

?al
the

311- A
[

Indirect speech 
[

gA mill 

]
?annisa:? 

the women

]
da :j

bajn
between

[
312-R Among women

[

]
pLutiil da

?annisa:? bajn
the women between

[
313- M Among women

_________________________________________________________________________________ j ^ ) )
((Not clear))_____________________ ___________________________________________

26. Why indirectness is used more by women

JaJ j!l jl 
?arra3il ?inna 

the man that

(.) C-lUjulVI
?al?asba:b 

the reasons

q a  e , ± d j  (l)<ji^c-
min wahida 9alaJ 
of one why

1 'IS
qulna 

said we

uj
jlnw
what

Aj y

li?annah
because

314-F Do you know why? (1) one of the reasons is that (.) men

(• )  ‘/ J 5 
qawj 
strong

Aaj j  (Jh'nj (0.5) Sjd l j x  o^nc. Ajjjue i_a i l ^3

ru:hah jehis jumkin ?alqu:a min nu:9 frndah mu?ajana mawaqif fj 
he feel he possible it the power of type has he specific situations in

315- F in certain situations have a kind of power (0.5) they might feel strong (.)

AiL V lj  Ala* j j  1̂.13 y i  j  1̂,33 

bintah walla zaw3atah qiddaim walla marah qiddaim jesj 
his daughter or his wife in front of or woman in front of come he

316-F so one might speak to a woman such as his wife or his daughter

(0.5) iJJjLaljll (0.4) d& \a OJ&
hadih 9a:mmah bisfifa ?ansa:wi:n ?ansa:wi:n lakin mubajer kalaimah jaku:n
this general in the women the women but direct his speech be
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317- F directly but women (0.4) women in general (0.5) usually

(.)
?unf

violence

jjC-LLa jLa&La
mta:?i:n maihumuj 

of not they no
hadja zaj 
this like

ha^ait
things

^ala
on

mit?u:di:n 
accustomed they

318- F don’t have a tendency to speak in an aggressive way (.)

l a*<rL iIiUjjjj Aa! A-aJ.} juilxdl ^ 1 o&c- j
funf fiiha tartiibait li:h diima ?almuba:Jer ?alkala:m 9adatan wa

violence it in arrangements have always the direct the speech usually and
319-F and direct speech is usually aggressive

Ajaui (JxS Ŝj j j
saj?ah fffel raddat fnha wa kada fiiha wa
bad reaction it in and like that it in and

320- F and the reaction to it is usually bad and so on

(.) ^
]

linnisa:? Jaj 
the women to thing

i\_La jail I j*

?aktar mubaijer ?alrair ?alkala:m
more direct the not the speech

hu:a lakin
it but

321-A But indirect speech is more common among (.) women
___________________________________________r

IjJJ (.) fA
jebbu: li?annhum lajj humma 

want they them because why they

Ajj
biih 

it with

1 jLeLaJJ
jet3a:mlu: 

compliment they

]

humma
they

322-F
[

They usually use it (.) because they want

1 jjjJajj La UJ^ mj
minha majend?arru: bidum risailithum jwsflu:
it from harm they without their massage reach they

323-F to convey their messages without being affected by them

After 2:11 minutes
27. Indirect speech which is used by women is mostly negative

11 JjujALa
aa muntajer 
aa widespread

?annu:<T 
the kind

Iaa

hada
this

(J& J (Jljjjulll £JJ '
hal wa ?assw?a:l jatba? 
do and the question follow it

>
huia

it
ba:hj
ok

324- A OK, there’s a completion of the last question, is indirect speech aa

(0.6) ^ \±St
]

halja?nj ?j*3a:bj ?am salbj ?annu:? hada
mean positive or negative the kind this do

325- A is this kind of speech negative or positive I mean (0.6)
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]
((AjilaJl ^3 till

[
((Not clear))

0 ^ ^lui s
salbj salbj

negative negative
326- F Negative negative (.)

na?am
yes

327-R What

IjS ^1 I.1A JI>J» Jl lift ;i
sa?althu:lkum tawa ?illj ?al?aj(i:r hada ?assw?a:l ?al hada
you to it ask I now that the last this the question the this

328-A This was the, the last question I asked you (.)

]
jafrij
mean

H J a

%a:bj
positive

?am
or

salbj aa 
negative aa

hal
do

329-A is it negative or positive I mean
[

]
(0.4) k* ^ jLui ;i_a

3iddan • salbj
very negative

330-F
[

So negative (0.4)

Bajn
between

?aktar muntajer 
more widespread

nil
?almba:jer 
the direct

?al rair ?alkala:m 
the not the speech

J a Ml 
hal aaaa 
do aaaa

hua: ?illj 
it that

331- A The question was that aaaa, is indirect speech more common among

?j3a:bj ?am salbj ?annu:9 hada hal wa fhamit ?annisa:? ?am ?arri3a:l 
positive or negative the kind this do and understood the women or men
332- A men or women (.) OK. (.) and is this kind of speech (.) negative or positive?_____

(.) Cililb divUUdl (jjj (J) ^.Ij jSLLa 1 w.n
bi96a:t ?al?a:?ila:t bajn wa.3id maja.kil jusabib 

especially the families between many problems cause it
li?annah 
it because

salbj
negative

333-S Negative because it causes lots of problems (1) especially among families
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Ĵjlxail JJC. ^̂ \£!Sl ((J^) ^
?almuba:Jer yair ?alkala:m ?anas ja 
the direct not the speech Anas oh

Cal^
marrat

sometimes
Jinj

what

A j y  

li?annah 
it because

Aj I ;i_a

?aih
yes

334-F Yes (A), because sometimes indirect speech is

V
s?ah jufham la
right understood it no

335- F misunderstood

(.) : j  
s ah
right

336-Z Right (.)

?attawassu? nquilik 
the expansion you to say I

ba?dajn
then

j  (.j pLJii AjIc. fjlp
wa ?aj]a:? ?lajh tubna 
and things it on build it

j
wa
and

337-F
338-

And different interpretations can be built 
broad

on it (.) because indirect speech is very

(0.5) 4J2
fi:h hajku:n 
it in be it will

mubaijer yair 
direct not

jA
huia

it
?iiij
that

?almuba:Jer 
the direct

yair
not

?alkala:m 
the speech

jA
huia
it

339-F indirect speech, indirect speech is (0.5)

J®
]

?aktar
more

£Lui31 •

?addu:a 
the speech

fj
in

?itisa:9
expansion

340-F It opens to different interpretations 
[

((cH°'j J^))
]

((Not clear))
r

ÎA £juol Jl
hada Valwaisi? 
this the wide

J*£ll Jl Jl 
?alkal:m ?al ?al 

the speech the the

Uia (.) Iaa oĵ il
hadaja hada ?addu:a fj 
this this the speech in

]
jli£i -̂LuuVI a

?aktar ?al?ittisa:<T
more the expansion

[
341- F The broadness of indirect speech (.) this the the, broad speech
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]
?ata?wi:l 

interpretation to

JAS (.)

qa:bil
possible

342-F can be interpreted in many different ways
[

]

]
?ata?wi:ls?ah

right interpretation

343-M
[

can be interpreted in different ways, right
[

r*
tuqus dj 

mean you

dul
]

?inti
you

wa
and

A_jc.j 3

far?i:a
subsidiary

?uxra
other

ha:3a:t
things

Aix

minnah 
it from

tatia? 
get out it

j  = :

wa
and

[
344- F So it might be understood differently and people start accusing each other, you {for
345- female} mean this =

r____________________________________________________________

ililjjUajj  ̂  ̂AjI 
]

tafsi:ra:t ?aih 
interpretations yes

Ajic.
]

‘-0*

?lajh 
it on

janbnan 
build it

346-S
[

Yes, different interpretations (.) are built on it
[

27. An example of indirect speech that is used by women

Jli*
mita:l

example
narfiik liwahid 

you give I one to
t33

come she

Ld (.) AjI
lamma ?aih 
when yes

** r
tuqus dj 

mean you

Cul
?inti
you

]

wa
and

347-F
348-

[
= or you {for female} mean that, yes (.) when she comes to someone (.) let me give 
you an example

ba9d?hum ma?a mqafimziin nsa:wi:n mra tjj lamma matalan 
together with sitting they women woman come she when for example 

349- F for example (.) in a women gathering, one of them might
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(.) (jjtxajj La
majanfafrj 
good it no

?intw mta:?kum ?as?a:lu:n 
you yours the sofa

u' iSjy 
?inna twanj 
that show she

tibbj 
want she

hi:a
she

j
wa
and

350- F want to show that the house’s owner’s sofa is not nice

LglLg j£S (jirnjLa
muba:Jer tqu:lilha matibiij lakin bitqu:lilha

direct her to it say she not want she no but her to it say she will
351- F so she would say, but not in a direct way,

((^a lj JJc))
1

((Not clear))
[

J ' (jj  
?al zaj 
the like

(jSbt-o (.) CAjjiLua L̂a
matalan ma^a:/ s?a:lu:na:t mta9 

for example not sofas of

.]
d l ^ L p 1 jjilLa Jh\J ;i '&

3adi:da mu:daila:t tSvftu: wallahi
new models get out they God by

[
352- F By God = [in fact] there are many new trends of sofas in markets nowadays (.) so

(0.5) ^ jf h* 
?arufit hada 

know you this

jjlL-all
?asfa:lu:n 
the sofa

zaj matalan 
like for example

1 (.)
?alqadi:ma ?almwdaila:t 

the old the models
353-F such these old sofas as yours are not used any more, understand (0.5)

L 0 ^ Cul aILu. J\ \ in

ki:f ?inta ?arrisa:la Juftha
how you the message it saw

354- F do you see the message

(•)<■' :*
emm
emm

355-A Emm (.)

dJIA tjj i > till lgilglhc-1 fiJlA ^ :u
hadih ?assnu:n fj ?a(i‘tit‘ha:lha hadih widdj ja
this the teeth in her to it gave she this my darling oh

356-N In fact she really punched her in the teeth = [offended her]

((vik^))
1

((laughter))
[
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ilb 
billah 

God with
qasaman hada 
swear I this

c?as a:lu:n %a]rah 
the sofa it good

tquililha 
her to say she

]
^gjuLeJ *(.

hadika timjj 
that walk she

[
357- F So the offended woman would say, what is wrong with my sofas (.) by God [really]

VI Ajj-lk Iaa

?amis ?illa %daitah hada
yesterday just it took I this

358- F I just bought them yesterday .
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Appendix (E): English Focus Group Data Discussion

I carried out a focus group discussion with a number of British participants who were native 

English speakers as part of my research. They were five females and one male who took part 

in the group. As in the case for all of the recordings in this study, the discussion was recorded 

after obtaining the full and prior permission of the participants to do so and the data presented 

have been anonymised. I recorded an approximately 22 minute interaction and the 

participants who took part in my discussion were all primary school teachers, with ages 

ranging from 24 to 56 years old. I labelled the individuals who were present at the discussion 

as follows: R: 24 years old; D: 26 years old; K: 34 years old; J: 43 years old; M: 45 years old; 

P (male informant): 56 years old and Zainab: myself. The English Focus Group discussion 

starts on page 177 and ends on page 189.
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1. D e f in i n g  d i r e c tn e s s  a n d  in d i r e c tn e s s

1- Z: I’d like to know what is the difference between (1) what’s directness and indirectness
2- and what is the difference between them (.)
3- M: Sorry w

[
4- Z: Directness and indirectness

[
5- M: Oh directness and indirectness

[
6- Z: yeah (0.8)
7- K: And what is the difference between them (0.5) direct is (0.7) in the way that talking!
8- Z: Yeah (.)
9- K: So direct is speaking (0.5) directly to somebody (0.3) and indirect is (.)
10- M: Like making a comment
11- P: Not clear
12- K: So for example I might say to John6 (2) emm your shirt doesn’t suit you (.) to his face
13- (1.3) or indirect (.) might be to say that
14- Noise, not clear
15- K: Although it’d be like Jo:::hn =

[
16- M: Now sometimes

[
17- K: = worn a pink suit a pink shirt then

[
18- D: Yeah ((laughter))

[
19- P: Yeah ((laughter))

[

2. Indirectness can be confusing

20- M: Yeah but sometimes direct
21- and indirect is like I said are we meeting on Saturday and the person I said it to went oh
22- aaa o:h I d o:h (0.4) and gave me an indirect answer (.) so I assumed that it is still going
23- to be happening (0.6) had she’s just given me a direct answer and said no

[
25- K: No
26- M: (0.3) Then (0.5) I would’ve been less confused and
27- K: emm
28- M: less (.) so there is (.) direct and indirect like that but there is also direct like you say (.) 
29: there’s something you might say directly to certain people but not to others

6 John (anonymised name) is the head teacher o f the school.
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3. W h e n  to  u s e  d ir e c tn e s s  a n d  in d i r e c tn e s s

30- Z: Emm (0.8) so you you y I can understand that you see indirect speech more polite than 
31 - direct one
32- K: Yeah (0.5) I think so at times yeah

[
33- M: Depending on (.) what the (0.3) whether you really need the answer
34- (.) or (.) whether it’s about something important (.) or whether it’s something (.) less
35- important so it doesn’t really matter about John’s shirt not suiting him because (.) your
36- are not his wife

[
37- K: No
38- ((Laughter))

[
39- M: So if he asked his wife does this shirt look nice and she’s gone emm emmm=

[
40- P: ((laughter))

[
4. Directness is required in some situations

4 1 -M: and not
42- giving him a direct answer but if he was going somewhere important and she s he said
43- does this shirt look nice (0.8) and she gives the (.) direct opinion (.) no (.) wear the blue
44- one
45- ((Laughter))

[
46- M: Or like that

[
47- P: Yeah

[
48- M: Whereas if you said it it doesn’t really matter whether you (0.3) your
49- opinion is not that much

[
50- D They ernmm if it was a medical (not clear) urgent important they need direct it 
51 - needs to be
52- Z: yes (.) yes
53- D: I think there are different reasons to

[
((Coughing))

[

5. Indirectness is more polite than directness and English people tend to be indirect

54- R:  11 agree with what you’re saying about it’s more polite to be indirect
55- Z: emmm
56- R:  err I think err English:: (.) people aaa oh are going around the house you know

[
57- D: Yeah

[
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58- K: Yeah
[

59- M: I completely
60- agree

[
61- R: to to try and (1) so 
((Not clear))

6. Directness is required in some situations

62- M: Because sometimes you’re better to (.) grab the ball by the hands and give somebody
63- the direct opinion (.) err this needs to happen so that this can go forward (.) whereas if
64- you go well we’re having a bit of an issue and we are not really and you’re faffing
65- around =

[
66- Z: ((laughter))

[
67- M: = If not got the point ((laughter))

[
68- ((Laughter))

[
69- R: I think we’ll miss the point emah

[
70- M: But then

[
71 - K: I think that’s what

[
7. Directness can be rude

72- M: then being
73- direct is considered ((not clear)) in rude sometimes so
74-Z: So

8. Using indirectness to avoid confrontation is seen polite 

[
75- R: People yeah use generalizing to try to be indirect we’r doing that a lot instead of
76- confronting you or criticizing you I might say oh somepeople had an issue with thisf and
77- it doesn’t mean you=

[
78-K: Yeah

[
79-R: = it means a specific person =

[
80- Z: Emm

[
81 - R: = but not (.) ((not clear))

[
82- K: it’s more polite yeah

[
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9. D ir e c tn e s s  is  r e q u i r e d  in  s o m e  s i tu a t io n s

83- P: But you might give
84- (.) directness if you if you’re doing (0.5) directions so if I was (0.5) couching somebody
85-to do (.) some first aidf it hhh won’t be 81-(.) well if you’d like to | ((Laughter))

After 8 seconds

10. Speaking directly or indirectly depends on the situation and interactants’ relationship

86- Z: So that’s according to the situation (.)
87- K: Yeah

[

88- P: Yes it it it’s the situation
[

89- J: Yeah
[

90- K: I think I think if it’s the less formal situation (.) it’s the more indirect (.)
91- Z: the less formal!
92- K: Yeah
93- R: could be could be direct to your friends can’t you =

[
94- M: Yeah

[
95-K: Yeah

[
96- R: say to John, why you put that shirt on

After 14 seconds
11. Power or solidarity

97- M: Oh yeah and I would never ever ever dream of saying anything like that to John (.)
98- J: I wouldn’t (.)
99- K: If would j
100- ((Laughter))

((Not clear))
[

12. Speaking directly or indirectly depends on three main factors

101- K: do you know what I mean it wouldn’t be (0.5) you see that thing as the whole situa
102- (.) it is (.) it does it depends on the whole situation how familiar we are with the person
103- ((not clear)) yeah and the importance of it I think (.)
104-R: Yeah (.)
105- K: I think they are the three things that would really (0.3)
106- M: Sorry say that again
107- K: I think the importance of it (.) the familiarity that you have with the other person or
108- the other group of people you’re talking to (0.3) what ((very low voice, not clear)) I said 
(1.5)
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109- R: Situation (.)
110- Z: situation

[
111 - K: and the situation you are in with them
112- M: emmm (0.3)
113- K: they might the three things (not clear)

[

13. The role o f the position o f the person

114- M: yes becau and also (0.8) they (1.6) what’s the word (0.3) the position of
115-the person so I would talk even though I’m very close to my mum=

[
116-K: Yeah

[
117- M: = these things I wouldn’t (.) say
118- (.) to my mum (.) that I might say to my friend even though I’m closr to my mum (.)
119- because it’s a certain amount used to do with respect as well
120-K: Yeah (1)
121- Z: So aa it’s a matter of power (.)
122-All: Yeah
123- Z: That that

[
124- M: Like you will ((not clear)) joke with Jhon and I wouldn’t dream of it

14. Which is more preferred: directness or indirectness

125- Z: Yeah (.) emm yeah (0.5) yeah (.) so aa do you prefer to speak directly or indirectly
126- and why (1)
127- D: indirect

[
128-D: It depends
129- M: I like to speak directly
130- Z: ((Laughter))

15. Being indirect is more polite, and directness can be misunderstood

[
131- M: But then sometimes I have to be indirect so that (.) I’m being polite (0.5) cause
132- sometimes it comes to rude as been brooked or shirty or whatever when it isn’t really
133- intended so after thinking about it sometimes and not (.) going straight for the
134- K: Emmm
135- M: This is what I want (.) and this is what I’m going to ask John ask directly and
136- everybody is like how rude ((laughter)) so to think about it ((laughter))
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16. Indirectness is more polite than directness
[

137-Z: Speaking in indirect way
138- then is more polite than speaking indirectly

[
139- P: Yeah
140- K: I’m more indirect at home
141- M: And you’re more polite ((laughter))

[
142- K: Apart from ap(hhh)art from my pa(hh)rtner ((laughter)) and then

‘ [
143- J: Yeah I’m indirect

17. Directness is required sometimes
[

144- K: I’m
145- probably becoming more direct in my job (.) just because of (.)
146- J: We have to, don’t we?
147- K: Yeah
148- J: it’s hard (.) is hard when you (not clear) kind of person to have to be like kind of
149- person as well
150- Z: Emm
151- J: because I need to do it more
152- Z: Emm

18. English is mostly indirect

153- J: But I still wouldn’t be direct (.) I would still do it in the way that I feel is the right way
154- to do it
155- Z: Emm

[
156- D: It’s very English theme
157- K: John is very good of being indirect =

[
158-D: Yeah

[
159-R: Aha

[
160- K: = but you know the message is trying to relate you

19. Indirectness can be confusing
[

161-M: Aaa yes and
162- it’s lost of me sometimes =

[
163-J: Aa is it

[
164- M: = he is so d indirect that I’ve lost it it’s like no (.) a bit more ((not clear))

[
165- D: Very diplomatic isn’t it?
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166- K:

167- J:
168- K: Yeah he’s very yeah diplomatic (.) that’s the word (.) emm (0.5)
169- M: And that’s where it falls down sometimes cause there is some people
170- All: ((Laughter))
171- M: ((Laughter)) we don’t always pick up on the (.)
172- K: They need it saying how it is

[
173-M: Yeah 

After 20 seconds
20. Making direct requests can cause offence

174- Z: So (.) when you want to requ to:: request something you sometimes can’t say it 
175 directly just try to =

[
176-P: yeah

[
177-J: Yeah 

[
178- D: Yeah

[
179-Z: find a way

[ '

180- D: You don’t want to hurt the person
[

181- J: I think (.) there is a worry that if you’re direct with
182- somebody that you might (.)
183- R: Upset them

[
184- J: Upset them yeah hurt them
185- D: you’d not actually get the best from people always as well you can actually get a
186- more and and (0.5) it sort of shows more (not clear)

[
187- K: Susan is very good of being indirect, isn’t she?

[
188-D: Yes she is

21. Avoiding Directness is also a matter o f being seen polite by others

[
189- P: It’s it’s not just it’s not just for that but
190- also (.) how (.) you perceive they will think about you (1.5) as well you know if you ask 
191directly it’s like oh oh how o::h Gosh yeah (.)
192- K: Have I upset them

[
193- P: Have I upset them
194- K: Yeah

[
Yeah

[
Yeah it is
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After 39 seconds
22. Directness is mostly used with and accepted from children, but avoided with adults

195- R: In the workplace obviously if you need something from someone it’s quite important
196- you’re quite direct about what you need
197- K: you can still do it in a way (not clear)

[
((Not clear voices))

[
198- M: But also I think you need to be quite direct with
199- children (.) because sometimes if you

[
200- D: Can’t infer what you mean

[
201- M: They can’t infer what you mean when it’s a
202- small child because they’re not always going to understand the inference and (0.3) it’s a
203- sophisticated thing for an older (0.5)
204- Z: Yes yes (2)
205- D: Yeah I thi I pu yeah I’m probably more direct with children than I’m with adults
206- K: I’m definitely

[
207-J: Definitely yeah

[
208- D They need that they can’t understand otherwise (.)
209- K: Yeah (0.6)
210- M: And if you add a load of extra words (0.4) it’s just extra things to distract from your
211- main point =

[
212-Z: Emm

[
213- M: So with a child (.) it’s as simple and direct as it (.) could be (0.4)
214- K: And I think children are less sensit(hh)ive as well

After 10 seconds

215- J: Oh yeah (.) chi w we as adults can get so upset if somebody comes direct (.) we we
216- need that soft =

[
((Door slamming))

[
217- J: but I think children they (.) just accept you as (.) you know

[
218- M: And I accept children when
219- children say things (0.3) directly

[
220- Z: Directly emm

[
221- M: When you wave two feathers (0.6) you won’t fly cause you’re too fat
((slapping the table))
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After 1:9 minute
23. Directness is mostly used within families and close friends

222- Z: Who are the people you usually (.) use directness or indirectness with and why
[

223- K: Emmf
224- J: We’ve done that, don’t we?

[
225- M: We’ve done that so

[
226- K: So it’s more family (.)
227- R: Strangers what would you use more (.) do you think
228- D: I was wondered that myself (0.3)
229- K: indirectness was (not clear)
230- ((laughter))

[
231 - Z: So you use it more with your families than with strangers (0.6)
232- J: Yeah yeah

[
233- K: More direct with family (.) e(h)m

[
234- Z: More direct direct or more indirect (.)
235- P: More direct

[
236- K: direct

[
237- R: direct

[
238- Z: With your families (.)
239- K: Yeah (.)
240- Z: Emm
241- aaah (1)
242- D: As friends that are really close to be direct with

243- J: As you get further out (.) you get more indirect
[

((Not clear))

24. Parents are direct to their children but not vice versa

244- M: It works I’m direct with my children (.) and my mother is more direct with me (.) but 
245: I wouldn’t be more direct back to my mother

[
246- Z: Emm

[
247- M: So my mother will say to me very ((not clear))
248- I’ll give you some money go and have your hair cut
249- ((Laughter))

[
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250- M: But I wouldn’t dream of saying (.) you’re a grey bit showing do you want me to
251- dye it 
((Not clear))
252- M: No what I mean is it (.) it doesn’t both ways she will and I’ll say things to my 
253daughter that are more direct that I won’t to my mother (.)
254- K: Emm

[
255-Z: Emm

25. Using direct or indirect forms can differ through generations
[

256- M: Although she doesn’t seem to have a problem saying direct things back so
257- ((laughter))

[
258- K: I think yeah I think yeah I think it is how we’ve been brought up

[
259- J: Yes (.) doesn’t it it
260- depends massively yea::h

[
261-P: 0:K  yes

[
262- K: Or situations

[
263- J: Yeah (0.4)
264- K: I think it changes doesn’t it (.)
265- M: And that is come my father ((laughter))

[
266- P: I would n:ever ever (.) challenge anything my parents (0.4)
267- M: No
268- K: No no

[
269- P: No (.) never oh God (.) even now I’m fifty six I would I would no (hffff) it’s not
270- is not worth ((laughter))

[
((Not clear))

271- R: Being direct can be just (.) can you lend me ten pounds because I’ve forgotten my
272- bourse rather than

[
273- K: Yeah

After 3:39 minutes
26. Names for indirectness

274- Z: Do you think there are there are specific names for indirect speech in English (1) do
275- you have any (.) specific names for indirectness (0.8)
276- D: Rudeness
277-M: So

[
278- P: Y(h)e(h)s I se(h)e how it(h) is rude

[
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279- K:

280- D:

281- P:

282- K:
283- R:

284- R:
285- (•)

286- J:
287- M:
288- K:

289- D:
290- M:

291- J:
292- R:

293- M:

294- J:

That’s more direct 
[
more direct 

[
direct
[
Not direct (.) indirect

[
((Noise in the background)) 
' [

[
Fluffy

[
Waffling waffling

[
Waffling (0.4) fluffy (0.4) ((not clear)) (1.3) 

ing around 
[
Direct =

[
((Not clear)) ((laughter))

[

27. Names for directness

295- M: = direct could be seen as being rude (0.5) abrupt (1)
296- D: Direct

[
297- Z: Those those names are for direct

[
298- D: Direct yeah

[
299- M: Direct but (.) if somebody was very direct you
300- would say oh they’ve been abrupt =

[
301-J: Blunt

[
302- M: = or they’ve been

[
303- P: Blunt yeah

[
304- Z: Blunt! emm

[
305- M: Yeah
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306- P:
[
Yeah

28. Indirectness is preferred when being criticised

307- Z: Emm (1) so if someone criticizes you do you prefer
308- it to be direct or (0.4) indirect (.) and why (.)
309- J: Indirect because I can take it

[
310-P: ((laughter))

[
311- J: I’m still hearing what they are trying to say but I’d be
312- able to cope with it better

[
313-P: Yeah

[
314-D: Yeah

[

29. Direct criticism is acceptable as long as it is analytical and not personal

315- M: I prefer it (.) direct so long as it’s analytical and clinical (0.5)
316- Z: Emm(.) emm (.)
317- M: Rather than
318- P: Personal
319- M: Not just an opinion or personal so (.) if you to do aaa this wasn’t quite right because
320- 75% of the children were not doing this bla bla bla (0.3) if it’s mathematical and (0.4)
321- direct ((laughter))

[
322- K: And factual
323- P: Yeah

[
324- M: And factual

[
325- P: It’s it’s what it’s

[
326- R: it is

[
327- K: Yeah

[
328-J: Yeah yeah

[
329- M: Whole spade
330- Z: Do you agree with that
331- R: Yeah emmm!

[
332- Z: Direct and indirect

[
333- P: Oh 1111 c I c(hh)
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30. Speaking indirectly is more preferred in normal circumstances
[

334- R: Do you prefer to be direct or indirect
[

335- K: I prefer to be indirect
336- (1) indirect yeah (0.8) unless it’s something that (1.8) when you’re in the situation and
337- you need to know (0.5) urgency (.) medical yeah

[
338-P: Yeah (.)

31. Anger can be one reason for being direct

339- Z: So do you think direct (.) directness or indirectness are positive or negative (0.7) and
340-why (1.5)
341- K: I think (not clear) both

[
((Voices in the background))

[
342- P: I think yeah yeah
343- M: For example I’ve phoned the vets about an issue (0.5) and he said (0.3) oh I said the
344- the cat’s insurance is (.) I’ve sorted it and he went oh (.) how is | the catj, (0.5) now the
345- settled way would’ve been oh I’m sorry amm did you know no it didn’t survive (0.6) but
346- 1 said (1.4) is died ((Laughter))

[
347- Z: ((Laughter))

[
348- M: Which probably (.) was a bit uncaring of his feeling as he was the vet operator on
349- him and he didn’t realize it died on the other hand (.) I did say it slightly in purpose 351-
350- cause I thought (.) you 346- should know you’re the vet operator on him and yes he has
351-died
352- Z: Emm

[
353- M: So I was slightly more direct 349- than I would’ve been (0.3)
354- K: I f  you’re angry (.)
355- M: Cause I was a bit cross about it so that was more direct than (.) something like death
356- is very indirect and very

[
357- P: Yeah

After 28 seconds
32. Directness can be misunderstood

358- M: And also there’re some things when you say something very directly (0.7) you (1)
359- can then relieve that moment and think I wish should said it this way I wish should said
360- it that way if it is memorable big (.) I’ve only had this opportunity to tell you once that
361- I’m pregn... if only I have this opportunity to tell you once and once I’ve said those that
362- words out (.) and then once they’re out you think o:h wish could redo that and have a bit
363- more ((not clear)) with it or redo that and be more subtle with it or (.) you know so (.)
364- being direct sometimes can leave you thinking wish I’ve made more ((not clear)) of that
365- ((laughter)).
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Naturally Occurring Data
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Appendix (F): Arabic Natural-Occurring Data

As I mentioned in Chapter 5, I used two main methods to collect natural occurring data: 

recorded data, and log-book data.

1. Arabic Recorded Data:

I used a recorder to record several casual conversations in both Arabic and English. The Arab 

participants who were recorded included friends, family members, gatherings of relatives, 

etc. The Arabic recordings I used for this study are presented here. They start on page 191 

and end on page 200.

Script (1)

■j1
Jwaja

little
Jahi

tea

(.) :i
?at?jni: ya:m 
me give mum

1-A: Mum, give me a Jlittle ftea

(0.5) :<J
wainah
it where

2-Y (0.5) There is no more tea

0 ^ (•) :>
Jahi tibbj
tea want

3-: A H wants tea (.)

]
Jahi
tea

U SjLuai. . iQji

mafi:J 
not there no

%sara 
what loss

4-S: Oh there is no more tea 
[

Batta ja 
duck o

pLuixl!

?aftaja: § 
the dinner in

ba?dain Jahi 
later tea

U L j j j I 

?iddjri:lna 
us to do you

bash
you

]
O f ' :•

em
em

5- H: t
Em (.) you make tea for us later at dinner (you duck)
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M tlPk (.)
Allah be-ithn
God permission with

6- S: (.) God willing = [OK.]

Script (2)

b Ui
Hind ja ?ana mata9t jni:/
Hind oh I not me give you no

1-Manal Hind, don’t give me any

n?am
Yes

2- Hind What

(jlmLxj U
m ata^jniij

not me give you no
3- Manal Don’t give me any

faltf
Why

4- Hind Why

La V  V  'cJtLo 

lillah ?alahamdw mata9t?jni:J wallahi la la 
God to Thank not me give you no by God no no

5- Manal No no by God = 
more]

[please] don’t give me any, thank God = [I don’t want any

?ahwah bahj
This OK

6- Hind So what about this

( j

]
n ma^aidif 
I not

j * l j Lai I(Jb-a

rahw
that

?alqahwa 
the coffee

nufrub 
drink I

n

lamma %ala:s 
when enough

7- Manal When I drink coffee I can’t I
[
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]
4ju\ j  lillU
tanja ha:3a tibbj balik bnajtik bahj 
Another thing want she might your daughter OK

[
8- Hind What about your {little} daughter she might want something else

(.) ^  :
]

banana tibbj tanj banana tibbj 
Banana want you again banana want you

xJli-a

9- Manal {To her daughter} Do you want another banana (.) do you want a banana
[

] -3 j L a  (-T ^
]'

taWiiha mu:za matibbi:/ kan qas9dj
Her give you banana not want she no if I mean

[
10- Hind I mean if she doesn’t want a banana you give her {something else}

[

]
A-a-aJl ( 0 . 4 )

]
lillah ?alahamdw lillah ?alahamdw 
God to thank God to thank

[
11- Manal Thank Godf? = {you don’t want any?} Thank GodJ, {she doesn’t want any}

[

]
(jLLo clul MiA

9ala:J Manal ?inti
Why Manal you

12- Hind [
What about you Manal why

Em
What

13- Manal What

AjjJS j  (ihlft <̂1 ;AiA
Jwaja zjdj 9alaik billahi ha3a ?aj qas?dj
little take more you on God with thing any I mean

14- Hind I mean have something for God’s sake = [please (informal)} have a little
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V V :JU*
Xalas? la la
Enough no no

15- Manal No no that’s enough

(0.3)
hikkj Jwaja 

Like little

l_UC.

9inab bahj 
grapes OK

16- Hind A few grapes maybe (0.3)

V V :JU-
La la
No no

17- Manal No no

.4.U ;Al&

9alaik
]

billahi
You on God with

18- Hind For God’s sake = [please (informal)]
r

]
q a a  ( /  <ftlJ  XaaJl

bru:hj na/iQ nibbj kanmitha/ma mi/ wallahi lillah ?alhamdu 
myself by take I want I if shy I not by God God to thank

[
19-  M anal Thank God = [I don’t want any], by God = [really] (.) I’m not shy if  I want I w ill take
20- some by m yself

Script (3)
<iLic.

frndak
you have

1-A Have some

tiS-lie.
frndak frndak

you have you have
2- H Have some have some
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41a

]
minnah 

it of

jUrf-ljLa Ĵ lihlc. f  <&! j V :t

majs?jir frndak 
happen no you have

wallahi 
by God

la
no

3-A No tby God = [I insist] [ have some, it couldn’t happen = [it is not accepted]
[

]
= Ŝil j

]
wallahi
by God

[
4-H By God = [really] =

[

ku:l ku:l n r

5 -A Just eat eat

]
;;4KLa tluK = 

]
ma:kla: klait 
eating ate I

6-H
[

= I have eaten too:: much
[

]
^ (0.5) 'Vauuti Asuuo (.)

sa?htain sa?ha sa?ha bahj 
two health be healthy be healthy OK

[
7- A OK. (.) be in good health, be in good health (0.5), have two health = [be healthy]

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r

Xala:sf
enough

VI
?illa
but

?aNa6<Tji:m 
the greatest

. ]
ill J  l g -

wallahi 
by God

8-H
[

By God = [really] I don’t want any more
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(.) 4-jjJuO. La

hsu:na haja
Hsouna come on

9- A Come on Hsouna [diminutive] (.)

(1) LILc. <i3jI j
frndak wallahi 9indak frndak

you have by God you have you have
10-H Have some, have some, by God = [I insist] have some (1)

jA Jl£j|
]

hu:a ?i:ka:l 
it eating

Iaa j* (.) :£

hada
this

hwa
it

hsu:na
Hsouna

11- A Hsouna (.) do you call this eating = [you ate nothing]
[

LLic-
]

9indak 
you have

VI
.]

Mj

?illa
but

wallahi 
by God

12-H By God = [I insist] you have some
[

(0.4)1^
ha5a
this

tjLail
tanqiij

little

]
11a

haSa
this

13-A
[

This is nothing (0.4)

(.) J* (.) V
?ilful fill xal:s9 wallahi la

the full full enough by God no
14-H No, by God = [really] I = I’ve had enough (.) I am really full

( ) l3Lj  LI lg
wi:a:k ?ana niqsimha

you and I it divide I
15-A Share it with me then (.)

V V :C
]

la la
no no

16- H No no
[
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L& j-ili La (•) ^
manaqdarha bru:hj wi:a:k ?ana niqsimha

it can no myself with you and I it divide I
17-A Share it with me (.) I can’t eat it all by myself

((^jJalj _jiC.)) (%) IA_jajui4J (•) jALa
]

?attalata hnj niqismu:ha bahj qutlik mahw
 _______  the three we it divide we OK you to said I but
18- H But I said to you (.) let us share it with ‘Faris’ then (.) ((not clear)) 
 [

. 5
4uaL a ]£ j dul£ CLulS LI (illic- 'j' c*l.Lc. |  liLjc. Jh\j nK LI V

V —
bahja wakla klait wallahi klait ?ana frndak 9indak frndak wallahi klait ?ana la 
good eating ate I by God ate I I you have you have you have by God ate I I no
19-A No, I’ve eaten too much, by God = [I insist] have some fhave some t have some.
20- I’ve eaten too much, by God = [really] I’ve eaten too much.

I _________________________________________

] .
%ala:s
enough

]

Xala:s
enough

[
21-F That is enough, enough

[

L J
]

:c
ra3il ja ku:l ku:l ku:l vir
man 0 eat eat eat just

22-H
[

Just eat eat |eat |man

Script (4)

]
/■CTa
skunk

^ (.)vV

ja lahnj 
o here to

Jefild
Sheffield

min
from

mitqaliqla
travelling

1- Mariam Coming all the way from Sheffield to here (.) you skunk
[
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]
(.4-11 >>> *(j

]
[

2- Nada ((Laughter))
[

]|  t  (.) Mj
ja9nj samhi:nj maftaijj matithajmj wallahi 
mean me forgive me excuse ashamed you not by God

3- Mariam By God =[really] you ought to be ashamed (.) excuse me |  forgive jme = [sorry]

(tilaû a) LaJ
jumma
mum

ja
o

l^ultl
?rilbi:ha 
her defeat

matarilbi:ha:J 
not her defeat I no

t>OA
hadj
this

?uxaitj 
my little sister

k :u 
ja
o

4-Nada O my little sister = [oh my God] I can’t defeat = [convince] her, defeat
5- [persuade] her, mum.

U a3j\j
1

maniqdirha wallahi 
her able not by God

(.) \ i ai>!j Ll

manavlibha 
her defeat no

wallahi ?ana 
by God I

6- By God = [really] I can’t defeat = [convince] her (.) I’m not able to do so

]

]
[

7- Mariam ((Not clear))
[

j
]

Li !fVl
Xala:s? wa nits?annit ?ana
only . and listen I I

8- The mother
[

I’m just listening

Script (5)
III Li'm 4‘n-vc. L*V>*vn Cj j L tlW
aaa bitsa ?a3i:nat ?a3nit darit fhamtj salftj zama:n
aaa pizza dough kneaded she did she understand my sister in law ages ago

1- One day, my sister in law (1) OK, did she made pizza dough aaa
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( . )  I j i > e l  C J li II d illii ^ jJ l  ^ uL<q 4_lna (jS\g*i-N La
?a?3nw qa:lit qa:lit 9azu:ztj ba?dah ?illj ?alju:m mfai qnainah n ^ ith a :/ 
knead said said my mother in law after that the day so nice not came it no

2 - and it wasn’t very good ((laughter)) the next day my mother in law said aa said to us

WjjIj (0 .8) (.) Lu® s 
da:ritha da:ritha hama:tj ^ n ith a  fiim %ubzit 

it did she it did she my sister in law it knead she oven bread

' J J i *  
di:rw 
do

1
 

1
CO make make the bread dough (.) my sister in law (her husband’s sister) kneaded it and 

made it (0 .8) made it

j  JJC.)) tfc jjpJJ II <—U ^ J j  jc- Lai (•) ‘  ̂£Vr’̂
biddi:rha bit 9azu:ztj 3b lamma bissukkur 9abbitha

   it do she will will my mother in law came she when sugar with it full she
5- and put lots of sugar in it (.) when my mother in law wanted to bake it ((not clear))_____

hamatj 
my sister in law

(.) WlAP 0 ^ 
qailitilha dirtudha Jin %airkum 

her to said she it to did you what you what
Jnj

what

oik diltS 
hadj qa:lit 
this said she

6 - she said what is this what’s wrong with you (for all) what did you do to it (.) her

4-Jajualj (.) Lg-lllLa JZkz. j  tgJjJlS jfK. .'It
naj't'a tsjnj ba:J qa:litilha 9ala:J wa qaditilha sukkar dirtilha 
nice me come it to her to said she why and her to said she the sugar it to did I

7- daughter said I added sugar to it. She said why. She said (.) because I wanted it to be nice

1)a:hia mi/ ?al9a3i:na t3i:hum ?ilba:jra:t ?ilba:jra:t mta:9it zai mi/ hilwa 
good not the dough them come it the unskilled the unskilled of as not delicious

I 
I

00 
C\

and delicious not like dough which is made by unskilled people (,) only unskilled 
people’s dough is not good.

Script (6)

Lrt (jjixLall

]
lilxamis gret 

the fifth to studied

( d » j i ) ^ jju ;LdL

Bes
Only

(nawal)
(Nawal)

tafrfi 
know you

1- Dalia Do you know, (Nawal) studied only:: up to year five
r
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]
((̂ jsl-Ol ‘LauJa))

1
[

2- ((noise in the background))
[

((t̂ lauuia)) <0ul
Allah
God

 ̂ ] 
e” ;L£La

maxa
wills

3- Reem
[

God bless he:::r ((laughter))
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2. Arabic Log-book Data:

Following Grainger (2011), whenever I realised that an incident might be relevant to my 

research, I wrote it down immediately in a log book. The Arabic log-book examples I used 

for this study are presented in this section. They start on page 201 and end on page 205.

Example (1)

(jjiul (jA j  aLI (JjuS
sni:n ?arb<Ta 9umrah wildj lajlah s Xu:j hu:J fj kunt
years four his age my son night in my brother home in I was
1- One night, I was at my brother’s home. My four year-old son

liwildj 
my son to

Culi Ui .tllj-aJjll
quit ?anan ?alrimu:t 
said I I the controller

?a<Tt‘inj 
me give

Xa:lj lixu:j 
my uncle my brother to

JIS 
qa:l 

said he
2- said to my brother: uncle, give me the controller. I said to my son:

(jjahaJij Lo j  t-laLui a. 1"* r
manitxajilij qa:l wa Ja:flj xud lixalik fad lik min qu:l

not imagine I no said he and me to looked my brother your uncle to favour of say
3- say ‘please’ to your uncle. My brother looked at me and said: I cannot imagine________

1̂x3
hadj zaj ha3a:t s?xa:rj n?allim ru:hj
this like things my children teach I myself

4- teaching my children things like that.

Example (2)

ijj ui ^ u i u f.Ujuo

tawa ?ana ?amanj ja nimj] binnu:d?
now I Amanj 0 walk I get up

1- Sana Amani, I’m going home now

4 iU La 4 il j
ballah mas9a:rit wallahi Jinw

by God happen not by god what
2 -  Amani What! by God = [I insist] it can’t be = [you won’t go home]
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VI <oj!j (jjLiilaJ La V V :*Uu.
binimjj ?illa wallahi matahilfr.J la la

go I but by God not swear no no no
3- Sana No no, don’t swear by God, by God = [really] I want to go

4jl3 • * (jjjlc. I^Lai
fi:h Jin ?ala:J
it in what way

4- Amani Why do you want to go?

j&l j
wallahi 
by God

<jf-‘buj J  j li-u e J l

binimjj hikkj wa ?als<Tira:r tafrrfj 
go I like and the children know you

îil j  V : fcliui 
wallahi la 
by God no

5- Sana No, you know the children are waiting for me, by God = [really] I want to go

^  i . ̂ -Il
?als9iya:r bruihhum qa:?di:n Jin

the children themselves sitting what
6- Amani Are your children on their own

^  >*<ail VI ^1J (ĵ l 
binimjj ?illa wallahi lakin bu.hum 

go I but by God but their father

âLla
ma?a:hum 
them with

humma
they

V
la

no
7- Sana No, their father is with them, but by God = [really] I have to go

A UmIa ^Ij JLa jL (̂ *̂31 tjix.31
ma:J]a makj wallahi zajed haba:l bla: ?uqa?dj ?uqa9dj
going not by God more craziness without stay stay

8- Amani Don’t be crazy, stay stay, by God = [I insist] you won’t go

(jijiiaJLa
bis matahilfi:/ rir
only not swear no just

9- Sana Just don’t swear by God

IjJ 4-LujLq liljLa J  tl La VI ^ji^-ibs alll j  *̂ jLal
tawa majia ma:nik wa tuqa^dj ?illama fi:k madaxalnj wallahi

______now going not and stay will you of me bother not by God_____
10- Amani By God = [really] I don’t care about what you are saying, you won’t go now

(3̂ (j2̂ 3c.Le * pljjui
tahili] haq mafrndikij
swear right not you have no

11- Sana You shouldn’t have sworn
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Jjj
tawa halafit Xalas9
now sworn I enough

1-Amani I’ve already sworn by God

Example (3)

fijj^La
halba mami:ra 

too much arrogant
lajla
Laila

qailitlj 
me to said

Vs a:hibtj 
my friend

<_Ŝc. cfhl
frndj lajla 
have I Laila

^ k j x j ; Ljilj
ta^irfj 

know you
1- Rania Do you know Laila; a friend of mine said to me, Laila is so arrogant.

ft •  * dijl j
qulti:lha fin ?inti wa

her to said you what you and
2- Laila And what did you say to her?

IglilS La * Ljlj

Jaj maqultilha
thing her said I no

3- Rania I said nothing.

ui 4 >ij V4 cLjl j
mami:ra ?ana rajek f) ?inti wa
arrogant I your opinion in you and

4- Laila So, do you think I am arrogant?

j *  ^ 'Ljlj
quit ?illj ?ana miJ
said I that I not

5- Rania It was not me who said that.

LI v5 iILl ;t5Li
maxruira ?ana rajek fj ?inti lakin fahma
arrogant I your opinion in you but I understand

6- Laila I know, but do you think I am arrogant?

LI u(JibQ cAs V4 VLa ;Lilj
?ana miJ qa:lit ?illj hja fja ta?alj ?alaj

I not said she that she me in ask you why
7- Rania Why are you asking me? My friend said that, not me
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Example (4)
qaXL C* i a<--l , ̂ l—AC-Lxa
%alas? lin dfa:?uf d?a:?uf wildik
much too thin thin your son

1 - Mother-in-law Your son became really really thin

jj-a  Q ■ 1 Ajl& ( j x  ' L ( j l £  ( j l ^  t .liS i ;f.LojjJ

qabil min ?ahsan tawa halba hikkj min ?ad?9uf ka:n ka:n ki:f nsaitj ?aki:d 
before from better now much this of thinner was was how forgot you surely
2- Asma You may’ve forgotten how he used to be, he was much thinner than now_______

(jx I jJ Ajlc. pLuj La lilUj

qabel min %ajr tawa ?aljah ?allah maja:? qa:litlj bintik hatta
before from better now him on Allah welling me to said she your daughter even

3- he is much better now than before, even your daughter said to me he is much better now.

(jlxaak tils. Q j i liA (_£.}!j  ( J ( J ' j d L j j
3i:?a:n m%allji:nik 3iddik hu:J hada wildj ku:l ku:l
hungry leave they your grandparents home this my son eat eat

4- Father-in-law (to the baby): eat eat my son, your grandparents seem to leave you hungry

Example (5)

v y yij aL i> J jSj fjV : Ul
la walla li^waila fad?lik min tqu:l la:zim
no or aunty to favour of say should

Me: You should say ‘please’ to your aunty, shouldn’t you?

.aLIa oIa liixi ^  (jil.l*jLa

haibla hadj ?ummyk ?ala matfaddilij
___________________________ crazy this your mother on not bother you no
My sister (speaking to my son): Don’t bother about what your mum says; she is crazy._____

Example (6)

J U l  

binas?al 
ask I will

J
wa nimj] 
and go I

Lai Aillxuj (jjJ^.iLa
r*

lamma Jt a:na maddiri:/ 
when misbehaving not do you no

j
wa
and

Alilc.
9a:qla

behaved

*a a i->li
ku:nj
be

1 -  Fatima Behave well and don’t trouble your aunt while I am out. I’ll ask
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tilLo 1'' ‘ *< < AjUajui ^S"L  ̂ J  ^  7- " Lai
c cminnik bnuxd ub Jt a:na dirtj ka:n wa binjj lamma 9amtik 

you of angry I will misbehaving did you if and back I when your aunt
2- your aunt when I come back, and I would be very angry if you misbehaved

Example (7)

fanhadirzu: 
we talk

^  J  

%alj bint 3itnj wa 
uncle daughter me came and

LuUaĴ jJ
brrfanja

Britain

i>
min
from

AjLi. lT'<
3a:ja kunt 

I coming I was
1 - When I came back Libya from Britain, my cousin came to see me. We were talking

jL.
hilw libis 
nice clothes

(jjtisLa ^k
mafi:J bri:t?anja fj 

not Britain in

a!£juj *̂ i dilts ^ >Tia
Jaklah lj qa:lit mfaj 
it seem me to said she then

,L>^
?allibis
clothes

9ala
about

2 about clothes when she said to me: it seems that children’s clothes are not nice in Britain.

\ g J7A& (jLa
?a:3ibha mi/ 

it like she not

, j j li^a ^k** c
S xarij libis fj 

my children clothes in
du:qj 

my taste

(jl
?inna fastanta3t 
that concluded I

liS?ra:r 
children to

3 I concluded that she did not like my taste in choosing my children’s clothes.
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Appendix (G): English Naturally-Occurring Data

1. English Recorded Data:

With regard to the English data, I had assistance from some English people who agreed to 

help me to record the data for my research. The English participants who were recorded also 

included friends or family members. The English recordings I used for this study are 

presented here. They start on page 206 and end on page 207.

Example (1)

1- Jack: I thought you said play I was like you can stand up on some plays.
2- Mother: (.) More?
3- Jack: QYes please.
4- Mack: QWhat plays can you stand up in?
5- Jack: The globe.
6- Mother: About that (.)
7- Jack: (0.3) Urrr a little bit smaller (.) the globe theatre you can stand up (.) a::nd

[
8- Mack: That’s because
9- they didn’t have chairs then.
10- Jack: There’s some others actually

[
((caugh))

[
11 - Jack: They have chai: :rs.

[
((Not clear))

[
12- Mack: They hadn’t invented them

[
13- Jack: That’s not true
14- though

[
15- Mack: Can I have some more.

[
17- Mother: |  Just ja  minute.
18- Jack: (0.4) Some others as well (0.6 not many but some (1) ((whispering)) It wasn’t
19- funny

((Not Clear))
[

20- Mack: Then why did you laugh?
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[
21- Mother: How about that
22- Mack: Yes please (3)
23- Jack: So Mack (.) it looks like you’re in on your own tonight (.)
24- Mack: Really

[
25- Mother: Yeah cause I’m out (2) Which one do you want, that one or that one

[
26- Jack: jWhy are y0U so jlo::nely

[
27- Mother: Mack?
28- Mack: Actually I’m going out tonight. Urrr that please.
29- Mother: This one? (.)
30- Mack: |Yes jplease (.) not a f lot jplease.

Example (2)

1- Andrea: Can you have some more salad?
2 -David: Me:::?

t
((Noise in the background))

[
3- Andrea: Yeah.
4- David: I’ve had loads.

Example (3)

1: Andrea: Do you not like black olives?

2: David: No, I hate black olives (.)

3: Andria: Well, try that one cause it’s got lemon on it
[

4: David: aaa No, I don’t trust it (0.4)
5: Andrea: No but just |try jit (1) it’s really really nice.
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2. English Log-book Data:

Some English people agreed to help me to note down incidents, which they felt were relevant 

to directness or indirectness, in a log book. I also used some incidents which took place 

between some English people and myself in some situations, which I felt to be useful for my 

research.

Example (1)

1- Karin: Would you like a piece?

2- Mary: Yes please (takes a piece).

3: Jonathan: No, thank you.

4: Karin: Go on! Have some.

5: Jonathan: No it’s alright. I am still full from lunch.

Example (2)

Me: How hard they are working! ((laughter))

The instructor: Yes, they are ((laughter))
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Appendix (H): Questionnaire for Arabic Pilot Study

u>\l (X) 4-â c- jl dAc.l_jall e(J<a

?liLUijC.| cŝ *-0 La -J

f l c .  j i  < iS  i—L S  _ 2

t" jji]!” _̂L£ -3

Vojlc- _jjuilxa 1^3 (JajLLuiJ C-kalj-all La -4

t_ifllj-all ;L.n̂ g*ill ^c-^L.n i_ iS I^ j j ^ L -a  j^iil 1̂ *'•% uhV (jjlj-aj Îc. Aa.jj ĵjjxiill iihl£lc.b (Ja -5

?(—U ^ lll 3JS ^yC. jluJj ^jill

VLLal j  ?_j2ilj>a]| ^JC. j i  _jjujLl-a]l ^ l £ i l  ^IAsJLjuI (JjJa&S (Ja - ()

La^ajLuLe La ( j^ a iju o  c^Llj i* i w *i j i  La ( j ^ r v  >Ti] 4 j S i **" 1 n^-.A. ^  t,4»<a t* i w  i_ a 3 j> J  (J lL a  pLlaC-j b i j l £ - a b  ( J a  - 7

^ (j^au h ia lL  t—iS ^ a l ]  Aj£-a>a (J jn - iW i £<a (JliLaJl p L L c .)  ^ 3  4-Lal_*Jl A ^ ig lit ^ I^ J L u il  f.L^.^)]| >̂ > « \ l<a

.I^Aj i_i3^ail (jj ĵuiaLaJl >«V 1 ?jjl£̂ all
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Appendix (I): Questionnaire for English Pilot Study
I would appreciate your help with my research. Could you please fill in the blanks or put an

(x) in the appropriate place in the following.

Age:

Sex:

Nationality:

1-Could you please write in the space provided below what you think ‘politeness’ means?

2- How would you define ‘impoliteness’?

3- How would you define ‘indirectness’?

4- In what situations do you usually use indirectness?

5- Do you think English people in general tend to use directness or indirectness more?

6- Do you, as an English person, prefer direct or indirect forms? Why?

7- Please give an example of a real situation in which you spoke, or someone spoke to you, 

using indirectness; please give as much details as you can.
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Appendix (J): Consent Forms
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Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material 

•Date: . .< £

I CXf-.-A-V.C.............. (name)

Address  $  J .. . '2 .  ...... Q\

give my consent to . .^s\fi^X.Wt.(name)

to transcribe, and use die data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in die following 
context

1.3 ...................................................... . ...................................................................................................................................................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

SignatureTTTrfe^ X . .

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

u What die questionnaire is trying to elicit 
G Which group is being targeted and why 
n Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required 
13 The number of participants
u Whedicr the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example, 

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
13 Whether die questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
c Whether the participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: o M

Address

give my consent to

to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

.es.i'.s

and I will be given/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

v What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
B Which group is being targeted and why
n Whether the questionnaire will deliver what is required
B The number of participants
E Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
u Whether the questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

die questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: .. A S  —... 3 ____

i . .  . . . .

Address.. £ o J b W . , . . U h v 4  a

give my consent to ..  (name)

'to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

M x .t.^ .i .5 ..................................................................

and I will be giVen/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

SivnaturfC. r=gP>

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

B What die questionnaire is trying to elicit 
B Which group is being targeted and why 
E Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
B The number of participants
E Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
K Whether die questionnaire demands tiiat the participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
E Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

D a t e : . ! . R / . 5 / . . 2 o . V / / .......

  ..(name)
f

Address.. A \.p > X P c < » .

give my consent to   ....(name)

to transcribe, and use tlie data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

..........................................................................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw-from the recording session at any time 
and diat I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature...

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss die 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

v What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
c Which group is being targeted and why
B Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
n The number of participants
G Whether die questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
E Whether the questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

die questionnaire
B Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: ,.W  f ......2 .Q .1 5

i ../l/ccv ..(name)

Address.. .1 Y ?J.pO .U . .L v W s^ O .-

give my consent to .OU b . h \ \ (name)

to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

LS.

and I will be given/ shown a copy of die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signaturere ..

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

D What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
n Which group is being targeted and why
n Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
n The number of participants
c Whedier the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-rcvalation on the part of participants 
c Whether die questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: . . f  ........

i .... .. & b e U  I aVv .(name)

Address. A ( f e h w ! « v u S . ^ . . . L j . h A y c L

give my consent to . Z a l n a b  . . f a d c a .o o - . .. ..(name)

'to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed material will be used in die following 
context

  ..............................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

B What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
E Which group is being targeted and why 
a Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
a The number of participants
E Whedier the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
v Whether die questionnaire demands diat die participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: .. U - Z . . . 2 * . i 3 ........

i .  ifYMXn.........................(name)

Address. S & jc\ & p J 2 -\  L ^ b ^ c i i . .

give my consent to .. ....< 2& ioa.b .............  .......(name)

to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

.3 .................................... ........................................

and I will be givep/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can aŝ c for my contribution to the data not to be used.

Signature  —

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

“ What die questionnaire is trying to elicit 
c Which group is being targeted and why
D Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
0 The number of participants
D Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on die part of participants 
B Whether die questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
E Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recoided Material

Date: M / . Z r . / . Z a M ..........

I . • ,'2<5W'l'A_Qy.(name)

Address.

give my consent to ...

'to transcribe, and use die data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

X k . t^ . i .5 ......................................................................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to the data not to be used.

Signature _

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet widi die Director of Studies or module leader to discuss die 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

u What die questionnaire is trying to elicit
B Which group is being targeted and why ■
n Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
n The number of participants
° Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
a Whether die questionnaire demands tiiat die participant devotes too much time to 

die questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

I .; ^t) S. .. M.VXS. .WXhQ.... (name)

Address.'. ,(3.avV\

give my consent to .. tC^yCkS'fX (X- • -^A •>(T̂ \lCVj(name) 

to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

'Jlifxi.% .......................... ................................................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can a§k for my contribution to the data not to be used.

Signature... ...........

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

u What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
E Which group is being targeted and why 
n Whether the questionnaire will deliver what is required
n The number of participants
E Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
u Whether the questionnaire demands that tire participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
B Whether tire participant incurs any expense because of completing tire questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

I  fc q L O  Ty\(V.'.. ,^n.TfVAcl(naine)

Address". .I . Y r . V . f f l U . . .  L fc V jq

give my consent to ..  (name)

to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

.5.........................................................................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that J. can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can askjhr-my-contditution to the data not to be used.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

“ What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
D Which group is being targeted and why 
n Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
n The number of participants .
B Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
13 Whether the questionnaire demands that the participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
E Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Da*:...Z£.«.7«..£!.C!5 ~.
i  f n a h  jwqi, . . a ... ..(name)

Address l . r i P . 0 l L . r . A l h o l b j C X , . . L 'b y ^  '

give my consent to .. ̂ ^.CXtV(\ (X .b...................... (name)

'to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

.7 2  ..................................................................................
mi

and I will be given/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed..

The researcher has explained to me that J. can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to the data not to be used.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

“ What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
B Which group is being targeted and why
G Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
n The number of participants
H Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
v Whether die questionnaire demands tiiat die participant devotes too much time to 

die questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material 

Date: .Q o . . , . . 3 r . . . , . . . 2 j d .3 .

I  S.CK..............  ....(name)

Address  l r r . jp  A L . .. .

give my consent to .. ... fX£h-............................... .(name)

to. transcribe, and use tlie data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

X k t u ' - s ...............................................................................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my.contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature ........

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the, 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

B What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
D Which group is being targeted and why ■
B Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
n The number of participants
0 Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
° Whether the questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: .Z £ . / . ? ./ .? .< > . 1.3 ........

I . . .  (name)

Address......

give my consent to . &rb. ...kr\f.!^GSYyN(name)

to transcribe, and use tlie data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me'that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

................................................................................
*/

and I will be given/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for mynontribution to die data not to be used.

. . . . . . . . .

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss die 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

v What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
c Which group is being targeted and why
n Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
H The number of participants
B Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
v Whether die questionnaire demands tiiat die participant devotes too much time to 

die questionnaire
E Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: .Z ).a

I . . . . / .  .C£3r^#«^(name)

Address.

give my consent t c ................. (name) •

to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

J .I i.c S j S .................................................................................

and I will bp given/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss die 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

B What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
a Which group is being targeted and why 
D Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
D The number of participants
° Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
E Whether the questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: ..2.3.,...'..Z.Q.i3. ..
I — l^C.YA.CV..  (name)

A d d r e s s . A . V . . . y . ^ . L n ^ X c l ^  i l~  -

give my consent to . . ^ j XA  ......................(name)

to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

^ X L t.S lS .  ............... ...............................................

and I will be given/  shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to the data not to be used.

Signature,

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

u What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
B Which group is being targeted and why 
D Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
D The number of participants
E Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
u Whether die questionnaire demands tiiat die participant devotes, too much time to 

the questionnaire
B Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: , J / Q 5 ................
i ... L a u r d  .E o .fsu .i 'h ....  ...(name)

Address..

give my consent to (name)

'to transcribe, and use tlie data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

 d jS s e fA a jia n .................................... ............

and I will be given/ shown a copy of die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for mv contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature   .Nr:........................

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

B What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
H Which group is being targeted and why
H Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
B The number of participants
B Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
K Whether the questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: P J . / . 0 . 5 / 2 0 I . 4 ...............

I ..  (name)

Address. .P x e . . B A t i K . .P .Z lH A £ f.S C H a o i-

give my consent to .<£..£1.1 K lcdl. - .H.fi'V. .K ,<l.lM..(name)

'to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

  .....................................................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of  
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

E What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
B Which group is being targeted and why
n Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
n The number of pardcipants
c 'Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
E Whether die questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

die questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: 5 . / . ! . ^ : .....................

i . / j J t q q . V i d a U S ............. ..(name)

Address.Tm.

give my consent to ... K (name)

'to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

.....................................................

and I will be givep/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature.. j ? S . .*.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

u What die questionnaire is trying to elicit 
n Which group is being targeted and why 
B Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
a The number of participants
E Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
E Whether die questionnaire demands diat die participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: . .O .I ./ .Q .S ..........................

i .. .He-.', l i s t . . ..   ...(name)
f

Address... . .^ryA ^s\A exr^-t-^d t.

give my consent to ,v>. . .K^.K.*vW<s.(name)

'to transcribe, and use die data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that tire transcribed material will be used in die following 
context

     .......

and I will be given/ shown a copy of the results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature. .7.. .......................... .....

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the ■ 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

c What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
B Which group is being targeted and why 
n Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
13 The number of participants
B Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
° Whether the questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

die questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: zv/k/.S)*.. . . . . . . . . . .
 (name)

A d d r e s s ^ l t t f t r C o W ^ ^ .S t o f e H ...........

give my consent  (name)

'to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

  .....................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet widi the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

u What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
D Which group is being targeted and why 
n Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
u The number of participants
c Whedier the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
u Whether die questionnaire demands that die participant devotes too much time to 

die questionnaire
B Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material 

Date:

...(name) . *

give my consent to r.  (name)

'to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

and I will be given/ shown a copy of die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that J. can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask forjjiy contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss die 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

D What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
n Which group is being targeted and why
D Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required
u The number of participants
E Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on die part of participants 
E Whether the questionnaire demands that the participant devotes too much time to 

die questionnaire
n Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: . ........

I .........

Address I

give my consent t o  .^rr.^V^S^T^C..............(name)

'to transcribe, and use die data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

 ................................................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that I can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signature r.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

13 What die questionnaire is trying to elicit 
n Which group is being targeted and why 
B Whether die questionnaire will deliver what is required 
n The number of participants
E Whedier the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example, 

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
v Whether the questionnaire demands tiiat die participant devotes too much time to 

•the questionnaire
c Whether die participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

ba1e:2 l./.).2 ../2oA .j)............

I ....(name

Address. .S?r )?*. . .CiVv tH c

(name)

give my consent to .. 1St'.VS ck\ v>. .(name)

to transcribe, and use die data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed material will be used in die following

1 he researcher has explained to me that J can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that T can ask for my contribution to the data not to be used.

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

f  he researcher should meet with die Director of Studies or module leader to discuss die 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

IJ What die questionnaire is trying to elicit 
n Which group is being targeted and why 
iJ Whether the questionnaire will deliver what is required
11 T lie number of participants
u Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on die part of.participants 
L Whether die questionnaire demands that the participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
r Whether the participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire

context

and I will be ^iven/ shown a copy of die results when die research is completed.

Signature.. f-. <£>.



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

.....

1 ..  (name)

Address. I'Xfljpfi!?'?. ........................

give my consent to . .<2pek>>oJr?.. .(name)

to transcribe, and vise the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

 ..................................................

and I will be given/ shown a copy of the results when tire research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that J can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribuhorTfo the data not to be used.

Signature....................................................... .̂..............

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

'lhe researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issties when constructing a questionnaire:

u What the questionnaire is trying to elicit
'■ Which group is being targeted and why

Whether the questionnaire will deliver what is required 
t: The number of participants
u Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
1 Whether the questionnaire demands that the participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
L Whether the participant incurs any expense because of completing the questionnaire



Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

J f y \ b z e A h s u - . i .\aA  (name)

Address.^ P)p.. .(A<L£i (J. £o .(c l. . .(S.C\

give my consent to ... ,t}&x K (\ftCV...(name)

to transcribe, and use the data which has been recorded by him/her

The researclier has explained to me dial tlic transcribed material will be used in the following 
context -

  ...............&>..i.....................................................................

and J will be'^given/ shown a copy of the results when die research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that J can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and dial T can ask for my contribution to die data not to be used.

Signntur .............................

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with die Director of Studies or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

u What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
n Which group is being targeted and why 
!1 Whether the questionnaire will deliver what is required
“ The number of participants
11 Whether die questions wliich are asked are in any way problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of pardcipants 
'• Whedier the questionnaire demands that rhe participant devotes too much dnie to 

the questionnaire
a Whether the participant incurs any expense because of completing die. questionnaire
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D,,-,Z\.r.l.2.-r...?oB...

I . A B f r A U ^ m W . M ftOt«(n«nc)

Address3* .tO.C^W^.^\crCy£. • iA a C'C. • ■

give my consent, to .xCTciVJ-YXdl) .̂ .0.).K<AJfVv(name)

to transcribe, and use die data which has been recorded by him/her

The researcher has explained to me that die transcribed materia] will be used in die following 
context

..........................^ W s .  t S .............. .............................

and 1 will be given/ shown a copy of the results when die research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that .1 can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for mycontiibption to the data not to be used.

Signature.........................................m & . ..............

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

Ihe researcher should meet with the Director of S’tudies'or module leader to discuss the 
following issues when constructing a .questionnaire:

u What the questionnaire is trying to elicit
11 Which group is being targeted and why

Whether the questionnaire will deliver what is required 
11 The number of participants
c Whether the questions wliicli are asked are in any wav problematic, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on die part of participants 
1 Whether the questionnaire demands that the participant devotes too much time to 

the questionnaire
c Whether the participant incurs any expense because of completing die questionnaire
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J .. - ~. \  ^  C Tx.. . d tP - M  (name)

Address. % . S l^ .K .fc .9 .v v ... c  \  O. >.<L........

give my consent to . Yy. PsAr)... W  ( l / h  (name) 

to transcribe, and use the data which lias been recorded by him /her

The researcher has explained to me that the transcribed material will be used in the following 
context

.......................... T V e . S i . s .............. .................................

and 3 will be g iven / shown a copy o f  die results when the research is completed.

The researcher has explained to me that J can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that I can ask for my contribution to the data not to be used.

Signature

2. Ethical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The researcher should meet with the Director of Studies or module leader to discuss die 
following issues when construcdng a quesdonnaire:

v What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
11 Which group is being targeted and why
11 Whether the questionnaire will deliver what is required
11 The number oi participants
v Whether die questions wliicli are asked are in any way probleiuadc, for example,

asking for too much self-revalation on the part of participants 
*' Whedier die quesdonnaire demands that the participant devotes too much time to 

die. questionnaire
L Whether the participant incurs any expense because of completing die quesdonnaire



I Consent Form for the Use o f Recorded'Material

I
I D a l e :  . . . ;Q.% c l , .  . l . c O S ...............

!  S., .Z£KrtO\)ki (name)

Address X3>..Kafrfc...

j give my consent to /o U . lX .  i \ i  d l !Ea  . K j c  H ll/jiVhiame) 

r-'i uanseribe, and use.die data which has been recorded by h im /her

The researcher lias explained to me tbai the transcribed mate.rial will be used in die following  
context

! ........................ : :diLdV. a. 5................. ;.........................

and 1 will be g iv e n /  shown a copy o f  die results when the research is completed.

1 he researcher has explained to m e that I can withdraw from die recording session at -any time 
and that 1 can ask for mv contribution to the data not to be used.

I Signature   . & a s r t U t e t l i L ..................

Ktliical Guidelines for the Composing and Delivery of 
Questionnaires

1 he researcher should meet with the Director o l  Studies or module leader to discuss die 
following issues when constructing a quesdonnaire:

-1 What the questionnaire is trying to elicit 
c Which group is being targeted and why 
55 Whether the questionnaire will deliver what: is required
f! '1 he number o f  participants
u W hether tin*, questions which are asked are in any way problematic, lor example,

asking for too much self r.evnlation on the part ol participants 
! Whether the questionnaire demand.-; that the participant devotes too much time to

die questionnaire
: W hether the participant incurs any expense because ol completing tin: questionnaire



I Consent Form for the Use of Recorded Material

Date: .2 .1  / .  \ 2 . / .  2 .0. .1 3 . . .

I . . .  . . .  A h o l c i l k i  O')-^^)

A d d r e s s . -

.Wfvixuu A  k v \ .. .(name)

ro transcribe, and use die data which lias been recorded by h im /her

The researcher has explained to me dun tin; Cran seabed  material will ire used in ihc follow] no 
context

The researcher has explained to me dial 1 can withdraw from the recording session at any time 
and that 1 can ask ior my contribution to die data not to be; used.

2. Kihical Guidelines for the Composing* and  Delivery of 
Questionnaires

The i t>ean;bc.r should meet with t he Director o f  Studies o i  module leader ro discuss the 
following issues when constructing a questionnaire:

What the questionnaire is trying to elicit:
11 Which group is being targeted and why

Whet her the questionnaire will deliver what, is required 
" I he number o f  participants
e Whether the questions which are asked are in any way problematic, for example, 

asking for too much rclf rcvalation on the. part o f  participants
W hether the questionnaire demand:, ilr.a the participant dcvoies too much time to 
the questionnaire

■' W hether the. participant incurs any expense because of completing the questionnaire

I KcMS.
anti I ‘will be g iven/ shown a copy ot die results when the research is completed.

j S i g n a t u r e



Consent Tunn for the Use of Recorded Material

i N . A k r f c . f A

A<!. I r 4  . M  t \ ^ 0  %.£ v A

give my -consent to . .QpeT. xoa. rr..(naiwe'j

i d  trnrea l ihc, and use die data which has been recorded by h im /her

The researcher has explained to me that the ij inscribed material will Ire usee) in the. following  
context

I lie researcher has explained H> me that 1 can withdraw from the recording session at -an;,’ time 
and that 1 c m  ask tor my contribution to the data not to he used.

following issues vvhenTtonsU'ticting a questionnaire:

::i What the questionnaire h  trying io  elicit 
Which group is being tuipe'cd and why 

’* Whether the questionnaire will deliver what is required  
;i The num ber ol participants

W hether the. questions which ere asked are in any way problematic, tor example,  
asking lor roo much o h '  revh.uion on the pair or participants 

: Whether the questionnaire demands that the participant devot.es too much time to
the. questionnaire
W hether the: participant rncuvs any expense because nt completing the questionnaire

•and 1 will he g iven/ shown a copy o f  the results when the research is com p leted

.Munauiie

2. TithicaJ Guidelines for the Composing- and Delivery'of • 
Questionnaires

'I he re scare her should meet w:.ih the Director o i Studies or module leader to. discuss the


